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The SCENE is in [be Houſe quEPHALUS, at [be Pincum.

SOCRATES.

I WEN T down yeﬅerday to the liiramm', with Glauco, the ſon of

Ariﬅo, to pay my devotion to the Goddeſs; and deſirous, at the ſame time,
to
1 Glauco and Adimantus were the brothers of Plato, whom, as Plutarch juﬅly obſerves in
his Treatiſe on Brotherly Love, Plato has rendered famous by introducing them into this
dialogue.
*
5' It is neceſſary to obſerve that this form of a Republic is tlrricc related, according to Plato ;
the ﬁrﬅ time, 'm ſhe Pirmum, agomﬅimlly, or with contention; the third time, in the intro
duction to the Timzus, without perſons, ſymptiml/y; and the ſecond time narrative-ly, with
the perſons and things pertaining to the narration. This ſecond relation was made in the city,
to Timreus, Critias, Hermocrates, &c., as we learn from Plato in the Timaeus. Proclus,
therefore, obſerves as follows reſpecting the Pirreum, the place ofthe ﬁrﬅ converſation, that,

as maritime places are neceſſarily full of a tumultuous and various life, the Piraeum was moﬅ
adapted to a diſcourſe concerning juﬅice, attended with tumult, and in which Socrates, not
without ſophiſiical conteﬅs, defended juﬅice againﬅ the many-headed ſophiﬅical life.

But the

ciry, the place of the ſecond relation, is accorumodated to a life unattcndcd with tumult, and
with pliiloſophic tranquillity retiring into itſelf, and quietly contemplating, in conjunction

with thoſe ſimilar to itſelf, things which it had ſurveyed with much trouble in a tumultuous
'
place
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to obſerve in what manner they would celebrate the feﬅival ', as they were
now to do it for the ﬁrﬅ time. The proceſſion oſ our own countrymen
ſeemed to me to be indeed beautiful; yet that oſ the Thracians appeared
no leſs proper. After we had paid our devotion, and ſeen the ſolemnity,
we were returning to the city; when Polemarchus, the ſon oſ Cephalus,

obſerving us at a diﬅance hurrying home, ordered his boy to run and de
ﬁre us to wait for him: and the boy, taking hold of my robe behind,
Polemarchus, ſays he, deſires you to wait. I turned about, and aſked
where he was.

He is coming up, ſaid he, after you; but do you wait

for him. We will wait, ſaid Glauco; and ſoon afterwards came Pole
marchus, and Adimantus the brother of Glauco, and Niceratus the ſon
of Nicias, and ſome others as from the proceſſion/"Then ſaid Polemar-v
chus, Socrates! you ſeem to me to be hurrying to the city.

ſaid I, not amiſs.

You conjecture,

Do you not ſee, then, ſaid he, how many there are of

us? Undoubtedly'l do. Therefore, now, you muﬅ either be ﬅronger than
theſe, or you muﬅ ﬅay here.

Is there not, ſaid I, one way ﬅill remaining?

May we not perſuade you that you muﬅ let us go? Can you be able to
perſuade ſuch as will not hear? By no means, ſaid Glauco.
we are not to hear, determine accordingly.

Then, as iſ

But do you not know, ſaid

Adimantus, that there is to be an illumination in the evening, on horſe

back, to the goddeſs ? On horſe-back ? ſaid-I.

That is new.

Are they to

have torches, and give them to one another, contending together with

their horſes? or how do you mean? Juſt ſo, replied Polemarchus. And
place.

And perhaps, ſays he, you may ſay that the Piraeum is analogous to the realms of

generation, (i- e. the ſublunary region) but the city to a place pure from generation, and, as

Socrates in the Phaedo ſays, to the aethereal region. For generation is full oſ a bitter and
tempeﬅuous life, and of mighty waves under which ſouls are merged, whence their life is not
without tumult, though they may live according to reaſon. But the whereal region is_ the place
of ſouls who are now allotted a pure and blameleſs period of exiﬅencc, though they ﬅill.
retain the memory of the tumult in generation, and of the labours which they endured in its

ﬂuctuating empire.

ct

ſ

1 This feﬅival, according to Proclus, (in Pint. Polit. p. 353.) was the Bendidian, in which
Diana was worſhipped agreeably to the law of the Thracians. For Bendis, ſays he, is a
Thracian name.

He adds, V The theulogiſlk of Thrace (Orpheus), among many names oſ the

Moon, refers that of Bendis alſo to the goddeſs =
Plutonian, joyful goddeſs, Bendis ﬅrong."
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beſides, they will perform a nocturnal ſolemnity ' worth ſeeing.

For

We ſhall riſe after ſupper, and ſee the nocturnal ſolemnity, and ſhall be

there with many of the youth, and converſe together : But do you ﬅay,
and do not do otherwiſe.
ſhould ﬅay.

It ſeems proper, then, ſaid Glauco, that we

Nay, if it ſeem ſo, ſaid I, we ought to 'do it.

We went

home
therefore to brothers
Polemarchus's
houſe; and likewiſe
there weThLaſymachus
found both Lyſias
and Euthydemus,
of iPolemarchus;
the
Chalcedonian, and Charmantides the Pzeoneian, and Clitipho the ſon of
Ariﬅonimus; Cephalus the father of Polemarchus was likewiſe in the

houſe; he ſeemed to me to be far advanced in years, for I had not ſeen
him for
He was ſacriﬁce
ſitting crowned,
on aSoiwe
certainſatcouch
ſeat;
fora helong
hadtime.
been oﬀering
in the hall.
downand
by

him ;_for ſome feats were placed there in a circle.

Immediately, then,

when Cephalus ſaw me, he ſaluted me, and ſaid, Socrates, you do not
often come down to us to the Pirazum, nevertheleſs you ought to do it;

for, were I ﬅill able eaſily to go up to the city, you ſhould not need to
come hither, but we would be with you. But now you ſhould come hither
more frequently: for I aſſure you that, with relatiou to myſelf, as the
' This nocturnal ſolemnity was the leſſer Panathenza, which, as the name implies, was
ſacred to Minerva. Proclus (in Plat. Polit. p. 3 53) obſerves of this goddeſs and Diana, that

they are both daughters of Jupiter, both virgins, and both light-beare's. The one (Diana) is
Phofphor, as benevolently leading into light the unapparent reaſons (i. e. productive princi
ples) of nature; the other as enkindling intellectual light in the ſoul
His helmet and his ſhield ſhe gave to blaze
With fire unweary'd'
and is removing thoſe dark miſls, which, when preſent, prevent the ſoul from ſeeing what is
divine, and what is human. Both, therefore, poſſeſſing idioms of this kind, it is evident that

the one preſides over generation, and is the midwife of its productive principles -, but the other
clevntcs ſouls, and imparts intellect and true prudence: and in the celeﬅial regions ſhe exert'

a ﬅill greater power, ſupernally perfecting the whole of the lunar order.

If theſe things, then,

be true, the Bendidian feﬅival, as well as the place in which it was celebrated, will be adapted
to the ﬁrﬅ converſation, which imitates the ſ0ul becoming adorned, but not free from the

tumult of generation. But the Panathenaza will be adapted to the ſecond and third narration
of a republic, which imitate the ſoul retiring into herſelf, and withdrawing her life from things
below, to her own intellect, and, inﬅead of adorning things diſſimilar, aſſociating with ſuch as

are ſimilar to herſelf, and communicating in intellectual conceptions, and ſpectacles adapted to
happy ſpectators.
,
' Aaue a: ex mule; re nal arc-inﬂux emperor rup.
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pleaſttres 'relpecting the body languiſh, the deſire and pleaſure of conver
ſation increaſe.

Do not fail, then to make a party often with theſe

youths, and come hither to us, as to your friends and intimate acquaint

man rAnd, truly, ſaid I, Cephahis, ltake pleaſure in converſing with

thoſe who are very far advanced in years 3 for it appears to me proper,
that we learn from them, as from perſons. who have gone before us, what
the road is which it is likely we have to travel ; whether rough and dif

ﬁcult, or plain and eaſy. And I would gladly learn from you, as you are
now arrived at that time of life 'which the poets call the threſhold of
ol -age,. what your opinion of it is -, whether you conſider it to be a,
grievous part of life, or what you announce it to be? And Iwill tell
you, Socrates, ſaid he, what is really my opinion ; for we frequently meet

together in one place, ſeveral of us who are of the ſame age, obſerving
the old proverb.

Moﬅ of us, therefore, when aſſembled, lament their

ﬅate, when they feel a want of the pleaſures of youth, and call to their
remembrance the delights of love, of drinking, and feaﬅing, and ſome

others akin to theſe: and they expreſs indignation, as if they were be
reaved of ſome mighty things. In thoſe days, they ſay, they lived well,
but now they do not live at all: ſome of them, too, bemoan the contempt
which old-age meets with from their acquaintance : and on this account

alſo they lament old-age, which is to them the cauſe of ſo many ills.

But

theſe men, Socrates, ſeem not to me to blame the real cauſe ; for, if this
were the cauſe, I likewiſe ſhould have ſuﬀered the ſame things on account
of old-age; and all- others, even as many as have arrived at theſe years:

whereas I have met with ſeveral who are not thus aﬀected; and particularly
was once with Sophocles the poet, when he was aſked by ſome one, How,
ſaid he, Sophocles, are you aﬀected towards the pleaſures of love? are

you ﬅill able to enjoy them? Softly, friend, replied he, moﬅ gladly, in

deed, have I eſcaped from theſe pleaſhres, as from ſome furious and ſavage
maﬅerI) He ſeemed to me to ſpeak well at that time, and no leſs ſo now :

for, certainly, there is in old-age abundance of peace and freedom from ſuch
things ; for, when the appetites ceaſe to be vehement, and are become

eaſy, what Sophocles ſaid certainly happens ; we are delivered from very
many, and thoſe too inſane maﬅers.

But with relation to theſe things,

and thoſe likewiſe reſpecting our acquaintance, there is one and the tame
, cauſe;
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cauſe; which is not old age, Socrates, but manners: for, iſ indeed they

are diſcreet and moderate, even old-age is but moderately burthenſome:
iſ not, both old age, Socrates, and youth are grievous to ſuch.

Being

delighted to hear him ſay theſe things, and wiſhing him to diſcourſe
further, Iurged him, and ſaid, I think, Cephalus, the multitude will not
agree with you in vthoſe things ; but will imagine that you bear old-age

eaſily, not from manners, but from poſſeﬃng much wealth; for the rich,

ſay they, have many conſolations.

You ſay true, replied he, they do not

agree with me; and there is ſomething in what they ſay; but, however,

not ſo much as they imagine.

But the ſaying of Thcmiﬅocles was juﬅ;

who, when the Seriphian reviled him, and ſaid that he was honoured,
not on his own account, but on that oſ his country, replied That neither
would himſelf have been renowned had he been a Seriphian, nor would

he, had he been an Athenian.

The ſame ſaying is juﬅly applicable to thoſe

who are not rich, and who bear old-age with uneaſineſs, That neither

would the worthy man, were he poor, bear old-age quite eaſily; nor
would he who is unworthy, though enriched, ever be agreeable to himſelf.

But, whether, Cephalus, ſaid I, was the greater part of what you Poſſeſs,
leſt you; or have you acquired it? Somewhat, Socrates, replied he, I

have acquired; as to money-getting, I am in a medium between m'y grand
father and my father: for my grandfather, of the ſame name with me,
who was leſt almoﬅ as much ſubﬅance as I poſſeſs at preſent, made it

many times as much again; but my father Lyſanias made it yet leſs than
it is now: I am ſatisﬁed iſ I leave my ſons here, no leſs, but ſome little
more than I received. Iaﬂced you, ſaicl1 I, for this reaſon, becauſe you
ſeem to me to love riches moderately;

and thoſe generally do ſo who

have not acquired them: but thoſe who have acquired them are doubly
ſond oſ them: for, as poets love their own poems, and as parents
love their children, in the ſame manner, thoſe who have enriched
themſelves value their riches as a work of their own, as well as for the

utilities they aﬀord, for which riches are valued by others.
rcplied he.

It is entirely ſo, ſaid I.

You ſay true,

But further, tell me this : What do

you think is the greateﬅ good derived from the poſſeﬃon of much ſub
ſtance ? That, probably, ſaid he, of which [ſhall not perſuade the mul

titudeſi For be aſſured, Socrates, continued he, that after a man begins'
P 2
to.
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to think he is ſoon to die, he feels a fear and concern about things which
before gave 'him no uneaſineſs: for thoſe ﬅories concerning a future
ﬅate, which repreſent that the man who has done injuﬅice here muﬅ there
be puniſhed, though formerly ridiculed, do then trouble his ſoul with ap
prehenſions that they may be true ; and the man, either through the inﬁr

mity of old-age, or as being now more near thoſe things, views them more
attentively: he becomes therefore full of ſuſpicion and dread; and con
ſiders, and reviews, whether he has, in any thing, injured any one;
He then who ﬁnds in his life much of iniquity, and is wakened from
ſleep, as children by repeated calls, is afraid, and lives in miſerable hope.
But the man who is not conſcious of any iniquity,
Still pleaſing hope, ſweet nouriſher of age !
Attends

as Pindar ſays. This, Socrates, he has beautifully expreſſed; that, who.
ever lives a life of juﬅice and holineſs,
Sweet hope, the nouriſher of age, his heart
Delighting, with him lives; which moﬅ of all

Govetns the many veering thoughts of man.

So that he ſays well, and very admirably; wherefore, for this purpoſe, I
deem the poſſeſſion of riches to be chieﬂy valuable; not to every man,
but to the man of worth: for the poſſeſſion of riches contributes conſider
ably to free us from being tempted to cheat or deceive; and from being
obliged to depart thither in a terror, when either indebted in ſacriﬁces to

GQd,'01' in money to man.

It hctas'many other advantages beſides ; but,

for my part, Socrates, l deem riches to be moﬅ advantageous to a man of

underﬅanding, chieﬂy in this reſpect. You ſpeak moﬅ handſomely, Cepha

lus, replied I. But with reſpect to this very thing, juﬅice: Whether ſhall
we call it truth, ſimply, and the reﬅoring of what one man has received
from another 2 or ſhall We ſay that the very ſame things may ſometimes

be done juﬅly, and ſometimes unjuﬅly? My meaning is this : Every one
would ſomehow own, that if a man ſhould receive arms from his friendv
who was of a ſound mind, it would not be proper to reﬅore ſuch things
if he ſhould demand them when mad; nor would the reﬅorer be juﬅ :
llOſ
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nor again would he be juﬅ, who, to a man in ſuch a condition, ſhould
willingly tell all the truth. You ſay right, replied he. This, then, to
ſpeak the truth, and reﬅore what one hath- received, is not the deﬁnition

of juﬅice? It is not, Socrates, replied Polemarchus, if at leaﬅ we may
give any credit to Simonides. However that be, I give up, ſaid Cephalus,
this converſation to you ; for [muﬅ now go to take care of the ſacred rites.
Is not Polemarchns, ſaid I, your heir? Certainly, replied he ſmiling, and
at the ſame time departed to the ſacred rites. Tell me, then, ſaid

I, you who are heir in the converſation, what is it which, according to you,
Simonides ſays ſo well concerning juﬅice ? That to give every one his due,
isjuﬅ, replied he ; in ſaying this, he ſeems to me to ſay well. It is, indeed,
ſaid l, not eaſy to diſbelieve Simonides, for he is a wiſe and divine man ;

but what his meaning may be in this, you, Polemarchus, probably know
it, but I do not ; for it is plain he does not mean what we were ſaying juſt

now ; that, when one depoſits with another any thing, it is to be given.
back to him when he aſks for it again in his madneſs L yet what has been
depoſited is in ſome reſpect, at leaﬅ, due; is it not? It is.

But yet, it is

not at all, by any means, then', to be reﬅored, when any one aſks for it in.
his madneſs. It is not, replied he. Simonides then, as it ſhould ſeem, ſays
ſomething diﬀerent from this, that to deliver up what is due, is juﬅ Z Somez
thing diﬀerent, truly, replied he: for he thinks that friends ought to do
their friends ſome good, but no ill.

I underﬅand, ſaid I. He who reﬅores

gold depoſited with him, if to reﬅore and receive it be hurtful, and the

reﬅorer and receiver be friends, does not give what is due. Is not this what
you allege Simonidcs ſays? Surely. But what? are we to give our enemies
too, what may chance to be due to them? vBy all means, replied he, what

is due to them ; and from an enemy, to an enemy, there is due, I imagine,
what is ſitting, that is, ſome evil. Simonides, then, as it ſhould ſeem, re
plied l, expreſſed what is juﬅ, enigmatically, and after the manner of the
pocts ; 'for he well underﬅood, as it appears, that this was juﬅ, to give
every one what was ﬁtting for him, and this he called his due. But,

what, ſaid he, is your opinion ? Truly, replied I, if any one ſhould aſk him
thus : Simonides, what is the art, which, diſpenſing to certain perſons

ſomething fitting and due, is called medicine? what would he anſwer us,

do you think ? That art, ſurely, replied he, which diſpenſes drugs,and pre
ſcribes
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ſcribes regimen of meats and drinks to bodies.

And what is the art, which,

diſpenſing to certain things ſomething ſitting and due, is called cookery?

The art which gives ſeaſonings to victuals.

Be it ſo. _What then is that

art, which, dilpenſing to certain perſons ſomething ſitting and due, may be

called juﬅice i If we ought to be any way directed, Socrates, by what is
ſaid above, it is the art which diſpenſes good oﬃces to friends, and in-v
juries. to enemies. To do good, then, to friends, and ill to enemies, he
calls juﬅice ?- It ſeems ſo. Who, then, is moﬅ able to do good, to
his friends, when they are diſeaſed, and ill to his enemies, with reſpect to

ſickneſs and health Z The phyſician. And who, when they ſail, with re
ſpect to the danger of the ſea i The pilot. But as to thejuﬅ man, in what
buſineſs, and with reſpect to what action, is he moﬅ able to ſerve his friends,

and to hurt his enemies? It ſeems to me, in ﬁghting in alliance with the one,
and againﬅ the other. Be it ſo. But, ſurely, the phyſician is uſeleſs, Po
lemarchus, to thoſe, at leaﬅ, who are not ſick? It is true. And the pilot,
to thoſe who do not ſail? He is. And is the juſt man, in like manner,

uſeleſs to thoſe who are not at war P I can by no means think that he is.
Juﬅice, then, is uſeful likewiſe in time of peace. It is. And ſo is agri
culture, is it not? It is. Towards the poſſeſſion of grain? Certainly.
And is not ſhoemaking likewiſe uſeful? It is. Toward: the poſſeſſion of
ſhoes, you will ſay, I imagine. Certainly. But what, now ? For the uſe,
or poſſeſſion of what, would you ſay that juﬅice were uſeful in time

of peace ? For co-partnerſhips, Socrates.

You call co-partnerſhips, joint

companies, or what elſe? Joint companies, certainly.

Whether, then,

is the juﬅ man, or the dice-player, a good and uſcful co-partner, for play
ing at dice ? The dice-player. But, in the laying of tiles or ﬅones, is the
juﬅ man a more uſeful and a better partncr than the maſon? By no

means. In what joint company, now, is the juﬅ man a better co-partner
than the harper, as the harper is better than the juﬅ man for'touching
the ﬅrings of a harp? In a joint company about "money, as limagine.

And yet it is likely, Polemarchus, that with regard to the making uſe of
money, when it is neceſſary jointly to buy or ſell a horſe, the jockey, as I
imagine, is then the better co-partner. Is he not ? He would appear ſo.
And with reſpect to a ſhip, the ſhip-wright, Or ſhip-maﬅer ?'It would'ſeem
ſo.

When then-is it, with reſpect to the joint application of money, that
9
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thej'uſt man is more uſeſul than others? When it is to be depoſited, and be
ſafe, Socrates. Do you not mean, when there is no need to uſe it, but
to let it lie? Certainly. When money then is uſeleſs, juﬅice is uſeful.
with regard to it? It ſeems ſo. And when a pruning-hook is to be kept,

juﬅice is uſcful, both for a community, and for a particular perſon :>
but when it is to be uſed, the art of vine-dreſſing is uſeful. It appears ſo.
And you will ſay that, when a buckler, or a harp, is to be kept, and not.
to be uſed, then juﬅice is uſeful ; but when they are to be uſed, then the
military, and the muſical art ? Of neceſſity. And with reference to all:
other things, when they are to be uſed, juﬅice is uſeleſs ; but when they
are not to be uſed, it is uſeful? It ſeems ſo. Juﬅice, then, my friend !
can be no very important matter, if it is uſeful only in reſpect of things,
which are not to be uſed. But let us conſider this matter: Is not he who
is the moﬅ dexterous at ﬅriking, whether in battle or in boxing, the

ſame likewiſe in defending himſelf P Certainly. And is not he who is
dexterous in warding oﬀ and ſhunning a diﬅemper, moﬅ dexterous too in
bringing it on ? So I imagine. And he too the 'beﬅ guardian of a camp,
who can ﬅeal the counſels, and the other operations of the enemy i' Cer
tainly.

Of whatever, then, any one is a good guardian, of that likewiſe

he is a dexterous thief. lt ſeems ſo. If therefore the juﬅ man be dexterous
in guarding money, he is dexterous likewiſe in ﬅealing P So it would appear,v
ſaid he, from this reaſoning. The juﬅ man, then, has appeared to be a.
ſort of thief ; and you ſeem to have learned this from Homer ; for he ad

mires Autolycus, the grandfather of Ulyſſes by his mother, and lays that
he was diﬅinguiſhed beyond all men for theſts and oaths.

It ſeems, then,

according to you, and according to Homer and Simonides, that juﬅice is
a ſort of thieving, for the proﬁt indeed of friends, and for the hurt of

enemies. Did not you ſay ſo? No, by no means ;- nor indeed do I know
any longer what I ſaid ; yet I ﬅill think that juﬅice proﬁts friends, and
hurts enemies. But, whether do you pronounce ſuch to be friends, as
ſeem to be honeﬅ ?

or, ſuch as are ſo, though they do n'ot ſeem ; and in

the ſame way as to enemies ? It isvreaſonable, ſaid he, to love thoſe whom
a man deems to be honeﬅ ; and to hate thoſe whom he deems to be wicked.
But do not men miﬅake in this; ſo as that many who are not honeﬅ appear.

ſo to them, and many contrariwiſe ?, They do miﬅake.. To ſuch, then7
the
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the good are enemies, and the bad are friends?

Certainly.

But, how

ever, it is then juﬅ for them to proﬁt the bad ; and to hurt the good.
lt appears ſo.

But the good are likewiſe juﬅ, and ſuch as do no ill.

True. But, according to your ſpeech, it is juﬅ to do ill to thoſe who do
no ill. By no means, Socrates, replied he; for the ſpeech ſeems to be
wicked. It isjuﬅ, then, ſaid l, to hurt the unjuﬅ, and to proﬁt thcjuﬅ.
This ſpeech appears more handſome than the other. Then, it will happen,
Polemarchus, to many,--to as many indeed of mankind as have mill.

judged, that it ſhall be juﬅ to hurt their friends, who are really bad ; and to
proﬁt their enemies, who are really good; and ſo we ſhall ſay the very re
verſe ofwhat we aﬃrmed Simonides ſaid ? lt does, indeed, ſaid he, happen ſo.
But let us deﬁne again; for we ſeem not to have rig'htly deﬁned a friend

and an enemy. How were they deﬁned, Polemarchus P That he who ſeems
honeﬅ is a friend. But how ſhallwe now deſine, ſaid I? That he who
ſeems, replied hc,*and likewiſe is honeﬅ, is a friend ; but he who ſeems

honeﬅ, yet is not, ſeems, yet is nota friend. And we muﬅ admit the
diﬅinction about an enemy to be the very ſame. The good man, ac
cording to this ſpeech, will, as it ſeems, be the friend,- and the wicked
man, the enemy. Yes. Do you now require us to deſcribe what is juﬅ,
as we did before, when we ſaid it was juﬅ to do good to a friend, and ill to
an enemy? Or ſhall we add to the deﬁnition, and now ſay, that it is juﬅ

to do good to a friend, when he is good ; and ill to an enemy, when he
is bad? This laﬅ, ſaid he, ſeems to me to be perfectly well expreſſed. Is it,
then, ſaid I, the part ofa juﬅ man to hurt any man ? By all means, ſaid
he, he ought to hurt the wicked, and his enemies. But, do horſes, when
fhe'y are hurt, become better or worſe P Worſe. Whether in the virtue
of dogs, or-of horſes? In that Of horſes. And, do not dogs, when they
are hurt, become worſe in the virtue of dogs, and not of horſes ? Of ne
ccﬃty.
And ſhall we not in like manner, my friend, ſay that men,
when they are hurt, become worſe in the virtue of a man? Certainly.
But is notjuﬅice the virtue of a man? Of neceſſity this likewiſe.
Of
neceſſity then, friend, thoſe men who are hurt muﬅ become more unjuﬅ.

lt ſeems ſo.

But can muſicians, by muſic, make men unmuſical?

lt is

impoſſible. Or horſemen, by horſemanſhip, make men unſkilled in horſe
manſhip? It cannot be. Or can the juﬅ, by juﬅice, make men unjuﬅ? Or
6
*
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in general, can the good, by virtue, make men wicked? It is impoſſible.
For, it is not, as l imagine, the effect of heat, to make cold, but of its

contrary.
contrary.

Yes. Nor is it the eﬀect oſ drought, to make moiﬅ; but its
Certainly. Neither is it the part of a good man, to hurt;

but of his contrary.

lt appears ſo.

But, the juﬅ is good.

Certainly.

Neither, then, is it the part of a juﬅ man, Polemarchus, to hurt either
friend, or any other, but the part of his contrary, the unjuﬅ man.
In all reſpects, ſaid he, you ſeem to me, Socrates,.to ſay true.
If,
then, any one ſays that it is juﬅ to give every one his due, and thinks
this with himſelf, that hurt is due to enemies from a juﬅ man, and proﬁt to
his friend ; he was not wiſe who ſaid ſo, for he ſpoke not the truth.

it has no where appeared to us, that any juﬅ man hurts any one.

For

I agree,

ſaid he. Let us jointly contend, then, ſaid I, if any one ſhall ſay that a
Simonides, a Bias, a Pittacus, ſaid ſo; or any other of thoſe wiſe and

happy men. I am ready, ſaid he, to join in the ﬁght. But do you know,
ſaid I, whoſe ſaying I fancy it is, That it is juﬅ to proﬁt friends, and hurt
enemies ? Whoſe ? ſaid he. I fancy it is the ſaying of Periander, or Per

diccas, or Xerxes, or Iſmenius the Theban; or ſome other rich man,
who thought himſelf able to accompliſh great things. You ſay moﬅ true,
ſaid he.

Be it ſo, ſaid I.

But as this has not appeared to be juﬅice, not

thejuſt, what elſe may one aſſert it to be ?
Thraſymachus frequently, during our reaſoning, ruſhed in the midﬅ, to
lay hold of the diſcourſe; but was hindered by thoſe who ſat near him, and

who wanted to hear the converſation to an end. But, when we pauſed.
'and l had ſaid theſe things, he was no longer quiet; but, collecting
himſelf as a wild beaﬅ, he came upon us as if he Would have torn us in
pieces. Both Polemarchus and I, being frightened, were thrown into the
utmoﬅ conﬅernation: but he, roaring out in the midﬅ: What trifling,

ſaid he, Socrates, is this which long ago poſſeſſes you; and why do you
thus play the fool together, yielding mutually to one another? But, if

you truly want to know what is juﬅ, aſk not queﬅions only, nor value
yourſelf in conſuting, when any one anſwers you any thing; (knowing
this, that it is eaſier to aſk than to anſwer ;) but anſwer yourſelf, and tell
what it is you call juﬅ. And you are not to tell me that it is' what is ſit ;
nor what is due, nor what is proﬁtable, nor what is gainſul, nor what is
VOL-
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advantageous; but, what you mean tell plainly and accurately; for I
will not allow it, if you ſpeak ſuch triﬂes as theſe. When I heard this, I
was aﬅoniſhed, and, looking at him, was frightened; and I ſhould have
become ſpeechleſs, I imagine, if I had not perceived him before he

perceived me. But I had obſerved him ﬁrﬅ, when he began to grow ﬁerce
at our reaſoning; ſo that I was now able to anſwer him, and ſaid,
trembling: Thraſymachus! be not hard on us; for, if we miﬅake in

our inquiries, Polemarchus and I, be well aſſured that we miﬅake

unwittingly: for think not than-in ſearching for gold, we would never
willingly yield to one another in the ſearch, and mar the ﬁnding it; but

that, ſearching for juﬅice, an aﬀair far more valuable than a great deal of
gold, we ſhould yet fooliſhly yield to each other, and not labour, friend,

with the utmoﬅ ardour, that we may diſcover what it really is.

But I am

afraid we are not able to diſcover it. It is more reaſonable, then, that we
be pitied, than be uſed hardly by you who are men of*_ability. Having
heard this, he laughed aloud in a very coarſe manner, and ſaid By

Hercules! this is Socrates's wonted irony.

This I both knew and

foretold to theſe, here, that you never incline to anſwer if any one
aſk you any thing.

You are a wiſe man, therefore, Thraſymachus, ſaid

I. For you knew well, that if you aſked any one, How many is twelve?
and, when you aſk, ſhould previouſly tell him, You are not, friend, to tell
me that twelve is twice ﬁx ; nor that it is three times four ; nor that it is
four times three ; for I will not admit it, if you triﬂe in ſuch a manner ;-I

fancy it is plain to you that no man would anſwer one aſking in ſuch a

way. But if he ſhould ſay to you, Wonderfnl Thraſymachus! how do
you mean? May I anſwer in none of thoſe ways you have told me; not
even though the real and true anſwer happen to be one of them, butI am
to ſay ſomething elſe than the truth ? Or, how is it you mean P What would
you ſay to him in anſwer to theſe things? If they were alike, Iſhould
give an anſwer; but how are they alike? Nothing hinders it, ſaid I;

but, though they were not alike, but ſhould appear ſo to him who was
aﬂced, would he the leſs readily anſwer what appeared to him; whether
we forbade him or not? And will you do ſo now? ſaid he. Will you
ſay in anſwer ſome of theſe things which I forbid you to ſay? I ſhould
not wonder l did, ſaid I, if it ſhould appear ſo to me on inquiry.
What
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What then, ſaid he, if I ſhall ſhow you another and a better anſwer,

beſides all theſe about juﬅice; what will you deſerve to ſuﬀer? What
elſe, ſaid I, but what is proper for the ignorant to ſuﬀer? And it is
pr0per for them to learn ſomewhere from a wiſe man. I ſhall there
fore deſerve to ſuﬀer this. You are pleaſant now, ſaid he, but to

gether with the learning, do you pay money likewiſe.

Shall it not be

after I have got it? ſaid l. But it is here, ſaid Glauco; ſo as to money,
Thraſymachus, ſay on; for all of us will advance for Socrates. I
truly imagine ſo, ſaid he, that Socrates may go on in his wonted
manner; not anſwer himſelf, but, when another anſwers, he may take
up the diſcourſe, and confute. How, ſaid I, moﬅ excellent Thraſy
machus, can a man anſwer? In the ﬁrﬅ place, when he neither
knows, nor ſays he knows; and, then, if he have any opinion about

theſe matters, he is forbid by no mean man to advance any of his
opinions. But it is more reaſonable that you ſpeak, as you ſay you
know, and can tell us: Do not decline then, but oblige me in anſwer
ing, and do not grudge to inﬅruct Glauco

the company.

here, and the

reﬅ

oſ

When I had ſaid this, both Glauco and the reﬅ of

the company entreated him not to decline it,

And Thraſymachus

appeared plainly deſirous to ſpeak, in order to gain applauſe; reckoning

he had a very ﬁne anſwer to make; yet pretended to be earneﬅ that
I ſhould be the anſwerer, but at laﬅ he agreed. And then, This, ſaid he,
is the wiſdom of Socrates: Unwilling himſelf to teach, he goes about
learning from others, and gives no thanks for it.

That, indeed, I learn

from others, ſaid I, Thraſymachus, is true; but in ſaying that I do
not give thanks for it, you are miﬅaken. Ipay as much as I am able;
and I am only able to commend them; for money I have not: and

how readily I do this, when any one appears to me to ſpeak well, you
ſhall perfectly know this moment, when you make an anſwer; for I

imagine you are to ſpeak well.

Hear then, ſaid he; for I ſay, that

wha't is juﬅ, is nothing elſe but the advantage of the more powerful.
But why do not you commend? You are unwilling. Let me learn
ﬁrﬅ, ſaid I, what you ſay; for as yet I do not underﬅand it. The
advantage of the more powerful, you ſay, is what is juﬅ.

What is,

this which you now ſay, Thraſymachus_? For you certainly do not
Q 2
mean
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mean ſuch a thing as this: If Polydamus, the wreﬅler, be more pow
erful than we; and iſ beeſ be beneﬁcial for his body, that this food is:
likewiſe both juﬅ and advantageous ſo' us, who are weaker than he.
You are moﬅ impudent, Socrates, and lay hold of my ſpeech on that.

ſide where you may do it the greateﬅ hurt. By no means, moﬅ
excellent Thraſymachus ſaid I, but tell more plainly what is your
meaning. Do not you then know, ſaid he, that, with reference to
ﬅates, ſome are tyranuicalz. others democratical; andv others ariﬅocra
tical? \V'hy are they not? And is not the governing part in each ﬅate
the more powerful? Certainly. And every government makes laws
for its own advantage; a democracy, democratic laws; a tyranny, ty
rannic; and others the ſame way. And when they have made them,

they ſhow that to be juﬅ for the governed, which is advantageous for
themſelves; and they puniſh the tranſgreſſor oſ this as one acting con
trary both to law and juﬅice,

This, then, moﬅ excellent Socrates,,

'is what l ſay, that, in all ﬅates, what is juﬅ, and what is advantageous
for the eﬅabliſhed government, are the fame; it hath the power. So.

that it appears to him who reaſons rightly, that, in all caſes, what is
the advantage oſ the more powerful, the ſame is juﬅ. Now I have.
learned, ſaid I, what you= ſay. But whether it be true, or not, I'

ſhall endeavour to learn. What is advantageous, then, Thraſymachus,
you yourſelf have aﬃrmed to be likewiſe juﬅ; though you forbid me
to give this anſwer; but, indeed, you have added to it that of the
more powerful. Probably, ſaid- he, but a ſmall addition. It is not yet.

maniſeﬅ, whether it is ſmall or great; but it is manifeﬅ that this is.
to be conſidered, whether you ſpeak the truth; ſmce I too acknow
ledge that what is juﬅ is ſomewhat that is advantageous: but youv
add to it, and ſay, that it is that eſ the more powerful. This I do;

not know, but it is to be conſidered. Conſider then, ſaid he. That,
ſaid l, ſhall be done. And tell me, do not you ſay that it is juﬅ to
obey governors? I' ſay ſo.

Whether are the governors in- the ſeveral

ﬅates infallible? or are they capable of erring? Certainly, ſaid he, they

are liable to err.

Do they not, then, when they attempt to make laws,

make ſome of them right, and ſome of them not right? 1 imagine

ſo.

To make them right, is it not to make them advantageons for
themſelves ;
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themſelves; and to make them not right, diſadvantageous? Or what

is it you mean? Entircly ſo.

And what they cnact is to be obſerved

by the governed, and this is what is juﬅ? Why

not? It is, then,

according to your reaſoning, not only juﬅ to do what is advantageous
for the more powerful; but alſo to do the contrary, what is not ad
vantageous. What do you ſay? replied he. The ſame, Iimagine, that

yon ſay yourſelf.

But let us conſider better: have we no: acknow

ledged that governors, in enjoining the governed to do certain things,
may ſometimes miﬅake what is beﬅ for themſelves; and that what
the governors enjoin is juﬅ for the governed to do? Have not theſe
things been acknowledged? I think ſo, ſaid he. Think, alſo, then,
ſaid I, that you have acknowledged that it is juﬅ to do what is diſ
advantageous to governors, and the more powerful; ſmce governors
unwillingly enjoin what is ill for themſelves; and you ſay that it is

juﬅ for the others to do what theſe enjoin.

Muﬅ it not then, moﬅ

wiſe Thraſymachus, neceſſarily happen, that, by this means, it may

be juﬅ to do the contrary of what you ſay? For that which is the
diſadvantage of the more powerful, is ſometimes enjoined the in
ſeriors to do? Yes, indeed, Socrates, ſaid Polemarchus, theſe things
are moﬅ manifeﬅ. Yes, if you bear him witneſs, ſaid Clitipho. What
need, ſaid I, of a witneſs? For Thraſymachus himſelf acknowledges
that governors do indeed ſometimes enjoin what is ill for themſelves;

but that it is juﬅ for the governed to do theſe things.

For it has,

Polemarchus, been eﬅabliſhed by Thraſymachus, to be juﬅ to do what
is enjoined by the governors; and he has likewiſe, Clitipho, eﬅabliſhed

that to be juﬅ, which is the advantage of the more powerful; and,

having eﬅabliſhed both theſe things, he has acknowledged likewiſe,
that the more powerful ſometimes enjoin the inferiors and govern
ed to do what is diſadvantageous for themſelves; and, from theſe
conceſſions, the advantage of the more powerful can no more be juﬅ

than the diſadvantage.

But, ſaid Clitipho, he ſaid the advantage of

the more powerful; that is, what the more powerful judged to be ad

vantageotxs to himſelf; that this was to be done by the inferior, and
this he eﬅabliſhed as juﬅ. But, ſaid Polemarchus, it was not ſaid ſo.
There is no diﬀerence, Polemarchus, ſaid I. But, if Thraſymachus
ſays
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ſays ſo now, we ſhall allow him to do it.

And tell me, Thraſymachus,

was this what you meant to ſay was juﬅ? The advantage of the more
powerful, ſuch as appeared ſo to the more powerful, whether it is
advantageous, or is not. Shall we ſay that you ſpoke thus? By no

means, ſaid he.

For, do you imagine l call him the more powerful

who misjudges, at the time he misjudges? I thought, ſaid I, you ſaid
this, when you acknowledged that governors were not infallible; but
that in ſome things they even erred. You are a ſycophant, ſaid he,

in reaſoning, Socrates. For, do you now cal] him who miﬅakes about
the management of the ſick, a phyſician; as to that very thing in
which he miﬅakes? or, him, who miﬅakes in reaſoning, a reaſoner,
when he errs, and with reference to that very error? But, I imagine,

We ſay, in common language, that the phyſician erred; that the rea
ſoner erred, and the grammarian: Thus,

however, I imagine, that

each of theſe, as*far as he is what we call him, errs not at any time:

-So that, according to accurate diſcourſe (ſince you diſcourſe accurately),
none
of the artiﬅs errs: for he who errs, errs by departing from
ſcience; and, in this, he is no iartiﬅ: So that no artiﬅ, or wiſe man,
or governor errs; in ſo far as he is a governor. Yet any one may ſay
'the phyſician erred; the governor erred:

this way I now anſwered you.

Imagine then, it was

in

But the moﬅ accurate anſwer is this:

That the governor, in as far as he is governor, errs not; and, as he

does not err, he enacts that which is beﬅ for himſelf; and this is to
be obſerved by the governed: So that what I ſaid from the beginning,

I maintain, is juﬅ-To do what is the advantage of the more power
ful. Be it ſo, ſaid I, Thraſymachus! Do I appear to you to act the
ſycophant? Certainly, indeed, ſaid he. For you imagine that I ſpoke
as I did, inſidiouﬂy, and to abuſe you.

I know it well, ſaid he, but

you ſhall gain nothing by it; for, whether you abuſe me in a
concealed manner, or otherwiſe, you ſhall not be able to over
come me by your reaſoning.

I ſhall not attempt it, ſaid I, happy

Thraſymachus! But, that nothing of this kind may happen to us again,
deﬁne, whether you ſpeak of a governor, and the more powerful,
according to common, or according to accurate diſcourſe, as you now
ſaid, whoſe advantage, as he is the more powerful, it ſhall be juﬅ for the
inferior
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inferior to obſerve. I ſpeak of him, ſaid he, who, in the moﬅ accurate
diſcourſe, is governor. For this, now, abuſe me, and act the ſycophant,
if you are able. Ido not ſhun you; but you cannot do it. Do you
imagine me, ſaid I, to be ſo mad as to attempt to ſhave a lion, and act

the ſycophant with Thraſymachus?

You have now, ſaid he, attempted

it, but with no eﬀect. Enough, ſaid I, of thisſi But tell me, with
reference to him, who, accurately ſpeaking, is a phyſician, þwhom you

now mentioned, whether is he a gainer of money, or one who takes care
of the ſick ? and ſpeak of him who is really a phyſician. He is one who
takes care, ſaid he, of the ſick.

But what of the pilot, who is a pilot,

truly? Whether is he the governor of the ſailors, or a ſailor?
governor of the ſailors.

The

That, I think, is not to be conſidered, that he

fails in the ſhip; nor that he is called a ſailor; for it is not for his
ſailing that he is called pilot, but for his art, and his governing the
ſailors. ' True, ſaid he. Is there not then ſomething advantageous to
each of theſe? Certainly. And does not art, ſaid I, naturally tend to

this, to ſeek out and aﬀord to every thing its advantage ?

It tends to this,

ſaid he. Is there, now, any thing elſe advantageous to each of the arts,
but to be the moﬅ perfect poſſible? How aſk you this? As, if you aſked
me, ſaid I, whether it ſuﬃced the body to be body, or if it ﬅood in need
of any thing,-I would ſay, that it ﬅood in need of ſomething elſe. For
this reaſon is the medicinal art invented, becauſe the body is inﬁrm, and

is not ſuﬃcient for itſelf in ſuch a ﬅate; in order therefore to aﬀord it
things for its advantage, for this purpoſe, art has been provided. Do
I ſeem to you, ſaid I, to ſay right, or not, in ſpeaking in this manner?
Right, ſaid he. But what now? This medicinal art itſelf, or any

other, is it imperfect, ſo long as it is wanting in a certain virtue? As

the eyes, when they want ſeeing; and the ears, hearing; and, for theſe
reaſons have they need of a certain art, to perceive, and aﬀord them

what is advantageous for theſe purpoſes? And is there, ﬅill, in art it
ſelf, ſome imperfection; and does every art ﬅand in need of another

art, to perceive what is advantageous to it, and this ﬅand in need of
another, in like manner, and ſo on, to inﬁnity?

Or ſhall each art

perceive what is advantageous to itſelf; and ﬅand in need neither of itſelf,
nor of another, to perceive what is for its advantage, with reference to its
*

own
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own imperſee'tion? For there is no imperfection, nor error, in any art.
Nor does it belong to it to ſeek what is advantageous to any thing, but to
that of which it is the art. But it is, itlblſ, infallible, and pure, being in

the right.

Solong as each art is an accurate whole, whatever it is.

And

conſider now, according to that accurate diſcourſe, whether it be thus, or

otherwiſe.

Thus, ſaid he, it appears.

The medicinal art, then, ſaid l,

does not conſider what is advantageous to the medicinal art, but to the

body. Yes, ſaid he. Nor the art of managing horſes, what is advanta
geous for that art; but what is advantageous for horſes. Nor does any
other art conſider what is advantageous for itſelf, (for it hath no need,)
but what is advantageous for that oſ which it is the art? So, replied he,
it appears. But, Thralymachus, the arts rule and gm'ern that oſ which

they are the arts.

He yielded this, but with great diﬃculty.

No ſcience,

then. conſiders the advantage of the more powerful, nor enjoins it; but

that of the inferior, and of what is governed. He conſented to theſe
things at laﬅ, though he attempted to contend about them, but afterwards
he conſented. \Vhy, then, ſaid I, no phyſician, ſo far as he is a phyſician,
conſiders what is advantageous for the phyſician, nor enjoins it; but what

it advantageous for the ſick; for it has been agreed, that the accurate
phyſician is one who takes care oſ ſick bodies, and not an amaſſer of

Wealth.

Has it not been agreed?

He aſſented.

And likewiſe that the

accurate pilot is the governor of the ſailors, and not a ſailor?

been agreed.

lt has

Such a pilot, then, and governor will not conſider and

enjoin what is the advantage of the pilot, but what is advantageous to the

ſailor, and the gaverned.

He conſented, with diﬃculty.

Nor, yet,

Thraſymachus, ſaid I, does any other, in any government, as far as he is

a governor, conſider or enjoin his own advantage, but that of the
governed, and oſ thoſe to whom he miniﬅers; and, with an eye to this,
and to what is advantageous and ſuitable to this, he both ſays what he

ſays, and does what he does. When we were at this part of the diſcourſe,
and it was evident to all that the deſinition of what was juﬅ, ﬅood now
on the contrary ſic'e, Thraſymachus, inﬅead of replying, Tell me, ſaid

he, Socrates, have you a nurſe? What, ſaid I, ought you not rather to
anſwer, than aſk luch things? Becauſe, ſaid he, ſhe neglects you when

your noſe is ﬅuﬀed, and does not wipe it when it needs it, you who
4
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underﬅand neither what is meant by ſheep, nor by ſhepherd. For
what now is all this? ſaid l. Becauſe you think that ſhepherds, and
neathcrds, ought to_conſider the good of the ſheep, or oxen, to ſatten
them, and to miniﬅer to them, having in their eye, ſomething be

ſides their maﬅer's good and their own. And you fancy that thoſe
who govern in citlcs, thoſe who gerern truly, are ſomehow otherwiſe
aﬀected towards the governed than one is towards ſheep; and that
they are attentive, day and night, to ſomewhat elſe than tis, how

they ſhall be'gainers themſelves; and ſo far are you from the notion
of the juﬅ and of juﬅice, and of the unjuﬅ and injuﬅice, that you

do not know that both juﬅice and the juﬅ are, in reality, a foreign
good, the advantage of the more powerful, and of the governor; but
properly, the hurt of the ſubject, and the inferior; and injuﬅice is the
contrary. And juﬅice governs ſuch as are truly ſimple and juﬅ; and

the governed do what is for the governor's advantage, he being more
powerful, and miniﬅering to him, promote his happineſs, but by no
means their own. You muﬅ thus conſider it, moﬅ ſimple Socrates!
that, on all occaſions, the juﬅ man gets leſs than the unjuﬅ. Firﬅ, in
co-parrnerſhips with one another, where the one joins in company
with the other,v you never can ﬁnd, on the diſſolving of the company,
that the juﬅ man gets more than the unjuﬅ, but leſs: Then, in civil
aﬀairs, where there are taxes to be paid from equal ſubﬅance; the juﬅ
man pays more, the other leſs. But when there is any thing to be gained,
the one gains nothing, but the gain of the other is great : For, when each of

them governs in any public magiﬅracy. this, if no other loſs, befals the juﬅ
man, that his domeﬅic aﬀairs, at leaﬅ, are in a worſe ſituation through his
neglect; and that he gains nothing from the public, becauſe he is juﬅ:

Add to this, that he comes to be hated by his domeﬅics and acquaint
ance, when at no time he will ſerve them beyond what is juﬅ; But

all theſe things are quite otherwiſe with the unjuﬅ; ſuch an one, I
mean, as I now mentioned; one who has it greatly in his power
to become rich.

Conſider him, then, if you Would judge how nzuch

more it is for his private advantage to be unjuﬅ than juﬅ, and you
will moﬅ eaſily underﬅand it if you come to the moﬅ ﬁniſhed in

juﬅice; ſuch as renders the unjuﬅ man moﬅ happy, but the injnrcd,
VOL. r.
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and thoſe who are unwilling to do injuﬅicc, moﬅ wretched; and that
is tyranny, which takes away the goods of others, both by ſecret fraud,

and by open violence; both things ſacred and holy, both private and
public, and theſe not by degrees, but all at once. In all particular
caſes of ſuch crimes, when one, committing injuﬅice, is not con

cealed, he is puniſhed, and ſuﬀersthe greateﬅ ignominy. For accord
ing to the ſeveral kinds of the wickedneſs they commit, they are called
ſacrilegious, robbers, houſe-breakers, pilferers, thieves. But when any
one, beſides theſe thefts of the ſubﬅance of his citizens, ſhall ﬅeal and

enſlave the citizens themſelves; inﬅead of thoſe diſgraceful names, he
is called happy and bleﬅ; not by his citizens alone, but likewiſe by
others,
many as are informed
he has wickedneſs,
committed the
moﬅit con
ſummateas wickedneſs.
For ſuch that
as irevile
revile
not
becauſe they are afraid of doing, but becauſe they are afraid of ſuﬀer

ing, unjuﬅ sthings. And thus, Socrates, injuﬅice, when in ſuﬃcient
meaſure, is' both more powerful, more free, and hath more ahſolute
command than juﬅice: and, (as I ſaid at the beginning,) the advantage

of the more powerful, is juﬅice; but injuﬅice is the proﬁt and advan
tage of oneſelf. Thraſymachus having ſaid theſe things, inclined to
go away; like a bath-keeper after he had poured into our ears this
rapid and long diſcourſe. Theſe, however, who were preſent, would
not ſuﬀer him, but forced him to ﬅay, and give an account of what he had
ſaid. I too myſelfearneﬅly entreated him, and ſaid, divine Thraſymachus !
after throwing in upon us ſo ﬅrange a diſcourſe, do you intend to go away
before you teach us ſuﬃciently, or learn yourſelf, whether the eate be as
you ſay, or otherwiſe? Do you imagine you attempt to determine a ſmall
matter, and not the guide of life, by which, each of us being conducted,
may lead the moﬅ happy life. But I imagine, ſaid Thraſymachus,
that this is otherwiſe. 'You ſeem truly, ſaid l, to care nothing for

us; nor to be any way concerned, whether we ſhall live well or ill,
whilﬅ u'e are ignorant of what you ſay you know: But, good Thraſy
machus, be readily diſpoſed to ſhow it alſo to us, nor will the favour be

ill placed, whatever you ſhall beﬅow on ſo many of us as are now preſent.
And l, for my own part, tell you, that I am not perſuaded, nor do]

think that injuﬅice is more proﬁtable than juﬅice ; not although it ſhould
,
be
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be permitted to exert itſelf, and be no way hindered from doing whatever

it ſhould incline. But, good Thraſymachus, let him be unjuﬅ, let him
he able to do unjuﬅly, either in ſecret, or by force, yet will you not
perſuade me at leaﬅ that injuﬅice is more proﬁtable than juﬅice, and

probably ſome other of us here is of the ſame mind, and l am not ſingle.
Convince us then, bleﬅ Thraſymachus! that we imagine wrong, when
we value juﬅice more than injuﬅice.

you?

But how, ſaid he, ſhall l convincc

For, ifl have not convinced you by what I have ſaid already,

what ſhall I further do for you P

ſhall l enter into your ſoul, and put my

reaſoning within you? God forbid, ſaid ſ, you ſhall not do that. But,
ſirﬅ of all, whatever you have ſaid, abide by it: or, if you do change,
change openly ; and do not deceive us. For now you ſee, Thraſymachus,

(for let us ﬅill conſider what is ſaid ab0ve,) that when you ﬁrﬅ deſined the
true phyſician, you did not afterwards think it needful that the true
ſhepherd ſhould, ﬅrictly, upon the like principles, keep his ﬂock; but you

fancy that, as a ſhepherd, he may ſeed his ﬂock, not regarding what is
beﬅ for the ſheep, but as ſome "glutton, who is going to feaﬅ on them at
ſome entertainment'; or yet to diſpoſe oſ them as a merchant ; and not a

ſhepherd. ' But the ſhepherd-art hath certainly no other care, but of that
for which it is ordained, to aﬀord it what is beﬅ :. for its own aﬀairs are

already ſuﬃciently provided for; ſo as to be in the very beﬅ ﬅate while it
needs nothing of the ſhepherd-art.
In the ſame manner, I at leaﬅ
imagined, there was a neceſſity for agreeing with us in this, that every
government, in as far as it is government, conſiders what is beﬅ for

nothing elſe but for
political and private
in Cities, ſuch as are
as for that, I not only

the governed, and thoſe under its charge; both in
government. But do you imagine that governors
truly governors, govern willingly? Truly, ſaid he,
imagine it, but am quite certain. Why now, ſaid

l, Thraſymachus, do you not perceive, as to all other governments, that

no one undertakes them willingly, but they aſk a reward; as the proﬁt
ariſing from governing is not to be to themſelves, but to the governed?

Or, tell me this now ? do not we ſay that every particular art is in this
diﬅinct, in having a diﬅinct power? And now, bleﬅ Thraſymachus,
anſwer not diﬀerently from your ſentiments, that we may make ſome

progreſs.

ln this, ſaid he, it is diﬅinct.
12
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aﬀord us a certain diﬅinct advantage, and not acommon one?

As the

niedicinal aﬀords health, the pilot art, prelbrvation in ſailing; and the
others in like manner. Certainly. And does not the mercenary art aﬀord
a reward, for this is its power P Or, do you call both the medicinal art,
and the pilot art, one and the ſame P

Or, rather, if you will deſine them

accurately, as you propoſed; though one in piloting recover his health,
becauſe ſailing agrees with him, you will not the more on this account
call it the medicinal art? No, indeed, ſaid he. Nor will you, I imagine,
call the mercenary art the medicinal, though one, in gaining a reward,

recover his health. No, indeed. What now? Will you call the medi
cinal, the mercenary art, if one in performing a cure gain a reward ?'
No, ſaid he.

Have we not acknowledged, then, that there is a diﬅinct

advantage of every art P Be it ſo, ſaid he.

What is that advantage, then,

with which all artiﬅs in common are advantaged ?

It is plain it muﬅ be

in uſing ſomething common to all that they are advantaged by it. It
ſeems lb, laid he. Yet we ſay that artiﬅs are proſited in receiving a.
reward ariſing to them from the increaſe of a lucrative art. He agreed'
with diﬃculty. Has not, then, every one this advantage in his art, the'
receivinga reward. Yet, if we are to conſider accurately, the medicinak
art produces health, and the mercenary art a reward; maſon-ry, a houſe,
and, the mercenary art accompanying it, a reward. And all the others,
in like manner, every one produces its own work, and beneﬁts that for
which it was ordained; but, if it meet not with a reward, what is the'

artiﬅ advantaged by his art? It does not appear, ſaid he.. But does he
then no ſervice when he works without reward ? Ithink he does. Is not.
this, then, now evident, Thraſymachus, that no art, nor government,
provides what is advantageous for itſelf; but, as I ſaid long ago, provides
and enjoins what is 'advantageous for the governed ; having in view the
profit of the inferior, and not that of the more powerful- And, for theſe

reaſons, friend Thraſymachus, l likewiſe ſaid now, that no one is willing
to govern, and to undertake to rectify the ills of others, but aſks a reward;
for it; becauſe, whoever will perform the art handſomcly, never acts what

is beﬅ for' himſelf, in ruling according to art, but what is beﬅ for the
governed ; and on this account, it ſeems, a reward muﬅ be given to thoſe
who ſhall be willing to govern ; either money,v or honour ; or puniſhment,

'
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iſ they will not govern. How ſay you, Socrates, ſaid Glauco; two oſ the
rewards l underﬅand; but this puniſhment you ſpeak of, and here you
mention it in place of a reward, I know not.

You know not, then, ſaid

I, the reward of the beﬅ of men, on account of which the moﬅ worthy
govern, when they conſent to govern.

Or, do you not know, that to be

ambitious and covetoushis both deemed a reproach, and really is ſo?
know, ſaid he.

I

For thoſe reaſons, then, ſaid I, good men are not willing

to govern, neither for money, nor for honour; for they are neither willing.
to be called mercenary, in openly receiving a reward for governing, nor to
be called thieves, in taking, clandeﬅinely from thoſe under their govern
ment; as little are they willing, to govern for honour, for they are not
ambitious.--Of neCCﬃty then, there 'muﬅ be laid on them a ﬁne,

that they may conſent to govern.

And hence, it ſeems, it hath

been acounted diſhonourable to enter on government willingly, and not
by conﬅraint. And the greateﬅ part of the puniſhmentis to be governed
by a baſe perſon, ifone himſelf is not willing to govern : and the good ſeem
to me to govern from a fear of this, when they do govern : and then, they
enter on the government, not as on any thing good, or as what they are to

reap advantage by, but as onaneceſſary talk, and ﬁnding none better than;
themſelves, nor like them to entruﬅ with the government: ſince it would

appear that, if there was a city of good men, the conteﬅ would be, not to.
be in the goverment, as at preſent it is, to govern : And hence it would be
manifeﬅ, that he who is indeed the true governor, does not aim at his own,

advantage, but at that of the governed; ſo that every underﬅanding man
would rather chooſe to be ſerved, than to have trouble in ſerving another.
This, therefore, I, for my part, will never yield to Thraſymachus ; that
juﬅice is the advantage of the more powerful; but this we ſhall conſider

afterwards.

What Thraſymachus ſays now, ſeems to me of much more

importance, when he ſays that the life of the unjuﬅ man is better than
that of the juﬅ. You, then, Glauco, ſaid I, which ﬁde do you chooſe;

and which ſeems to you moﬅ' agreeable to truth? The life of the juﬅ, ſaid.

he, l, for my part, deem to be the more proﬁtable.

Hare you heard,

ſaid l, how many good things Thraſymachus juﬅ now enumerated in the
life of the unjuﬅ P lhcard, ſaid he, but am not perſuaded. Are you willing,

then, that we thould perſuade him, (if we be able any how to find argu

'
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ments), thatv there is no truth m what he ſays ? Why not, ſaid he.

If then,

ſaid I, pulling on the other ﬁde, we advance argument for argument, how
many good things there are in being juﬅ, and then again, he on the other
ſide, wc ſhall need a third perſon to compute and eﬅimate what each ſhall
have ſaid on either ſide ; and we ſhall likewiſe need ſome judges to deter
mine the matter.

But, if, as now, aſſenting to one another, we con

ﬁder theſe things ; we ſhall be both judges and pleaders ourſelves.
tainly, ſaid he.
he.

Cer

Which way, then, ſaid l, do you chooſe P This way, ſaid

Come then, ſaid I, Thraſymachus, anſwer us from the beginning.

Do you ſay that complete injuﬅice is more proﬁtable than completejuﬅice ?
Yes, indeed, I ſay ſo, replied he. And the reaſons for it I have enume
rated. Come now, do you ever aﬃrm any thing of this kind concerning

them P Do you call one of them, virtue; and the other, vice? Why not?
Is not then,juﬅice, virtue; and injuﬅice, vice ? Very likely, ſaid he, moﬅ

pleaſant Socrates In after I ſay that injuﬅice is proﬁtable ; butjuﬅice is not;

What then ? The contrary, ſaid he. Is it juﬅice you call vice P No, but
I call it, altogether genuine ſimplicity. Do you, then, call injuﬅice, cun

ning? No, ſaid he, but l call it ſagacity.

Do the unjuﬅ ſeem to you,

Thraſymachus, to be both prudent and good? Such, at leaﬅ, ſaid he, as

are able to do injuﬅice in perfection; ſuch as are able to ſubject to them
ſelvcs ﬅates 'and nations ; but you probably imagine I ſpeak of thoſe who
cut purſes : Even ſuch things as theſe, he ſaid, are proﬁtable if con

cealed; but ſuch only as I now mentioned are of any worth.

I under

ﬅand, laid I, what you want to ſay: But this Ihave wondered at, that

you ſhould deem injuﬅice to be a part of virtue and of wiſdom and juﬅice
among their contraries.

But l do deem it altogether ſo.

Your meaning,

ſaid I, is now more determined, friend, and it is no longer eaſy for one
to ﬁnd what to ſay againﬅ it : for, if when you had ſet forth injuﬅice as
proﬁtable, you had ﬅill allowed it to be vice or ugly, as ſome others do, we

ſhould have had ſomething to ſay, ſpeaking according to the received opi
nions :*But now, it is plain, you will call it beautiful and powerful;

and all thoſe other things you will attribute to it which we attr'ibute to
the juﬅ man, ſince you have dared to claſs it with virtue and wiſdom.

You conjecture, ſaid he, moﬅ true.

But, however, I muﬅ not grudge,

ſaid l, to purſue our inquiry ſo long as I conceive you ſpeak as you think;
for
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ſor to me you plainly ſeem now, Thraſymachus, not to he in irony, but
to ſpeak what you think concerning the truth. \Vhat is the diﬀerence to
you, ſaid he, whether l think ſo or not, if you. do not confute my reaſon
ing; None at all, ſaid I.

But endeavour, further, to anſwer me this like

wiſe-Does a juﬅ man ſeem to you deſirous to have more than another juﬅ
man ? By no means, ſaid he; for otherwiſe he would not be courteous and
ſimple, as we now ſuppoſed him. But what, will he not deſire it in a juﬅ
action ? Not even in ajuﬅ action, ſaid he. But, whether would he deem it
proper to exceed the unjuﬅ man and count it juﬅ ? or would he not? He

would, ſaid he, both count it juﬅ and deem it proper but would not be
able to eﬀect it. That, ſaid I, I do not aſk. But, whether a juﬅ man would
neither deem it proper, nor incline to exceed a juﬅ man, but would deem

it proper to exceed the unjuﬅ ? This laﬅ, ſaid he, is what he would incline to do. But what would the unjuﬅ man do? Would he deem it pr0per
to exceed the juﬅ man even in ajuﬅ action ? Why not, ſaid he, he who

deems it proper to exceed all others.

Will not then the uniuﬅ man deſire

to exceed the unjuﬅ man likewiſe, and in an unjuﬅ action ; and contend that

he himſelf receive more than all others ? Certainly.

Thus, we ſay, then,

ſaid l, the juﬅ man does not deſire to exceed one like himſelf, but one un
like. But the unjuﬅ man deſires to exceed both one like, and one unlike
himſelf, You have ſpoken, ſaid he, perfectly well. But, ſaid I, the unjuﬅ
man is both wiſe and good ; but the juﬅ man is neither. This, too, ſaid
he, is well ſaid. Is not,,then, ſaid I, the unjuﬅ man like the wiſe and the
good, and the juﬅ man unlike? Muﬅ he not, ſaid he, be like them, being
ſuch an one as we have ſuppoſed ; and he who is otherwiſe, be unlike them?

Excellently.
elſe? ſaid he.

Each of them is indeed ſuch as thoſe he reſembles.

What

Be it ſo, Thraſymachus, Call you one man muſical and

another unmuſical P 1 do.

Which of the two call you wiſe and which un

wiſe? Icallthe muſical, wiſe, and the unmuſical, unwiſe. Is he not goodv
in as much as he is wiſe, and ill in as much as he is unwiſe? Yes. And

what as to the phyſician? ls not the caſe the ſame ? The ſame. Do you
imagine, then, moﬅ. excellent Thraſymachus, that any muſician, in
tuning a harp, wants to exceed, or deems it proper to have more ſkill than
a man who is a muſician, with reference to the intention or remiſſion

of the ﬅrings ? I am not of that opinion. But what ſay you-'of exceeding a.
6

man .
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man who is 'no muſician? Oſ neceſſity, ſaid he, he will deem it proper to
exceed him. And what as to the phyſician? In preſenting a regimen of
meats or drinks does he want to exceed another phyſician in medical caſes ?
No indeed. But to exceed one who is no phyſician ? Yes. And as to all
ſcience and ignorance does any one appear to you intelligent who wants to
graſp at or do or ſay more than another intelligent in the art ; and not to

do the ſame things, in the ſame aﬀair, which one equally intelligent with
himſelf doth? Probably there is a neceſſity, ſaid he, it be ſo. But what,
as _to him who is ignorant ; will not he want to exceed the intelligent and

the ignorant both alike E Probably. But the intelligent is wiſe P I ſay ſo.
And the wiſe is good P I ſay ſo. But the good and the wiſe will not want
to exceed one like himſelf; but the unlike and contrary ? It ſeems ſo, ſaid
he. But the evil and the ignorant wants to exceed both one like himſelf
and hisoppoſitei It appears ſo. Why, then, Thraſymachus, ſaid I, the

'unjuﬅ deſires to eitceed both one unlike and one like himſelf.
ſay ſo ? I do, ſaid he.

Do not you

But the juﬅ man will not deſire to exceed one like

himſelf, but one unlike? Yes.

The juﬅ man, then, ſaid I, reſembles the

wiſe and the good ; and the unjuﬅ reſembles the evil and the. ignorant. It
appears ſo. But we acknowledged that each of them was ſuch as that which
they reſembled.

We acknowledged ſo, indeed.

The juﬅ man, then, has

appeared to us to be good and wiſe ; and the unjuﬅ to be ignorant and de
Praved. Thraſymachus now confeſſed all theſe things not eaſily, asI now

narrate them, but dragged and with diﬃculty and prodigious ſweat, - it
being now the ſummer ſeaſon.

ſymachus bluſh.

And I then ſaw, but never before, Thra

After we had acknowledged that juﬅice was virtue and

wiſdom, and injuﬅice was vice and ignorance, well, ſaid I, let this remain

ſo, But we ſaid likewiſe that injuﬅice was powerful.
ber, Thraſymachus? Iremember, ſaid he.

Do not you remem

But What you now ſay does

not pleaſe me ; and I have ſomewhat to ſay concerning it whichl well
know you would call declaiming ifI ſhould advance it ; either, then, ſuﬀer
me to ſay what l incline, or if you incline to aſk, do it ; and I ſhall anſwer
you ** he it ſo," as to old women telling ﬅories; and ſhall aſſent and diſſent.
By no means, ſaid I, contrary to your own opinion. Juﬅ to pleaſe you,
ſaid he ; ſince you will not allow me to ſpeak. But do you want any thing
further? Nothing, truly, ſaidI: but if you are to do thus, do; I ſhall

4
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Aſk then.

ing

This, then, I aſk, which I did juﬅ now; (that we

may in an orderly way ſee through our diſcourſe,) oſ what kind is
juﬅice, compared with injuﬅice ; for it was ſurely ſaid that injuﬅice was
more powerful and ﬅronger than juﬅice. It was ſo ſaid juﬅ now, re
plied he. But, iſ juﬅice be both virtue and wiſdom, it will eaſily,I ima

gine, appear to be likewiſe more powerful than injuﬅice ', ſince injuﬅice
is ignorance; oſ this now none can be ignorant.

But I am willing, for

my own part. Thraſymachus, to conſider it not ſimply in this manner,

but ſome how thus. Might you not ſity that a ﬅate was unjuﬅ, and
attempted to enſlavc other ﬅates unjuﬅly, and did enſlave them; and
had many ﬅates in ſlavery under itſelf? Why not, ſaid he: and the
beﬅ ﬅate will chicﬂy do this, and ſuch as is moﬅ completely unjuﬅ.

I

underﬅand, ſaid I, that this was your ſpeech; but Iconſider this in it ;

Whether this ﬅate, which becomes more powerful than the other ﬅate,
ſhall hold this power without juﬅice, or muﬅ it of neceſſity be with
juﬅice? With juﬅice, ſaid he, iſ indeed, as you now ſaid, juﬅice be
wiſdom; but, iſ as I ſaid, with injuﬅice. I am much delighted, ſaid
I, Thraſymachns, that you do not merely aſſent and diſſent, but that

you anſwer ſo handſomely.

I do, it ſaid he, to gratify you.

That is

obliging in you. But gratify me in this likewiſe, and tell me; do you
imagine that a city, or camp, or robbers, or thieves, or any other

community, ſuch as jointly undertakes to do any thing unjnﬅly, is ablc
to eﬀectuate any thing if they injure one another? No indeed, ſaid he.
But what, iſ they do not injure one another; will they not do better?
Certainly.

For injuﬅice, ſome how, Thraſymachus,

brings ſeditions,

and hatreds, and ﬁghtings among them; but juﬅice aﬀords harmony
and friendſhip.

ﬀom you.

Does it not?

Be it ſo, ſaid he, that I may not diﬀer

You are very obliging, moﬅ excellent Thraſymachns! But

tell me this. Iſthis be the work of injuﬅice, wherever it is, to create
hatred, will it not then, when happening among free men and ﬅaves,

make them hate one another, and grow ſeditious, and become impotent
to do any thing together in company? Certainly. But what, in the
caſe of injuﬅice between any two men, will they not diﬀer, and hate,
and become enemies to one another, and to juﬅ men? They will be

come ſo, ſaid he.

v0L. 1.

lf now, wonderful Thraſymachus, injuﬅice be in

a

one,
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one, whether does it loſe its power, or will it no leſs retain it? Let it,
ſaid he, no leſs retain it.

Does it not_then appear to have ſuch a

power as this-That wherever it is, whether in a city, or tribe, or
camp, or wherever elſe, in the ﬁrﬅ place, it renders it unable for

action in itſelf, through ſeditions and diﬀerences; and, beſides, makes
it an enemy to itſelf, and to every opponent, and to the juﬅ? Is it not

thus? Certainly.

And, when injuﬅice is in one man, it will have, I

imagine, all theſe eﬀects, which it is natural for it to produce.

In the

ﬁrﬅ place, it will render him unable for action whilﬅ he is in ſedition
and dilagreement with himſelf; and next as he is an enemy both to
himſelf, and to the juﬅ. Is it not ſo? Yes.
But the Gods, friend,
are likewiſe juﬅ. Let them be ſo, ſaid he. The unj:_1ﬅ man then,
Thraſymachus, ſhall _be an enemy alſo to the Gods; and the juﬅ man,
a friend. Feaﬅ yourſelf, ſaid he, with the reaſoning boldly; forI will
not oppoſe you, that I may not render myſelf odious to theſe Gods.
Come then, ſaid I, and complete to me this feaﬅ; anſwering as you
were doing juﬅ now: for the juﬅ already appear to be willer, and better,
and more powerful to act; but the unjuﬅ are ndt able to act any thing.
with one another: and what we ſaid with reference to thoſe who are

unjuﬅ,-that they are ever at any time able ﬅrenuouſly to act jointly
together; this we ſpoke not altogether true, for they would not ſpare
one another; being thoroughly unjuﬅ; but it is plain that there was
in them juﬅice, which made them refrain from injuring one another,
and thoſe of their party; and by this juﬅice they performed what they

did. And they ruſhed on unjuﬅ actions, through injuﬅice; being half
wicked; ſince thoſe who are completely wicked, and perfectly unjuﬅ,
are likewiſe perfectly unable to act. This then I underﬅand is the
caſe with reference to theſe matters, and not as you were eﬅabliſhing
at ﬁrﬅ. But whether the juﬅ live better than the unjnﬅ, 'and are
more happy (which we propoſed to conſider afterwards), is now to
be conſidered; and they appear to do ſo even at preſent, as l imagine,
at leaﬅ, from what has been ſaid. Let us, however, conſider it furth

er.

For the diſcourſe is not about an accidental thing, but about this,

in what manner we ought to live.

Conſider- then, ſaid he.
4

I am conſidering, ſaid I, and tell me; does
there
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there any thing ſeem to you to be the work of a horſe? Yes. Would
you not call that the work of a horſe, or of any one elſe, which one
does with him only, or in the beﬅ manner? I do not underﬅand, ſaid

he. Thus then: Do you ſee with any thing elſe but the eyes? No
indeed. What now, could you hear with any thing but the ears? By

no means.

Do we not juﬅly then call theſe things the works of

theſe? Certainly.

But what, could not you with a ſword, a knife,

and many other things, cut oﬀ a branch of a vine? Why not? But
with nothing, at leaﬅ l imagine, ſo handſomely, as with a pruning
hook, which is made for'that purpoſe: ſhall we not then ſettle this to

be its work? We ſhall then ſiettle it.

I imagine, then, you may now

underﬅand better what I was aſking when l inquired whether the
work of each thing were not that which it alone perſorms, or performs
in the beﬅ manner. I underﬅand you, ſaid he; and this does ſeem to
me to be the work of each thing. Be it ſo, ſaid I. And is there
not likewiſe a virtue belonging to every thing to which there is a
certain work aſſigned? But let us go over again the ſame things: We
ſay there is a work belonging to the eyes? There is. And is there
not a virtue alſo belonging to the eyes? A virtue alſo. Well then,
was there any work of the ears? Yes. Is there not then a virtue
alſo? A virtue alſo. And what as to all other things? Is it not
thus? It is. But come, could the eyes ever handſomely perform their
work, not having- their own proper virtue; but, inﬅead of virtue, haV-'
ing vice? How could they, ſaid he, for you probably mean their having
blindneſs inﬅead of ſight. Whatever, ſaid I, be their virtue, for I do'
not aſk this; but, whether it be with their own proper virtue that they

handſomely perform their own proper Work, whatever things are per
formed, and by their vice, unhandſomely? In this at leaﬅ, ſaid he, you

you ſay true. And will not the ears likewiſe, when deprived of their
virtue, perform their work ill? Certainly. And do we ſettle all

other things according to the ſame reaſoning? Sol imagine.
then, after theſe things, conſider this.

Come,

Is there belonging to the

ſoul a certain work, which, with no one other being whatever, you

can perform; ſuch as this, to care for, to govern, to conſult, and all

ſuch things; is there any other than the ſoul, to whom we may juﬅly
s 2
aſcribe
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aſcribe them, and ſay they properly belong to it?
of this?

No other.

But what

To live; ſhall we ſay it is the work of the ſoul?

eſpecially, ſaid he.

Moﬅ

Do not we ſay, then, that there is ſome virtue of the

ſoul, likewiſe? We ſay ſo. And ſhall, then, the ſoul, ever at all,
Thraſvmachus, perform her works handſomely, whilﬅ deprived of her

proper virtue? or, is this impoſſible? It is impoſſible. Of neceſſity, then,
a depraved ſoul muﬅ in a bad manner govern, and take care of things;

and a good ſoul perform all theſe things well.

Of neceſſity.

But

did not we agree that juﬅice was the virtue of the ſoul ; and injuﬅice its
vice? NVe did agree. \Vhy, then, the juﬅ ſoul, and the juﬅ man, ſhall

live well; and the unjuﬅ, ill.

It a pears ſo, ſaid he, according to your

reaſoning. But, ſurely, he who lives well is both bleſſed and happy, and he
who does not is the oppoſite.

Why not? The juﬅ, then, is happy ; and

the unjuﬅ, miſcmble,
Let them be ſo, ſaid he. But it is not advan
tageous to be miſerable, but to be happy. Certainly. At no time, then,
bleﬅ Thraſvmachus, is injuﬅice more advantageous than juﬅice. Thus,
now, Socrates, ſaid he, have you been feaﬅed in Diana's feﬅival. By
you, truly, I have, Thraſymachus, ſaid I; ſince you are grown meek:
and have ceaſed to be troubleſome : Ihave not feaﬅed handſomely, owing

to myſelf, and not to you : But as voracious gueﬅs, ſnatching ﬅill what is
bringing before them, taﬅe of it before they have ſuﬃciently enjoyed what
went before ; ſo I, as I imagine, before I have found what we ﬁrﬅ inquired

int0,-what juﬅice is,--have left this, hurrying to inquire concerning it,
whether it be vice and ignorance, or wiſdom and virtue. And, a diſcourſe
afterwards falling in, that injuﬅice was more proﬁtable than juﬅice, I could

not refrain from coming to this from the other: So that, from the dia
logue, I have now come to know nothing ; for whilﬅ I do not know what

juﬅice is, l ſhall hardly know whether it be ſome virtue or not, and whether

he who poſſeſſes it be unhappy or happy,

THE END OF THE FIRST BOOK.
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AS a very conſiderable part both of the ſecond and third books of The

Republic conſiﬅs in examining and reprobating the aſſertions of the poets
and particularly the fables of Homer, concerning divine natures,

it

appeared to me that I could not more eſſentially benefit the reader than

by preſenting him with the following defence of Homer and divine
fables in general, from the expoſition of the more diﬃcult queﬅions in
this dialogue, by that coryphaeus of all true philoſophers Proclus. For
in this apology Homer and Plato are ſo admirably reconciled, that the
poetry of the one and the philoſophy of the other are in the higheﬅ

degree honoured by the expulſion of the former from the polity of the
latter.

In ſhort, it will be found, however paradoxical it may appear,

that the moﬅ divine of poets ought beyond all others to be baniſhedſrom
a republic planned by the prince of philoſophers. Such readers, too, as
may fortunately poſſeſs a genius adapted for theſe ſpeculations, w_ill ﬁnd

that the fables of Homer are replete with a theory no leſs grand than
ſcientiﬁc, no leſs accurate than ſublime; that they are truly the progeny
of divine fury; are worthy to be aſcribed to the Muſes as their origin;

are capable of exciting in thoſe that underﬅand them the moﬅ exalted
conceptions, and of raiſing the imagination in conjunction with intellect,
and thus purifying and illuminating its ﬁgured eye.
Though I availed myſelf in this tranſlation of the epitome made by

Geſncr of this apology, who ſeems to have conſulted a more perfect
manuſcript
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manuſcript than that from which the Baſil edition was printed, yet
I frequently found it neceſſary to cbrrect the Greek text from my own
conjecture, as the learned reader will readily perceive. Some of theſe
emendations I have noted in the courſe of the tranſlation; but as they

are numerous many are omitted.

I.

CONCERNING THE MODE OF THE APPARATVS OF DIVINE FABLES WITH
THEOLOGlSTS.-THB CAUSES OF SUCH FABLES
SOLUTION OF THE OBjECTIONS AGAINST THEM.

ASSXGNBD;
ſ

AND

A'

Since Socrates accuſes the mode of fables according to which Homer
and Heſiod have delivered doctrines concerning the Gods, and prior to

theſe Orpheus, and any other poets, who with a divine mouth, ezesqi
"open, have interpreted things which have a perpetual ſameneſs ofſub
ſiﬅence, it is neceſſary that we ſhould in the ﬁrﬅ place ſhow that the

diſpoſition of the Homeric fables is adapted to the things which it indi
cates. For it may be ſaid, How can things which are remote from the
good and the beautiful, and which deviate from order,-how can baſe and
illcgal names, ever be adapted to thoſe natures whoſe eſſence is charac

terized by the good; and is conſubſiﬅent with the beautiful, in whom there
is the ﬁrﬅ order, and from whom all things are unfolded into light, in
conjunction with beauty and undeſiled power? How then can things
which are full of tragical portents and phantaſms which ſubſiﬅ with

material natures, and are deprived of the whole of juﬅice and the whole
of divinity, be adapted to ſuch natures as theſe? For is it not unlawful to
'aſcribe to the nature of the Gods, who are enempt from all things through
tranſcendent excellence, adulteries, and thefts, precipitations from heaven,

injurious conduct towards parents, bonds, and caﬅrations, and ſuch

other particulars as are celebrated by Homer and other antient poets?
But, as the Gods are ſeparated from other things, are united with the good,

or the ineﬀable principle of things, and have nothing of the imperfection
of inferior natures belonging to them, but are unminglcd and undeſiled
with reſpect to all things, preſubſiﬅing uniformly according to one bound

and order,--in like manner it is requiſite to employ the moﬅ excellent
language
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Language in ſpeaking of them, and ſuch appellations as are full of
intellect, and which are able to aſiimilate us, according to their proper
order, to their ineﬀable tranſcendency. It is alſo neceſſary to purify the
notions of the ſoul from material phantaſms, in the myﬅic intellectual

conceptions of a divine nature; and, rejecting every thing foreign and all
falſe Opinions, to conceive every thing as ſmall with reſpect to the unde

ﬁled tranſcendency of the Gods', and believe in right opinion alone, and
the more excellent ſpectacles of intellect in the truth concerning the
ﬁrﬅ of eſſences.

_

Let no one therefore ſay to us that ſuch things harmonize with the Gods
as are adapted to men, nor endeavour to introduce the paﬃons of material

irrationality to natures expanded above intellect, and an intellectual

eſſence and life: for theſe ſymbols do not appear ſimilar to the hyparxes '
of the Gods. It is therefore requiﬁte that fables, if they do not entirely
wander from the truth inherent in things, ſhould be in a certain reſpect
aﬃmilated to the particulars, the occult theory of which they endeavour

to conceal by apparent veils. Indeed, as Plato himſelf often myﬅically
teaches us divine concerns through certain images, and neither any thing
baſe, nor any repreſentation of diſorder, nor material and turbulent
phantaſm, islinſerted in his fables,-but the intellectual conceptions con

cerning the Gods are concealed with purity, before which the fables are
placed like conſpicuous ﬅatues, and moﬅ ſimilar repreſentations of the
inward arcane theory,-in like manner it is requiſite that poets, and Homer
himſelf, if they deviſe fables adapted to the Gods, ſhould reject theſe
multiform compoſitions, and which are at the ſame time replete with

names moﬅ contrary to things, but employing ſuch as regard the beautiful
and the good, ſhould, through theſe, exclude the multitude from a know
ledge concerning the Gods, which does not pertain to them, and at the

ſame time employ in a pious manner fabulous devices reſpecting divine
natures.
Theſe are the things which, as it appears to me, Socrates objects to the
fables of Homer, and for which perhaps ſome one beſides may accuſe
* Hyparxis ſigniﬁes the ſummit of eſſence; and, in all the divinities except the ﬁrﬅ God,
is (be me conſidered as participated by eſſence. See the Introduction to the Parmcnides.

.

other
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other poets, in conſequence of not admitting the apparently monﬅrous
ſigniﬁcation of names.

In anſwer then to theſe objections, we reply

that fables fabricate all that apparatus pertaining to them, which ﬁrﬅ
preſents itſelf to our view, inﬅead of the truth which is eﬅabliſhed in the

arcana, and employ apparent veils of conceptions inviſible and unknown
to the multitude. This indeed is their diﬅinguiſhing excellence, that
they narrate nothing belonging to natures truly good to the profane, but
only extend certain veﬅiges of the whole myﬅic diſcipline to ſuch as
are naturally adapted to be led from theſe to a theory inacceſſible to the

vulgar. For theſe, inﬅead of inveﬅigating the truth which they contain,
uſe only the pretezat of fabulous devices; and, inﬅead of the puriſication of
intellect, follow phantaﬅic and ﬁgured Conceptions. Is it not therefore

abſurd in theſe men to accuſe fables of their own illegitimate conduct,
and not themſelves for the erroneous manner in which they conſider

them?

ſi

In the next place, do we not ſee that the multitude are injured by ſuch
things as are remarkably venerable and honourable, from among all other

things, and which are eﬅabliſhed in and produced by the Gods them
ſelves? For who will not acknowledge that the myﬅeries and perfective
rites lead ſouls upwards from a material and mortal life, and conjoin

them with the Gods, and that they ſuppreſs all that tumult which in
ſinuates itſelf from the irrational part into intellectual illuminations,
and expel whatever is indeﬁnite and dark from thoſe that are initiated,
through the light proceeding from the Gods? Yet at the ſame time

nothing can reﬅrain the multitude from ſuﬅaining from theſe all-various
diﬅortions, and, in conſequence of uſing the good, and the powers proceed

ing from theſe, according to their perverted habit, departing from the Gods,
and truly ſacred ceremonies, and falling into a paſſive and irrational life..

Thoſe indeed that accuſe the myﬅeries for producing theſe eﬀects in the
multitude, may alſo accuſe the fabrication of the univerſe, the order of
wholes, and the providence of all things, becauſe thoſe that receive the gifts
of theſe, uſe them badly; but neither is ſuch an accuſation holy, nor is

it ﬁt that fables ſhould be calumniated on account of the perverted con
ceptions of the multitude.

For the virtue and vice of things are not

to be determined from thoſe that uſe them perverſely; but it is ﬁt that
every
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every thing ſhould be eﬅimated from its OWll proper nature, and the
rectitude which it contains. Hence the Athenian gueﬅ, in the Laws of
Plato, is of opinion that even intoxication ought not to be expelled from
a well-inﬅituted city, on account of the views of the multitude and its

corrupt uſe; for he ſays it greatly contributes to education, if it is pro
perly and prudently employed. And yet it may be ſaid that intoxication
corrupts both the bodies and ſouls of thoſe that are ſubject to it; but the

legillator does not on 'this account detract from its proper worth, and the
aid it aﬀords to virtue.
*

But if any one accuſes fables on account of their apparent depravity,
and the baſe names which they employ,-ſincc things of this kind are by
no means ſimilar to the divine exemplars of which fables are the images,
we reply in the ﬁrﬅ place, that there are two kinds of fables, thoſe adapted

to the education of youth, and thoſe full of a divine fury, and which
rather regard the univerſe itſelf than the habit of thoſe that hear them.

In the next place we muﬅ diﬅinguiſh the lives of thoſe that uſe fables;
and we muﬅ conſider that ſome are juvenile, and converſant with ſimple
habits; but that others are able to be excited to intellect, to the whole

genera of the Gods, to their progreſſions through all things, their ſeries,
and their terminations, which haﬅen to be extended as far as to the laﬅ

of things. This being premiſed, we muﬅ ſay that the fables of Homer
and Heſiod are not adapted to the education of youth, but that they
follow the nature of wholes, and the order of things, and conjoin with
true beiugs ſuch as are capable of being led to the elevated ſurvey of
divine concerns. For the fathers of fables-perceiving that nature, fabri

cating images of immaterial and intelligible forms, and diverſifying the
ſenſible world with the imitations of theſe, adumbrated things impartible
partibly, but expreſſed things eternal through ſuch as proceed according to

time, things intelligible through ſenﬁbles, that which is immaterial
materially, that which is without interval with interval, and through

mutation that which is ﬁrmly eﬅabliſhed, conformably to the nature and
the Pl'Ogl'CﬃOl) of the phwnomena,-they alſo, deviſing the reſemblances

and images of things divine in their verſes, imitated the tranſcendent

power of exemplars by contrary and moﬅ remote adumbrations. Hence
they indicated that which is ſupernatural in things divine 'by things
VOL. I.
T
contrary
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contrary to nature, that which is more divine than all reaſon, by that

which is contrary to reaſon, and that which is expanded above all partial
beauty, by things apparently baſe. And thus by an aſſimilative method

they recalled to our memory the exempt ſupremacy of divine natures.
Beſides this, according to every order of the Gods, which beginning

from on high gradually proceeds as far as to the laﬅ of things, and pene
trates through all the gencra of beings, we may perceive the terminations
of their ſeries exhibiting ſuch idioms as fables attribute to the Gods
themſelves, and that they give ſubſiﬅence to, and are connective of, ſuch

things as thoſe through which fables conceal the arcane theory of ﬁrﬅ
eſſences. For the laﬅ of the dasmoniacal genera, and which revolve
about matter, preſide over the perverſion of natural powers, the baſeneſs

of material natures, the lapſe into vice, and a diſorderly and confuſed
motion. For it is neceſſary that theſe things ſhould take place in the
univerſe, and ſhould contribute to ſill the variety of the whole order of
things,

and that the cauſe of their ſhadowy ſubſiﬅence, and of their

duration, ſhould be comprehended in perpetual genera.

The leaders of

ſacred rites, perceiving theſe things, ordered that laughter and lamen

' tations ſhould be conſecrated to ſuch-like genera in certain deſinite periods
_of time, and that they ſhould be allottcd a convenient portion of the
whole of the ſacred ceremonies pertaining to a divine nature. As there

fore the art of ſacred rites, diﬅributing in a becoming manner the whole
of piety to the Gods and the attendants of the Gods, that no part of
worſhip might be omitted adapted to ſuch attendants, coheiliated the
_ divinities by the moﬅ holy myﬅeries and myﬅic ſymbols, but called

down the gifts of daemons by apparent paſſions, through a certain
arcane ſympathy,-in like manner the fathers Of theſe fables, looking, as
I may ſay, to all the progreſſions of divine natures, and haﬅening to

refer fables to the whole ſeries proceeding from each, eﬅabliſhed the
imagery in their fables,

and which ﬁrﬅ preſents itſelf to the view,

analogous to the laﬅ genera, and to thoſe that preſide over ultimate and
material paſſions ; but to the contemplators of true being they delivered
the Concealed meaning, and which is unknown to the multitude, as
declarative of the exempt and inacceſſible eſſence of the Gods. Thus,

every fable is daemoniacal according to that which is apparent in it, but
18
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If theſe things then are

rightly aſſerted, neither is it proper to deprive the fables of Homer of an

alliance to-things which have a true ſubſiﬅence, becauſe they are not
ſerviceable to the education oſ youth; for the end of ſuch fables is not
juvenile tuition, nor did the authors of fables deviſe them looking to this,

nor are thoſe written by Plato to be referred to the ſame idea with thoſe
ofa more divinely inſpired nature, but each is to be conſidered ſeparately;
and the latter are to be eﬅabliſhed as more philoſophic, but the former

as adapted to ſacred ceremonies and inﬅitutions. The latter likewiſe
are ﬁt to be heard by youth, but the former by thoſe who have been
properly conducted through all the other parts of learning.
Socrates, indeed, ſuﬃciently indicates this to thoſe who are able to

perceive his meaning, and alſo that he only blames the fables of Homer
ſo far as they are neither adapted to education, nor accord with the

reﬅleſs and ſimple manners of youth. He likewiſe ſigniﬁes that the
recondite and occult good of fables requires a certain myﬅic and enthe
aﬅic (i. e. divinely inſpired) intelligence. But the multitude, not per
ceiving the meaning of the Socratic aſſertions, and widely deviating from
the conceptions of the philoſopher, accuſe every ſuch-like kind of fables.
But it is worth while to hear the words of Socrates, and through what

cauſe he rejects ſuch a mythology: ** The young perſon (ſays he) is not
able tojudge what is allegory, and what is not; but whatever opinions he
receives at ſuch an age are with diﬃculty waſhed away, and are generally
immoveable. On theſe accounts, care ſhould be taken, above all things,
that what they are ﬁrﬅ to hear be compoſed in the moﬅ handſome manner
for exciting them to virtue." With great propriety, therefore, do we
ſay that the Homcric fables do not well imitate a divine nature; for they

are not uſeful to legiſlators for the purpoſes of virtue and education, nor
for the proper tuition of youth, but in this reſpect indeed they do not
appear at all ſimilar to things themſelves, nor adapted to thoſe that preſide

over the politic ſcience ; but, after another manner, they harmonize with
the Gods, and lead thoſe who poſſeſs a naturally good diſpoſition to the con
templation of divine natures; and the good which they contain is not

diſciplinative, but myﬅic, nor does it regard a juvenile, but an aged habit

of ſoul.

This alſo Socrates himſelf teﬅiftes, when he ſays, " That ſuch
'r z
'
fables
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fables ſhould be heard in ſecrecy, by as few as poſſible, after they had
ſacriﬁced not a hog, but ſome great and wonderful ſacriﬁce." Socrates
therefore is very far from deſpiſing this kind of fables, according to the
opinion of the multitude; for he evinces that the hearing of them is

coordinated with the moﬅ holy initiations, and the moﬅ ſubtle myſ
teries '.

For to aſſert that ſuch fables ought to be uſed in ſecret with

a ſacriﬁce the grralgﬅ and moﬅ jzcrfect, manifeﬅs that the contemplation
of them is myﬅic, and that they elevate the ſouls of the beaters to
ſublime ſpeculations. Whoever therefore has diveﬅed himſelf of every
puerile and juvenile habit of the ſoul, and of the indeﬁnite impulſcs of,

the phantaſy, and who has eﬅabliſhed intellect as the leader of his life,
ſuch a one will moﬅ opportunely participate of the ſpectacles concealed
in ſuch-like fables; but he who ﬅill requires inﬅruction, and fymmetry

of manners, cannot with ſafety engage in their ſpeculation.
It follows therefore, according to Socrates himſelf, that there is a.
two-fold ſpecies of fables, one of which is adapted to the inﬅruction of

youth, but the other is myﬅic; one is preparatory to moral virtue, but
the other imparts a Conjunction with a divine nature; one is capable of
beneﬁting the many, the other is adapted to the few; the one is common.

and known to moﬅ men, but the other is recondite and unadapted to.
thoſe who do not haﬅen to become perfectly eﬅabliſhed in a divine nature;
and the one is co-ordinate with juvenilT-e habits, but the other ſcarcely
unfolds itſelf with ſacriﬁces and myﬅic tradition, If therefore Socrates

teaphes us theſe things, muﬅ we not fay that he barmonizes with Homer
reſpecting fables? But he only rejects and- reprobates them ſo far as they
appear unadapted to the hypotheſis of his diſcourſe, and the narration of
the education of youth.
But if it be requiſite that legiﬂators ſhould in one way be converſant

with mythical ﬁctions, and thoſe who endeavour to cultivate more im
perfect habits, but in another way thoſe who indicate by the divinely

inſpired intuitive perceptions of intellect the ineﬀable eſſence of the Gods
' The Eleuſinizn, which Proclus calls the moﬅ holy of the myﬅeries, are likewiſe always
denominated by him ſﬂtfﬂ': and Suida' informs us that "At-m ſignifies a myﬅerious ſacriﬁce,
the greatzﬂ and mg/I honourable. So that Socrates in the abo'e paſſage clearly indicates that
ſuch fables belorig to the moﬅ ſacred of the myﬅeries.

4
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to thoſe who are able to follow the moﬅ elevated contemplations, we ſhall

not heſitate to refer the precipitations of Vulcan to the irreprehenſible
ſcience concerning the Gods, nor the Saturnian bonds, nor the caﬅrations

of Heaven, which Socrates ſays are unadapted to the ears of youth, and
by no means harmonize with thoſe habits which require juvenile tuition.

For, in ſhort, the myﬅic knowledge of divine natures can never ſubſiﬅ in
foreign receptacles. To thoſe therefore that are capable of ſuch ſublime
ſpeculations we muﬅ ſay, that the precipitation of Vulcan indicates the
progreﬃon of a divine nature from on high, as far as to the laﬅ fabrica

tion in ſenſibles, and this ſo as to be moved and perfected and directed
by the demiurgus and father of all things. But the Saturnian bonds manifeﬅ
the union of the whole fabrication of the univerſe', with the intellectual

and paternal ſupremacy of Saturn. The caſtrations of Heaven obſcurely ﬁg
nify the ſeparation of the Titanic' ſeries from the connective3 order.

By

thus ſpeaking we ſhall perhaps aſſert things that are known, and refer that
which is tragical and ﬁctitious in fables to the intellectual theory of the divine
genera, For whatever among us appears to be of a worſe condition, and to
belongto the inferior coordination 0fthings,fables aſſume accordingto abetter

nature and power. Thus, for inﬅance, a bond with us impedes and reﬅrains
energy, but there it is a contact and ineﬀable union with cauſes. A pre
cipitation here is a violent motion from another; but with the Gods it

indicates proliﬁc progreﬃon, and an unreﬅrained and free preſence to
all things, without departing from its proper principle, but in an orderly
manner proceeding from it through all things. And caﬅrations in things
partial and material cauſe a diminution of power, but in primary cauſes

they obſcurely ſignify the progreſſion of ſecondary natures intoa ſubject
order, from their proper cauſes; things ﬁrﬅ at the ſame time remaining

eﬅabliſhed in themſelves undiminiſhed, neither moved from themſelves
through the progreﬃon of theſe, nor mutilated by their ſeparation, nor
divided by their diﬅribution in things fubordinare. Theſe things, which

Socrates juﬅly ſays are not ﬁt to be heard by youth, are not on that account
to be entirely rejected.

For the ſame thing takes place with reſpect to

' Hence, according to the fable, Saturn was bound by Jupiter, who is the demiurgus or
artiﬁcer of the univerſe.
' 'ſhe Titans are the ultimate artiﬁcers of things.
I See the notes to the Cratylus.
theſe
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theſe fables, which Plato ſomewhere ſays happens to divine and all-holy
dogmas:

For theſe are ridiculous to the multitude, but to the few who

are excited to inte'llectual energy they unfold their ſympathy with
things, and through ſacred operations themſelves procure credibility of
their poſſeſiing a power connate with all that is divine. For the
Gods, hearing theſe ſymbols, rejoice, and readily obey thoſe that in
voke them, and proclaim the characteriﬅic of their natures through

theſe, as 'ſigns domeﬅic and eſpecially known to them. The
myﬅeries likewiſe and the greateﬅ and moﬅ perfect of ſacriﬁces (rew-an)
poſſeſs their eﬃcacy in theſe, and enable the myﬅics to perceive through

theſe, entire, ﬅable, and ſimple viſions, which a youth by his age, and
much more his manners, is incapable of receiving.

We muﬅ not there

fore ſhy that ſuch-like fables do not inﬅruct in virtue, but thoſe that

object to them ſhould ſhow that they do not in the higheﬅ degree accord
with the laws pertaining to ſacred rites. Nor muﬅ it be ſaid that they
diſlimilarly imitate divine natures, through obſcure ſymbols, but it muﬅ
be ſhown that they do not prepare for us an ineﬀable ſympathy to
wards the participation of the Gods. For fables which are compoſed
with a view to juvenile diſcipline ſhould poſſeſs much of the probable,
and much of that which is decorous in the fabulous, in their apparent

forms, but ſhould be entirely pure from contrary appellations, and
be conjoined with divine natures through a ſimilitude of ſymbols. But
thoſe fables which regard a more divinely inſpired habit, which co
harmonize things laﬅ with ſuch as are ﬁrﬅ through analogy alone,
and which are compoſed with a view to the ſympathy in the univerſe
between eﬀects and their generative cauſes,-ſiich fables, deſpiſing the

multitude, employ names in an all-various manner, for the purpoſe of

indicating divine concerns.

Since alſo, with reſpect to harmony, we

ſay that one kind is poetic, and which through melodies exciting to
virtue cultivates the ſouls of youth; but another divine, which moves

the hearers, and produces a divine mania, and which we denominate
better than temperance: and we admit the former as completing the

whole of edncation, but we reject the latter as not adapted to political
adminiﬅration.

Or does not Socrates expel the Phrygian harmony

from his Republic as producing ecﬅaſy in the ſoul, and on this account
ſeparate it from other harmonies which are ſubſervient to education?
6
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As, therefore, harmony is twofold, and one kind is adapted to erudition,
but the other is foreign from it ; .in a ſimilar. manner, likewiſe, is mytho
logy divided; into that which contributes to the proper tuition of youth,
and into that which is ſubſervient to the ſacred and ſymbolic invocation of
a divine nature.

And the one, viz. the method through images, is ad

apted to thoſe that philoſophize in a genuine manner ; but the other,
which indicates a divine eſſence through recondite ſigns, to the leaders of

a more myﬅically-perfective operation. 3. from which Plato himſelf alſo
renders many of his peculiar dogmas more credible and clear. Thus, in
the Phaedo, he venerates with a becoming ſilence that recondite aſſertion,
that we are confined, in bodyAas in a priſon ſecured by a guard, and teﬅi
ﬁes, according to the myﬅeries, the diﬀerent allotments of the ſoul, when

in a pure or impure Condition, on its departure to Hades ; and again, its.
habitudes, and the triple paths ariſing from its eſſence, and this according
to paternaLſacred inﬅitutions; all which are full ofa ſymbolic ztheory, and

of the aſcent and deſcent of ſouls celebrated by poets, of Dionyſiacal ſigns,,
and what are called Titanic errors, the triviaz, and wandering in Hades,.

and every thing elſe of this kind.

So that Plato does not, entirely deſpiſe

this mode of mythologizing, but conſiders it as foreign from juvenile
tuition, and, on this account, delivers types of theology commenſurate=
with the manners of thoſe that are inﬅruct-ed
It likewiſe appears to me, that whatever is tragicah, monﬅrous, and
unnatural, in poetical ſictions, excites the hearers, in an all-various man

ner, to the inveﬅigation of the truth, attracts us to 1'eCondite knowledge,v
and does not ſuﬀer us through apparent probability to reﬅ ſatisfied with ſu
perﬁcial conceptions, but compels us to penetrate intothe interior parts of

fables, to explore the obſcure intention of their authors, and ſurvey what
natures and powers they intendedto ſignify to poﬅerity by ſilch myﬅical
ſymbols ' .

Since therefore fables of this kind excite thoſe of a naturally more excel
lent diſpoſition to a deſire of the concealed theory which they contain, and
' Such fables, alſo, cal] forth our unperverted conceptibns of divine natures, in which they
eﬃcaciouſly eſtabliſh us, by untaught ſacred diſciplincsz and, in ſhort,v they give perfection to
the vital powers of the ſoul.
* to.
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to an inveﬅigation of the truth eﬅabliſhed in the adyta' through their ap
parent abſurdity, but prevent the profane from buſying themſelves about

things which it is not lawful for them to touch, are they not eminently
adapted to the Gods themſelves, of whoſe nature they are the interpreters?
For many genera are hurled ſorth before the Gods ', ſome of a dzemoniacal,
and others of an angelic order, who terriſy thoſe that are excited to a parti

cipation oſ divinity, who are exerciſed for the reception of divine light, and
are ſublimely elevated to the union oſ the Gods, But we may eſpecially per
ceive the alliance oſ theſe fables with the tribe oſ daemons, whoſe energies
manifeﬅ many things ſyrnbolically, as thoſe know who have met with

dazmons when awake ', or have enjoyed their inſpiration in dreams, un
folding many paﬅ or future events.

For, in all ſuch phantaſies, after the

manner of the authors of fables, ſome things are indicated by others.
Nor, oſ the things which take place through this, are ſome images, but
others paradigms; but ſome are ſymbols, and others ſympathize with theſe

from analogy.

Iſ, therefore, this mode Of compoſing fables is dazmoni

acal, muﬅ we not ſay that it is exempt from every other variety of fables,
as well that which regards nature, and interprets natural powers, as that

which preſides over the inﬅruction of the forms of the ſoul 2
3 ATuva-m; is erroneouﬂy printed in the original for dom.

I Procluﬂ ſays this with reference to what took place in the myﬅeries, as is evident from the
following extract from his MS. Commentary on the Firﬅ Alcibiades: Ev Ya; &yw'nz'rmg 'my
"may ape re; rou Sea' arc-Fowls; Taper-m xama' 'rim nﬂm; wyopavowm, 'at o-J-n; r'rapar'owairou;
TZMUFEW'M, m Mommda' w' expanuv Wah', 'at m m i'mn exqrpoxm'mmu' In 'a w 61 Sun ſayn.
unum-na p, 'parrpo' u; trump; Burnt', 'ply 'rats 'In 'my 'Mr-raw Waxﬂom 'Funguſ'ſ on m nium; a,
Blunt' vrpiv unp- "nuns, m die: 'two 'a M'ﬂa 'pon-Gum', 61: 'as Þuxa; &va/ours; an nn TtMrwv
arme-r.

i. e. " In the moſt holy of the myﬅeries, before the God appears, certain terreﬅrial

datmons preſent themſelves, and ſights which diﬅurb thoſe that are to be initiated, tear them
away from undeﬁled goods, and call forth their attention to matter. Hence the Gods exhort
us not to look at theſe, till we are fortiﬁed by the powers which the myﬅeries eonſer. For thus
they ſpeak: It is not proper for you to behold them till your body is initiated. And on this
account the oracles (i. e. the Chaldzan) add, that ſuch daamons, alluring ſouls, ſeduce them
from the myﬅeries."

Agreeably to this, Proclus, alſo, in Plat. Theol. p. 7. obſerves, Ev rm;

'N' ram" &warre-rate par' 'rous [un-5, w ne' 'rerum wamdm man Ideoon'; w' Hem 'Wah-won;

qmm &dram-gy. i. e. U In the moſt holy oſ the myﬅeries they ſay that the myﬅics at ﬁrﬅ meet
with the multiform and many-ſhaped genera which are hurled forth before the gods."

3 For imp, as in the original, read &may.
ll. WHAT
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lVHAT THE DIFFERENT MODES OF THEOMACHY, OR, THE BATTLES
OF THE GODS, ARE, AMONG THEOLOGISTS, AND AN INTERPRETATION
OF THE OCCULT TRUTH lVHICI-I THEY CONTAIN.

And thus much concerning thoſe forms ofſables according to which other
poets and Homer have delivered myﬅic conceptions reſpecting the Gods,

and which are unapparent to the vulgar,

After this, it follows l think

that we ſhould diﬅinctly conſider the ſeveral fables in the order in'which they
are mentioned by Socrates, and contemplate according to what Conceptions
of the ſoul Homer repreſents the Gods ﬁghting, or doing or ſuﬀering any
thing elſe, in his poems. And in the ﬁrﬅ place let us conſider this t/zea

mar/1] as it is called, or battles of the Gods, which Homer deviſes, but
Socrates thinks worthy of animadverſion, as by no means adapted to the
educatlon of youth. For, that there is neither ſedition, nor diſſenſion and
diviſion, as with mortals, among the Gods, but pea0e and an inoﬀenſive
life, the poet himſelf teﬅiſies when he ſomewhere ſays concerning Olym

pus, that it is a ſubﬅratum to the Gods, who poſſeſs every poſſible joy, and
ſpectacles of immenſe beauty :
The bleſſed Gods in joy unceaſmg live.

\Vhat diſcord and war then can ﬁnd any entrance among thoſe who are
allotted eternal delight, who are perpetually propitious, and rejoicing in

the goods which they poſſeſs i But if it be proper that diſcourſes concern
ing the Gods ſhould regard as well their providence as the nature of the

beings for whom they provide, I think we may interpret as follows their
oppoſition to each other .:
ln the firﬅ place, the divided progreſiions of all things, and their ſepara
tions according to eſſence, ſupernally originate from that diviſion of ﬁrﬅ
operatiug cauſes ' which is unknown to all things; and ſubſiﬅing according
to thoſe principles which are expanded above wholes, they diſſent from
each other; ſome being ſuſpended from the unifying monad bound, and
about this determining their ſubſlﬅence, but others receiving in themſelves
1 Viz. bound and i/ſſ'lſlj', which are the higheﬅ principles after the ineﬀable cauſe of all.
s-x the Philebus, and the Notes to my Tranﬂation of Ariﬅotle's Metaphyſics.
VOL. I.
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a never-ſailing power from that inſimſiy which is generative of wholes, and
is a cauſe productivc of multitude and progreſſion, and about this eſtabliſh

ing their proper hyparxis.

After the ſame manner, therefore, in which

the ſirﬅ principles of things are ſeparated from each other, all the divine
genera and true beings have a progreſſion orderly divided from each other;

and ſome of them are the leaders of union to ſeeondary natures, but others
impart the power ofſiiþaratio'z ; ſome are the cauſes ofeomreſſian, convolv

ing the multitude of progreſſions to their proper principles ; but others

bound tlze ﬅrogmſſom, and the ſubordinate generation from the principles.
Again, ſome ſupply a generati've abundance to inferior natures, but others

impart an z'mmutach and undgſi/ea'ﬃurily; ſome bind to themſelves the cauſe
ofſeparate goods, but others, of thoſe goods that are earzſubſiﬅmt with the

beings by whom they are received. . And thus in all the orders of being is
ſuch a contrariety ofgenera diverſiﬁed. Hence permanengl, which eﬅabliſhes
things in themſelves, is oppoſed to ﬀeaeiour Jboat/err, and which are full
of lgſi/Z' and mal/'071. Hence the kindred COmmunion of ſhmeng/i receives' a

diviſion according to ſpecies, oppoſite to the ſeparations of diﬀerence ; but
the genus oſſimi/itua'e is allotted an order contrary to dſſmilitua'e, and that
of equally to inequality, according to the ſame analogy. And the diviſions
of all theſe are ſupernally deﬁned from that duad which ſubſiﬅs as a prin
ciple, according -to which all beings are diﬅinguiſhed by their proper boun

duries, proceed with an oppoſite diviſion to each other from their generative
cauſes, and from their connection with each other generate all the variety
ofſecondary natures.

ls it therefore any' longer wonderful, if the authors 'of

fables, perceiving ſuch contrariety in the Gods themſelves and the ﬁrﬅ. of
beings, obſcurely ſigniﬁed this to their pupils, through battles ? the divine
genera indeed being perpetually united to each other, but at the ſame time
containing in themſelves the cauſes of the union and ſeparatlon of all thmgs.
We may alſo,l think, adduce another mode of ſolution: that the Gods

themſelves are impartibly connaſcent with each other, and ſflbſiﬅ Uni
formly in each other, but that their progreſſions into the univerſe and
their communications are ſeparated in their participants, become lel
ﬁble, and are thu

ﬁlled with contrariety ; the objects of their pro

yidential exertions not being able to receive in an unmingled manner
the powers proceeding from thence, and without confuſion their multi
1
form
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'form illuminations. We may likewiſe ſay, that the laﬅ orders which
are ſuſpcnded from divine natures, as being generated remote from ﬁrﬅ
cauſes, and as being proximate to the ſubjects of their government,
which are involved in matter, participate themſelves of all-various
contrariety and ſeparation, and partibly preſide over material natures,

minutely dividing thoſe 'powers which preſubſiſt uniſormly and im
partibly in their ﬁrﬅ operating cauſes, Such then and ſo many being
the modes according to which the myﬅic rumours of theologiﬅs are

wont to refer war to the Gods themſelves, other poets, and thoſe who
in

explaining divine

concerns have been agitated with divine fury,

have aſcribed wars and battles to the Gods, according to the ﬁrﬅ of
thoſe modes we related, in which the divine genera are divided con
formably to the ﬁrﬅ principles of wholes. For thoſe powers which
elevate to cauﬅ: are after a manner oppoſed to thoſe that are the ſource:
of generation, and the connecti'vc to the ﬅ/zarating; thoſe that unite, to

thoſe that multi/z/y the progi'eﬃon of things; total genera, to ſuch as
fabricate ﬅar*tz'[2£v; and thoſe which are rx/za'm'rd above, to thoſe that
ſmſide over partial natures: and hence fables concealing the truth
aſſert that ſuch powers ſight and war with each other. On this ac
count, as it appears to me, they aſſert that the Titans were the antagſh
niﬅs of Bacchus, and the Giants of Jupiter; for union, indiviſible ope
ration, and a wholeneſs prior' to parts, are adapted to thoſe artiſicers

that have a fubſiﬅence prior to the world; but the Titans and Giants
produce the demiurgic powers into multitude, diviſibly adminiﬅer the
aﬀairs of the univerſe, and are the proximate fathers of material concerns.
We may alſo conceive that the Homeric fables after another man

ner have deviſed the battles of the Gods.

For, in the ﬁrﬅ place, Homer

exempts the demiurgic monad from all the multitude of the Gods, and
neither repreſents him proceeding to the contrariety of generation, nor
in any reſpect oppoſing it; but, while this is ﬁrmly eſtabliſhed in itſelf,

the number of the Gods proceeds from it, which number both abides
and proceeds into the univerſe, and on this account is ſaid to be divided
* The form of a thing conſidered according to its cauſul fubſiﬅcncc, or a ſubſiﬅcnce' in its
cauſe, is ſaid to be a whole prior to parts.
,
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about the providence of the natures which it governs.

In the next:

place, of theſe Gods which are diﬅributed from their father, ſome abide
in him, and have an unproccedingr ſnbſlﬅence in their proper monad,

which the poetry of Homer ſays are eﬅabliſhed in the abode of Jupiter,
and together with their father providentially preſide in an exempt
manner over wholes. That theſe war againﬅ, or oppoſe each other,
the fable does not even according to the apparent deſcription admit.
But it repreſents thoſe Gods as warring againﬅ each other, who pro.
ceeding from the demiurgic monad, ſubſide into multiform. orders,

become more partial, and more proximate to the objects of their govern
ment, and give completion to the angelic or dazmoniacal armies, through
their abundant ſympathy with ſubordinate natures and partial allotment

of providential energy.

For to theſe l think the paﬃons of the ſubjects

of their providential care are more allied, ſuch
repercuﬃons; and, in ſhort, the contrariety of
remote from the adminiﬅration of theſe Gods.
likewiſe in the fabrication of things ſecondary,

as wounds, blows, and
generation is not very
That which is partial
and a minute diﬅribu

tion of providence, are adapted to ſuch like powers, but not to thoſe
which rank as principles, and are exempt from all the objects of their
providential energy, and ſubﬁﬅ as ſeparate cauſes..
Moreover, ſince the angelic orders are ſuſpended from the govern
ment of the more excellent genera of Gods, and preſerve the character

iﬅics of their leaders though, in a partial and multiplied manner, they
are called by their names; and as they ſubſIﬅ analogonſly to the ﬁrﬅ
Gods, they appear in their progreſſions to- be the lame with their more
total cauſes. And this not only the fables of the Greeks have occultly
deviſed,-I mean that leading Gods and their attendants ſhould be called
by the ſame names,-but this is alſo delivered in the initiatory rites of

the Barbarians.

For they ſay that angels ſuſpended from the Gods,

when invoked, particularly rejoice to be called by the appellations,
and to be inveﬅed with thevehicles, of the leaders of their ſeries, and

exhibit themſelves to theurgiﬅs in the place of theſe leading deities.
lf therefore we refer Minerva, Juno, and Vulcan when engaged in war
below about generation, and likewiſe Latona, Diana, and the river

Xanthus, to other ſecondary orders, and which are proximate to divi

ſible
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fible and material things, we ought not to wonder on account of the'
communion of names. For each ſeries bears the appellation of its

monad, and partial ſpirits love to receive the ſame denomination with
wholes.

Hence there are many and all-various Apollos, Neptunes,

and Vulcans; and ſome of them are ſeparate from the univerſe, others

have an allotment about the heavens, others preſide over the whole
elements, and to others the government of individuals belongs.

It is

not therefore wonderful iſ a more partial Vulcan, and who is allotted
a damoniacal order, poſſeſſes a providential dominion over material
ﬁre, and which ſubſiﬅs about the earth, or that he ſhould be the inn

ſpective guardian of a certain art which operates in braſs.

For, if the

providence of the Gods has a ſubjection according to-an ultimate diviſion,
being allotted a well-ordered progreﬃon ſupernally from total and uni
ted cauſes, this Vulcanian dazmon alſo will rejoice in the ſafety of that
which he is allotted', andv will' be hoﬅil'e to thoſe cauſes which are cor
ruptive of its conﬅitution. War therefore in ſuch like genera, a diviſion of all-various powers, mutual familiarity and diſcord, a diviſible
ſympathy with the objects of their government, verbal contentions,
revenge through mockery, and other things of this kind, are very pro
perly conceived to take place about the terminations of the divine orders.
Hence fables, in repreſenting ſuch like powers diſcordant with and oppoſ
ing each other on account of the ſubjects over which they providentially

preſide, do not appear to be very remote from the truth. For the paﬃons
of the things governed are proximately referred to theſe.
In ſhort, ſince we may perceive two conceptions of battles celebratedv
by poets inſpired by Phoebus, one of theſe conſiders the "yell-ordered

diviſion of the divine genera about thoſe two principles of wholes
which tlze one, the exempt cauſe of all things, produced, and according
to the oppoſitiou of theſe principles repreſents the Gods alſo as acting
contrary to each other. For, whether it 'be proper to call thoſe ﬁrﬅ
natures bound and inﬁnity, or monad and indeﬁnite duad, they will

entirely appear to be oppoſitely divided with reſpect to each other,
according to which the orders of the Gods are alſo ſeparated from

each other.

But the other conception ariſes from conſidering the con

trariety and variety about the laﬅ of things, and referring a diſcord of

this
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this kind t_o the powers that proximately preſide over it, and thus
feigning that the Gods, proceeding into a material nature, and diﬅri
huted about this, war with each other. Homer, to thoſe who conſider

his poems with attention, will appear to ſpeak about the former mode
of divine contention when he ſays,
'When Saturn was by Jove all-ſeeing thruﬂ:
Beneath the earth:

and in another place ' reſpecting Typhon,
Earth groan'd beneath them; as when angry Jove
Hurls down the forky lightning from above,
On Arime when he the thunder throws,

And ﬁres Typhaeus with redoubled blows,
Where Typhon, preﬅ beneath the burning load,
Still feels the fury of th' avenging God.

For in theſe verſes he obſcurely ſigniﬁes a Titanic war againﬅ Jupiter,
and what the Orphic writers call precipitations into Tartarus (nammpm
ngz-z)

But he particularly introduces the Gods warring with each other,

and diſſenting about human aﬀairs, according to the ſecond conception of

'divine battles, in which the divine and intellectual diſpoſition of the
ﬁgments adopted by the poet is worthy of the greateﬅ admiration. For,
in deſcribing their battles (who though they are allotted a ſubſiﬅence
at the extremities of the divine progreſſions, yet are ſuſpended from

the Gods, and are proximate to the ſubjects of their government, and
are ailied to their leaders), he indicates their ſympathy with inferior
natures, referring a divided life, battle, and oppoﬁtion from things in

ſubjection to the powers by which they are governed; juﬅ as Orpheus
conjoins with Bacchic images compoſitions, diviſions and lamentations,
referring all theſe to them' from preſiding cauſes.

But Homer repre

ſents the alliance of theſe diviſible ſpirits with the ſeries from which
they proceed, by the ſame names through which he celebrates the
powers

exempt from

material natures, and employs numbers and
' Iliad. lib. 2. ver. 288, &e.
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ﬁgures adapted to their whole orders. For thoſe who engage in battle
are eleven in number, imitating the army of the Gods and dazmons
following Jupiter, and diﬅributed into elevent parts.

Of theſe, thoſe

that preſide over the better coordination are contained in the pentad;
for the odd number, the ſpheric', and the power of leading all ſecond
ary natures according to juﬅice, and of extending from the middle to

every number, are adapted to thoſe who deſire to govern more in
tellectual and perfect natures, and ſuch as are more allied to the one,
But thoſe of an inferior deſtiny, and who are the guardians of material

natures, proceed according to the hexad, poſſeſſing indeed a perfective
power over the ſubjects of their providential care through a proper3
number; but in conſequence of this number being even, and coordinate
with a worſe nature, they are ſubordinate to the other powers. Nor
is it wonderful if ſome one ſhould call theſe genera Gods, through

their alliance to their leaders, and ſhould repreſent them as warring
through their proximate care of material natures.

The oppoſition

therefore of Neptune and Apollo ſigniﬁes that theſe powers preſide
over the apparent contrariety of all ſublunary wholes: and hence theſe
Gods do not fight with each other. For parts are preſerved by their con
taining wholes, as long as they ſubſiﬅ. But the oppoſition of Juno and
Diana repreſents the oppoſite diviſion of ſouls in the univerſe, whether
rational or irrational, ſeparate or inſeparable, ſupernatural or natural;

the former of theſe powers preſiding over the more excellent order of
ſouls, but the latter bringing forth and producing into light thoſe of an
inferior condition.

Again, the diſcord of Minerva and Mars l'CPſC'

fents the diviſion of the whole of the war in generation into, providence'
ſubſiﬅing according to intellect, and that which is perfected through

neceſſity; the former power intellectually preſiding over contraries, and
the latter corroborating their natural powers, and exciting their mutual

oppoſition. But the battle between Hermes and Latona inﬁnuates the
all-various differences of ſouls according to their gnoſiic and vital mo
' See the thdrus.
7' For ﬁve is not only an odd, but alſo a ſpherie number : for all' its multiplication' into itſelf
terminate in ﬁve; and therefore end where they began.
3 For ſix is a perfect number, being equal to the ſum of all its parts,
_

tions ;
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tions; Hermes giving perfection to their knowledge, and Latona to
their lives; which two often diﬀer from and are COntrary to each other.

Laﬅly, the battle between Vulcan and the river Xanthus adorns in a

becoming manner the contrary principles of the whole corporeal ſyﬅem;
the former aſſiﬅing the powers oſ heat and dryneſs, and the latter of
cold and moiﬅure, from which the whole of generation receives its
completion. But ſince it is requiſite that all contrarieties ſhould end in

mutual concord, Venus is preſent, producing friend-ſhip' in the adverſe
parties, but at the ſame time aﬃﬅing thoſe powers that belong to the
worſe coordination; becauſe theſe are eſpecially adorned, when they
poſſeſs ſymmetry, and familiarity with the better order of contrary natures.
And thus much concerning the divine battles of Homer.

Ill.

IN WHAT MAANNER AN APOLOGY IS TO BE MADE FOR THOSE DI

VINE FABLES wnrcn APPEAR TO MAKE THE GODS Tl-uz cnuszs or
ner.
In the next place let us conſider how, ſince the Gods in the ſummit
of their eſſence are particularly characterized by goodneſs, poetry makes.

them to be the authors of both evil and good, though it is proper to refer
to them the principal cauſe of what is good alone. For this, Socrates, de
monﬅrating that divinity gives ſubſiﬅence to good alone, but to nothing
evil, thinks worthy of animadverſion in the poems oſ Homer.

And it

ſeems that he reprobates the battles of the Gods, as ſubverting divine union,
but condemns what we now propoſe to inveﬅigate, as diminiſhing the
goodneſs of the Gods.

For,

Two veſſels on Jove's threſhold ever ﬅand,

The ſource of evil one, and one of good 1.

To this objection, we anſwer that there are two coordinations of things in
the world, which, as we have before obſerved, ſupernally proceed from
1 That is to ſay, though Venus is not repreſented by Homer as actually producing friendſhip
in the adverſe Gods, yet this is occultly ſigniﬁed by her being preſent; for ſhe is the ſource of
all the harmony, friendſhip, and analogy in 'the univerſe, and of the union of form with matter.
P lliad. lib. 24. ver.5z7.
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'the Gods themſelves. For all things are divided by the biformed princi
ples ' ofthings, viz. the orders ofthe Gods, the natures of beings, the gencra
ofſouls, phyſical powers, thc circulations oſ the heavens, and the diverſities
of material things ; and laﬅly human aﬀairs, and allotments according to
juﬅice, thence receive a twofold generation. For, of'theſe, ſome are oſa

better, and others of an inferior condition.

-I mean, 'for inﬅance, that

the natural habits of bodies, viz. beauty, ﬅrength, health, and alſo ſuch

things as, independent of the corporeal conﬅitution, pertain to ſouls, viz.
power, and honour, and riches, belong to allotments ofa better condition;

but thoſe habits and circumﬅances which are oppoſite to theſe, belong to

thoſe of an inferior condition.

Theſethings then being neceſſarily divi

ded after the above-mentioned manner, cthoſe which belong to the better

portion it >was uſual with the antients immediately to denominate geod,
but thoſe of rthe contrary portion they denominated evil ; yet not in the

ſame ſigniﬁcation as when we call an unjuﬅ and intemperate habit of the
ſoul evil ; but as impediments of energies,as darkening our natural diſpoſi

tions, and diﬅurbing the providence of the ſoul in its tranquil manage
ment of human aﬀairs, they admit-ted them to be evil, and to be ſo deno

minated, but after a diﬀerent manner from what are called the evils oſthe
ſoul. Thus alſo they were accuﬅomed to call diſeaſe, imbecility, and a
privation of the neceſſaries of life, evils. And why is it neceſſary to adduce
all poetry as a witneſs oſ the uſe oſthis name? For the Pythagorreans alſo, in

ﬂabliſhing twofold coordinations' oſ things in all orders, did not refuſe to
call one of theſe good, and the other evil. Though, how can any one ad<
mit that the even, the oblong, and motion, are to be enumerated among

thoſe evils which we deſine as privations of good? How can we ſay that
the feminine, the genus-of diﬀerence and of diſſimilitude, are contrary to
nature? But I think this entirely evident, that, according to every pro
zgreſſion of things, they called the ſubordinate ſeries ofthings oppoſite, evil,
as deferring the other ſeries, and being neither primarily beneﬁcent, nor
' Viz. [am/1] and inﬁnity.
3 Theſe twofold coordinations of the Pythagorazans are as follow: Bound, inﬁnity: the
odd, the even: the one, multitude: tight hand, left hand: the maſculine, the feminine: the
quieſcent, that which is in motion: the ﬅraight, the curved : light, darkneſs: good, evil : the

ſquare, the oblong. See my Tranſlation of Ariſtotle's Metaphyſics, book 1.
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diſiant by the ſame interval from the one cauſe of every thing beautiful and

good. It is requiſite therefore to ſuſpend theſe twofold coordinations of
good and evil in the univerſe from the demiurgic monad. For the diviſions
oſthe Gods, and of the genera poﬅcrior to the Gods, depend on that ﬁrﬅ
principle. The cauſe likewiſe of the good and evil which happen from
fate, and which arc allottcd to ſouls about generation, according to juﬅice,
muﬅ be referred to the diſpenſator of the univerſe, who alſo ſcndsvſouls

into the region of mortality.

For the eﬀects of fate are ſuſpended from de

miurgic providence, about which the ſeries of juﬅice alſo ſubſiﬅs, and the

boundaries of which it follows, being, as the Athenian gueﬅ in Plato ob
ſerves, the avenger of the divine law. Laﬅly, the gifts of fortune, and the
diﬅribution of all things according to juﬅice, are determined according to
the will of the father. The demiurgus and father therefore of the univerfe

has pre-eﬅabliſhed in himſelf the cauſe of every thing good and evil, of
mere excellent and ſuhordinate gifts, of proſperous events, and of ſuch as
are impediments to the energies of the ſou-l in externals ; and he governs

all things according to intellect, diﬅributing to every being ſuch things as.
are ſit, and referring all things to his own paternal adminiﬅration. For he
diﬅributes to ſouls, with a view to good, both things of the better and ofthe
inferior coordination; looking in his diﬅribution to the perfection of the'
recipients.
.
If theſe things then are rightly aſſerted, We muﬅ admit the Homeric ar

rangement, which places in the demiurgic intellect of Jupiter twofold pri
mary cauſes of the goods and the ills which he imparts to ſouls. For, of
all the intellectua] kings, the duad eſpecially belongs to the demiurgus
of the univerſe: ſince, according to the Oracle, "the duad is ſeated with him;
and, by his governing all things, and diſpoſing every thing in its pr0per
place, he ſhows virtue to be victorious, and vice to be vanquiſhed in the
univerſe." For what diﬀerence is there between. aſſerting theſe things,,

and comparing the demiurgus to one playing at cheſs, and ſending ſouls in
to lives adapted to their reſpective natures i Theſe two fountains therefore.
of a better and worſe condition of things, by which the demiurgus con

ducts ſouls according to juﬅice, the poet mythologizing denominates tubr';
' For eme-i ſigniﬁes perſuaﬁon, and m'o; is a tub.

4
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whether indicating that divinity aſſigns to every thing its proper houndury
through intellcctual/Ic'ſuaſion (for intellect, ſays Timzeus, is the principle
oſneceſſity, perlhading it to lead all things to that unich is beﬅ), or the
capaciouſneſs oſ theſe principles, and their comprehending all-various eſ
fects. For the demiurgus and father ofthe univerſe contains unitedly in him
ſelſthe diſperſed multitude of all that he diﬅributes to ſouls. So that, accord
ing to this reaſoning, Plato and the Homeric poetry accord with each other.
For the former ſays that it is not proper to make God the cauſe of any evil ;
but the other perpetually produces every thing good from thence: yet, ſince
goods are twoſold, and each kind beneﬁts thoſe by whom it is received,
hence the Homeric poetry diﬅributes them into twofold coordinations,

and, indicating their diﬀerence with reſpect to each other, denominates the
one as abſolutely good, but places the other ſeparate, as contrary to good.
But that what is called evil by Homer is not ſuch as that which Plato de

nies to be given by the Gods, the poet himſelf declares in the following
verſes *,
The Gods on Peleus from his birth beﬅow'd
Illuﬅrious gifts . . ............
With theſe God alſo evil join'd . . . . . . .. .

'lvVhat this evil is he immediately tells us:
No race ſucceeding to imperial ſway;
An on'ly ſon, and he (alas l) ordain'd
To fall untimely in a foreign land.
See him in Troy the pious care decline

Of his weak age, to live the curſe of thine I
In theſe verſes, it appears that Homer does not make divinity the cauſe

of real evils, ſince he calls the loſs of a ſon, and the being deprived oſ his
attendance in old age, evils. But in what manner theſe are evils, we
have above explained, viz. ſo far as they Cauſe diﬃculty in the preſent life,

and ſorrow in the ſoul.

For, though it is not lawful for thoſe who philo

ſophize in a genuine manner to call theſe evils, yet they appear to be im
pediments of a life according to virtue, to thoſe who make choice of a
1 lliad. lib. 24. ver. 534, &a.
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Hence the Athenian gueﬅ alſo contends that all ſuch

things are, in a certain reſpect, evil to good men, but good to ſuch as arc
depraved ; though he' makes God. to be the cauſe, both of theſe, and of
every thing imparted from the' univerſe.

So that not only Homer, and

Achilles in Homer aſſerdthefe. things, but Plato-himſelf,. and the legiﬅator
according to Plato:
I'V. How THE POETR'Y or nomen SEEMS To REF'E'R A VIOLATI'ON or

OATHS TO THE oo-ns :-THE TRUTl-l nnsrncrmo Tin-s UNFOLD'EB.
In- the nex-t place let us' conſider how leagucs and oaths, according to

the poetry of Homer, are violated with the will of the mighty Jupiter,l
and of Minerva- acting in ſubſerviency to the will of her father : for this
alſo Socratesv reproba'tes, as referring- the principle of evils to the ﬁrﬅ of
the Gods.
*
And here indeed it is worth while eſpecially to doubt, how he who'

makes divinity to be the. cauſe of theſe things, does not make him to be
the cauſe of the greateﬅ and real evils.. For Homer cannot here be
defended by ſaying, that he repreſents poverty, diſeaſe, and things of this
kind, as proceeding from the Gods, but he aſcribes to divinity the cauſe of

thoſe things whichv are acknowledged By all men to be evils. Timaeus,
indeed, in Plato, repreſents the demiurgus as entirely preſcr-ibing laws to
ſouls prior- to their. deſcent-'into generation, that he may not be accuſed ae
the cauſe of their conſequmit evils ;' but' theſe verſes of Homer admit that;v
the principle of the greateﬅ evils is imparted to them' from divinity, when:

they have deſcended, and are converſant with generation.

How then ſhall

we reply to theſe-animadverſions, ſo as to harmonize the doctrine of Homer
with the nature of things, and the narration of Plato? We may reply as

follows :., That fables of this kind are not adapted to- the habit of youth,
as-has been aſſerted by us before, and we ſhall now, and in all that follows,
repent. the aſſertion. For it is not poſiible for youth- to. diﬅinguiſh the
nature of things, no-r to refer the apparent ſigns of truth-to an unapparent

theory, nor to ſee how every thing in. the univerſe is accompliſhed' accord
ing to the will of divinity, through other intervening cauſes. But- we ſhall

ſhow that theſe things are agreeable to. the philoſophy of Plato.
The
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The Athenian gueﬅ then, in- the Laws, ſays, V that God is the beginning,
the middle, and end of all things, and that juﬅice follows him, taking

vengeance on thoſe that deſert the divine law : but theſe, as he informs us,

are ſuch as through youth and folly have their ſoul inﬂamed with inſo
lence, and for a certain time appear to themſelves to govern, but after

wards ſuﬀer the proper puniſhment of their conduct from juﬅice, and en
tirely ſubvert themſelves, their city, and their family." Theſe'things are aſ

terted by the Athenian gueﬅ politically r but Homer ',. relating them in a
divinely inſpired manner (name-man), ſays that thoſe who have often ſin
ned, and committed the greateﬅ crimes, are puniſhed for their oﬀences ac

cording to the ſingle will of Jupiter, and are deprived of life together with'
their wives and children; He further informs us, that Jupiter ﬁrﬅ of all
accompliſhes this puniſhment, and in a manner exempt and unapparent to
all; but Minerva in the ſecond plaCE, being ſubſervient to and cooperating

with the paternal providence of Jupiter : for, as Orpheus ſays, V ſhe is the

powerful queen of the intellect of Saturnian Jove 3." The ſame poet like
wiſe adds, '* that his brain who violates Ieagues and oaths ﬂows on the
ground like wine." In conſequence, therefore, of this violation, ſuchſſ

men ſubject themſelves to juﬅice, and render themſelves adapted'to puniſh
inent. Hence the' violation oſ leagues and oaths is eſpecially perpetrated
by thoſe who, prior to this, have deſerved the' vengeance of the Gods, who

juﬅly govern mortal aﬀairs, and thus puniſh former crimes. But ſuch are
ſaid to be moved, and lſſed forth into energy by the Gods themſelves :* not
that the Gods render men who are to be puniſhed impious and unjuﬅ, but.
as calling into energy thoſe that are adapted to the perpetration of ſuch-like

actions, that by once energizing according to their inward habit, and pro
ducing into light the progeny ofdepraved actions with which they are prognant, they may become worthy of puniſhment. For we ſhould rather ſay',
according to Plato, that vengeance, the attendant of juﬅice, is perfected in
ſuch, than divine juſtice itſelf; ſince thejuﬅ and juﬅice are beautiful things,
But both he on whom vengeance is inﬂicted,.and he on whom it is not, are

miſerable.

Men therefore, who have committed' many and the greateﬅ

crimes, and who have a depraved habit which is parturient with greater and
F For a 3; Eyes, as in the original, read 5 Ft 'Oynpap

3 Amm 'yap Kponda-a vaou 'Far-rup: 'tri-'144.
9
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more weighty evils, in the firﬅ place ſuﬅain vengeance, which appears

indeed to crulh thoſe that ſuſſcr it, leading them to the violntion ofoziths,
but in reality brings them to ſuﬀer the puniſhmcnt oftheir crimes, eﬀect
ing that which is ſimilar to the opening of ulcers by the ſin'gcon's inﬅru
ment, which produces an increaſe of pain at the time, but, by diſcharging
the putridity and the latent humour, becomes the cauſe of future health.

But the poetry of Homer ſays that this puniſhment, beginning ſupcrnally
from Jupiter (for juſtice, as we have before obſerved, follows him, taking
vengeance on thoſe that deſert the divine law), is perfected through Mi
nerva as the medium. For the Trojans, ſeeing into what an evil they had
bronght themſelves, and that their life was obnoxious to deſerved puniſh

ment, rendered this inevitable to themſelves, by the violation of oaths and
leagues.

Again then, it muﬅ be in the ﬁrﬅ place ſaid that the Gods were not
the cauſes of this Confuſed and diſorderly conduct to the Trojans, but that
they through their'own depravity rendered themſelves worthy of an energy
of this kind, and among theſe Pandarus in an eminent degree, as being
a man ambitious, avaricious, and leading an atheiﬅical life. Hence
Minerva, proceeding according to the intellect of her father, does not

excite any one caſually to this action, but is ſaid to ſeek Pandarus', as
particularly adapted to an avenging energy.
She ev'ry where the godlike Pandarus explor'd A

For a man who is capable of doing and ſuﬀering any thing, and who
alſo oppoſes himſelf to divinity, through a certain gigantic and audacious
habit of ſoul, is rare, and truly diﬃcult to be found.

As therefore phy

ſicians are not the cauſes of cuttings and burnings, but the diſeaſes of

thoſe that are cured, ſo neither are the Gods the cauſes of the impiety
reſpecting oaths

and leagues, but the habits of thoſe by whom it is

committed.
'
In the ſecond place, this alſo muﬅ be conſidered, that Minerva is not
1 Pandaru: ſeems to be derived am 'rou vram Troy, that is, as we commonly ſay of a very
depraved character, he was a man capable gfany thing.
* Iliad. lib. 4. ver. 86.

ſaid
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ſaid to prepare Pandarus for the deed, but only to try if he gave himſelf
up to this energy. For divinity does not deﬅroy the freedom of the will,
not even in ſuch as are conſummately wicked :
Lycaon's warlike ſon, what I ſuggeﬅ,

n'ilt thou obey?
But Pandarus, incited by an immoderate deſire of riches and power,

leaps to unjuﬅ energies, the poet all but exclaiming in the very words of
Socrates in the Republic', ** that many things are extended to ſouls from
the univerſe, which aﬅoniſh the ſtupid, and cauſe them to err reſpecting

the elections of lives." As therefore the prophet extends a tyranniclife,
and he who ﬁrﬅ chooſes this is ſaid to be ﬅupid, although he by whom it
was extended' was entirely a divine nature; ſo here, when Minerva oﬀers

to the choice of Pandarus a more powerful and rich condition with
impiety, or one entirely contrary to this, he makes choice of the worſe.
And in this caſe Minerva is not the cauſe of the election, but the impro
bity of him by whom the election is made. For neither is the prophet
in Plato the cauſe of a tyrannic life, but the intemperance of him that
choſe it. Hence Pandarus, in obeying Minerva, is ſaid to ſuﬀer this
through his ﬅupidity. For indeed (to ſpeak accurately) he did not obey
Minerva, but the avaricious and ſtupid habit of his ſoul.

Though, is it

not wonderful that Minerva, in this inﬅance, is not the cauſe of wiſdom,
th of folly ? But, ſays, Plotinus, " Craft is produced from a deﬂuxion of
intellect; an illumination of temperance becomes intemperance;

and

audacity is the gift of fortitude." For ſuch as are the forms of life,
ſuch alſo from neceſſity muﬅ be the participations from more excellent
natures. Hence ſome participate of intelligibles intellectually, others
according to opinion, and others phantaſtically. Others again participate
ctof paﬃons impaſſively, others with mediocrity of paſſion, and others with

perfect paſſivity.

But all things are moved by the Gods, according to

their reſpective
aptitudes.
the Pandarus
violation of
not proceed
from
Jupiter and'
Minerva, So
butthat
from
andoaths
the did
Trojans.
iThis
action however is ſuſpended from the Gods, as being the forerunner of
' See the. iotb Book.
juﬅice,

I'GO
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juﬅice, and as preparing thoſe by whom it was perpetrated for the
perfect puniſhment of their guilt.
_

Nor is a divine nature the cauſe of true evils to ſouls, but the depraved
habits of theſe are the ſources to them of their depraved energies. But
every energy, though it proceeds with depravity into the univerſe, is under
the direction of preſiding Gods, and of a more total or partial providence.
For it becomes, ſays Plotinus, an unjuﬅ action to him who does it, ſo

far as pertains to the doing it, but juﬅ to him who ſuﬀers for it, ſo far as
he ſuﬀers. Aud ſo far as an action of this kind is atheiﬅical, it originates
from a partial cauſe, which gives perfection to an action full of paſſion;

but ſo far as it is good, it obtains from preſiding powers its proper end.
For it is neceſſary that the authors of the greateﬅ crimes ſhould ſome
time or other be called to puniſhment; but this would never take place,

unleſs their depravity received its completion.

Many habits therefore,

remaining unenergetic, render thoſe by whom they are poſſeſſed incapable
ofobtaining their proper cure.

Hence, on the Gods conſulting concerning

bringing the war to an end, and ſaving the Trojans, the Goddeſs who
preſides over juﬅics prevents any energy of this kind, that the Trojans
may more ſwiftly ſuﬀer the puniſhment of their crimes; and Minerva,

who cooperates with this divinity, excites to the violation 0f_the oath,
that, energizing according to the whole of their depravity, they may
receive the puniſhment of the whole of it. For neither was it good for
them to remain without a cure, nor that their latent depravity ſhould be
healedprior to their ſecond oﬀences. All their unjuﬅ liſe therefore being

unfolded, puniſhment follows, correcting the whole of their impious
conduct.
V.

THE

IVHOLB

THEORY

JUPJTER, THROUGH

'OF

THE

FABLE

THEMIS, EXCITES

UNFOLDED,

THE GODS

lN

XVHICH

TO CON'I'ENTION.

In the next place, ſince Socrates mentions the judgment of the Gods
in Homer, and the ﬅrife to which jupiter excites the multitude of the

Gods, through Themis elevating all of them to himſelf, let us alſo ſpeak
concerning theſe things. That jupiter then is a monad ſeparated from
the univerſe, and the multitude of mundane Gods, and that he is able
to
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to produce all things from, and again convert them to himſelf, has often
been ſaid. But ſince his energy proceeding to the multitude of Gods is
twofold, one of which converts and the other moves the Gods to the

providence of inferior natures, poetry alſo deſcribes twaold ſpeeches'
of Jupiter to the Gods. According to the firﬅ of theſe, the one and
whole demiurgus of the univerſe is repreſented as communicating an
unmingled purity to the multitude of the Gods, and imparting to them_
powers ſeparate from all diviſion about the World. Hence he orders all
the Gods to deﬁﬅ from the war and the contrariety of mundane aﬀairs.
But, according to the ſecond of theſe ſpeeches, he excites them to the

providence of ſubordinate natures, and permits their divided progreſſions
into the univerſe, that they may not only be contained in one dcminrgic
intellect, which, as the poet ſays,

'

None can eſcape, or ſoaring run beyond

but may energize in the ſubjects of their providential care, according to
their own characteriﬅics. Hence Jupiter ſays to them,
ﬁnch, as your minds incline, to either heſt
Your ſuccour lend *.

But as the progreﬃons of the Gods are not divulſed from the demi
urgic monad, Themis ﬁrﬅ converts them to this monad.
But Jove to Themis gives command, to call
The Gods to council

that, acting providentially according to theiwill of their father, they
may alſo energize according to the judgment of Themis. And the poet
indeed delivers to us ſeparate ſpeeches of the one demiurgus of the
univerſe to 'the junior Gods; but Timaeus repreſents him in one ſpeech
converting the multitude of theſe Gods to himſelf, and exciting them to
the providence of mortal aﬀairs, that they may govern all ſecondary
' For Marcianus, read &Mr/opens.
ct VOL. I.

3 Iliad. lib. 20.
Y
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natures according to juﬅice. But theſe things in no reſpect diﬀer from
exciting them to war, and through Themis converting them to himſelf.
For thoſe who preſide over generation govern the war in matter; and

thoſe who energize according to juﬅice are ſuſpended from the whole of
Themis, of whom Juﬅice is the daughter, and imitate the one dcmiurgic
intellect,*to whom it is not lawful to do any thing but what is moﬅ
beautiful, as Timaeus himſelf aſſerts.
VI. WHAT-'THE jUDGMENT or THE sons is IN THE FABLES or'
'me manam) WHAT DIFFERENCBS or LIVES 1'1' onscvnnnv
SIGNIFIES.

Again, it is not proper to think that the celebrated judgment of
the Gods, which fables ſay was accompliſhed by Paris, was in reality
a ﬅrife of the Gods with each other, under the judgment of a barba

rian;
ought
to conſider
the elections
lives, who
whicharePlato
deliversbutin we
many
places,
as ſubſiﬅing
under theof Godsct
the
inſpective guardians of ſouls, And this indeed Plato clearly teaches
us in the Phaedrus, when he ſays that a royal life is the gift of Juno,
a philoſophic life of Jupiter, and an amatory life of Venus. Since
therefore ſouls, from among a multitude of lives propoſed to them
from the univerſe, embrace ſome according to their own judgment

and reject others, hence fables, transferring to the Gods themſelves the
peculiarities of lives, aſſert that not the diverﬁties of living, but the
Gods that preſide over theſe diverſities, are judged by thoſe that chooſe
them. According to this reaſoning, Paris alſo is ſaid to have been,
appointed a judge of Minerva, Juno and Venus; and that of three
lives which were propoſed to him, he choſe the amatory life: and this

not with prudence, but recurring to apparent beauty, and purſuing the
image of that beauty which is intelligible. For he who is truly
amatory, taking intellect and prudence for his guides, and with theſe
contemplating both true and apparent beauty, is no leſs the votary of

Minerva than of Venus. But he who alone purſues the amatory form
of life by itſelf, and this accompanied with paﬁion, deſerts true beauty,
.
'
but
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but through folly and luxury leaps to the image of beauty, lies about
it in a fallen condition, and does not attain to a perfection adapted to
an amatory character. For he who is truly amatory and ﬅudious of
Venus, is led to divine beauty, and deſpiſes all that is beautiful in the
regions of ſenſe. Since however there are certain dazmons with the
characteriﬅics of Venus, who preſide over apparent beauty, and 'which
ſubſiﬅs in matter, hence he who embraces the image of beauty, is ſaid
to have Venus cooperating with him in all his undertakings.
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Since a divine nature is not only beneHCent, but likewiſe immutable,

without form, ſimple, and always ſubſiﬅing according to the ſame, and
after the ſame manner, Socrates very properly conſiders the following
verſes of Homer worthy of animadverﬁon,

'

The Gods at times, reſembling foreign gueﬅs,
Wander o'er Cities in all-various forms '-.

And again thoſe reſpecting Proteus and Thetis, in which they are
repreſented as changing their forms, and variouﬂy appearing. Indeed,
that fables of this kind ought not to be heard by thoſe who genuinely

receive a political education, is perfectly evident; ﬁnce it is requiſite that
the paradigm of a polity which is to be ﬅable, ſhould be immutable,
and not obnoxious to all-various mutations. But here alſo it is requiﬁte
to collect by reaſoning the divine dianoiitic conceptions of Homer,
though I am not ignorant that the above verſes are aſcribed to one of
the ſuitors, and that on this account the poet is free from blame. For
neither ſhould we think it right to take the opinion of Plato ſrom what
is ſaid by Callicles or Thraſymachus, or any other ſophiﬅs that are
introduced in his writings;

but when Parmenides

I Odyﬂ'. lib. 17. ver. 485.

Ya

or

Socrates, or

_

-

_ .

-

Timaeus,
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Timzeus, or any other of ſuch divine men ſpeaks, then we think that
we hear the dogmas of Plato. In like manner We ſhould form m
judgment of the conceptions of Homer, not from what is ſaid by the

ſuitors, or any other depraved character in his poems, but from what
the poet himſelf', or Neſtor, or Ulyſſes, appears to ſay.
If any one however is willing to aſcribe this dogma concerning the
mutation of the Gods to Homer himſelf, he will not be deﬅitute of'
arguments which accord with all ſacred concerns, with the greateﬅ

ſacriﬁces and myﬅeries, and with thoſe appearances of the Gods
which both in dreams and true viſions, the rumour of mankind has

ſupernally received. For in all theſe the Gods extend many forms
of themſelves, and appear paſſing into many ﬁgures. And ſometimes
an unﬁgured light of them preſents itſelf to the view; at other times
this light is faſhioned in a human form, and at others again aſſumes a

diﬀerent ſhape. Theſe things alſo the diſcipline of 'divine origin per
taining to ſacred concerns delivers. For thus the Oracles ' ſpeak:
"A ſimilar ﬁre extending itſelf by leaps through the waves of the air;
or an unﬁgured ﬁre whence a voice runs before; or alight beheld
near, every way ſplendid, reſounding audconvolved.

But alſo to behold

a horſe full of refulgentſilight; or a boy carried' on the ſwift back of a
horſe,-a boy ﬁery, or clothed with gold, or, on the contrary, naked;

or ſhooting an arrow, and ﬅanding on the back of the horſe."

And

ſuch things as the oracles add after theſe, not at any time attributing

either internal change, or variety, or any mutation to a divine nature,

but indicating its various participation-s, For that which is ﬁmple in*
the Gods appears various to thoſe by whom it is ſeen, they neither
being changed, nor wiſhing to deceive; but nature herſelf giving a

tle-termination to the characteriﬅics of the Gods, according to the
meaſures of the participants. For that which is participated, being
one, is variouſly participated by intellect, the rational ſoul, the phantaſy,
and ſenſe. For the ﬁrﬅ of theſe participates it impartibly, the ſecond
in an expanded manner, the third accompanied with ﬁgure, and the
' Viz. the Chaldaeam Oracles.
the Monthly Magazine.

See my Collection of theſe Omlcs in the third volume of

fourth
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fourth with paſiivity. Hence that which is participated is uniform
according to the ſummit of its ſubſiﬅence, but multiform accord
ing to participation. It is alſo eſſentially immutable and ﬁrmly
eﬅabliſhed, but at diﬀerent times appearing various to its participants

through the imbecility of their nature. And not only theſe things
follow, but that which is without weight appears heavy to thoſe that
are ﬁlled with it: "The miſerable heart by whom I am received cannot
bearl me," ſays ſome one of the Gods. Whence Homer alſo perceiving
the truth of theſe things through divine inſpiration ſays concerning
Minerva:
'
Loud craſh'd the beechen axle with the weight,
For ﬅrong and dreadful was the power it bore 3.

Though here it may be ſaid, how can that which is without Weight be
the cauſe of weight? But ſuch as is the participant, ſuch neceſſarily
muﬅ that which is participated appearx. Whether, therefore, ſome
of the Gods have appeared ſimilar to gueﬅs, or have been ſeen in ſome
other form, it is not proper to attribute the apparent mutation to them,
but we ſhould ſay that the phantaſy is varied in the diﬀerent recipients.

And this is one way in which the poetry of Homer delivers multiform
mutations of immutable natures.
But there is another way, when a divine nature itſelf, which is all

powerful and full- of all-various forms, extends various ſpectacles to
thoſe that behold it.

For then, according to the variety of powers

which it poſſeſſes, it is ſaid to be changed into many forms, at diﬀerent
times extending diﬀerent powers; always indeed euergizing according
to all its powers, but perpetually appearing various to the tranſitive
intellections of ſouls, through the multitude which it

comprehends.

According to this mode, Proteus alſo is ſaid to change his proper form
' Henceare
alſotheHomer,
Iliad. clearly
lib. 20. ſeen.
ver. I zr.i ſays, xamﬄ 3: Ire' pis-mea: cranon-i. e. O'er
powering
Gods when
I Iliad. lib. 5.
.
3 A divine nature muﬅ neceſſarily produce the ſenſation of weight in the body by which it is
received, from its overpowering energy 3 for body lies like non-entity before ſuch a nature, and
fails, and dies away, as it were, under its inﬂuence.
10:
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to thoſe that behold it, perpetually exhibiting a diﬀerent appearance.
For though he is ſubordinate to the ﬁrﬅ Gods, and immortal indeed,
but not a God; the miniﬅer of Neptune, but not allotted a leading

dignity; yet he is a certain angelic intellect belonging to the ſeries of

Neptune, poſſeſſing and comprehending in himſelf all the forms of
generated natures. Idothea has the ﬁrﬅ arrangement under him; ſhe
being a certain diemoniacal' ſoul conjoined to Proteus as to her proper
divine intellect, and connecting her intellections with his intelligible
forms.

Another number of rational and perpetual ſouls follows, which

the fable denominates Phocaz.

Hence Proteus is repreſented as num

bering theſe, poetry indicating by this the perpetuity of their nature.

For the multitude of things which are generated and periſh is inch m'te.
Partial ſouls therefore beholding Proteus, who is an intellect poſſeſſing

many powers and full of forms, whilﬅ at diﬀerent times they convert
themſelves to the diﬀerent forms which he contains, fancy that the
tranſition of their own intellections is a mutation of the intelligible

objects.

Hence to thoſe that retain him he appears to become all

things
4

Water, and ﬁre divine, and all that creeps
On earth.

For ſuch forms as he poſſeſſes and comprehends, or rather ſuch as he
perpetually is, ſuch does he appear to become when theſe forms are
conſidered ſeparately, through the diviﬁble conception of thoſe that
behold them.
In the third place, therefore, we ſay that the Gods appear to be
changed, when the ſame divinity Proceeds according to diﬀerent orders,
and ſubſides as far as to the laſt of things, multiplying himſelf accord
ing to. number, and deſcending into ſubject dittinctions; for then again
fables ſay, that the divinity, which ſupernally proceeds into this form,
is changed to that into which it makes its progreﬂion. Thus they
ſay that Minerva was aﬃmilated to Mentor, Mercury to the bird called
the ſea-gull, and Apollo to a hawk; indicating by this their more dermo
niacal orders, into which they proceed from thoſe of a ſuperior rank.
Hence, when they deſcribe the divine advcnts of the Gods, they en

6

deavour
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Thus, when Minerva,

appears to Achilles', and becomes viſible to him alone, the whole camp

being preſent, there Homer does not even ſabulouſly
and ﬁgure to the goddeſs, but only ſays that ſhe was
expreſſing the 'manner in which ſhe was preſent.
intend to ſignify angelic appearances, they introduce

aſcribe any form
preſent, without
But when they
the Gods under

various forms, but theſe ſuch as are total; as for inﬅance, a human.

form, or one common to man or woman indeﬁnitely.

For thus, again,

Neptune and Mincrva were preſent with Achilles:
Neptune and Pallas haﬅe to his relief,
And thus in human/'arm addreſs the chief 2.

Laﬅly, when they relate daamoniacal advents, then they do not think
it improper to deſcribe their

mutations

into individuals and partial

natures; whether into particular men, or other animals. For the laﬅ
of thoſe genera that are the perpetual attendants of the Gods are
maniſeﬅed by theſe ﬁgures. And here you may ſee how particulars of
this kind are deviſed according to the order of things. For that which
is ſimple is adapted to a divine nature, that which is univerſal to an
angelic, and the rational nature to both theſe; and that which is par
tial and irrational accords with a dzemoniacal nature: for a life oſ this
kind is Connected with the daemoniacal order, And thus much con
cerning
e the inodes according to which the Homeric fables deviſe
mutations of things immutable, and introduce various forms to uniform
natures.

Vlll. co-chnmm; THE nnnnm sem- TO AGAMEMNON, wr-ucu
nuns 'ſo Accusn THE Gons or FALSEHOOD, AND Now iT MAY
IE BHO'WN THAT A DIVXNE NATUKE 15 VOID OF ſALIRHOOD.

It now remains that we ſpeak concerning the dream ſent by Jupiter
do Agamemnon; for Socrates, at the end oſ his theological types, repro
.I Iliad. Iib- t.

3 Lliad. aunt-485.

bates.

His!
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bates this, becauſe the whole of a divine and daemoniacal nature is with
out falſehood, as he collects by demonﬅrative arguments.

But Homer

ſays that Agamemnon was deceived through this dream.

Though, is

it not abſurd, if this d-ream is from Jupiter, according to the aſſertion
of the poet, that this alone nearly, of all the particulars which are
mentioned as deriving their origin from Jupiter, ſhould be attended

With fraud?

In anſwer to this objection, we may ſay what is uſually aſſerted by
moﬅ of the interpreters, that the fauacy had its ſubſiﬅence in the
phantaſy of Agamemnon. For Jupiter in his ſpeech to the dream,
and the dream again in its addreſs to Agamemnon, evidently indicate
that it would, be requiſite to call together all the army, and to attack

the enemy with all his forces; for this is the meaning of the word
wax-auhn, which is uſed in both the ſpeeches.

But Agamemnon, not

underﬅanding the mandate, neglected the greateﬅ part of his army,
and, engaging in battle without the aid of Achilles, was fruﬅrated in
his cxpectations through his unſkilfulneſs in judging of divine viſions.
So that Jupiter is not the cauſe of the deception, but he who did not
properly underﬅand the mandates of Jupiter.

We ſhall alſo add the ſolution given by our preceptor Syrianus, which both
accedes tothe meaning of Homer and the truth of things. For, if Jupiter is
repreſentedas providing for the honour of the hero Achilles, and conſulting

how he may deﬅroy the greateﬅ number of the Greeks, is it not neceſſary
that he muﬅ previouſly comprehend in himſelf the cauſe of the deception ?
For, if Achilles had been aſſociated with the army, the Greeks would not

haVe been deﬅroyed, nor would they have been puniſhed for their unjuﬅ
conduct towards him. It is better therefore to ſay that the deception was
from divinity for the good of the deceived. For good is better than truth."
And among the Gods, indeed, they are conjoined with each other: for

neither is intellect without divinity, nor divinity without an intellectual
eſſence. But in their participants they are often ſeparated; and good is pro.
duced through falſehood, and truth is fruﬅrated of good. Whence alſo So

crates himſelf, when he is framing laws for the guardians of his republic,
orders falſehood to be employed, through the opinion of the ﬅupid, who

are not otherwiſe able to obtain the good whi-.h is adapted to their con.
dition.
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If therefore it be (aid that divinity beneſits ſome through truth,

and others through falſehood, and at the ſame time leads all of them to
good, it is by no means wonderful.

For, of generated natures, ſome

ſubſiﬅ without matter, but others with matter, in which'fallacy is inherent;
or, rather, matter is true ſallacy itſelf. So that, in the providence of ſouls,
if they are, as we have ſaid, variouſly beneﬁted by divinity, ſome immateri
ally through truth, but other's materially through falſehood, ſuch providen

tial energy will be adapted to the nature of the Gods.

But, if it be requiſite, this alſo may be aſſerted, that deception and falſe
hood are generated in the participant, and that this takes place according
to the will of divinity, that he who has acted erroneouſly may through the
deception become more worthy: juﬅ as that which is material is gene
rated in theſe lower regions, but ſubſiﬅs according to demiurgic providence,

that there may be generation and corruption in order to the completion of
the univerſe. Divinity therefore does not deceive, but he who is deceived
is deceived by himſelf,- and this takes place, according to the will of divinity,

for the good of him who ſuﬅains the deception. For, God making immate
rially, that which is generated is generated materially; and he energizing
impartibly, that which proceeds from this energy, receives its completion
partibly; and he ſignifying intellectually, falſehoodctobtains a ſhadowy ſub
ﬁﬅence in the being that receives what is ſigniﬁed.

But the divine poet

himſelf manifeﬂs, that, truth dwelling with the Gods, deception is generated

from the opinion of the recipients, when he makes jupiter commanding
the dream ſay
All that I order tell with pnﬁct 'ral/2.

How then is there falſehOOd in divinity, according to Homer? And how is
divinity the cauſe of deception ? Unleſs it ſhould be ſaid he is the cauſe in
ſuch a manner, as that neither is the ſhadOWy ſubﬁﬅence of deception in
theſe lower regions Contrary to his will.

But the habit of youth is incapan

ble of diﬅinguiſhing and contemplating, how, wholes remaining void of evil,
in the natures which receive them diviſibly evil appears; how, natures
more excellent than ours not deceiving, we are often deceived; and how,

when deceived, we ſuﬀer this according to the will of providence.
von. 1.

_

z _

Hence
Socrates
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Socrates is not willing that young men ſhould hear things oſ this kind, as
being incapable of forming properly diﬅinct opinions of things.
IX.

ACOMMON APOLOGY BOTH FOR THE HOMERlC AND PLATONIC

PABLES, IN WHICH THEY SPEAK OF THE JUDGMENTS IN HADES,
SOULS,

AND

THE DIFFERENT

OF

ALLOTMENTS WHICH THEY RECEIVB

ON DEPARTING FROM THEIR BODIES, ACCORDING TO THE lnIOMS OF
THE LIFE IN THE _BODY.

_ Having then diſcuſſed theſe things, let us examine what is written in the
third book of the Republic, and, prior to other things, what the poet either
himſelf aſſerts, or introduces another aſſerting, mythologically concerning'
Hades; and let us conſider whether they contain any thing of truth, and ac
cord with the narrations oſ Plato.

XVhat then are we to underﬅand, when

the poet repreſents Achilles as preſerring ſervitude in the preſent life to
the poſſeﬃon oſ every thing in Hades P What is the meaning oſ thoſe dread
ful habitations, which are odious to the Gods, oſ the image and the ſoul, of
ſhades wandering without intellect, of lives compared to ſhadows, of the
lamentations of ſouls paſſing thither, of their being aﬃmilated to bats, oſ
ſmoke, a craſhing noiſe, and ſuch like particulars, which the poems oſ Ho

mer contain P What likewiſe are the rivers in Hades, and thoſe appellations

which are the moﬅ tragical ? For theſe Socrates reprobates, but at the ſame
time adds, what is common to all fables, "that they contribute to ſomething
elſe; but we (ſays he) are afraid ſor our guardians, leﬅ from theſe terrible

relations, they_£hould think death to be dreadful."
However, that Socrates himſelf in many plaCes uſes names and aznigmas of
this kind, is obvious to every one. For, that l may omit the rivers mentioned
in thc Phazdo, the wanderings of ſouls, their anxieties, the three roads, the

puniſhments, the being carried in rivers, the lamentations and exclamations
there, and the ſupplications of injurcrs to the injured, oſ all which Plato
ſays Hades is full ;-th0ugh theſe things ſhould be omitted, yet does not

what we find written at the end of the R'epublic accord with the intention

of the Homeric poetry, viz. the bellowing mouth, Tartarus, ﬁery dazmons,
the tearing oﬀ the ﬂeſh of the tyrant Aridaeus, and ſouls full of duﬅ and
ﬁlth? For, what is there in theſe which falls ſhort of the tragical in the ex
6
trcme ?
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treme P So that for the ſame reaſon theſe alſo are to be rejected, or the Ho-

meric doctrine is not to be reprehended. in defence of both therefore,
whether ſome Epicurean or any other endeavours to accuſe ſuch-like fables,
we ſay, that the habits of ſouls liberated from the body are diﬀerent, and
the places of the univerſe are multiſorm, into which they are introduced.

Oftheſe alſo ſome are ſo ſeparated from mortal inﬅruments, as neither
to have any habitude to things ofa worſe condition, nor to be ﬁlled with the
tumult which they contain, and material inanity. The vehicles of ſuch are
neceſſarily pure and luciform, not diﬅurbed by material vapours, nor thick

cned by a terreﬅrial nature. But others who are not yet perfectly puriﬁed by
philoſophy, but are drawn down to an aﬀection towards the teﬅaceous
body, and purſue a life conjoined with this,--theſe exhibit ſuch like vehicles
ſuſpended from their eſſenee to thoſe who are capable of beholding them,
viz. ſhadowy, material, drawing downwards by their weight, and attract-1

ing much of a mortal condition. Hence Socrates, in the Phaedo, ſays that
ſuch ſonls, rolling about ſepulchres, exhibit ſhadowy phantaſms; and the
poet relates that they are impelled along ſimilar to ſhadows.

Further ﬅill, of thoſe ſouls which yet embrace a corporeal life there are.
many diﬀerences.

For ſome live a more practic life, and, not yet deſerting

a life of this kind, embrace an organ adapted to practical energies, from.

which when they are ſeparated they are indignant; as was the caſe with
the ſoul oſ Patroclus,
Which leaving youth and manhood wail'd its ſate.

And when in Hades, they ſtill deſire an aſſociation with this organ, as did
the ſoul ofAchilles ', becauſe he preferred a life on earth to a ſeparate life,
according to which he was not able to energize, but very much excelled in.
an active life. Others again, through the infelicity of their condition, eager

Jy embrace the teﬅaceous body, and think that the life conjoined with it dif
fers in no reſpect from the proper life of the ſoul. Such as theſe the
divine poetry of Homer aſſimilates to bats, as looking to that which is
' Heroes are divided into two kinds: thoſe that energize according to practical, and thoſe
that energize according to intellcctual virtue. Achilles was a hero of the former claſs, and
Hercules of the latter. For an ample account of the characteriﬅics of theſe two kinds,
ſee my Pauſanias, vol. iii- p. 229-

,
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dark in the univerſe, and its very extremity, and which may be denominated
aﬅupendous cavern; and as having the winged nature of the ſoul groſs and

terreﬅrial. Is it therefore wonderful that Achilles, who poſſeſſed practical vir
tue, ſhould deſire a life in conjunction with body, and which was capable
of being ſubſervient to his actions? For Hercules, being puriﬁed through the
teleﬅic ſcience, and partaking of undeſiled fruits, obtained a perfect reﬅora

tion among the Gods ; whence the poet ſays of him,
He with th" immortal Gods delighted lives,
And beauteous Hebe crowns his joys.

But Achilles, ſince he embraces rectitude in practical aﬀairs, and the pre

ſent life, purſues alſo and deſires an inﬅrument adapted to this lifer Plato
himſelf, therefore, alſo ſays that ſouls accarding to the manners to which
they have been aceuſtomed, make choice of ſecondary lives. Is not this

likewiſe worthy of admiration in the divine tradition of Homer-I mean the
ſeparation of the ſoul from its image, and intellect from the ſoul 2 Alſo
that the ſoul is ſaid to uſe the image ', but that intellect is more divine

than both theſe ? And again, that the image and the ſoul may in a certain
reſpect be known while yet detained in the body ; and that the ſoul takes
care ofand providentially attends to the teﬅaceous body, and, when this is not

eﬀected, deſires its accompliſhment; but that intellect is incomprehenſible
by our phantaﬅic and ﬁgured motions i Hence Achilles, on beholding Patro
clus ſpeaking concerning the burial of his body, was led to believe that the

ſoul and its image were in Hades, but that intellect was not there, nor pru
dence, by which theſe are uſed. For the energies of the irra tional life haﬅ
ened to adopt this poſition, but could not credit the reception of the intellec
tual ſoul in Hades from the viſions of dreams.
'

Does it not alſo moﬅ perfectly accord with things themſelves to ſay, that
the multitude of ſouls depart from their bodies lamenting, and are divulſed
from them with diﬃculty, through the alluring life and manifold pleaſures
which they enjoy in them P For every corporeal pleaſure, as Socrates ſays
in the Phaedo, as if armed with a nail, faﬅens the ſoul to the body.
' The irrational part of the ſoul is the iniage of the rational, in the fame manner as the
rational ſoul is the image of intellect. Body alſo is the image of the irrational foul, and
matter, or the laﬅ of things, is the image of body.
.

And
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And ſuch ſouls after deſerting their bodies uſe ſhadowy vehicles, which
are diﬅurbed by the ponderous and terrene vapours1 of the Sirens, and
utter an uncertain voice, and a material ſound, which the Homeric

poetry denominates a craſhing noiſe.

For, as the inﬅruments of aſcend

ing ſouls emit a harmonious ſound, and appear to poſſeſs an elegant
and well-meaſurcd motion, ſo the ſound of more irrational ſouls deſcend

ing under the earth is ſimilar to a crafhing noiſe, bearing an image of an
appetitive and phantaﬅic life alone. Nor muﬅ we think that the,
places in Hades, and the tribunals under the earth, and the rivers
which both Homer and Plato teach us are there, are merely fabulous

prodigies : but, as many and all-various places are aſſigned to ſouls aſcend
ing to the heavens, according to the allotments which are there; in
like manner it is proper to believe that places under the earth are

prepared for thoſe ſouls that ﬂill require puniſhment and puriﬁcation,
Theſe places, as they contain the various deﬁuxions of the elements

on the earth, are called by poets rivers and ﬅreams.

They likewiſe

contain diﬀerent orders of preſiding daemons; ſome of whom are of

an avenging, others of a puniſhing, others of a purifying, and, laﬅly,
others of a judicial characteriﬅic. But if the Homeric poetry calls
theſe places
'
Horrid and dark, and odious to the Gods,

neither is it proper to condemn it for this. For ſouls are terriﬁed
through the variety and phantaſy of the preſiding dzemons which are
there. The infernal region likewiſe is extended according to all-various
allotments, adapted to the diﬀerent habits of thoſe that deſcend thither'.
It is alſo moﬅ remote from the Gods, as being the extremity oſ the
univerſe, and as poſſeſſing much of material diforder, and never enjoy

ing the ſplendor of the ſolar rays.

And thus much concerning thoſe

verſes whichSocrates thinks ſhould be obliterated, and ſhould by no,
' For await' here read annoy. i

3 Inﬅead of reading the latter part of this ſentence, and the beginning of the next, as
it is crro ncouﬂy printed in the original, viz. Prpopn'm noppu'ra'm- To 3' caudle. it is neceſſary
to read, as in the tranſlation, espopmwv. Hoppmam 3: Eſ'ſ' &e.
means
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he,
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the body
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ſeparation

from it will appear to be of all things moﬅ dreadful.
X. WHAT THE CAUSES ARE THROUGH TVHlCH
ASCRXBES

THE POETRY OF HOMER'

LAMENTATIONS BOTH TO HEROES AND GODS; AND LIKE

WISE TO THE BEST OF HEROES AND THE GREATEST OF THE GODS.

It now follows that we ſhould conſider how the poetry of Homer does
not repreſent one of us weeping and lamenting, when he alſo aſcribes
theſe eﬀects oſ ſorrow to his heroes, but makes the Gods themſelves to
weep, for the death of mortals Whom they loved; though, according

to Plato, Socrates neither wept, nor ſuﬀered any perturbation of mind, when
his ſamiliars wept on account of his approaching death; but Apollodorus,who

wept abundantly, \and any other who was ſimilarly aﬀected, were reproved
by their maﬅer.

But the divine poet repreſents his heroes immoderately

lamenting the loſs of their familiars. And, though ſome one ſhould ſay
that ſuch things as the following became Priam who was a barbarian, and
'more irrational in his conduct :
Roll'd in the duﬅ he ſuppliant call'd on all,
And nam'd them one by one ':
yet is it not abſurd that Achilles, the ſon of a goddeſs, ſhould at one time

lie ſupine, at another prone, and, at another on his ſide, and, deﬁling his

head _with duﬅ, weep in a very puerile manner? And even iſ ſuch paﬃons
were proper in men who are allotted a mortal nature, yet they ought not
to be aſcribed to the Gods themſelves.

Why then is it requiſite that

Thetis ſhould ſay weeping:
Ah wretched me l unfomnately brave
A ſon l bore 3.

Fora divine nature is eﬅabliſhed very remote from pleaſure and pain.

But though ſome one ſhould dare to introduce the Gods aﬀected in this

3 Iliad. as. '

- Iliad. '8.
manner
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manner ', yet it is not ﬁt that the greateﬅ of the Gods ſhould lament and
mourn both for Hector when purſued by Achilles, and for his ſon Sarpedon,
and exclaim reſpecting both, Ah me !

For ſuch an imitation does not

appear to be in any reſpect adapted to its paradigms, ſince it aſcribes tears
to things without tears, pain to things void of pain, and in ſhort paſiion to
things free from paſſion. Theſe things Socrates reprobates in Homer, and
expels from the education of youth, fearful leﬅ, ſome impediment ſhould
ariſe, through ſuch-like aſſertions, to a right diſcipline according to virtue.
For education is particularly converſant with pleaſure and pain ; which be
ing increaſed, the legiſlator muﬅ neceſſarily be fruﬅrated of his proper end.
To theſe objections we reply, that ſince the poet introduces heroes
engaged in practical aﬀairs, and living a life adapted to theſe, he very
properly repreſents them as aﬀected with particular events, and living,

conformably to ſuch aﬀections.

For to philoſophers, and thoſe who

energize cathartically, pleaſures and pains, and the mixtures of theſe, are

by no means adapted; ſince they are ſeparated from theſe, lay aſide all
the triﬂing of mortality, and haﬅen to be diveﬅed of the form's of life.

'with which they are ſurrounded from the elements, rapidly withdrawing
themſelves from material paﬃons the oﬀspring of generation.

But plea-

ſures, pains, ſympathies, and a ſcene of all-various paﬃons, are coordi
'nated to thoſe engaged in war, and who energIZe according to the paﬃve
part of the ſoul. And how could the vehement about actions-take place,
without the impulſe of the appetites ?- Priam, therefore, andOAchilles,
neither being philoſophers, nor willing to ſeparate themſelves from gene
ration, nor living after the manner of the guardians of Plato's republic,-if

they lament and commiſerate their familiars, it is by no means wonderful.
For the loſs of friends, the being deﬅitute of children, and the ſubverſions

of Cities, appear to warriors to impart a great portion of miſery.

The

accompliſhment of mighty deeds, therefore, is adapted to theſe, as being

allotted an heroic nature; and in conjunction with this the pathetic, from
their being converſant with particulars.
.
With reſpect to the Gods, however, when. they are ſaid to weep for or
1 i. e. Jupiter, who is called the greatgﬅ of the Gods, with reference to the mundane Gods,
of whom he is the demiurgus and father. For, that he is not the ﬁrﬅ God, is evident from
the Cratylus, Timaeus and Parmenides of Plato; which ſee.

lament
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lament thoſe that are moﬅ dear to them, another mode of interpretation
is to be ad0pted, and which was formerly admitted by the authors of
fables, who indicated by tears the providence of the Gods about mortal,
generated, and periſhable natures. For this object of providential energy

naturally calling for tears aﬀorded a pretext to the inventors of fables ;
and through theſe they obſcurely ſignified providence itſelf. Hence ſome
one, in a hymn to the Sun, ſays,
Phccbus, the much-enduring race of men
Thy tears excite'.

And on this account, in the myﬅeries alſo, we myﬅically aſſume ſacred
lamentations, as ſymbols of the providence pertaining to us from more
excellent natures. Thetis therefore, and Jupiter, are ſaid to lament thoſe
moﬅ dear to them, when in extreme danger-not that they are paﬃvely
diſpoſed after the manner of men, but becauſe a certain ſeparate provi
dence proceeds from them, and gifts to particulars.

And when the order

of the univerſe concurs with this diviſible providence, the preſerving

energy of that which provides is unimpeded; but when this order oppoſes,
and that which is the object of a particular providence, as being a part of
the univerſe, and allotted generation, ſuﬅains that corruption which is
adapted to its nature, then fables, adducing the idiom or peculiarity of the
providence which this object received according to its order, fay that the
powers who exert this providential energy lament, but not with excla
mation: ſo that grief with them is a ſign of the energy of a particular
providence about individuals,

After this manner, then, we attribute

lamentations to the ﬁrﬅ Gods; ſince the greateﬅ and moﬅ perfect * of
myﬅical ſacriﬁces (TeAe-zau) deliver in the arcana certain ſacred lamentations
of Proſerpine and Ceres, and of the greateﬅ 3 goddeſs herſelf.
But it is by no means wonderful if the laﬅ of the genera which are the
perpetual attendants of the Gods, and which proximately attend to the
aﬀairs of mortals, in conſequence of employing appetites and paﬃons, and
having their life in theſe, ſhould rejoice in the ſafety of the objects of
' Ampu- [m man rrn armzw' (lege 'ram/am) 'mar Mp'v.
5 viz. the Eleuﬁnian myﬅeries.
3 viz.. Rhea, who is the mother of the Gods.

4
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'their providence, but be aﬄicted and indignant when they are corrupted,
.and ſhould ſuﬀer a mutation according to paﬃons:
The Nymphs lament when trees are Ieaﬂcſs found;
But when thetrees through fertilizing rain

'In leaves abound, the Nymphs rejoice again

ſays a certain poet.

For vall things ſubſiﬅ divinely in the Gods, but

diviſibly and dazmoniacally in the divided guardians of our nature.

And

thus much may ſuﬃce concerning the lamentations of the Gods.
Xſ. iVHAT THE CAUSE ls OF THE LAUGHTBR ASCRIBED TO THE 'GODS
IN 'FABLES, AND WHY THE POETRY OF HOMER MAKES

THE

GODS

TO LAUGH IMMODERATELY AT W-ULCAN.

Let us in the next place conſider whether fables properly attribute to
the Gods a paſſion contrary to that which we have juﬅ now diſcuſſed, viz.
immoderate laughter, and which is thought worthy of reprehenſion by
Socrates.
Vulcan miniﬅrant when the Gods beheld,

Amidﬅ them laughter unextinguiſh'd roſe '.

What then is the laughter of the Gods? and why do they 'laugh in
conſequence of Vulcan moving and energizing? Theologiﬅs, therefore,
ſay that Vulcan, as we have elſewhere obſerved, is the demiurgus and

maker oſ every thing apparent '. . Hence he is ſaid to have conﬅructed
habitations for the Gods:
Then to their proper domes the Gods depart,

Form'd by lame Vulcan with tranſcendent art.

And this, in conſequence of preparing for them mundane receptacles.
He is alſo ſaid to be lame in both his feet, becauſe his fabrication is without
' lliad. lib. r. circa ſinem.
'ida- He is the artiſicer of the whole of a corporeal nature.

Proclus alſo, ſomewhere in his

comment on the Timacus, aſſigns another reaſon for the ﬁction of Vulcan's lamencſs, viz.

becauſe he is the fabricator of things laﬅ in the progreſſions of being (for ſuch are bodies), and
which are not able to proceed into another order. I prefer this explanation to the former.

VOL. r.
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For that which is moved with a motion about intellect and prudence

does not, ſays Timwus, require feet.

He is likewiſe ſaid to preſide over

the brazier's art, and he himſelf energizes working in braſs. Hence, in
the poetry oſ Homer, heaven is often celebrated as brazen; and many

other particulars conﬁrm this opinion.

But ſince every providential

energy about a ſe'ﬃble nature, according to which the Gods aﬃﬅ the
fabrication of Vulcan, is ſaid to be the ſhort of divinity, hence Timaeus
alſo appears to me to call the mundane Gods jumſior, as preſiding over things
which are perpetually in generation, or becoming to be, and which may
be conſidered as ludicrous. The authors of fables are accuﬅomed to call
this peculiarity of the providence of the Gods energizing about the world,
ſang/lier. And when the poet ſays that the Gods, being delighted with the
motion of Vulcan, laughed with inextinguiſhable laughter, nothing elſe is
indicated than that they are cooperating artiſicers; that they jointly give
perfection to the *art oſ Vulcan, and ſupernally impartjoy to the univerſe.
For Vulcan ſuſpends all their mundane receptacles, and extends to the
providence of the Gods whole phyſical powers. But the Gods, energizing
with a facility adapted to their nature, and not departing ' from their
proper hilarity, conſer on theſe powers alſo their characteriﬅic gifts, and
move wholes by their perfective providence. In ſhort, we muﬅ deſine the
laughter of the Gods to be their exuberant energy in the univerſs, and the

cauſe oſ the gladneſs of all mundane natures.

But, as ſuch a providence

is incomprehenſiblc, and the communication of all goods from the Gods is

never-ſailing, we muﬅ allow that the poet very properly calls their laughter
unextinguiſhed. And here you may again ſee hovſiv what we have ſaid is
conformable to the nature of things.

For fables do not aſſert that the Gods

always weep, but that they laugh without ceaſing. For tears are ſymbols
of their providence in mortal and frail concerns, and which now riſe into

exiﬅencc, and then periſh; but laughter is a ſign of their energy in wholes,
and thoſe perfect natures in the univerſe which are perpetually moved with

undeviating ſamcneſs.

On which accountl think, when we divide dcmi

urgic productions into Gods and men, we attribnte laughter to the gene

ration of the Gods, but tears to the formation of men and animals ; whence
' Inſtead of m' ct-ni; ouna; tuwaﬂmg aprnawvo', read 'at ny; ound; tween-5 aux epic-rannen. '

the
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the poet whom we have before mentioned, in his hymn to the Sun, ſays,
'

Mankind's laborious race thy tears excite,
But the Gods, laughing, bloſſom'd into light.

'But when we make a diviſion into things celeﬅial and ſublunary, again

after the ſame manner we muﬅ aſſign laughter to the former, and tears

to the latter ;'and when we reaſon concerningthe generations and cor
ruptions of ſublunary natures themſelves, we muﬅ refer the former to
the laughter, and the latter to the tears, oſ the Gods. Hence, in the
myﬅeries alſo, thoſe who preſide over ſacred inﬅitutions order both theſe
to be celebrated at ﬅated times.

And we have elſewhere obſerved, that

the ﬅupid are neither able to underﬅand things employed by theurgiﬅs
in ſecrecy, nor ﬁctions of this kind. For the hearing of both theſeſi
when unaccompanied with ſcience, produces dire and abſurd confuſion
in the lives of the multitude, with reſpect to the reverence per-taining to
divinity.
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ALL-VARIOUS WAYS TO EXCITB THE HEARERS TO

A CONTEMPT OF TEMPERANCE.

It now follows that we ſhould conſider whether the poems of Homer
are inimical to the acquiſition of temperance. The greateﬅ ſpecies there- ſi
fore of temperance, ſays Socrates, is reverence towards governors; the
next to this is a command over the pleaſures and deſires oſ the ſoul; and
þthere is a third conſequent to theſe, which we ſhall ſhortly after contem

plate. Achilles appears to have erred according to the ﬁrﬅ of theſe, when
he freely ſays to the commander oſ all the Grecian forces,
Drunkard, dog-eyed, with heart of deer ' l

But Ulyſſes according to the third of theſe, when, deﬁning the moﬅ'beau

' - Iliad. us. 1.
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tiſul life, heſays that he particularly approves that polity of men in which
there are
The heav'n-taught poet, and 'enchant'mg ﬅrain s:
The well-ﬁll'd palace, the perpetual feaﬅ,,
A land rejoicing, and a people bleﬅ!
The plenteous board high-heap'd with cates divine,

And o'er the ſoaming bowl the laughing wine ' l

For in theſe verſes he places the end'of life in: nothing elſe than variety of
pleaſure, and the gratiﬁcation oſ deſire. Such then being the objections
made by Socrates' to the verſes of Homer, in anſwer-to the ﬁrﬅ we ſhy,
that 'thoſe guardians which he places over his- city, and who are allotted
ſuch a tranſcendency, on account of their erudition and virtue, over thoſe

whom they govern, demand the moﬅ abundant and the-greateﬅ honour,
both from their aſſociates and all others; as they are truly the ſaviours
and benefactors of the whole þolity over which they preſide :* nor is it to
be ſuppoſedv that the governed will ever ſuﬀer any thing unholy or unjuﬅ

from them, governing as they do according to intellect. and juﬅice. But
the poet neither admits that Agamemnon exeells all thoſe that are ſubject
tothim, in virtue, nor in beneﬁting others ; but he ranks him among thoſe
that are beneﬁted by others, and particularly by the military ſcience of'
Achilles. Very properly, therefore, does- he repreſent him as reviled by
thoſe more excellent than himſelf, and conſider the general good of the
o governed, againﬅ which Agamemnon ſinned, as of more conſequence than

gratifying the paﬃous of the chief. The poet therefore introduces the
beﬅ of the Greeks freely ſpeaking to.Agamemnon,,. without regarding the
multitude of ſoldiers that followed him,. or his naval power. For virtue
is every where honourable, but not the inﬅruments of virtue. We muﬅ
not therefore ſay, that he who employs ſuch diſgraceful epithets ſins againﬅ
the rulers and ſaviours of the whole army, when they are only ſuperior by
_ the multitude of thoſe that are ſubject to their command, but are ſar

inferior in virtue. For even the commander himſelf of ſo great an
army, and ſo diﬃcult to be numbered, acknowledges, a little after, how
'* Odyſſ. lib. io. nt the beginning.v

_

much
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much Achilles excels him in virtue, laments his OWll infelicity, and;
ſays,
For I have err'd,.nor this will I deny.
And,

That happy man whom Jove ſlill honours moﬅ,
ls more than armies, and himſelf an hoﬅ.

XVith reſpect to the words oſ Ulyſſes, we may ſay in their defence,
that every thing oſ this kind is interpreted more ſymbolically by thoſe
who transfer to other conceptions his wanderings, and who think it pro
per to rank both the theacians and their felicity ' higher than human
nature.

For.with them the feﬅival, the dainties, and the enchanting

ﬅrain, have a diﬀerent ſigniﬁcation from that which is obvious to the
multitude.

lt may alſo be ſaid, that even thoſe who do not'depart from

the apparent meaning oſ the poet, may nevertheleſs reply to ſuch ob
jections, and ſhow, in the ﬁrﬅ place, that Ulyſſes, the wiſeſtoſ the Greeks,
does not think it ﬁt that pleaſure ſhould have dominion in well-inﬅituted
polities, but worthy joy (euzppaauzon). And how much theſe diﬀer from

each other, we may learn from Plato himſelf.

In the ſecond place,

Ulyſſes approves- oſ the'whole city becoming harmonized and unanimous
with itſelf throngh muſic, being an auditor of ſuch melodies as lead to
virtue. For it is oſ great conſequence to the whole polity, and to true
erudition and virtue, that he who exerciſes muſic among the vulgar ſhould
not be any caſual perſon, but one who derives his knowledge of it ſu

pernally through divine inſpiration, from its preſiding deity. In the third
place, ſuch harmony, to thoſe that partake of it, adds an abundance of
things neceſſary, which the multitude in Cities very much require. For
Ulyſſes does not remarkably praiſe a life ﬁlled with things of this kind,
but that life which is in want of nothing neceſſary to mortal exiﬅence.
The wiſeﬅ of the Greeks, therefore, appears to ſpeak conformably to our
dogmas, and to unpervcrted preconceptions reſpecting divine felicity.
But if Ulyſſes thought that he deſerves approbation who takes away)
worthy delight, and the diſcipline ſubſiﬅing through divine muſic, alone
' See theſe explained in my Hiﬅory of the Platonic Theology, annexed to my Tranﬂation of
P-toelus on Euclid..

regard
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regarding ſeaﬅing, and immoderate enjoyments, deﬅitute of the Vnſe,
and directs his attention to pleaſure, Socrates with great propriety ſays
that things of this kind are remote from his polity. For it is by no means

ﬁt that immoderate pleaſure, and a life adapted to gluttony, ſhould have
dominion in a city conﬁſling oſ the happy.

Xlll. WHAT THE CONNEXION OF JUPITER WITH jUNO onscvnarr
smmrnas; WHAT THE ORNAMENT OF jUNO lS; AND WHAT THL
PLACE lN waxen THEY wane CONNECTED. WHAT THE LOVE or
jUPITER SIGNIFIES; 'WHAT THE mvma SLEEP 13; AND, IN SHORT,
THE WHOLE INTERPRETA'NON or THAT FABLE,
To ſuch objections therefore of Socrates it is not diﬃcult to reply; but
a doubt yet remains to be ſolved by us, greater and more diﬃcult, rc=

ſpecting the connexion of Jupiter with Juno; for this Socrates repre

bends, as by no means ﬁt to be heard by youth.

For, does it not appear

to be perfectly impious, to ſuſpect of the greateﬅ oſ the Gods, that through

his love to Juno he ſhould be forgetful of all his former decrees, ſhould
have connexion with the goddeſs on the ground, not waiting to enter
into her bedchamber, and ſhould condeſcend to ſpeak in the language oſ
human lovers? For theſe in the ﬁrﬅ place prefer before all things a

conjunction with the objects of their love; and in the next place ſay,
that they exPerience the power of love more than in any former time.

For Jupiter is made to ſpeak in this manner in the following verſes ;
Ne'er did my ſoul ſo ﬅrong a paſſion prove,
Or for an earthly, or a heavenly love '.

And alſo that he loved her more
Than v/hen, aſcending to the nnptial couch.
In love they mingled, from their parent: hid.

Our preceptor ' in a moﬅ divinely inſpired manner has unſolded the
' Iliad. lib. 14.

* viz. the great Syrianus.

occult
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occult theory of this fable; from whoſe writings extracting as much as
is ſuﬃcient to the preſent purpoſe, we ſhall brieﬂy explain the ſeveral parts
of the fable, and (how that Homer is free from all blaſphemy in the pre

cedinc' verſes.
All the divine orders, therefore, proceeding from the one principle of

wholes, which Plato uſually calls t/ze good, and from thoſe biformed
cauſes proximately appearing after this principle, which Socrates in the
Philebus denominates bound and inﬁnity, but other wiſe men have vene
rated 'y other names; theſe orders likewiſe being divided and ſeparated
from each other, in a manner adapted to tl.e Gods, through thoſe ſecond
biſcrmed principles,-tl:e interpreters of the truth concerning the Gods
uſually' oppoſe in their diviſions the male to the female, the even to the

odd, and the paternal to the maternal genera.

But theſe divine orders

again haﬅening to union and a connate communion, through the ﬁrﬅcauſe,

which is the leader of united goods to all beings, hence 1 think the authors
of fables took occaſion in their ſymbolical theory to aſcribe marriage to
the Gods, connexions, and a progeny from theſe, and alſo celebrated the
connexions and conjunctions of their progeny, till they had perfectly con
templated the whole extent ofa divine nature, diverſiﬁed by ſuch like pro
greſſions and conjunctions ſupernally, as far as to mundane natures. As
therefore, among the Gods prior to the fabrication of the world, they
celebrate the connexions of Saturn and Rhea, oſ Heaven and Earth, and
their cogenerations, in the ſame manner alſo, among the fabricators of

the univerſe, they inform us that the' ﬁrſt conjunction is that of Jupiter
and Juno; Jupiter being allotted a paternal dignity. but Juno being the
mother of every th'ing of which jupiter is the father. The former like
wiſe produces all things in the rank of a monad, but the latter in con.

junction with him gives ſubſiſtence to ſecondary natures, according to the
proliﬁc duad: and the former is aﬃmilatcd to intelligible bound, but the

latter to intelligible inﬁnity. For, according to every order of Gods, it
is requiſite that there ſhould be primary cauſes ſubſiﬅing analogouſly to
thoſe two principles.

But, to the union of theſe greateﬅ divinities, it is

neceſſary [h-LK there ſhould previouſly ſubſiﬅ a oneneſs of tranſcend'tncy
of the monadic and demiurgic God, and a perfect converſton to him of the
generative and dyadic cauſe. For the connate communion of more ex
6
'
'cell'ent
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cellent natures i's after this manner eﬀected, more elevated cauſes being

eﬅabliſhed in themſelves, and in natures more divine than themſelves, but

ſuch as are ſubordinate giving themſelves up to thoſe that are ſuperior.
Through theſe cauſes, as it appears to me, Juno haﬅening to a connexion
with Jupiter, perfects her whole oﬀence, and prepares it with all-various
powers, the undeﬁled, the generative, the intellectual, and the uniﬁc;
but Jupiter excites the divine love in himſelf, according to which he

alſo ﬁlls his proximate participants with good, and extends to them a cauſe
collective of multitude, and an energy convertive of ſecondary natures to

himſelf. But the union and indiſſoluble conjunction of both theſe divi
nities is eﬀected ſeparate from the univerſa, and exempt from the mun
dane receptacles. For Jupiter elevates to this communion, Juno extending
to him that which is ſubordinate and mundane; the Gods indeed being
always united, but fables ſeparating them from each other; and referring

a connexion ſeparate ' from the univerſe to xthe will of Jupiter, but the
common cooperation of theſe divinities proceeding into zthe world, to the
providence of Juno. The r-eaſim of this is, that every where the paternal
cauſe is the leader of exempt and more uniform good, but the maternal of

that good which is proximate to its participants, and is multiplied ac
cording to all-various progreſſions. With great propriety, therefore, are
ſleep and wakefulneſs uſurped ſeparately in the ſymbols of fables; wake
fulneſs manifeﬅing the providence of the Gods about the world, but
ſleep a life ſeparate from all ſubordinate natures; though the Gods at

the ſame time both providentially energize about the univerſe, and are
eﬅabliſhed in themſelves. But as Timaeus repreſents the demiurgus of
wholes, at one time energizing, and giving ſubſiﬅencc to the earth, the

heavens, the planets, the fixedﬅars, the circles of the feul, and the
mundane intellect, but at another time abiding in himſelf, after his ac

euﬅomed manner, and exempt from all thoſe powers that energize
in the univerſe; ſo, long before Timaeus, fables repreſent the father
of .all mundane natures, at one time

awake, and at another aſleep,

for the purpoſe of indicating his twofold life and energy. " For
he contains intelligibles in his intellect, but introduces ſenſe to the
i ln the original P'pt'ﬂﬂ; but it is neceſſary to read xupi'rnv, as in our tranſlation.

9 '
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worlds '," ſays one oſ the Gods. According to the former energy, there
fore, he may be laid to be awake ; for wakeſulncſs with us is an energy
of ſenſe; but according to the latter to ſleep, as ſeparated from ſenlþles,

and exhibiting a liſe deﬁned according to a perſect intellect. lt may
alſo be ſaid, that he conſults about human aﬀairs when awake; for ac
cording to this life he provides for all mundane concerns ; but that when
aſleep, and led together with Juno to a ſeparate union, he is not ſor
getſu] oſ the other energy, but, poſſeſſing and encrgiziug according to it,

at the ſame time contains both.

For he does not, like nature, produce

ſecondary things without intelligence, nor through intelligence is his
providence in ſubordinate natures diminiſhed, but at the ſame time he

both govemS the objects of his providence according to juﬅice, and
aieends to his*inte]ligible watch-tower. The fable, therefore, indicates this
exempt tranſcendency, when it ſays that his connexion with Juno was

on mount Ida; for there Juno arriving gave herſelf to the embraces oſ
the mighty Jupiter. What elſe, then, ſhall we ſay mount [Ila ohicurely
ſigniﬁes, but the region oſ idea: and amintelligible nature, to which Jupiter

aſcends, and elevatcs Juno through love ;--not,cou.yerting himſelf to the
participant, but through exceſs of goodneſs imparting this ſecond union
uith himſelf, and with that which is intelligible? For ſuch are the
loves 0*ſ more excellent natures,-they areﬁclonvertive oſ things ſubordi
nate to things ﬁrﬅ, give completion to the good which they contain,
and are perſective oſ ſubject natures. The fable, therefore, does not
diminiſh the dignity of the mighty Jupiter, by repreſenting him as hav
ing connexion on the ground with Juno, and reſuſing to enter into her
bed-chamber ; for by this it inſinuates that the connexion was ſuper
mundanc, and not mundane. The chamber, therefore, conﬅructed by
Vulcan indicate-s the orderly compoſition of the univerſe, and the ſenſible
region ; ſor Vulcan, as we have ſaid before, is the artiﬁcer oſ the uni

verſe.

If you are alſo willing to conſider the dreſs oſJuno, through which
ſhe conjoined herſelf to the greateﬅ of the Gods, and called forth the pa
' This is a part of one oſ the Chaldaezm Oracles, to my collection dfwhich l have already
referred the reader.
A
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ternal providence

Jſiupiter to a communion with her own proliſic

powers, you will, I think, in a ſtill greater degree behold the exceſs oſ'

the vſeparate union oſ the Gods, celebrated in this fable.

For' ſhe aſ

ſimilates herſelf all-variouſly to the mother of the Gods, ſrom whom
ſhe alſo proceeds, and is adomcd with the more partial powers oſ thoſe

natures which preſubſiﬅ in her totally, and; becoming all but another
Rhea, proceeds to the dcmiurgus of the univerſe, who had then aſcended
to his proper intelligiblc. For (he who is about to be conjoined with him
who imitates his father, through a life ſeparate from mundane natures,

aﬃmilates alſo her own perfection to the mother of all the divine or
ders, and thus enters into a connate communion with him. v_The hairs

therefore of the Goddeſs, and her ringlets widely ſpreading, which ſhe
again binds, are evidently analogous to the hairs of the mother of the
Gods: *' for her hairs appear ſimilar to rays of light ending ina ſharp
point," ſays ſome one of the Gods. And the poet calls the hairs of Juno
ſhimſing. But her zone, .\vith the fringes depending on and not cut oﬀ
from it, reſembles the whole and all-perfect girdle oſ Rhea.

For Juno

alſo is a viviﬁc Goddeſs, and is generative of all the multitude oſ ſouls,

which the number of the 'depending fringes ſymbolically indicates.

Her

ear-rings and her ſandals repreſent the ﬁrﬅ and the laﬅ of the partial '

powers which ﬂow ſromjthence, ſome of which ſubſiﬅ about the higheﬅ
powers of the Goddeſs, and thence depend, but others are ſituated about

her loweﬅ progreſſions.

The ambroﬁa and the oil are ſigns of the un

deﬁled powers of the Goddeſs ; for the inﬂexible ' order of Gods ſubſiﬅs
about her. What therefore that untamed genus of Gods and cauſe of

purity is to Juno, that is here ſigniﬁed through theſe ſymbols.

For am

broﬁa reprcſents a power ſuperior to all impurity and all deﬁlement, and

oil, as it produces ﬅrength', and is adapted to gymnaſtic exerciſes, pro
perly belongs to Curetic deity.
For the ﬁrﬅ Curetes are in other reſpects
aſcribed to the order of Minerva, and are ſaid by Orpheus to be crowned

with a branch of olive. A
The Goddeſs, therefore, being perfectly furniſhed with ſuch like ſym
* viz. Dzmoniacnl powers.

The dreſs therefore of Juno ſigniﬁes her being inveſled with

powers of this kind.
3 viz. The Curetes.
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bols, and becoming as it were a partial Rhca, proceeds to the demiurgus

of the univerſe, that ſhe may be conjoined with him according to that
life by which he particularly imitates. Saturn; not proceeding into the

univerſe, but being ſeparate from inundane natures ; nor conſulting about
things which are here, according to the ſleepleſs providence of wholes,
but exempt from ſenſiblcs, according to divine ſleep; and in this reſpect
emulating his father, who is repreſented as ſleeping the ﬁrﬅ of the Gods.
When Saturn taﬅed the deceitſul food,

Loud ſnoring lay the God.

Since therefore Jupiter thus imitates his father Saturn, with great pro
priety does the dreſs of Juno regard the whole of Rhea; and hence Ju
piter, through his ſimilitude to Saturn, prefers a connexion on mount Ida to

that which proceeds into the univerſe.
The girdle alſo, and the aſſn'lance of Venus, aﬃmilate Juno ﬅill more
to Rhea. For there alſo was the preſubliﬅing monad of this Goddeſs,
proceeding ſupernally from the connective divinity of Heaven, through
Saturn as a medium, and illuminating the whole of an intellectual life

with the light of beauty.

Venus is ſaid to carry this girdle in her bo

ſom, as poſſeſſing its powers conſpicuouﬂy extended; but Juno after a
manner conceals it in her boſom, as being allotted a diﬀerent idiom of
hyparxis, but as poſſeſſing the girdle alſo, ſo far as ſhe likewiſe is ﬁlled

with the whole oſ Venus.

For ſhe does not externally derive the power

which conjoins her with the demiurgus, but comprehends it alſo in her

ſelf. But the general opinion of mankind evinces the communion of
theſe Goddeſſesz for they honour Juno as Nuptial and Pronuba, as be
ginning ſuch like energies from herſelf. For (he conjoins herſelf with
the demiurgus through the girdle in herſelf; and hence ſhe likewiſe im
parts to all others a legitimate communion with each other.
But how are Jupiter and Juno ſaid to have been at ﬁrﬅ connected with
each other, concealed from their parents, but that now they are con

nected in a greater degree, through the exceſs of love with which Ju
piter then loved Juno? Shall we fay that the peculiarities of other goods are
alſo twofold ; and that, of union, one kind is connate to thoſe that are

united, but that the other ſi'pernally proceeds to them from more per
2n 2
fect
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fect cauſes?

According to the former oſ theſe, therefore, they are ſaid

to be concealed from their parents, in conſequence of being allotted this.
union as peculiar to themſelves; but according to the other they are
levated to their cauſes, and hence this is ſaid to be a gzeater and more

perfect union than the former.

But both theſe unions eternally ſubſiﬅing

together, with' the Gods, fables ſeparate them, in the ſame manner as
ſleep and wakeſulneſs, progreﬃon and converſion, a communication of
proper goods to things ſecondary, and a participation of primnry cauſes;
for theſe the authors of fables, concealing the truth, ſeparate, though they
are conſubſiﬅent witheach other. Every thing, therefore, is aſſerted by

Homer reſpecting the connexion oſ the great Jupiter and Juno after a

theological manner; which is alſo teﬅiſied by Socrates in the Cratylus,
who derives the etymology of Juno from nothing elſe than Io-ve, as
being, ſays he, lovely to Jupiter. According to an occult theory, there
ſore, we muﬅ not accuſe Homer ſor writing ſuch things concerning theſe
mighty divinities." But iſ it ſhould be objected, that things of this kind

are not ﬁt to be heard by youth, according to their apparent ſigniﬁcation,
poets the authors of' ſuch fables will ſay, Our fables are not for youth, nor'
did we write ſuch things with a view to juvenile diſcipline, but with an
inſane mouth; for theſe are the productions of the mania of the Muſes,

of which whoeVer being deþrivcd arrives at the poetic gates, will bev
both as to himſelf and his poetry imperfect.
for theſe particulars.

XlV.

And thus much may ſuﬃce

WHAT THE MYTHOLOGY OF HOMER OBSCURELY srcmrnzs CON

enmctﬁo vmws AND MARS, AND THE BONDS or VULCAN, wr-rn
'wn'icn BOTH ARE sun '1'0 me BOUND.
Let us now conſider the connexion between Mars and Venus, and the
bonds of Vulcan. For Socrates ſays that neither muﬅ theſe be admitted,
nor muﬅ ſuch fables be delivered to youth. Let us, therefore, conciſely

relate what the poetry of Homer obſcurely ſigniﬁes by theſe things.

Both

theſe divinities then, I mean Vulcan and Mars, energize about the whole

world, the latter ſeparating the contrarieties of the univerſe, which he
6

alſo
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alſo perpetually excites, and immutably preſerves, that the world may
be perfect, and ſilled with forms of every kind; but the former arti

ﬁcially fabricating the whole ſenſible order, and filling it with phyſical.
reaſons and powers.

He alſo faſhions twenty tripods about the heavens,

that he may adorn them with the moﬅ perfect of many-ﬁded' ﬁgures,
and fabricates- various and many-formed ſublunary ſpecies,
Clafps, winding bracclets, necklnccs, and chains U

Both theſe divinities require the aﬃﬅance of Venus to their energies ,' the
one, that he may inſert order and harmony in contraries; and the other,
that he may introduce beauty and ſplendour as much as poſſible, into
ſenſible fabrications, and render this world the'rnoſi beautiful of things

viſible..

But, as Venus is every where, Vulcan always enjoys her accord

ing to the ſuperior, but Mars according to the inferior, orders of things,

Thus, for inﬅance, if Vulcan is ſupermundane, Mars is mundane ;. and if
the fermer is coeleﬅial, the latter is ſubluna-ry. Hence the one is ſaid to

have married Venus according to the will of Jupiter, but the other is
fablcd to have committed adultery with her.

For a communion with the

cauſe of beauty and conciliationv is natural to the demiurgus of ſenſibles ;.
but is in' acertain reſpect foreign to the power which preſides over
diviſion, and imparts the contrariety of mundane natures; for the ſepa
rating are oppoſedv to the collective genera of Gods.

Fables therefore

denominate this conſpiring union of diſſimilar cauſes adultery.- But a.
communion of this kind is neceſſary to the univerſe, that contraries may
be co-harmonized, and the mundane war terminate in peace, Since,,
however, on high among coeleﬅial natures, beauty ſhines forth, together'
with forms, elegance, and the fabrications of Vulcan, but beneath, in:

the realms of generation, the oppoſition and war of the elements, contra
riety of powers, and in ſhort the gifts of Mars, are conſpicuous,v on this' *
account the ſun from on high beholds the connexion of Mars and Venus,
and diſcloſes it to Vulcan, in conſequence of cooperating with the whole
' viz. The dodecaedron, which is bounded by twelve equal and equilateral'pentagons, and'

conſiﬅs of twenty ſolid angles, of which the tripods of Vulcan are images 5 for every angle of.ſi
the dodccaedron is formed from the junction oſ three lines.
3 Iliad. lib. 18. ver. 402.
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productions of this divinity. But Vulcan is ſaid to throw over them all
various bonds, unapparent to the other Gods, as adorning the mundane
genera with artiﬁcial reaſons, and producing one ſyﬅem from martial

contrarieties, and the co-harmonizing goods of Venus.
neceſſary to generation.

For both are

Since too, oſ bonds, ſome are coeleﬅial, but

'others ſublunary (for ſome are indiſſoluble, as Timzeus ſays, but others
diſſoluble); on this acmunt, Vulcan again diſſolves the bonds with which
he had bound Mars and Venus, and this he particularly accompliſhes in

compliance wit'h the requeﬅ of Neptune; who being willing that the
perpetu'ity of generation ſhould be preſerved, and the circle of mutation
revolve into itſelf, thinks it proper that generated natures ſhould be

corrupted, and things corrupted be ſent back again to generation. \Vhat
wonder is it, then, iſ Homer ſays that Mars and Venus were bound by
the bonds of Vulcan, ſince Timzeus alſo denominates thoſe demiurgic

reaſons bonds, by* which the celeﬅial Gods give ſubſiſtence to generated
natures ? And does not Homer ſpeak conformably to the nature of things
when he ſays the bonds were diſſolved, ſince theſe are the bonds of
generation? Indeed the demiurgus of wholes, by compoſing the world
from contrary elements, and cauſing it through analogy to be in friendſhip
with itſelf', appears to have collected into union the energies of Vulcan,
Mars and Venus. In producing the contrarieties of the elements, too, he
may be ſaid to have generated' them according to the Mars which he
contains in himſelf; but, in deviſing friendſhip, to have energized according

to the power of Venus. And in binding together the productions of
Venus with thoſe oſ Mars, he appears to have previouſly comprehended

in himſelf, paradigmatically, the art of Vulcan. He is therefore all things,
and encrgizes in conjunction with all the Gods. The junior artiﬁcers
alſo, imitating their father, fabricate mortal animals, and again receive
them when they are corrupted, generating, in conjunction with Vulcan,

ſublunary bonds, and previouſly containing in themſelves the cauſes of their
ſolution.

For every where, he who comprehends in himſelf a bond, knows

alſo the neceſſity of its ſolution.

XV. WHAT
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\VHAT MUST BE SAID '1'0 THE ANlMADVERSIONS

RESPL'CTlNG THE AVARXCE ASCRIBED

lgl'

OF SOCRATES',

BY HOMER TO HIS HEROES,

Let us now conſider thoſe places in the poems of Homer, which,
according to Socrates, increaſe the love of riches in our ſouls.

For why'

does Phoenix adviſe Achilles to receive gifts when he lays aſide his anger,

but otherwiſe not to lay it aſide? Why alſo-does Achilles receive gifts
from Agamemnon for his inſolence, and refuſe to reﬅore the dead body of
Hector, unleſs it was redeemed with money? For he who becomes an
auditor of things of this kind is in danger of falling into a dire and

inſatiable avarice. To theſe objections we ſhall brieﬂy ſay, that Phuenix
adviſes Achilles to lay aſide his anger on receiving the gifts, and Achilles,
on receiving them, did lay it aſide, both of them conſidering the gifts as
an argument of the repentance of the giver; but not that they might

ſatisfy the avaricious diſpoſition of their ſoul, nor conſidering an increaſe of
riches as the boundary of felicity. For they did not from the ﬁrﬅ demand

theſe preſents, but received them when they were ſpontaneouﬂy oﬀered.
But if Achilles reﬅored the dead body of Hector to Priam, on its being
redeemed by money, perhaps we may ſay that it was at that time cuﬅom
ary to receive a. ranſom for the bodies of enemies. This alſo muﬅ be
conſidered, that it belongs to the art of commanding an army, to cut oﬀ

the riches of the enemy, but to increaſe the property of thoſe Vvho are
compelled to oppoſe the enemy in a foreign country. But all theſe and'
ſuch-like particulars may be defended as the tranſactions of thoſe heroes
who energized according to circumﬅances, and whoſe actions are to be

eﬅimated according to other manners than thoſe of common men: they
are, however, entirely unﬁt to be heard by thoſe educa-ted under the legiſ
lator of Socrates, whoſe geniuses are philoſophic, whoſe erudition regards

a philoſophic life, and who are entirely deprived of poſſeſſions and
property.

If you are willing, we may alſo add to what has been ſaid' refpecting1
Achilles, that he himſelf accuſks Agamemnon of avarice, and reprobates
this paſſion as diſgraceful.
'
Atrides, who in glory art the ﬁrﬅ',
And no leſs avarici'ous than renown'd "!'.
' Iliad. lib. r.

Beſides,
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Beſides, he indicates to us his contempt of wealth, when he ſays to
A gamemnon,
Thine in each conteﬅ is the wealthy prey,
Though mine the ſweat and danger of the day.
Some trivial preſent to my ſhips l bear,
Or barren praiſes pay the wounds of war '.

Further ſtill, neither would he accept the gifts at ſirﬅ, when they were
oﬀered by Agamemnon, becauſe he dd not think it was then fit to be
reconciled to him. So that it was not the promiſe of riches which made

him more mild to Agamemnon, by whom he had been treated with inſos
lence ; but, ſſwhen he thought it was proper to lay aſide his anger, he pre
pared himſelf for battle that he might revenge his friend.

And when

Agamemnon ſent him the gifts, he neither looked at them, nor thought
that any acceﬃon would thence be made to his own goods, Beſides, his
contempt of theſe things is evident from the multitude of rewards propoſed
by him in the funeral games: for he honoured the ſeveral Champions
with proper gifts; and magniﬁcently beﬅowed upon Neﬅor, who through
his age was unable to engage in the games,a golden bowl. How therefore,
according to Homer, could he be avaricious, who uſed riches in a proper
manner, who when they were preſent deſpiſed them, when abſent did not
anxiouſiy deſire them, and could endure to receive leſs of them than others?
To which we may add, that he reprobated, in the midﬅ of the Greeks, that
paſſion of the ſoul as a diſeaſe, which aſpires after immoderate wealth.

How likewiſe can it be ſaid that Phtrnix was the teacher of avarice, who
exhorts Achilles to imitate the antient cuﬅom of the Greeks? For he ſays,
Thus antient heroes, when with rage inſiam'd,_
By words were ſoften'd, and by gifts appeas'd '.

But theſe things, which are adapted to heroic times, and to the cuﬅoms

which then ſubſiﬅed among heroes, were conſidered by Homer as
deſcrving the higheﬅ imitation; though they are by no means adapted

to the youth educated by Socrates, who are aſſigned no other employ
ment by the legiſlator, than diſcipline and the ﬅudy of virtue. But
an attention to riches, and ſuch things as are neceſſary to the pres

- Iliad lib. l.

= and. lib. 9.
ſervation
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ſervation of the life of mortals, is aſſigned to others who are neceſſary
to the perfection of an inferior republic.
XVI.

IN WHAT LIANNER

NEGLIGENCE

OF

IT IS

HEROES

REQUISITE

TO

APOLOGIZE

RESPECTING A DIVINE

APPEARS TO TAKE PLACE IN THE POETRY OF

FOR THE

NATURE,

\VIIICH

HOMER.

It now follows that we ſhould conſider how we are to anſwer Socrates,
Awhen he accuſes Achilles of negligence reſpecting a divine nature. For

how can he be pious and a worſhipper of the Gods, who dares to
ſay to Apollo,

Me thou haﬅ injur'd moﬅ pernicious God *?

who alſo oppoſes the river Xanthus though a God, and preſents his locks
to the dead body of Patroclus, though he had promiſed them to the river
Sperchius? That Achilles therefore, according to Homer, was remark

ably cautious relþecting a divine nature, is evident from his adviſing
the Greeks to reverence Apollo, to ſend a ſacriﬁce to him, and to appeaſe

Chryſes the prieﬅ of Apollo.

This alſo follows from his readily obey

ing the commands of Minerva, when ſhe appeared to him, though con

trary to the impulſe of his wrath. He likewiſe aſſerts that a ſubſerviency
to the Gods, and a compliance with the will of more excellent natures,
is of all'things the moﬅ ufeful;

and oﬀers 'a libation and prays to

Jupiter, with ſcience adapted to the Gods. For his ﬁrﬅ purifying the bowl,
and in an eſpecial manner conſecrating it to Jupiter alone, and ﬅand
ing in the middle of the encloſure, invoking the power that pervades

every where from the middle of the univerſe, aﬀord a ſuﬃciently con

ſpicuous argument of his piety to a divine nature, and of his know
ledge of the ſigns adapted to the objects of worſhip.
But if he appears to have ſpoken to Apollo more boldly than is fit,
it is requiſite to know that the Apolloniacal orders pervadc from on
high, as far as to the laﬅ of things; and ſome of them are divine,
others angelic, and others dazmoniacal, and theſe multiformly divided.
It muﬅ be conſidered, therefore, that theſe words were not addreſſed
' Iliad. lib. 22.
VOL. r.

2 c
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to a God, but to a daemoniacal Apollo, and this not the ſirﬅ in rank,
and coordinated with thoſe that have a total dominion, but one who
proximately preﬁdes over individuals; and, in ſhort, (for why ſhould
I not ſpeak clearly P) the guardian of Hector himſelf. For the poet

perſpicuouſly ſays,
.

Apollo now before Achilles ﬅood,
In all thinge like Agenor

This Apollo, therefore, Achilles calls moﬅ pernicious, ſo far as he was a
hindrance to his actions, by preſerving his enemy uninjured. Nor

does he by thus ſpeaking ſin againﬅ a God, but againﬅ a power who
ranks amongﬅ the moﬅ partial of the Apolloniacal ſeries.

For it is

not proper to refer either all the ſpeeches or energies to that ﬁrﬅ Apollo,
but we ſhould alſo attend to his ſecond and third progreſſions. Thus,
for inﬅance,

we ſhould conſider who the Apollo is that

ſits with

Jupiter and the Olympian Gods; who, that convolves the ſolar ſphere;
who the ae'rial Apollo is; who the terreﬅrial; who, that preſides over

Troy; and who, that is the peculiar guardian of Hector, concerning

whom the poet alſo ſays,

'
He ﬂed to Hades by Apollo left.

For, by looking to all theſe orders, we ſhall be able to refer the ſpeeches

of Achilles to ſome ſuch partial power, who was willing to preſerve
the object of his care, and impede Achilles in his ﬅrenuous exertions.

For the words uthou haﬅ injured me" are very properly addreſſed to a
deemon of this kind, who deprives him oſ the end of his preſent
labours; and the epithet "moﬅ pernicious" clearly evinces that this
power is more adverſe to him than any other God or dzemon. For
he who preſerves uninjurcd a principal enemy, becomes more than
any one noxious to the perſon injured, by impeding his avenging the

injury.

But, as ſuch language even to ſuch an inferior power is not

unattended with puniſhment, it is ſaid that Achilles ſhortly after was

ſlain by a certain power of the Apolloniacal order, which Hector when
he was dying thus predicts to him:
'
Paris and Phoebus ſhall avenge my fate,
And ﬅretch thee here before this Sczan gate.

Does
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Does not therefore the poetry of Homer by theſe things make us more
modeﬅ reſpecting a divine nature, ſince we learn from it that even the
moﬅ ſubordinate powers cannot be oﬀended with impunity? Though
I am not ignorant that thoſe who are ſkilled in myﬅic ſacriﬁces dare

many things of this kind reſpecting daemons; but perhaps they are
defended by more divine natures from ſuﬅaining any ſuch injury
from ſubordinate powers.

In the

mean time juﬅice follows' other

men, correcting the improbity of their ſpeech.
It is alſo llot diﬃcult t0 reply to what is ſaid in objection to the

Conteﬅ of Achilles with the river Xanthus. For he was not diſobe
dient to the God himſelf, but he either contended with the apparent
water which hindered his impulſe againﬅ the enemy,'or with ſome
one of the indigenous powers, the aſſociate of the Gods in battle: for
Minerva and Neptune were preſent with him, and aﬀorded him
aſſiﬅance.

And it appears to me, indeed, that the poetry oſ Homer

deviſes conteﬅs according to all poſſible diverſities; ſometimes relating
the battles of men with men, and ſometimes of the more excellent
genera with each other, as in what is called tlxeomac/zy, or the battles

of the Gods; and ſometimes, as in the inﬅance before us, the oppoſi
tions of heroes to certain damoniacal natures; indicating to thoſe that

are able to underﬅand things oſ this kind, that the ﬁrﬅ of laﬅ natures

are after a manner equal to the laﬅ oſ ſuch as are ﬁrﬅ, and par
ticularly when they are guarded and moved by the Gods. Hence,
not only Achilles is ſaid to have contended with Xanthus, but Hercules
alſo with the river Achelous, of whoſe life Achilles being emulous,
he Laﬅly,
did 'not avoid
ſimilar
conteﬅs.
we may
ſolve
the thirdiof the propoſed inquiries by ſaying
that the ﬁrﬅ and principal deſign oſ Achilles was, on returning to his
Country, to oﬀer to the river Sperchius his locks, as he had promiſed;
but When he deſpaired oſ his return, in conſequence of hearing from
his mother,
Soon after Hector ſhall thy death ſucceed,

was it not then neceſſary that he ſhould cut oﬀ his hair in honour oſ
his friend? For Socrates in Plato received the crowns which Alcibiades
2, c 2
was
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was to have oﬀered to a God, and was crowned with them; nor did
he think that he ſinned by ſo doing, or injured the young man. I omit

to ſay that the hairs of Achilles were not yet ſacred to the river: for
he who had promiſed to conſecrate them on his return, when deprived

of this, was alſo deprived of the conſecration of his hairs.
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It now remains that we conſider the conduct of Achilles to Hector,

his dragging him round the tomb of Patrocl'us, and his ſacriﬁcing
twelve Trojan youths on his pile; for theſe things, ſays Socrates, can
not be truly aſcribed to Achilles, who was the ſon ofa Goddeſs, and of
the moﬅ temperate Peleus deſcended from Jupiter, and who was edu

cared by the wiſe Chiron.

In the firﬅ place, then, it is ſaid by the

antients that this was the cuﬅom of the Theſſalians, as the Cyrenzan
Poet alſo teﬅiſies, when he informs us, "that it is an antient Theſ

ſalian cuﬅom, to drag round the tomb of the ſlain the body of the
ﬂaughterer."
_
U
Achilles therefore thus acted conformably to the cuﬅom of his coun
try, that all due honours might be paid to the funeral' of Patroclus.
But if Hector dragged Patroclus when a dead body, threatened to cut

oﬀ his head, and caﬅ his corpſe to the Trojan dogs, which is alſo. told
to Achilles by Iris,
A prey to dogs he dooms the corſe to lie,
And marks the place to ﬁx his head on high '..
Riſe and prevent (if yet you think of ſame)

Thy friend's diſgrace, thy own eternal ſhame l'

does not Achilles, therefore, inﬂict a proper puniſhment on Hector, in

dragging him round the tomb of Patroclus? For thus he both revenges
the cruelty of Hector, and openly teﬅiſies his benevolence to his friend.
1 lliad. lib. 18.

He
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He does not, however, accompliſh what he intended; for he reﬅores
the dead body of Hector to his friends, and ſuﬀers him to be buried.

He therefore who introduces ſuch meaſures to his actions energizes
according to the whole of juﬅice, and the providence of the Gods.
Hence the poet alſo ſays, that, by complying with the will of more
excellent natures, he was rendered ſo mild with reſpect to Hector, that

with his own hands he placed him on the bier.
Two ſplendid mantles, and a carpet ſpread,
They leave, to cover and inwrap the dead *,
Then call the handmaids with aſſiﬅant toil

To waſh the body, and anoint with oil.
This done, the garments o'er the corſe they ſpread ;>
Achilles lifts it to the funeral bed'.

Achilles, therefore, performed every thing pertaining to the dead in a
manner adapted to his character. For he illuﬅriouſly honoured his friend
by the vengeance which he inﬂicted on his enemy, and, afterwards

becoming more mild, behaved with great philanthropy to Priam, and
paid him the utmoﬅ attention and reſpect.
With reſpect to the Trojan youths that Were ſlaughtered at the funeral
pile of Patroclus, it may be ſaid, that by this action, according to ap
pea'rance, Achilles perfectly honoured his friend, and that he did nothing

more to theſe Trojans than he was accuﬅomed to do to other enemies,

viz. (laying thoſe whom he happened to meet.

For what diﬀerence is

there between dying at a funeral pyre, or in a river?

Does he not 'in

deed act better by theſe, whoſe bodies were totally deﬅroyed by ﬁre, than
by thoſe whoſe bodies were torn in pieces by ſavage beaﬅs, and who ſuﬀer.
the ſame things with Lycaon ? to whom Achilles ſays,
Lie there, Lycaon l let the ﬁſh ſun-ound
Thy bloated corſe, and ſuck thy gory wound *..

But if i-t be requiﬁte to recall to our memory the more occult ſpecu
lations of our preceptor reſpecting theſe particulars, we muﬅ ſay that

3 Iliad. lib. 24.
-

= Iliad. lib. z'x.
the
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the whole tranſaction of Achilles concerning the'pyre imitates the im

mortalizing of the ſoul (Tns NLUXn; arro9atm-roams) by thcurgiﬅs, and per

tains to the ſeparate ſoul of Patroclus.

Hence, before the pyre was en

kindled, he is ſaid to have invoked the winds, the north and the weﬅ, that
the apparent vehicle of Patroclus, through their viſible motion, might ob
tain a convenient culture, and thatthe vehiclc, which is more divine than

this, might be inviſibly puriﬁed, and reﬅored to its proper allotment,
" being drawn upwards by a'e'rial, lunar and ſolar ſplendors," as one of
the Gods ſomewhere aſſerts. It is alſo related of him, that he made a.

libation all night on the pyre 2
All night Achilles hails Patroclus' ſoul

With large libations from the golden bowl '.

The poet all but proclaiming to us, in theſe verſes, that Achilles was
buſily employed about the ſoul of his friend, and not about. his viſible

body only, and that all things are ſymbolically uſurped by him. For
the libation from a golden bowl ſignifies the deﬂuxion of ſouls from their
fountain ; which defluxion imparts a more excellent life to a partial ſoul,

and is able through undeﬁled purity to lead it from bodies to an inviſible
and divine condition of being. And, in ſhort, many arguments in con
ﬁrmation of this opinion may be derived from the writings of our pre
ceptor.

*

'

Since then it appears that Achilles eelebrated the funeral of Patroclus
myﬅically, it may be not improperly ſaid, that theſe twelve Trojans that
were ſlaughtered at the pyre were coordinated as attendants with the
ſoul of Patroclus, the ruling nature of which was both known and reve

renced by Achilles.

Hence, he choſe this number as moﬅ adapted to at

tendants, and as ſacred to the all-perfect progreſſions oſ the Gods '. By
no means, therefore, did Achilles ſlay theſe Trojans from a certain dire

and ſavage cruelty of ſoul, but performed the whole of this tranſaction
in conformity with certain ſacred laws pertaining to the ſouls of thoſe

that die in battle. Nor ought he to be accuſed of a proud contempt of
Gods and men ; nor ought we to deny that he was the ſon ofa Goddeſs
and Peleus, and the diſciple of Chiron, for acting in this manner.
* Iliad. lib. 23-

For

' For 'or 350' in the original, read ran' 9507.
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ſome of his actions he performed as regarding univerſal juﬅice, others

as a warrior, and others as employing ſacred methods. But in all theſe
the poet has perfectly preſerved the meaſures of imitation. And ſuch is
the anſwer to all that Socrates objects to in Homer, as deſerving repre

henſionc

_

But if any one ſhould ſay that the fable is not to be admitted, which
ſays that Theſeus and Pirithoiis raviſhed Helen, and deſcended into
Hades, perhaps theſe things alſo, which are aſſerted more mythologically,
may be properly ſolved by ſaying that theſe heroes, being lovers both ofunap
parent and viſible beauty, are fabled to have raviſhed Helen, and to have'

deſcended into the inviſible regions; and that, when there, one of them
(Pirithoiis), through the elevation, of his intellect was led hack by Her
cules, but that the other in a certain reſpect remained in Hades, from

not being able to raiſe himſelf to the arduous altitude of contemplation.
And though ſome one ſhould contend that this is not the true meaning
of the fable, it does not aﬀect the poetry of Homer, which every where
attributes, according to imitation, that which is adapted to the Gods, to the

genera more excellent than human nature, and to heroic lives; indicating

ſome things more occultly, teaching us other particulars about theſe things,
with intellect and ſcience, and leaving no genus of beings uninveﬅigated,

'but delivering each as energizing with reſpect to itſelf and other things,
according to its own order.
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WHEN I had ſaid theſe things I imagined that the debate was at an
end; but this it ſeems was only the introduction: for Glauco, as he is

on all occaſions moﬅ courageous, ſo truly at that time did not approve
of Thraſymachus in giving up the debate; but ſaid, Socrates, do you

wiſh to ſeem to have perſuaded us, or to have perſuaded us in reality,
that in every reſpect it is better to be juﬅ than unjuﬅ? I would chooſe,
ſaid I, to do it in reality, if it depended on me.

ſaid he, do what you deſire.

You do not then,

For, tell me, does there appear to you any

good of this kind, ſuch as we would chooſe to have; not regarding the
conſequences, but embracing it for its own ſake? as joy, and ſuch plea-.
ſures as are harmleſs; though nothing elſe ariſes afterwards from theſe

pleaſures, than that 'the poſſeﬃoti gives us delight.

There ſeems to me,

ſaid I, to be ſomething ofthis kind. But what? is there ſomething too, which
we both love for its own ſake, and alſo for what ariſes from it P as wiſ
dom, ſight, and health; for we ſomehow embrace theſe things on both

accounts.

Yes, ſaid I.

But do you perceive, ſaid he, a third ſpecies of

good, among which is bodily labour. to be healed when ſick, to practiſe

phyſic, or other lucrative employment? for we ſay, thoſe things are
troubleſome, but that they' proﬁt us; and we ſhould not chooſe theſe
things for their own ſake, but on account of the rewards and thoſe

other advantages which ariſe from them. There is then, indeed, ſaid I,
likewiſe this third kind. But what now? in which of theſe, ſaid he, do

you place juﬅice?

I imagine, ſaid I, in the moﬅ handſome; which,

both on its own account, and for the ſake of what ariſes from it, is deſired
by the man who is in purſuit of happineſs. It does not, however, ſaid
he, ſeem ſo to them any, but to be oſ the troubleſome kind, which is pur
ſucd
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ſued for the liikc of glory, and on account oſ rewards and honours; but
on its own account is to be ſhunned, as being diﬃcult. l know, ſaid I,

that it ſeems ſo, and it was in this view that Thraſymachus ſometimes ſince
deſpiſed it, and commended injuﬅice; but it ſeems I am one of-thoſe who
are dull in learning.

Come then, ſaid he, hear me likewiſe, iſ this be

agreeable to you; for Thraſymachus ſeems to me to have been charmed
by you, like an adder, ſooner than was proper; but, with reſpect to my
ſelf, the proof has not yet been made to my ſatisfaction, in reference to
either of the two; for I deſire to hear what each is, and what power it

has by itſelf, when in the ſoul-bidding farewel to the rewards, and the
conſequences ariſing from them. I will proceed, therefore, in this manner,

if it ſeem proper to you : -I will renew the ſpeech of Thraſymachus; and,
ſirﬅ of all, I will tell you what they ſay juﬅice is, and whence it ariſes ;

and, ſecondly, that all thoſe who purſue it purſue it unwillingly, as ne
ceſſary, but not as good; thirdly, that they do this reaſonably; for, as
they ſay, the life of an unjuﬅ man is much better than that of the juﬅ.
Although, for my own part, to me, Socrates, it does not yet appear ſo ; lam,
however, in doubt, having my ears ﬅunned in hearing Thraſymachus and
innumerable others. But I have never, hitherto, heard from any one ſuch

a diſcourſe as I wiſh to hear concerning juﬅice, as being better than in
juﬅice: I wiſh then to hear it commended, as it is in itſelf, and I moﬅ
eſpecially imagine I ſhall hear this from you: wherefore, pulling oppo

ſitely, I ſhall ſpeak in commendation of an unjuﬅ life; and, in ſpeaking,
ſhall ſhow you in what manner I want to hear you condemn injuﬅice, and
commend juﬅice. But ſee if what I ſay be agreeable to you. Extremcly
ſo, ſaid I; for what would any man of intellect delight more to ſpeak,
and to hear of frequently?

You ſpeak moﬅ handſomely, ſaid he.

And hear what I ſaid I was

ﬁrﬅ to ſpeak Of; whatjuﬅice is, and whence it ariſes ; for they ſay that,
according to nature, to do injuﬅice is good ; but to ſuﬀer injuﬅice is bad ;

but that the evil which ariſes from ſuﬀering injuﬅice is greater than the
good which ariſes from doing it : ſo that, after men had done one another
injuﬅice, and likewiſe ſuﬀered it, and had experienced both, it ſeemed

proper to thoſe who were not able to ſhun the one, and chooſe the other,

to agree among themſelves, neither to do injuﬅice, nor to be injured :' and
v0L. 1.
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that hence laws began to be eﬅabliſhed, and their compacts ;' and that

which was enjoined' by law they denominated lawſuland juﬅ; and that
this is the origin and eſſence of juſtiCe '- being in the middle betweenv

what is beﬅ, when he who does injuﬅice is. not puniſhed, and oſ what is
worﬅ, when the injured perſon is unable to puniſh; and that juﬅice, being

thus in the middle of both theſe, is deſired, not as good, but is held in

honour from an imbecility indoing injuﬅice: for the man who had
ability to do ſo would never, iſ really a man, agree with any one
either to injure, or to be injured; for otherwiſe he were mad. This then,
Socrates, and of ſuch a kind as this, is the nature of juﬅice ;. and this.

as they ſay, is its origin.

And we ſhall beﬅ perceive that theſe who pur

ſue it purſue it unwillingly, and from an impotcnce to injure iſ we ima

gine in our mind ſuch a caſe as this : Let us give liberty to each of them,
both to the juﬅ and to the unjuﬅ, to do- whatever they incline ; and then
let us follow them, obſervmg how their inclination will lead each oſ them;

We ſhould then ﬁnd the juﬅ man, with full' inclination, going the ſame
way with the unjuﬅ, through a deſire oſ having more than others. This,
every nature is made to purſue as good, but by law is forcibly led to an

equality.

And the liberty which I ſpeak of may be chieﬂy of this kind ;

if they happened to have ſuch a power, as they lay happened once to
Gyges, the progenitor oſ L-ydus : for they ſay that he was the hired ſhep
herd oſ the then governor of Lydia ; and that a prodigious rain and earth.

quake happening, part oſ the earth was rent, and an- Opening made in the
place where he paﬅured her ﬂocks; that when he beheld, and wondered,

he deſcended, and ſaw many other wonders, which are mythologically trans
mitted to us, and a brazen horſe likewiſe, hollow and with doors; and,
on looking in, he ſaw within, a dead body larger in appearance than that

'of a man, which had nothing elſe upon it but a gold ring on its hand;
which ring he took oﬀ, and came up again. That when there was a con
vention oſ the ſhepherds, as uſual, for reporting to the king what related
to their ﬂocks, he alſo came, having the ring: and whilﬅ he ſat with the

others, he happened to turn the ﬅone of the ring to the inner part oſ his
hand; and when this was done he became inviſible to thoſe who ſat by,
and they talked of him as abſent : that he wondered, and, again handling

his ring, turned the ﬅone outward, and on this became viſible; and
that,
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that, having obſerved thiS, he made trial of the ring whether it had this
power: and that it happened, that on turning the ﬅone inward he be
came inviſible, and on turning it outward he became viſible.

That, per

ceiving this, he inﬅantly managed ſo as to be made one of the embaſſy to
the king, and that on his arrival he debanched his wife; and, with her,

aſſaulting the king ', killed him, and poſſeſſed the kingdom.

lfnow,

there were two ſuch "ings, and the juﬅ man had the one," and, the- unjuﬅ
the other, none, it ſeems, would be ſo adamantine as to perſevere in

juﬅice, and dare to refrain from the things of others, and not to touch:
them, whilﬅ it was in his power to take, even from the Forum, with-,

out fear, whatever he pleaſed; to enter into houſes, and embrace any

one he pleaſed; to kill, and to looſe from chains, whom he pleaſed; and
to do all other things with the ſame power as a God_among men :-

acting in this manner, he is in no reſpect diﬀerent from the other; but both
of them go the ſame road.

This now, one may ſay, is a ﬅrong proof

that no one is juﬅ from choice, but by conﬅraint; as it is not a good

merely in itſelf, ſince every one does injuﬅice wherever he imagines he
is able to do it; for every man thinks that injuﬅice is, to the particular
perſon, more proﬁtable than juﬅice ; and he thinks juﬅly, according to this
way of reaſoning : ſince, if any one with ſuch a liberty would never do

any injuﬅice, nor touch the things of others, he would be deemed by
men of ſenſe to be moﬅ wretched, and moﬅ void of underﬅanding;

yet would they commend him before one another, impoſing on each
other from a fear of being injurcd.
things.

Thus much, then, Concerning theſe

But, with reference to the diﬀerence of their lives whom we

ſpeak of, we ſhall be able to diſcern aright, if we ſet apart by themſelves
the moﬅ juﬅ man, and the moﬅ unjuﬅ, and not otherwiſe; and now,

what is this ſeparation? Let us take from the unjuﬅ man nothing of in
juﬅice, nor of juﬅice from the juﬅ man ; but let us make each of them
perfect in his own profeſſion. And ﬁrﬅ, as to the unjuﬅ man, let him
act as the able artiﬅs; as a complete pilot, or phyſician, he comprehends
the poſſible and the impoſſible in the art; the one he attempts, and the
other he relinquiſhes; and, if he fail in any thing, he is able to rectify
' Gyges ﬂew Candaules in the ſecond year of the 16th Olympiad. Vid. Cic. de Oﬃc.
lib. 3.
*
an:
it,
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it: ſo, in like manner, the unjuﬅ man attempting pieces of injuﬅice in
a dexterous manner, let him be concealed, iſ he intend to be exceedingly

unjuﬅ; but, if he be caught, let him be deemed worthleſs: for the
moﬅ complete injuﬅice is, to ſeem juﬅ, not being ſo. We muﬅ give
then to the completely unjuﬅ the moﬅ complete injuﬅice ; and not take
from him, but allow him, whilﬅ doing the greateﬅ injuﬅice, to procure

to himſelf the higheﬅ reputation for juﬅice ; and, if in any thing hefail,
let him be able to rectify it: and let him be able to ſpeak ſo as. to per
ſuade if any thing of his injuﬅice be ſpread abroad: let him be able to
do by force, what requires force, through his courage and ﬅrength, and

by means of his friends and his wealth: and having ſuppoſed him to be
ſuch an one as this, let us place the juﬅ man beſide him, in our reaſoning,
a ſimple and ingenuous man, deſiring, according to Eſchylus, not the
appearance but the reality of goodneſs : let us take from him the appear
ance of goodneſs ;* for, if he ſhall appear to be juﬅ, he ſhall have honours
and rewards; and thus it may be uncertain whether he be ſuch for the
ſake of juﬅice, or on account of the rewards and honours: let him be
ﬅripped of every thing but juﬅice, and be made completely contrary to

the other; whilﬅ he does no injuﬅice, let him have the reputation of
doing the greateﬅ; that he may be tortured for juﬅice, not yielding

to reproach, and ſuch things as ariſe from it, but may be immoveable
till death; appearing indeed to be unjuﬅ through life', yet being really
juﬅ; that ſo both of them arriving at the utmoﬅ pitch, the one of

juﬅice, and the other of injuﬅiee, we may judge which of them is the
happier. Strange! ſaid I, friend Glauco, how ﬅrenuouſly you purify
each of the men, as a ﬅatue which is to be judged of l As much, ſaid
he, as l am able: whilﬅ then they continue to be ſuch, there will not,
as I imagine, be any further diﬃculty to obſerve what kind of life

remains to each of them. It muﬅ therefore be told. And if poſſibly
it ſhould be told with greater ruﬅicity, imagine not, Socrates, that it is
I who tell it, but thoſe who commend injuﬅice preferably to juﬅice; and
they will ſay theſe things: That the juﬅ man, being of this diſpoſition,

will be ſcourged, tormented, fettered, have his eyes burnt, and laﬅly, having
ſuﬀered all manner of evils, will be cruciﬁed; and he ſhall know, that

he 'ſhould not deſire 'the reality but the appearance of juﬅice: and that
it
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it is much more proper to pronounce that ſaying of jEſchylus, con
cerning the unjuﬅ man: for they will in reality ſay that the unjuﬅ
man, as being in purſuit of what is real, and living not according to
the opinion of men, wants not to have the appearance but the reality
of injuﬅice:
Reaping the hollow furrow of his mind,
Whence all his glorious councils bloſſom forth.

In the ﬁrﬅ place, he holds the magiﬅracy in the ﬅate, being thought
to be juﬅ; next, he marries wherever he inclines, and matches his
children with whom he pleaſes; he joins in partnerſhip and company
with whom he inclines; and, beſides all this, he will ſucceed in all his

projects for gain; as he does not ſcruple to do injuﬅice: When then
he engages in competitions, he will both in private and in public
ſurpaſs and exceed his adverſaries; and by this means he will be rich,
and ſerve his friends, and hurt his enemies: and he will amply and
magniﬁcently render ſacriﬁces and oﬀerings to the Gods, and will
honour the Gods, and ſuch men as he chooſes, much better than the

juﬅ man.

From whence they reckon, that it is likely he will be more

beloved of the Gods than the juﬅ man.

Thus, they ſay, Socrates,

that both with Gods and men there is a better life prepared for the
unjuﬅ man than for the juﬅ. When Glauco had ſaid theſe things, I had
a deſign to ſay ſomething in reply. But his brother Adimantus ſaid
Socrates, you do not imagine there is yet enough ſaid on the argument.
What further then? ſaid I. That has not yet been ſpoken, ſaid he,

which ought moﬅ eſpecially to have been mentioned.
the proverb is, A brother is help at hand.

failed in any thing.

Why then, ſaid I,

So do you aﬃﬅ, if he has

Though what has been ſaid by him is ſuﬃcient

to throw me down, and make me unable to ſuccour juﬅice.

You ſay nothing, replied he. But hear this further. For we muﬅ:
go through all the arguments oppoſite to what he has ſaid, which com
mend juﬅice and condemn injuﬅice, that what Glauco ſeems to me to

intend may be more manifeﬅ. Now, parents ſurely tell and exhort
their ſons, as do all thoſe who have the care of any, that it is neceſſary
to be juﬅ; not commending juﬅice in itſelf, but the honours ariſing
from
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from it; that whilﬅ a man is reputed to he juﬅ, he may obtain by
this reputation magiﬅracies and marriages,

and whatever Glauco juﬅ

now enumerated as the conſequence of being reputed juﬅ: but theſe
men carry this matter Of reputation ſomewhat further; for, throwing
in the approbation of the Gods, they have unſpeakable bleſſings to
enumerate to holy per-ſons; which, they ſay, the Gods beﬅow. As the
generous Heſiod and Homer ſay, the one,

that the Gods cauſe the

oaks to produce to juﬅ men
Acorns at tap, and in the middle bees;
Their woolly ſheep are laden with their ﬂeece';

and a great many other good things of the ſame nature.
manner, the other,

In like'

The blameleſs king. who holds a godlike namt'
Finds his black mould both wheat and barley bear;
With fruit his trees are laden, and his ﬂocks

Bring for-th with eaſe; the ſea aﬀotds him ﬁſh '.

But Muſaaus and his ſon tell us that the Gods give juﬅ men more
ſplendid bleſſings than theſe; for, carrying them in his poem into
Hades, and placing them in company with holy men at a feaﬅ pre

pared for them, they crown them, and make them paſs the whole
of their time in drinking, deeming eternal inebriati0113 the fineﬅ
reward of virtue. But ſome carry the rewards from the Gods ﬅill
further; for they ſay that the oﬀspring of the holy, and the faithful,
and their children's children, ﬅill remain. NVith theſe things, and ſuch

as theſe, they commend juﬅice.

But the unholy and unjuﬅ they bury

in Hades, in a kind of mud 4, and compel them to carry water in a
ſieve; and make them, even whilﬅ alive, to live in infamy.

&Vhat

ever puniſhments were aﬃgned by Glauco to the juﬅ, whilﬅ they were
reputed unjuﬅ, theſe they aﬃgn to the unjuﬅ, but mention no others.

This now is the way in which they commend and diſcomniend them
ſeverally: but beſides this, Socrates, conſider another kind of reaſoning
' Heſiod. Oper. et Di. lib. 1.
' Hom. Odyſſ. lib. '9.
3 By inebriation, theological poets ſignify a deiﬁc energy, or an energy ſuperior to that
whicl. is'ntellectual.
4 Stt the notes to Phaedo.
_
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concerning juﬅice and injuﬅice, mentioned both privately and by the

poets; for all of them with one mouth celebrate temperance and
juﬅice as indeed excellent, but yet diﬃcult and laborious; and intem

perance and injuﬅice as indeed pleaſant and eaſy to attain; but, by'
opinion only,

and by law, abominable:

and they ſay that for the

moﬅ part unjuﬅ actions are' more proﬁtable than juﬅ, And. they are
gladly willing, both in public and private, to pay honour' t0= wicked
rich men, and ſuch as have power of any kind, and to pronounce them
happy, but to contemtt and overlook thoſe who are any how weak and'

poor, even whilﬅ they acknowledge them to be better than the others.
But, of all theſe ſpeeches, the moﬅ marvellous are thoſe concerning the Gods,

and virtue: as if even the Gods gave to many good men misfortunes
and an evil life, and to Contrary perſons a contrary fate: and mounte

banks and prophets, frequenting the gates of the rich, perſuade them

that they have a power granted them by the Gods, of expiating by
ſacriﬁces and ſongs, with pleaſures and with feaﬅings, if any injuﬅice
has been committed by any one, or his forefathers: and if he wiſhes to
blaﬅ any enemy at a ſmall expenſe, he ſhall injure the juﬅ in the
fame manner as the unjuﬅ; by certain blandiſhments and bonds, as
they ſay, perſuading the Gods lo ſuccour them: and to all theſe diſ.

eourſes they bring the poets as witneſſes; who, mentioning the prone
neſs to vice, ſay,
H'ow vice at once, and eaſily iſi' gain'ctd ;
The way is ſmooth, and very nigh it dwells;
Sweat before virtue ﬅands, ſo Heav'n ordain'd 11-

and a certain long and' ﬅeep way.

Others make Homer witneſs how the

Gods are prevailed upon by men, becauſe he ſays,
* - * ' The Gods themſelves are turn'd
With ſacriﬁces and appeaﬁng vows;
Fat oﬀ'rings and libation them perſuade;

And for tranſgreſſions ſuppliant pray'r atones 3..

They ſhow likewiſe many books of Muſazus and Orpheus, the oﬀspring,_
as they ſay, of the Moon, and of the Muſes ; according to which they
' Hcſiod. Oper. et Di. lib. I.

* Horn. Iliad. lib. 9..

-'
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perform their ſacred rites, perſuading not only private perſons, but ﬅates
likewiſe, that there are abſolutions and purgations from iniquities by

means of ſacriﬁces, ſports and pleaſures; and this, for the beneﬁt both of
the living and of the dead: theſe they call the myﬅeries ' which abſolve
us from evils there; but they aſſert that dreadful things await thoſe who

do not oﬀer ſacriﬁce.

All theſe, and ſo many things of the kind, friend

Socrates, being ſaid of virtue and vice, and their reward both with men
and Gods; what do We imagine the ſouls of our youth do, when they
hear them; ſuch of them as are well born, and able as it were to ruſh into'

all theſe things which are ſaid, and from all to deliberate, in what ſort of
character and in what ſort of road one may beﬅ paſs through life? It is

likely he might ſay to himſelf, according to that of Pindar,
Whether ſhall I the lofty wall
Of juﬅice try to ſcale 3
Or, hedg'd within the guileful maze
Of vice, encircled dwell?

For, according to what is ſaid, though I be juﬅ, if I he not reputed ſo,
there ſhall be no proﬁt, but manifeﬅ troubles and puniſhments.

But the

unjuﬅ man, who procures to himſelf the character of juﬅice, is ſaid to

have a divine life.

Since then the appearance ſurpaſſes the reality, as

wiſe men demonﬅrate to me, and is the primary part of happineſs, ought
I not to turn wholly to it ; and to draw round myſelf as a covering, and
picture, the image of virtue 3 but to draw after me the cunning and verſa
tile fox of the moﬅ wiﬅ: Archilochus ?

But perhaps ſome one will ſay, It

is not eaſy, being wicked, always to be concealed.
elſe eaſy (will we ſay) which is great.

Neither is any thing

But, however, if we would be

happy, thither let us go where the veﬅiges of the reaſonings lead us.
For, in order to be concealed, we will make conjurations and aſſociations

together; and there are maﬅers of perſuaſion, who teach a popular and'
political wiſdom; by which means, whilﬅ partly by perſuaſion and partly
1 The word uſed here by Plato is 'un-ran: and this word, as we have obſerved in the intro
duction to this book, ſigniﬁes the greateﬅ of the myﬅeries, or the Eleuſinian. As therefore
the Crphic hymns now extant are ſo called, there can be no -'oubt but that theſe were uſed in

the Elcuſinian myſteries: and this conﬁrms what I have obſerved in my notes to Paufanias.
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=by force we ſeize more than our due, we ſhall not be puniſhed. But,
ſurely, to be concealed from the Gods, or to overpower them, is im
poſſible.
If then they are not, or care' not about human aﬀairs, we need not have

any concern about being concealed : but if they really are, and care for us,
we'neither know nor have heard of them otherwiſe than from traditions,
and from the poets who write their genealogies ; and theſe very perſons
tell us, that they are to be moved and perſuaded by ſacriﬁces, and appeaſ
ing vows, and oﬀer-ings; both of which we are to believe, or neither.
lf then w'e are to believe both, we may do injuﬅice, and of the fruits of
our injuﬅice oﬀer ſacriﬁce. If we be juﬅ, we ſhall indeed be unpnnithed
by the Gods; but then we ſhall not have the gains of injuﬅice. But if
we be unjuﬅ, we ſhall make gain; and after we have tranſgreſſed and

oﬀended, we ſhall appeaſe them by oﬀerings, and be liberated from
puniſhment. But we ſhall be puniſhed in the other world for our unjuﬅ
doings here; either we ourſelves, or our children's children.

But, friend,

will the reaſoner ſay, the myﬅeries can do much ; the Gods are exorable,
as ſay the mightieﬅ ﬅates. and the children of the Gods, the poets; vwho
are alſo their prophets, and who declare that theſe things are ſo. For
what reaſon, then, ſhould we ﬅill prefer juﬅice before the greateﬅ injuﬅice;
which if we ſhall attain to with any deceiving appearance, we ſhall fare
according to our mind, both with reference to Gods and men, both living
and dying, according to the ſpeech now mentioned of many and excel
lent rnen? From all that has been ſaid, by what means, O Socrates,
ſhall he incline to honour juﬅice, who has any ability of fortune or of
wealth, of body or of birth, and not laugh when he hears it com
mended? So that, though a man were able even to ſhow what we have ſaid

to be falſe, and fully underﬅood that juﬅice is better, he will, however,
abundantly pardon and not be angry with the nnjnﬅ; for he knows,
that unleſs one from a divine nature abhor to do injuﬅice, or from ac
quired knowledge abﬅain from it, no one of others is willingly juﬅ; but
either through cowardice, old age, or ſome other weakneſs, condemns the

doing injuﬅice when unable to do it.

That it is ſo is plain.

For the

ﬁrﬅ of theſe who arrives at power is the firﬅ to do injuﬅice, as far as he
is able.

And the reaſon of all this is no other than that from whence all

vex" 1,
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this diſcourſe proceeded, Socrates, becauſe, O wonderful man ! among all
thoſe of you that call yourſelves the commenders of juﬅice, beginning
from thoſe anticnt heroes of whom any accounts are left to the men of
the preſent time, no one hath at any time condemned injuﬅice, nor corn

mended juﬅice, otherwiſe than regarding the 'reputations, honours and
rewards ariſing from them z but no one has hitherto ſuﬃciently examined,
neither in poetry nor in proſe diſcourſe, either of them in itſelf, and ſub
ſiﬅing by its own power, in the ſoul of him who poſſeſſes it, and concealed
from both Gods and men : how that the one is the greateﬅ of all the evils
which the ſoul hath within it, and juﬅice the greateﬅ good : for, if it had
thus from the beginning been ſpoken of by you all, and you had ſo per
ſuaded us from our youth, we ſhould not need to watch over our neighbour

leﬅ he ſhould do us injuﬅice, but every man would have been the beﬅ
guardian over himſelf, afraid leﬅ in doing injuﬅicc he ſhould dwell with

the greateﬅ evil;

Theſe things now, Socrates, and probably much

more than theſe, Thraſymachus or ſome other might ſay of juﬅice
and injuﬅice, inverting their power, diſagrecably as l imagine for my
own part. But I (for I want to conceal nothing from you) being deſirous
to hear you on the oppoſite ſide, ſpeak the beﬅ l am able, pulling the
contrary way. Do not, therefore, only ſhow us in your reaſoning that
juﬅice is better than injuﬅice; butin what manner each of them by
itſelf, aﬀecting the mind, is, the one evil, ſſand the other good. And take
away all opinions, as Glauco likewiſe enjoined: for, if you do not take
away the falſe opinions on both ſides, and add the true ones, we will ſay
you do not commend juﬅice, but the appearance ; nor condemn being un

juﬅ, but the appearance; that you adviſe the unjuﬅ man to conceal himſelf;
and that you aſſent to Thraſymachus that juﬅice is a foreign good; the
proﬁt of the more powerful ; and that injuﬅice is the proﬁt and advantage
oſ oneſelf, but unproſrtable to the inferior. Wherefore, now, after you
have acknowledged that juﬅice is among the greateﬅ goods, and ſuch as

are worthy to be poſſeſſed for what ariſes from them, and much more in
themſelves, and ſor their own ſake; ſuch as ſight, hearing, wiſdom,
health, and ſuch other goods as are real in their vown nature, and not
merely in opinion; in the ſame manner commend juﬅice; how, in itſelf,

it proſits the owner, and injuﬅ'ice hurts him.
3
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commend the rewards and opinions ; for I could bear with others in this
way, commending juﬅice, and condemning injuﬅice, celebrating and
reviling their opinions and rewards; but not with you (unleſs you deſire
me), becauſe you have paſſed the whole of life conſidering nothing

elſe but this.

Show us, then, in your diſcourſe, not only that juﬅice is

better than injuﬅice ; but in what manner each of them by itſelf aﬀect>
ing the owner, whether he be concealed or not-concealed from Gods and
men, is, the one good, and the other evil.
On hearing theſe things, as I always indeed was pleaſed with the diſ.

poſition of Glauco and Adimantus, ſo at that time I was perfectly de
lighted, and replied: lt was not ill ſaid concerning you, ſons oſ that worthy
man, by the lover of Glauco, who wrote the beginning of the Elegies,

when, celebrating your behaviour at the battle of Megara, he ſang,
Ariﬅo's ſons ! of an illuﬅrious man,
The race divine ..... .

This, friend, ſeems to be well ſitid; for you are truly aﬀected in a

divine manner, iſ you are not perſuaded that injuﬅice is better than juﬅice,
and yet are able to ſpeak thus in its defence: and to me you ſeem, truly,
not to be perſuaded; and I reaſon from the whole oſ your other bcha
viour, ſince, according to your preſent ſpeeches at leaﬅ, Iſhould diﬅruﬅ

you.

But the more I can truﬅ you, the more I am in doubt what argu

ment I ſhall uſe. For I can neither think Oſ any aſſiﬅance I have to give
(for I ſeem to be unable, and my mark is, that you do not accept oſ what
I ſaid to Thraſymachus when I imagined l ſhowed that juﬅice was

better than injuﬅicc), nor yet can I think oſ giving no aﬃﬅance; for'l
am afraid leﬅ it be an unholy thing to deſcrt juﬅice when I am preſent,
and ſee it accuſed, and not aﬃﬅ it whilﬅ I breathe and am able to ſpeak.
It is beﬅ then to ſuccour it in ſuch a manner as I can. Hereupon Glauco
and the reﬅ entreated me, by all means, to aſſiﬅ, and not relinquilh the

diſcourſe; but to ſearch thoroughly what each of them is, and which way
the truth lies, as to their reſpective advantage.

I then ſaid what appeared

to me: That the inquiry we were attempting was not contemptihle, but

was that of one who was ſharp-lighted, as I imagined. Since then, ſaid I,

we are not very expert, it ſeems proper to make the inquiry concerning
2E 2
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this matter, in ſuch a manner as iſ it were ordered thoſe who are not
very ſharp-ſighted, to read ſmall letters at a diﬅance ; and one ſhould aſter
wards underﬅand, that the ſame letters are greater ſomewhere elſe, and in
alarger ſield : it would appear eligible, l imagine, ﬁrﬅ to read theſe, and
thus come to conſider the leſſer, if they happen to be the ſame. Perfectly
right, ſaid Adimantus.

But what oſ this kind, Socrates, do you perceive

in the inquiry concerningjuﬅice? [ſhall tcll you, ſaid l. Do not we ſay
there isjuﬅice in one man, and'there is likewiſe juﬅice in a whole ﬅate? It
is certainly ſo, replied he. Is not a ﬅate a greater object than one man?
Greater, ſaid he. It is likely, then, that juﬅice ſhould be greater in what is
greater, and be more eaſy to be underﬅood; we ſhall ſirﬅ, then, iſ you in
cline, inquire what it is in ſtates; and then, after the ſame manner, we

ſhall conſider it in each individual, contemplating the ﬁmilitude of the
greater in the idea of the leſſer.

You ſeem to me, ſaid he, to ſay right.

If

then, ſaid I, we cantemplate,in our diſcourſe, a ſtate exiﬅing, ſhall we not
perceive itsjuﬅice and injuﬅice exiﬅing P

Perhaps, ſaid he.

And is there

not ground to hope, if this exiﬅs, that we ſhall more eaſily ﬁnd what we

ſeek for P Moﬅ certainly. It ſeems, then, we ought to. attempt to
ſucceed, for I imagine this to be a work oſ no ſmall importance. Conſider
then. We are conſidering, ſaid Adimantus, and do you no otherwiſe. A
city, then, ſaid I, as I imagine, takes its riſe from this, that none oſ us
happens to be ſelf-ſuﬃcient, but is indigent of many things; or, do you

imagine there is any other origin oſ building a city P None other, ſaid he.
Thus, then, one taking in one perſon for one indigence, and another for
another ; as they ſtand in need oſ many things, they aſſemble into one habita
tion many companions and aſſiﬅants; and to this joinþhabitation we give

the name city, do we not?

Certainly-

And they mutually exchange with

one another, each judging that, iſ he either gives or takes in exchange, it
will be ſor his advantage. Ccrtainly. Come, then, ſaid l, let us, in our
diſcourſe, make a city from the beginning. And, it ſeems, our indigence

has made it.

\Vhy not?

But the ﬁrﬅ and the greateﬅ of wants is the

preparation oſ ſood, in order to ſubſiﬅ and live. By all means. The
ſecond is. of lodging. The third oſ clothing; and ſuch like. It is to.

But, come, ſaid l,'h0w ſhall the city be able to make ſo greata proviſion E
Shall not one be a huſbandman, another a maſon, ſome other a weaver E or,
ſhall
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ſhall we add to them a ſhoemaker, or ſome other of thoſe who miniﬅer to
the neceſſaries of the body? Certainly. So that the moﬅ indigent city
might conſiﬅ of four or five men? It ſeems ſo. But, what now? muﬅ
each of thoſe do his work for them all in coznmon? As," the huſbandman,

being one, ſhall he prepare food for four; and conſume quadruple time,
and labour, in preparing food, and (haring it with others P or, neglecting

them, ſhall he for,himſelfalone make the fourthvpart of this food, in the
fourth part of the time? and, of the other three parts of time, ſhall he
employ one in the preparation of a houſe, the other in that of clothing,

the other of ſhoes, and not give himſelf trouble in ſharing with others, but
do his own aﬀairs by himſelf?

Adimantus ſaid-And probably, Socrates, this way is more eaſy than

the other.

No, certainly, ſaid I; it were abſurd.

For, whilﬅ you

are ſpeaking, I conſider that we are born not perfectly reſembling one
another,

but diﬀering in diſpoſition; one being ﬁtted for doing one

thing, and another for doing another: does it not ſeem ſo to you?
lt does.

But, what now? Whether will a man do better, if, being one,

he works in many arts, or in one? When in one, ſaid he.

But this,

I imagine, is alſo plain; that if one miſs the ſeaſon of any work, it
is ruined. That is plain. For, I imagine, the work will not wait
upon the leiſure of the workman; but of neceſſity the workman muﬅ
attend cloſe upon the work, and not in the way of a by-job. Of

neceſſity. And hence it appears, that more will be done, and better,
and with greater eaſe, when every one does but one thing, according
to their genius, and in proper ſeaſon, and freed from other things.

Moﬅ certainly, ſaid he.

But we need certainly, Adimantus,

more

citizens than four, for thoſe proviſions we mentioned: for the huſband,
man, it would ſeem, will not make a plough for himſelf, if it is to be
handſomc; nor yet a ſpade, nor other inﬅruments of agriculture: as
little will the maſon; for he, likewiſe, needs. many-things: and in the

(ame way, the weaver and the (hoemaker alſo.

Is it not ſo? True.

Joiners, then, and ſmiths, and other ſuch workmen, being admitted into

our little city, make it throng. Certainly. But it would be no very
great matter, neither, if we did not give them neatherds likewiſe, and
ſhepherds, and thoſe other herdſinen; in order that both the huſbandmen
may
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may have oxen for ploughing, and that the maſons, with the help oſ
the huſhandmen, may uſe the cattle for their carringes; and that the
weavers likewiſe, and the ſhoemakers, may have hides and wool. Nor
yet, ſaid he, would it he a very ſmall city, having all theſe. But, ſiiid

I, it is almoﬅ impoſſible to ſet down ſuch a city in any ſuch place as that
it ſhall need no importations. It is impoﬃble.
It will then cer
tainly want others ﬅill, who may import from another ﬅate what it
needs.
t will want them. And ſurely this ſervice would be empty,
iſ it carry out nothing which theſe want, from whom they import
what they need themſelves.

It goes out empty in ſuch-a caſe, does it

not? To me it ſeems ſo. But the city ought not only to make what is
ſuﬃcient for itſelf; but ſuch things, and 12) much alſo, as may anſwer
for thoſe things which they need. It ought. Our city,then, certainly wants
a great many more huſbandmen and other workmen? A great many
more. And other ſervants beſides, to import and export the ſeveral
things; and theſe are merchants, are they not? ch.

want merchants likewiſe? Yes, indeed.

We ſhall then

And iſ the merchandiſe is

ctby ſea, it will want many others; ſuch as are ſkilful in ſea aﬀairs,

Many others, truly. But what as to the city within itſelf? How
will they exchange with one another the things which they have each
oſ them worked; and ſor the ſake oſ which, making a community,
they have built a city? It is plain, lZiid he, in ſelling,r and buying.
Hence we muﬅ have a ſorum, and money, as a ſymbol, for the ſake
ofexchange. iCertainly.
Iſ now the huſhandman, or any other workman, bring any of his
work to the ſorum, but come not at the ſame time with thoſe who want
to make exchange with him, muﬅ he not, deſiﬅing from his work,

'ﬁt idly in the ſorum? By no means, ſaid he. But there are ſome who,
obſerving this, re: themſelves to this ſervice; and, in well-regulated
cities, they are moſily ſuch as are weakeﬅ in their body, and unſit to
do any other Work. There they are to attend about the ſorum, to
give money in exchange for ſuch things as any may want to ſell; and

things in exchange ſor money to ſuch as want to buy. This indigence,
ilaid I, procures our city a race of ſhopkeepers; for, do not we call

zſhOPkCCPCFS, thoſe who, ﬁxed in the forum, ſerve both in 'ſelling and
i
buying?
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buying? but ſuch as travel to other cities we call merchants. Cer
tainly.
,
There are ﬅill, as I imagine, certain other miniﬅers, who, though
unﬁt to ſerve the public in things which require underﬅanding, have yet
ﬅrength 'of body ſuﬃcient for labour, who ſelling the uſe of their

ﬅrength, and calling the reward of it
hirelings: are they not? Yes, indeed.
the complement of the city? It ſeems
mantus, already ſo increaſed upon us

hire, are
Hirelings
ſo. Has
as to be

called, as I imagine,
then are, it ſeems,
our cityo now, Adi
complete? Perhaps.

\Vhere now, at all, ſhould juﬅice and injuﬅice be in it; and, in which

of the things that we have conſidered does it appear to exiﬅ? I do
not know, ſaid he, Socrates, if it be not in a certain uſe, ſomehow, of
theſe things with one another. Perhaps, ſaid I, you ſay right. But
we
conſider it, thoſe
and who
not be
Firﬅ, then,
conſider
aftermuﬅ
whatimanncr
areweary.
thus procured
ſhall letbe usſupported.

Is it any other way than by making bread and wine, and clothes, and
ſhoes, and building houſes:> In ſummer, indeed, they will work for the
moﬅ part without clothes and ſhoes; and, in winter, they will be
ſuﬃciently furniſhed with clothes and ſhoes; they will be nouriſhed,
partly with barley, making meal of it, and partly with wheat, making

loaves, boiling part and toaﬅing part,

putting ﬁne loaves and cakes

over a ſire of ﬅubble, or over dried leaves; and reﬅing themſelves on

couches, ﬅrawed with ſmilax and myrtle leaves, they and their children.
will feaﬅ; drinking wine, and crowned, and ſinging to- the Gods, they

will pleaſantly live together, begetting children, not beyond their ſuba
ﬅance, guarding againﬅ poverty or waſ.

Glauco replying ſays, You make the men to feaﬅ, as it- appears,

without meats.

You ſay true, ſaid I; for l forget that they ſhall have

meats likewiſe.
They ſhall have ſalt, and olives, and cheeſe; and
they ſhall boil bulbous roots, and herbs of the ﬁeld; and we let before
them deſſerts of ſigs, and vetches, andrbeans; and-they will toaﬅ at

the ﬁre myrtle berries,
in moderation,

and the berries of the beech-tree;

drinking

and thus paſſing their life in peace and health; and

dying, as is likely, in old age, they will leave to their children) another.

ſuch life.

If you had been making, Socrates, ſaid he, a city of hogs,
what
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what elſe would you have fed them with but with theſe things? But
how ſhould we do, Glauco? ſaid I. \Vhat is uſually done, ſaid he.
They muﬅ, as I imagine, have their beds, and tables, and meats, and

deſſerts, as we now have, if they are not to be miſerable.

Be it ſo,

ſaid I; I underﬅand you. \Ve conſider, it ſeems, not only how a city
may exiﬅ, but'how a luxurious city: and perhaps it is not amiſs; for,

in conſidering ſuch an one, we may probably ſee how juﬅice and in
juﬅice have --their origin in Cities. But the true city ſeems to me to
be ſuch an one as we have deſcribed; like one who is healthy; but if

you incline that we likewiſe conſider a city that is corpulent, nothing
hinders it. For theſe things will not, it ſeems, pleaſe ſome; nor this
ſort of life ſatisſy them; but there ſhall be beds, and tables, and all
other furniture; ſeaſonings, ointments, and perfumes; miﬅreſſes, and

confections, and various kinds of all theſe. And we muﬅ no longer
conſider as alonenieceſſary what We mentioned at the ﬁrﬅ; houſes, and
clothes, and ſhoes; but painting too, and all the curious arts muﬅ be
ſet a-going, and carving, and gold, and ivory; and all theſe things muﬅ
be procured, muﬅ they not? ch, ſaid he.

Muﬅ not the city, then,

be larger? For that healthy one is no longer ſuﬃcient, but is already
full of luxury," and of a crowd of ſuch as are no way neceſſary to Cities;
ſuch as all kinds of ſportſmen, and the imitative artiﬅs, mauyiof them
imitating in ﬁgures and colours, and others' in muſic: poets too, and
their miniﬅers, rhapſodiﬅs, actors, dancers, undertakers, workmen of

all ſorts of inﬅruments; and what has reference to female ornaments,
as well as other things. XVe ſhall need likewiſe many more ſervants.
Do not you think they will require pedagogues, and nurfes, and tutors,

hair-dreſſerſis, barbers, victuallers too, and cooks? And further ﬅill, we
ſhall want ſwine-herds likewiſe: of theſe there were none in the other
city, (for there needed not) but in this we ſhall want theſe, and many

other ſorts of lierds likewiſe, if any eat the ſeveral animals, ſhall we
not? Why not? Shall we not then, in this manner oflifc, be much more

in need of phyſicians than formerly? Much more. And the country,
which was then ſuﬃcient to ſupport the inhabitants, will, inﬅead of being

ſuﬃcient, become too little; or how ſhall we ſay? In this way, ſaid he.
Muﬅ We not then encroach upon the neighbouring country, if we want
tC
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to have ſuﬃcient for plough and paﬅure, and they, in like manner, on us,
if they likewiſe ﬁxﬀcr themteives 'to aceuenulate wealth to inﬁnity 3 going

beyond the boundury oſ neeeſſario?

There is great neceſſity for it, So

crates. Shall we afterwards ſight, Glauco, or how ſhall we do? &Ve
ſhall certainly, ſaid he. But we ſay nothing, ſaid l, whether war does
any evil, or an)v good ; but thus much only, that we have found the origin

of war: from whence, moﬅ eſpecially, ariſe the greateﬅ miſchiefs to
ﬅates, both private and public.
Yes, indeed.
We ſhall need, then,
friend, ﬅill a larger city; not for a ſmall, but for a large army, who, in
going out, may ſlsllt with thoſe who nſlhult them, for their whole ſub
ﬅance, and ever) thing we have now mentioned. What, ſaid he, are
not theſe ſuﬃcient to tight 2 No; if you, at leaﬅ, ſaid l, and all of us,
have rightly agreed, when we formed our city: and we agreed, if you
remember, that it was impoſſible for one to perform many arts hand
ſomely. Yon thy true, ſaid he. \Vhat, then, ſaid I, as to that conteﬅ

of war ; does it not appear to require art? Very much, ſaid he. Ought
we then to take more eare of the art of ſhoe-making than of the art of
making war? By no means. But we charged the ſhoe-maker neither
to undertake at the ſame time to be a huſbandman, nor a weaver, nor a
maſon, but a ſhoe-maker; that the work of that art may be done for us
handſomely: and, in like manner, we allotted to every one of the reﬅ
one thing. to which thelgenius of each led him, and what each took care

of, freed from other things, to do it well, applying to it the whole of his
life, and not neglecting the ſeaſons of working. And now, as to the
aﬀairs of war, whether is it of the greateﬅ importance, that they be
well performed? Or, is this ſo eaſy a thing, that one may be a huſ
bandman, and likewiſe a ſoldier, and ſhoe-maker; or be employed in
any other art? But not even at cheſs, or dice, can one ever play ſkilfully,

unleſs he ﬅudy this very thing from his childhood, and not make it a
by-work.
Or, ſhall one, taking a ſpear, or any other oſ the warlike
arms and inﬅruments, become inﬅantly an expert combatant, in an en

counter in arms, or in any other relating to war? And, ſhall the taking
up of no other inſtrument make a workman, or a wreﬅler, nor be uſeful
to him who has neither the knoWleclge of that particular thing, nor has
VOL. I.
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beﬅowed the ﬅudy ſuﬃcient for its attainment?

Such inﬅruments, ſaid

he, would truly be very valuable.

By how much then, ſaid I, this work of guards is one of the greateﬅ
importance, by ſo much it ſhould require the greateﬅ leiſure from other
things, and likewiſe the greateﬅ art and ﬅudy. I imagine ſo, replied he.
And ſhall it not likewiſe require a competent genius for this profeſſion?
Why not ? It ſhould ſurely be our buſineſs, as it ſeems, if we be able, to
chooſe who and what kind of geniuses are competent for the guardian

ſhip of the city.

Ours, indeed.

We have truly, ſaid I, undertaken no

mean buſineſs; but, however, we are not to deſpair, ſo long at leaﬅ as

we have any ability.

No indeed, ſaid he.

Do you think then, ſaid I, that

the genius ofa generous whelp diﬀers any thing for guardianſhip, from that

ofa generous youth? What is it you lay P It is this. Muﬅ not each of
them be acute in the perception, ſwift to purſue what they perceive, and
ﬅrong likewiſe if*there is need to conquer what they ſhall catch? There
is need, ſaid he, of all theſe. And ſurely he muﬅ be brave likewiſe, if he

light well.

Why not? But will he be brave who is not ſpirited, whether

it is a horſe, a dog, or any other animal? Or, have you not obſerved, that
the ſpirit is ſomewhat unſurmountahle and invincrble ; by the preſence of
which every ſoul is, in reſpect of all things whatever, untcrriﬁed and un

eonquerable?

1 have obſerved it.

It is plain then what ſort ofa guard

we ought to have, with reference to his body.

to his ſoul, that he ſhould be ſpirited.

Yes, and with reference

This likewiſe is plain.

How then,

ſaid I, Glauco, will they not be ſavage towards one another and the
other citizens, being of liich a temper? No truly, ſaid he, not eaſily. But

yet it is neceſſary, that towards their friends they be meek, and fierce
towards their enemies; for otherwiſe they will not wait till others deﬅroy
them; but they will prevent them, doing it themſelves. True, ſaid he.
What then, ſaid I, ſhall we do? Where ſhall we ﬁnd, at once, the
mild and the magnanimous temper? For the mild diſpoſition is ſome
how oppoſite to the ſpirited. It appears ſo. But, however, if he be de
prived of either of theſe, he cannot be a good guardian ; for it ſeems to be
impoſſible; and thus it appears, that a good guardian is an impoſſible
thing.

It ſeems ſo, ſaid he.

After heſitating and conſidering what had

paſſed:
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paſſed: Juﬅly, ſaid I, friend, are we in doubt; for we have departed from

that image which we ſirﬅ eﬅabliſhed.

How ſay you? have we not ob

ſerved, that there are truly ſuch temper-s as we were not imagining, who
have theſe oppoſite things? Where then?
One may ſee it in other
animals, and not a little in that one with which we compared our guar;

dian.

For this, you know, is thevnatural temper of generous dogs, to be

moﬅ mild towards their domeﬅics and their acquaintance, but the re-*
Verſe to thoſe they know not. lt is ſo. This then, ſaid I, is poſſible ; and

it is not againﬅ naturev that we require our guardian. to be ſuch an one. It
ſeems not. Are you, further, of this opinion, that hevwho is to be our
guardian ſhould, beſides being ſpirited, be a philoſopher likewiſe? How?
ſaid he; for I do not underﬅand you. This, likewiſe, ſaid I, you will

obſerve in the dogs ;v and it_is worthy of admiration in the brute.
what?

As

He is angry at whatever unknown perſon h'e ſees, though he

hath never ſuﬀered any ill from him before; but he is fond of whatever
acquaintance he ſees, thoughhe has never at any time received any good

from him. Have you not wondered at this? Inever, ſaid he, much
attended to it before; but, that he does this, is plain. But, indeed, this'
aﬀection of his nature ſeems to be an excellent diſpoſition, and truly philo-l
ſophical. As how? As, ſaid I, it diﬅinguiſhes between a friendly and
unfriendly aſpect, by nothing elſe but this, 'that it knows the one, but is
ignorant of the other. How, now, ſhould not this be deemed the love of
learning, which diﬅinguiſhes what is friendly and what is foreign, by.
knowledge and ignorance? It can no way be ſhown- why it ſhould not;
But, however, ſaid l, to be a lover of learning, and a philoſopher, are

the ſame.

The ſame, ſaid he.

May we not thenboldly ſettle it, That

in man too, if any one is to be ofa mild diſpoſition towards his domeﬅics
and acquaintance, he muﬅ be. a philoſopher and a lover of learning?

Let us ſettle it, ſaid he. He then who is to be a good and worthy guar- .
dian for-us, of the city, ſhall be a philoſopher, and ſpirited, and ſwift, and
ﬅrong in his diſpoſition. By all means,.ſaid he. Let then our guardian,.
ſaid l, be ſuch an one. But in what man-ner ſhall theſe be educated for us,.
and inﬅructed?

And will the conſideration of this be of any aﬃﬅancc jn

perceiving that for the ſake of which we Conſider every thing elſe? In'
what manner juﬅice and injuﬅice. ariſe in the city, that-we may not'.
Z-F 2.
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omit a neceſſary part of the diſcourſe ; nor conſider what is ſuperﬂuous i
The brother of Glauco ſaid: I, for my part, greatly expect that this in
quiry will be of aﬃﬅance to that. Truly, ſaid I, friend Adimantus, it is
not to he omitted, though it ſhould happen to be ſomewhat tedious. No,
truly. Come then, let us, as if we were talking in the way ofſable, and at

our leiſure, educate theſe men in our reaſoning. It muﬅ be done. W'hat
then is the education ? Or, is it diﬃcult to lind a better than that which
vras found long ago, which is, gymnaﬅic for the body, and muſic for the
mind?

It is indeed.

Shall we not then, ﬁrﬅ, begin with inﬅructing

them in muﬁc, rather than in gymnaﬅic? Why not? \Vhen you ſay
muſic, you mean diſcourſes, do you not? I do: but of diſcourſes there
are two kinds ; the one true, and the other ſalſe. There are. And they
muﬅ be educated in them both, and ﬁrﬅ in the falſe.

I do not under

ﬅand, ſaid he, what you mean. Do not you underﬅand, ſaid l, that we
ﬁrﬅ of all tell children fables? And this part of muſic, ſomehow, to
ſpeak in the general, is falſe; yet there is truth in them; and we ac

cuﬅom childrcn to fables before their gymnaﬅic exerciſes.

W'e do ſo.

This then is what I meant, when [ſaid that children were to begin muſic
before gymnaﬅic. Right, ſaid he. And do you not know that the be

ginning of every work is of the greateﬅ importance, eſpecially to any one
young and tender? ſor then truly, in the eaſieﬅ manner, is formed and
taken on the impreſſion which one inclines.t0 imprint on every individual.
It is entirely ſo. Shall we then ſuﬀer the children to hear any kind of
fables compoſed by any kind of perſons ; and to receive, for the moﬅ part,
into their minds, opinions contrary to thoſe we judge they ought to have
when they are grown up? \Ve ſhall by no means ſuﬀer it. Firﬅ of
all, then, we muﬅ preſide over the fable-makers.

And whatever bzautitinl

fable they make muﬅ be choſen; and what are otherwiie muſt be re
jected ; and we ſhall perſuade the nurſes and mothers to tell the Children

ſuch fables as ſhall be choſen ; and to faſhion their minds by fables, much
more than their bodies by their hands. But the moﬅ of what thev tell
them at preſent muﬅ be thrown out. As what? tizid he. In the greater
ones, ſaid I, we ſhall ſee the leﬂer likewiſe. l-'or the faſhion oſ them
muﬅ be the ſame ; and [loth the greater and the lsſiſier muﬅ have the ſame
kin; or power.

Do not you think ſo?

l do, laid he: but I do not at
all
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Heſiod and Homer tell us, and the other poets.
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Thoſe, ſaid I, which
For they compoſed

falſe fables to mankind, and told them as they do ﬅill.

Which, ſaid he,

do you mean, and what is it you blame in them P That, ſaid l, which
ſn'ﬅ of all and moﬅ eſpecially ought to be blamed, when one does not
falſlfy handſomely. What is that P When one, in his compoſition, gives
ill repreſentations oſ the nature of Gods and heroes': as a painter draw
inga picture in no reſpect reſembling what he wiſhed to paint.
It is
right, ſaid he, to blame ſuch things as theſe.

But how have they failed,

ſay we, and as to what? Firﬅ of all, with reſerence to that greateﬅ lie,
and matters of the greateﬅ importance, he did not lie handiomely, who
told how Heaven did what Heſiod ſays he did; and then again how daturn
puniſhed him, and what Saturn did, and what he ſuﬀered from his ſon:

For though theſe things were true, yet l ſhould not imagine they ought
to be ſo plainly told to the unwiſe and the young, but ought much
rather to be concealed. But iſ there were a neceſſlty to tell them, they
ſhould be heard in ſecrecy, by as few as poſſible; after they had ſacri

ﬁced not a hog, but ſome great and wonderful ſacriﬁce, that thus the few<:ﬅ
poſſible might chance to hear them.
Theſe fables, ſaid he, are indeed truly hurtful. And not to be men
tioned, Adimantus, ſaid I, in our city. Nor is it to be ſaid in the hearing
ofa youth, that he who does the moﬅ extreme wickedneſs does nothing
ﬅrange; nor he who in every ſhape puniſhes his unjuﬅ father, but that he
does the ſame as the ﬁrﬅ and the greateﬅ of the Gods. No truly, ſaid he,
theſe things do not ſeem to me proper to be ſaid. Nor, univerſally, ſiaid l,
muﬅ it be told how Gods war with Gods, and plot and ſight againﬅ one

another, (for ſuch aſſertions are not true,)-iſ, at leaﬅ, thoſe who are
to guard the city for us ought to account it the moſt ſhameful thing to
hate one another on ſlight grounds. As little. ought we to tell in fables,
and emhelliſh to them, the battles of the giunts ; and many other all
various ſeuds, both of the Gods and hernes, with their own kindred

and relations.

But if we are at all to perſnnde them that at no time

ſhould one citizen hate another, and that it is unholy; ſuch things

as theſe are rather to be ſaid to them immediately when they are children,
3

by
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by the old men and women, and by thoſe well advanced in life ; aud
the poets are to be obliged to compoſe agreeably to theſe things.

But

Juno fettered by her ſon, and Vulcan hurled from heaven by his father

ſor going to alliﬅ his mother when beaten, and all thoſe battles of the

Gods WhiCh Homer has CornPOſed, muﬅ not be admitted into the city;
whether they be compoſed in the way of allegory, or without allegory;
for the young perſon is not able to judge what is allegory and what is
not : but whatever opinions he receives at ſuch an age are with diﬃculty
waſhed away, and are generally immoveable.
On theſe accounts, one
would imagine, that, oſ all things, we ſhould endeavour that what they

are firﬅ to hear be compoſed in the moﬅ handſome manner for exciting
them to virtue. There is reaſon for it, ſaid he. But, iſany one now ſhould

aſk us concerning theſe, what they are, and what kind of fables they are,
which ſhould we name P

And I ſaid : Adimantus, you and I are not poets

at preſent, but Founders of a city; and it belougs to the founders to,
know the models according to which the poets are to compoſe their

fables; contrary to which iſ they compoſe, they are not to be tolerated ;.
but it belongs not to us to make fables for them.

Right, ſaid he.v But.

as to this very thing, the models concerning theology, which are they ?.
Some ſuch as theſe, ſaid I. God is alway to be repreſented ſuch as he
is, whether one repreſent him in epic, in ſong, or in tragedy. This.
ought to be done. Is not God eſſentially good, and is he not to be de
ſcribed as ſuch? W'ithout doubt. But nothing which is good is hurt-v
ful; is it? It does not appear to me that it is. Does, then, that which

is not hurtful ever do hurt?
no hurt do any evil?

By no means.. _Does that which does.

Nor this neither..

not be the cauſe of any evil.

How can it?

And what does no evil' can->

But what P' Good is belle-

ﬁcial. Yes. It is, then, the cauſe oſ welfare? Yes. Good, therefore,
is not the cauſe oſ all things, but the cauſe oſ thoſe things which are.
in a right ﬅate ; but is not the cauſe oſ thoſe things which are in a wrong._
Entirely ſo, ſaid he. Neither, then, can God, ſaid I, ſince he is good, be,

the cauſe of all things, as the'many ſay, but he is the cauſe oſ a fewv
things to men; but of many things he is not the cauſe ;, for our good

things are much fewer than our evil: and nov other than God. is the cauſe of;
out:
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our good things; but oſour cvils we muﬅ not make God the cauſe, but ſeek

For ſome other. You ſeem to me, ſaid he, to ſpeak moﬅ true. \Vc muﬅ
not, then, ſaid I, either admit Homer or any other poet treſpaſſing 10
fooliſhly with reference to the Gods, and ſaying, how
Two veſſels on Jove's threſhold ever ﬅand,

The ſource of evil one, and one oſ good.
The man whoſe lot jove mingles out of both.
By good and ill alternately is rul'd
But he whoſe portion is unmingled ill,
O'er ſacred earth by famine dire is driv'n '.

Nor that Jupiter is the diſpenſer of our good and evil. Nor, if any one
ſay that the violation oſ oaths and treaties by Pandarus was eﬀected by
Minerva and Jupiter, ſhall we commend it. Nor that diſſenſion among
the Gods, and judgment by Thcmis and JUPltCl'. Nor yet muﬅ we ſuﬀer
the youth to hear what inTchylus ſays -, how,
Whenever God inclines to raze
A houſe, himſelf contrives a cauſe.

But, iſ any one, make poetical compoſitions, in which are theſe iambics,

the ſuﬀeriugs of Niobe, Oſ the Pelopides, or the Trojans, or others of a like
"nature, we muﬅ either not ſuﬀer them to ſay they are the works of God;
ſſor, if of God, we muﬅ find that reaſon for them which we now require,
and we muﬅ ſay that God did what was juﬅ and good; and that they were

beneﬁted by being chaﬅiſed: but we muﬅ not ſuﬀer a poet to ſay, that
they are miſerable who are puniſhed; and that it is God who does theſe
things. But iſ they ſay that the wicked, as being miſerable, needed cor
rection; and that, in being puniſhed, they were proſited by God, we may
ſuﬀer the aſſertion. But, to ſay that God, who is good, is the cauſe oſ ill

to any one, this we muﬅ by all means oppoſe, nor ſuﬀer any one to ſay ſo
in his city ; iſ he wiſhes to have it well regulated. Nor muﬅ we permit
any one, either young or old, to hear ſuch things told in fable, either
in verſe or proſe; as they are neither agreeable to ſanctity to be told, nor
roﬁtable to us, nor conſiﬅent with themſelves.

lvote along with you, ſaid he, in this law, and it pleaſes me.

This,

I_ Horn. lliad. lib. 24.

then,
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then, ſaid I, may be one of the laws and models with reference to the Gods:
by which it ſhall be neceſſary that thoſe who ſpeak, and who compoſe,

ſhall compoſe and lily that God is not the cauſe of all things, but of good.
Yes, indeed, ſaid he, it is neceſſary. But what as to this ſecond law?
Think you that God is a buſſoon, and inſidiouﬂy appears, at diﬀerent times,
in diﬀerent ſhapes; ſometimes like himſelf; and, at other times, changing

his appearance into many ſhapes ; ſometimes deceiving us, and making us
conceive falſelopinions of him? Or, do you conceive him to be ſimple,
and departing the leaﬅ of all things from his proper form? I cannot, at
preſent, at leaﬅ, replied he, ſay ſo. But what as to this? If any thing
be changed from its proper form, is there notaneceﬃty that it be
changed by itſelf, or by another? Undoubtedly. Are not thoſe things
which are in the beﬅ ﬅate, leaﬅ of all changed and moved by any other
thing? as the body, by meats and drinks, and labours: and every vege
table by tempeﬅs and winds, and ſuch like accidents.

Is not the moﬅ

ſound and vigorous leaﬅ of all changed P XVhy not 3 And as to the ſoul
itſelf, will not any perturbation from without, leaﬅ of all diſorder and
change the moﬅ brave and wiſe? Yes. And ſurely, ſomehow, all veſſels
which are made, and buildings, and veﬅments, according to the ſame

reaſoning, ſuch as are properly worked, and in aright ﬅate, are leaﬅ
changed by time, or other accidents? They are ſo, indeed. Every thing
then which is in a good ﬅate, either by nature, or art, or both, receives

the ſmalleﬅ change from any thing elſe.

It ſeems ſo.

But God, and

every thing belonging to divinity, are in the beﬅ ﬅate.

Why not? In

this way, then, God ſhould leaﬅ of all have many ſhapes.

truly.

But ſhould he change and alter himſelf?

he be changed at all.

Leaﬅ of all,

It is plain, ſaid he, if

Whether then will he change himſelf to the better,

and to the more handſome, or to the worſe, and the more deformed i' Of
neceſſity, replied he, to the worſe, if he be changed at all; for we ſhall
never at any time ſay, that God is any way deſicient with reſpect to beauty
or excellence. You ſay moﬅ right, laid I. And this being ſo; do you

imagine, Adimantus, that anyone, either of Gods or men, would will

ingly make himſelf any way worſe?

It is impoſſible, ſaid he.

It is

impoſſible, then, ſaid I, for a God to deſire to change himſelf; but each
of them, being moﬅ beautiful and excellent, continues always, to the

utmoﬅ
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utmoﬅ of his power, invariably in his own form. This appears to me, at
leaﬅ, ſaid hc, wholly neceſſary. Let not, then, ſaid I, moﬅ excellent
Adimantus, any of the poets tell us, how the Gods,
...... at times reſembling foreign gueﬅs,
Wander o'er cities in all-various forms '.

Nor let any one belie Proteus and Thetis. Nor bring in Juno, in
tragedies or other poems, as having transformed herſelf like a prieﬅeſs,
and collecting for the liſe-ſuﬅaining ſons of Inachus the Argive River.

Nor let them tell us many other ſuch lies. Nor let the mothers, perſuaded
by them, aﬀright their children, telling the ﬅories wrong; as, that certain

Gods wander by night,

.

Reſembling various gueﬅs, in various forms,
that they may not, at one and the ſame time, blaſpheme againﬅ the Gods,

and render their children more daﬅardly. By no means, ſaid he. But
are the Gods, ſaid I, ſuch as, though in themſelves they never change,
yet make us imagine they appear in various forms, deceiving us, and
playing the mountebanks? Perhaps, ſaid he.

But what, ſaid I, can a.

God cheat; holding forth a phantaſm, either in word or deed ? I do not
know, ſaid he.

Do not you know, ſaid I, that what is truly a cheat, if

We may be allowed to ſay ſo, both all the Gods and men abhor? How do
you ſay? replied he.

Thus, ſaidI: That to oﬀeca cheat to the moﬅ prin

cipal part oſ themſelves, and that about their moﬅ principal intereﬅs,
is what none willingly incline to do; but, of all things, every one is moﬅ
afraid oſ poſſeſſing a cheat there. Neither as yet, ſaid he, do I under
ﬅand you. Becauſe, ſaid I, you think I am ſaying ſomething venerable:

but l am ſaying, that to cheat the ſoul. concerning realities, and to be
ſo cheated, and to be ignorant, and- there to have obtained and to keep
a cheat, is what every one would leaﬅ of all chooſe; and a cheat in the
ſoul is what they moﬅ eſpecially hate.

Moﬅ eſpecially, ſaid he.

But

this, as I was now ſaying, might moﬅ juﬅly be called a true cheat,-igno
rance in the ſoul of the cheated perſon: ſince a cheat in words is but
.

voL. 1.

' Odyſſ. lib. '7. ver. 485.

.

2o
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a kind of imitation of what the ſoul feels; and an image afterwards

ariſmg, and not altogether a pure cheat. Is it not ſo? Entirely. But
this real lie is not only hated of the Gods, but of men likewiſe. So it

appears. But what now? With reſpect to the cheat in words, when
has it ſomething of utility, ſo as not to deſerve hatred? Is it not when
employed towards our enemies ; and ſome even of thoſe called oſſur friends;
when in madneſs, or other diﬅemper, they attempt to do ſome miſchief?
In that caſe, for a diſiuaſive, as a drug, it is uſeful. And in thoſe fables
We were now mentioning, as we know not how the truth ſtands con*

cerning autient things, making a lie reſembling the truth, we render it
uſeful as much as poſſible. It is, ſaid he, perfectly ſo. In which then
of theſe caﬅes is a lie uſeſul to God? Whether does he make a lie reſemo

bling the truth, as being ignorant of antient things? That were ridiculous,
ſaid he. God is not then a lying poet. I do not think it. But ſhould
. he make a lie through fear of his enemies? Far from it. But on account
of the folly or madneſs of his kindred? But, ſaid he, none of the fooliſh;

and mad are the friends of God. There is then no occaſion at all for God to
make a lie. There is none. The divine and godlike nature is then, im
all reſpects, without a lie? Altogether, ſaid he. God then is ſimple and,
true, both in word and deed; neither is he changed himſelf, nor does he

deceive others; neither by vitious, nor by diſcourſe, nor by the pomp of
ſigns; neither when we are awake, nor when we ſleep. So it appears, ſaid

he, to me, at leaſt whilﬅ you are ſpeaking. You agree then, ſaid I, that.
this ſhall be the ſecond model, by which we are to ſpeak and to compoſe
concerning the Gods: that they are neither mountebauks, to change them:
ſelves; nor to miﬂead us by lies, either in Word or deed? I agree.

Whilﬂ:

then we Commend many other things in Homer, this we ſhall not commend,
the dream ſent by jupiter to Agamemnon; neither ſhall we commend
jEſbhylus, when he makes Thetis ſay that Apollo had ſung at her mar
riage, that
A comcly oﬀspring ſhe ſhould raiſe,
From ſickneſs free, of lengthcn'd days:
Apollo, ſinging all my fate,
And praiſing high my Godlilte ﬅate,
Rejoic'd my heart; and 'twa' my hope,
That all was true Apollo ſpoke :

B
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But he, who, at my marriage ſeaﬅ,
Extoll'd me thus, and was my gueﬅ',

He who did thus my ſate enplain,
Is he who now my ſon hath ſlain.

When any one ſays ſuch things as theſe of the Gods, we ſhall ſhow diſ.

pleaſure, and not aﬀord the chorus : nor ſhall we ſuﬀer teachers to make
uſe of ſuch things in the education of the youth; it' our guardians are to
be pious, and divine men, as far as it is poſſible for man to be. I agree
with you, ſaid he, perfectly, as to theſe models; and we may uſe them
as laws.

THE END OF THE SECOND BOOK
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THESE things indeed then, ſaid I, and ſuch as theſe, are, as it ſeems, what
are to be heard, and not heard, concerning the Gods, immediately from

childhood, by thoſi: who are to honour the Gods and their parents, and
who are not to deſpiſe friendſhip with one another. And I imagine,.
replied he, that theſe things have appeared right. But, what now? Iſ
they are to be brave, muﬅ not theſe things be narrated to them, and

ſuch other likewiſe as may render them leaﬅ of all afraid of death? Or,.

do you imagine that any one can ever be brave whilﬅ he has this fear
within him? Not I, truly, ſaid he.

But what? do you think that any

one can be void of a fear oſ death, whilﬅ he imagine-s that there is Hades"
and that it is dreadful; and, that in battles he will chooſe death before
defeat and ſlavery ? By no means.
We ought then, as it ſeems, to give orders likewiſe to thoſe who under,
take to diſcourſe about fables of this kind; and to entreat them not t0>

reproach thus in general the things in Hades, but rather to commend'
them; as they ſay neither what is true, nor what is proﬁtable to thoſe:

who are to be ſoldiers. We ought indeed, ſaid he. Beginning then, ſaid,
I, at this verſe, we ſhall leave out all of ſuch kind, as this ;
l'd rather, as a ruﬅic ſlave, ſubmit
To ſome mean man, who had but ſcanty fare,
Than govern all the wretched ſhades below '.

And, that
The houſe, to mortals and immortals, ſeems
Dreadful and ſqualid; and what Gods abhor;

FHom. Odyſſ. lib. ii.
.

And,
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And,
O ſtrange! in Pluto's dreary realms to ﬁnd
Soul and its image, but no ſpark of mind.
And,
And,

He's wiſe alone, the reﬅ are ﬂutt'ring ſhade:
,
The ſoul to Hades from its members ﬂed;

And, leaving youth and manhood, wail'd its fate."

And,
. . . . . . . the. ſoul, like ſmoke, down to the ﬁnden

Fled howling *. . . .

And,
As, in the hollow of a ſpacious cave,

The owls ﬂy ſcreaming; if one chance to fall
Down from the rock, they all conſus'dly ﬂy;

So theſe together howling went I. . . .
We ſhall requeﬅ Homer and the other' poets not to be indignant if we

raze theſe things, and ſuch as theſe; not that they are not poetical, and
pleaſant to many to be. heard; but, the more poetical they are, the leſs

ought they to be heard by children, and men who ought to be free, and more
afraid of ſlavery than of death. By allv means, truly. Further, are not
all dreadful and frightful names about theſe things likewiſe to be rejected?
Cocytus, and Styx, thoſe in the infernal regions, and the dead, and ſuch
'other appellations,.in this form, ſuch as-terrify all who hear them.

Theſe

may perhaps, ſerve ſome other purpoſe: but we are afraid for our guardians;
leﬅ, by ſuch a terror, they be rendered more eﬀeminate and ſoft than they
ought to be.

We are rightly afraid of it, ſaid he.

be taken away? They are.

Are theſe then to

And they muﬅ ſpeak and compoſe on a

contrary modcl. That is plain. We ſhall take away likewiſe the bewailings and lamentations of illuﬅrious men. This is neceſſary, if what
is above be ſo. Conſider then, ſaid l, whether we rightly take away,
or not. And do not we ſay, that the worthy man will imagine that to die
is not a dreadful thing to the worthy man whoſe companion he is ?

ſo.

We ſay

Neither then will he lament over him, at leaﬅ, as if his friend'

ſuﬀered ſomething dreadful.

No, indeed.

And we lay this likewiſe, that

ſuch an one is moﬅ of all ſuﬃcient in himſelf, for the purpoſe of living
FHom. Il. lib. 22.

2 Hem. Odyſſ. lib. '7.

happily,
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happily, and that, in a diﬅinguiſhed manner from others, he is leaﬅ of all
indigent.

True, ſaid he.

It is to him, then, the leaﬅ dreadful to be

deprived of a ſon, a brother, wealth, or any other of ſuch-like things.
Leaﬅ of all, indeed. So that he will leaﬅ of all lament; but endure, in

the mildeﬅ manner, when any ſuch misfortune befalls him. Certainly.
We ſhall rightly then take away the lamentations of famous men, and
aﬂign them to the women, but not to the better ſort, and to ſuch of the

men as are daﬅardly ; that ſo thoſe whom we propoſe to cducate for the
guardianſhip of the country may diſdain to make lamentations of this kind.
Right, ſaid he. We ſhall again then entreat Homer, and the other poets,
not to ſay in their compoſitions, that Achilles, the ſon of a Goddeſs,
Lay ſometimes on his ſide, and then anon
Supine ; then grov'ling; riſing then again,
lamenting wonder'd on the barren ſhore '.

Nor how
. . . . . . With both his hands
He pour'd the burning dttﬅ upon his head '
Nor the reﬅ of his lamentation, and bewailing; ſuch and ſo great as he has

compoſed. Nor that Priam, ſo near to the Gods, ſo meanly ſupplicated,
and rolled himſelf in the dirt: " Calling on every ſoldier by his name 3."
But ﬅill much more muﬅ we entreat them not to make the Gods, at

leaﬅ, to bewail, and ſay,

'

Ah wretched me ! unfortunately brave
A ſon I bore.

And if they are not thus to bring in the Gods, far leſs ſhould they
dare to repreſent the greateﬅ of the Gods in ſo uubecoming a manner:
as this:
'

How dear a man, around the town purſu'd,

Mine eyes behold ! for which my heart is gricv'd =
Ah me! 'tis fated that Patroclus kill
Sarpedon', whom, of all men, moﬅ I love *.

' Horn. Iliad. lib. 22.
3 Horn. Iliad. lib. 22.

3

'- Hom. Iliad. lib. 24.
* Hom- Iliad. lib. 18.
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For, if, friend Adimantus, our youth ſhould ſeriouſly hear ſuch things as

theſe, and not laugh at them as ſpoken moﬅ unſuitably, hardly would any
one think it unworthy of himſelf, of himſelf being a man, or check him
ſelf, if he ſhould happen either to ſay or to do any thing of the kind; but,

without any ſhame or eudurance, would, on ſmall ſuﬀerings, ſing many
lamentations and moans. You ſay moﬅ true, replied he. They muﬅ'
not, therefore, do in this manner, as our reaſoning now has evinced.
to us ; which we muﬅ believe, till ſome one perſuade us by ſome better..
They muﬅ not, indeed. But, ſurely, neither ought we to be given to

exceſſive laughter; ſor, where a man gives himſelf to violent laughter, ſuch:
adiſpoſition commonly requires aviolent change.- It ſeems ſo, ſaid he.
Nor, if any one ſhall repreſent worthy=men as overcome by laughter, muﬅ
we allow it, much leſs if he thus repreſent the Gods. Much leſs, indeed,
ſaid he.

Neither, then, ſhall we receiveſuch things as theſe fromHomer:

concerning the Gods :
Vulcan miniﬅrant when the Gods beheld,

Amidﬅ them laughter unextinguiſh'd roſe l.

This is not to be admitted,.according to your reaſoning;

If you incline,

ſaid he, to call it my reaſoning; this, indeed, is not to be admitted. But
ſurely the truthis much more to be valued. .__For, if lately wc reaſOned right,
and if indeed a lie be-unproﬁtable to the Gods, but uſeful to men, in the
way of a drug, it is plain that ſuch a thing is to be entruﬅed only to'
the phyſicians, but not to be touched by private per-ſons. It is Plain, ſaid
he.

lt belongs then to the governors of the city, if to any others, to makctb

a lie, with reference either to enemies or citizens, for the good of the City ;
but none of the reﬅ muﬅ venture on ſuch a thing.

But for a private

perſon to tell a lie to ſuch governors; we will call it the ſame, and even

a greater oﬀence, than for the patient to tell a lie to the phyſician; or for
the man who learns his exerciſes, not to tell his maﬅer the truth as to the
indifpoſitions of his body: or for one not to tell the pilot the real ﬅate of

things, reſpecting the ſhip and ſailors, in what condition himſelf and the
other ſailors are, Moﬅ true, ſaid he. But iſ you ﬁnd in, the city any one
elſe making alie,
' Horn. Iliad. lib. I.

of
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. . . .. . . ofthoſe who artiﬅs are,
Or prophet, or phyſician, or who make

The ſhaſts of ſpears . . . . . .

you ſhall puniſh them, as introducing a practice ſubverſive and dcﬅrnctive
of the city, as ofa ſhip. We muſt do ſo; iſ indeed it is upon ſpeech that
actions are completed. But what? ſhall not our youth have need of
temperance? Certainly. And are not ſuch things as theſe the principal
parts of temperance? that they be obedient to their governors; that the
governors themſelves be temperate in drinking, feaﬅing, and in venereal
pleaſures. And we ſhall ſay, I imagine, that ſuch things as theſe are
well ſpoken, which Diomed ſays in Homer:
Sit thou in ſilence, and obey my ſpeech '.

And what follows ; thus, '
The Greeks march'd on in ſilence, breathing force;
Revering their commanders 3 3 . . . . . . . .

and ſuch like.

Well ſpoken.

But what as to theſe? "Thou drunkard

with dog's eyes, and heart of deer3;" and all of this kind, are theſe, or

ſuch other juvenile things, which any private perſon may ſay againﬅ their
governors, ſpoken handſomely? Not handſomely. For I do not ima
gine that when they are heard they are ﬁt to promote temperance in youth;

and though they may aﬀord a pleaſure of a diﬀerent kind, it is no wonder.
But what do you think? Juﬅ the ſame way, ſaid he.

But what of this?

To make the wiſeﬅ man ſay, that it appears to him to be the moﬅ beauti
ſu'l of all things,
. . . . . . . To ſee the tables full
Of ﬂeſh and dainties, and the bulleſ bear

The wine in ﬂagons, and ﬁll up the cup':
is this proper for a youth to hear, in order to obtain a command over

himſelf? Or yet this?

u

. . . . . . . . Moﬅ miſerable it is,
To die of ſamine, and have adverſe ſate '.

' Hem. lliad. lib. 4.
3 Hem. Iliad. lib. 4.
3 Horn. Iliad. lib. 1.
4 Hom. Od- lib- 12.
5 Hom. lliad. lib. 6.
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Or that]upiter,through deſire of venereal pleaſures, eaſily forgetting all thoſe
things which he alone awake revolved in his mind, whilﬅ other Gods and

men were aſleep, was ſo ﬅruck, on ſeeing juno, as not even to be willing
to come into the houſe, but wanted to embrace her on the ground; and

at the ſame time declaring that he is poſſeſſed with ſuch deſire, as exceeded
what he felt on their ﬁrﬅ connexion with each other,
......... Hid from their parents dear '.

Nor yet how Mars and Venus were bound by Vulcan, and other ſuch
things. No, by Jupiter, ſaid he. Theſe things do not ſeem ﬁt. But iſ
any inﬅances of ſelf-denial, ſaid I, with reſpect to all theſe things be told,

and practiſed by eminent men, theſe are to be beheld and heard. Such
as this:
'
He beat his breaﬅ, and thus reprov'd his heart:
Endurc, my heart! thou heavier fate haﬅ borne.

By all means, ſaid he, we ſhould do thus.

to receive bribes, nor to be covetous.

Neither muﬅ we ſuﬀer men

By no means.

Nor muﬅ we

ſing to them, that
Gifts gain the Gods and venerable kings.

Nor muﬅ we commend Phoenix, the tutor of Achilles, as if he ſpoke with
moderation, in counſelling him to accept of preſents, and aﬃﬅ the Greeks ;

but, without preſents, not to deliﬅ from his wrath. Neither ſhall we
commend Achilles, nor approve of his being ſo covetous as to receive
preſents from Agamemnon; and likewiſe a ranſom to give up the dead

body of Hector, but not incline to do it otherwiſe. It is not right, ſaid
he, to commend ſuch things as theſe. I am unwilling, ſaid I, for Homer's
ſake, to ſay it, That neither is it lawful that theſe things, at leaﬅ, be ſaid
againﬅ Achilles, nor that they be believed, when ſaid by others; nor,
again, that he ſpoke thus to Apollo:
Me thou haﬅ injur'd, thou, farqdarting God!
Moﬅ baneſul of the powers divine ! But know,
Were l poſſeﬅ of power, then vengeance ſhould be mine '.

ſſz Horn. lliad. lib. 13.
VOL. r.

= Hom. lliad. lib. 22.
2 a

And
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And how diſobedient he was to the river, though a divinity, and was
ready to ﬁght; and again, he ſays to the river Sperchius, Wlth his ſacred
locks,
Thy lock to great Patroclus I could give,
Who now is dead .........

Nor are we to believe he did this.

And again, the dragging Hector

round the ſepulchre of Patroclus, and the ﬂaughtering the captives at his
funeral pile,-that all theſe things are true, we will not ſay; nor will we

ſuﬀer our people to be perſuaded that Achilles, the ſon of a Goddeſs, and
of Peleus the moﬅ temperate of men and the third from Jupiter, and'
educated by the moﬅ wiſe Chiron was full of ſuch diſorder as to have
within him two diﬅempers oppoſite to one another,-the illiberal and covet
ous diſpoſition, and a contempt both of Gods and of men. You ſay right,
replied he.

Neither, ſaid I, let us be perſuaded of theſe things; nor ſuﬀer

any to ſay that Theſeus the ſon of Neptune. and Pirithous the ſon of
Jupiter, were impelled to perpetrate ſuch dire rapines; nor that any ſon of
another deity, nor any hero, would dare to do horrible and impious deeds;

ſuch as the lies of the poets aſcribe to them: but let us compel the
either to ſay that theſe are not the actions of theſe perſons, or that
perſons are not the children of the Gods ; and not to ſay both.
Nor let us ſuﬀer them to attempt to perſuade our youth that the
create evil; and that heroes are in no reſpect better than men. For,

poets
theſe
Gods
as we

ſaid formerly, theſe things are neither holy nor true: for we have elſe.
where ſhown, that it is impoﬃble that evil ſhould proceed from the Gods.

Why not? And theſe things are truly hurtful, to the hearers, at leaﬅ.
For every one will pardon his own depravity, when he is perſuaded that

even the near relations of the Gods do and have done things of the ſame
kind: ſuch as are near to Jupiter,
Who, on the top of lda, have tip-rear'd

To parent Jupiter an altar z

And,
Whoſe blood derived from Gods is not extinct.

On which accounts all ſuch fables muſt be ſuppreſſed ; leﬅ they create in
our
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our youth a powerful habit of wickedneſs. &Ve muﬅ do ſo, replicd he,
by all means. What other ſpecies oſ diſcourſes, ſaid I, have we ﬅill
remaining, now whilﬅ we are determining' what ought to be ſpoken,

and what not? We have already mentioned in what manner we ought
to ſpeak of the Gods, and likewiſe of daemons and heroes; and of what

relates to Hades. Yes, indeed. Sh0uld not, then, what yet remains ſeem
to be concerning men? It is plain. But it is impoſſible ſor us, friend, to
regulate this at preſent. How? Becauſe, Ithink, we ſhall ſay that the
poets and orators ſpeak amiſs concerning the 'greateﬅ aﬀairs of men:
as, That moﬅ men are unjuﬅ, and, notwithﬅanding this, are happy; and

that the juﬅ are miſerable; and that it is proﬁtable for one to do unjuﬅly,
when he is concealed; and that juﬅice is gain indeed to others, but the

loſs oſ the juﬅ man himſelf: theſe, and innumerable other ſuch things,
we will forbid them to ſay; and enjoin them to ſing, and compoſe in
fable, the contrary to theſe.

he.

Do not you think ſo? I know it well, ſaid

If then you acknowledge that l ſay right, ſhall lnot ſay that you

have acknowledged what all along we ſeek for?

You judge right, ſaid he;

Shall we not then grant that ſuch diſcourſes are to be ſpoken concerning
men, whenever we ſhall have diſcovered what juﬅice is; and how in its
nature it is proﬁtable to the juﬅ man to be ſuch, whether he appear
to be ſuch or not? Moﬅ true, replied he. Concerning the diſcourſes,
then, let this ſuﬃce. We muﬅ now conſider, as I imagine, the manner
of diſcourſe. And then we ſhall have completely conſidered, both what

is to be ſpoken, and the manner how.
not underﬅand what you ſay.

Here Adimantus ſaid, But I do

But, replied I, it is needful you ſhould.

And perhaps you will rather underﬅand it in this way. Is not every
thing told by the mythologiﬅs, or poets, a narrative oſ the paﬅ, preſent, or
future? What elſe? replied he. And do not they execute it, either by
ſimple narration, or imitation, or by both? This too, replied he, Iwant
to underﬅand more plainly. I ſeem, ſaid I, to be a ridiculous and obſcure
inﬅructor. Therefore, like thoſe who are unable to ſpeak, I will en.

deavour to explain, not the whole, but, taking up a particular part, ſhow
my meaning by this particular. And tell me, Do not you know the be
ginning of the Iliad? where the poet ſays that Chryſes entreated Aga.
memnon to ſet free his daughter; but that he was diſpleaſed that Chryſes,
2n 2
when
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when he did not ſi'cceed, prayed againﬅ the Greeks to the God. l know.

You know, then, that down to theſe verſes,
---The Grecians all he pray'd ;
But chief the two commanden, Atreus' ſons

the poet himſelf ſpeaks, and does not attempt to divert our attention
elſewhere ; as if any other perſon were ſpeaking: but what he ſays after

this, he ſays as if he himſelf were Chryſes, and endeavours as much as

poſſible to make us imagine that the ſpeaker is not Homer, but the prieﬅ,
an old man ; and that in this manner he has compoſed almoﬅ the whole
narrative of what happened at Troy, and in Ithaca, and all the adventures

in the whole Odyſſey.

It is certainly ſo, replied he.

Is it not then nar

ration, when he tells the ſeveral ſpeeches? and likewiſe when he tells

what intervenes between the ſpeeches? Why not? But when he
makes any ſpeech in the perſon of another, do not we ſay that then he
aﬃmilates his ſpeech, as much as poﬃble, to each perſon whom he intro

duces as ſpeaking ? We ſay ſo, do we not ? And is not the aﬃmilating one's
ſelf to another, either in voice or ﬁgure, the imitating him to whom one

aﬃmilates himſelf?

Why not? In ſuch a manner as this, then, it ſeems,

both he and the other poets perform the narrative by means of imitation.

Certainly. But if the poet did not at all conceal himſelf, his whole
action and narrative would be without imitation. And that you may not
ſav you do not again underﬅand how this ſhould be, I ſhall tell you. If

Homer, after relating how Chryſes came with his daughter's ranſom, be
ſeeching the Greeks, but chieﬂy the kings, had ſpoken afterwards, not as

Chryſes, but ﬅill as Homer, you know it would not have been imitation,
but ſimple narration.

And it would have been ſomehow thus: (I ſhall

ſpeak without metre, for l am no poet :) The prieﬅ came and prayed,
that the Gods might grant they ſhould take Troy, and return ſafe; and
begged them to reﬅore him his daughter, accepting the preſents, and re
vering the God. When he had ſaid this, all the reﬅ ſhowed reſpect, and

conſented; but Agamemnon was enraged, charging him to depart in
ﬅantly, and not to return again; leﬅ his ſceptre and the garlands of
the God ſhould beof no avail; and told him, that before he would re
'
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ﬅore his daughter ſhe ſhould grow old with him in Argos; but ordered
him to be gone, and not to irritate him, that he might get home in

ſafety.
ſilence.

The old man upon hearing this was afraid, and went away in
And when he was retired from the camp he made man)v ſup

plications to Apollo, rehearſing the names of the God, and reminding

him and beſeeching him, that if ever he had made any aCCeptable dona
tion in the building of temples, or the oﬀering of ſacriﬁces,-for the ſake
of theſe, to avenge his tears upon the Greeks with his arrows. Thus,
ſaid I, friend, the narration is ſimple, without imitation. I underﬅand,

ſaid he.

Underﬅand then, ſaid I, that the oppoſite of this happens, when

one, taking away the poet's part between the ſpeeches, leaves the ſpeeches
themſelves. This, ſaid he, I likewiſe underﬅand, that a thing of this
kind takes place reſpecting tragedies. You apprehend perfectly well, ſaid
I. And I think that I now make plain to you what I could not before;
that in poetry, and likewiſe in mythology, one kind is wholly by imitation,

ſuch as you ſay tragedy and comedy are; and another kind by the nar
ration oſ the poet himſelf: and you will ﬁnd this kind moﬅ eſpecially in
the dithyrambus: and another again by both; as in epic poetry, and in
many other caſes beſides, if you underﬅand me. I underﬅand now, re
plied he, what you meant before.

And remember too, that before that

we were ſaying that we had already mentioned what things were to be
ſpoken ; but that it yet remained to be conſidered in what manner they
were to be ſpoken.

I remember, indeed.

This then, is what I was

ſaying, that it were neceſſary we agreed whether we ſhall ſuﬀer the
poets to make narratives to us in the way of imitation ; or, partly in the
way of imitation, and partly not; and, what in each way; or, if they
are not to uſe imitation at all. I conjecture, ſaid he, you are to con
ſider whether we ſhall receive tragedy and comedy into our city, or not.
Perhaps, replied I, and ſomething more too; for I do not as yet know,
indeed; but wherever our reaſoning, as a gale, bears us, there we muﬅ go.

And truly, ſaid he, you ſay well.

Conſider this now, Adimantus, whether

our guardians ought to practiſe imitation, or not. Or does this follow
from what is above? That each one may handſomely perform one buſi
neſs, but many he cannot : or, if he ſhall attempt it, in graſping at many
things, he ſhall fail in all; ſo as to be remarkable in none. Why ſhall
he
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And is not the reaſon the ſame concerning imitation? That

one man is not ſo able to imitate many things well, as one.

He is not.

I-lardly then ſhall he perform any part of the more eminent employments,
and at the ſame time imitate many things, and be an imitator; ſince the
ſame perſons are not able to perform haudſomely imitations of two dif
ferent kinds, which ſeem to reſemble each other; as, for inﬅance, they
cannot ſucceed both in comedy and tragedy: or, did you not lately call
theſe two, imitations? I did; and you ſay true, that the ſame perſons can

not ſucceed in them. Nor can they, at the ſame time, be rhapſodiﬅs and
actors. True. Nor can the ſame perſons be actors in comedies and
in tragedies. And all theſe are imitations, are they not? Imitations.
The genius of man ſeems to me, Adimantus, to be ſhut up within ﬅill
leſſer bounds than theſe ; ſo that it is unable to imitate handſomely many

things, or do theſe very things, of which even the imitations are the
reſemblances. Moﬅ true, ſaid he. If therefore we are to hold to our
ﬁrﬅ reaſoning, that our guardians, unoccupied in any manufacture what

ever, ought to be the moﬅ accurate manufacturers of the liberty of the
city, and to mind nothing but what has ſome reference to this; it were
ſurely proper, they neither did nor imitated any thing elſe; but, iſ they ſhall

imitate at all, to imitate immediately from their childhood ſuch things as are
correſpondent to theſe; brave, temperate, holy, free men, and all ſuch things
as theſe ;--but neither to do, nor to be deſirous of imitating, things illiberal

or baſe, leſt from imitating they come to be really ſuch.

Or have you

not obſerved, that imitations, iſ from earlieﬅ youth they be continued on

wards for a long time, are eﬅabliſhed into the manners and natural temper,
both with reference to the body and voice, and likewiſe the dianoEtic
power? Very much ſo, replied he. We will not ſurely allow, ſaid I,

thoſe we profeſs to take care of, and who ought to be good men, to imi
tate a woman, either young or old, either reviling her huſband, or quar

relling with the Gods, or ſpeaking boaﬅingly when ſhe imagines her

ſelf happy; nor yet to imitate her in her misfortunes, ſorrows, and la.
mentations, when ſick, or in love, or in child-bed labour.

We ſhall be

far from permitting this. By all means, replied he. Nor to imitate
man- or maid-ſervants in doing what belongs to ſervants. Nor this nei.
ther. Nor yet to imitate depraved men, as it ſeems, ſuch as are daſtardly,
and
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and do the contrary of what we have now been mentioning; reviling
and railing at one another; and ſpeaking abominable things, either iu

toxicated or ſober, or any other tnings ſuch as perſons of this ſort are
guilty of, either in words or actions, either with reſpect to themſelves

or one another. Neither muﬅ they accuﬅom themſelves to reſemble
mad-men, in words or actions. Even the mad and wicked. are to be
known, both the men and the women; but none of their actions are to
be done, or imitated. Moﬅ true, ſaid he. But what? ſaid I, are they to
imitate ſuch as work in braſs, or any other handicrafts, or ſuch as are

employed in rowing boats, or ſuch as command theſe; or any thing elſe
appertaining to theſe things ?

How can they, ſaid he, as they are not to

be allowed to give application to any of thoſe things?

But what? ſhall

they imitate horſes neighi-ng, or bulls lowing, or rivers murmuring, or
the ſea roaring, or thunder, and all ſuch like things? We have for
bid-den them, ſaid he, to be mad, or to reſemble madmen. If then I under

ﬅand, replied I, what you ſay, there is a certain kind of ſpeech, and
of nal-ration, in which he who is truly a good and worthy man ex

preſſes himſelf when it is neceſſary for him to ſay any thing ; and an
other kind again unlike to this, which he who has been born and edu-_
cated in an oppoſite manner always poſſeſſes, and in which he expreſſes.
himſelf. But of what kind are theſe? ſaid he. It appears to me, ſaid I,
that the worthy man, when he comes in his narrative to any ſpeech or

action ofa good man, will willingly tell it as if he were himſelf the man,

and will not be aſhamed of ſuch an imitation; moﬅ eſpecially when he
imitates a gOod man acting prudently and without error, and. ſailing ſel
dom, and but little, through diſeaſes, or love, intoxication, or any other
misfortune. But when he comes to any thing unworthy oſ himſelf, he
will not be ﬅudious to reſemble himſelf to that which is worſe, unleſs
for a ſhort time when it produces ſome good ; but will be aſhamed, both

as he is unpractiſed in the imitation of ſuch dharactcrsas theſe, and like.
wiſc as he grudges to degrade himſelf and ﬅand-among the models of
baſer charaCters,diſia-ning it in his dianoe'tic ' part, and doing it only for
amuſement. It is likely, ſaid he. He will not then make ſſuſe of ſuch a
narrative as we lately mentioned, with reſerence to the compoſitions of '
Homer: but his compoſition will participate of both imitation and the
3 See the notes at the end of the Sixth Book.

other
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other narrative; and but a ſmall part of it will be imitation, in a great
quantity oſ plain narrative. Do I ſeem to ſay any thing, or nothing at
all? You expreſs, replied he, perfectly well what ought to be the model
oſ ſuch an orator. And, on the other hand, will not the man, ſaid I,
who is not ſuch an one, the more depraved he is, be the readier to
rehearſe every thing whatever; and not think any thing unworthy of
him? ſo that he will undertake to imitate every thing in earneﬅ, and
likewiſe in the preſence of many; and ſuch things alſo as WC now men
tioned ; thunderings, and noiſes of winds and tempeﬅs, and oſ axles, and

wheels, and trumpets, and pipes, and whiﬅles, and ſounds oſall manner oſ
inﬅruments, and voices of dogs too, and of ſheep, and of birds. And the
whole expreſſion oſ all theſe things ſhall be by imitation in voices and
geﬅurcs, having but a ſmall part oſ it narration.

This too, ſaid he, muﬅ

happen of neCeſſity. Theſe now, ſaid I, I called the two kinds of diction.
They are ſo, replied he. But has not the one oſ theſe ſmall variations?
And if the orator aﬀord the becoming harmony and meaſure to the diction,

where he ſpeaks with propriety, the diſcourſe is almoﬅ after one and the
ſame manner, and in one harmony ; for the variations are but ſmall, and in

a meaſure which accordingly is ſomehow ſimilar.
entirely ſo.

But what as to the other kind?

It is indeed, replied he,
Does it not require the

contrary, all kinds of harmony, all kinds oſ meaſure, if it is to be na

turally expreſſed, as it has all ſorts of variations?

lt is perfectly ſo.

Do

not now all the poets, and ſuch as ſpeak in any kind, make uſe of either
one or other oſ theſe models oſ diction, or of one compounded of both?

Of neceſſity, replied he. What then ſhall we do? ſaid I. Whether
ſhall we admit into our city all of theſe ; or one oſ the unmixed, or the
one compounded? If my Opinion, replied he, prevail, that uncompounded
one, which is imitative of what is worthy. But ſurely, Adimantus, the

mixed is pleaſant, at leaﬅ.

And the oppoſite of what you chooſe is by far

the moﬅ pleaſant to children and pedagogues, and the crowd. lt is moﬅ
pleaſant. But you will not, probably, ſaid l, think it ſuitable to our
government, becauſe with us no man is to attend to two or more employ
ments, but to be quite ſimple, as every one does one thine', It is not indeed
ſuitable.

Shall we not then find that in ſuch

city alone, a ſhoe-maker

is only a ſhoemaker, and not a pilot along with ſhoe-making, and that
6
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the huſbandman is only a huſbandman, and not a judge along uith huſ*

bandry; and that the ſoldier is a ſoldier, and not a money-maker beſides:
and all others in the ſame way? True, replied he. And it would
appear, that if a man, who, through wiſdom, were able to become
every thing, and to imitate every thing, ſhould come into our city, and
ſhould wiſh to ſhow us his poems, we ſhould revere him as a ſacred,
admirable, and pleaſant perſon : but we ſhould tell him, that there is no
ſuch perſon with us, in our city, nor is there any ſuch allowed to be : and

we ſhould ſend him to ſome other city, pouring oil on his head, and
crowning him with wool: but we uſe a more auﬅere poet, and mytho
logiﬅ, for our advantage, who may imitate to us the diction of the worthy
manner; and may ſay whatever he ſays, according to thoſe models which
we eﬅabliſhed by law a ﬁrﬅ, when we undertook the education of our
ſoldiers. So we ſhould do, replied he, if it depended on us. It appears,

ſaid l, friend, that we have now thoroughly diſcuſſed that part of muſic
reſpecting oratory and fable; for we have already told what is to be
ſpoken, and in what manner.
It appears ſo to me likewiſe, ſaid
he.

Does it not yet remain,

ſaid I,

that we ſpeak of the manner

of ſong, and of melodies? It is plain. May not any one diſcover what
we muﬅ ſay of theſe things ; and of what kind theſe ought to be, if we
are to be conſiﬅent with what is above mentioned? Here Glauco laughing
ſaid: But l appear, Socrates, to be a ﬅranger to all theſe matters, forl
am not able at preſent to gueſs at what we ought to ſay: Iſuſpect,
however. You are certainly, ſaid I, fully able to ſay this in the ſirﬅ place,
that. melody is compoſed of three things; of ſentiment, harmony, and
rhythm. Yes, replied he, this I can ſay. And that the part which con
ſiﬅs in the ſentiment diﬀers in nothing from that leiitiment which is not
ſung, in this reſpect, that it ought to be performed upon the ſame models,
as wejuﬅ now ſaid, and in the ſame manner. True, ſaid he. And ſurely,
then, the harmony and rhythm ought to correſpond to the ſentiment.

Why not?

But we obſerved there was no occaſion for wailings and

lamentations in compoſitions. No occaſion, truly. \Vhich then are the
querulous harmonies? Tell me, for you area muſician. The mixed

Lydian, replied he, and the ſharp Lydian; and ſome others of this kind.
Are not theſe, then, ſaid I, to be rejected? for they are unproﬁtable even
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to women, iuch as are worthy, and much more to men.

Certainly.

But intoxication is moﬅ unbecoming our guardians; and eﬀeminacy and

idleneſs.

Why not?

monies P

The lonic, replied he, and the Lydian, which are called relax

NVhich then are the cﬀeminate and convivial har

inc. Can you make any uſe of theſe, my friend, for military men? By
no means, replied he. But, it ſeems, you have yet remaining the Doric,
and the Phrygian.

I do not know, ſaid l, the harmonies ; but leave that

harmony, which may, in a becoming manner, imitate the voice and

accents of a truly brave man, going on in a military action, and every
rough adventure; and bearing his fortune in a determinate and perſe
vering manner, when he fails of ſucceſs, ruſhes on wounds, or deaths, or

falls into any other diﬅreſs: and leave that kind of harmony likewiſe,
which is ſuited to what is peaceable; where there is no violence, but

every thing is voluntary ; where a man either perſuades or beſeeches any
one, about any thing, either God by prayer, or man by inﬅruction and
admonition: or, on the other hand, where one ſubmits himſelf to another,
who beſeeches, inﬅructs, and perſuadcs; and, in all theſe things, acts
according to intellect, and does not behave haughtily; demeaning himſelf

ſoberly and moderately; gladly embracing whatever mayhappen: leave
then theſe two harmonies, the vehement and the voluntary; which, in

the moﬅ handſome manner, imitate the voice of the unfortunate and of
the fortunate, of the moderate and oſ the brave.

to leave no Others but thoſe I now mentioned.

You deſire, replied he,

\\'ſie ſhall not then, ſaid l,

have any need of a great many ﬅrings, nor of the panarmonion in our

ſongs and melodies.

It appears to me, replied he, we ſhall not. \Ve ſhall

not nonrilh, then, ſuch workman as make harps and lþinets, and all

thoſe inﬅruments which conſiﬅ oſ many ﬅrings, and produce a variety of
harmony. \Ve ſhall not, as it appears. But what F \Vill you admit into
your city ſuch workmen as make pipes, or pipers P for, are not thc inﬅru
ments which conſiﬅ of the greateﬅ number of ﬅrings, and thoſe that pro

duce all kinds of harmony, imitations of the pipe? It is plain, replied he.
There are leſt you ﬅill, ſaid l, the lyre and the harp, as uſcſul for your city,

and there might likewiſe be ſome ſeed for ſhephcrds in the ﬁelds. Thus
reaſon, ſaid he, ſhows us. We then, replied I, do nothing dire, iſ we

prefer Apollo, and Apollo's inﬅruments, to Marſyas, and the inﬅruments
of
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of that eminent muſician. Truly, replied he, we do not appear to do it.
And by the dog, ſaid l, we have unawares cleanſed again our city, which
we ſaid was become luxurious.

And we have wiſely done it, replied he.

Come then, ſaid I, and let us cleanſe what remains; for what concerns
rhythm ſhould be ſuitable to our harmonies; that our citizens purſue not

ſuch rhythms as are diverſiſicd, and have a variety of cadences; but obſerve
what are the rhythms ofa dccent and manly life, and, whilﬅ they obſerve
theſe, make thc foot and the melody ſubſervient to ſentiment of ſuch a
kind; and not the ſentiment ſubſervient to the foot and melody.

But

what theſe rhythms are, is your buſineſs to tell, as you have done the
harmonies. But by Jupiter, replied he, I cannot tell. That there are
three ſpecies of which the notes are compoſed, as there are four in ſounds,
whence the whole oſ harmony, I can ſay, as I have obſerved it: but
which are the imitations of one kind of life, and which of another, l,am

not able to tell. But theſe things, ſaid l, we muﬅ conſider with Damon's
aﬃﬅancc: what notes are ſuitable to illiberality and inſolence, to madneſs
or other ill diſpoſition; and what notes are proper for their oppoſites.
AndI remember, but not diﬅinctly, to have heard him calling a certain

warrior, compoſite, a dactyl, and heroic meaſure; ornamenting him I
do not know how, making him equal above and below, in breadth and
length: and he called one, as I imagine, Iambus, and another Trochazus.
He adapted, beſides, the lengths and ſhortneſſes; and, in ſome of theſe,
I believe, he blamed and commended the meaſure oſ the foot, no leſs
than the numbers themſelves, or ſomething compounded of both; for I
cannot ſpeak of theſe things; becauſe, as I laid, they are to be thrown
upon Damon. To ſpeak diﬅinctly, indeed, on theſe matters, wonld
require no ſmall diſcourſe: do not you think ſo? Not a ſmall one, truly.
But can you determine this, that the propriety or impropriety correſponds

to the good or ill rhythm ? Why not? But, with reſpect to the good or
ill rhythm, the one correſponds to handſome expreſſion, conforming itſelf
to it; and the other to the reverſe. And, in the ſame way, as to the
harmonious, and the diſcordant: ſince the rhythm and harmony are ſubs
ſcrvient to the ſentiment, as we juﬅ now ſaid; and not the ſentiment to
theſe. Theſe, indeed, ſaid he, are to be ſubſervient to the ſentiment.

But what? ſaid I, As to the manner of expreſſion, and as to the ſentiment
2 I 2

itſelf,
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itſelf, muﬅ it not correſpond to the temper of the ſoul? Why not? And all
other things correſpond to the expreſſion. Yes. So that the beauty of expreſ
ſion, ﬁne conſonancy, and propriety,and excellence of numbers, are ſubſer
vient to the good diſpoſition; not that ﬅupidity, which in complaiſant lan
guage we call good temper; but the dianoe'tic part, truly adorned with excel
lent and beautiful manners. By all means, replied he. Muﬅ not theſe things

be always purſued by the youth, iſ they are to mind their buſineſs? They
are indeed to be purſued. But painting too is ſomehow full of theſe things ;
and every other workmanſhip of the kind; and weaving is full of theſe,
and carving, and architecture, and all workmanſhip of every kind of
veſſels: as is moreover the nature of bodies, and of all vegetables: for

in all theſe there is propriety, and impropriety; and the impropriety,
diſcord, and diſſonance, are the ſiﬅers of ill expreſſion, and depraved

manners; and their oppoſites are the ſiﬅers, and imitations, of ſober and
worthy manners.* 'Tis entirely ſo, replied he. Are we then to give
injunctions to the poets alone, and oblige them to work into their poems'
the image of the worthy manners, or not to compoſe at all with us? or
are we to enjoin all other workmen likewiſe; and reﬅrain this ill, un

diſciplined, illiberal, indecent manner, that they exhibit it neither in the
repreſentations of animals, in buildings, nor in any other workmanſhip?
or, that he who is not able 'to do this, be not ſuﬀered to work with us?
leﬅ our guardians, being educated in the midﬅ of ill repreſentations, as
in an ill paſture, by every day plucking and eating much of diﬀerent
things, by little and little contract, imperceptibly, ſome

in their ſoul.

mighty evil

But we muﬅ ſeek for ſuch workmen as are able, by the

help of a good natural genius, to inveﬅigate the nature of the beautiful

and the decent : that our youth, dwelling as it Were in a healthful place,
may be proﬁted on all ſides; whence, from the beautiful Works, ſomething
will be conveyed to the ſight and hearing, as a breeze bringing health from
ſalutary places; imperceptibly leading them on directly from childhood,
to the reſemblance, friendſhip, and harmony with right reaſon. They
ſhould thus, ſaid he, be educated in the moﬅ handſome manner by far.
On theſe accounts therefore, Glauco, ſaid I, is not education in muſic of

the greateﬅ importance, becauſe rhythm and harmony enter in the ﬅrong
eﬅ manner into the inward part of the ſoul, and moſt powerfully aﬀect;
It
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it, introducing at the ſame time decorum, and making every one deccnt
if he is properly educatcd, and the reverſe if he is not? And moreover,
becauſe the man who has here been educated as he ought, perceives in the
quickeﬅ manner whatever workmanſhip is defective, and whatever execu
tion is unhandſome, or whatever productions arc of that kind; and being

diſguﬅed in a proper manner, he will praiſe what is beautiful, rejoicing:
in it; and, receiving it into his ſoul, be nouriſhed by it, and become a

worthy and good man :\ but whatever is baſe, he will in a proper man-ner
deſpiſe, and hate, whilﬅ yet he is young, and before he is able to be a.
partaker of reaſon; and when reaſon comes, ſuch an one as has been thus

educated will embrace it, recogn-izing it perfectly well, from its intimate
familiarity with him. It appears to me, replied he, that education in muſic:

is for the ſake of ſuch things as theſe. Juﬅ as, with reference to letters,
ſaid I, we are then ſuﬃciently inﬅructed when we are not ignorant of
the elements, which are but few in number, wherever they are concerned;

and when we do not deſpiſe them more or leſs as unneceſſary to be ob
ſerved, but by all means endeavour to underﬅand them thoroughly, as it
is impoſſible for us to be literary men till we do thus. True. And if
the images of letters appeared any where, either in water or in mirrors,
ſhould we not know them before we knew the letters themſelves? or does

this belong to the ſame art and ﬅudy? By all means.

Is it indeed then

according as l ſay? that we (hall never become muſicians, neither we
ourſelves, nor thoſe guardians we ſay we are to educate, before we under
ﬅand the images of temperance, fortitude, liberality, and magniﬁcence,
and the other ſiﬅer virtues; and, on the other hand again, the contraries of

theſe, which are every where to be met with; and obſerve them whereſo
ever they are, both the virtues themſelves, and the images of them, and
deſpiſe them neither in ſmall nor in great inﬅances; but letus believe

that this belongs to the (ame art and ﬅudy.
neceſſity for it.

There is, ſaid he, great

Muﬅ not then, ſaid I, the perſon who ſhall have in his

ſoul beautiful manners, and in his appearance whatever is proportionable,

and correſponding to theſe, partaking of the ſame impreſſion, be the moﬅ
beautiful ſpectacle to any one who is able to behold it? Exceedingly ſo.
But what is moﬅ beautiful is moﬅ lovely. Why not? He who is muſical

ſhould ſurely love thoſe men who are moﬅ eminently of this kind; but if
4

one
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one be unharmonious h: ſhall not love him.

He ſhall not, replied he, if

the perſzm be any way dethﬂhe as to his ſoul: iſ indeed it were in his

body, he would bear with it, to as to be willing to nſſoeiate with him.
I underﬅand, ſaid I, that your ſavourites are or here been oſ this kind.
And I agree to it. But tell me this, Is there any communion between

temperance and exceſſive pleaſure? How can there? ſaid he, 'or ſuch
pleaſure cauſes a privation of intellect no leſs than grief. But has it com
munion with any other virtue? lly no means. But what, has it com
munion with inſolence and intemperance? Moﬅ oſ all.

Can you men

tion a greater and more acute pleaſure than that reſpccting venercal con
cerns? I cannot, ſaid he, nor yet one that is more inſane.
int the right
love is_oſ ſuch a nature as to love the beautiful, and the handſome, in a

temperate and a muſical manner. Certainly. Nothing then which is
inſane, or allied toſſintemperanCC, is to approach to a right love. Neither

muſt pleaſure approach to it; nor muﬅ the lover, and the perſon he loves,
have communion with it, where they love and are beloved in a right

manner.

No truly, ſaid he; they muﬅ not, Socrates, approach' to theſe.

Thus then, as appears, you will eﬅabliſh by law, in the city which is

to be eﬅabliſhed, that the lover is to love, to converſe, and aſſociate with
the objects oſ his love, as with his ſon, for the ſake oſ virtue, iſ he gain

the' conſent: and as to every thing beſides, that every one ſo converſe
with him whoſe love he ſolicits, as never to appear to aſſociate for any
thing beyond what is now mentioned; and that otherwiſe he ſhall undergo
the reproach oſ being unmuſical, and unacquainted with the beautiful.
It muﬅ be thus, replied he. Does then, ſaid I, the diſcourſe concerning
muſic ſeem to you to be ﬁniſhed? For it has terminated where it ought

to terminate, as the aﬀairs of muſic ought, ſomehow, to terminate in the
love of the beautiful.

Iagree, ſaid he.

to be educated in gymnaﬅic.

But, after muſic, our youth are

But what? It is ſurely neceſſary that in

this likewiſe they be accurately diſciplined, from their inſaney through the
whole of life.

For the matter, as I imagine, is ſomehow thus: but do

you alſo conſider. For it does not appear to me that whatever body is
ſound, doth, by its own virtue, render the ſoul good; but contrariwiſe,
that a good ſoul, by its virtue, renders the body the beﬅ which is poſſible:

but how does it appear to you? In the ſame manner to me likewiſe,
replied
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If then, when We have ſuﬃciently cultivated the diano'e'tic

part, we ſhall commit to it the accurate management of the couCerns of
the hody; ſhall not we, as We are only laying down models, (that we may
not enlarge) act in a right manner? Entirely ſo. \Ve ſay then, that
they are to abﬅain from intoxication ; for it is more allowable to any, than

to a guardian, to be intoxicated, and not to know where he is.

It were

ridiculous, ſaid he, that the guardian ſhould ﬅand in need oſ a guardian.

But what as to meats? For theſe men are wreﬅlers in the nobleﬅ combat :
are they not? They are. VVould not then the bodily plight of the wreﬅ
lers be proper for ſuch as theſe? Probably. But, ſaid l, it is ofa drowſy
kind, and dubious as to health: or, do you not obſerve, that they ſleep out
their liſe? and, iſ they depart but a little from their appointed diet, ſuch

wreﬅlers become greatly and extremely diſeated. I perceive it. But ſome
more elegant exerciſe, ſaid l, is requiſite for our military wreﬅlers; who,
as dogs, ought to be wakeful, and to ſee, and to hear in the moﬅ acute
manner; and, in their expeditious, to endure many changes oſ water and
oſ food, of heat and oſ cold, that ſo they may not have a dubious ﬅate of

health. To me it appears ſo. Is not then the beﬅ gymnaﬅic a kind of
ſiﬅer to the ſimple muſic, which we a little beſore deſcribed P How do you
ſay? That the gymnaﬅic is to be ſimple and moderate, and oſ that kind
moﬅ eſpecially which pertains to war. Of what kind? Even from Homer,
ſaid l, onc may learn theſe things: for you know, that in their warlike

expeditious, at the entertaininents oſ their heroes, he never ſeaﬅs themſſ
with ﬁſhes, and that even whilﬅ they were by the iea at the Helleſpont,
nor yet with boiled fleſh, but only with roaﬅ, as what ſoldiers can moﬅ
eaſily procure: ſor, in ſhort, one can every where more eaſily make uſe of
ſire, than carry veſſels about. Yes, indeed. Neither does Homer, asl
imagine, any where make mention of ſeaſonings: and this is what the

other wreﬅlers underﬅand, that the body which is to be in good habit
muﬅ abﬅain ſi'om all theſe things. They rightly underﬅand, laid he, and
abﬅain. You do not then, friend, as appears, approve of the Syracuſmn
table, and the Sicilian variety of meats, ſince this other appears toyou to
be right? I do not, as appears. You will likr wiſe diſapprme of a Corin
thian girl, as a miﬅreſs, for thoſe who are to be of a good habit of body.

By all means, truly.
3
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kind, if we compare it to the melody and ſong produced in the panar
monion, and in all rhythms, ſhall not the compariſon be juﬅ? Why not?
And does not the diverſity in that caſe create intemperanee, and here
diſeaſe ? But ſimplicity, as to muſic, creates in the ſoul temperance; and,
as to gymnaﬅic, health in the body. Moﬅ true, ſaid he. And when in

temperance and diſeaſes multiply in the city, ſhall We not have many halls
ofjuﬅice and of medicine opened P And will not the arts of juﬅice and of
medicine be in requeﬅ, when many free perſons ſhall earneﬅly apply to
them P \Vhy not P But can you adduce any greater argument of an ill
and baſe education in a city, than that there ſhould be need of phyſicians
and ſupreme magiﬅrates, and that not only for the contemptible and low
handicrafts, but for thoſe who boaﬅ of having been educated in a liberal
manner? Or, does it not appear to be baſe, and a great ſign of want of

education, to be obliged to obſerve juﬅice pronounced on us by others, as
our maﬅers and judges, and to have no ſenſe of it in ourſelves?

Of all

things, this, replied he, is the moﬅ baſe. And do you not, ſaid I, deem this
to be more baſe ﬅill; when one not only ſpends a great part of life in
courts of juﬅice, as defendant and plaintiﬀ; but, from his ignorance of
the beautiful, imagincs that he becomes renowned for this very thing;
as being dexterous in doing injuﬅice, and able to turn himſelf through all
ſorts of windings, and, uſing every kind of ſubterfuge, thinks to eſcape ſo

as to evade juﬅice; and all this for the ſake of ſmall and contemptible
things ; being ignorant how much better and more handſome it were
ſo to regulate his life as not to ﬅand in need ofa ſleepy judge P This,
replied he, is ﬅill more baſe than the other. And to ﬅand in need of the
medicinal art, ſaid I, not on account of wounds, or ſome incidental epi

demic diﬅempers, but through ſloth, and ſuch a diet as we mentioned,
being ﬁlled with rheums and wind, like lakes; obliging the ſkilful ſons

of AZſculapius to invent new names for diſeaſes, ſuch as dropſies and
catarrhs. Do not you think this abominable? Theſe are truly, replied he,
very new and ﬅrange names of diſeaſes.

Such, ſaid I, as were not, I

imagine, in the days of jEſeulapius: and I conjecture ſo from this, that
when Eurypylus was wounded at Troy, and was getting Pramnian wine

to drink with much ﬂour in it, with the addition of cheeſe; (all which
ſeem
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ſeem to be phlcgmatic,) the ſons of Aiſculapius neither blamed the woman
who preſented it, nor reprehended Patroclus, who had preſented the cure.

And ſurely the potion, ſaid he, is abſurd for one in ſuch a caſe.

No,

ſaid I, if you conſider, that, as they tell us, the deſcendants of Aﬂſculapius

did not, before the days of Heiolicus, practiſe this method of cure now
in uſe, which puts the patient on a regimen: but Herodicus being a
_ teacher of youth, and at the ſame time inſirm in his health, mixing gym

naﬅie and medicine together, he made himſelf moﬅ uneaſy in the ﬁrﬅ
place, and afterwards many others beſides. After what manner? ſaid he.
In procuring to himſelf, laid 1, a lingering death; for, whilﬅ he was
conﬅantly attentive to his diſeaſe, which was mortal, he was not able, as
I imagine, to cure himſelf; though, neglecting every thing beſides, he u as
ſtill uſing medicines; and thus he paſſed his life, ﬅill in the greateﬅ un
eaſineſs if he departed in the leaﬅ from his accuﬅomed diet ; and through
this wiſdom of his, ſtruggling long with death, he arrived at old age.
A mighty reward, ſaid he, he reaped of his art! Such as became one,

ſaid l, who did not underﬅand that it was not from ignorance or inex

perience oſ this method of cure that ſEſculapius did not diſcover it to his
deſcendants; but becauſe he knew that, in all well regulated ﬅates, there
was ſome certain work enjoined every one in the city, which was neceſ

ſary to be done, and that no one wctas to be allowed to have the leiſure of

being ſick through the whole of life, and to be attentive only to the taking
of medicines. This we may pleaſantly obſerve in the caſe of labouring peo
ple; but we do not obſerve it in the caſe of the rich, and ſuch as are

counted happy. How? ſaid he. A ſmith, replied I, when he falls ſick,
thinks it ﬁt to take from the phyſician ſome potion, to throw up his diſ
eaſe, or purge it downwards, or, by means of cauﬅic or amputation, to
be freed from the trouble: but if any one preſcribe for him a long regimen,
putting caps on his head, and other ſuch things, he quickly tells him
that he has not leiſure to lie ſick, not does it avail him. to live in this

manner, attentive to his trouble, and negligent of his proper work; and
ſo, bidding ſuch a phyſician farewell, he returns to his ordinary diet; and,
if he recovers his health, he Continues to manage his own aﬀairs; but if
his body be not able to ſupport the diſeaſe, he dies, and is freed from

troubles.
voL. I.

It ſeems proper, ſaid he, for ſuch an one to uſe the medicinal
2 K
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art in this manner. Is it not, ſaid I, becauſe he has a certain buſineſs,
wlich if he does not perform, it is not for his advantage to live? lt is
plain, replied he.
But the rich man, as we ſay, has no ſuch work
allotted him, from which if he be obliged to refrain, life is not worth

the having.

He is ſurely ſaid at leaﬅ to have none.

For you do not,

ſaid I, attend to what Phocylides ſays ; that one ought ﬅill, whilﬅ there
is life, to practiſe virtue. I think, replied he, we attended to that ſor
merly. Let us by no means, ſaid I, diﬀer from him in this. But let us
inform ourſelves Vihether this exceſſive attention to one's diſeaſe is to be
the buſineſs oſ the rich ; and that liſe is not worth keeping, iſ he does
not give this attention; for that ſuch a liſe is indeed a hinderance of
the mind's application to maſonry and other arts; but, with reſpect to
the exhortation oſ Phocylides, it is no hinderance. Yes, by Jupiter, ſaid
he, it is, and that in the greateﬅ degree when this exceſſive care oſ the

body goes beyond gymnaﬅic.

Neither does it agree with attention to

private oeconomy, or military expeditions, or ſedentary magiﬅracies in the

city.

But what is oſ the greateﬅ moment is, that ſuch application to

health is ill ﬁtted ſor any ſort oſ learning, and inquiry, and ﬅudy, by one's
ſelf, whilﬅ one is perpetually dreading certain pains and ſwimmiugs of

the head, and blaming philoſophy as occaſioning them; ſo that where
there is this attention to health it is a great obﬅacle to the practice of

virtue and improvement in it; for it makes us always imagine that we
are ill, and always complain oſ the body. That is likely, ſaid he. And
ſhall we not ſay that zEſculapius too underﬅood theſe things, when to

perſons of a healthſnl conﬅitution, and ſuch as uſed a wholeſome diet, but
were aﬄicted by ſome particular diſeaſe, to theſe and to ſuch a con
ﬅitution he preſcribed medicine, repelling their diſeaſes by drugs and
inciﬁons, and enjoined them their accuﬅomed diet, that the public might

ſuﬀer no damageP' But he did not attempt, by extenuatiug or nouriſhing
diet, to cure ſuch conﬅitutions as were wholly diſeaſed within; as it
would but aﬀord a long and miſerable liſe to the man himſelf, and the de-,

ſcendants which would ſpring from him would probably be of the ſame
kind: for he did not imagine the man ought to be cured who could not

live in the ordinary courſe, as he would be neither proﬁtable ſſto himſelf

nor to the ﬅate. You make ſEſculapiUs, ſaid he, a politician. It is plain,

6
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ſaid I. And his ſons may ſhow that he was ſo. Or do you not ſee, that
at Troy they excelled in war, and, likewiſe practiſed medicine in the way
l mention? Or do not you remember, that when Menelaus was wounded
by Pandarus, they
_ Waſh'd oﬀ the blood, and ſoft'ning drugs applied ?

But, as to what was neceſſary for him tſſo eat or drink afterwards, they
preſcribed for him no more than for Eurypylus; deeming external ap
plications ſuﬃcient to heal men, who, before they were wounded, were

healthful and moderate in their diet, whatever mixture they happened to
have drunk at the time. But they judged, that to have a diſeaſed con
ﬅitution, and to live an intemperate life, was neither proﬁtable to the
men themſelves nor to others; and that their art ought not to be em
ployed on theſe, nor to miniﬅer to them, not even though they were

richer than Midas. You make, ſaid he, the ſons of Eſculapius truly in
genious. It is proper, replied I; though in oppoﬁtion to us the writers
of tragedy, and Pindar, call indeed Eſculapius the ſon of Apollo, but thy
that he was prevailed on by gold to undertake the cure of a rich man, who
was already in a deadly ﬅate; for which, truly, he was even ﬅruck with

a thunderbolt : but we, agreeably to what has been formerly ﬁrid, will not
believe them as to both theſe things; but will aver, that iſ he was the ſon
of the God, he was not given to ﬁlthy lucre; or, if he were given to
ﬁlthy lucre, he was not a ſon of the God. Theſe things, ſaid he, are

moﬅ right. But what do you fay, Socrates, as to this? Is it not neceſſary
to provide good phyſicians for the ﬅate ? and muﬅ not theſe, moﬅ likely,
be ſuch who have been converſant with the greateﬅ number of healthy

and of ſickly people ? and theſe, in like manner, be the beﬅ judges, who
have been converſant with all ſorts of diſpoſitions?

I mean now, ſaid I,

thoſe who are very good.

But do you know whom I deem to be ſuch?

Ifyou tell me, replied he.

I ſhall endeavour to do it, ſaid I; but you

inquire in one queﬅion about two diﬀerent things. As how? ſaid he.
Phyſicians, replied I, would become moﬅ expert, iſ, beginning from their
infancy, they would, in learning the art, be converſant with the greateﬅ
number of bodies, and theſe the moﬅ ſickly; and laboured themſelves
2K 2
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under "all mannu of diſeaſes, and by natural conﬅitntion were not quite
healthful ; for it is not by the body, l imagine, that they cure the body;
(elſe their own bodies could at no time be admitted to be of an ill con
ﬅitution,) but they Cure the body by the ſoul; which, whilﬅ it is of an
ill conﬅitution, is not capable to perform well any cure. Right, ſaid he.

But the judge, friend, governs the ſoul by the ſoul; which, if from its
childhood it has been educated with depraved ſouls, has been converſant
with them, and has itſelf done all manner of evil, it is not able to come
out from among them, ſo as aecurately, by itſelf, to judge of the evils of

others, as happens in the diſeaſes of the body; but it muﬅ in its youth
'be unexperienced and unpollnted with evil manners, if it means to be good

and beautiful itſelf, and to judge ſoundly of what is juﬅ. And hence the
virtuous in their youth appear ſimple, and eaſily deceived by the unjuﬅ,
as they have not within themſelves diſpoſitions ſimilar to thoſe of the
wicked. And ſurely this at leaﬅ, ſaid he, they do often ſuﬀer extremely.
For which reaſon, ſaid I, the good judge is not to be a young man, but an

old, having been late in learning wickedneſs, what it is; perceiving it not
I'as a kindred poﬅeﬃon, reſiding in his own ſoul, but as a foreign one, in
the ſouls of others, which he has for a long time ﬅudied, and has under
ﬅood what ſort of an evil it is, by tliC help of ſcience rather than by pro
per experience. Such an one, ſaid he, is like to be the moﬅ noble judge.
And likewiſe a good one, ſaid I; which was what you required.

For 'ne

who has a good ſoul is good. But the other notable and ſuſpicious
man, who has committed much of iniquity himſelf, when indeed he con
verſes with his like, being thought to be ſubtle and wiſe, he appears a
notable man, being extremely cautious, having an-eye to thoſe models
which he has within himſelf; but when he approaches the good, and the
more aged, he appears fooliſh, ſuſpicious out of ſeaſon, and ignorant of
intcgrity of manners, as having within no models of ſuch a kind: but
however, being more frequently converſant with the wicked than with
the wiſe, he appears, both to himſelf and others, to be more wiſe, rather

than more ignorant.

This, ſaid he, is perfectly true.

We muﬅ not,

therefore, ſaid I, look for ſuch an one to be a wiſe and good judge, but
the former one; for indeed vice can never at all know both itſelf and

virtue.

But virtue, where the temper is inﬅructed by time, ſhall attain
3
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to the knowledge of both itſelf and depravity.

This one, then,

and not the wicked, as it appears to me, is the wiſe man.
I, replied he, am of the ſame opinion.

Arid

Will you not then eﬅabliſh

in the city ſuch a method of medicine as we have mentioned, along with

ſuch a method of judieature as ſhall carefully preſerve for you thoſe of
your citizens who are naturally well diſpoſed both in mind and in body?
and with reſpect to thoſe who are otherwiſe, ſuch as are ſo in their bodies,

they ſhall ſuﬀer to die ; but ſuch as are of an evil nature, and incurable

with reſpect to their ſoul, theſe they ſhall themſelves put to death? This,
ſaid he, has appeared to be beﬅ, both for thoſe who ſuﬀer it and for the
city. .Aud it is plain, ſaid I, that your youth will be afraid of needing this
juﬅiciary, whilﬅ they are employed in that ſimple muſic, which, we ſay,

generates temperance.

Why will they not? ſaid he.

And. according to

the very ſame ﬅeps of reaſoning, the muſician who is willing to purſue
gymnaﬅic, will chooſe to do it ſo as not to require any medicine unleſs
there be neceſſity. It appears ſo to'me. And he will perform his exerciſes,

and his labours, rather looking to the iraſcible part of his nature, and
exciting it by labo'ur, than to ﬅrength; and not as the other wreﬅlers,

who eat and drink and engage in labours for the ſake of bodily ﬅrength.
Moﬅ right, ſaid he.

Why then, ſaid I, Glauco, they who propoſe to

'teach muſic and gymnaﬅic, propoſe theſe things, not, for what ſome
imagine, to cure the body by the one, and the ſoul by the other. What
then? replied he. They ſeem, ſaid I, to propoſe them both chieﬂy on
the ſoul's account. As how? Do not you perceive, ſaid I, how thoſe are
aﬀected as to their dianoEtic part, who have all their life been converſant'

with gymnaﬅic, but have never applied to muſic? or howct thoſe are
aﬀected who have lived in a method the reverſe of this?

What, ſaid he,

do you ſpeak of?

Of ruﬅicity, ſaid I, and ſierceneſs, and again of ſoft

neſs and mildneſs.

l know, ſaid he, that thoſe who apply themſelves

immoderately to gymnaﬅic, become more ruﬅic than is proper; and thoſe'

again who attend to muſic alone, are more ſoft than' is becoming for them.

to be.

And ſurely, ſaid l, this ruﬅicity, at leaﬅ, may impart an iraſcibilit'y

of nature, and, when rightly diſciplined, may become fortitude; but, when
carried further than is becoming, may, as is likely, be bothxmore ﬁerce and- ,

troubleſome.

So it appears to me, ſaid he.

But What? does not the
philoſophiC'
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philoſophic temper partake of the mild ? And when this diſpoſition is carried
too far, may it not prove more ſoft than is becoming; but, when rightly

diſciplined, be really mild and comely?

Theſe things are ſo.

that our guardians ought to have both theſe diſpoſitions.

But we ſay
They ought.

Ought not then theſe to be adapted to one another? Why not ? And the
ſoul in which they are thus adapted is temperate and brave. Certainly.
But the ſoul in which they are not adapted, is cowardly and ſavage.
Extremely ſo.

And when one yields up himſelf to be ſoothed with

the charms of muſic, and pours into his ſoul through his ears, as
through a pipe, thoſe we denominated the ſoft, eﬀeminatc, and plaintive

harmonies, and ſpends the whole of his life chanting and raviſhed
with melody; ſuch an one, at the ﬁrﬅ, if he has any thing iraſci'ble,

ſoftens it like iron, and, from being uſeleſs and fierce, renders it
profitable.

But when ﬅill perſiﬅing he does not deſiﬅ, but inchants his

ſoul, after this, it melts and diſſolves him, till it liqueﬁes his anger, and
cuts out, as it were, the nerves of his ſoul, and renders him an eﬀeminate
warrior. It is certainly ſo indeed, ſaid he. But if, ſaid 1, he had from the

beginning a temper void of ifaſcibility, this he quickly eﬀectuates; but, if
iraſcible, it renders the mind weak, and eaſily turned, ſo as inﬅantly to be

enraged at triﬂes, and again the rage is extinguiſhed: ſo that, from being
iraſcible, they become outrageous and paſſ'onate, and full of the moroſe

So indeed it happens. But what now? If one labour much in gymnaﬅic,
and feaﬅ extremely well, but apply not to muſic and philoſophy; ſhall
he not, in the ﬁrﬅ place, having his body in a good condition, be ﬁlled with
prudence and courage, and become more brave than he was before? Cer

tainly ſo. But what, when he does nothing elſe; nor participates in any
thing which is muſic-like, though there were any love of learning in his
ſoul, as it neither taﬅes of any ﬅudy, nor bears a ſhare in any inquiry nor
reaſoning, noctr any thing beſides which is muſical, muﬅ it not become
feeble, and deaf, and blind, as his perceptions are neither awakened, nor
nouriſhed, nor reﬁned? Juﬅ ſo.

Such an one then becomes, as I imagine,

a reaſon-hater, and unmuſical; and by no means can be perſuaded to any
thing by reaſoning, but is carried to every thing by force and ſavagcneſs,

as a wild beaﬅ; and thus he lives in ignorance and barbarity, out of mea
ſure, and unpoliſhed.

It is, ſaid he, entirely ſo.

Correſponding then to

theſe
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theſe two tempers, I would ſay, that ſome God, as appears, has given men
two arts, thoſe of muſic and gymnaﬅic, in reference to the iraſcible and the
philoſophic temper; not for the ſoul and body, otherwiſe than as a by-work,
but for that other pUrpoſe, that thoſe tWO tempers might be adapted to one
another; being ﬅretched and ſlacke-ned as far as is ﬁt. So indeed it appears

Whoever then ſhall in the moﬅ handſome manner mingle gymnaﬅic with
muſic, and have theſe in the juﬅeﬅ meaſure in his ſoul, him we ſhall moﬅ

properly call the moﬅ completely muſical, and of the beﬅ harmony; far
more than the man who adjuﬅs to one another muſical ﬅrings.
reaſonably, ſaid he, Socrates.

Moﬅ

Shall we not then, Glauco, always have need

oſ ſuch a preſident for our ﬅate, if our' government is to be preſerved?
We ſhall moﬅ eſpecially have need of this. Thoſe then may be the
models of education and diſcipline.

For why ſhould one go oyer the

dances, the huntings of wild beaﬅs, both with dogs and with nets, the

wreﬅlings and the horſevraces proper for ſuch perſons? for it is nearly

manifeﬅ that theſe naturally follow of courſe, and it is no diﬃcult matter
to ﬁnd them. lt is indeed, ſaid he, not diﬃcult. Be it ſo, ſaid I. But
what follows next? What was next to be determined by us. \Vas it,
which of theſe ſhall govern, and be governed ? What elſe? Is it not plain

that the elder ought to be governors, anl the younger to be the governed?
It is plain. And is it not likewiſe plain, that the beﬅ of them are to

govern? This too is plain.

But are not the heﬅ huſbandmen the moﬅ'

aﬃduous in agriculture? They are. If now our guardians are the beﬅ,
will they not be moﬅ vigilant over the city? They will. Muﬅ we not
for this purpoſe make them prudent, and able, and careful likewiſe of the
city? \Ve muﬅ do lb. But one would ſeem to be moﬅ careful of that
which he happens to love. Undoubtedly. And one ſhall moﬅ eſpecially
love that to which he thinks the ſame things are proﬁtable which are ſo
to himſelf, and with whoſe good eﬅate he thinks his own connected; and

where he is of a c >ntrary opinirzn, he will be contrariwiſe aﬀected. juﬅ
ſo. We muﬅ choole [lCl] from the other guardians ſuch men as ſhall
moﬅ of all others appear to us, on obſervation, to do with the greateﬅ
cheerfulnels, [ill'OU__,'ﬂ the whole of life, whatever they think advantageous

for the ﬅa e, anl whit ;pp:ars to be dlſildvantageous they will not do by
any means.

Theſe are me nzoﬅ proper ſaul he.

lr truly appears to me,

that
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that they ought to be obſerved through every ﬅage of their life, if they be
tenacious of this opinion, ſo as that neither fraud nor'force make them

incmiſiderately throw out this opinion, that they ought to do what is beﬅ for
the ﬅate. What throwing out do you mean P ſaid he. I will tell you, ſaid
I.

An opinion ſeems to me to depart from the diano'e'tic part voluntarily or

involuntarily.

A falſe opinion departs voluntarily from him who unlearns

it; but every true opinion departs involuntarily.

The caſe of the volun

tary one, replied he, l underﬅand; but that of the involuntary I want to
learn. What now ? Do not you think, ſaid I, that men are involuntarily

deprived of good things; but voluntarily of evil things? Or, is it not an
evil to deviate from the truth, and a good to form true opinion? Or, does
it not appear to you, that to conceive of things as they really are, is to

form true opinion? You ſay rightly indeed, replied he.
me to be deprived unwillingly of true opinion.

They do ſeem to

Do they not then ſuﬀer

this, either in the ſiway of theft, enchantment, or force? I do not now, ſaid
he, under-ﬅand you.

l ſeem, ſaid l, to ſpeak theatrically.

But, I ſay,

thoſe have their opinions ﬅolen away, who are perſuaded to change their
opinions, and alſo thoſe who forget them; in the one caſe, they are imper

ceptibly taken away by time, and in the other by reaſoning. Do you now
underﬅand in any meaſure? Yes. And thoſe, I ſay, have their opinions
forced from them, whom grief or agOny obliges to Change them. This,
ſaid he, I underﬅand, and you ſay right. And thoſe, l imagine, you will
ſay, are inchanted out of their opinions, who change them, being be
witched by pleaſure, or ſeduced by fear, being afraid of ſomething.

It

ſeems, ſaid he, that every thing magically beguilcs which deceives us.
That then which I was now mentioning muﬅ be tought ſor: who are the
beﬅ guardians of this opinion; that that is to be done which is beﬅ for
the ﬅate: and they muﬅ be obſerved immediately from their chilohood,
ſetting before them ſuch pieces of work in which they may moﬅ readily for
get a thing of this kind, and be deludetl ; and he who is mindful, and hard to

be deluded, is to be choſen, and he who is otherwiſe is to be rejected.

it not ſo? Yes.

ls

And we muſt appoint them trials of labours and of pains,

in which we muﬅ obſerve the lame things.

Right, ſaid he.

Muﬅ we

not, ſaid l, appoint them a third conteﬅ, that of the mountebank kind;

and obſerve them as thoſe do, who, when they lead on young horſes againﬅ
noiſes
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noiſes and tumults, obſerve whether they are ſrightened? So muﬅ they,
whilſt young, be led into dreadful things, and again be thrown into plea

ſures, trying them more than gold in the ﬁre, whether one is hard to be
beguiled with mountebank tricks, and appear compoſed amidﬅ all, being a
good guardian of himſelf, and of that muſic which he learned, ſhowing
himſelf in all theſe things to be in juﬅ meaſure and harmony. Being of
ſuch a kind as this, he would truly be of the greateﬅ advantage both to
himſelf and to the ﬅate. And the man who in childhood, in youth, and
in manhood, has been thus tried, and has come out pure, is to be appointed

governor and guardian of the ﬅate; and honours are to be paid him whilﬅ
alive, and when dead he ſhould receive the higheﬅ rewards of public fune- i
ral and other memorials. And he who is not ſuch an one is to be rejected.
Of ſuch a kind, Glauco, ſaid l, as it appears to me, is to be the choice and
eﬅabliſhmcnt of our governors and guardians, as in a ſketch, and not accu
rately. And l, ſaid he, am of the ſame opinion. Is it not then truly moﬅ
juﬅ, to call theſe the moﬅ complete guardians, both with reference to
enemies abroad, and to friends at home; ſo as that the one ſhall not have

the will, nor the other have the power to do any miſchief? And the youth
(whom we now called guardians) will be allies and auxiliaries to the decrees
of the governors. I imagine ſo, replied he. What now, ſaid I, may be
the contrivance of thoſe lies, which are made on occaſion, and of which we
were lately laying that it is a moﬅ generous part, in making lies, to perſuade
the governors themſelves moﬅ eſpecially; or, if not theſe, the reﬅ of the

ﬅate P What ſort do you mean P Nothing new, ſaid I, but ſomewhat
Phoenician, which has frequently happened heretoſore, as the poets tell us,
and have perſuaded us, but has not happened in our times, nor do I know

if ever it ſhall happen: to perſuade one of it ſurely requires a ſubtile per
ſuaſion. How like you are, ſaid he, to one who is averſe to ſpeak! I ſhall
appear, ſaid I, to be averſe with very good reaſon, aſter I tell it.

ſisid he, and do not fear.

Speak,

I ſpeak then, though I know not with what

courage, and uſing what expreſiions, I ſhall tell it. And I ſhall attempt,
firﬅ of all, to perſuade the governors themſelves, and the ſoldiers, and after- ,
wards the reﬅ of the ﬅate, that, whatever We educated and inﬅructed them

in, all theſe particulars ſeemed to happen to them and to befall them as
dreams *,but that they were in truth at that time formed and educated within
v0L. I.
2 I.
the
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the earth ; both they themſelves, and their armour and their other uten
ſlls, being there likewiſe fabricated. And after they were completely
faſhioned, that the earth, who is their mother, brought them forth; and
now they ought to be aﬀected towards the country where they are, as to
their mother and nurſe; to defend her, if any invude her ; and to conſider

the reﬅ of the citizens as being their brothers, and ſprung from their
mother earth. It was not without reaſon, ſaid he, that ſome time ſince
you was aſhamed to tell this falſehood.

I had truly reaſon, ſaid I.

But

hear however the reﬅ of the fable. All of you now in the ﬅate are
brothers (as we ſhall tell them in way of fable); but the God, when he
formed you, mixed gold in the formation of ſuch of you as are able to
govern; therefore are they the moﬅ honourable. And ſilver, in ſuch as
are auxiliaries; and iron and braſs in the huſbandmen and other handi

crafts. As you are all of the ſame kind, you for the moﬅ part reſemble
one another: and*it ſometimes happens, that of the gold is generated the
ſilver, and of the ſilver there is a golden deſcendant; and thus every diﬀer.

ent way are they generated of one another.

The God gives in charge,

ﬁrﬅ of all, and chieﬁy to the governors, that of nothing are they to be ſo

good guardians, nor are they ſo ﬅrongly to keep watch over any thing, as
over their children; to know what of thoſe principles is mixed in their

ſouls; and if their deſcendant ſhall be of the brazen or iron kind, they ſhall
by no means have compaſſion; but, aﬃgning him honour proportioned to
his natural temper, they ſhall puſh him down to the craftſmen or huſband

men. And if again any from among theſe ſhall be born of a golden or
ſilver kind, they ſhall pay them honour, and prefer them; thoſe to the
guardianſhip, and theſe to the auxiliary rank: it being pronounced by the
oracle, that the ﬅate is then to periſh when iron or braſs ſhall have the
guardianſhip of it. Have you now any contrivance to perſuade them of

this fable? None, ſaid he, to perſuade theſe men themſelves; but l can
contrive how that their ſons and poﬅerity, and all mankind afterwards,
ſhall believe it. Even this,.ſaid l, would do well towards making them
more concerned about the ﬅate, and one another; for I almoﬅ underﬅand

what you ſay.

And this truly will lead the ſame way as the oracle.

But

let us, having armed theſe earth-born ſons, lead them forwards under their

leaders; and when they are come into the city, let them conſider where
it
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it is beﬅ 'to place their camp. ſo as beﬅ to keep in order thoſe who are
within, if any one ſhould want to diſobey the laws; and likewiſe defend

againﬅ thoſe without, if any enemy, as a wolf, ſhould come upon the fold.
And when they have marked out their camp, and performed ſacriﬁces to
the proper divinities, let them erect their tents: or, how are they to do?

Juﬅ ſo, ſaid he. Shall they not be ſuch as may be ſuﬃcient to defend them,
both from winter and ſummer? Why not? for you ſeem, ſaid he, to mean

houſes.

Yes, ſaid I, but military ones; not ſuch as are coﬅly.

What do

you ſay, replied he, is the difference between the one and the other? I
will endeavour, ſaid I, to tell you; for, of all things, it is the moﬅ dread
ful, and the moﬅ ſhameful to ſhepherds, to breed ſuch kind of dogs, and
in ſuch a manner, as auxiliaries of the flocks, as either through intemper
ance or famine, or ſome other ill diſpoſition, the dogsthemſelves ſhould

attempt to hurt the ſheep; and, inﬅead of dogs, reſemble wolves.

That

is dreadful, ſaid he, why is it not ? Muﬅ we not then, byoall means, take

care leﬅ our allies do ſuch a thing towards our citizens, as they are more
powerful; and, inﬅead of generous allies, reſemble ſavage lords? \Ve muﬅ
take care, ſaid he. Would they not be prepared, as to the greateﬅ part
of the care, if they were really well educated? But they are ſo at leaﬅ,

replied he. And I ſaid: That is not proper to be confidently aﬃrmed,
friend Glauco; but that is proper which we were now ſaying, that they
ought to have good education, whatever it is, if they areto have what is

of the greateﬅ conſequence towards rendering them mild, both among
themſelves and towards thoſe who are guarded by them. Very right,
ſaid he. Beſides then this education, any one of underﬅanding would ſay,

that their houſes, and all their other ſubﬅance, ought to be ſo contrived,
as not to hinder their guardians from being the very 'beﬅ of man, and not

to ﬅir them up to injure the other citizens.

And he will ſay true.

lf

then they intend to be ſuch, conſider, ſaid l, whether they ought to live
and dwell in ſome ſuch manner as this: Firﬅ, then, let none poſſeſs any

ſubﬅance privately, unleſs there be the greateﬅ neceſſity for it: next, let
none have any dwelling, or ﬅore-houſe, into which whoever inclinesi may

not enter: as for neceſſaries, let them be ſuch as temperate and brave
warriors may require; and as they are inﬅitutetl by the other citizens, let

them receive ſuch a reward of their guardianſhip, as to have neither over
2 L 2
plus
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plus not deﬁciency at the year's end.

Let them have public meals, as in

encampments, and live in common. They muﬅ be told, that they have from
the Gods a divine gold and ſilver at all times in their ſouls ; and have no

need of the human. And that it were profane to pollute the poſſeﬃon of
the divine kind, by mixing it with the poſſeﬃon of this mortal gold;

becauſe the money of the Vulgar has produced many impious deeds, but
that of theſe men is incorruptible. And of all the men in the city, they alone

are not allowed to handle or touch gold and ſilver; nor to bring it under
their roof; nor carry it about with them; nor to drink out of ſilver or

gold: and that thus they are to preſerve themſelves and the ﬅate.

But

whenever they ſhall poſſeſs lands, and houſes, and money, in a private way,
they ſhall become ﬅewards and farmers inﬅead of guardians, hateful lords
inﬅead of allies to the other citizens: hating and being hated, plotting and
being plotted againﬅ, they ſhall paſs the whole of their life ; much oftener

and more afraidqof the enemies from within than from without, they and
the reﬅ of the ﬅate haﬅening ſpeedily to deﬅruction. For all which
reaſons, ſaid I, let us aﬃrm, that our guardians are thus to be conﬅituted

with reference both to their houſes and to other things. And let us
ſettle theſe things by law. Shall we? By all means, ſaid Glauco.

THE END OF THE THIRD BOOK.
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IV.

ADIMANTUS hereupon replying, What now, Socrates, ſaid he, will

you ſay in your own defence, if one ſhall ſay that you do not make theſe
men very happy? for, though it is owing to theſe men that the city really
exiﬅs, yet they enjoy no advantage in the city, ſuch as others do who
poſſeſs lands, build beautiful and large houſes, purchaſe ſuitable furniture,

oﬀer ſacriﬁces at their own expeuſe, give public entertainments to ﬅran
gers, and poſſeſs what you was now mentioning, gold and ſilver, and every

thing which is reckoned to contribute towards the rendering men happy.

But one may readily ſay, that, like hired auxiliaries, they ſeem to poſſeſs
nothing in the city but the employment of keeping guard. Yes, ſaid I;
and that too only for their maintenance, without receiving, as all others
do, any reward beſides. So that they are not allowed ſo much as to travel
privately any where abroad, though they ſhould incline to it; nor to

beﬅow money on others, nor to ſpend it in ſuch other methods as thoſe do
who are counted happy. Theſe and many ſuch things you leave out of
the accuſation. But let theſe things too, ſaid he, be charged againﬅ them.
You aſk then, what we ſhall ſay in our defence? ldo. Whilﬅ we go
on in the ſame road, we ſhall ﬁnd, as I imagine, what may be ſaid: for

we ſhall ſay, that it were nothing ﬅrange if theſe men, even in theſe
circumﬅances, ſhould be the happieﬅ poﬃble. Yet it was not with an eye

to this tlnt we eﬅabliſhed the city; to have any one tribe in it remarkably
happy beyond the reﬅ; but that the whole city might be in the happieﬅ

condition ; for we judged, that in ſuch an one we ſhould moﬅ eſpecially
ﬁnd juﬅice, and injuﬅice in the city the worﬅ eſtabliſhed : and that, upon
thoroughly examining theſe, we ſhould determine what we have for ſome

time been in ſearch of.

Now then, as I imagine, we are forming a happy

ﬅate,
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ſtate, not ſelecting ſome few perſons to make them alone happy; but arc
eﬅabliſhing the univerſal happineſs of the whole : and we ſhall next
conſider a ﬅate which is the reverſe. As if then we were painting human
ﬁgures, and one approaching ſhould blame us, ſaying, that we do not place
the moﬅ beautiful colours on the moﬅ beautiful parts of the creature ; for
that the eyes, the moﬅ beautiful part, wer'c not painted with purple, but
with black ; ſhould we not ſeem to apologize ſuﬃciently to him, by ſaying,
VVonderful critic! do not imagine that we ought to paint the eyes beau
tiful, in ſuch a way as that they would not appear to be eyes ; and ſo with
reference to all other parts. But conſider, whether, in giving each parti
cular part its due, we make the whole beautiful. And ſo now, do not
oblige us to confer ſuch a happineſs on our guardians as ſhall make them
any thing rather than guardians : for we know too, how to array the

huſbandmen in rich and coﬅly _r0bes, and to enjoin them to cultivate the
ground only with a view to pleaſure ; and in like manner, thoſe who
make earthen ware, to lie at their eaſe by the ﬁre, to drink and feaﬅ,
neglecting the wheel, and working only ſo much as they incline: and we
know how to confer a felicity of this nature on every individual, in order
to render the whole ﬅate happy. But do not adviſe us to act after this
manner ; ſince, if we obey you, neither would the huſbandman really be a
huſbandman, nor the potter be a potter ; nor would any other really be of
any of thoſe profeſſions of which the city is compoſed. But, as to others,
it is of leſs conſequence; for, when ſhoemakers become bad, and are de

generate, and profeſs to be ſhoemakers when they are not, no great miſo'
chief happens to the ﬅate : but when the guardians of the law and of the

ﬅate are not ſo in reality; but only in appearance, you ſee how they
entirely deſ] roy the whole conﬅitution ; if they alone ſhall have the privi
lege of an aﬄuent and happy life. If We then are for appointing men v.-ho

ſhall be really guardians of thc city, the leaﬅ of all hurtful to it ; and he
who makes the objection is for having them rather as certain ſarmcrs, and
as in a feﬅival-meeting, not in a city, certain public entertainers, indulging
in jollity, he muﬅ mean ſomething elſe than a city: we muﬅ then conſider

whether we eſtabliſh guardians with this view, that they may have the
greateﬅ happineſs ; or if we eﬅabliſh them with a view to the happineſs of

the whole city, let us ſee whether this takes place; and let us oblige 'theſe
allic's
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allies and guardians to do this, and we muﬅ perſuade them they ſhall thus
become the beﬅ perſormers of their own particular work; and we muﬅ

act towards all others in the ſame manner.

And thus the whole city being

increaſed, and well conﬅituted, let us allow the ſeveral tribes to participate

of happineſs as their natures admit. You ſeem to me, ſaid he, to ſay well.
Shall I appear to you, ſaid I, to ſpeak right in what is akin to this? What
is that? Conſider whether other artiﬁcers are corrupted by theſe things,
ſo as to be made bad workmen. What things do you mean? Riches,
ſaid I, and poverty.

As how?

rich, ſeem ﬅill to mind his art?

Thus: Does the potter, after he becomes

By no means, ſaid he.

But will he not

become more idle and careleſi: than formerly? Much more ſo. Shall he
not then become a more u-iſkilſul porter? Much more ſo, likewiſe, ſaid
he. And ſurely, being unable through poverty to furniſh himſelf with tools,
or any thing elſe requiſite to his art, his workmanſhip ſhall be more imper
fectly executed, and his ſons, or thoſe others whom he inﬅructs, ſhall be

inferior artiﬅx. How ſhould they not? Through both theſe, now, poverty
and riches, the workmanſhip in the arts is rendered leſs perfect, and the
artiﬅs themſelves become leſs expert. It appears ſo. We have then, it
ſeems, diſcovered other things, which our guardians muſt by all means
watch againﬅ, that they may in no reſpect eſcape their notice, and ﬅeal into
the city. What kind oſ things are theſe? Riches, ſaid I, and poverty:
as the one is productive oſ luxury, idleneſs, and a love oſ novelty; and the

other, beſides a love of novelty, is illiberal, and productive ofmiſchieſ. They
are entirely ſo, ſaid he. But conſider this, Socrates. How ſhall our city be

able to engage in war, ſince ſhe is poſſeſſed oſ no money, eſpecially if ſhe be
obliged to wage war againﬅ a great and opulent ﬅate? It is plain, ſaid I, that
to ﬁght againſt one of this kind is ſomewhat diﬃcult; but to ﬁght againﬅ

two is a more eaſy matter. How ſay you P replied he. Firﬅ oſall, now, ſaid
I, iſ they have at all occaſion to ſight, will they not, being expert in the
art oſ war, ﬁght againﬅ rich men? They will, ſaid he. What then,
ſaid l, Adimantus, do not you think that one boxerſi, who is ﬁtted out in
the beﬅ manner poſſible for this exerciſe, is eaſily able to ſight againﬅ two
who are not expert boxers, but, on the contrary, are rich and unwieldy?

He would not perhaps eaſily ſight with both at once, ſaid he. &Vould he
not, ſaid I, though he had it in his power to retire a little, and then turn
on
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on the one who ſhould be the ſurtheﬅ advanced towards him, and ﬅrike
him, and by doing this frequently in the ſun and heat? Might not a per

ſon of this kind eaſily defeat many ſuch as theſe? Certainly, ſaid he; that
would be no great wonder. But do not you think that the rich have more
knowledge and eXperience of boxing than of the military art? I do, ſaid
he.

Eaſily then, as it plainly appears, Will our athletics combat with

double and triple their number. I will agree with you, ſaid he ; for you
ſeem to me to ſay right. But what if they ſhould ſend an embaſſy to an
other ﬅate, informing them of the true ſituation of the aﬀair, telling them,
We make no uſe of gold or ſilver, neither is it lawful for us to uſe them,
but with you it is lawful; if then you become our allies in the war, you
will receive the ſpoils of all the other ﬅates: do you imagine that any,

on hearing theſe things, would chooſe to ﬁght againﬅ ﬅrong and reſolute
dogs, rather than in alliance with the dogs to ﬁght againﬅ fat and tender
ſheep i I do not think it; but, if the riches of others be amaſſed into one

ﬅate, ſee that it does not endanger that which is poor. You are happy,
ſaid l, that you imagine any other deſerves to be called a ﬅate beſides ſuch

an one as we have eﬅabliſhed.

Wh-y not? ſaid he. We muﬅ give others,

ſaid I, a more magniﬁcent appellation; for each of them conſiﬅs of many
ﬅates, and is not one, as is ſaid in way of irony: for there are always in

them two parties at war with each other, the poor and the rich ; and in
each of theſe again there are very many: to which if you apply as to
one, you are miﬅaken entirely; but if, as to many, you put one part in
poſſeﬅion of the goods and power of another, or even deliver up the one to
the other, you ſhall always have the many for your allies, and the few for
enemies; and, ſo long as your ﬅate ſhall continue tcmperatcly, as now
eﬅabliſhed, it ſhall be the greateﬅ. I do not ſay it ſhall be accounted ſo,
but ſhall be really the greateﬅ, though its defenders were no more than
one thouſand; for one ﬅate ſO great you will not eaſily ﬁnd, either
among the Greeks or Barbarians, but many which are accounted many

times larger than ſuch an one as this. Are you ofa diﬀerent opinion ? No,
truly, ſaid he. Might nct this, then, ſaid I, be the beﬅ mark for our
rulers how large to make the city, and what extent of ground to mark
oﬀ for it in proportion to its bulk, without attending to any thing ſur

ther? What mark P ſaid he. I imagine, ſaid I, this : So long as the city,
4
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on ltS increaſe, continues to be one, ſo long it may be increaſed, but not

beyond it. Very right, ſaid he. Shall we not then lay this further in
junction on our guardians, to take care by all means that the city be nei
ther ſmall nor great, but oſ moderate extent, and be one city P We ſhall
probably, ſaid he, enjoin them a triﬁing aﬀair. A more triﬂing aﬀair ﬅill
than this, ſaid l, is that we mentioned above, When we obſerved, that iſ

any deſcendant of the guardians be depraved, he ought to be diſmiſſed to
the other claſſes; and iſ any deſcendant of the others be worthy, he is to
be raiſed to the rank oſ the gnardians; and this was intended to ſhow

that all the other citizens ought to apply themſelves each to that particu
lar art for which he has a natural genius, that ſo every one minding his
own proper Work may not be many, but be one; and ſo likewiſe the
whole ﬅate may become one, and not be many. This indeed, ſaid he, is
ﬅill a more triﬂing matter than the other. We do not here, ſaid l, good
Adimantus, as one may imagine, enjoin them many and great matters,
but ſuch as are all triﬂing, if they take care oſ one grand point, as the

ſaying is, or rather that which is ſuﬃcient in place of the grand.

What

is that? ſaid hC- EducatiQn, ſaid I, and nurture; for iſ, being well edu
cated, they become temperate men, they will eaſily ſee through all theſe

things, and ſuch other things as We omit at preſent, reſpecting women,
marriages, and the 'propagation of the ſpecies. For theſe things ought
all, aecordingto the proverb, to be made entirely common among friends.
That, ſaid he, would be moﬅ right. And ſurely, ſaid I, if once a re

public is ſet a-going, it proceeds happily, increaſing as a circle.

And

whilﬅ good education and nnrture are preſerved, they produce good ge

niuses; and good geniuses, partaking oſ ſuch education, produce ﬅill
better than the ſormer, as well in other reſpects as with reference to pro

pagation, as in the caſe of other animals. lt is likely, ſaid he. To ſpeak
then brieﬂy, this the guardians of the ﬅate muﬅ oppoſe, that it may not,
eſcaping, their notice, hurt the conﬅitution; nay, above all things, they

muﬅ guard againﬅ this, not to make any innovations in gymnaﬅic and
muſic, contrary to the eﬅabliſhed order oſ the ﬅate, but to maintain this
order as much as poﬃble; being afraid leﬅ, whilﬅ a man adopts that poetical
expreſſion,
...... Men moﬅ admire that ſong,
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Which moſt partakes of novelty,
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one ſhould frequently imagine, that the poct means not new ſongs, but a
new method of the ſong, and ſhould commend this. Such a thing is nei
ther to be Commended nor admitted; for, to receive a new kind of muſic

is to be guarded againﬅ, as endangering the whole of the conﬅitution:
for never are the meaſures of muſic altered without the greateﬅ politic

laws, according to Damon, with whom l agree.

You may place me

likewiſe, ſaid Adimantus, among thoſe who are of that opinion. We
muﬅ erect then, ſaid I, ſome barrier, as would ſeem, ſomewhere here, for

our guardians themſelves, with regard to muſic. A tranſgreſſion here,
ſaid he, eaſily indeed ﬅeals in imperceptibly. It does, ſaid l, in the way
of diverſion, and as productive of no miſchief. For neither indeed does
it produce any other, ſaid he, but that becoming familiar by degrees it in
ſenſibly runs into the manners and purſuits; and from thence, in inter:
Courſe of dealings one with another, it becomes greater; and from this

intercourſe it enters into laws and policies with much impudence, So
crates, till at laﬅ it overturns all things, both private and public. Well,

ſaid I, let it be allowed to be ſo.

It appears ſo to me, replied he. Ought

not then our children, as I ſaid at the beginning, to receive directly from
their infancy an education more agreeable to the laws of the conﬅitution?
becauſe, if their education be ſuch as is contrary to law, and the children
be of ſuch a nature themſelves, it is impoſſible that they ſhould ever
grow up to be worthy men, and obſervant of the laws. NVhy, is it not ?
ſaid he. But when handſome amuſements are appointed them from their
infancy, and when, by means of the muſic, they embrace that amuſement

which is according to law (contrariwiſe to thoſe others), this muſic at
tends them in every thing elſe, and grows with them, and raiſes up in

the city whatever formerly was fallen down. lt is true, indeed, ſaid-he.
And theſe men, ſaid I, diſcover thoſe eﬅabliſhments which appear trilling,

and which thoſe others deﬅroyed altogether.

\Vhat eﬅabliſhments? Such

as theſe: Silence of the younger before the elder, which is proper; and
the giving them place, and riſing Up before them, and reverence of pa
rents; likewiſe what ſhaving, What clothes and ſhoes are proper, with the

whole dreſs of the body, and every thing elſe of the kind.
of thisſſopinion? Iam'.

Are you not

But to eﬅabliſh theſe things by law, would, I

imagine, be a ſilly thing, nor is it done any where; nor would it ﬅand,
though
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For, how is it poſſible? It

ſeems then, ſaid I, Adimantus, that a man's character and conduct will

always be according to his education, let him apply himſelf afterwards to
what he will: or, does not the like always produce the like?

\Vhy not?

And we may ſay, l imagine, that at laﬅ it arrives at ſomewhat complete
and vigorous, either good, or what is the reverſe. Why not ? ſaid he. I
would not then, ſaid I, for theſe reaſons, as yet, undertake to ſettle by law
ſuch things as theſe. Right, ſaid he. But what now, by the gods, ſaid I,
as to thoſe laws relative to matters of exchange, and to their traﬃc one

with another in the ſorum, and, if you pleaſe, their traﬃc likewiſe among
their handicraſts, their ſcandals, bodily hurt, and raiſing of lawſuits;

their inﬅitution of judges, and likewiſe ſuch impoﬅs and payments of
taxes as may be neceſſary either in the ſorum or at ſhores; or in general
whatever laws are municipal, civil, or marine, or what other laws there

may be oſthis kind; ſhall we dare to eﬅabliſh any of theſe? It is improper,
ſaid he, to preſcribe theſe to good and worthy men; for they will eaſily
ﬁnd out the moﬅ of them, ſuch as ought to be eﬅabliſhed by law. Yes,
ſaid I, friend, if at leaﬅ God grant them the preſervation of the laws we

formerly explained.

And if not, ſaid he, they will ſpend the whole of

their life making and amending many ſuch laws as theſe, imagining that

they ſhall thus attain to that which is beﬅ.

You ſay that ſuch as theſe

ſhall lead a life, ſaid l, like thoſe who are ſick, and at the ſame time

unwilling, through intemperance, to quit an unwholeſome diet.

Entirely

ſo. And theſe truly muﬅ live very pleaſantly ; for, though they deal with
phyſicians, they gain nothing, but render their diſeaſes greater and more

complex; and they ﬅill hope, that when any one recommends any medi
cine to them, they ſhall, by means of it, be made whole.

tirely the ſituation oſ ſuch diſeaſed perſons as theſe.

This is en

But what, ﬁid I, is

not this pleaſant in them? to count that man the moﬅ hateful of all,
who tells them the truth; that, till one give over drunkenneſs and glut

tony, and unchaﬅe pleaſure, and lazineſs, neither drugs nor cauﬅics, nor

amputations, nor charms, nor applications, nor any other ſuch things as
theſe, will be of any avail. That, ſaid he, is not quite pleaſant; for to be
enraged at one who tells us what is right, has nothing pleaſant in it. You

are no admirer, ſaid I, as it would ſeem, of this ſort of men.
2 M 2

No, truly.
Neither
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Neither then, though the whole of the city (as we were lately ſaying)
ſhould do ſuch a thing, would you commend them: or, is not the ſame

thing which is done by theſe people, done by all thoſe cities, which, be
ing ill-governed, enjoin their citizens not to alter any part of the conﬅitu
tion, for that whoever ſhall do ſuch a thing is to be put to death ; but, that
whoever ſhall with the greateﬅ cheerfulnels reverence thoſe who govern in
this faſhion, and ſhall gratify them in the moﬅ oblequious manner; and,

anticipating their deſires, be moﬅ dexterous in ſatisfying them, ſhall be
reckoned both worthy and wiſe in matters of higheﬅ importance; and be
held by them in the greateﬅ honour? They ſeem to me at leaﬅ, ſaid he,
to do the very ſame thing, and by no means do Icommend them.

But

what again as to thoſe who deſire to have the management of ſuch ﬅates,
and are even fond of it, are you not delighted with their courage and dex

terity? lam, ſaid he; excepting ſuch as are impoſed on by them, and
fancy that they are really politicians, becauſe they are commended as
ſuch by the multitude. How do you mean? Do you not pardon thoſe
men? ſaid I. Or do you even think it is poſſible for a man who cannot
meaſure himſelf, when he hears many other ſuch men telling him that he
is four cubits, not to believe this of himſelf? It is impoſſible, ſaid he.
Then be not angry in this caſe; for ſuch men as theſe are of all the moﬅ

ridiculous, ſince, always making laws about ſuch things as we now men

tioned, and always amending, they imagine that they ſhall ﬁnd ſome period
of theſe frauds reſpecting commerce, and thoſe other thingsI now ſpoke of,
being ignorant that they are in reality attempting to deﬅroy a hydra. They
are ſurely, ſaid he, doing nothing elſe. I imagine then, ſaid I, that a

true lawgiver ought not to give himſelf much diﬅurbance about ſuch a
ſpecies of laws and police, either in an ill or well-regulated ﬅate; in the
one, becauſe it is unproﬁtable and of no avail; in the other, becauſe any
one can find out ſome of the laws, and others of them ﬂow of courſe

from the habits ariﬁng from their early education.

What part then of

the inﬅitutions of law, ſaid he, have we yet remaining? And I ſaid, that

to us indeed there is nothing remaining; but, however, to the Delphian
Apollo there remains the greateﬅ, nobleﬅ, and moﬅ important'oſ legal
inﬅitutions. Of what kind? ſaid he. The inﬅitutions of temples, ſacria
ﬁces, and other worſhip of the Gods, dazmons, and heroes; likewiſe the

i
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depoſiting the dead, and what other rites ought to be 'performed 'to them,
ſo as to make them propitious. For truly ſuch things as theſe, we our
ſclves neither know ; nor, in founding the ﬅate, will we intruﬅ them to

any other, if we be wiſe ; nor will we make uſe of any other interprete'r',
except the God oſ the country. For 'this God is the interpreter in every
country to all men in theſe things, who interprets to them ſitting in the
middle of the earth. And it is well eﬅabliſhed, ſaid he, and we muﬅ do

accordingly.
Thus now, ſon of Ariﬅo, ſaid I, is the city eﬅabliſhed for you. And,
in the next place, having procured ſomehow ſuﬃcient light, do you
yourſelf obſerve, and call on your brother and on Polemarc-hus and theſe
others to aﬃﬅ us, if by any means we may at all perceive wherejuﬅice is,
and where injuﬅice; and in-what reſpect they diﬀer from each other: and

which of them the man ought to acquire, who propoſes to himſelf to be
happy, whether he be concealed or not concealed both from Gods and

men. But you ſay nothing to the purpoſe, replied Glauco; ſor you your
ſelf promiſed to inquire into this, deeming it impiou's for you not to aﬃﬅ
the Cauſe of juﬅice by every poſſible means. It is true, ſaid I, what you
remind me of, and I muﬅ do accordingly. But it is proper that you too
ſhould aﬃﬅ in the inquiry. We ſhall do ſo, ſaid he. I hope then, ſaid
l, to diſcover it in this manner. lthink that our city, iſ it be rightly

eﬅabliſhed, is perfectly good.

Of neceſſity, ſaid he.

Then it is plain,

that it is wiſe, and brave, and temperate, and juﬅ. It manifeﬅly is ſo.
Whichever then of theſe we ſhall ﬁnd in it, ſhall there not remain behind

that which is not found? Why not? For as iſ we were in queﬅ oſ one,
of any other four, in any thing whatever, if We diſcovered this one at the
ﬁrſt, we would be ſatisﬁed ; but iſ we ſhould ﬁrﬅ diſcover the other three
fromKthis itſelf, that which we were inquiring after would be known; for
it is plain it would be no other but that which remained. You ſay right,
ſaid he. Since then there are in our ﬅate thoſe four above mentioned,
ſhall we not'ſiinquire about them, according to the ſame manner?
plain we ought.

It is

Firﬅ of all, then, to me at leaﬅ, wiſdom appears to be.

conſpicuous in it; and conCerning it there appears ſomething very un

COmmon.

What is that? ſaid he.

Surely this city which We have des

ſcribed appears to me to be wiſe, for its councils are wiſe ; are they not?

They
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And ſurely this very thing, the ability' oſ Counſell'ing well, is

plainly a certain ſcience; for men nowhere counſel well through igno
rance, but through ſcience. It is plain. But there are many and various

ſpecies of ſcience in the ſtate.

Why, are there not?

Is it then from the

ſcience of the carpenters, that the ﬅate is to be denominated wiſe and
well-counſelled? By no means from this, ſaid he, is it ſaid to be wiſe,
but to be mechanical. Is then the ﬅate to be denominated wiſe, when it
conſults wiſely through its knowledge in utenſils of wood, how to have
theſe in the beﬅ manner poſſible? Nor this neither. But what, is it for

its knowledge of theſe in braſs, or for any thing elſe of this kind?
none of theſe, ſaid he.

For

Nor yet for its knowledge of the fruits of' the

earth is it ſaid to be wiſe, but to be ſkilled in agriculture.

It ſeems ſo to

me. But what, ſaid I, is there any ſcience among any of the citizens in
this city which we have founded, which deliberates, not about any par
ticular thing in the city, but about the whole, how it may, in the beﬅ
manner, behave towards itſelf, and towards other Cities? There is truly.

What is it, ſaid I, and among whom is it to be ſound P This very guar
dianſhip, ſaid he,"is it, and it is among theſe governors, whom we lately
denominated complete guardians. What now do you denominate the
ﬅate on account of this knowledge?

Well-counſelled, ſaid he, and really

wiſe. Whether then, ſaid l, do you imagine the braſs-ſmiths, or theſe
true guardiaus, will be moﬅ numerous in the ﬅate? The braſs-ſmiths,
ſaid he, will be much more numerous. ,And of all, ſaid l, as many as,
having any knowledge, are oſ any account, will not theſe guardians be

the ſeweﬅ in number? By much.

From this ſmalleﬅ tribe then, and

part oſ the ﬅate, and from that preſiding and governing ſcience in it, is
the whole city wiſely eﬅabliſhed according to nature ; and this tribe, as it

appears, is by nature the ſmalleﬅ, to whom it belongs to ſhare in this
ſcience, which oſ all others ought alone to be denominated wiſdom.

You

ſay, replied he, perfectly true. This one, then, of the four, we have
ſound, l know not how, both what it is, and in what part of the ﬅate it
reſides. And it ſeems to me, ſaid he, to be ſuﬃciently deſcribed. But
ſurely as to fortitude, at leaﬅ, it is no diﬃcult matter, both to ﬁnd out

itſelf, and the particular part of the city in which it reſides, on account
of which virtue the city is denominated brave. As how? Doth any
-

one,
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one, ſaid l, call a city brave or cowardly, with reference to any other than
that particular part of it which makes war and ſights in its defence? No
one, ſaid he, calls it ſuch, with reference to any other part. For I do not
think, ſaid I, that the other tribes who are in it, whether they be cowardly
or brave, have power to render the city either the one or the other. No,
indeed. The city then is brave likewiſe in one particular part of itſelf,

becauſe it has within it a power of ſuch a nature as ſhall always preſcrve
their opinions about things which are dreadful, that they are both theſe very
things, and of the very ſame kind which the lawgiver inculcated on them
in their education? Do not you call this fortitude? I have not, ſaid he,
entirely comprehended what you ſay; but tell it over again. Icall- for
titude, ſaid l, a certain preſervative. What ſort ofpreſervative? A preſer
vative of opinion formed by law in a courſe of education about things which.
are dreadful, what theſe are, and of what kind: l called it a preſervative at all
times, becauſe they were to retain it in pains and in pleaſures, in deſires
and fears, and never to caﬅ it oﬀ; and, if you are \villing,l ſhall liken it to
what in my opinion it bears 'a near reſemblance. I am willing. Do not
you know then, ſaid I, that the dyers, when they want to dye their wool,
ſo as to be of a purple colour, out of all the colours they ﬁrﬅ make choice
of the white ; and then, with no trilling apparatus, they prepare and manage
it, ſo as beﬅ of all to take on the pureﬅ colour, and thus they dye it; and
whatever is tinged in this manner is of an indelihle dye; and no waſhing,
either without or with ſoap, is able to take away the pure colour: but
ſuch w00] as is not managed in this manner, you know what ſort it proves,
whether one is dyeing other colours, or this, without the due preparation
beforehand. I know, ſaid he, that they are eaſily waſhen out, and are
ridiculous. Imagine then, that we too, according to our ability, were

aiming at ſuch a thing as this, when we were chooſing out our ſoldiers,
and were inﬅructing them in muſic and gymnaﬅic: and do not imagine'
we had any thing elſe in view, but that, in obedience to us, they ſhould in

the beﬅ manner imbibe the laws as a colour; in order that their opinion.
about what is dreadful, and about other things, might be indelible, both by
means of natural temper and ſuitable education: and that theſe waſhes,
however powerful in eﬀacing, may not be able to waſh away their dye,

pleaſure, which is more powerful in eﬀecting this than all ſoap and aſhes,
6
pain
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pain-and ſtar, and deſire, which exceed every other coſmet-ic. Such a
power now, and perpetual preſervation of right opinion, and ſuch as is
according to law, about things which are dreadful, and which are not,

l call and conﬅitute fortitude, unleſs you oﬀer ſomething elſe.

But I

oﬀer, ſaid he, nothing elſe: for you ſeem to me to reckon that ſuch right

opinion of theſe things, as ariſes without cducation, is both ſavage and
ſervile, and not at all according to law, and you call it ſomething elſe than

fortitude.

You ſay moﬅ true, ſaid I.

I admit then, that this is fortitude.

Admit it further, ſaid I, to be political fortitude, and you ſhall admit
rightly : but, if you pleaſe, we ſhall inquire about it more perfectly another
time; fBr, at preſent, it is not this, but juﬅice we were ſeeking; and with

regard to the inquiry concerning this, it has, in my opinion, b'een carried
far enough. You ſpeak very well, ſaid he. There yet remain, ſaid I,
two things in the city which we muﬅ ſearch out: both temperance, and
that for the ſake of which we have been ſearching after all the reﬅ, to wit,
juﬅice. By all means. How now can we ﬁnd out juﬅice, that we may

not be further troubled about temperance? I truly neither know, ſaid he,
nor do I wiſh it to appear ﬁrﬅ, if we are to diſmiſs altogether the con
ſideration of temperance; but, if you pleaſe to gratify me, conſider this
before the other. I am indeed pleaſed, ſaid I, ifl be not doing an injury.
Conſider then, ſaid he. We muﬅ conſider, replied I; and as it appears
from this point of view, it ſeems to reſemble a certain ſymphony and
harmony more than thoſe things formerly mentioned. How? Temper
ance, ſaid I, is ſomehow a certain ornament, and a government, as they

ſay, of certain pleaſures and deſires; and to appear ſupqior to oneſelf, I'
know not how, and other ſuch things, are mentioned as- veﬅiges of it;

are they not? Theſe are the principal veſtiges of it, ſaid he.

Is not then

the expreſſion, 'ſuperior to 0neſelf,' ridiculous? For he who is ſuperior to
himſelf muﬅ ſomehow be likewiſe inferior to himſelf, and the inferior
be the ſuperior; for the ſame perſon is ſpoken of in all theſe caſes. Why

not? But- to me, ſaid l, the expreſſion ſeems to denote, that in the ſame
man, with reſpect to his ſon-l, there is one part better, and another worſe;

and that when the part more excellent in his nature is that which governs
the-inferior part, this is called being ſuperior to himſelf, and expreſſes a
comi-nendation; but-when through ill education, or any kind ofſſ converſe,

4
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'that better part', which is ſmaller, is conquered by the crowd, the worſe
part; this, by way oſ reproach, both expreſſes blame, and denotes the
perſon thus aﬀected to be inferior to himſclſ, and altogether licentious.

So it appears, ſaid he.

Obſcrve then, laid I, our new city, and you ſhall

ﬁnd one of theſe in it: for you will own, it may juﬅly be ſaid to be ſuperior
to itſelf, iſ, where the better part governe: the worſe, that ﬅate is ſaid to be
temperate, and ſuperior to itſelf. I obſerve, ſaid he, and you ſay true.
'And ſurely one may ﬁnd a great many and various deſires and pleaſures
'and pains more eſpecially among children and women and domeﬅics, and
among the greateﬅ and moﬅ depraved part oſ thoſe who are called free.
"It is perfectly ſo. But the ſimple and the moderate deſires, and ſuch as are

led by intellect, and the judgment oſ d'ight opinion, you will meet with
'both in the ſew, and thoſe of the beﬅ natural temper, and of the beﬅ edu4

cation.

True, ſaid he.

And do not you ſee thoſe things in our city, that

there too the deſires of the many, and of the baſer part, are governed by

the deſires and by the prudence of the ſmaller and more moderate part i
I ſee it, ſaid he. If then any city ought to be called ſuperior to pleaſures
and deſires, and to itſelf, this one is to be called ſo. By all means, ſaid he.
And is it not on all theſe aCConnts temperate? Very much ſo, ſaid he;
And iſ, in any other city, there is the ſame opinion in the governors and
the governed about this point, who ought to govern, it is to be found in
this, do not you think ſo? I am ﬅrongly oſ that opinion. In whom then
oſ the citizens will you ſay that temperance reſides, when they are thus
aﬀected, in the governors, or the governed? In both of them ſomehow,

ſaid he.

You ſee then, ſaid I, that wejuﬅly conjectured of late, that tem

perance reſembles a kind of harmony. 'For what? Becauſe not as forti
tude and wiſdom, which reſide each of them in a certain part, the one of
them making the city wiſe, and the other courageous, not after this

manner doth it render the city temperate; but it is naturally diﬀuſed
through the whole, connecting the weakeﬅ, and thoſe in the middle, all in

one ſymphony, either as to wiſdom iſ you will, or iſ you will in ﬅrength,
or in ſubﬅance, or in any other of thoſe things; ſo that moﬅ juﬅly may

we ſay, that this concord is temperance: a ſymphony of that which is
naturally the worſe and the better part, with reference to this, which of

them ought to govern in the city, and in every individual. l am entirely, "
von. 1.
2 N
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Be it ſo then, ſaid I.

There are now three

things in the city, it would ſeem, clearly diſcovered: but with reſpect

to that other ſpecies which remains, by which the city partakes of virtue;
what at all can it be? Is it not plain that it is juﬅice? It is plain. Ought
We not now, Glauco, like ſome huntsmen, to ſurround the thicker, care

fully attending leﬅ juﬅice ſomehow eſcape, and, diſappearing, remain un
diſcovered? For it is plain that ſhe is ſomewhere here.

Look, therefore,

and be eager to perceive her, if any how you ice her ſooner than l, and
point her out to me. I wiſh I could, ſaid he; but if you employ me as an
attendant rather, and one who is able to perceive what is pointed out to
him, you will treat me perfectly well. Follow, ſaid I, after you have
oﬀered prayers along with m'e. I will do ſo; only, ſaid he, lead you the
way. To me this ſeems, ſaid I, to be a place ſomehow of diﬃcult acceſs,
and ſhady: It is therefore dark, and diﬃcult to be ſcrutinized; we muﬅ
however go on. 'We muﬅ go, ſaid he. I then perceiving, ſaid, 15 ! 15!
Glauco, we ſeem to have ſomewhat which appears to be a footﬅep; and I

imagine that ſomething ſhall not very long eſcape us.
news, ſaid he.

You tell good

We are truly, ſaid I, of a ﬂow diſpoſition.

As how? lt

appears, O bleſſed man! to have been long ſince rolling at our fect, from
the beginning, and we perceived it not, but made the moﬅ ridiculous ﬁgure,

like thoſe who ſeek ſometimes for what they have in their hand; ſo we
did not perceiVe it, but were looking ſomewhere oﬀ at a diﬅance, and in
this way perhaps it eſcaped us. How do you ſay? replied he. Thus, ſaid
I, that we ſeem to me to have been ſpeaking and hearing of it long ſince,
and not to underﬅand ourſelves, that in ſome meaſure we expreſſed it. A
long preamble, ſaid he, to one who is eager to hear. Hear then, ſaid I, if I

ſay any thing.

For that which we at ﬁrﬅ eﬅabliſhed, when we regulated

the city, as what ought always to be done, that, as it appears to me,

Or a ſpecies of it, is juﬅice. For we ſomewhere eﬅabliſhed it, and often
ſpoke of it, if you remember; that every one ought to apply himſelf to one
thing, relating to the city, to which his genius was naturally moﬅ adapted.
We did ſpeak of it.

And that to do one's own aﬀairs, and not to be prag

m'atical, is juﬅice.

This we have both heard from many others, and have

often ſpoken of it ourſelves.

We have indeed ſpoken of it. This then,

friend, ſaid I, appears to be in a certain manner juﬅice ;_ to do one's own
aﬀairs.
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aﬀairs. Do you know whence I conjecture this? No; but tell, ſaid he. Beſides

thoſe things we have already conſidered in the city,viz. temperance, fortitude,
and wiſdom; this, ſaid I, ſieems to remain, which gives poWer to all theſe, both
to have a being in the ﬅate, and, whilﬅ they exiﬅ in it, to aﬀord it ſafety;
and we ſaid too, that juﬅice would be that which would remain, if we found

the other three. There is neceſſity for it, ſaid he. But if, ſaid I, it be neceſſary
to judge which "of theſe, when ſubſiﬅing in the city, ſhall in the greateﬅ

meaſure render it good; it would be diﬃcult to determine whether the
agreement between the governors and the governed, or the maintaining of
ſound opinion by the ſoldiers about what things are dreadful, and what are
not ; or wiſdom and guardianſhip in the rulers; or whether this, when it

exiﬅs in the city, renders it in the greateﬅ meaſure good, viz. when child
and woman, bond and free, artiﬁcer, magiﬅrate and ſubject, when every
one does their own aﬀairs, and is not pragmatical.

It is diﬃcult to deter

mine, ſaid he: How ſhould it not be ſo? This power then, by which' every
one in the city performs his own oﬃce, is co-rival it ſeems for the per.
fection of the City, along with its wiſdom, temperance, and fortitude.
Extremely ſo, ſaid he.

Will you not then conﬅitute juﬅice to be this

co-rival with theſe, for the perfection of the city? By all means.

Conſider

it likewiſe in this manner, whether it ſhall thus appear to you.

Will you

enjoin the rulers to give juﬅ deciſions in judgment? Why not? But will
they give juﬅ judgment, if they aim at any thing preferable to this, that no
one ſhall have what belongs to others, nor be deprived of his own? No;

but they can only give juﬅ judgment, when, they' aim at), this. And do
they not aim at this as being juﬅ? Yes. And thus juﬅice is acknowledged
to be the habitual practice of one's own proper and natural work.
ſo.

See then if you agree with me.

It is

If a carpenter take in hand to do

the work of a ſhoemaker, or a ſhoemaker the work of a carpenter, or
exchange either their utenſils or prices; or if the ſame man take in hand

to do both, and all elſe be-exchanged; do you imagine the ﬅate would be
any Way greatly injured? Not very much, ſaid' he.

Butl imagine, that

when one who- is a-craftsmtm, or who is born to any lucrat-ive employment,
ſhall afterwardsuibeing puſſed up by riches, by the mob, or by ﬅrength, or

any other ſuch thing, attempt to go into the rankof counſellor and guardian,
when unworthyv of it; and when theſe ſhall exchangeutenſils and-rewards

2 N 2
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with one another; or when the ſame man. ſhall take in hand to do all theſe
things at once ; then Iimagine you will be of opinion that this interchange

of theſe things, and this variety oſ employments practiſed by. one, is the
deﬅruction oſ the ﬅate. By all means. Pragmaticalneſs then in theſe
three ſpecies, and their change into one another, is the greateﬅ hurt to the'
ſtate, and may moﬅ juﬅly be- called its depravity. It may ſo truly. But'
will not you ſay that injuﬅice is the greateﬅ ill oſ the ﬅate? Why not ?*
This then is injuﬅice. But let us again ſpeak oſ it in this manner. When

the craftsman, the auxiliary and the guardian-band do their proper work,
each of them doing their own work in the city; this is the contrary of the

other, that is juﬅice, and renders the city juﬅ. It ſeems to me, ſaid he, to;
be no otherwiſe than thus. But let us not, ſaid I, aﬃrm it very ﬅrongly :
but iſ it ſhall be allowedus that this ſpecies of theſe, when it enters into any

individual, is likewiſe juﬅice in him, we ſhall then be agreed; (for what ſhall
we ſay P) iſ not, we ſhall conſider ſomething elſe. But now let us ﬁniſh that
ſpeculation, which we thought proper, when wejudged that, iſ we attempted.

ﬁrﬅ-to contemplate juﬅice in ſome of the greater objects which poſſeſs it, it
would more eaſily be ſeen in one man ; and a city appeared to us to be the

moﬅ proper
could, well
transſer and
reſpect toa

object of this kind. And ſo We eﬅabliſhed the very beﬅ we
knowing that juﬅice would be in a good one. Let us novw
apply to a ſingle perſon what has there appeared to us with
whole city: and, if the ſame things correſpond, it ſhall be

well; but, iſ any thing diﬀerent appear in the individual, going back

again to the city, we ſhall put it to the proof; and, inﬅantly conſidering
them, when placed by one another, and ﬅriking them, we ſhall make

juﬅice ſhine out as from ﬂints ; and, when it is become maniſeﬅ, we ſhall

ﬁrmly eﬅabliſh it among ourſelves.
he, and we muﬅ do ſo.

You ſay quite in the right way, ſaid

Why then, ſaid l, when we denominate any

thing the ſame, though diﬀerent in degrees, is it diﬃmilar in that reſpect
in which We call it the ſame, or is it ſimilar? It is ſimilar, ſaid he. The
juﬅ man then, ſaid I, will diﬀer nothing from the juﬅ city, according to
the idea of juﬅice, but will be ſimilar to it. He will be ſimilar to it, ſaid

he. But indeed with reſpect to this inquiry, the city at leaﬅ appeared then
to be juﬅ, when the three ſpecies of dilþoſitions in it did each of them its
own work, viz. the temperate, the brave, and the wiſe, by virtue of their
own
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own proper natures, and not according to any otherſſaﬃctions and habits.
True, ſaid he.

And ſhall we not, friend, judge it proper, that the indi

vidual, who has in his ſoul the ſame principles (viz. temperance, forti.
tude, wiſdom), ſhall, from having the ſame aﬀections with thoſe in the

city, be called by the ſame names? By all means, ſaid he.

\Ve have

again, O wonderful man ! fallen into no mean ſpeculation concerning the
ſoul; whether it contain in itſelf thoſe three principles or n'ot.

mean one, as I imagine, ſaid he.

Into no

And it is likely, Socrates, that the

common ſaying- is true, that things excellent are diﬃcult. It appears ſo,
ſaid L But know well, Glauco, that, according to my opinion, we ſhall'

never comprehend this matter accurately, in the methods we are now uſing,
in theſe reaſonings, for the road leading to it is greater and longer: we
may however, it is likely, ſpeak of it in ſuch a manner as may be worthy

of our former diſquiſitions and ſpeculations. Is not that deſirable? ſaid he
This would ſatisfy me for my own part, at preſent, at leaﬅ.. This, ſaid I,.
ſhall to me too- be quite ſuﬃcient. Do not then give. over, ſaid he, but.
purſue your inquiry. Are we not, then, unden at neceſſity, ſaid I, of
acknowledging that there are in. every- one of- us the ſame forms and
manners which are in- the city? for from no where elſe did they arrive
thither. For it were ridiculous if one ſhould imagine that' the iraſcible
diſpoſition did not ariſe from the individuals- in cities, who have this
blemiſh, as thoſe of Thrace, Scythia, and, in ſome meaſure, almoﬅ all
the higher region ; and the ſame thing may be ſaid with reſpect to the love

of learning, which one may chieﬂy aſcribe to this country ;, or with
reference to the love of riches, which we may ſay prevailed eſpecially

among the thnicians and the inhabitants of Egypt- Very much ſo, ſaid:
he.

This then is ſo, ſaid I;. nor is it diﬃcult t0'be known.

No, indeed.

But this is diﬃcult to determine, whether we perform each of theſe by the
ſame pOWer; or, as they are three, we perform one by- one power, and
another by another; that is, we learn by one, we are angry by another,
and by acertain third we deſire thoſe pleaſures relating to nutrition and
propagation, and the other pleaſures of aﬃnity to theſe. Or do we, in
each of theſe, when we apply to them, act with the whole ſoul ? Theſe.
things are diﬃcult to be determined in a manner worthy of the ſubject. So
it ſeems to me, ſaid he.

Let us then, in this manner, attempt to deter

6
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mine theſe things, whether they are the ſinne with one another, or
diﬀerent.

How arc we to do it?

lt is plain, that one and the ſame thing

cannot, at one and the ſame time, do or ſuﬀer contrary things in the ſame
reſpect, and with reference to the ſame object; ſo that, if we any where
ﬁnd theſe circumﬅances exiﬅing among them, we ſhall know that it was
not one and the ſame thing, but ſeveral. Be it ſo. Conſider then what I
am ſaying. Proceed, replied he. Is it poſſible for the ſame thing to ﬅand

and to be moved at once in the ſame reſpect? By no means. Let us
determine this more accurately ﬅill; leﬅ, as we proceed, we be any way
uncertain about it.

For, if one ſhould ſay that when a man ﬅands, yet

moves his hands and his head, that the ſame perſon at once ﬅands and is
moved, we ſhould not, I imagine, think it proper to ſpeak in this manner;
but that one part of him ﬅood, and another part was moved. Should we

not ſpeaking this manner?

In this manner.

But iſ one who ſays theſe

things ſhould, inſia more jocoſe humour ﬅill, and facetiouſly cavilling,

allege that tops ﬅand wholly, and are at the ſame time moved, when
their centre is ﬁxed on one point, and they are whirled about,-or that
any thing elſe going round in a circle in the ſame poſition doth this,-we*
ſhould' not admit it, 'as it is not in the ſame reſpect that they ﬅand ﬅill and'
are moved: but we ſhould ſay, that they have in them the ﬅraight line
and the periphery; and that, with relation to the ﬅraight line, they ﬅood ;
(for towards no ſide they declined); but with rclation to the periphery,

they moved in a circle.

But, when its perpendicularity declines either to

the right or left hand, forwards or backwards, whilﬅ it is at the ſame time
whirling round; then in no reſpect doth it ﬅand. Very right, ſaid he.

Nothing then of this l'ind ſhall move us, when it is ſaid: nor ſhall any
one perſuade us, as if any thing, being one and the ſame thing, could do!
and ſuffer contraries at one and the ſame time, with reference to the ſame

object, and in the ſame reſpect. He ſhall not perſuade me, ſaid he. But!
however, ſaid I, that we may not be obliged'tovbe tedious in going over
all-theſe quibbles, and in evincing them to be falſe, letv us proceed on this
ſuppoſition, that ſo it is; after we have agreed that, if at any time theſe'

things appear otherwiſe than as we now ſettle them, we ſhall yield upw
again all we ſhall gain by it.

It is neceſſary, ſaid he, to do ſo.

Would:

not you then, ſaid I, deem theſe things among thoſe Which are oppoſite to:
3
one
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one another; whether they be actions or paſſions, for in this there is no
diﬀerence; to aſſent, to wit, and to diſſent, to deſire to obtain a thing,

and to reject it; to bring towards oneſelſ, and to puſh away? [would
deem theſe, ſaid he, among the things which are oppoſite to each other.
Whatthen, ſaid I, with reſpect to thirﬅing, to hungering, and in general

with reſpect to all the paﬃons; and further, to deſire, to will, and all
theſe, may they not ſomehow be placed among thoſe ſpecies which have
now been mentioned?

As for example, will you not always ſay that the

ſoul of one who has deſire goes out after that which it deſires, or brings
near to it that which it wiſhes to have? Or again, in ſo far as it wants

ſomething to be aﬀorded it, like one who only ſees an object, that it
intimates by ſigns, to have it brought near, deſiring the actual poſſeſſion o'f
it? I would ſay ſo.

But what, to be unwilling, not to wiſh, nor to deſire,

ſhall we not deem theſe of the ſame kind, as to puſh away from the ſoul,
and drive oﬀ, and every thing elſe which is oppoſite to the former? Why
not? This being the caſe, ſhall we ſay there is a Certain ſpecies of the
deſires? and that the moﬅ conſpicuous are thoſe which we call thirﬅ
and hunger? We ſhall ſay ſo, replied he. Is not the one the deſire of
drinking, and the other oſ eating? Yes. Is it then, when conſidered as
thirﬅ, a deſire in the ſoul of ſomething further than of drink? Iſis
according to the nature of the thirﬅ. Is there then a thirﬅ of a hot drink,
or of a cold, oſ much or oſ little, or i-n ſhort of ſome particular kind oſ

drink? for, iſ there be any heat accompanying the thirﬅ, it readily
oCcaſions a deſire of a cold drink; but iſ cold accompanies it, then there is
excited a deſire oſ a warm drink: iſ the thirﬅ be great, through many
circumﬅances, it occaſions a deſire oſ much drink, but it' ſmall, a deſire of

a little drink : but the deſire itſelf to thirﬅ never creates the deſire of any
thing elſe, but of drink itſelf, as its nature prompts ; and in like manner of
the appetite of hunger with relation to meat. Thus every deſire, ſaid he, in.
itﬁzltſi, is of that alone oſ which it is the deſire ; but to be adeſire of ſuch or'

ſuch a particular ſpecies,are adventitious circumﬅances. Let not thenanyone,
ſaid I, create us any trouble, as ifþ we were inadvertent ; that no one deſired
drink, but good drink; or meat, but good meat : for indeed all men deſire

that whichis good. If then thirﬅ'be a deſire, it is of what is good; whether

it be of drink, or of whatever elſe it is the deſire.

And in the ſame way o£
'

all.
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all the other deſires. Perhaps, replied he, thc man who ſhould lTICntlml
theſe things would ſeem to ſay ſomething material. But however, ſaid l,
whatever things are oſ ſuch a nature as to belong to any genus, have a

general reference to the genus; but each particular of theſe refers to a

particular ſpecies of that genus.

Ihave not underﬅood you, ſaid he. Have

you not underﬅood, ſaid I, that greater is of ſuch a kind as to be greater
than ſomewhat? Yes, indeed. Is it not greater than the leſſer? Yes.

And that which is conſiderably'greater than that which is conſiderably
leſſer; is it not?

Yes.

And that-which was formerly greater than that

which was formerly leſſer; and that which is to be greater than that which
is to be leſſer P l/Vhat elſe ? ſaid he. And after the ſame manner, what
is more numerous with reſpect to what is leſs numerous, and what is double
with reference to what is half, and all ſuch like things ; and further, what
'is heavier with reſpect to lighter, and ſwifter to ﬂower, and further ﬅill,
hot tocold; and all ſuch like things, are they not after this manner?
Entirely ſo.

But what as to the ſciences? Is not the caſe the ſame? For,

ſcience itſelfſs the ſcience of learning itſhlf, or of whatever elſe you think
proper to make it the ſcience : but a certain particular ſcience, and ofſuch a
particular kind, refers to a certain particular object, and of ſuch a kind.
X'Vhat I mean is this.

After the ſcience of building houſes aroſe, did it not

ſeparate from other ſciences, ſo as to be called architecture? What elſe? Was
it not from its being of ſuch a kind as none ofothers were? Yes. \Vas it
not then from its being the art of ſuch a particular thing, that itſelf became
ſuch a particular art P And all other ar ts and ſciences in like manner? They
are ſo. Allow then, ſaid I, that this is what I wanted to expreſs, if you
have now underﬅood it ; where things are conſidered as having reference to

other things, generals alone refer to generals, and particulars to particulars.
I do not howey er ſay that the ſcience altogether reſembles that of which it

is ihe ſcience ; (as if, for example, the ſcience of healthy and ſickly were
itſelf healthy and ſickly; or thaſthe ſcience of good and evil were it
ſelf good and evil.) But as ſcience is not conﬅituted the ſcience of
that thing in general of which it is the ſcience, but only of a certain
quality of it .(to wit, of its healthy and ſickly ﬅate), ſo itſelf comes to be
a certain particular ſcience; and this cauſes it to be called no longer

ſimply a ſcience, but the medicinal ſcience; the particular ſpecies to which
it
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I have underﬅood you, ſaid he, and it ap

But will not you, ſaid I, make thirﬅ now, what

ever it be, to be one Of thoſe things which reſpect ſomewhat elſe, conſi
dered as what it is, and it is ſurely thirﬅ?

I will, ſaid he, and it reſpects

drink. And does not a particular thirﬅ deſire a particular drink? But
thirﬅ in general is neither of much nor of little, nor oſ good nor had,
nor, in one word, of any particular kind; but oſ drink in general alone

is thirﬅ in general naturally the deſire.

Entirely ſo, indeed.

The ſoul ot'

the man then who thirﬅs, lo far as he thirſts, inclines for nothing further
than to drink ; this he deſires, to this he haﬅens.

It is plain.

If then at

any time any thing draw back the thirﬅing ſoul, it muﬅ be ſome diſ
ferent part oſ it from that which thirﬅs, and leads it as awild beaﬅ to

drink: ſor, have we not ſaid that it is impoſſible for the ſame thing, in

the ſame reſpects, and with the ſame parts of it, to do at once contrary
things? It is indeed impoſſible.

In the ſame manner, I imagine, as it is not

proper to ſay of an archer, that his hands at once puſh out and likewiſe pull
in the bow; but that the one hand is that which puſhes out, and the other that
which pulls in. Entirely ſo, ſaid he. But whether may we ſay, that there are:
ſome who when athirﬅ are not willing to drink? Yes, indeed, ſaid he, there:

are many, and many times that is the caſe. What now, ſaid I, may one'
ſay of theſe perſons? Might it not be ſaid, that there was in their ſoul'

ſomewhat prompting 'them to drink, and likewiſe ſomething hindering
them, diﬀerent from the other, and ſuperior to the prompting principle?

It ſeems ſo to me, ſaid he.

Does not then the reﬅraining principle ariſe

from reaſon when it ariſes; but thoſe which puſh, and drive forwards,"
proceed from paﬃons and diſeaſes? It appears ſo. We ſhall then, ſaid I,
not unreaſonably account theſe to be two, and diﬀerent from one another;
calling the one part which reaſons, the rational part oſ the ſoul; but

that part with which it loves, and hungers, and thirﬅs, and thoſe other
appetites, the irrational and Concupiſcible part, the friend oſ certain gra
tiﬁcations and pleaſures.

We ſhall not, ſaid he; but we may moﬅ reaſon

ably conſider them in this light. Let theſe then, ſaid I, be allowed to be
diﬅinct ſpecies in the ſoul. But as to that of anger, is it a third princi
ple, or has it aﬃnity to one of thoſe two ?

concupiſcible part.
VOL. I.

Perhaps it has, ſaid he, to the

But I believe, ſaid I, whatl have ſomewhere heard,
2 0
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how that Leonti'us, the ſon of Aglaion, as he returned from the Pyraeurn,
perceived ſome dead bodies lying in the ſewer, below the outſide of the

north wall, and had both a deſire to look at them, and at the ſame time
was averſe from it, and turned himſelf away *, and for a while he ﬅrugo

gled with his deſire, and covered his eyes; but, at laﬅ, being overcome
by his appetite, with eager eyes, running towards the dead bodies, Lo

now, ſaid he, you wretched eyes l olut yourſelves with this ﬁne ſpectacle.
l too, ſaid he, have heard it.

This ſpeech now, ſaid I, ſhows that anger'

ſometimes oppoſes the appetites, as being diﬀerent one from another.

It

ſhows it, indeed, ſaid he. And do not we often perceive, ſaid I, when,
the appetites compel any one contrary to reaſon, that he reproaches
himſelf, and is angry at the compelling principle within him? And when
the rational and concupiſizible are in a ﬅate of ſedition, anger in ſuch a

perſon becomes as it were an ally to reaſon: but when the appetite goes=
along with reaſon; then anger gives no oppoſition. You will ſay, I ima

gine, that you have perceived nothing oſ this kind in yourſelf at any time,
nor yet in another.

No, by Jupiter, ſaid he.

What now, ſaid l,. when:

one imagines he does an injury, the more generous he is, is he not ſo
much the leſs apt to be angry, when he ſuﬀers hunger and cold, or any
other ſuch things, from one who inﬁicts, as he imagines, theſe things with'

juﬅice? And, as I have ſaid, his anger will not incline him to riſe up'
againﬅ ſuch an one.

True, ſaid he.

But what? when a man imagines

he is injured, does not anger in ſuch an one burn? is he not. indignant? and
does he not ﬁght, as an ally, on the ſide of what appears to be juﬅ? andi
under all the-ſuﬀerings of hunger, cold, and ſuch like, does he not bear up;

and conquer; and ceaſe not from his generous toils, till either he accompliſh.
them, or die, or be reﬅrained by the rational principle within him, like a.
dog by the ſhepherd, and is rendered mild? It perfectly reſembles, ſaid

he, what you ſay; for, in our city, we appointed the auxiliaries to be
obedient, as dogs, to the rulers of the city, as to ſhepherds.. You nightlyv
underﬅand, ſaid I, what I would ſay. But have you beſides conſidered this?
As what ? That here the reverſe appear-s concerning the iraſcible from that,
in the former caſe: for there we were deeming it- the ſame with the con.

cupiſcible ; but now we ſay it is far from it; or that, in. the ſedition o£
the ſoul, it much rather joins its arms with the rational part. Entirely ſo,
*
ſaid
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Is it then as ſomething diﬀerent from it, or as a ſpecies of the
ſo as that 'there are not three ſpecies, but only two in the ſoul,

the rational and concnpiſcib-le.

Or, as there were three ſpecies which

completed the city, the lucrative, the auxiliary, the legiſlative; ſo', in the

ſoul, this iraſcible is 'a third thing, naturally an auxiliary to the rational,

if it be not corrupted by bad education? Of neceſſity it is, ſaid he, a
third. Yes, ſaid I, if at leaﬅ it appear to be any way diﬀerent from the
rational, as it appeared to be diﬅinct from the concupiſcible. But that is
not diﬃcult, ſaid he, to be ſeen.

For one may ſee this, even in little

children, that immediately from their infancy they are full of anger; but
ſome appear, to me at leaﬅ, never at all to participate of reaſon; and the

moﬅ arrive at it but late.

Yes, truly, ſaid I, you ſay right; And one

may yet further obſerve-in the brute creatures, that what you ſay is really

the caſe: and beſides this, it is likewiſe atteﬅed by what we formerly
mentioned from Homer ',
His breaﬅ he ﬅruck, and thus his heart reproved.

For, in that paſſage, Homer has plainly made one part reprehend another;
the part which reaſons about good and evil, reprehend the part which is
unreaſonably angry. You ſay perfectly right, ſaid he. iTheſe things, ſaid
I, we have with diﬃculty agreed to ; and it is now ſuﬃciently acknOW*
ledged, that the ſame ſpecies of principles as are in a city are in every

individual, and in the ſame number.

They are ſo.

Muﬅ it not there

ſore of neceſſity follow, that after what manner the city was wiſe, and in
what reſpect, after the ſame manner, and in the ſame reſpect, is the indivik
dual wiſe alſo. Why not? And in what reſpects, and after what manner,

the individual is brave, in the ſame reſpect, and after the ſame manner, is acity
brave. And ſo in all other reſpects, both of them are the ſame as to virtue.
Of neceſſity. And I think, Glauco, we ſhall ſay that a man is juﬅ in the ſame
way as we ſaid a city was ſo? This likewiſe is quite neceſſary. But have we

not ſomehow forgot this, that the city was juﬅ, when every one of the three
'ſpecies in it did each its own work? We do not appear to me, ſaid he,
toþave forgot it.

We muﬅ then remember likewiſe, that each one of
' Odyﬂ'. lib. 20. ver. 18.
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us will be juſt, and do his own work, when he doth his own aﬀairs
Within himſelf.

We muﬅ, ſaid he, carefully remember it.

,Is it not then

proper that the rational part ſhould govern, as it is wiſe, and hath the

care of the whole ſoul ? and that the iraſcible part ſhonld be obedient, and
an auxiliary of the other? Certainly. Shall not then the mixture, as
we obſerved, of muſic and gymnaﬅic make theſe two harmonious, raiſing
and nouriſhing the one with beautiful reaſonings and diſcipliues, and un>

bending the other, ſoothing and render-ing it mild by harmony and rhythm?
Moﬅ perfectly, ſaid he.

And when thoſe two are in this manner nous

riſhed, and have been truly taught, and inﬅructed in their own aﬀairs,

let them be fet over the concupiſcible part, which in every one is the
greater part of the ſoul, and in its nature moﬅ inſatiably deſirous of being
gratiﬁed: and let them take care of this part, leﬅ, being filled with theſe
bodily pleaſures, as they are called, it become great and vigorous, and do

not its own work, but attempt to enſlave and rule over thoſe it ought
not, and overturn the whole life of all in general. Entirely ſo, ſaid he.
And might he not, ſaid l, by this principle, guard likewiſe in the beﬅ
manner againﬅ enemies from without, by its inﬂuence both over the whole
ſoul and body likewiſe, the one deliberating, and the other ﬁghting in

obedience to its leader, and execnting with fortitude the things deliberated?
It is ſo.ſſ And] think that we call a man brave, when, through all the

pains and pleaſures of life, the iraſcible part preſerves the opinion
dictated by reaſon concerning what is terrible, and what is not. Right,
ſaid he. And we call him wiſe, from that ſmall part which governs in.
him, and dictates theſe things, having in it the knowledge of what is

advantageous for each one, and for the whole community of the three
themſelves. Perfectly ſo. But what, do we not call him temperate,
moreover, from the friendſhip. and harmony of theſe very things, when
'the governing and governed agree in, one, that reaſon ought to govern,

and when they do not raiſe ſedition? Temperance, ſaid he, is no other

than this, both as to the city and the individual.

But, as we have often.

ſaid, he ſhall be juﬅ, by theſe things, and in this manner.

It is quite

neceſſary. What then, ſaid l, has any thing blunted us, that we ſhould
think ſtice to be any thing elſe than what it has appeared to be
in a city? Nothing appears to me at leaﬅ, ſaid he, to have done it..
But
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But in this manner, let us, by all means, conﬁrm ourſelves, if there yet
remain any doubt in the ſoul, that can be an objection to this principle,

by bringing the man into diﬃcult circumﬅances.

As what? Such as

this: if we were obliged to declare consenting 'ſuch acity, and concern
ing a man born and educated conformably to it, whether we thought ſuch.
a one, when intruﬅed with gold or ſilver, would embezzle it; do you
imagine that any one would, think ſuch a one would do it ſooner than
thoſe who are not of ſuch a kind?

No one, ſaid he.

Will not ſuchſſa

one then be ſree of ſacrileges, thefts, treacheries, againﬅ companions in
private, or the city in public? He will be free. Nor will he ever, in

any ſhape, be faithleſs, either as, to his oaths, or other declarations. How
can he? Adulteries, and neglect of parents, impiety againﬅ the Gods,
will belong to every one elſe, ſooner than to ſuch an one.. They will be

long to every one elſe, truly, ſaid he. And is not this the cauſe of all
theſe things, that, of all the parts within him, each one thing does its own

work, as to governing and being governed? This is it, and nothing elſe.
_'D0 you deſire juﬅice to be any thing elſe, but ſuch a power as produces
ſuch men and Cities?

Not I, truly, ſaid he, for my part.

Our dream

then which we conjectured is at laſt accompliſhed; that when we ﬁrﬅ
began to build our city, we ſeemed, by ſome God's aﬃﬅance, to have got
to a beginning and pattern of juﬅice. Entirely ſo. And' that, Glauco,

was a certain image of juﬅice, according to which, it behoved the man
who was ﬁtted by nature for the oﬃce of a ſhoevmaker, to perform pro
perly that oﬃce, and to do nothing elſe, and he who is a carpenter to
perform that oﬃce, and all others in the ſame way. It appears ſo.
zAnd of ſuch a kind truly was juﬅice, as it appeared to us, I.d0 not ctmean
as to external action, but concerning that which is really internal, re.

lating to the man himſelf, and thoſe things which are properly his own ;
not allowing any principle in himſelf to attempt to do what belongsſſ to
octthers, nor the principles to be pragmatical, engaging' in. oneanotherfs

aﬀairs ; but in reality well eſtabliſhing his own proper aﬀairs, and holding
the government of himſelf, adorning himſelf, and becoming his own friend,
and attuning thoſe three principles in the moﬅ natural manner, as three mu
ſical ﬅrings, bate, tenor, and treble, or whatever others may chance to inter

vene. Thus he will be led to combine, all theſe "together, and become of many
. 3
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an entire one, temperate and attuned, and in that manner to perform
whatever is done, either in the way of acquiring wealth, or concerning
the management of the body, or any public aﬀair or private bargain; and
in all theſe caſes to account and call that action juﬅ and handſomc, which

always ſuﬅains and promotes this habit; and to call the knowledge which
preſides over this action, wiſdom : but to call that an unjuﬅ action which

diſſolves this habit. and the opinion which preſides over this, folly.
ſay perfectly true, Socrates, ſaid he.

Be it ſo, ſaid I.

You

If then we ſhould

ſay that we have found out a juﬅ man and city, and what juﬅice is in
them, I do not think we ſhould ſeem to be altogether telling a lie.

by Jupiter, ſaid he.

May we ſay ſo?

We may ſay it.

But we were next, I think, to conſider injuﬅice.

No,

Be it ſo, ſaid I:

That is plain.

Muﬅ

it not then be ſome ſe'dition among the three principles, ſome pragmati
calneſs and intermeddling in things foreign to their proper buſineſs, and an
inſurrection of ſoine one principle againﬅ the whole ſoul, to govern in it

When it does not belong to it, but which is of ſuch a nature, as what
really ought to be in ſubjection to the governing principle? I imagine then
we ſhall call their tumult and miﬅake by ſuch names as theſe, injuﬅice,
intemperance, cowardice and folly, and in general all vice. Theſe things,
ſaid he, are ſo. To do injuﬅice then, ſaid l, and to be injurious, and like'

wiſe to do juﬅly, all theſe muﬅ be very manifeﬅ, if, to wit, injuﬅice and
juﬅice are ſo.

As how ? Becauſe they are no way diﬀerent from what is

ſalutary or noxious : as theſe are in the body, ſo are the others in the ſoul.
How? ſaid he. Such things as are healthy conﬅitute health, and ſuch as
are noxious produce diſeaſe. Yes. And muﬅ not the doing juﬅly pro
duce juﬅice, and doing unjuﬅly produce injuﬅice? Of neceſſity. But to
produce health, is to eﬅabliſh all in the body according to nature; to
govern and to be governed of one another 37 and to produce diſeaſe, is to
govern and be governed, one part by another, contrary to nature. lt

is indeed.

Then again, to produce juﬅice, is it not to eﬅabliſh all in the

ſoul according to nature, to govern and be governed by one another?
And injuﬅiee is to govern aid be governed by one another, contrary to

nature. Plainly ſo, ſaid he. Virtue then, it ſeems, is a ſort of health,
and beauty, and good habit of the ſoul; and vice the diſeaſe, and defor

mity, and inﬁrmity.
4

It is ſo.

Do not then honourable purſuits lead to
\
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the acquiſition of virtue? but diſhonourableones to that of vice ? Of ne
ceﬃty. What remains then for us, as ſeems, to conſider, is, whether

it be proﬁtable to do juﬅly, and to purſue what is honourable, and to be'
juﬅ; whether a man under ſuch a character be unknown or not?

Or to

do unjuﬅly, and to be uujuﬅ, though one be never puniſhed, nor by
chaﬅiſement become better ? But, ſaid he, Socrates, this ſpeculation
ſeems now, to me at Eaﬅ, to bev ridiculous. For iſ, when the nature oſ
the body is corrupted, it be thought that life is not worth having, not
even though one had all kinds of meats and drinks, all kind oſ wealth,
all kind of dominion', when the nature oſ that by which we live is diſ
ordered, and thoroughly corrupted, ſhall life then be worth having, though
one can do every thing elſe which he inclines, except aſcertaining, how he

ſhall be liberated from vice and injuﬅice, and acquire juﬅice and virtue, ſmce,

to wit, both theſe things have appeared as we have repreſented them? It
would be truly ridiculous, ſaid I,

But, however, as we have arrived at

ſuch a point as enables us moﬅ diﬅinctly to perceive that theſe things are
ſo, we muﬅ not be weary. We muﬅ, by Jupiter, ſaid he, the leaﬅ of
all things deſiﬅ. Come then, ſaid I, that you may likewiſe ſee how many
principles vice poſſeſſes, principles which, as I imagine,*are worthy of
attention. I attend, ſaid he, only tell me. And truly now, ſaid I, ſince

we have reached this part of our diſcourſe, it appears to me as-ſrom a lofty
place of ſurvey, that there is one principle of virtue, but thoſe of vice are
inﬁnite. Of which there are four, which deſerve to be mentioned. How
do you ſay? replied he. There ſeem to be as many ſpecies of (bul as

there are oſ republics.

How many then? There are ſ1ve, ſaid I, oſ re

publics, and ﬁve of the ſoul. Tell, ſaid he, what theſe are. I ſay, replied,
I, that this, which we have gone through, is one ſpecies oſ a repuinc;
and it may have a two-fold appellation; for, if among the rulers there

be one ſurpaſſing the reﬅ, it may be called a Monarchy ; iſ there be ſeſive
ral, an Ariﬅocracy. True, ſaid he. l call this then, ſaid I, one ſpecies;
for, whether they, be ſeveral, or but one, who govern, they will never alter

the principal laws oſ the city; obſerving the nurture and education we
have deſcribed. It is not likely, ſaid be.
THE END OF THE FOURTH BOOK.
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I DENOMINATE then indeed both ſuch a city and republic, and ſuch

a man as we have deſcribed, good and upright ; and if this republic be anſi
upright one, I deem the others bad and erroneous, both as to the regula-ct
tions in Cities, and the eﬅabliſhing the temper of ſoul of individuals, and
that in four ſpecies of'depravity. Of what kind are theſe? ſaid he. I

was then proceeding to mention them in order, as they appeared to me
to riſe out, of one another: but Polemarchus ſtretching out his hand (for
he ſat a little further oﬀ than Adimantus) caught him by the robe at
his ſhoulder, and drew him near; and, bending himſelf towards him, ſpoke

ſomething in a whiſper, of which we heard nothing but this: Shall we
let paſs then ? ſaid he, or what ſhall we do?

ſpeaking now aloud.

Not at all, ſaid Adimantus,"

AndI replied, What then will not you let paſs?

You, ſaid he, for it was to you I alluded. You ſeem to us to be growing
negligent, and to ﬅeal a whole branch of the diſcourſe, and that not 'he leaﬅ
conſiderable, that you may not have the trouble of going through it; and

you imagine that you eſcaped our notice, when you made this ſpeech ſo
ﬁmply, viz. that, both as to_ines and children, it is manifeﬅ to every
one that theſe things will be common among friends. Did not Iſay
right, Adimantus?

Yes, ſaid he: but this, which was rightly ſaid, like

other parts of your diſcourſe, requires explanation: to ſhow what is the
manner of their being common ; for there may be many kinds of it. Do
not omit then to tell which is the method you ſpoke of ; for we have been
in expectation for ſome time paﬅ, imagining you would, on ſome occa=
ſion, make mention of the propagation of children, in what way they

ſhould be propagated; and, when they are born, how they ſhould be nur
tured; and every thing relative to what you ſpoke concerning wives and
children
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children being in ccmmon; for we imagine, that it is of conſiderable,

nay, of the utmoﬅ importance to the ﬅate, when this is rightly performed,
or otherwiſe. But now when you are entering on the conſideration of
another conſtitution, before you have ſuﬃciently diſcuſſed theſe things, it
ſeemed proper to us what you now heard, not to let you paſs, before you

went over all theſe things, as you did the others.

And you may count me

too, ſaid Glauco, as joining in this vote. You may eaſily judge, Socrates,
ſaid Thraſymachus, that this is the opinion of us all. W'hat is this, ſaid
l, you have done, laying hold of me? What a mighty diſcourſe do you

again raiſe, as you did at the beginning, about a republic, in which I was
rejoicing as having now completed it, being pleaſed if any one would

have let theſe things paſs, and been content with what was then ſaid!
But you know not what a ſwarm of reaſonings you raiſe by what you now

challenge, whichI foreſeeing paſſed by at that time, leﬅ it ſhould occaſion
great diﬅurbance.

What then, ſaid Thraſymachus, do you imagine that

theſe are now come hither to melt gold, and not to hear reaſonings?
Yes, ſaid I, but in. meaſure.

The whole ofliſe, Socrates, ſaid Glauco, is

with the wiſe, the meaſure of hearing ſuch reaſonings as theſe.

But paſs

what relates to us, and do not at all grudge to explain your opinion con
cerning the object of our inquiry,-What ſort of community of wives and

children is to be obſerved by our guardians, and concerning the nurture of
the latter while very young, in the period between their generation and

their education, which ſeems to be the moſt troubleſome of all. Endea
vour then to tell us in what manner it ſhould be done. It is not eaſy,

happy Glauco, ſaid l, to go through theſe things; for there are many of
them hard to be believed, whether the things we ſay be poſſible; and
though they could eaſily be eﬀected, whether they would be for the beﬅ
might ﬅill be doubted: wherefore, dear companion, l grudge ſomewhat

to touch on theſe things, leﬅ our reaſonings appear to be rather what were

zto be wiſhed for, than what could take place. Do not at all grudge, ſaid
he; for your hearcrs are neither ﬅupid, nor incredulous, nor ill-aﬀected

towards you.

Then I laid, Do you ſay this, moﬅ excellent Glauco, with

a deſire to encourage me? l do, ſaid he. Then your diſcourſe has a quite
eontrary eﬀect, ſaid I,- for, if I truﬅed to myſelf, that I underﬅood what

I am to ſay, your encouragement would do well.
VOL. I.
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Hands the truth, about the greateﬅ and the moﬅ intereﬅing aﬀairs,ſpealcs with
ſafety and conﬁdence among the wiſe and friendly; but to be diﬃdent of one
ſelf, and doubtful of the truth, and. at the ſame time to be haranguing as I do

now, is both dreadful and dangerous; not only leﬅ he ſhould be expoſed to
ridicule (for that is but a triﬂing thing), but leﬅ that, miſtaking the truth,
l not only fall myſelf, but draw my friends along with me into an error
about things in which we ought leaﬅ of all to be miﬅaken. I adore there
fore Adraﬅia, for the ſake of what, Glauco, I am going to lay. For I truﬅ
' it is a ſmaller oﬀence to be a man-ſlayer without intention, than to be an
'impoﬅor with regard to what is good and excellent, juﬅ and lawful: and
it were better to hazard ſuch a thing among enemies than friends; ſo that
you muﬅ give me better encouragement. Then Glauco, laughing: But,
Socrates, ſaid he, if we ſuﬀer any thing amiſs from your diſcourſe, we ſhall
acquit you as clear of any man-ſlaughter, and as no impoﬅor: ſo proceed
boldly. But indeed, ſaid I, he who is acquitted at a court ofjuﬅice is deemed
clear of the crime, as the law ſays; and iſ it be ſo in that caſe, 'tis reaſon

able it ſhould be ſo in this.

For this reaſon then, ſaid he, proceed.

We

muﬅ now, ſaid I, return again to what it ſeems ſhould, according to method,

have been recited before; and perhaps it is right to proceed in this manner,
that, after having entirely ﬁniſhed the drama reſpecting the men, we go over

that which concerns the women; eſpecially ſince you challenge me to pro
ceed in this manner.

For, in my opinion, men who have been born 'and

educated in ſuch a manner as we have deſcribed, can have no right poſſeſſion
and enjoyment ofchildren and wives, but in purſuing the ſame track in which

we have proceeded from the beginning; for we have endeavoured, in our
reaſoning, to form ſomehow men as the gvuardians of a ﬂock.

We have.

Let us proceed then, having eﬅabliſhed likewiſe aﬀairs relating to propaga
tion and education in a manner ſimilar to that of the males;and let us conſider

whether it be proper for us to do ſo or not.

How do you mean ? replied he.

Thus: Whether ſhall we judge it proper for the females of our guardiwn
dogs, to watch like iﬁt in the ſame manner as the males do, and to hunt
along with them, and do every thing elſe in common? Or ſhall we judge it

proper for them to manage domeﬅic aﬀairs within doors, as being unable
tfor the other eXerciſes, beC3uſe of the bringing forth and the nurſi-ng the
Whelps; and the males to labour,'and to have 'the whole care-of the ﬂocks 3

'
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They are to do all, ſaid he, in common. Only we are to employ the
females as the weaker, amd the males as the ﬅronger. Is it POſſllJlC then,
ſaid I, to employ any creature for the ſame purpoſes with another, unleſs
you give it the ſame nurture and education as you give the other? It is not
poſſible. lf then we ſhall employ the women for the ſame purpoſes as we
do the men, muﬅ we not likewiſe teach them the ſame things? We muﬅ.

Were not both muſic and gymnaﬅic beﬅowed on thev males? They were.
Theſe two arts therefore, and thoſe likewiſe relating to war, muﬅ be
beﬅowed alſo on the women, and they muﬅ be employed about the ſame

things., It is reaſonable, ſaid he, from what you ſay.

Yet as theſe things,

ſaid l, are contrary perhaps to cuﬅom, many of theſe things we are now
ſpeaking of may appear ridiculous, if practiſed in the way we mentidn.
Extremely ſo, replied he.

What, ſaid I, do you perceive as the moﬅ ridi

culous part? Or is it plainly becauſe that you ſee the women naked in
the Palazﬅra wreﬅling with the men, and not only the young women, but

even the more advanced in years, in the ſame manner as old men in the
wreﬅling-ſchools, when they are wrinkled, and not at all handſome to the

eye, yet ﬅill fond of the exerciſes? Yes, by Jupiter, ſaid he. Becauſe it
might indeed appear ridiculous, at leaﬅ as matters ﬅand at preſent. Muﬅ
we not therefore, ſaid I, ſince we have entered upon this diſcourſe, be afraid

of the railleries of the men of pleaſantry, whatever things they may ſay with
regard to ſuch a revolution being introduced, as well in gymnaﬅic as in
muſic, and particularly in the uſe 'of arms, and the management of horſes?

You ſay right, replied he.

But ſince We have entered on this diſcaurſe, we

muﬅ go to the rigourv of the law, and beg theſe men not to follow their own
cuﬅoms, but to think ſeriouſly, and remember, that it is notlong ago ſince

theſe things appeared baſe and ridiculous to the Greeks, which are only ib
nowito the moﬅ of the barbarians: ſuch as to ſee naked men. And when
ﬁrſt the Cretans, and afterwards the Lacedaemonians, began their exerciſe',
it was in the power of the men of humour'of that time to turn all theſe
things 'into ridicule. Do not you. think ſo? I do. But I imagine, that
when upon experience it appeared better to ﬅrip themſelves of all theſe
things, than to be wrapped in them, what was ridiculous indeed to the eye,

was removed by the idea of the beﬅ, mentioned in our reaſoning', and this
too ſhowed manifeﬅly, that he is a fool who deems any thing ridiculous
zP 2
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but what is bad, and attempts to rally upon any other idea of the ridiculous
but that of the fooliſh and the vicious, or to be ſeﬁous in any other purſuit
but that of the good. By all means, ſaid he. Is not this then ﬁrﬅ oſ all to
be agreed on, whether theſe things be poﬃble or not? And we muﬅ allow
it to be a matter of diſpute, iſ any one, either in jeﬅ or earneﬅ, incline to
doubt, whether the human nature in the female ſex be able, in every thing,

to bear a ſhare with the male? or iſ it be not in any one thing? or if it be
able in ſome things, but not in others? and among which of theſe are the

aﬀairs oſ war? Would-not the man who thus ſets out in the moﬅ handſome
manner conclude too, as it ſeems, moﬅ handſomely ? By far, ſaid he.. Are:
you willing, then, ſaid I, that we ourſelves, inﬅead of others, diſpute about?"
theſe things, that the oppoſite ſide may not be deﬅitute of a defence? Noi
thing hinders, ſaid he.

Let us then ſay this for them: That there is no

need, Socrates and Glauco, of others to diſpute with you about this matter ;

for yourſelves in the beginning of your cﬅabliſhment, when you eﬅabliſhed'
your city, agreed, that it was neceſſary for each individual to practiſe one
buſineſs, according to their ſeveral genius. I think we acknowledged it;

for why ſhould they not? Does not then the genius of the male diﬀer'
widely from that of the female? Why does it not diﬀer? And is it not ſit
to enjoin each a diﬀerent work, according to their genius? Why not?
Are not you then in the wrong now, and contradict yourſelves, when you'

'ſay that men and women ought to do the ſame things, whilﬅ their nature is
extremely diﬀerent? Can you in anſwer to theſe objections, admirable
Glauco, make any defence? It is not quite an eaſy matter, ſaid he, to do it

immediately; but I will entreat you, and do now entreat you, to go through
the arguments on our ﬁde, whatever they may be.

Theſe arc vthe things,

Glauco, replied I, and many other ſuch like, which I long ago foreſeeing,
was both afraid and backward to touch on the law concerning the poſ
ſeﬃon of wives, and the education oſ children." It is not eaſy, by Jupiter,

replied he.

It is not, ſaid I.

But the caſe is thus: Iſ a' man fall into a

ſmall ﬁſh-pond, or into the middle of the greateﬅ ſea, he muﬅ ﬅill ſwim
in the one no leſs than in the other. Entirely ſo. Muﬅ not we ſwim
then, and endeavour to eſcape from this reaſoning, expecting that either
ſome dolphin is to carry us out, or that we ſhall have ſome other remark
able deliverance? lt ſeems We muﬅ do ſo, replied he. Come then, ſaid I,
let
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llot. us ſee if we can any where ﬁnd an out-gate; for wedid acknowledge

that different: natures ought to ﬅudy diﬀerent'things; but the nature of man
and woman is diﬀerent; yet now we ſay that diﬀerent natures ought to
ﬅudy the ſame things: theſe are the things which you accuſe us of. Cer
tainly. How generous, Glauco, ſaid I, is the power of the art of. contra
dicting! How? Becauſe, replied I, many ſeem to fall into it unwillingly,
and imagine that they are not cavilling, but reaſoning truly, becauſe they are

not able to underﬅand the ſubject, by dividing it into its proper parts;
'and under this arguing will purſue the oppoſite of their ſubject, uſing
cavilling inﬅead of reaſoning. This is indeed, ſaid he, the caſe with many;
but does it at preſent extend likewiſe to us? Entirely ſo, ſaid l. We ſeem

then unwillingly to have fallen into a contradiction. How? Becauſe we
have very ﬅrenuouſly and very keenly aſſerted, that when the nature is not
the ſame, they ought not to have the ſame employments; but we have
'not in any reſpect conſidered what is the characteriﬅic of the ſameneſs or
diverſity of nature, nor to what it points: we ﬅopped then, when we had
aſſigned diﬀerent purſuits to diﬀerent natures, and to tþeſame natures the
ſame purſuits. NVe have never indeed, ſaid he, Conſidered it. It is there
fore, replied I, ﬅill in our power, as appears, to queﬅion ourſelves, whether

the nature of the bald, or of thoſe who Wear their hair, be the ſame, and not diﬀerent ? And after we ſhould agree that it was diﬀerent, whether, if
the bald made ſhoes, we ſhould allow thoſe who wear hair to make them?
or, if thoſe who wear hair made them, whether we ſhould allow the

others? That were ridiculous, replied he.

Is it in- any other reſpect, ſaid

I, ridiculous then, that we did not wholly determine the ſameneſs and

,diverſity of nature, but attended only to that ſpecies of diVerſityand ſamea
neſs which reſpects the employments themſelves; juﬅ as we ſay that the
phyſician, and the man who has a medical ſoul, have one and the ſame

nature? Do not you think ſo? I do.

But that the phyſician and architect

have adiﬀerent nature. Entirely. And ſo, replied I, of the nature ofmen and
of women, if it appear diﬀerent, in reſpect to any art, or other employment,
we ſhall ſay, that this different employment-is to be aſſigned to each ſepa
rately. But ifthcir nature appear diﬀerent only in this, that the female brings
forth, and the male begcts, we ſhall not ſay that this has at all ſhown the .

m; n to be diﬀerent from the woman in the reſpect we ſpeak of.

Butwe
ſhall
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ﬅall ﬅill be _0f opinion, that both our guardians and their wives ought to

purſue the ſame employments.

And with reaſon, ſaid he.

Shall we not

then henceforth deſire any one who ſays the contrary, to inﬅruct us in

this point, what is that art or ﬅudy reſpecting the eﬅabliſhmcnt of a city,
where the nature of the man and woman is not the ſame, but diﬀerent?

It is reaſonable, truly, Poﬃbly ſome one may ſay, as you was ſaying
ſome time ſince, that it is not eaſy to tell this ſuﬃciently on the ſudden, but
that it is not diﬃcult to one who has conſidered it. One might indeed ſay

ſo.

Are you willing then that we deſire ſuch an opponent to liﬅen to us,

if by any means wc ſhall ſhow him that there is in the adminiﬅration of

the city no employment peculiar to the Women ? By all means. Come on
then, (ſhall we ſay to him) anſwer us. ls not this your meaning? That
one man has a good genius for any thing, and another a bad, in this re
ſpect, that the one learns any thing eaſily, and the other with diﬃculty ;
and the one with alittle inﬅruction diſcovers much in what he learns; but the
other, when he obtains much inﬅruction and care, does not retain even what

he has learned : with the one, the body is duly ſubſervient to the mind; with
the other, it oppoſes its improvement : are there any other marks than theſe
by which you would determine one to have a good genius for any thing, and
another to have a bad one? No one, ſaid he, would mention any other.

Know you then ofany thing which is managed by mankind, with reference
to which the men have not all theſe marks in a more excellent degree than
the women P Or, ſhould we not be tedious, if we mentioned particularly
the weaving art, and the dreﬃng pot-herbs and victuals, in which the fe
male genius ſeems to be ſomewhat conſiderable, and is moﬅ ridiculous

where it is ſurpaſſed? You ſay true, ſaid he, that in the general, in every
thing the one genius is ſuperior to the other, yet there are many women
Who in many things excel many men: but, on the whole, it is as you
ſay.

There is not then, my friend, any oﬃce among the whole inhabit

ants of the city peculiar to the woman, conſidered as woman, nor to the
man, conſidered as man; but the geniuses are indiſcriminately diﬀuſed

through both: the woman is naturally ﬁtted for ſharing in all oﬃces, and
ſo is the man; but in all the woman is weaker than the man. Perfectly
ſo. Shall we then commit every thing to the care of the men, and no
thing to the care of the women?

How ſhall we do ſo P It is therefore, I

3
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imagine, as we ſay, that one woman too is ﬁtted by natural genius for
being a phyſician, and another is not; one is naturally a muſician, and
another is not? What elſe? And one is naturally ﬁtted for gymnaﬅic, and
another is not ; one is ﬁtted for war, and another is not. Iat leaſt am of

this opinion. And is not one likewiſe a lover of philoſoPhy, and another
averſe to it; one of high ſpirits, and another of low? This likewiſe is
true.

And has not one woman-a natural gcnius for being a guardian, and

another not?

And have not we made choice of ſuch a genius as this for

our gnardian men?

Of ſuch a genius as this.

The nature then of the

Woman and of the man for the guardianſhip of the city is the ſame, only
that the one is weaker, and the other ﬅronger. It appears ſo. And ſuch
women as theſe are to be choſen to dwell with theſe men, and be guar
dians along with them, as they are naturally ﬁt for them, and of a kindred
genius.

Entirely ſo.

And muﬅ not the ſame employments be aſſigned

to the ſame natures? The ſame. We are now arrived by a circular
progreſſion at what we formerly mentioned ; and, we allow that it is not
contrary to nature, to appoint for the wives of our guardians muſic and

gymnaﬅic. By all means. We arc not then eﬅabliſhing things impoﬃble, or ſuch as can only be wiſhed for, ſince we eﬅabliſh the law according
to nature; and what is at preſent Contrary to theſe things, is contrary to

nature rather, as appears. It ſeems ſo. Was not our inquiry to hear of
what was poſſible and beﬅ? It was. And we have agreed, that theſe
things are poſſible.
beﬅ.

We have." And we muﬅ next agree, that they are

It is plain we muﬅ.

In order therefore to make a guardian woman,

at leaﬅ the education will not be diﬀerent from that of the men, eſpecially
as ſhe has received the ſame natural genius. It will not be diﬀerent.
What do you think then of ſuch an opinion its this ? Of what? That of
imagining with yourſelf one man to be better, and another worſe,--or do
you deem them to be all alike? By no means. In the city now which we
eﬅabliſh, whether do you judge, that our guardians with this education we

have deſcribed, or ſhoe-makers with education in their art, will be render
ed the better men? The queﬅion, replied he, is ridiculous. I underﬅand
you, ſaid l- But what? Of all the other citizens, are not they the beﬅ?
By far. But what? Will not theſe women too be the beﬅof women? They

Will be ſo, replied he, by far.. Is there any thing better in a city than
*
'
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that both'the women and the men be rendered the very beﬅ? There is not;
This then will be eﬀected by muſic and gymnaﬅic, being aﬀorded them ac

cording as we have deſcribed. \Vh_v will it not? We have then eﬅabliſhed
a law which -is not only poſſible, but moreover beﬅ for the ſtate. We,
have. The wives, then, of our guardians muﬅ be unclothed, ſince they
are to'put on virtue for clothes; and they muﬅ beat a part in war, and the
other guardianſhip of the city, and do nothing elſe. But the lighteﬅ part
of theſe ſervices is to be allotted to the women rather than to the men,

on account of the weakneſs of their ſex.

And the man who laughs at

naked women, whilﬅ performing the exerciſcs for the lake of what is beﬅ,

reaps the empty fruit of a ridiculous wiſdom, and in no reſpect knows, as
appears, at what he laughs, nor why he does it. For that ever was and
will be deemed a noble ſaying, That what is proﬁtable is beautiful, and

what is hurtful is baſe. By all means. Let us ſay then, that we have
eſcaped one wave," as it were, having thus ſettled the law with reſpect to
the women, without being wholly overwhelmed, ordaining that our male
and female guardians are to manage all things in common : but our reaſon
ing has been conſiﬅent with itſelf, as it reſpects both what is poſſible and
likewiſe advantageous.

It is truly no ſmall wave you have eſcaped, ſaid he. You will not, re.
plied I, call it a great one, when you ſee what follows. Mention it, (laid
he, that I may ſee. That law, replied I, and thoſe others formerly
mentioned, are adopted, asl imagine, by the following.

Which? That

theſe women muﬅ all be common to all theſe men, and that no one wo
man dwell with any man privately, and that their children likewiſe be
common; that neither the parent know his own children, nor the chil

dren their parent.

This is much greater than the other, as to the incre

dibility, both of its being poſſible, and at the ſame time advantageous.

I

do not believe, replied I, that any one will doubt of its utility, at leaﬅ,

as iſ it were not the greateﬅ good to have the women and children in
common, if it were but poſſible. But I think the_ greateﬅ queﬅion will
be, Whether it be poſſible or not?

pute as to both.

One may very readily, ſaid he, diſ

You mention, replied I, a crowd of diſputes.

But I

thought that I ſhould at leaﬅ have eſcaped from the one, if its utility had
been agreed on, and that it ſhould have Only remained to conſider its poſ
ſibility.
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ſibility. But you have not, ſaid he, eſcaped unobſerved; give then an ac
count of both. I muﬅ then, ſaid l, ſubmit to a trial. But, however, in
dulge me thus far: allow me to feaﬅ myſelf, as thoſe are wont to feaﬅ
themſelves who are ſluggiſh in their dianoEtic part, when they walk alone.

For men of this ſort, ſometimes before they ﬁnd out how they ſhall attain

what they deſire; waving that inquiry, that they may not fatigue them
ſelves in deliberating about the poſſibility or impoﬃbility of it, ſuppoſe
they have obtained what they deſire, and then go through what remains.

And they delight in running over what they will do when their deſire is
obtained, rendering their ſoul, otherwiſe indolent, more indolent ﬅill. I
am now eﬀeminate after this manner, and wiſh to defer thoſe debates, and
to inquire afterwards whether theſe things be poſſible. But at preſent,
holding them poſſible, if you allow me, Iwill conſider in what manner

our rulers ſhall regulate theſe things, when they take place, that they
may be done in the moﬅ advantageous manner, both to the ﬅate and the
guardians. Theſe things l ſhall endeavour, in the ﬁrﬅ place, to go over
with your aſſiﬅance, and the others afterwards, ifyou allow me. I allow,
ſaid he, and inquire accordingly.

I imagine then, ſaid I, that if our

rulers are worthy of that name, and in like manner theſe who are their
auxiliaries, their miniﬅers in the government, the latter will be diſpoſed
to do whatever is injoined them, and the former will be ready to command;
enjoining them ſome things in direct obedience to the law, and imitating
the law in whatever things are intruﬅed to them. lt is likely, ſaid he.

Do you now, ſaid I, who are their lawgiver, in the ſame manner as you
have choſen out the men. chooſe out likewiſe the women, making their

genius as ſimilar as poſſible: and as they dwell and eat together in com

mon; and as no one poſſeſſes any of theſe things privately, they will
meet together ; and being mingled in their exerciſes and other converſa
tion, they will be led from an innate neceſſity, as I imagine, to mutual

embraces.

Do not I ſeem to ſay what will neceſſarily happen? Not,

replied he, by any geometrical, but amatory neceſſity, which ſeems to be

more pungent than the other, to perſuade and draw the bulk of mankind.
Much more, ſaid I.. But after this, Glauco, to mix together in a diſor
derly manner, or to do any thing elſe, is neither holy in a city of happy

perſons, nor will the rulers permit it.
I'OL. r.

It were not juﬅ, ſaid he.
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plain then, that after this we muﬅ make marriages as much as poﬃble
ſacred ; but the moﬅ advantageous would be ſacred. By all means. How
then ſhall they be moﬅ advantageous? Tell me that, Glauco, for I ſee
in your houſes dogs of chace, and a great many excellent birds. Have

you then indeed ever attended at all, in any reſpect, to their marriages,
and the propagation of their ſpecies? How? ſaid he. Firﬅ of all, that
among theſe, although they be excellent themſelves, are there not ſome
who are moﬅ excellent? There are. Whether their do you breed from

all of them alike? or are you careful to breed chieﬂy from the beﬅ?
From the beﬅ.

But how? From the youngeﬅ or from the oldeﬅ, or

from thoſe who are moﬅ in their prime?

From thoſe in their prime.

And if the breed be not of this kind, you reckon that the race oſ birds

and dogs greatly degenerates.

I reckon ſo, replied he.

And what think

you as to horſes, ſaid l,ſſand other animals? is the caſe any otherwiſe

with reſpect to thſieſe? That, ſaid he, were abſurd.

Strange, ſaid I, my

friend! What extremely perfect governors muﬅ we have, if the caſe be
the ſame with reſpect to the human race !

However, it is ſo, replied he;

but what then? Becauſe there is a neceſſity, ſaid l, for their uſing many
medicines: for where bodies have no occaſion for medicines, but are

ready to ſubject themſelves to a regimen of diet, we reckon that a weaker
phyſician may ſuﬃce; but when there is a neceſſity for medicines, we

know that a more able phyſician is then requiſite. True ; but with what
view do you ſay this? With this view, replied I. lt appears that our
rulers are obliged to uſe much fiction and deceit for the advantage of the
governed; and we ſhid ſomewhere, that all theſe things were uſeful in the

way of medicines.

And rightly, ſaid he.

This piece of right now ſeems

not to be the moﬅ inconſiderable in marriages, and the propagation of

children.

How now?

lt is proper, ſaid I, from what we have acknow

ledged, that the beﬅ men embrace for the moﬅ part the beﬅ women;
and the moﬅ' depraved men, on the contrary, the moﬅ depraved women ;
and the oﬀspring of the former is to be educated, but not that of the lat
ter, if you deſire to have the ﬂock of the moſſﬅ perfect kind; and this

muﬅ be performed -in ſuch a manner as to eſcape the notice of all but the
governors themſelves, if you would have the whole 'herd of the guar'
'dians to be as free from ſedition as poſſible. Moﬅ right, ſaid he. Shall
there
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there not then be ſome feﬅivals by law eﬅabliſhed, in which we ſhall

draw together the brides and bridegrooms?

Sacriﬁces 'too muﬅ be per.

formed, and hymns compoſed by our poets ſuitable to the marriages which

are making.

But the number oſ the marriages we ſhall commit to the

rulers, that as much as poſſible they may preſerve the ſame number of

men, having an eye to the wars, diſeaſes, and every thing elſe of this
kind, and that as far as poſſible our city may be neither too great nor too
little. Right, ſaid he. And certain lots too, I imagine, ſhould be made
ſo' artiﬁcial, that the depraved man may, on every embrace, accuſe his
fortune, and not the governors. By all means, ſaid he. And thoſe of

the youth who diﬅingniſh themſelves, whether in war or any where
elſe, ought to have rewards and prizes given them, and the moﬅ ample
liberty of embracing women, that ſo, under this pretext likewiſe, the
greateﬅ number of children may be generated of ſuch perſons. Right;
And ſhall the children always as they are born be received by magiſtrates

appointed for theſe purpoſes, whether men or women, Or both? for the
magiﬅracies are in common to women as to men. They are ſo. And
when they receive the children of worthy perſons, they will carry them,
I imagine, to the nurſery, to certain nurſes dwelling apart ina certain
place of the city. But the children of the more depraved, and ſuch others
tas are any way lame, they will hide in ſome ſecret and obſcure place, as is

proper.

If they want, ſaid he, the race of guardians to be pure.

And

ſhall not theſe take care likewiſe of their nurſmg, in bringing to the nur
ſery the mothers when their breaﬅs are full, practiſing every art, that no
one know her own child, and in providing others who have milk, if theſe

ſhall prove inſuﬃcient? And they ſhall likewiſe take care of theſe nurſes,
that they ſuckle a competent time ; and they ſhall appoint the nurſes and
keepers to be wakeful, and to take every other neceſſary toil. You ſpeak,
ſaid he, of great eaſe to the wives of our guardians, in the breeding of
children. It is ﬁt, replied I. But let us in the next place diſcuſs that

which we chieﬂy intended. We ſaid that true oﬀspring ought to be ge
nerated of perſons in their prime. Are you then of opinion with me, that
the proper ſeaſon of vigour is twenty years t'o a woman, and thirty to a
man? Of what continnance are theſe ſeaſons? ſaid he.

The woman,

replied l, beginning at twenty, -is 2 toQ bear
the
2 children to
ſ the ﬅate until age
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age of forty; and the man, after he has paſſed the moﬅ raging part of his
courſe, from that period, is to beget children to the ﬅate until the age of

ﬁfty-ﬁve.

This indeed is the acme, replied he, in both ſexes, both of body

and of mind. If then any one who is older or younger than theſe ſhall
meddle in generating for the public, we ſhall ſay the treſpaſs is neither
holy norjuﬅ, as he begets to the ﬅate a child, which, if it be concealed, is
born and grows up not from ſacriﬁces and prayers, (whicb, upon every'

marriage, the prieﬅeſſes and prieﬅs, and the whole of the city, ſhall oﬀer,

that the deſcendants of the good may be ﬅill more good, 'and from uſeful
deſcendants ﬅill more uſeful may ariſe); but is born from darkneſs, and with
a dreadful intemperance.

Right, ſaid he.

And the law, ſaid I, muﬅ be

the ſame. If any of thoſe men, who are yet of the age for generating, ſhall
touch women of a proper age, without the concurrence of the magiﬅrate,
we ſhall conſider him as having raiſed to the ﬅate a baﬅardly, illegitimate.
land unhallowed child. Moﬅ right, ſaid he. And I imagine, that when
the women and men exceed the age of generating, we ſhall permit the men

to cohabit with any woman they incline, beſides their daughter and mother,
and thoſe who are the children of their daughters, or thoſe upwards from

their mother: and ſo likewiſe the women to embrace any bu-t a ſon and
father, and the children of theſe, either downwards or upwards: all this
liberty we will allow them, after we have enjoined them to attend care

fully, in the ﬁrﬅ place, if any thing ſhould be conceived, not to bring it to
the light ; but if, by any accident, it ſhould be brought forth, to expoſe it

as a creature for which no proviﬁon is made.

All theſe things, ſaid he,

are reaſonably ſaid. But how ſhall fathers and daughters, and thoſe other
relations you now mentioned, be known of one another? They ſhall not
be known at all, ſaid I. But from the day on which any one is a bride
groom, whatever children are born in the tenth or in the ſeventh month;
after it, all theſe he ſhall call, the male his ſons, and the female his daughters,
and they ſhall call him father. And in the ſame way again, he ſhall call the.
children of theſe grandchildren, and they again ſhall call them grandfathers

and grandmothers: and thoſe who were born in that period in which their
fathers and mothers were begetting children, they ſhall call ſiﬅers and
brothers, ſo as not to touch each other, as I juﬅ now ſaid. But the law

ſhall allow brothers and ſiﬅers to live together, if their lot ſo fall out, and
the
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This, Glciucn, and

ſuch as this, is the Community of women and children, among your city
guardians: and that it is both conſonant to the other parts of our polity,
and by far the beﬅ, we muﬅ, in the next place, eﬅabliſh from reaſon; or

how ſhall we do? Juﬅ ſo, by Jupiter, ſaid he.

Did not we then agree on

this at the beginning? to inquire what we can mention as the greateﬅ
good with relation to the eﬅabliſhment oſ a ﬅate, with an eye to which
the lawgiver ought to enact the laws, and what is the greateﬅ evil; and
then to inquire, whether what we have hitherto gone over contributes
towards leading us in the ﬅeps of this good, and away from that evil?

By all means, ſaid he. Is there, then, anygreater ill to a city than that
which lacerates it; and, inﬅead of one, makes it many? Or, is there any
greater good than that which binds it together, and makes it one? There
is not.

Does not then the communion oſ pleaſure and pain bind them

together, when the whole of the citizens as much as poſſible rejoice and

mourn in the ſame manner, for the ſame things when they are obtained,
and when they are loﬅ? By all means ſo, replied he. But a ſeparate
feeling of theſe things deﬅroys it, when ſome of the citizens are extremely

grieved, and others extremely glad, at the ſame ſuﬀerings of the city, or of
thoſe who are in it. Why not? Does not then ſuch an evil as the following
ariſe from this, when they do not all jointly i-n the ﬅate pronounce theſe
words, mine, and not mine? And will not that city be beﬅ regulated, when

every individual, with regard to the concerns of another, in the ſame way
with him, pronounces theſe words, mine, and not mine? By ſar. And it
is ſuch as comes neareﬅ to one man. As when our ﬁngeris any how hurt g
the whole common feeling ſpread through the body to the ſoul, with one

co-ordination of its governing part, perceives it, and the entire whole
mourns along with the diﬅreſſed part: and ſo we ſay that the man is
diﬅreſſed in his ﬁnger: and the reaſoning is the ſime as to any Other part

of a man, both with reſpect to grief, when any part is in pain; or with
reſpect to pleaſure, when any part is at eaſe.- It is the ſame, laid he. And
to return to your queﬅion, the city which comes neareﬅ to this is governed
in the beﬅ manner; and when any one of the citizens receives any good or.
ill, ſuch a city, I imagine, will moﬅ eſpecially ſay, that ſhe herſelf' receives it,
and the whole city rejoice or mourn together. Oſ neceſſity, ſaid he, this
4
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muﬅ prevail in a city governed by good laws. It may be time for us to go
back to our city, and conſider how thoſe things are in it which we have
'agreed on in our reaſoning, whether they prevail moﬅ in our city, or more

in ſome other.

We muﬅ do ſo, replied he.

What now? Are there not,

in other cities, governors and people? And are there not likewiſe in this?
There are. And will not all theſe call one another citizens? Why not?
But beſides this of citizens, what does the people call their governors in
other ﬅates? Maﬅers or lords in moﬅ ﬅates, and, in democracies, this
very name, governors. But in our city, beſides that of citizens, what
does the people call their governors? Their preſervers, ſaid he, and helpers.
And what do they call the people? Rewarders, replied he, and nouriſhers.

And in other cities, what do the governors call their people ? Slaves, replied

he.

And what do the governors call one another? Fellow rulers, ſaid he,

And ours, what? Fellow guardians. Can you tell, whether any one ofthe
governors in other cities can addreſs one of their fellow governors as his
kinſman, and another as a ﬅranger? Very many ſo. Does he not then'
reckon and call the kindred one his own, and the ﬅranger one as not his

own? Juﬅ ſo. But how is it with your guardians? Is there ſo much as
any one of them, who can deem and call any one of their fellow guardians
a ﬅranger? By no means, replied he; for, with whomſoever any one meets,
he reckons he meets with a brother or ſiﬅer, a father or mother, a ſon or

daughter, or the deſcendants or anceﬅors of theſe.
tifully, replied I.

You ſpeak moﬅ beau

But further, tell me this likewiſe, whether will you

only eﬅabliſh among them, by law, theſe kindred names? or will you alſo
enjoin them to perform all their actions in conſormity to theſe names? YVith'
reſpect to parents, whatever the law enjoins to be performed to parents,
ſuch as reverence, and care, and obedience. And that otherwiſe it will
not be for his advantage, neither in the ſight of Gods nor of men, as he

acts what is neither holy nor juﬅ, if he do other things than theſe. Shall
theſe, or any other ſpeeches from all our citizens, reſound directly in the
ears of our children, both concerning their parents, whom any one ſhall

point out to them, and concerning other relations? Theſe things ſhall be
ſaid, replied he; for it were ridiculous, if friendly names alone reſounded,

without any actions accompanying them.

Of all Cities, then, there will be

the greateﬅ harmony in it, when any one individual is either well or ill,
38
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as to the expreſſion we lately mentioned, viz. mine is Well, or mine is

ill.

Moﬅ true, ſaid he.

Did not we ſay too, that their common plea

ſures and pains will accompany this opinion and expreſiion ? And we ſaid

rightly.

Will not then our citizens moﬅ eſpecially have this in common

which they call my own; and, having this in common, they will of all

others moﬅ eſpecially have in common pleaſure and pain? Extremely ſo.
And along with the other parts of the conﬅitution, is not the community'

of wc'>men and children among the guardians the cauſe of theſe-things?
This is it moﬅ eſpecially, replied he. But we agreed, that this was the
greateﬅ good ofa city, likening a well eﬅabliſhed city to a body, in its being

aﬀected with the pleaſure and pain of any part.

And we rightly, ſaid he,

agreed. on this. This community, then, 0f\vomen and children among our

auxiliaries, has appeared to us to be the cauſe of the greateﬅ good to the city.
Extremely ſo, replied he. And ſurely we agree at leaﬅ with what went
before ; for we ſomewhere ſaid, that they ought neither to have houſes of

their own, nor land, nor any poſſcﬃon; but, receiving their ſubſiﬅenee

from others, as a reward for their guardianſhip, they ſhould all ſpend it
in common, if they intended really to be guardians. Right, ſaid he. Do
not therefore, as I ſay, both theſe things which were formerly mentioned,
and ﬅill more what we now ſpeak of, render them real guardians, and
prevent the city from being lacerated, by their not at all calling one and
the ſame thing their own; but one one thing, and another another;

one drawing to his own houſe whatever he can poſſeſs,- ſeparate from
others, and another to his, which is diﬀerent from the other; and having

both wives and children diﬀerent, which occaſion diﬀerent pleaſures and"
pains, which are private, as belonging to private perſons : but being of onﬂ
opinion concerning their home, and all of them pointing towards the
ſame thing, as far as poﬃble, to have one common feeling of pleaſure
and pain? Extremely ſo, replied he. But what? ſhall law-ſuits and
accuſations againﬅ one another be baniſhed from among them, ſo to ſpeak,

by their poſſeſſing nothing as private property but their body, and every
thing elſe being common, from whence they ſhall be liberated from all thoſe

diﬅurbances which men raiſe about money, children or relations P They will
of neceſſity be liberated from theſe.

Neither indeed can there be reaſonably

among them any actions raiſed for violence or unſeemly treatment.
3
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making the protection of their perſons a neceſſary thing, we will own it
to be handſome and juﬅ for thoſe of equal age to help one another. Right,
ſaid he. And this law, ſaid I, hath this right in it likewiſe: that if any
one be in a paſſion, gratifying his paﬃon in this manner, he is leſs apt to

raiſe greater feditions. It is entirely ſo.
to govern and to chaﬅiſe the younger.

The elder ſhall be enjoined both
That is plain. And ſurely the

younger, as becomes them, ſhall never attempt to beat the elder, or in

any other way to oﬀer violence to him, unleſs appointed by the gover
nors; nor will they, I imagine, in any ſort, diſhonour them; for there
are ſuﬃcient guardians to hinder it, both fear and reverence z-reverence

on the one hand reﬅraining them from aſſaulting, as it were, their parents,
and fear onthe other; leﬅ-others ſhall aﬃﬅ the ſuﬀerer; ſome as ſons,
others as brothers, and others as fathers.

It happens ſo, ſaid he.

In every

reſpect then, as far as relates to the laws, the men ſhall live peaceably

with one another)

Very much ſo.

And while theſe have no ſeditions

among themſelves, there is no dangerſiof any other city raiſing diﬅurbance

againﬅ theſe, or that they ſhall ſplit into factions.

There is not.

As for

the leﬂer evils, from which ſurely they will be freed, I do not chooſe,
becauſe of the impropriety of it, ſo much as to mention them. That
ﬂattery of the rich ; that indigence and ſolicitude in the education of their

children, and in procuring money for the neceſſary ſupport of their family,
which is the portion of the poor; ſometimes borrowing, and ſometimes
being deſpiſed, and ſometimes uſing all manner of ſhifts, in procuring

proviſions, which they give to the management of their wives and do

meﬅics: how many ﬂaviſh and mean things, my friend, they ſuﬀer in all
theſe reſpects, are not even worthy' to he mentioned. And they are
manifeﬅ, ſaid he, to one blind.

They will be delivered from all theſe

things, and will live more bleſſedly than that moﬅ bleſſed life which thoſe
live who gain the prize in the Olympic games. How? Thoſe are eﬅeemed

happy, on account ofa ſmall part of what theſe enjoy.

But the victory of

theſe is more noble, and their maintenance from the public is more com
plete; for the victory they gain is the ſafety of the whole city; and both

they and their 'children are crowned with their maintenance, and all the
other neceſſaries of life, as laurels, and receive honour from their city

while alive, and at their death an honourable funeral.

The moﬅ noble
rewards !

THE
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Do you remember then, ſaid l, that in our ſormer

reaſonings, I do not know who it was objected to us, that we were not
making our guardians happy, who, though they had it in their power to'
have the whole wealth oſ their citizens, had nevertheleſs nothing at all ?

and we propoſed to conſider oſ this afterwards, iſ it fell in our way ; but
that at the preſent we were making our guardians only guardians, and the

City itſclſ as happy as poſſible, but without regarding one particular tribe
in it, with a view to make it happy. I remember it, ſaid he. What
think you now oſ the Iiſe of our auxiliaries, which appears ſar more

noble and happy than that of thoſe who gain the prize at the Olympic
games? It does not at all appear to reſemble the life of the leather-cutter,
the handicraſt, or ſarmer.

I do not think it, ſaid he.

But however, it is

proper that I mention here 'what I likewiſe ſaid on a former occaſion, that
iſ the guardian ſhall attempt to be happy in ſuch a Way as to be no longer.
a guardian, nor be content with this moderate, and ﬅeady, and, as we
ſay, beﬅ life; but, being ſeized with a fooliſh and youthſul opinion about

happineſs, ſhall, becauſe he has it in his power, be driven to make him

ſelf the maﬅer of every thing in the city, he ſhall know that Heſiod was
truly wiſe, in ſaying that the half is ſomehow more than the whole.

If

he take me, ſaid he, for his counſellor, he will remain in ſuch a liſe. You
allow then, ſaid I, that the women act in common with the men, as we
have explained, with reſpect to education and the breeding oſ children,
and the guardiunſhip of the other citizens; both in remaining in the city,
and in going forth to war; and that along with the men they ought to

keep guard, and to hunt like dogs, and in every caſe to take a ſhare in all
things as ſar as they can; and that while they do theſe things they, will,
do what is beﬅ, and no way contrary to the nature of' the female, with

reſpect to the male, by which nature they are made to act jointly with one
another. I agree,_ſaid he. Does not then this, ſaid I, remain to be diſ
cuſſed, whether it be poſſible that this community take place among men
likewiſe, as among other animals? and how ſar_it is poſſible. You have
prevented me, ſaid he, in mentioning what I was going to aſk. For, with
relation to warlike aﬀairs, it is plain, I imagine, ſaid I, how they will.

ﬁght. AHow? ſaid he. That they will jointly go out on their military
expeditious, and beſides will carry along with them ſuch of their children,
YOL. 1.
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as are grown up, that, like thoſe of other artiﬅs, they may ﬂee what it
will be neceſſary for them to practiſe when they are grown up; and, be
ſides ſeeing, that they may ſerve and adminiﬅer in every thing with rela'
tion to the war, and aﬃﬅ both their fathers and mothers.

not obſerved what happens in the Common arts?

Or, have you

as for inﬅance, that the

childrenof the potters, miniﬅering to them for a long time, look on be
fore they apply themſelves to the making earthen ware? Yes, indeed.
l/Vhether now are theſe or our guardians to inﬅruct their children with:
greater care, by the practice and view of what belongs to their oﬃce?
To ſuppoſe thoſe, replied he, ſhould take greater care than our gnardians,

were ridiculous. But every creature ﬁghts more remarkably in the preſence
of its oﬀsPring.

The caſe is ſo; but there is no ſmall danger, Socrates,

when they are defeated, as is often the caſe in war, that when their chil
dren, as well as themſelves, are cut oﬀ, it ſhall be impoſſible to raiſe an
other city.

You fay true, replied I; but you imagine we ought, ﬁrﬅ of all,

to take care never to run any riſk. No, by no means. What then, if'
they are at all to hazard themſelves in any caſe, is it not where, if they'

ſucceed, they ſhall become better men ? That is plain.

But do you ima

gine it a ſmall matter, and not worthy of the riſk, whether children, who

are deﬅined to be military men, ſee aﬀairs relating to war, or not? No ; it is

a matter of conſequence with reſpect to what you mention.

We muﬅ,

then, ﬁrﬅ endeaVour to make our children ſpectators of the war, but con

trive for them a place of ſafety-and then it ſhall do well, ſhall it not?
Yes.

And ſhall not then, ſaid l, ou-r parents, in the ﬁrﬅ place, as being

men, not be ignorant, but underﬅand which of the camps are, and which

are not dangerous? It is likely, ſaid he. And they ſhall bring them into
the one, but with reſpect to the other they will be on their guard. Right.
And they will probably ſet governors over them, ſaid l; not ſuch as are

the moﬅ depraved, but ſuch as by experience and years are able leaders
and pedagogues.

It is very proper.

But we will ſay many things have

happened contrary to expectation. Very many. With reference there
fore to ſuch events as theſe, it is proper that whilﬅ they are children
they procure wings, that ſo, in any neceſſity, they may eſcape by ﬂight. How
do you mean? ſaid he. They muﬅ, when extremely young, be mounted
on horſes, and taught to ride on horſeback, and brought to ſee the battle,
*
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not on high-mettled and warlike horſes, but on the ﬂeeteﬅ, and thoſe that

are the moﬅ obedient to the rein; ſor thus they ſhall, in the beﬅ manner,
obſerve their proper work, and, on any neCeﬃty, ſhall eſcape with the
greateﬅ ſafety, following the aged leaders. You ſeem to me, ſaid he, to
ſay right.

But what, ſaid l, as to the aﬀairs of war? how are you to ma

nage your ſoldiers, both with reſpect to one another and their enemies?
have I imagined rightly or not? As to what? ſaid he. That whoever of
them, laid l, leaves his rank, throws away his arms, or does any ſuch
thing from cowardice, muﬅ he not be made a handicraſt, or land-labourer?

By all means.

And ſhall not the man who is taken alive by the enemy

be given gratis to any who incline to employ him in the country juﬅ
as they pleaſe?

By all means.

And are you of opinion, that he who

gainsa character, and excels, ought, in the ﬁrﬅ place, in the expedition
itſelf', to be crowned in ſome meaſure by every one of the youths and boys
who are his fellow ſoldiers? or think you otherwiſe? I am of opinion,
for my part, they ought to be crOWned. But what, and get the right
hand likewiſe? This likewiſe. But this further, I imagine, ſaid I, you
are not yet ſatisﬁed about.

by every one.

What? That they embrace and be embraced

They ſhould moﬅ of all others, ſaid he: and I will add

to this law, that whilﬅ they are upon this expedition no one ſhall be
allowed to refuſe them, whoever they incline to embrace, that iſ any
happen to be in love with any one, male or female, he may be the more
animated to win the prizcs. Very well, ſaid I; for we have already ſaid

that there are more marriages provided for the good citizen than for

others, and more frequent choice in ſuch matters allowed them than
others, that the deſcendants oſ ſuch an one may be as numerous as poſ
ſible.

We have already ſaid ſo, replied he.

But ſurely, even according

to Homer's opinion, it is juﬅ that ſuch of the youth as are brave be
honoured in this way. For Homer ſays that Ajax, who excelled in war,
was rewarded with a large ſhare at the entertainments, this being'the
moﬅ natural reward to a brave man in the bloom oſ youth, by Which

he at the ſame time acquircd honour and ﬅrength.

Moﬅ right, ſaid he.

We ſhall then obey Homer, ſaid I, at leaﬅ, in theſe things.

And we

ſhall honour the good, both at our ſacriﬁces, and on all ſuch occaſions, in as

far as they appear to be deſerving, with hymns likewiſe, and with thoſe
333
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things we lately mentioned; and beſides theſe things, with feats, and diſhes,
and full cup'; that at the ſame time we may both honour and exerciſe
the virtue of Worthy men and women. You thy moﬅ admirably well, re
plied he. Be it ſo. If any one of thoſe who die in the army ſhall have
diﬅinguiſhed himſelf, ſhall we not, in the ﬁrﬅ place, ſay that he is of
the golden_race? Moﬅ eſpecially. And ſhall we not believe Heſiod,
telling us, that when any of theſe die,
Good, holy, earthly danmons, they become,

Expelling evils, guardians of mankind' ?

NVe ſhall believe him. And we ſhall aſk the oracle in what manner we
ought to bury dxmoniacal and divine men, and with what marks of di
ﬅinction; and thus ſhall we bury them in that very manner which ſhall be
explained. \Vhy ſhall we not? And we ſhall in all after time reverence
and worſhip their tombs as thoſe of dazmons. And we ſhall enact by
law, that the ſame things be performed, and in the ſame manner, to any
who ſhall have been deemed to have remarkably diﬅinguiſhed themſelves

in life, when they die of old age, or any thing elſe? It is right, ſaid he.
But what now i How ſhall our ſoldiers behave towards enemies? As to

what? Firſt, as to bringing into ſlavery. Do you think it juﬅ that
Greeks ſhould enſlave Greek cities ? or rather, as far as they are able, not
ſuﬀer any other to do it, and accuﬅom themſelves to this, to be ſparing
of the Grecian tribe, being greatly on their guard againﬅ being enſlaved
by the Barbarians?

It is, ſaid he, in general, and in every particular caſe,

beﬅ to be ſparing. Are they not to acquire any Grecian ſlave themſelves,
and to counſel the other Greeks to act in the ſame manner? By all means,
ſaid he.

They will the more, at leaﬅ, by ſuch a conduct, turn themſelves

againﬅ the Barbarians, and abﬅain from one another. But what? To
ﬅri the dead, ſaid I, of any thing but their Iarms after they conquerx

them, is it handſome or not? It gives a pretence to cowards not to go
againﬅ the enemy who is alive, as being neceſſarily occupied when they
are thus employed about the one who is dead; and many armies have been

loſt by this plundering.

Very many.

And does it not appear to you to

I Heliod. Op. et Di. lib. t.
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be illiberal and ſordid, and the part ofa womaniſh and little mind, to ﬅrip
the dead body, and deem the body ofthe deceaſed an enemy, when the enemy

is ﬂed oﬀ, and there is only leſt behind thatwith which he fought? Or, do you
imagine that they who act in this manner do any way diﬀerent from dogs,
who are in a rage at the ﬅones which are thrown at them, not touching the

man who throws them? Not in the leaﬅ, ſaid he. We muﬅ let alone then
this ﬅripping the dead, and theſe hinderances ariſing from the carrying

oﬀ booty.

Truly, ſaid he, theſe muﬅ be baniſhed.

Nor ſhall we at any

time bring the arms into the temples, as if we were to dedicate them, at
leaﬅ not the arms of Grecians, if we have any concern to obtain the bene
volence of the other Greeks: but we ſhall rather be afraid, leﬅ it ſhould

be a kind of proſanation to bring into the temple ſuch things as theſe from
our own kinſman, unleſs the oracle ſhall ſay otherwiſe.

Moﬅ right,

replied he. But what, with reference to the laying waﬅe Grecian lands,
and burning of houſes, how ſhall your ſoldiers behave towards their
enemies? I ſhould be glad, ſaid he, to hear you ſignifying your opinion.
Truly then, ſaid I, in my opinion, neither of theſe ought to be done, but
only one year's produce to be carried oﬀ. And would you have me tell
you the reaſon why this ſhould be done? By all means. lt appears to me,
that as theſe two words, war and ſedition, are diﬀerent, ſo they are two
diﬀerent things which are ſigniﬁed by them : I call them two diﬀerent
things, becauſe the one is domeﬅic and akin, the other foreign and ﬅrange.
When hatred is among ourſelves, it is called ſedition; when it reſpects

foreigners, it is called war.
able.

What you ſay, replied he, is no way unreaſ0n-.

But conſider now, ifI ſay this likewiſe reaſonably: for I aver that

the Greek nation is friendly and akin to itſelf, but is foreign and ﬅrange
to the Barbarian.

This too is right.

When then the Greeks ﬁght with

the Barbm-ians,and the Barbarians with the Greeks, we ſhall ſay they wage
war, and are naturally enemies; and this hatred is to be called war.

But

when Greeks do any ſuch thing to Greeks, we ſhall ſay that they are friends
by nature, and that Greece in ſuch a caſe is diﬅempered, and in ſedition;
and ſuch a hatrcd is to be called a ſedition. l agree, ſaid he, to account
for it in the ſame manner. Conſider then, ſaid I, that in the ſedition now
mentioned, wherever ſuch a thing happens, and the city is disjointed, if

they ſequcﬅer the lands, and burn the houſes of one another, how de-_
ﬅructive
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ﬅructive the ſedition appears, and neither of them ſeem to be lovers of
their country: for otherwiſe they would never dare to lay waﬅe their
nurſe and mother; but it would ſuﬃce the Victors to carry oﬀ the fruits
oſ the vanquiſhed, and to conſider they are to be reconciled, and not

perpetually to be at war. This indeed is by much a more mild ſentiment
than the other. But what now? ſaid I. Is not this city you are eﬅabliſh
ing a Greek one? It ſhould be ſo, replied he. And ſhall not they be good
and mild? By all means. And ſhall they not be lovers of Greeks? And
ſhall they not account Greece akin to them? And ſhall they not have the

ſame religious rites with the reﬅ of the Greeks? By all means.

A diﬀer

ence then with Greeks, as with kinſmen, will they not denominate a ſed'h

tion, and not a war? They will.

'to'be reconciled.

By all means.

And they will behave as thoſe who are'

They ſhall then be mild and moderate,

not puniſhing ſo far as to enﬂave or deﬅroy, ſince they are moderate, and

not hoﬅile.

Juﬅ*ſo, ſaid he.

Neither then, as they are Greeks, will they

ſequeﬅer Grecian lands, nor burn their houſes; nor will they allow that in
every city all are their enemies, men, women, and children; but that

always a ſew only are enemies, the authors of the quarrel: and on all

theſe accounts they will neither chooſe to lay waﬅe lands, as the greateﬅ
number are their friends; nor will they overturn the houſes, but will carry
on the war ſo far as till the guilty be obliged by the innocent, whom they
diﬅreſs, to make reparation. Iagree, ſaid he, that we ought to behave ſo

towards our own citizens when we are ſet againﬅ one another; and to
behave ſo towards the Barbarians as the Greeks at preſent do to one
another.

Let us then likewiſe eﬅabliſh this law for our guardians,--neither

to lay waﬅe the lands, nor burn the houſes.

Let us eﬅabliſh it, ſaid he,

and this further, that theſe things, and thoſe too you mentioned formerly,

are right: but it appears to me, Socrates, if one is to allow you to ſpeak in
this manner, that you will never remember what you formerly paſſed by,

when you entered. on all that you have now ſaid; viz. how far ſuch a
government is poſiible ? and in what way it is at all poſſible? For, if it be
at all poſſible, I will allow that all theſe good things will belong to that city,

and the following likewiſe which you have omitted ;-that they will, in the
beﬅ manner, ﬁght againﬅ their enemies, and of all others leaﬅ abandon one

another, recognizing theſe names,and calling one another by theſe,--fathers,
>
ſons,
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ſons, and brothers; and if the female ſhall encamp along with them, whe
ther in the ſame rank, or drawn up behind them, that they will ﬅrike terror

into the enemies, and at the ſame time aﬃﬅ iſ ever there be neceſſity for it,
l know that in this way they will entirely be invincible. And I plainly ſee
too what advantages they have at home, which we have omitted. But
ſpeak no more about this government, as Iallow that all theſe, and ten
thouſand other things, will belong to it, iſ it actually- exiﬅ.

But let us

endeavour to perſuade one another of this itſelf, whether it be poſſible,
and in what reſpect it is ſo; and let us omit thoſe other things.

You have

ſuddenly, ſaid I, made an aſſault on my reaſoning, and make no allowance
for one who is ﬁghting; for perhaps you do not advert, that, with diﬃculty,

I am eſcaped from two waves, and now you are bringing upon me the
greateﬅ and moﬅ dangerous of the three. After you have ſeen and heard

this, you will entirely forgive me; allowing, that I with reaſon grudged,
and was afraid to mention ſo great a paradox, and undertake to examine

it.

The more, ſaid he,- you mention theſe things, the leſs will you be freed

from explaining in what reſpect this government is poſſible.

Proceed then,

and do not delay. Muﬅ not this then, ſaid I, in the ﬁrﬅ place, be re
membered, that We are come hither in ſearch of juﬅice, what it is? and
what injuﬅice is? It muﬅ, ſaid he. But what is this to the purpoſe?

Nothing." But if we diſcover What juﬅice is, ſhall we then judge that the
juﬅ man ought in no reſpect to diﬀer from it, but in every reſpect to be
ſuch as juﬅice is? and ſhall We be ſatisﬁed if he approach the neareﬅ to
it, and, of all others, partake of it the moﬅ? We ſhall, ſaid he, be thus
ſatisﬁed. As a model then, ſaid I, We were inquiring into this, what kind
ofthing juﬅice is; and we likewiſe were in queﬅ ofa juﬅ man; and con

ſidered what ſort of man he ſhould be, if he did exiﬅ. We likewiſe in
quired what injnﬅice is, and what too the moﬅ unjuﬅ men-in order that,

looking into theſe two models, what kind of men they appeared with
reſpect to happineſs and its oppoſite, we might be obliged to acknowledge
concerning ourſelves, that whoever ſhould moﬅ reſemble them in character
ſhall have a fortune the moﬅ reſembling theirs; and not for this end, to
ſhow that theſe things are poſſible or not.

In this, ſaid he, you ſay true.

Do you imagine then that the painter is in any degree the leſs excellent,
who having painted a mode] of the moﬅ beautiful man, and brought every
'
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thing fully into his piece, is yet unable to ſhow that ſuch a man does really
exiﬅ? By Jupiter, laid he, Ido not. What then, have we not made in our

reaſonings (ſhall we ſay) a mode] of a good city? Yes, indeed.

Have we

then ſpoken any thing the worſe, do you imagine, on this account, that we

are not able to ſhow, that it is poſſible for a city to be eﬅabliſhed ſuch as we
have deſcribed? No, indeed, ſaid he.
caſe.

This then, ſaid I, is the truth of the

But if truly I muﬅ now likewiſe, on your account, haﬅen to this,

to ſhow how eſpecially, and in what reſpects, it is moﬅ poﬂible, in order
to this diſcovery, you muﬅ again grant the ſame things as formerly.
What things? Is it POﬃblC for any thing to be executed ſo perfectly as
It is deſcribed? or, is ſuch the nature of practice, that it approaches not ſo
near the truth as theory, though ſome may think otherwiſe? But whether
will you allow this or not? I allow it, ſaid he. Do not then oblige me
to ſhow you all theſe things, and in every reſpect, exiﬅing in fact, ſo
perfectly as we have deſcribed in our reaſoning; but if we be able to ﬁnd

out how a city may be eﬅabliſhed the neareﬅ poﬃble to what we have
mentioned, you will ſay we'have diſcovered that theſe things which you
require are poſſible? 'Or will you not even be ſatisﬁed if this be obtained?
For my own part, I ſhould be ſatisﬁed.

And Itoo,ﬁſaid he.

We are now,

it ſeems, in the next place, to endeavour to ﬁnd out and to ſhow what, at

all, is the evil which is now practiſed in Cities through which they are not
eﬅabliſhed in this manner We have deſcribed; and what is that ſmalleﬅ
change, which, ifmadc, would bring the city to this model of government;
and let us chieﬂy ſee, if this can be eﬀected by the change of one thing, if

not by the change of two, iſ not that, by the change of the feweﬅ things
in number, and the ſmalleﬅ in power.

By all means, ſaid be.

Upon the

change then of one thing, ſaid I, I am able I think to ſhow that the ſtate

can fall into this model of government. But the change is not indeed ſmall
nor eaſy, yet it is poſſible. that is it? ſaid he. I am now come, ſaid
I, to what I compared to the greateﬅ' wave: and it ſhall now be
mentioned, though, like a breaking wave, it ſhould overwhclm us with
exceſſive laughter and unbelief. But conſider what I am going to ſay.
Proceed, replied he. Unleſs either philoſophers, laid I, govern in Cities,
or thoſe who are at preſent called kings and goveriiors philoſophize
genuinely and ſUﬃCicntly, and theſe two, the political power and phi
loſophy,
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loſ0phy, unite in one ; and till the bulk of thoſe who at preſent purſue each

of theſe ſcparately are of neceﬃty excluded, there ſhall be no end, Glauco,
to the miſeries of cities, nor yet, as I imagine, to thoſe of the human race ;

nor till then ſhall ever this republic, which we have gone over in our rea
ſonings, ſpring up to a poſſibility, and behold the light of the ſun. But
this is that which all along made me grudge to mention it, that I ſaw what
a paradox I was to utter: for it is diﬃcult to be convinced that no other
but this republic can enjoy happineſs, whether public or private. You
have thrown out, Socrates, ſaid he, ſuch an expreſſion and argument, a's

you may imagine will bring on you a great many, and theſe courageous to
ſuch a degree as to put oﬀ their clothes, and naked to ſnatch whatever
weapon fortune aﬀords each of them; and, as if they were to perform
prodigies, ruſh upon you in battle array. And unleſs, mowing them down

with argument, you make your eſcape, you will pay for it by ſuﬀering
moﬅ ſevere ridicule.

And are not you the cauſe of all this? ſaid I.

in acting handſomely at leaﬅ, replied he.

But

However, in this aﬀair, I will

not betray you, but defend you with ſuch things as I am able. And I am
able both by my good-will and by encouraging you, and probably I will

anſwer your queﬅions more carefully than any other; only do you endea
vour, with the help of ſuch an aﬃﬅant, to ſhow thoſe who are backward
to believe t'hcſe things, that the caſe really is as you repreſent it. 1 muﬅ en
deavour, ſaid I, ſince even you aﬀord ſo great an alliance. And here it
ſeems to me to be neceſſary, if we are any how to make our eſcape from

thoſe you mention, accurately to deﬁne to' them what kind of men theſe

are whom we call philoſophers, when we dare to aſſert that they alone ought
to govern, in order that, when they are made perfectly manifeﬅ, any one may

be able to defend himſelf, when he aſſerts that to theſe it naturally belong's
both to apply themſelves to philoſophy, and likewiſe to take upon them the
government of'the ﬅate: but others are to apply themſelves neither to
philoſophy nor government, but to obey their leader. It is proper, ſaid he,
to deſine them. Come then, follow me this way, if together any how we
ſhall ſuﬃciently explain this matter. Lead on then, ſaid he. Will it then
be needful, ſaid I, to. remind you, or do you remember it, that When we
ſay of any one, that he loves any thing, when we ſpeak with propriety, he
muﬅ not appear to love one part of it, and not another, but to have

an aﬀection for the whole? Inecd, it ſeems, replied he, to be put in mind ;
YOL. 1. '
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for I do not underﬅand it perfectly. It might become another, Glauco,.
replied I, to ſay what you ſay; but it does not become a man who is a
lover, to forget that all thoſe who are in their bloom ſting ſomehow, and
give emotion to one who is amorous, and a lover, as they are deemed

Worthy bOth of reſpect and of being ſaluted.

Or do you not behave in

this manner towards the beautiful? One, becauſe ﬂat-noſed, ſhall be called

agreeable, and be commended by you ; and the hook-noſe of the other, you
ſay, is prince y; and that which is in the middle of theſe is according to

the exacteﬅ ſymmetry: the black are ſaid to be manly to behold ; and the
fair to be the children of the Gods :--but this appellation of pale green, do
you imagine 'it i's the invention of any other than of a ﬂattering lover, and
eaſily
bearsyou
with
the paleneſs,
it is in
theſay
bloom
youthſo?
ſ one
And,who
in one
word,
make
all kinds provided
ofpretences,
and
everyoſthing
as never to reject any one who is oſ a blooming age? If'you incline, ſaid he,

to judge by me oſſiother lovers, that they act in-this manner, I agree to it for
the ſake of the argument.

And what, ſaid I , with reſpect to the lovers of

wine; do you not obſerve them acting in the ſame manner, cheerſully
drinking every kind of wine upon every pretext? Yes, indeed. And you
perceive, as I imagine, that the ambitious likewiſe, iſ they cannot obtain
the command of a whole army, 'will v'take the third command; and, if they
cannot be honoured by greater and better men, are content it' they be
'honoured by the lower and more contemptible, being deſirous of honour a't

any rate? It is perfectly ſo.

Agre'e to this or not: iſ we ſay, one is

deſirous of any thing, ſhall we ſay that he deſires the whole ſpecies, or that

he deſires onc part oſ it, but not another? The whole, replied he.

Shall

We not then likewiſe ſay, that the philoſopher is deſirous of wiſdom, and

that not of one part only, but oſ the whole ? True. He then who is averſe
to diſciplines, eſpecially iſ he be young, and has not at all underﬅanding to
diſcern what is good, and What is otherwiſe, ſhall not be cal-led a lover of

learning, nor a philoſopher; in the ſame manner as we ſay oſ one who is
diſguﬅcd with meats, that he neither hungers after nor deſires meats, nor

is a lover but a hater oſ them. And we ſhall ſay right. But the man who
readily inclin-es to taﬅe of every diſcipline, and with pleaſure enters on
the ﬅudy of it, and is inſatiable of it, this man we ſhall with juﬅice call a
philoſopher: ſhall we not? On this Glauco ſaid, There will be many ſuch

philoſophers as thoſe very abſurd : for all your lovers of ſhows appear to
3
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me to be of this kind, from their taking a pleaſure in learning; and your
ſtory lovers are the moﬅ ſtupidt of all to be reckoned among philoſophers
[at leaﬅ. Theſe indeed would not willingly attend on ſuch reaſonings, and
ſuch a diſquiſition as this. But yet, as if they had hired out their ears to
liﬅen to every chorus, they run about to the Bacchanalia, omitting neither

thoſe of cities nor villages. Shall all theſe then,"and others ﬅudious of
ſuch things, and thoſe who apþly to the inferior arts, be called: by us phi
loſophers? By no means, laid I, but reſembling philoſophers. But whom,
ſaid he, do you call the true ones?> Thoſe, ſaid I, who are deſirous of

diſcerning the truth.

This likewiſe, ſaid he, is right.

But how do you

mean? It is not eaſy, ſaid I, to tell it to another; but you, I imagine,
will agree with me in this. In what? That ſince the beautiful is oppo
ſlte to the deformed, theſe are two things. NVhy are they not P' And if
they are two, then each of them is one. This alſo is granted. And the
reaſoning is the ſame concerning juſtice and injuﬅice, good andevil.

And

concerning every other ſpecies of things the argument is the ſame-that
each of them is one in itſelf, but appears to be many, being every where
diverſiſied by their communication with action and body, and With one

another.

You ſay right, ſaid he.

ln this manner then, ſaid l, I ſeparate

theſe, and ſet apart thoſe you now mentioned, the lovers of public ſhows,
of handicrafts, and mechanics; and then apart from theſe I ſet thoſe gf
whom we diſcourſe at preſent, whom alone we may properly call philoſo
phers. How do you ſay P replied he. The lovers of common ſtories and
.oſ ſpectacles delight in ﬁne ſounds, colours, and ﬁgures, and every thing

which is compounded of theſe; but the nature of beauty itſelf their dia
noe'tic part is unable to diſcern and admire. Indeed the caſe is ſo, ſaid he.
But as to thoſe then who are able to approach this beauty itſelf, and to
behold it as it is 'in itſelf, muﬅ they not be few in number? Extremely
ſo. He then who accounts ſome things beautiful, but neither knows
beauty itſelf, nor is able to follow iſ one were to lead liim to the know

ledge of it, does he ſeem to you to,live in a dream, or to be awake? Con-_
ſider now, what is it to dream? Is it not this, when a man, whether
aſleep or awake, imagines the ſimilitude of a thing is not theſimilitude,

but really the thing itſelf which it reſembles? I for my part would aver,
replied he, that ſuch a perſon is really in a dream. But what now as to
him who judges oppoſite to this, who underﬅands what.beau'ty is'ſi'itw
a s 2

ſelf,
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ſelf, and is able to diſcern both it and ſuch things as participate of it, and

neither deems the participants to be beauty, nor beauty to be the parti
cipants?

whether does ſuch an one ſeem to you to live awake, or in

a dream?

Perfectly awake, ſaid he.

May we not then properly call

this man's dianoZStic perception, as he really knows, knowledge, but that

*of the other, opinion, as he only opines? By all means. But what if
the perſon who we ſay only opines things, but does not really know them,

be euraged at us, and diſpute with us, alleging that what We ſay is not
true; ſhall we have any method of ſoothing and perſuading him, in a

gentle manner, by concealing that he is nOt in a ſound ﬅate? At leaﬅ
there is need of it, replied he.

him.

Come now, conſider what we ſhall ſay to

Or do you incline we ſhall thus interrogate him? telling him, that

if he knows any thing. no one envies him for it, but we ſhall gladly ſee
him poſſeſſed of ſome knowledge; but only tell us this, does thevman who

has knowledge, know ſomething or nothing? Do you now anſwer me
for him? I will anſwer, ſaid he, that he knows ſomethinO. Whether
ſomething which really exiﬅs, or which does not? What does really
exiﬅ: for how can that be known which has no real exiﬅence? We have
then examined this ſuﬃciently, though we might have conſidered it more

fully; that what really is, may be really known ; but what does n'ot at all
exiﬅ, cannot at all be known. We have examined it moﬅ ſuﬃciently.
Be it ſo. But if there be any thing of ſuch a kind, as both to be and not

to be, muﬅ it not lie between that which perfectly is, and that which is
not at all? Between them. As to what really is, then, is there not know
ledge? and as to that which is not at all, is there not of neceﬃty igno
rance? And for that which is between theſe, we muﬅ ſeek for ſomething
between ignorance and ſcience, if there be any ſuch thing. By all means.
Do we ſay then that opinion is any thing? NVhy not ? \Vhether is it a
diﬀerent powerbfrom ſcience, or the ſame? Diﬀerent. Is opinion then

converſant about one thing, and ſcience about another, by virtue of the
ſame power, or each of them by virtue of a power of its own? Thislaﬅ.
Is not the power of ſcience converſant about what really exiﬅs, to know

that it is? Or rather it ſeems to me to be neceſſary to diﬅinguiſh in this
manner. How? We ſhall ſay, that powers are a certain ſpecies of real
exiﬅences, by which we can both do whatever we can do, and every

being elſe whatever it can do.
4

Thus, l ſay, that ſeeing and hearing are
among
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among theſe powers, if you underﬅand what I mean to call a ſpecies.
underﬅand, ſaid he.

I

Hear then what appears to me concerning them.

For I do not ſcc any colour ofa power, nor figure, nor any of ſuch qualities,
as of many other things, with reference to which 1 diﬅinguiſh ſome things
with myſelf, that vthey are diﬀerent from one another.

But as to power,

I regard that aloue about which it is converſant, and what it eﬀects; and
on this account I have called each of theſe a power. And the power
which is converſant about and eﬀects one and the ſame thing, I call the ſame
power, but that convcrſimt about and eﬀecting a diﬀerent thing, Icall a dif
ferent power: but what lay you F In what manner do you call it? Juﬅſo,
replied he. But come again, excellent Glauco, whether do you tity that
ſcience is itſelfa certain power, or to what claſs do you refer it P I refer it to
this claſs of power, ſaid he, as it is of all powers the moﬅ ﬅrong. But

what now ?

Shall we refer opinion to power, or to ſome other ſpecies?

By no means to power, ſaid he; for that by which we form opinions is
nothing elſe but opinion. But you owned ſome time ſince, that ſcience
and opinion were not' the ſame. How, ſaid he, can evcr any one who

poſſeſſes intellect reduce under one, that which is infallible, and that which
is not infallible? You ſay right, laid I. And it is plain that we have

allowed opinion to be a diﬀerent thing from ſcience.

\Ve have.

Each of

them then has naturally a diﬀerent power over a diﬀerent thing. Of ne
ceſſity. Science has a power over being itſelf, in knowing real exiﬅence,
how it exiﬅs. Yes. But we ſay that opinion opines. Yes. \Vhether
does it know the ſame thing which ſcience knows? and ſhall that which is
known, and that which is opined, be the ſame? or is this impoﬂible ?
Impoſtible, ſaid he, from what wc have allowal: tince they are naturally
powers of different things, and both of them are powers, opinion and
ſcience, and each of them diﬀerent from the other, as we have ſaid from
theſe things it cannot be, that what is opincd is the ſame with that which
known. If then being itſelf be known, muﬅ it not be diﬃzrent from the

being which is perceived by opinion ? Different. Does he then who opines,
opine that which has no exiﬅence ? Or is it impoſſible to opine that which
doth not ektiﬅ at all? Conſider now, does not the man who opines, refer his
opinion to ſomewhat? Or is it poſſible to opine, and yet opine nothing at
all? Impoſſible. But whoever opines, opincs ſome one thing. Yes. But

ſurely that which does not cxiﬅ, cannot be called any one thing, but moﬅ
properly
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Certainly ſo.

But we neceſliirily referred ig

norance to that which does not exiﬅ, but knowledge to real exiﬅence.

Right, ſaid he. Neither therefore does he opine being, nor yet that which
is not. He does not. Opinion then is neither knowledge, nor is it
ignorance.

lt appears it is not.

Docs it then exceed theſe, either

knowledge in perſpicuity, or ignorance in oblL'urity?

lt does neither.

But does opinion, ſaid I, ſeem to you to be more oblbure than know

ledge, but more perſpicuous than ignorance?
does it lie between them both then?

It does.

By much, ſaid he.

But

Opinion then is in the

middle of theſe two. Entirely ſo. And have we not already ſaid, that if
any thing appeared of ſuch a' kind, as at the ſame time to be, and yet not
to be, ſuch a thing would lie between that which has really an exiſtcnce,
and that which does not at all exiﬅ, and that 'neither ſcience nor igno

rance would be converſant about it, but that whichv appeared ton-be be
tween ignorance and ſcience? Right. And now that which we'call opi
nion, has appeared to'be between them. It has appeared. It yet remains
for us, as it ſeems, to diſcover that which participates,oſ both theſe, of

being, and of non-being, and which with propriety can be 'called neither
ofthem perfectly, that if it appear to be that'which is? opiued, jwe may
juﬅly call it ſo, aﬃgning to the extremes what isþ-bittreme, 'and to the

middle what is in the middle.

Shall we not do zthus? Thus.

Theſe

things being determined, let this worthy man, I'will ſay, tell and anſwer

me, he who reckons that beauty, and a certain idea of beauty there is
none, always the ſame, and in the ſame reſpects ; but this lover of beau
tiſul objects reckons there are many beautiful things, but can never endure
to be told that there is one beautiful, and one juﬅ, and ſo of others.

Of all theſe many things, excellent man! ſhall we ſay to him, is there

anyrwhich will not appear deformed, and of thoſe juﬅ which will not
appear unjuﬅ, of thoſe holy which will not appear profane ? No; but of ne

ceﬃty, ſaid he, the beautiful things themſelves muﬅ in ſome reſpects
appear even deformed, and others in like manner. But what? many
things which are double, or twofold, do they leſs really appear to be halves
than doubles? No leſs. And things great and ſmall, light and heavy,
' ſhall they be denominated what we call them, any more than the oppoſite?
No; but each of them, ſaid he, always participates of both. \Vhether
'then is each of theſe many things that which it is ſaid to be, or is it not?
It
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lt is like their riddles at feaﬅs, ſaid he, and the riddle of children about
the cunuch's ﬅriking the bat, puzzling one another in what manner and
how far he ﬅrikes it. For all theſe things have a double meaning, and it
is impoſſible to know accurately that they are, or are not, that they are
both, or neither of the two. How can you do with them then ? ſaid 1, or

have you a better claſs ſor them than a medium between being and non
being? For nothing ſeems more obſcure than non-being in reſpect of
having no being at all, nor more perſpicuons than being in reſpect of real '
being.

Moﬅ true, laid hc.

\Ve have then diſcovered, it ſeems, that moﬅ

of the maxims of the multitude concerning the beautiful, and thoſe other
things, roll ſomehow between being and non-being, \Ve have accurately
diſcovered it. But we formerly agreed, that if any ſuch thing ſhould
appear, it ought to be called that which is opined, and not what is known;

and that which ﬁuctuates betwacn the two is to be perceived by the power
between the two.

\Ve agreed.

Thoſe then who contemplate many

beautiful things, but who ncver perceive beauty itſelf, nor are able to fol

'low another leading them to it; and many juſt things, but never juﬅice
itſelf, and all other things in like manner, we will ſay that they opine all
things, but know none of the things which they opine.

Of neceſſity,

'kid he. But what now? Thoſe who perceive each of the things them
ſalves, always cxiſiing in the ſinne manner, and in the ſame reſpect, ſhall'

ue not thy that they know, and do not opine?

Oſ ncceﬃty this likewiſe.

And ſhall we not ſay, that theſe embrace and love the things of which.

they have knowledge, and the others the things of which they have oPi.
nion? Or do we not remember, that wc ſaid they beheld and loved ſine
ſounds and colours, and ſuch things; but that beauty itſelſ they do not

admit of as any real being? \Ve remember.

Shall we then act wrong

in calling them lovers of opinion, rather than philoſophers? And yet they
will be greatly cnraged at us if we call them ſo. Not, if they be per
ſuaded by me, ſaid he; for it is not lawful to be enraged at the truth..

Thoſe then who admire every thing which has a real being, are to be called
philoſophers, and not lovers of opinion, By all means.

THE END or THE HFTH Boo x.
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THOSE now who are philoſophers, ſaid I, Glauco, and thoſe who are
not, have, through a long compaſs of diſcourſe, with diﬃculty diſcovered

themſelves what they ſeverally are. Becauſe, perhaps, it was not eaſy,
ſaid þe, in a ſhort one. So it appears, ſaid I. But! ﬅill think they would
have better diſcovered themſelves, if it had been requiſite to ſpeak con
cerning this alone, and not to have diſcuſſed that multitude of other things,

when we were to conſider what diﬀerence there is between a juﬅ life and
an unjuﬅ.v What then, ſaid he, are we to' treat of next ?v What elſe, ſaid
I, but of that which is next in order?

Since thoſe are philoſophers who

are able to paſs into contact with that which always ſubſiﬅs ſimilarly ac
cording to the ſame ' ; but thoſe who are not able to accompliſh this, but
who wander amidﬅ many things, and ſuch as are every way ſhifting, are
not philoſophers; which of theſe 'tought t'o be thegovernors of the city?

Which way, ſaid he, ſhall we determine in this, and determine reaſon
ably? NVhichever of them, ſaidz'il, appear capable of preſcrving the

laws and inﬅitutions of Cities, theſe'are'to be made guardians.

Right,

ſaid he. This now, ſaid I, is certainly plain; whether a blind or quick
ﬁghted guardian be proper for guarding any thing. Why is it not

plain? ſaid he.

Whether then do thoſe appear to you to diﬀer from

the blind, who are in reality deprived
particular being,

and have

of the knowledge of each

neither a clear paradigm in their ſoul,

nor are able, as painters looking up to the trueﬅ paradigm, and always
referring themſelves thither, and contemplating it in the moﬅ accurate
manner poſſible, to eﬅabliſh here too in like manner juﬅ maxims of the
.' Viz an intelligiblc and intelledual eſſence.

beautiful,
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beautiful, and juﬅ, and good, if there be occaſion to eﬅabliſh them, and to

guard and preſerve ſuch as are already eﬅabliſhed?

he.

They do not diﬀer much.

No, by Jupiter, ſaid

Shall we then appoint thoſe to be guar

dians, or thoſe who know each being, and who in experience are nothing

behind thoſe others, nor inferior to them in any other part of virtue? It
Were abſurd, ſaid he, to chooſe others, at leaﬅ if theſe are not deﬁcient in
other things ; for in this, which is almoﬅ the greateﬅ, they excel.

Shall

we not then ſpeak to this point,--In what manner the ſame perſons ſhall
be able to have both the one and the other of thoſe things P By all means.
lt is then firﬅ of all neceſſary, as we obſerved in the beginning of this diſ
courſe, thoroughly to underﬅand their genius; and I think if we ſuﬃciently

agree reſpecting it, we ſhall likewiſe agree that the ſame perſons be able
to poſſeſs both theſe things, and that no others but theſe ought to be the
governors of Cities. How ſo? Let this now be agreed among us con
cerning the philoſophic geniuses, that they are always deſirous of ſuch

learning as may diſcover to them that eſſence which always is, and is not
changed by generation or corruption. Let it be agreed. And likewiſe,
ſaid I, that they are deſirous of the whole of ſuch learning, and that they

will not willingly omit any part of it, neither ſmall nor great, more
honourable or more diſhonourable, as we formerly obſerved concerning
the ambitious, and concerning lovers. You ſay right, ſaid he. Conſider
then, in the next place, if, beſides what we have mentioned, it be neceſſary
that this alſo ſhould ſubſiﬅ in the genius of thoſe who are to be ſuch as we.
have deſcribed. What? That they be void of falſehood, nor' willingly
at any time receive a lie; but hate it, and love the truth. It is likely,
ſaid he. It is not only likely, my friend, but is perfectly neceſſary, that
one who is naturally in love with any thing ſhould love every thing allied
and belonging to the objects of his aﬀection. Right, ſaid he. Can you
then ſind any thing more allied to wiſdom than truth? How can we? ſaid
he.

Is it poſſible then that the ſame genius can be philoſophic, and at

the ſame time a lover of falſehood?

By no means.

He then who is in

reality a lover of learning, ought immediately from his infancy to be in
the greateﬅ meaſure deſirous of all truth.

By all means.

But we know

ſomehow, that whoever has his deſires vehemently verging to one thing,

has them upon this very account weaker as to other things, as a current
vOL. 1.
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'diverted from its Channel. Why are they not? But whoſoever hath hie
deſires running out after learning, and every thing of this kind, would rhe
converſant, I think, about the pleaſure of the ſoul itſelf, and would for'

ſake thoſe pleaſures which ariſe from the body, provided he be not a counn

terſeit, but ſome real philoſopher.

This follows by a mighty neceſſity.

And ſuch an one is moderate, and by no means a lover of money.

For

the reaſons Why money is with ſo much trouble anxiouﬂy ſought after,
have weight with any other than ſhch an one to make him ſolicitous.
Certainly. And ſurely ſomehow you muﬅ likewiſe conſider this when
you are to judge what is a philoſophic genius, and what is not. What ?
That it do not
puſillanimity is
the whole and
true, ſaid he.

without you-r knowledge partake of an illiberal turn : for
moﬅ oppoſite to a ſoul which is always to purſue earneﬅly
every thing oſ that which is divine and human. Moﬅ
Do you then ſuppoſe that he who poſſeſſes magnificent

conceptions inv his dianoe'tic part, and a contemplation of the whole of
time, and the whole of being, can poſiibly conſider human life as a thing

oſ great conſisquence. It is impoſſible, ſaid he.v Such an one then will
not account death any thing terrible. Leaﬅ oſ all. A cowardly and
illiberal genius, then, will not, it ſeems, readily participate of true philoſo

phy. It does not appear to me that it will. What now, can. the moderate
man, and one who is not a lover oſ money, nor illiberal, nor arrogant,
nor cowardly, ever poſiibly be an ill co-partner, or unjuﬅ? lt is im
poﬃble. And you will likewiſe conſider this, when you are viewing
from its iuſancy what is the philoſophic ſoul, and what is not, whether it
be juﬅ and mild, or u-nſocial and ſavage. By all means. Neither indeed,

as I think, will you omit this.
diﬃculty.

What? VVhethor it learn with ſacility 0:

Or do you expect that ever any one will love any thing ſuſ

ﬁciently, in performing. which he performs with uneaſineſs and with
diﬃculty, making ſmall progreſs? It cannot be. But what if he can re
tain nothing of what he learns, being quite forgetful, is it poſſible for
him not to be void of ſcience i How is it poﬃble ?- And when he labours

unproﬁtably, do you- not imagine he will be obliged at laﬅ to hate both
himſelf and ſuch practice?

Why muﬅ he not?

We ſhall never then

reckon a forgetful ſoul among thoſe who are thoroughly philoſophic, but'
we ſhall require it- to be of agood memory. By all means. But never
ſhall
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ſhall we ſay this at leaﬅ, that an unmuſical and indecent genius leads any
where elſe but towards intemperance. Where elſe? But whether do you
reckon truth allied to intemperance or to temperance? To temperance.
Let us require then among other things a dianoe'tic part naturally tem
perate and graceful, as a proper guide towards ſpontaneouſly attaining the

idea of each particular being.

Why not?

What now?

Do we not

in ſome meaſure ſeem to you to have diſcuſſed the neceſſary qualiﬁcations,

and ſuch as are conſequent to each other, in a ſoul which is to apprehend
being ſuﬃciently, and in perfection?

The moﬅ neceſſary, ſaid he.

Is it

poſſible then for you in any meaſure to blame ſuch a ﬅudy as this, which
a man can never be able ſuﬃciently to apply to, unleſs he be naturally
poſſeſſed of a good memory, learn with facility, be magniﬁcent, graceful,
and the friend and ally of truth, juﬅice, fortitude and temperance ? Not
even Momus himſelf, ſaid he, could ﬁnd fault with ſuch a ﬅudy. But,
ſaid I, will it not be to theſe alone, when they are perfected by education

and age, that you will entruﬅ the city?

Here Adimantus ſaid, Indeed,

Socrates, no one is able to contradict you as to theſe things; but all who
hear you at any time advancing what you do at preſent, are ſomehow aſ.

fected in this manner. Being led oﬀ a little by your reaſoning on each
queﬅion, through their ineXperience in this method of queﬅion and anſwer,
when all theſe littles are collected together, at the cloſe oſyour reaſon

ings, they reckon that the miﬅake appears conſiderable, and the contrary

of their ﬁrﬅ conceﬃons ; and like thoſe who play at talus with ſuch as are
dexterous, but are themſelves unſkilful, they are in the end ſhut up, and

can do no more ; ſo your hearers have nothing to ſay, being ſhut up by this
other kind of game, not with pieces, but with your reaſonings. Though
the truth at leaﬅ is not by this any way advanced : I ſay this with refer
ence to the preſent inquiry; for one may tell you that he has nothing

to oppoſe to each of your queﬅions by way of argument, but that in fact
he ſees that all thoſe who plunge into philoſophy, applying to it not with
this view, that being early inﬅructcd they may he liberated from it when
in their prime, but that they may continue in it much longer, become

the moﬅ of them quite awkward, not to ſay altogether depraved; and
thoſe of them who appear the moﬅ worthy, do yet ſuﬀer thus much
from this ﬅudy you ſo much commend, that they become uſeleſs to the
2 T2
public.
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public. When I had heard this, Do you imagine then, ſaid I, that ſuch as
ſay theſe things are telling a falſehood?

Ido not know, ſaid he, but

would gladly hear your opinion. You would then hear that they appear
to me to ſay true. gHow then, replied he, is it right to ſay that the
miſeries of cities ſhall never have an end till they be governed by philo
ſophers, whom we are nowacknowledging to be uſeleſs to them?

a queﬅion, ſaid l, which needs an anſwer through an image.
ſaid I, are not wont, I think, to ſpeak through images.

You aſk

And you,

Be it ſo, ſaid I.

You jeﬅ now, when you have brought me on a ſubject which is ſo dif
ﬁcult to be explained.

But attend to the image, that you may ſee

further with what diﬃculty I aſſimilate; for the ſuﬀerings of the moﬅ
worthy philoſophers in the management of public aﬀairs are ſo grievous, that

there is not any one other ſuﬀering ſo ſevere: but in making our ſimile,
and in apologizing for them, we muﬅ collect from many particulars, in

the ſame mannen as painters mix the ﬁgures of two diﬀerent animals
together, and paint a creature which is both goat and ﬅag in one, and

others of this kind. Conceive now that ſuch an one as this is the pilot of
a ﬂeet, or of a ſingle ſhip, one who exceeds all in the ſhip, both in bulk
and in ﬅrength, but is ſomewhat deaf, and ſees in like manner but a ſhort
way, and whoſe ſkill in ſea aﬀairs is much of the ſame kind. Conceive

likewiſe that the ſailors are all in ſedition among themſelves, contending
for the pilotſhip, each imagining he ought to be pilot, though he never
learned the art, nor is able to ſhow who was his maﬅer, nor at what

time he learned it. That beſides this, all of them ſay that the art itſelf
cannot be taught, and are ready to cut in pieces any one who ſays that it
can. Imagine further, that they continually ſurround the pilot himſelf,
begging, and doing every thing that he may put the helm into their

hands; and that even ſometimes when they are not ſo ſucceſsful in per'
ſuading him as others are, they either kill theſe others, or throw them
overboard; and after they have by mandragora, or wine, or ſome other
thing, rendered the noble pilot incapable, they manage the ſhip with the
aﬃﬅance of the crew, and whilﬅ they drink and feaﬅ in this manner,
they ſail as it may be expected of ſuch people. And beſides theſe things,
if any one be dexterous in aﬃﬅing them to get the government into their

oWn hands, and in ſetting aſide the pilot, either by perſuaſion or force,
'
they
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they commend ſuch an one, calling him ſailor and pilot, and intelligent

in navigation ; but they contemn as uſeleſs every one who is not of this

kind, whilﬅ they never in the leaﬅ think that the true pilot muﬅ ne
ceſſarily pay attention to the year, the ſeaſons, the heavens, and ﬅars,

and winds, and every thing belonging to the art, if he intends to be a

governor ofa ſhip in reality : but the art and-practice of governing men,
whether ſome be willing or not, they think impoſſible for a man to
attain in conjunction with the art of navigation. Whilﬅ aﬀairs are in
this ſituation with regard to the ſhips, do you not think that the true pilot
will be called by the ſailors aboard of ſhips ﬁtted out in this manner, a
ﬅar-gazer, inſigniﬁcant, and unproſitable to them?

Uudoubtedly, laid

Adimantus. Ithink then, ſaid I, that you will not want any explana
tion of the image, to ſee that it repreſents how they are aﬀected in
Cities towards true philoſophers, but that you underﬅand what I ſay.
Perfectly, ſaid he. Firﬅ of all then with reſpect to this, if any one won

ders that philoſophers are not honoured in Cities, teach him our image,
and endeavour to perſuade him that it would be much more wonderful
if they were honoured. I will teach him ſo, replied he. And further,
that it is indeed true, what you now was obſerving, that the beﬅ of thoſe
who apply to philoſophy are uſeleſs to the bulk of mankind; but how
ever, for this, bid them blame ſuch as make no uſe of theſe philoſophers,

and not theſe philoſophers themſelves.

For it is not natural for the pilot

to entreat the ſailors to allow him to govern them, nor for the wiſe to
be reſorting to the gates of the rich. But whoever pleaſantly ſaid this was
miﬅaken; for this is truly the natural method, that whoever is ſick, whether

rich or poor, muﬅ ofneceſſity go to the gates of the phyſician, and who
ever wants to be governed muﬅ wait on him who is able to govern;

for it is not natural that the governor who is really of any value ſhould
entreat the governed to ſubject themſelves to his government. But you
will not greatly err, when you compare our preſent political governors
to thoſe ſailors we now mentioned, and thoſe who are called by them in

ſigniﬁcant and ﬅar-gazers to thoſe who are truly pilots.
ſaid he.

Moﬅ right,

From hence then it would ſeem that the beﬅ purſuit is not

likely to be held in eﬅeem among thoſe who purſue ﬅudies of an op
poſite nature; but by far the greateﬅ and moﬅ violent accuſation of phi
loſophy
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ioſophy is occaſioncd by means of thoſe who profeſs to ﬅudy it ; the moﬅ

of whom, you ſay, your accuſer of philoſophy calls altogether depraved,

and the very beﬅ of them of no advantage to the ﬅate ; and I agreed that
you ſay the truth, did I not?

You did.

And have we not fully ex

plained the cauſe why the beﬅ of them are of no advantage?

We have.

Would you chooſe then, that we ſhould in the next place explain the

reaſon why the moﬅ of them muﬅ of neceſſity be depraved, and that we
endeavour to demonﬅrate, that of this, philoſophy is by no means the
cauſe. Entirely ſo. Let us attend then, and begin our reaſoning, calling
to mind what we formerly obſerved concerning the natural'genius which
neceſſarily belongs to the good and worthy.-And what was a leading part
in it, if you remember, was truth, which he muﬅ by all means wholly

purſue, or elſe be a vain boaﬅer, and never partake of true philoſophy.
It was ſo ſaid. ls not this one part of his character perfectly contrary to
the preſent opinions of him? It is very much ſo, replied he. \Vill it
not then be no ſmall defence, if we be able to ſhow that the true lover of

learning is naturally made to aſpire to the knowledge of real being, and
not to reﬅ in the many particular things which are the objects of opinion,
but goes on, and is not blunted, nor ceaſes from his love of truth till he
cornes into centact with the nature of every thing which it, by that part
of the ſoul whoſe oﬃce it is to come into contact with a thing of this kind.

But it is the oﬃce of that part oſ the ſoul which is allied to real being ;
to which when this true lover of learning approaches, and is mingled

with it, having generated intellect and truth, he will then have true
knowledge, and truly live and be nouriſhed, and then he becomes liberated
from the pains of parturition, but not before.

This, ſaid he, will be a

moﬅ reaſonable defence. What now, will it be the part of ſuch an one
to love falſehood, or, entirely the contrary, to hate it? To hate it, ſaid
he. But whilﬅ truth indeed leads the way, we can never, I think, ſay
that any band of evils follows in her train. How Can we ? But, on the

contrary, we may aver that ſhe is ſollowed by found and moderate man
ners, and ſuch as are accompanied with temperance. Right, ſaid he. Why,
now, need we go over again and range in order the whole qualities of

the philoſophic geuius? for you no doubt remember that there belong
do men of this character fortitude, magnanimity, facility of learning, and
3
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memory : and when you replied that every one would be obliged to agree

to what we ſaid, we quitted that ſubject, and turned to that which is the
ſubject of diſcourſe at preſent, on your ſaying that you obſerved ſome of
the philoſophers were inſigniﬁcant, and many of them altogether depraved.
And while we were examining into the cauſe of that calumny, we are
now come to this, whence it is that many of them are depraved. And on
this account we have gone over again the genius of true philoſophers, and
have neceſſarily deſincd' what it is. It is ſo, ſaid he. It is neceſſary
now, ſaid l, that we conſider the corruptions of this genius, and in
what manner it is- deﬅroyed in the moﬅ ; but one ſmall particular
eſcapes us :

leſs.

who

thoſe are

that

they call not

depraved,

but uſe

And next, what thoſe geniuses are which counterfeit the philou

ſophic nature, and pretend to its purſuit: and what is the nature of
thoſe ſouls who aſpire to a purſuit which does not belong to them, and is
above their reach: for theſe, by their manifold errors, have every where,

and among all men, introduced this opinion of philoſophy which you
mention.

NVhat ſort of corruptions, ſaid he, do you mean?

deavour to rehearſe them, ſitid I, iſI be able.

I ſhall em

And this now, I think,

every one will all'ow us, that ſuch a genius, with all thoſevqualifications

we have enjoined one who is to be a perfect philoſopher, rarely ariſes among

men, and that there are but few of them: do not you think ſo? Entirely
ſo. And of thoſe few, conſider how many and how great are the cauſes of'
corruption. What are they? That which is moﬅv of all wonderful to
hear, that eachof thoſe things we commended in the genius of a philoſopher, corrupts the ſoul which poſſeſſes them, and withdraws it from phis
l'oſophy ;. fortitude, I mean, and temperance, and all thoſe other qualiﬁca

tions which we have diſcuſſed. That is ﬅrange to hear, ſaid he. And further
ﬅill, ſaid I', beſides theſe things, all thoſe which are commonly called
good, ſuch as beauty, riches, ﬅrength of body, a powerful alliance in the

city, and every thing akin t-o theſe, corrupt and'withdraw it from philoſo
phy ; for you have now a ſpecimcn of what I mean.

I have, replied he,

and would gladly underﬅand more aceurately what you ſay.

Underﬅand

then, ſaid I, the whole of it aright, and it will appear manifeﬅ, and what
we formerly ſaid will not ſeem to be abſurd. How then, ſaid he, do you

bid me act P- With reſpect to every kind of ſeed, or- plant,_ſaid I,,whethen *
'
.
'
off
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of vegetables or animals, we know, that whatever does not meet with the
proper nouriſhment, nor ſeaſon, nor place belonging to it, the more vigo

rous it is by nature, the more it 15 defective in the excellencies ofits kind;
for cvil is more contrary to good, than to that which is not good. Why
is it not?
It is then reaſonable, l think, that the beﬅ genius, when
meeting with nouriſhment foreign to it, ſhall be more changed to what is

evil, than a bad genius.

It is.

And ſhall we not, Adimantus, ſaid I, in

the ſame manner, ſay that ſouls naturally the beﬅ, when they meet with
bad education, become remarkably depraved?

Or do you think that great

iniquity, and the extremeﬅ wickedneſs, ariſe from a weak genius, and not

froma vigorous one ruined in its education; but that an imbecil genius

will never be the cauſe either of mighty good or evil ?

I do not think it

will, ſaid he, but the caſe is as you ſay. If then this philoſophic genius,
which we have eﬅabliſhed, meet with ſuitable inﬅruction, it will, I think,
neceſſarily grow up, and attain to every virtue; but if, when ſown in an
improper ſoil, it grow up and be nouriſhed accordingly, it will on the
other hand become perfectly the reverſe, unleſs ſome one of the Gods
aﬀord it aﬃﬅance. Or do you think, with the multitude, that certain
of the youth are corrupted by the ſophiﬅs, and that the corruptors are

certain private ſophiﬅs, which is worthy of our notice? Or think you
rather, that the perſons who ſay theſe things are themſelves the greateﬅ
ſophiﬅs, conveying their inﬅruction in the moﬅ powerful manner, and
rendering young and old, men and women, ſuch as they wiſh to be?

When do they eﬀect this? replied he.

When many of them, ſaid I, are

ſet down, crowded together in an aſſembly, in their courts of juﬅice, the
theatre, or the camp, or any other public meeting of the people, with
much tumult they blame ſome of the ſpeeches and actions, and commend
others, roaring and vociferating the one and the otherv beyond meaſure.
And beſides this, the rocks and the place where they are reſounding, the
tumult is redoubled, whilﬅ they thus blame and applaud. In ſuch a
ſituation now, what kind of heart, as we ſay, do you think the youth are
to have? Or what private inﬅruction can make him withﬅand, ſo as not

to be 'perfectly overwhelmed by ſuch blame or applauſe, and, giving way,
be borne along the ﬅream wherever it carries him, and ſay that things are
beautiful and baſe, according as theſe people ſay, and purſue the things
4
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they purſue, and become of the very ſame kind himſelf? This, ſaid he,
muﬅ by an abundant neceſſity happen, Socrates. But, ſaid I, we have
not yet mentioned, what muﬅ of the greateﬅ neceſſity be the caſe. What
is that? ſaid he. That which theſe inﬅructors and ſophiﬅs ſuperadd by
action, not being able to perſuade by ſpeech: or, do you not know, that
they puniſh with diſgraces, and ſines, and deaths, the man whom they
cannot perſuade? I know that, ſaid he, extremely well. What other

ſophiﬅ then, or what private reaſonings do you think capable, drawing
oppoſite to theſe, to overpower them ?

I know none, ſaid he.

not beſides, ſaid I, great folly even to attempt it?

But is it

For there neither is,

nor was, nor ever can be, a diﬀerent method of attainil'g virtue, beſides
this education by theſe ſophiﬅs. I mean a human method, my friend; for
a divine one, according to the proverb, I keep out of the queﬅion: for

you muﬅ know well, with reſpect to whatever temper is preſerved, 'and
becomes ſuch as it ought to be in ſuch a conﬅitution oſ POllthS, that you

will not ſay amiſs when you ſay that it is preſerved by a divine deﬅiny.
Nor am_I, ſaid he, of a diﬀerent opinion. But further now, beſides theſe
things, ſaid I, you muﬅ likewiſe he of this opinion. Of what? That

each of theſe private hirelings, which theſe men call ſophiﬅs, and deem
the rivals of their art, teach no other things but thoſe dogmas of the vul

gar, which they approve when they are aſſembled together, and call it
wiſdom. Juﬅ as if a man had learned what were the wrathfu] emotions
and deſires of a great and ﬅrong animal he were nouriſhing, how it muﬅ
be approached, how touched, and when it is moﬅ ﬁerce or moﬅ mild;

and from what cauſes, and the ſounds which on theſe ſeveral occaſions it
was wont to utter, and at what ſounds uttered by another, the animal is
rendered both mild and ſavage; and, having learned all theſe things by

aſſociating with the animal for a long time, ſhould call this wiſdom; and,
as if he had eﬅabliſhed an art, ſhould apply himſelf to the teaching it;
whilﬅ yet, with reference to theſe dogmas and delires, he knows not in
reality what is beautiful, or baſe, or good, or ill, or juﬅ, or unjuﬅ, but

ſhould pronounce all theſe according to the opinions of the great animal,
calling thoſe things good in which it delighted, and that evil with which
it- was vexed, and ſhould have no other meaſure as to theſe things. Let

us likewiſe ſuppoſe that he calls thoſe things which are neceſſary, beauti
VOL. I.
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ful and juﬅ, but that he hath never diſcovered himſelf, nor is able toſhow

to another, the nature oſ the neceſſary and the good, how much they really
diﬀer from each other. Whilﬅ he is ſuch an one, does he not, by Jupiter,
' appear to you an abſurd" teacher? To me he appears ſo, ſaid he. And from
this man, think you, does heany way diﬀer, who deems it wiſdom to have
underﬅood, the anger 'and the pleaſures of the multitude, and of aſſemblies
of all kinds of men, whether with relation to painting, muſic, or poli

tics?

For, if any one converſes with theſe, and ſhows them either a poem,

or any other production oſ art, or piece oſ adminiﬅration reſpecting the

city, and makes the multitude the judges of it, he is under what is called

a Diomedzean ' neceſſity, which is above all other neeeſiities, of doing
whatever they commend. But to ſhow that theſe things are in reality,
good and, beautiful, have you at any time heard any of them advance a,
reaſon that was not quite ridiculous?

ſhall.

Nor do I think, ſaid he, I ever

Whilﬅ you attend then to all, theſe things, bear this in mind, than

the multitude never will admit or reckon that there is the one beaiutiſul
itſelf, and not many beautifuls, one t/uct'rg x'tﬅﬀ which ſhe: a ſing/e ﬁd

ſiﬅmce, and notmany ſuch things. They will be the laﬅ to do ſo; replied
he. ItAnd
is impoſſible
thenphiloſophize
for the multitude
be philoſophers.
Impoﬃby'
ible.
thoſe who
muﬅ oſtoneCeﬃty
be reproached
them. Of neceſſity. And likewiſe by thoſe private perſons, who, in
converſing with the multitude, deſire to pleaſe them. It is plain. From,

this ﬅate of things, now, what ſafety do you ſhe for the philoſophic genius
to continue in its purſuit, and arrive at perfection? And conſider from
' A Diomedaean neceſſity is a proverbial expreſſion applied to thoſe who do any thing from
neceſſity; and originated from the following hiﬅory: Diomed and Ulyſſes, having ﬅolen the
Palladium from llium, returned by night to their ſhips. But Ulyſſes, being ambitious that the
glory of the deed might be given to him alone, endeavoured to ſlay Diomed, who walked be-_
fore him with the Palladium. Diomed, however, by the light of the moon, beholding the
ſhadow of the ſword raiſed over him, caught hold oſ Ulyſſes, bound his hands, ordered him
to walk before him, and, ﬅriking him on the back with the broad part of his ſword, arrived
among the Greeks. This note is extracted from the Greek Scholia on Plato, collected from

many manuſcripts by Ruhnkenius, and publiſhed at. Lyons 1800.

Asthis work is but juﬅ

come to my hands, I could not avail myſelf of it before z but l ſhall endeavour to ſupply this
deﬁciency in the additional notes at the end of this Volume, and ſhall ſelect what appears to me

to be moﬅ important, as note' to this and the ſubſequent books and dialogues. Unfortunatcly,
theſe Scholia are moltly grammatical.

what
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what was formerly ſaid, for we have allowed that facility in learning,

memory, fortitude, and magnanimity belong to this genius. We have.
And ſhall
not ſuchif anheone,
all men,
immediately
in every
thing,
eſpecially
has aof body
naturally
adaptedbeto the
the iirﬅ
ſouilf
Why
ſhall he not? ſaid he. And when he becomes more advanced in age,
his kindred and citiZens, I think, will incline to employ him in their af

fairs. Why will they not? And making fuþpl'ications to him, and paying
him homage, they will ſubmit to him, and anticipate and. ﬂatter beror-e
hand his growing power. Thus,- ſaid he, it uſually happens. What now,
ſaid I, do you think ſuch an one will do, in ſuch a caſe, eſpecially if he
happen to belong to a great city, and be rich, and' Of a noble deſcent, an'd

withal hepes,
beautiful
and ofhimſelfcapable
a large ﬅature?
Will he bothv
not be
&and.
vagant
deeming
ofmanaging
theﬁlled
aﬀairswith)
of Greeks
and Barbarians, and on theſe accounts carry himſelf loftily, vſivithout any ſo'
lidjudgment, full of oﬅentation and vain conceit? Extre'mely ſe, replied' he.

If one ſhould gently approach a man of this diſpoſition, and' ten

th'e

truth, that he has nojudgment, yet needs it ; but that it is not to be inquired
but by one who ſubjects himſelf to this acquiﬁtion, do you think that, with all
these evils about him, he would- be ready to hearken ? Far from it', ſaid
he. If now, ſaid I, through a good natural temper, and an innate dif

poﬁtion to reaſon, any one ſhould ſor'nehow-be made ſenﬁble, and be
and drawn towards philoſophy, what' do We imagine thoſe others will do,
when they reckon they ſhall loſe his company, and the beneﬁt which they

received from him? Will they not by every action, and every ſpeech, ſay
and do every thing to the man not to ſuﬀer himſelf to b'e perſuaded; and
to his adviſer, to render him incapable by inſnaring him in priVate, and
bringing him to public trial?

This, ſaid he, muﬅ of neceſſity happen;

Is it likely now ſuch an one will philoſophize?

Not altogether.

You fice

then, ſaid I, that we were not wrong when we ſaid that even the very
parts of the philoſophic genius, when they meet with bad education, are

in ſOme meaſure the cauſe of a falling oﬀ from this purſuit, as well as
thoſe vulgarly reputed goods, riches, and all furniture of this kind. We Were not, replied he, but it was rightly ſaid. Such then, ſaid l, admirable
friend! is the ruin, ſuch and ſo great the corruption of the' beﬅ ge

nius for the nobleﬅ purſuit, and which beſides but 'rarely happens, as 'we
zU 2
obſerved;
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obſerved; and from among ſuch as theſe are the men v\ ho do the greateﬅ:
miſchiefs to Cities, and to private perſons, and likewiſe they who do the

' greateﬅ good, ſuch as happen to be drawn to this ſide.

But a little genius

never did any thing remarkable to any one, neither to a private perſon nor

to a city. Moﬅ true, ſaid he. Theſe indeed, then, whoſe buſineſs it chieﬂy
was to apply to philoſophy, having thus fallen oﬀ, leaving her deſolate and
imperfect, lead themſelves a life neither becoming nor genuine; whilﬅ

'other unworthy perſons, intruding themſelves on philoſophy, abandoned
in a manner by her kindred, have diſgraced her, and loaded her with re
proaches, ſuch as theſe you ſay her reproachers reproach her with: viz.
that of thoſe who converſe with her, ſome are of no value, and moﬅ of

them worthy of the greateﬅ puniſhments.

Theſe things, replied he, are

commonly ſaid. And with reaſon, replied I, they are ſaid. For other
_contemptib]e men ſeeing the ﬁeld unoccupied, and that the poſſeſſion of it is
attended 'with dignities and honourable names, like perſous who make their

'eſcape from priſons to temples, theſe likewiſe gladly leap from their handi
crafts to philoſophy; I mean ſuch of them as are of the greateﬅ addreſs in
their own little art.

For, even in this ſituation of philoſophy, her remain

ing dignity, in compariſon with all the other arts, ﬅill ſurpaſſes in magni
ﬁcence; of which dignity many are deſirous, who by natural diſpoſition
are unſit for it, and whoſe bodies are not only deformed by their arts and
handicrafts, but whoſe ſouls alſo are in like manner confuſed, and cruſhed

by their ſervile works. Muﬅ it not of neceſſity be ſo? Undciubtedly,
ſaid he. Does it then appear to you, ſaid I, that they are any way dif

ferent in appearance from a blackſmith, who has made a little money, bald
and puny, recently liberated from chains, and waſhed in the bath, with a
new robe on him, juﬅ decked out as a bridegroom, preſuming to marry
the daughter of his maﬅer, encouraged by the poverty and forlorn cir
cumﬅances with which he ſbes him oppreſſed? There is, ſaid he, no great
diﬀerence. NVhat ſort of a race muﬅ ſuch as theſe produce? Muﬅ it not

be baﬅardly and abject?

By an abundant neceſſity.

But what now?

When men who are unworthy of inﬅruction apply to it, and are conver
ſant in it, in an unworthy manner, what kind of ſentiments and opinions
ſhall we ſay are produced? Muﬅ they not be ſuch as ought properly to be

termed ſophiſms, and which poſſeſs nothing genuine, or worthy of true pru
dence I
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dence? By all means ſo, replied he. A very ſmall number now, ſaid I,
Adimantus, remains of thoſe who worthily are converſant in philoſophy,
who happen either to be detained ſomehow in baniſhment, and whoſe ge
nerous and well cultivated diſpoſition perſiﬅs in the ﬅudy of philoſophy,
being removed from every thing which tends to corrupt it; or elſe when,

in a ſmall city, a mighty ſoul ariſes, who deſpiſing the honours of the
ﬅate entirely neglects them, and likewiſe with juﬅice deſpiſing any ſmall

thing ariſing from the other arts, his well-born ſoul returns to philoſophy.
Theſe the bridle of our friend Theagis will be ſuﬃcient to reﬅrain; for

all other things conſpire to withdraw Theagis from philoſophy, but the
care of his health excluding him from politics makes him attentive to
that alone. For as to my gcnius, it is not worth while to mention the
dzemoniacal ſign ; for certainly it has happened heretoſore to but one other,
or to none at all. And even of theſe few, ſuch as are taﬅing, and have
taﬅed, how ſweet and bleſſed the acquiſition of philoſophy is, and have
withal ſuﬃciently ſeen the madneſs of the multitude, and how none oſ

them, as I may ſay, eﬀects any thing ialutary in the aﬀairs of cities, and
that there is no ally with whom a man might go to the aﬃﬅance of the

juﬅ and be ſafe; but that he is like one falling among wild beaﬅs, being
neither willing to join them in injuﬅice, nor able, as he is but one, to

oppoſe the whole ſavage crew; but, beſore he can beneﬁt the city or his
friends, is deﬅroyed, and is unproﬁtable both to himſelf and others: rea
ſoning on all theſe things, lying quiet, and attending to his own aﬀairs, as
in a tempeﬅ, when the duﬅ is driven, and the ſea agitated by winds,

ﬅanding Under a wall, beholding others overwhelmed in iniquity, he is

ſatisﬁed if he ſhall himſelf anyhow paſs his life here pure from injuﬅice
and unholy deeds, and make his exit hence in good hopes eheerful and
benignant. And he ſhall make his exit, ſaid he, after having done none
of the ſmalleﬅ matters. Nor the greateﬅ neither, ſaid I, whilﬅ he has
not met with a republic that is ſuitable to him; for, in a ſuitable one, he
ſhall both make a greater proﬁciency himſelf, and ſhall preſerve the aﬀairs

of private perſons as wcll as of the public.

lt appears then, to me, that

we have now ſuﬃciently told whence it happens that philoſophy is accuſed,
and that it is ſo unjuﬅly, unleſs you have ſomething elſe to oﬀer. But,
ſaid he, I ſay nothing further about this point.

But which of the preſent

republics do you ſay is adapted to philoſophy Z Not one indeed, laid I 5 but
3
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this is what I complain of, that there is no conﬅitution of a city at preſent
worthy of the philoſophic genius, which is therefore turned and altered, as

a ſoreign ſeed ſown in an improper ſoil, which degenerates to what is
uſually produced in that ſoil. After the ſame manner this race, as it has
not at preſent its proper power, degenerates to a foreign ſpecies: but ſhould
it meet with the beﬅ republic, as it is the beﬅ in itſelf, then ſhall it indeed
diſcover that it is really divine, and that all beſides are human, both as to
their genius and their purſuits. But now you ſeem plainly to be going to
aſk which is this republic.

You are miﬅaken, ſaid he; for this I was not

going to aſk: but whether it was this which we have deſcribed in eﬅabliſh
ing our city, or another. As to other things, ſaid I, it is this one, and this
very thing was then mentioned, that there muﬅ always be in the city ſome<
thing which ſhall have the ſame regard for the republic which youthe
legiſlator have when you eﬅabliſh the laws.

lt was mentioned, ſaid he.

But it was not, ſaid l, made ſuﬃciently plain, through fears which pre

occupied you, when you ſigniﬁed that the illuﬅration of the thing would be
both tedious and diﬃcult; and it is not indeed altogether eaſy to diſcuſs

what remains.

What is that? In what manner a city ſhall attempt phi

loſophy and not be deﬅroyed; for all grand things are dangerous, and, as the
ſaying is, ﬁne things are truly diﬃcult. But however, ſaid he, let our diſ
quiſition be completed in making this evident. Want of inclination, ſaid
I, ſhall not hinder, though want of ability may. And being preſent, you

ſhall know A my alacrity, and conſider now how readily and adventurouſly
I am going to ſay; that a city ought to attempt this ﬅudy in a way oppoſite
to that at preſent. How? At preſent, ſaid I, thoſe WllO engage in it are
ﬂriplings, who immediately from their childhood, amidﬅ their domeﬅic

aﬀairs and lucrative employmeﬂts, apply themſelves to the moﬅ abﬅruſe
parts of philoſophy, and then they depart moﬅ conſummate philoſophers.

I call the moſt diﬃcult part, that reſpecting the art of reaſoninO.

And in all

after time, if, when they are invited by others who practiſe this art, they are
pleaſed to become hearers, they think it a great condeſcenſion, reckoning
they ought to do it as a by-workz-but when they approach to old age,
'beſides pſome few, they are extinguiſhed much more than the Heraclitean '
' Heraclitus the Epheſian ſaid th't the ſun deſcending to the weﬅem ſea, and ſetting in it,

was extinguiſhcdz and that afterwards, aſcending above the earth, arriving at the eaﬅ, it was
again enkindled_-, and that this took place perpetually. See the lntroduction to the Timama

ſun,
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ſun, becauſe they are never again rekindled.
ſaid he.

Quite the reverſe.
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But how ſhould they act?

Whilſt they are lads and boys they ſhould

apply to juvenile inﬅruction and philoſ0phy ', and, in taking proper care of
their body, whilﬅ it ſhoots and grows to ﬁrmneſs, provide for philoſophy a
proper aﬃﬅant: and then, as that age advances in which the ſoul-begins

to be perfected, they ought vigorouſly to apply to her exerciſes; and when
ﬅrength decays, and is'no longer adapted for civil and military employments,
they ſhould then be diſmiſſed, and live at pleaſure, and, except-ing a by-work,

do nothing elſe but philoſophize, iſ they_pr0poſe to live happy, and,when they
die, to poſſeſs in the other world a deﬅiny adapted to the life they have led in
this. How truly, ſaid he, Socrates, do you ſeem to me to ſpeak with'
Zeal! Yet, I think, the greater part of your hearers will ﬅill more zeal

ouſly oppoſe you, and by no means be perſuaded, and that Thraſymachus
will be the ﬁrﬅ oſ them. Do not divide, ſaid I, Thraſymachus and me,
who are now beCOme friends ; nor were we enemies heretoſore. For we

ſhall no way deſiﬅ from our attempts, till we either perſuade both him and
the reﬅ, or make ſome advances towards that life at which when they arriva

they ſhall again meet with luch diſcourſes as theſe.
he, but a ſhort time.

You have ſpoken, ſaid

None at all, ſaid l, with reſpect at leaﬅ to. the whole

of time: but that the multitude are not perſuaded by what is ſaid, is not
wonderful; for they have never at any time ſeen exiﬅing what has now been;
mentioned, but rather ſuch diſcourſes as have been induſiriouﬂy compoſed,
and have not fallen in ſpontaneouﬂy * as theſe do a-t preſent. But as for
the man who has arrived at the modeli of virtue, and is rendered? ſimilar

to it in the moﬅ perfect manner poſſible both in word and, in deed, they'
have never at any time ſeen ſuch a man, neither one nor more oſ the kind.

Or do you think they have? By no means.

Neither yet, O bleſſed man!

have they ſnﬃciently attended to beautiful and liberal reaſonings, ſo as
ardently to inveﬅigate the truth, by every method, for the ſake of know'
' Socrates by philoſophy here means the mathematics; and agreeably to this Plotinus alſo
ſays, that youth ſhould be taught the mathematical diſciplines, in order to become accuﬅomed
to an incorporeal nature.
Z This is ſaid ironically.

For truth comes ſpontaneonﬁy; ſince 'lie-foul does not'reſemble

an unwritten, but an ever-written tablet; herſelf, a' Proclue well obſerves, inſcribing the cha

racters in herſelf, of which ſhe derives In eternal plcnitude from intellect.
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ing it, ſaluting only at a diﬅance ſuch intrieatc and contentious debates, as
tend to nothing elſe but to opinion and ﬅrife, both in their courts of
juﬅice and in their private meetings. The caſe is juﬅ ſo, replied he.
On theſe accounts then, ſaid I, and foreſecing theſe things, we were ſor
merly afraid. However, being compelled by the truth, we did aſſert, that
neither city nor republic, nor even a man in the ſame way, would ever

become perfect, till ſome neceſſity of fortune oblige theſe ſcw philoſophers,
who are at preſent called not depraved, but uſeleſs, to take the govern
ment of the city whether they will or not, and compel the city to be
obedient to them; or till the ſons of thoſe who are now in the oﬃces of

power and magiﬅracies, or they themſelves, by ſome divine inſpiration, be
poſſeſſed with a genuine love of genuine philoſophy: and I aver that no
one has reaſon to think that either of theſe, or both, are impoſiible; for

thus might we juﬅly be laughed at, as ſaying things which are other
wiſe only ſimilar to wiſhes.

ls it not ſo?

lt is.

lf then, in the inﬁnite

ſeries of paﬅ ages, the greateﬅ neceſſity has obliged men that have

arrived at the ſummit of philoſophy to take the government of a ﬅate, or
ſuch men now govern in ſome barbarous region, remote from our obſer
vation, or ſhall hereafter, we are ready in that caſe to contend in our reaſoſh
ing, that this republic we have deſcribed has exiﬅed and ſubſiﬅs, and ſhall
ariſe at leaﬅ when this our muſe ſhall obtain the government of' the ﬅate:
for this is neither impoſſible to happen, nor do we ſpeak of impoﬃbilities,
though we ourſelves confeſs that they are diﬃcult. I am likewiſe, ſaid he,
Of the ſame opinion. But you will ſay, replied I, that the multitude do
not think ſo too. It is likely, ſaid he. O bleſſed man! ſaid I, do not
thus altogether accuſe the multitude ; but, whatever opinion theymay have,
without upbraiding them, but rather encouraging them, and removing the
reproach thrown on philoſophy, point out to them the perſons you call

philoſophers, and deſine diﬅinctly, as at preſent, both their genius and their
purſuits, that they may not think you ſpeak of ſuch as they call philoſo.
phers; or, ifthey mean the ſame men, you will tell them they have con.

ceived a diﬀerent opinion of the men from what you have, and give very

different anſwers about them from yours.

Or, do you think that one man

can be enraged at another, who is not in a paſſion? or, that a man ſhall envy

the envious, who is himſelf both v'oid of envy, and is of a mild diſ
'poſitiou P
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poſition P-I will prevent you, and ſay that I think there is in ſome few
ſuch a naturally bad temper, but not in the greater part of mankind. I
likewiſe, ſaid he, think ſo. Are you not then of the ſame opinion with me
in this? That theſe men are the cauſe of the multitude being ill aﬀected

towards philoſophy, who openly revile what is no way becoming them,
behaving in a ſcoﬃng and diﬅaﬅeful manner towards the multitude, always
making diſcourſes about particular men, and doing what is leaﬅ of all
becoming philoſophy. Certainly, ſaid he. For ſomehow, Adimantus, the
man at leaﬅ who really applies his dianoe'tic part to true being, has not
ieiſurc to look down to the little aﬀairs of mankind, and, in ﬁghting with
them, to be ﬁlled with envy and ill nature; but, beholding and con

templating ſuch objects as are orderly, and always ſubſiﬅ in the lame
manner, ſuch as neither injure nor are injured by each other, but are in all

reſpects beautiful, and according to reaſon, theſe he imitates and reſembles
as far as poſſible ; or, do you think it poſſible by any contrivance that a man
ſhould not imitate that, in converſmg with which he is ﬁlled with admira
tion? It is impoſſible, replied he. The philoſopher then who converſe:
with that which is decorous and divine, as far as is poﬃble for man, becomes
himſelf decorous and divine. But calumny is powerful in every thing.

It is entirely ſo.

If then, ſaid I, he be under any neceﬃty, not merely of

forming himſelf alone, but likewiſe of endeavouring to introduce any

thing he beholds there among mankind, in order to form their manners,
both in private and in public life, would he prove, think you, a bad artiﬅ
of temperance and of juﬅice, and of every ſocial virtue? Not at all, ſaid

he.

But if now the multitude perceive that we ſay the truth of ſuch an

one, will they be angry at philoſophers, and diſbelieve us when we ſay, that
the city can never otherwiſe be happy unleſs it be drawn by thoſe painters

who follow a divine original? They will not be angry, ſaid he, if they per
ceive ſo: but what method of painting do you mean? When they have
obtained, ſaid I, the city and the manners of men as their canvaſs, they
would ﬁrﬅ make it pure; which is not altogether an eaſy matter. But in

this, you know, they diﬀer from others, that they are unwilling to meddle
either with a private man or city, or to preſcribe laws, till once they either
receive theſe pure, or purify them themſelves. And rightly, ſaid he. And
after this, do not you think they will draw a ſketch of the republic? Why
VOL. 1.
2. x
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Afterwards, l think, as they proceed in their work, they will fre

quently look both ways, both to what is naturally juﬅ and beautiful,

and temperate and the like; and likewiſe again to that which they
can eﬅabliſh among mankind, blending and compounding their human
form from diﬀerent'human characters and purſuits, drawing from this
which Homer calls the divine likeneſs, and the divine reſemblance ſub
ſiﬅing among men. Right, ſaid he. They will then, I think, ﬅrike out.
one thing and inſert another, till they have rendered human manners, as

far as is poſſible, dear to the Gods.

beautiful picture.

It will thus, ſaid he, be the moﬅ

Do we now then, ſaid I, any way perſuade theſe men,

who, you ſaid, were coming upon us in battle array, that ſuch a painter
oſ republics is the man we then recommended to them, and on whoſe ac-z

count they were enraged at us, that we committed Cities to him, and will
they now be more mild when' they hear us meutioning it?

Certainly,

ſaid he, if they be wiſe: for what is there now they can further queﬅion?
Will they ſay that philoſophers are not lovers of real being and of truth ?;
That, ſaid he, were abſurd. Or that their genius, as we deſcribed it, is

not allied to that which is beﬅ?

Nor this neither. What then? Whilﬅ

their genius is ſuch as this, and meets with ſuitable exerciſes, ſhall it not

become perfectly good and philoſophic, if any other be ſo? or, will you
ſay thoſe will be more ſo whom we ſet aſide? Not at all. Will they
ﬅill then be enraged at us when we ſay that till the philoſophic race have
the government of the city, neither the miſeries of the city nor of the
citizens ſhall have an end, nor ſhall this republic, which We ſpeak of in the
way of fable, arrive in reality at perfection? Perhaps, ſaid he, they will
be leſs enraged. Are you willing then, ſaid I, that we ſay not of them
they are leſs enraged at us, but that they are altogether appeaſed, and per
ſuaded, that if we make no more of them, they may at leaﬅ conſent by
their bluſhing? By all means, ſaid he. Let them then, ſaid I, be per
ſuaded oſ this. But is there any one who will call this into queﬅion,

that thoſe of the philoſophic genius do not uſually ſpring from kings and
ſovereigns? Not one, ſaid he, would allege that. And though they
were born with a philoſophic genius, one may ſay they are under a great
neceſiity of being corrupted; for indeed that it is a diﬃcult matter for

theſe geniuses to be preſerved untainted,_ even we ourſiﬂves agree.

But
that
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that in the inﬁnite ſeries of time, of' the whole oſ the human race, there
ſhould never be ſo much as a ſingle one preſerved pure and- untainted, is
there any who will contend? How can there be any one? But ſurely,
ſaid I, a ſingle one is ſuﬃcient, iſ he exiﬅs, and has a city ſubject to him,

to accompliſh every thing now ſo much diſbelieved.
ſaid he.

He is ſuﬃcient,

And when the governor, ſaid I, has eﬅabliſhed the laws and

cuﬅoms we have recited, it is not at all impoﬃble that the citizens ſhould
be willing to obey him. Not at all. But is it wonderful or impoſſible,

that what appears to us ſhould alſo appear to others ?
ſaid he.

I do not think it,

And that theſe things are beﬅ, iſ they be poſſible, we have

ſuﬃciently, as I think, explained in the preceding part of our diſcourſe.
Suﬃciently indeed. Now then it ſeems we are agreed about our legiſ
lation; that the laws we mention are the beﬅ, if they could exiﬅ; but
that it is diﬃcult to eﬅabliſh them, not, however, impoſſible. We are

agreed, ſaid he.

After this has with diﬃculty been brought to a con

cluſion, ſhall we not in the next place conſider what follows? In what
manner, and ſrom what diſciplines and ſludies, they ſhall become the pre

ſervers of our republic? and in what periods oſ liſc they ſhall each of
them apply to the ſeveral branches of education ? We muﬅ indeed con

ſider that, ſaid he. I acted not wiſely, ſaid l, when in the former part oſ
our diſcourſe I leſt untouched the diﬃculty attending the poſſeﬃon of
women, and the propagation of the ſpecies, and the eſtabliſhing governors,
knowing with what envy and diﬃculty they muﬅ be introduced, or be

carried no further than theory.

For now we are under no leſs a neceſſity

of diſcuﬃng theſe things at preſent. What relates to women and children
'is already ﬁniſhed; and we muﬅ now go over again, as from the begin
ning, what refers to governors. We ſaid, if you remember, that they
'ſhould appear to be lovers of the city, and be tried both by pleaſures and

by pains, and appear to quit this dogma neither through toils nor fears,
nor any other change; and that he who was not able to do this was to

be rejected; but he who came forth altogether pure, as gold tried in the
ﬁre, was tobe appointed rulcr, and to have honours and rewards paid
him both alive and dead. Such were the things we ſaid whilﬅ our rea
ſoning paſſed over, and concealed itſelf', as afraid to rouſe the preſent

argument.

You ſay moﬅ truly, ſaid he, forl remember: it.
zx2
'

For I was
averſe,
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averſe, my friend, to ſay, what I muﬅ now venture to aſſert; but now

we muﬅ even dare to aſſert this : that the moﬅ complete guardians muﬅ
be made philoſophers.

Let this be agreed upon, replied he.

But conſider

that you will probably have but few of them : for ſuch a genius- as we ſaid
they muﬅ of ueCeﬃty have, is wont but ſeldom in all its parts to meet in
one man; but its diﬀerent parts generally ſpring up in diﬀerent perſona

How do you ſay? replied he. That ſuch as learn with facility, have a
good memory, are ſagacious and acute, and endued with whatever quali
ﬁcations are alﬁed to theſe, are not at the ſame time ﬅrenuous and mag

niﬁcent in their dianoEtic part, ſo as to live orderly, with quietneſs and
ﬅability, but that ſuch are carried by their acuteneſs wherever it happens,
and every thing that is ﬅable departs from them. You ſay true, replied
he.. With regard then to theſe ﬁrm habits of the mind, which are not at
all verſatile, and which one might rather employ as truﬅy, and which are

diﬃcult to be moVed at dangers in war, are they not of the ſame temper
with reference to learning? They move heavily, and with diﬃculty learn,

as iſ they were benumbed, and are oppreſſed with ſleep and yawning,
when they are obliged to labour at any thing of this kind. It is ſo, replied:
he. But we ſaid that he muﬅ partake of both theſe well and handſomely,
or elſe he ought not to ſhare in the moﬅ accurate education, nor ma

giﬅracy, nor honours of the ﬅate. Right, ſaid he. Do not you think
this will but rarely happen ? How ſhould it not P They muﬅ be
tried then both in the things we formerly mentioned, in labours, in
fears, and in pleaſures; and likewiſe in what We then paſſed over, and are
now mentioning; we muﬅ exerciſe them in various kinds of learning,

whilﬅ we conſider whether their genius be capable of ſuﬅaining the great
eﬅ diſciplines, or whether it fails, as thoſe who fail in the other things.

lt is proper now, ſaid he, to conſider this queﬅion at leaﬅ in this manner.
But what do you call the greateﬅ diſeiplines? You remember in ſome
meaſure, ſaid I, that when we had diﬅinguiſhed the ſoul into three parts,
we determined concerning juﬅice, temperance, fortitude, and wiſdom,
what each of them is.

lf I did not remember, ſaid he, it were juﬅI

ſhould not hear what remains. Do you likewiſe remember what Was ſaid
before that? What was it ? We ſomewhere ſaid, that it was poſſible to
behold theſe in their moﬅ beautiful forms, but that the journey would be
4
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tedious which he muﬅ make, who would ſee them conſpicuouſly; that
it was poſſible, however, to approach towards them in the way of our de'
monﬅrations above mentioned; and you ſaid that theſe were ſuﬃcient;
lb what was then advanced came to be ſpoken far ſhort, in my own

opinion, of accuracy; but, if agreeably to you, you may ſay ſo. To me
at leaﬅ, ſaid he, they ſeemed to be diſcuſſed, in meaſure; and the reﬅ
ſeemed to think ſo too. But, friend, ſaid I, in ſpeaking of things of this
kind, ſuch a meaſure as leaves out any part whatever of the truth is
not altogether in meaſure. For nothing that is imperfect is the meaſure
of any thing. Though ſome at times are of opinion, that things are
ſuﬃciently well when thus circumﬅanced, and that there is no neceſſity

for further inquiry.
dolence.

Very many, ſaid he, are thus aﬀected through in

But the guardian of the city and of the laws, ſaid I, has leaﬅ

of all need of that paſſion.

lt appears ſo, replied he.

Such an one, then,

my friend, ſaid I, muﬅ make the more ample circuit, and labour no leſs in
learning than in the exerciſes: otherwiſe, as we were now ſaying, he

will never arrive at the perfection of the greateﬅ and moﬅ ſuitable learn
ing. But are not theſe, ſaid he, the, greateﬅ? Or is there yet any thing
greater than juﬅice, and thoſe virtues which we diſcuſſed? There is

ſomething greater, ſaid I. And even of theſe we muﬅ not contemplate
only the rude deſcription, biit we muﬅ not omit the higheﬅ ﬁniſhing. Or
is it not ridiculous in other things of ſmall account to employ our
whole labour, and ﬅrive to have them the moﬅ accurate and perfect, and

not deem the higheﬅ and moﬅ important aﬀairs worthy of our higheﬅ
attention, in order to render them the moﬅ perfect ? The ſentiment, ſaid
he, is very juﬅ. But, however, do you think, ſaid he, that any one will

diſmiſs you without aſking you, what indeed is this greateﬅ diſcipline, and
about what is it converſant, when you call it ſo? Not at all, ſaid I, but
do you yourſelf aſk me; for aſſuredly you have not ſeldom heard it, and
at preſent you either do not attend, or you intend to occaſion me trouble

in raiſing oppoſition. This Irather think, ſince you have often heard at leaﬅ,
that the idea of the good is the greateﬅ diſcipline: which idea when juſ
tice and the other virtues employ, they become uſeful and advantageous.

You now almoﬅ know that this is what I mean to ſay, and beſides this,
that we do not ſuﬃciently know that idea, and that without this know
ledge,
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"ledge, though ſſwe underﬅood every thing elſe in the higheﬅ degree, you
know that it is of no advantage to us: in the ſurne manner as it would

avail us nothing though we poſſeſſed any thing whatever without the poſ
ſeſiion of the good: or do you think there is any greater proﬁt in poſ

ſeſſing all things without the poſſeﬃon of the good, than in knowing all
things without the knowledge of the good, knowing nothing at all that is
beautiful and good? By Jupiter, not I, ſaid he. But ſurely this too at
leaﬅ you know, that to the multitude pleaſure ſeems to be the good ſand

to the more elegant it ſeems to be prudence.
he.

And very ridiculouﬂy, ſaid

How indeed can it be otherwiſe? replied l, if, when they upbraid us

that we know not what is the good, they tell us that they know, and call
it the prudence of what is good, as if we underﬅood what they ſay when
they pronounce the word good. Moﬅ true, ſaid he. But what? thoſe

who deﬁne pleaſure to be good, do they leſs err than the others i or are not
theſe t00 obliged to confeſs that pleaſures are evil? Extremely ſo. lt
happens then, I think, that they acknowledge the ſame things are both

good and evil, do they not? Undoubtedly. Is it not evident, then, that
there are great and manifold doubts about it? XVhy are there not? But

what? is it not alſo evident, that with reference to things juﬅ and beau
tiful, the multitude chooſe the apparent, even though they be not really

ſo? yet they act, and poſſeſs, and appear to poſſeſs them; but the acquiſi
tion of goods, that were only the apparent, never yet ſatisﬁed any one;
but in this they ſeek what is real, and here every one deſpiſes what is only
the apparent.

Extremely ſo, ſaid he.

This then is that which every

ſoul purſues, and for the ſake of this it does every thing, propheſying that
it is ſomething, but being dubious, and unable to comprehend ſuﬃciently

what it is, and to poſſeſs the ſame ﬅable belief reſpecting it as of other
things; and thus are they unſucceſsful alſo in other things, if there be in
them any proﬁt.

About a thing now of ſuch a kind, and of ſuch mighty

conſequence, ſhall we ſay that even theſe our beﬅ men in the city, and to
Whom we commit the management of every thing, ſhall be thus in the
dark? As little at leaﬅ as poﬃble, ſaid he. Ithink then, ſaid I, that

whilﬅ it is unknown in what manner the juſtand beautiful are good, they

are not of any great value to a guardian to poſſeſs, if it be likely he ſhall
know theſe, whilﬅ he is ignorant of this i but I propheſy that no one will
arrive
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arrive at the knowledge of theſe before he ſuﬃciently knows what the
good is. You propheſy well, ſaid he. Shall not then our republic be
completely adomed, iſ ſuch a guardian be placed over it as is ſcientiﬁcally
knowing in theſe things? It muﬅ of neceſſity, ſaid he. But with
reſpect to yourſelf, whether, Socrates, do you ſay that the good is ſcience,
or pleaſure, or ſomething elſe beſides theſe? You was ever, ſaid I, a
worthy man, and manifeﬅly ſhowed of old that you was not to be ſatisﬁed
with the opinions of others about theſe things. Nor does it appear to me
juﬅ, Socrates, ſaid he, that a man ſhould be able to relate the dogmas of
others, but not his own, after having ſpent ſo much time in inquiring
about theſe particulars. But what, ſaid I, does it then appear to you juſt
for a man to ſpeak of things oſ which he is ignorant, as if he knew them?
By no means. ſaid he, as if he knew them; yet however, according as

he thinks, thoſe things which he thinks he ſhould be willing to tell us.
But what, ſaid I, have you not obſerved of opinions void of ſcience how

deformed they all are, and that the beﬅ of them are blind?

Or do thoſe

who without intellect form right opinion ſeem to you, in any reſpect, t0*
diﬀer from thoſe who are blind, and at the ſame time walk ﬅraight on the
road? ln no reſpect, ſaid he. Are you willing, then, that we ſhould
examine things deformed, blind, and crooked, having it in our power_to

hear from others ' what is clear and beautiful?

Do not, by Jupiter,

Socrates, ſaid Glauco, deſiﬅ at the end; for it will ſuﬃce us, if in the

ſame way as you have ſpoken of juﬅice and temperance, and thoſe other
virtues, you likewiſe diſcourſe concerning the good. And l.too ſhall be '
very well ſatisﬁed, my friend, ſaid I; but I am afraid I ſhall not be able;
and, by appearing readily diſpoſed,. I ſhall incur the ridicule of the un

mannerly.

But, O bleſſed man! let vus at preſent diſmiſs' this inquiry,

what the good is ; (for it appears to me a greater thing than we can arrive

at, according to our preſent impulſe,) but I am willing to tell you what the
'oﬀspring of the good appears to be, and what moﬅ reſembles it, if this be
agreeable to you; and if not, Iſhall diſmiſsit.

But tell us, ſaid he; for

' Viz. From the genera ofbeings more excellent than human-nature, ſuehas demons and heron.
3 Socrates ſays this in conſequence of the inability of his auditors to underﬅand the nature of
'In good: for, as it is well obſerved in the Greek Scholia on this part of the Republic, through
the inartitude of ſubordimte natures, ſuch as are more excellent are unable to energize. nap
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you ſhall afterwards explain to us what the father is.

I could wiſh, ſaid I,

both that I were able to give that explanation, and you to receive it, and
not as now the oﬀspring only.

ReceiVe now then this child and oﬀspring

of the good itſelf. Yet take care however that unwillingly l deceive you
not, in any reſpect, giving an adulterate account of this oﬀspring. We
ſhall take care, hid he, to the beﬅ of our ability; only tell us. l ſhall tell,
then, ſaid I, after we have thoroughly aſſented, and l have reminded you
of what was mentioned in our preCeding diſcourſe, and hasbeen frequently

ſaid on other occaſions.

What is it ? ſaid he.

That there are many things,

ſaid I, beautiful, and many good, and each of theſe we ſay is ſo, and we

diſiinguiſh them in our reaſoning.

We ſay ſo.

But as to the'beautiful

itſelf, and the good itſelf, and in like manner concerning all thoſe things

which we then conſidered as many, now again eﬅabliſhing them according

to one idea of each particular, as being one, we aſſign to each that appel
latiou which belongs to it; and theſe indeed we ſay are ſeen by the eye,
but are not objects of intellectual perception; but that the ideas are per

ceived by the intellect, but are not ſeen by the eye. Perfectly ſo. By
what part then of ourſelves do we ſee things viſible? By the ſight, ſaid he.
And is it not, ſaid I, by hearing, that we perceive what is heard; and by
the other ſenſes, all the other objects of ſenſe? Why not? But have you not
obſerved, ſaid I, with regard to the artiﬁcer of the ſenſes, how he has
formed the power of ſight, and of being viſible, in the moﬅ perfect manner?

I have not entirely perceived it, replied he. A But conſider it in this manner.
Is there any other ſpecies, which hearing and ſound require, in order that
the one may hear, and the other be heard, which third thing if it be riot

preſent, the one ſhall not hear, and- the other not be heard? There is
nothing, ſaid he. lmagine then, ſaid l, that neither do many others (that
l may not ſay none) require any ſuch thing: or can you mention any one

that does require it? Not I, replied he. But with reference to the ſenſe
of ſeeing, and the object of ſight, do not you perceive that they require
ſomething? How? When there is ſight in the eyes, and when he who
has it attempts to uſe it, and when there is colour in the objects before him,

Unleſs there concur ſome third genus, naturally formed for the purpoſe,
you know that the ſight will ſee nothing, and the colours will be inviſible.
What is that you ſpeak of? ſaid he. What you call light, ſaid I. You ſay
true,
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This ſpecies then is not deſpicable; and by no ſmall idea

are the ſenſe oſ ſeeing, and the power oſ being ſeen, connected together;
but by a bond the moﬅ honourable oſ all bonds, if light be not diſhonour
able. But it is ſar, ſaid he, from being diſhonourable. Whom then of

the Gods in heaven can you aſſign as the cauſe oſ this, that light makes our
ſight to ſee, and viſible objects to be ſeen, in the beﬅ manner? The ſame as

you, ſaid he, and others do; for it is evident that you mean the ſun.

Is

not the ſight then naturally formed in this manner with reference to this

God? How? The ſight is not the ſun, nor is that the ſun in which ſight
is ingenerated, which we call the eye.

It is not.

But yet I think that

oſ all the organs of ſenſe it is moﬅ ſolar-ſorm. Very much ſo. And the
power which it poſſeſſes, does it not poſſeſs as diſpenſed and ﬂowing ſrom
hence? Perfectly ſo.

Is not then the ſun, which indeed is not ſight itſelf',

yet as it is the cauſe oſ it, ſeen by ﬁght itſelf? It is ſo, ſaid he. Conceive
then, ſaid I, that this is what I called the oﬀspring of l/Ie good, which ill:
good generates, analogous to itſelf; and that what this is in the intelligible
place, with reſpect to intellect, and the objects of intellect, that the ſun is

in the viſible place with reſpect to ſight and viſible things. How is it ? ſaid
he: explain to me yet further. You know that the eyes, ſaid I, when they
are no longer directed towards objects whoſe colours are ſhone upon by the
light of day, but by the ſplendour oſ the night, grow dim, and appear
almoﬅ blind, as iſ they had in them no pure ſight.

Juﬅ ſo, ſaid he.

But

when they turn to objects which the ſun illuminates, then l think they ſee

clearly, and in thoſe very' eyes there appears now to be ſight. There does.
Underﬅand then, in the ſame manner, with reference to the ſoul. When it
ﬁrmly adheres to that which truth and real being enlighten, then it under
ﬅands and knows it, and appears to poſſeſs intellect: but when it adheres
to that which is blended with darkneſs, which is generated, and which
periſhes, it is then converſant with opinion, its viſion becomes blunted, it
wanders from one opinion to another, and reſembles one without in

tellect.

lt has ſuch a reſemblance.

That therefore which imparts truth

to. what is known, and diſpenſes the power to him who knows, you

may call the idea oſ ill: good, being the cauſe oſ ſcience and of truth, as
being known through intellect.

And as both theſe two, knowledge and

truth, are ſo beautiful, when you think that t/Ie good is ſomething diﬀerent,
vo L, r.
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and ﬅill more beautiful than theſe, you ſhall think aright.

Science and

truth here are as light and ſight there, which we rightly judged to be
ſolar-form, but that we were not to think they were the ſun. So here
it is right to judge, that both theſe partake of the form of the good ;
but to ſuppoſe that either of * them is the good, is not right, but the

good itſer is worthy of ﬅill greater honour.

You ſpeak, ſaid he, of an

ineﬅimable beauty, ſince it aﬀords ſcience and truth, but is itſelf ſuperior

to theſe in beauty. And you never any where ſaid that it was pleaſure.
Predict better things, ſaid I, and in this manner rather conſider its image
yet further. How? You will ſay, I think, that the ſun imparts to things

which are ſeen, not only their viſibility, but likewiſe their generation,
growth and nouriſhment, not being itſelf generation '. Why not? \Ve
may ſay, therefore, that things which are known have not only this from
the good, that they are known, but likewiſe that their being and eﬃ-nce
are thence derived, whilﬅ the gaod itſelf is not eſſence, but beyond eſſenee,

tranſcending it both in dignity and in power '.

Here Glauco, laugh.
ing

' 'When we conſider the generation of things illuminated by the ſun, we ſhall ﬁnd that it is

perfectly unbegotten. For, according to the Platonic philoſophy, the ſun alone of all things in
the univerſa which are connected with a body is without generation, neither receiving any
acccﬃon nor diminution. But every thing elſe which it illuminates receives light from adiﬀercnt
part of it, through the motion oſ the ſolar ſphere about its proper centre, which at diﬀerent

times ſende diﬀerent rays in a circle to the celeﬅial and ſublunary bodies.
generation

The ſun however has

and corruption ſo far as it is illuminated, juﬅ as the moon alſo receives augmcn

tation: and diminutions of light.

So farvthereſore as the ſun illuminates, it is unbegotten; and

according to this it is aſlimilated to the good, and not ſo far as it is a body. See more concerning
the ſun in the Notes to the Cratylus.

'

3 The good, which is here celebrated by Socrates as that which reigns in the intelligible place,
is neither the ſame with that which ſubſiﬅs 'm our nature, (for we rank in an order far below
intelligibles) nor with that form of things good, which is coordinate with the juﬅ and the

beautiful.

For, forms being twoſold, ſome alone diﬅinguiſning the ſſ-nm of the things

faſhioned by form, but others their paﬁctiam, the genus of cſſrnce, ſame and diſſcrcnt, and the
form of animal, horſe and man, and every thing of this kind, give diﬅinction to eſſence and
ſubjects; but the form of 'be good, the beautiful and the juﬅ, and in like manner the

form

of virtue, health, ﬅrength, and every thing of a ſimilar nrrurc, are peſſcctive oſthe beings to
which they belong: and oſ ſome, eſſcncc is the leader of every thing, but of others the good.
For, as Plato ſays, every thing muﬅ neceſſarily participate of eﬀence; and whatever preſervc',

gives perfection to, or defend: any being muﬅ be good. Hence. ſince theſe two are leader',
the one oſ forms which give ſubſiﬅencc to things, and the other of ſuch as are the ſource: of
3
their
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ing ' very much, ſaid, By Apollo this is a divine tranſcendcncy indeed! You

yourſelf, replied I, are the cauſe, having obliged me to relate what appears
to

' The Greek Scholiaﬅ on the laughter of Glauco obſerves, "That this laughter is through
tranſecndency; for t/zc good is uncomparable with reſpect to all things. Or this laughter may
be conſidered according to a mundane ſigniﬁcation; for thejunior and mundane Gods are ob

ſcurely ſigniﬁed by it; ſince every thing corporeal is a jeﬅ when compared with intelligibles.
Eut tojeﬅ and laugh belong to youth.

And

Amidﬅ them laughter unextinguiſh'd roſe
is ſaid concerning the mundane Gods.
very properly ſpeaks laughing.

Glauco therefore being analogous to a mundane perſon

I'sAaw; dice rnv borepCon' aouyxpirov 'rup ra'yoﬄov daw; ape; 'mar-m'

num; 'to 'yew-w, um swarmen;" 'it yap vtoi nal ryxoimioi Oroi Too-re (lege Town) amr'ron'ar' 'at-mon'
1ap 'to UUMTMOV 'ſay for; ran-ton; wapaC'aan/ov' 'to He multo' w 'reny-r row vswv easier' w To,

AFCS'T'O; Pap crop-re 'yewg na'aprni Stom.
ortpi mv two-mio;" snow-rot' Hem' 6 7' ow whan/um err/Mayor; swoon-9.' 'ſperm-ire: mew; num; Mysi

thcir perfection; it is neceſſary that one of theſe ſhould be ſubordinate to the other 3 l mean
that 'be good which is allotted a coordination among forms that are the ſources of perfection
ſhould be ſubordinate to tſſZ'r/ce, whichranks among cauſes whence ſubſiﬅence originates, iſ ib:
good is being and n certain being. For it is either the ſame with or diﬀerent from offence,
which the hleatean gueﬅ in the Sophiſla ſhows to be the genus of being. And if 'In good is the
ſame with eſſence, an abſurdity muﬅ enſue: for being and well-being are not the ſame. But if
f/Jt good is ſomething diﬀerent from eſſence, it muﬅ neceſſarily participate of cſſence, in con*

ſcquence of that being the genus of all forms. But if 'genera are more antient than forms, t/x
good which ranks among forms, and is poﬅerior to their genus, will not be 'be good which reigns

over intelligibles; but this muﬅ be aſſerted of that good under which this and every form is
arranged which poſſcſſes being, and which is the leader Of the other gencſa of being. When
therefore Plato ſays that the good reigns over intelligibles, he means that good which is ſuperiot
to eſſe-ice.
But to lead ns up to this ſupreme good, he appears to employ three orders of good as ſo many
ﬅeps in this arduous nfcent 5 vio. that which is imparticipahlc and ſupereſſcn.ial, that which is
imptirticipnblc and eſſential, and that which is eſſential and participablv . Of theſe the laﬅ is
ſuch as our nature contains; the good which ranks among forms is eſſential; and that which is

beyond eſſence is ſupcreſſential. Or we may ſay that 'in good whiCh ſubliﬅs in us may be con
ſidcicd as a habit, in conſequence oſits ſubſiſling in a ſubject ', the next to this ranks as eſſence,
and a pnrt of cſſence, I mean lb' good which ranks among forms 3 and the laﬅ as that which is

neither a habit nor a part. When therefore Socrates ſays, "That to the multitude pleaſure
ſeems to be 1/2: good, and to the more elegant it ſeems to be prudence," he ſigniﬁes that good
which is reſident in our nature, and which, from its being an impreſſion of the ineſſahle principle
of things, may be called the ſummit or ſlowe' of our elience. And when he alſo ſays that the

idea of th gcodls the greateſt diſcipline, which renders bo;h ſuch things as are juﬅ, and other
2 r 7.
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to me reſpecting it.

And by no means, ſaid he, ﬅop, if ſomething does not

hinder you, but again diſcuſs the reſcmblancc relating to the ſun, if you
have
things which employ it, uſeful and proﬁtable, and that we do not ſuﬃciently know it,-theſe
aſſertions accord with 'be good which is in us, with that which is in ſorms, and with that which
is underﬅood to be bcſore all things. For the idea of r/n good ſigniﬁes a participated form, a

ſeparate intelligible, and that which has a ſeparate ſubſiﬅenee prior to intelligibles; ſince the
term idea, according to Plato, indicatcs that object oſ deſire which is eﬅabliſhed prior to all
things, viz. prior to all things belonging to a certain ſerics. Thus, ſor inﬅance, 1/1: good in our
nature is prior to every thing elſe pertaining to the ſoul -, [In good which ranks among forms is
prior to every thing which is the ſource oſ eſſential perfection; and the good which reigns it!
the intelligible world is prior to every ſeries, and to all things.
Again, when Socrates ſays, "Let us at preſent diſmiſs this inquiry what [be goodl is, for it

appears to me a greater thing than we can arrive at according to our preſent impulſe," it may
be inferred, that though he appears to ſay ſomething concerning lb' good from an image, and to
unveil ſomething pertaining to things occult, yet he does not unfold the whole truth concerning
it; and this perhaps itſ conſequence of Thraſymachus and Clitopho being preſent, and not
thinking it ﬁt to diſcloſe the moﬅ myﬅieal truths to ſophiﬅs. Hence, on his aſſerting aſter
wards that 'be good is ſupereſſential, he appeared to Glauco to ſpeak ridiculouſly 3 and in con

ſequence oſ Glauco in vain attempting the viſion of that which is beyond all things, he again
ſays that he willingly omits many things, and alone unfolds the analogy reſpecting the ſun.
But iſ his hearers had been adapted to ſuch diſconrſea, he would have diſcloſed to us many and
truly theological particulars reſpecting it; and ſuch as he diſcloſes to us in the Parmenidcs

concerning 'be one.

'

As we have ſaid, therefore, Plato, transferring the inveﬅigation from 'In good which is in us,
and concerning which thoſe inquire who ſay that it is prudence or pleaſure, to 'be good itſelf,
and beginning the image reſpecting the ſun, in the ﬁrﬅ place, he exhorts his hearers to take
care that he does not give them an adulterate account of the oﬀspring of (be good; calling the

ſun the oﬀspring, and transferring the term adulterate from the impreſſions in coin. He alſo
indicates that the mode of teaching by analogy is not ſafe. For there is danger of introducing.
ſophiﬅry into the demonﬅration, by conſidering things beyond what the analogy will admit.
Thus, in the preſent inﬅance, iſ in conſequence of Plato aſſerting that the ſun is analogous to
'be good, ſo far as the former is the cauſe of light, as the latter is of truth, ſome one ſhould con

ſider the ſun, no longer as the cauſe alone of light, but ſo far as it is moved, and thould inveﬅi
gateﬅhat which is ſimilar to this motion, in the good, he would no longer preſerve the proper
analogy. For the ſun is not analogouſly aſſumed, ſo far as he is a thing cauſed, but ſo far as he
is a cauſe alone, ſince it is impoſſible to aſſume any thing which is in all reſpects ſimilar to the
good.

For every thing poﬅcrior to 'be good, by the aſſumption oſ ſomething becomes worſe than

'be good; one thing by aﬀuming intelligence, as intellect; another by aſſuming motion, as ſoul;
and another by the aſſumption of generation, as body.

If therefore, in intellects, in ſouls, and

in bodies, you conſider that which is ﬁrﬅ in each, as analogoua to the good, you muﬅ conſider it
ſo ſar only as it is ſimilar to 'begoo-J, viz. ſo ſar as it is the leader of its ſubject ſeries, and is

imparticipablc
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have omitted any thing. But I omit, ſaid I, many things. Do not omit,
replied he, the ſmalleﬅ particular. l think, ſaid l, that much will be
omitted:
imparticipable with reſpect to a ſubordinate nature, and not ſo far as it is ſeparated from 'lit
good. For every thing which is aſſumcd analogouſly to the good, muﬅ neceſſarily poſſeſs diſſimili
tude in conjunction with ſimilitude. Analogies however and ratios are not aſſumcd according
to the diſſimilar, but on the contrary according to the ſimilar.
.
Again, when in the beginning oſ this diſcourſe about the good, and wiſhing to determine that
ſome forms are intelligiblc and others ſenſible, he makes mention of the beautiful itſelf and t/n

good itſelf, and, placing theſe as the forms of many things beautiful and good, he ſays that
ſenſible forms are ſeen indeed, but are not the objects of intellect, but that ideas are the objects
of intellect, and not of the ſenſible cye,-it is evident that he refers us to ideas, and the uni
verſal prior to the many.

If therefore Plato had added nothing further, we ſhould not have

had any authority from the Republie for conceiving any other good than this, which is the
ſirﬅ among forms that give perfection to things; but ſince he touches on the analogy reſpecting
the ſun, ſight and light, he in a wonderful manner aſſerts that all intelligible ideas, the beautiful

itſelf, 'be good itſelf, the juﬅ itſelf, and not theſe only, but thoſe of actions alſo, are illuminated

by t/Je good. Here therefore he aſcends to the ſirﬅ cauſe of wholes, which he is unable to call
by a better name than the good : for ib' good is the moﬅ venerable of all things, and is that which
all things deſire; and that which all things deſire is the cauſe of all. Fearſul however leﬅ we
ſhould apprehend a ﬁrﬅ of ſuch a kind as that good which is the cauſe of perfection alone in
ideas, he ſhows in the ﬁrﬅ place that 'be good is beyond ſcience and truth, in the ſame manner
as the ſun is beyond ſight and light ; and afterwards he evinces that it is the primary cauſe of
intelligibles, and is ſupereſſential, in the ſame manner as the ſun is above generation; and thus

he ſhows that the good iiyi-lſ is the ﬁrﬅ cauſe of the good and the beautiful in forms, andof all
intelligible eſſences.

But that we may not deviate from the doctrine through nnalogy, he ſirys that the ſun is
analogous to 'be good, not according to any thing elſe than his being the cauſe of light, through
which all viſible things are ſeen : l mean, not ſo far as the ſun has a body, and a corporeal place,
and is moveable. And again, ſuch a light is analogous to truth, not ſo far as it poſſeſſes interval,
or all-various reſractions, but ſo far only as it imparts the power of being ſeen to things viſible,
and ſight to things that ſee, in the ſame manner as truth imparts to intelligibles the power
of being intellectually apprehended, and to intelligent natures the power of intellectual per
ception -, and viſible objects are analogous to intelligibles, not as fubſiﬅing in place and beingr
moved, but as viſible alone.

Theſe things being promiſed, it is ſhown by Socrates that tl'e good is beyond truth, in the
ſame manner as the ſun is beyond light: and hence it follows that 'be good does not participate

oſ truth. For that which is above truth neither it truly, nor can truly be any thing elſe: ſo that
if the good ir, but i: not truly, it will be that which is not truly being. But this is impoſſible.
For, according to Plato, that which is not truly being ſubſiﬅs after true being. But Ibe good is
not true being, ſince it generates truth; and it muﬅ be entirely unreceptivc of that which it

generates. But all true being neceſſarily participates of truth. Hence it follows that rþe good
4-
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omitted: however, as far I am able at preſent, I ſhall not willingly omit
any thinor.

Do not, ſaid he.

Underſland then, ſaid I, that we lay theſe
are

is above being.

For, if being is truly being, but 'In good gives ſubſiﬅence to truth, which is in

ſeparable from and characterizes being, it muﬅ alſo be above being.
Again, when Socrates ſays, a You know that the eyes, when they are no longer directed
towards objects whoſe colours are ſhone upon by the light of day, but by the ſplendour oſ the

night, grow dim, and appear almoﬅ blind, as if they had in them no pure ſight.

But when

they turn to objects which the ſun illuminates, then I think they ſee clearly, and in thoſe very
eyes there appears now to be ſight : " he here makes a diviſion in things viſible into colours,
light, eyes, and the ſun. Afterwards he adduces things analogous to thoſe in the objects of
intellect, as follows : " Under-ﬅand then in the ſame manner with reference to the ſoul: when
it ﬁrmly adheres to that which truth and real being enlighten, then it underﬅands and knows

it, and appears to poſſeſs intellect: but when it adheres to that which is blended with dark
neſs, which is generated, and which periſhes, it is then eonvcrſant with opinion, its viſion
becomes blunted, it wonders from one opinion to another, and reſemblca one without intel

lect." Socrates, therefore, aſſumcs being analogous to colour, truth to light, and th- gcad to
the ſun. He alſo places being aſrcr truth, in the ſame manner as colour after light and the

ſun. Tbegoad therefore is beyond being.

For he does not ſay that which lying: enlighten,

but that which being enlightens. lſ therefore the good is above being, it will al-'o neceſſarily be
above eſſence.
Having aſſerted theſe things through analogy, he adds what is ſlill greater, that tl-r goe-list
the cauſe of intelligibles, not oſ their being underﬅood only, but alſo oſ their eſſence, in the

'ſame manner as the ſun is the cauſe to things viſible, not only of their being ſeen, but of
their generation, nouriſhment and increaſe; and, as he is not generation, in like manner 'be
good is not eſſcnce.

It is evident, therefore, that 'be good, being the cauſe oſ an intclligible

eſſence, will be in the moﬅ eminent degree ſupereſſentinl, for theſe, as will appear from the
Parmenides, are ſupereſſential eſſences, or, in other words, beings abſorbed in the ſupereſlkntial.
lt likewiſe follows from this analogy that truth alſo is ſupereſſential .- for Socrates ſays that this
illuminates all things that are known, in the ſame manner as the light of the ſun irrndiates viſi

ble objects.

Truth indetd appears to be an illumination from the ſupercſſential principle of

wholcs, which both i'ttcliigible and intellcctual natures participate, and which unites them to
themſelves, and to cacll other.

l-Lcnce it is ſaid to impa't the power of being intellectually

apprehended to the former, and of intellectual viſion to the latter: for theſe could not be con
joined without a certain common bond.

As light therefore illuminates viſible and viſive na

tures, but conjoins b'oth through ſimilitude, imparting to both a greater light than they con

tained before-in the ſame manner that which is intellcctive and that which is intelligiblc,
being united by truth, coalcſce with each other.
From hence alſo it will follow that 'be good cannot be known either by opinion or ſcience
'I'hat it cannot indeed be known by opinion may be eaſily proved.

For Plato, with great pro.

priety, conſiders' the object of opinion as that which is partly being, and partly non-being. It
is alſo evident that th good is not the Object oſ ſcience. For, if every object of ſcience is known
from
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are two; and that the one reignsſiover the intelligible genus and place, and
the other over the viſible, not to ſay the heavens, leﬅ I ſhould ſeem to you
to

from a cauſe, that of which there is no cauſe cannot be ſcientiﬁcally known. And if tive good
is above truth, it will not be ſo known as intelligibles are known to intellectual natures. It
can therefore only be known by a divine projection oſ the ſummit of the ſoul, a projection
of that which is better than intellect, and which Plato * calls the ray of the ſoul. According to

Plato, the ſoul inclining this ray ſhould project herſelf to 'be good through an ahlation of all
things poﬅerior to it. For he clearly ſays that it is neceſſary to take away the idea oft/ac good from

all things, and thus to incline towards it the ray of the ſoul, iſ we intend to perceive it, itſelf
by itſelf. From theſe things therefore it is evident, by what kind of-knowledge 'be goodis
known, how it is known, and how it is the laﬅ diſcipline, and what the dialectic method con-

tributcs to the viſion of it, by leading the intellect of the ſoul up to it, through a ſcientiﬁc
ſeries of ablations.
Again, ſince Socrates aſſerts that ilvt good is not only beyond eſſence, but likewiſe above that
which i: (um-ma 'on man), it follows that it is not proper to ſay the good it.- and hence neither is
it proper to ſay that it is not 3 for again this aſſertion 'but it it not is common to other thinge,
to which non-being is adapted. Both therefore muﬅ be ſaid, that it is neither being nor non

being; and in conſequence of this, it is called by ſome unknown and ineﬀable; ſince every
thing is either being or non-being. Nor-muﬅ we ſuppoſe, when Plato calls the good known,
and the laﬅ diſcipline, and every thing of this kind, that he removes us from an indeﬁnite

energy about it, and apprehends it to be known in ſuch a manner as beings: for theſe are known,
and are the objects of ſcientiﬁc knowledge, according to that moﬅ accurate mode of ſcience
which he defines, and according to which he dcſpiſes the ſciences which originatc from hypo
theſis For thus he ſpeaks, teaching us his conceptions about theſe particulars: that other
ſciences, or which appear to be ſuch, make hypotheſes their principles; but dialcctic alone
being impclled to the principle, takes away hypotheſes, till it diſcovers that which is truly the
principle, not as an hypotheſis, but truly unhypothetical. But ſuch a principle is 1/2: an', in'
which every ſubſiﬅcnce of things known terminates, From theſe things, therefore, it is evi
dent, that calling dialectic the deſenſivc encloſure of things which appear to be ſciences, and
deſining that which is truly ſcience, he ſays that dialectic, beginning from an unhypothetic prin
ciple, conſiders the nature of every thing. If therefore beholding alſo the idiom of the good,
and in what reſpect it diﬀers from other things, this ſcience ſpeculates from an unhypothetie
principle, this perhaps will be a certain ſcience, and a ſcience of 'be good, what it truly is, or
is not. But if this is the principieof all things. and a principle cannot be aſſumed of a princi_,
ple, by what contrivance' can it be ſaid that there is a certain ſcience of the good? For every

ſcientiſic object is apprehended from an unhypotltetic principle; and that which is ſo appre
* In the 7th book of this Dialogue, near the end : A' man is a microcoſm, this my of his ſoul will.
evidently be analugons to truth, or ſupereſſential light, in lh': intelligihle world -. will he the ſummit of

'he ſoul, and that which the Platoniﬅs very properly calit/n on: and the ﬂower of our nature: for it i' an
ﬂiumination from the inviſible principle of all things..
ſi
bended'
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to employ ſophiﬅry in the expreſſion : you underﬅand then theſe two ſpe
cies, the viſible and the intelligible?

I do.

As iſ then you took a_

line, cut into two unequal parts, and cut over again each ſection according
to the ſame ratio, both that oſ the viſible ſpecies, and that of the intelligi

ble, you will then have perſpicuity and obſeurity placed by each other. In
the viſible ſpecies you will have in one ſection images: but l call images,
in the firﬅ place, ſhadows, in the next,
ſuch as ſubſiﬅ in bodies which are denſe,
thing of this kind, iſ you underﬅand me.
fection of the viſible which this reſembles,

the appearances in water, and
poliſhed and bright, and every
l do. Suppoſe now the other
ſuch as the animals around us,

and every kind of plant, and whatever' has a compoſite nature.

l ſup

poſe it, ſaid he. Are you willing then that this fection appear to be
divided into true and untrue? And that the ſame proportion, which
the object of Opinion has to the object of knowledge, the very ſame
hended is properly a ſcientiﬁc object: but 'be good is not apprehendod from an unliypothetic
principle, becauſe it has not any principle whatever.

So that, iſ this is the deſinition of ſcience,

'be good is by no means an object of ſcicntiiic knowledge. From hence alſo it again follows that
r/ae good is not being, ſince Plato moﬅ clearly aſſerts that ſcience is of being', but that faith per
tains to that which appears and is ſenſible, the dianoetic power to dianoe'tic objects, aﬃmilation
to things aſſimilated, opinion to ſenſibles and things aſſimilated, and intelligence to intelligibles.

And this he not only aſlerts here, but in the Timzeus alſo he ſays, " That what eſſence is to
generation, that faith is to truth, and attributes arguments which cannot be cenſuted to beings,
but aſſtmilative arguments to generated natures, ſignifying that ſcience is ſpeculative of true

beings. If therefore being is the object of ſeientiﬁc knowledge, but 'be good cannot be ſcien
tiﬁcally known, 'in good is not being.
Hence we muﬅ conclude that 'In good is only to be known by an ablation of all things from
its ineﬀablc nature; and this is what Socrates inſinuates when in the 7th book he ſpeaks of ſe

parating the idea of tlu- good from all others, and as in a battle piercing through all arguments. It
is not therefore either ſcience, or truth, or being : and if employing theſe things as principle.

we are willing to conſider the conſequences, we ſhall ﬁnd that if lb: good is not being, it is nei
zther ſame nor diﬀerent, neither moved nor at reﬅ, neither poſſeſſes ſigure nor number, is nei
ther ſimilar nor diſſimilar, is neither equal nor unequal, nor participates oſ time; all which

Parmenides collects in the ﬁrﬅ hypotheſis, and, having collected, adds, that there is neither
ſcience nor opinion loſ 'be one, for it is beyond generation and eſſence.

So that whatever is

aſſerted of the on', in the Parmenides of Plato, muﬅ alſo neceſſarily be aſſertcd of ib: good,

from what is here delivered by Plato concerning it ; and hence 'be good, according to Plato, is
the ſame with 'be one. We not only therefore have this information from the aſſertion-s oſ So
crates, that the good is not the object of fcientiﬁc knowledge, but that it may after another man.

ner be known through arguments and ablations

proportion
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proportion has the reſemblance to that of which it is the reſemblance?
I am, indeed, ſaid he, extremely willing. But conſider now again the
ſection of the intelligible, how it was divided. How? That with re

ſpect to one part of it, the ſoul uſes the former ſections as images ; and is
obliged to inveﬅigate from hypotheſes, not proceeding to the beginning,

but to the concluſion: and the other part, again, is that where the ſoul
proceeds from hypotheſis to an unhypothetical principle, and without thoſe

images about it, by the ſpecies themſelves, makes its way through them.
I have not, 'ſaid he, ſuﬃciently underﬅood you in theſe things. But again,
ſaid I, for you will more eaſily underﬅand me, theſe things having been

premiſed;

For I think you are not ignorant, that thoſe who are conver

ſant in geometry, and computations, and ſuch like, after they have laid

down hypotheſes of the odd and the even, and ﬁgures, and three ſpecies
oſ angles, and other things the ſiﬅers oſ theſe, according to each method,

they then proceed upon theſe things as known, having laid down all theſe
as hypotheſes, and do not give any further reaſon about them, neither to
themſelves nor others, as being things obvious to all. But, beginning
from theſe, they directly diſcuſs the reﬅ, and with full conſent end at that
which their inquiry purſued. Iknow this, ſaid he, perfectly well. And
do you not likewiſe know, that when they uſe the viſible ſpecies, and rea

ſon about them, their dianoe'tic power' is not employed about theſe
ſpecies,
' The rational and gnoﬂic powers oſ the ſoul receive a triple diviſion: for one of theſe is
opinion, another the diano'e'tic power, and another intellect.

Opinion therefore is converſant

with the univerſal in ſenſiblcs, which alſo it knows, as that euery man is a biped, and that all
colour is the object of ſight. It likewiſe knows the concluſions of the diano'e'tic energy; but
it does not know them ſcientiﬁcally.

For it knows 'but the ſoul is immortal. but is ignorant

ruby it is ſo, becauſe this is the province of the diano'e'tic power. Hence the Eleatean gueſt in
the Sophiﬅa very properly deﬁnes opinion to be the termination of the diano'e'tic power. For
the dianoiz'tic power, having collected by a ſyllogiﬅic proceſs that the ſoul is immortal, opinion
receiving the concluſion knows this alone that it is immortal.

But the diano'e'tie power is that

which paſſes through as it were a certain way (cider ma drawn) by making a tranſition from pro
poſitions to concluſions, from which alſo it derives its appellation.

Thus, for inﬅance, the dia

not'Stic power inveſligates whence it is that the ſoul is immortal. Aſtetwatds,bcginning from things

moﬅ clear, it paſſes on to 'he object of inveﬅigation, ſaying that the ſoul is ſelf-moved 5 that
which is ſelf-moved is alſo perpetually moved; and this is immortal. The ſoul therefore is immor

tal. And this is (he employment of the dianoe'tie power.

von. t.

a 1

But the province of intellect is to dart

'

itſelf
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ſpecies, but about thoſe oſ which they are the reſemblances, employing
their reaſonings about the ſquare itſelf, and the diameter itſelf, and not
about that which they deſcribe? And, in the ſame manner, with reſe
rence to other particulars, thoſe very things which they form and deſcribe,
in which number, ſhadows and images in water are to be reckoned, theſe
they uſe as images, ſeeking to behold thoſe very things, which a man can
no otherwiſe ſee than by his dianoe'tic part. You ſay true, replied he.
This then I called a ſpecies oſ the intelligible ;, but obſerved that the ſoul

was obliged to uſe hypotheſes in the inveﬅigation of it, not going back to
the principle, as not being able to aſcend higher than hypotheſes, but made
uſe of images formed from things below, to lead to thoſe above, as per

ſpicuous, as objects oſ opinion, and diﬅinct from the things themſlzlves.
I underﬅand, ſaid he, that you ſpeak of things pertaining to the geome
trical, and other ſiﬅer arts. Underﬅand now, that by the other ſection oſ

the intelligible, linean that which reaſon itſelf attains, making hypotheſes
by its own reaſoning power, not as principles, but really hypotheſes, asſſ

ﬅeps and handles, that, proceeding as far' as to that which is unhypothetical,
viz. the principle of the univerſe, and coming into contact. with it, again
adhering to thoſe things which adhere to the principle, _it may thus de
ſcend to the end; uſing no where any thing which is ſenſible, but forms

themſelves, proceeding through ſome toothers, and at length in forms termi
nating its progreſſion 1. I underﬅand, ſaid he, but not ſuﬃciently. For you,
ſcorn:
itſelf as it were to things themſelves, by ſimple projectionsﬂike the emiſſion of the viſual rays,
and by an. energy ſuperior to demonſtration. And in this. reſpect intellect is ſimilar to the
ſenſe of ſight, which by. ſimple intuition knows the objects which preſent themſelves to its
view. That we aftually poſſeſs all theſe gnoﬅic powers, thus diﬅinguiſhed from each other, is
evident from our poſſeſſing theſe diﬀerent kinds oſ' knowledge 5 ſor it is impoſſible that one and
the ſame power could know things demonﬅratively, and in a manner ſuperior and inferior to

demonſtration 5 ſince diverſity of knowledge muﬅ ariſe from a diverſity of gnoſtic energy.
l t may alſo be proper to obſerve that opinion is the boundary of the rational part of the ſoul;
and that the phantaſy, or that power which apprehends things inveﬅed with ﬁgure, is the ſum
mit oſ the irrational part, under which anger like a raging lion, and deſire likea many-headed
beaﬅ, ſubſiﬅ.
' With reſpect to the manner in which Plato repreſents the diﬅribution of all things by the
fection Of a line, it is neceſſary to obſerve, that as the progreſſ-on of all things from 'In an: is

continued and united, Plato preſents us with an image of this continuity in, one line, through
the
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ſeem to me to ſpeak of an arduous undertaking: but you want, however,
to determine that the perCeption of real being, and that which is intelligi
ble, by the ſcience of reaſoning, are more conſpicuous than the diſcoveries

made by the arts, as they are called, which have hypotheſes for their ﬁrﬅ
principles; and that thoſe who behold theſe are obliged to behold them
with their dianoe'tic power, and not with their ſenſes. But as they are not
able to perceive, by aſcending to the principle, but from hypotheſes, they
appear to you not to poſſeſs intellect reſpecting them, though they are
intelligible in conjunction with the principle.

You alſo appear to me to

call the habit of geometrical and ſuch like concerns, the dianoEtic part, and
the ſimilitude and coherence of ſecondary natures always proceeding from ſuch as are ﬁrﬅ, no
vacuum by its intervention ſeparating them from each other. For, as the one produces all
things, it is neceſſary that their proceſſion from him ſhould be continued : for the continued is
allied to 'be one. And the cauſe of this continuity is the ſimilitude of thoſe ſections which are
in a conſequent to thoſe which are in a precedent order: for ſimilitude is oneneſs. On this
account he aſſumes one line, but this he cuts into two parts, and theſe not equal but unequal :
the parts are however two.

For in the Philebus he exhorts thoſe that ſpeculate things, after 'be

one, to conſider two things, if they have a ſubſiſlence, if not, the number which is allied to
the duad. The diviſion therefore of all things into unequal parts, indicates the rank of the
divided natures, the inequality according to continuity exhibiting an image of inequality ae
cording to hyparxis. But each of theſe unequal ſections he cuts analogous to the ﬁrﬅ diviſion

Of the lines thIS analogy again clearly manifeﬅing the ſubjection through ſameneſs of ſecon
dary from primary natures. For analogy is identity of ratio, and the moſt beautiful oſ bonds,
as we learn in the Titmeus, and is the judgment of Jupiter, as we are informed in the Laws. As
therefore the univerſe was fabricated accarding to analogy, all things receiving an indiſſolublc
friendſhip with each other, ſo all things proceed bound, and in mutual conſent through analogy.
But as there are ſour ſections of one line, two oſ theſe, which complete its larger ſection,
Plato eﬅabliſhcs as the genus of the intelligible, but the other two, which form the lellſicr divi
ſion, as the genus of that which is viſible.

For it was neceſſary to aſſign the larger fection to

the intelligible, as being more excellent, and comprehending the other, but the leſſer to that
which is viſible *, for it is comprehended in the intelligible order according to cauſe. And that
which is comprehended is every where leſs than that which comprehends, whether the com
prehenſion is conſidered accnrding to eſſence, or according to power, or according to energy ;

as is ſeen in all continued and divided natures.
lonly add that Plato in this repreſentation of the ſeries of things, by the ſections of a line,
follows the Pythagoreans, Brontinus and Archytas; but his explanation is both more elegant
and more extended, as the learned reader may be convinced by conſulting that part of the Anecv

dota Graeca of Villoiſon, which contains the Treatiſe of Jamblichus on the common Mathe
matical. Science.
2 Z z
.
not
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not intellect ' ; the dianoe'tic part ſubſiﬅing betWeen Opinion and intellect.
You have comprehended, ſaid I, moﬅ ſuﬃciently : and conceive now, that

correſponding to the four ſections there are theſe four paﬃons in the ſoul;
intelligence anſwering to the higheﬅ, the diano'e'tic part to the ſecond ;
and aſſign faith to the third; and to the laﬅ aﬃmilation.

Arrangect them

likewiſe analogouſly ;v conceiving that as their objects participate of truth,
ſo theſe participate of perſpicuity. I underﬅand, ſaid he, and I aſſent,
and I arrange them as you ſay.
' The original here in an' on; but from the verſion of Ficinu', it appears that we ſhould;
read an' m row. And the ſenſe indeed requires thisemendation.

THE END Of THE SlX'l-'H '001.
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VII.

AFTER theſe things now, ſaid I, aﬃmilate, with reference to erudi
tion, and the want of erudition, our nature to ſuch a condition as ſol
lows. Conſider men as in a ſubterraneous habitation, reſembling a cave,

with its entrance expanding to the light, and anſwering to 'the whole ex
tent of the cave. Suppoſe them to have been in this cave from their
childhood, with chains both on their legs and necks, ſo as to remain
there, and only be able to look before them, but by the chain incapable

to turn their heads round.

Suppoſe them likewiſe to have the light of a

ﬁre, burning far above and behind them; and that between the ﬁre and

the fettered men there is a read above.

Along this road, obſerve a low

wall built, like that which hedges in the ﬅage of mountebanks on which

they exhibit their wonderful tricks.

I obſerve it, ſaid he.

Behold now,

along this wall, men bearing all ſorts of utenſils, raiſed abovethe wall,

and human ﬅatues, and other animals, in wood and ﬅone, and furniture

of every kind.

And, as is likely, ſome of thoſe who are carrying theſe

are ſpeaking, and others ſilent. You mention, ſaid he, a wonderful com
pariſon, and wonderful fettered men. But ſuch, however, as reſemble
us, ſaid I; for, in the ﬁrﬅ place, do you think that ſuch as theſe ſee
any thing oſ themſelves, or oſ one another, but the ſhadows formed
by the ﬁre, falling on the oppoſite part of the cave? How can they,
ſaid he, if through the whole of life they be under a neceſſity, at leaﬅ,

of having their heads unmoved?

rying along?

But what do they ſee of what is car

Is it not the very ſame?

Why not?

If then they were

able to converſe with one another, do. not you think they would deem it

proper to give names to thoſe very things which they ſaw before them P Of
neceſſity they muﬅ. And what if the oppoſite part of this priſon had an
4.

echo,
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echo, when any of thoſe who paſſed along ſpake, do you imagine they
would reckon that what ſpake was any thing elſe than the paſſing

ſhadow?

Not l, by Jupiter! ſaid he.

Such as theſe then, ſaid I, will

entirely judge that there is nothing true but the ſhadows of utenſils. By an
abundant neceſſity, replied he. With reference then, both to their free
dom from theſe chains, and their cure of this ignorance, conſider the
nature of it, if ſuch a thing ſhould happen to them. When any one
ſhould be looſed, and obliged on a ſudden to riſe up, turn round his neck,

and walk and look up towards the light; and in doing all theſe things
ſhould be pained, and unable, from the ſplendours, to behold the things of
which he formerly ſaw the ſhadows, what do you think he would ſay, if
one ſhould tell him that formerly he had ſeen trifles, but now, being ſome

what nearer to reality, and turned toward what was more real, he ſaw
with more rectitude; and ſo, pointing out to him each of the things
paſſing along, ſhould queﬅion him, and oblige him to tell what it were;
do not you think he would be both in doubt, and would deem what he

had formerly ſeen to be more true than what was now pointed out to

him? By far, ſaid he. And ifhe ſhould oblige him to look to the light
itſelf, would not he ﬁnd pain in his eyes, and ſhun it; and, turning to ſuch
vthings as he is able to behold, reckon that theſe are really more clear than

thoſe pointed out? Juﬅ ſo, replied he. But if one, ſaid I, ſhould drag
him from thence violently through a rough and ﬅeep aſcent, and never

ﬅop till he drew him up to the light of the ſun, would he not, whilﬅ he
was thus drawn, both be in torment, and be ﬁlled with indignation? And

after he had even come to the light, having his eyes ﬁlled with ſplendour,
he would be able to ſee none of theſe things now called true. He would
not, ſaid he, ſuddenly at leaﬅ. But he would require, I think, to be ac
cuﬅomed to it ſome time, if he were to perceive things above. And, ﬁrﬅ
of all, he would moﬅ eaſily perceive ſhadows, afterwards the images of
men and of other things in water, and after that the things themſelves.
And, with reference to theſe, he would more eaſily ſee the things in the
heavens, and the heavens themſelves, by looking in the night to the

light of the ſtars, and the moon, than by day looking on the ſun, and the
light oſ the ſun. How can it be otherwiſe? And, laﬅ of all, he may be able,
1 think, to perceive and contemplate the ſun himſelf, not in water, nor re

ſemblance:
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ſemblances of him, in a foreign ſeat, but himſelf by himſelf, in his own

proper region.

Of neceſiity, ſaid he.

And after this, he would now

reaſon with himſelf concerning him, that it is he who gives the ſeaſons,
and years, and governs all things in the viſible place; and that of all thoſe
things which he formerly ſaw, he is in a certain manner the cauſe. lt is
evident, ſaid he, that after theſe things he may arrive at ſuch reaſonings
as theſe.

But what? when he remembers his ﬁrﬅ habitation, and the

wiſdom which was there, and thoſe who were then his companions in
bonds, do you not think he will eﬅeem himſelf happy by the change, and

pity them ? And that greatly. And if there were there any honours and
encomiums and rewards among themſelves, for him who moſt acutely

perceived what paſſed along, and beﬅ remembered which of them were
wont to paſs foremoﬅ, which lateﬅ, and which of them went together;

and from theſe obſervations were moﬅ able to preſage what was to
happen; does it appear to you that he will be deſirous oſ ſuch honours,
or envy thoſe who among theſe are honoured, and in power? Or, will

he not rather wiſh to ſuﬀer that of Homer, and vehemently deſire
As labourerv to ſome ignoble man
To work for hire . t ....... .

and rather ſuﬀer any thing than to poſſeſs ſuch opinions, and live after'
ſuch a manner? I think ſo, replied he, that he would ſuﬀer, and embrace

any thing rather than live in that manner. But conſider this further, ſaid.
l: lf ſuch an. one ſhould deſcend, and (it down again in the ſame ſeat,
would not his eyes be ﬁlled with darkneſs, in conſequence of coming ſud
denly from the ſun ?* Vctery much ſo, replied he. And ſhould he now

again be obliged to give his opinion of thoſe ſhadows,.and to diſpute about
them with thoſe who are there eternally chained, whilﬅ yet his eyes were

dazzled, and before they recovered their ſormer ﬅate, (which would not
be eﬀected'in a ſhort time) would he not aﬀord them laughter ? and would'
it not be ſaid of him, that, having aſcended, he was returned with vitiated.
eyes, and that it was not proper even to attempt to go above, and that

whoever ſhould attempt to liberate them, and lead them up, iſ ever they
were able to get him into their hands, ſhould be put to death? They
would.
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would by all means, ſaid he, put him to death.

The whole of this image

now, ſaid I, friend Glauco, is to be applied to our preceding diſcourſe;
for, if you compare this region, which is ſeen by the ſight, to the habitation
of the priſon ; and the light of the ﬁre in it, to the power of the ſun; and

the aſcent above, and the viſion of things above, to the ſoul's aſCent into

the intelligiblc place; you will apprehend my meaning, ſince you want to
hear it.

But God knows whether it be true.

Appearances then preſent

themſelves to my view as follows. In the intelligible place, the idea of the
good is the laﬅ object of viſion, and is ſcarcely to be ſeen; but if it be ſeen,
we muﬅ collect by reaſoning that it is the cauſe to all of every thing right
and beautiful, generating in the viſible place, light, and its lord the ſun;

and in the intelligible place, it is itſelf the lord, producing truth and intel
lect' ; and this muﬅ bebeheld by him who is to act wiſely, either privately
01'
t

1 Every thing in this cave is analogous to things viſible i the men, animals and furniture of
every kind in it correſponding to the third, and the ſhadows in it, and the images appearing in
mirrors, to the fourth ſection in the diviſion of a line at the end of the preceding book. Things
ſenſible alſo are imitations of things diano'e'tic, or, in other words, of the objects of ſcientiſic
energy, which form the ſecond fection of Plato's line. For the circle and triangle which are
deſcribed upon paper are imitations of thoſe which geometry conſiders; and the numbers which

are beheld in things viſible, of thoſe which the arithmetician contemplates; and ſo with reſpect
to every thing elſe. But obſerve that Plato here does not conſider human life ſo far as it i'
eſſcnce, and is allotted a particular power, but merely with reference to erudition and the want

of erudition.

For in the ninth book he aſſimilates our eſſenee to an animal whoſe nature is

mingled from a man and a lion, and a certain many-headed beaﬅ.

But the preſent image in the

ﬁrﬅ place ſhows what human life is without erudition, and what it will be when educated con
formably to the abovementioned ſections, and acquiring knowledge correſponding to that
arrangement. In the next place, when Plato ſays that we muﬅ conceive a road above between
the fire and the fettered men, and that the ſire from on high illuminates the men bearing uten
ſils, and the fettered men who ſee nothing but the ſhadows formed by the fire, it is evident that

there is a certain aſcent in the cave itſelf from a more abject to a more elevated life. By this
aſcent, he ſigniﬁes the contemplation of dianoe'tic objects, (which form the ſecond fection of his
line,) in the mathematical diſciplines. [For as the ſhadows in the cave correſpond to the ſhadows
of viſible objects, and viſible objects are the immediate images of dianoe'tic forms, or the eſſen.
tial reaſons of the ſoul, it is evident that the objects from which theſe ſhadows are formed muﬅ

correſp0nd to ſuch as are dianoﬂric. It is requiſxtc therefore, that the dianoEtie power, exer
ciſing itſelf in theſe, ſhould draw forth from their latent retrca-ts the reaſons of theſe which ſhe
contains, and ſhould contemplate theſe, not in images. but as ſubſiﬅing inherſelf in impartible invo
lution; which when ſhe evolves. ſhe produces ſuch a beautiful multitude of mathematical theorems.
After
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or in public. I-agree with you, ſaid he, as far as I am able. Come now,
ſaid l, and agree with me likewiſe in this. And do not wonder that ſuch as
arrive
After theſe things, he ſays " that the man who is to be led from the cave will more

eaſily ſee what the heavens cuntain, and the heavens themſelves, by looking in the
night to the light of the ﬅars, and the moon, than by day looking on the ſun, and the light
of the ſun." By this he ſigniﬁes the contemplation of intelligibles : for the ﬅars and their light
are imitations oſintelligibles, ſo ſar as all oſ them par-take of the form of the ſun, in the ſame
manner as intelligiblcs are characterized by the nature of 'be good. Theſe then ſuch a one *muﬅ
contemplate, that he may underﬅand their eſſence, and thoſe ſummits of their nature by

which they are dciform proceſſions from the ineﬀable principle of things.

But if as prior to the

viſion of the ſun it is requiſite to behold the whole heaven, and all that the thVens contain ; in

the ſame manner prior to the viſion of 'In good, it is neceſſary to behold the whole intelligible
order and all that it comprehends, we may from hence collect that ſome things in intelligibles
are analogous to the whole ſtarry ſpheres*, but others to the ﬅars which thoſe ſpheres compre
hend, and others again to the circles in them.

Hence too, the ſpheres themſelves, conſidered

as wholes, may be ſaid to be images of thoſe Gods that are celebrated as total 1-3 but the circles,
of thoſe that are called total, and at the ſame time partialtz and the ﬅars, of thoſe that are
properly denominated partial 9 Cods.

After the contemplation of theſe, and after the eye is through theſe nccuﬅomed to the light,
as it is requiſite in the viſible region to ſee the ſun himſelf in the laﬅ place, in like manner, accord

ing to Plato, the idea of tþe good muﬅ be ſeen the laﬅ in the intelligible region. He likewiſe
adds, in a truly divine manner, that it is ſcarcely to be ſeen; for We can only be conjoined with it
through the intelligible, in the veﬅibule of which it is beheld by aſcending ſouls. The intelli_

giblc indeed is the ﬁrﬅ participant of 1begood, and indicates from itſelf to thoſe that are able to
behold it, what that nature is, if it be lawful ſo to ſpeak, which is the ſuperintelligible cauſe of
the light it contains. For the light in an intelligible eſſence is more divine than that in intellec
tunl natures, in the ſame manner as the light in the ﬅars is more divine than that which is in the
eyes that behold them. Thus alſo Socrates, in the Philebus, ſays, that t/n good is apprehended with

diﬃculty, and is ſcarcely to be ſeen, and that it is found with three monads, and theſe intelligi
þle, arranged in its veﬅibule, truth, beauty, and ſymmetry. For theſe three produce the ﬁrﬅ:
being, or being itſelf, and through theſe the whole intelligible order is unfolded into light.
'With great propriety, therefore, does Plato aſſert, that the idea of 'be good is to be ſeen the laﬅ;
thing in the intelligible : for the intelligible is the ſeat of its viſion. Hence it is ſeen in this, as
'in its ﬁrﬅ participant, though it is beyond every intelligible- And in the laﬅ place Plato exhorts
him who knows t/r good, " to collect by reaſoning that it is the cauſe to all of. every thing right

and beautiful, in the viſible place generating light, and its lord the ſun, and in the intelligibl:
* For an account of theſe ſee the lntroduction to the Timreua.
1- That is to ſay, all the Gods denominated intelligible and intellectual. See the lntroduction to the
Parmrnides.
1 That is to ſay, the ſupermrndane Gods.
5 Theſe are of a muuda ne characteriﬅic.
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arrive hither are unwilling to act in human aﬀairs, but their ſouls always
haﬅ'en to converſe with things above ; for it is ſomehow reaſonable it ſhould

be ſo, if theſe things take place according to our abovementioned image.
It is indeed reaſonable, replied he.

But what? do you think that this is any

thing wonderful, that when a man comes from divine contemplations to
human evils, he ſhould behave awkwardly and appear extremely ridiculous,
whilﬅ he is yet dazzled, and is obliged, before he is ſuﬃciently accuﬅomed to
the preſent darkneſs, to contend in courts of juﬅice, or elſewhere, about
the ſhadows of juﬅice, or thoſe ﬅatues which occaſion the ſhadows; and

to diſpute about this point, how theſe things are apprehended by thoſe
who have never at' any time beheld juﬅice itſelf? This is not at all
wonderful, ſaid he. But iſ a man poſſeſſes intellect, ſaid I, he muﬅ

remember, that there is a tWOfold diﬅurbance of the ſight, and ariſing
from two cauſes, when we betake ourſelves from light to darkneſs,
and from darkneſs to light: and when a man conſiders that theſe very
things happen with reference alſo to the ſoul, whenever he ſees any one
diﬅurbed, and unable to perceive any thing, he will not laugh in an un
reaſonable manner, but will conſider, whether the ſoul, coming from a
more ſplendid life, be darkened by ignorance, or, going from abundant
ignorance to one more luminous, be ﬁlled with the dazzling ſplendour,
and ſo will congratulate the one on its fate and life, and compaﬃonate

the life and fate of the other. And if he wiſhes to laugh at the ſoul that
goes from darkneſs to light, his laughter would be leſs improper, than if
he Were to laugh at the ſoul which deſcends from the light to darkneſs.
You ſay very reaſonably, replied he. It is proper then, ſaid I, that we
judge of them after ſuch a manner as this, iſ thoſe things be true.

That

education is not ſuch a thing as ſome announce it to be; for they ſome
how ſay, that whilﬅ there is no ſcience in the ſoul, they will inſert it, as

if they were inſerting ſight in blind eyes.

They' ſay ſo, replied he.

But

our preſent reaſoning, ſaid I, n'ow ſhows, that this power being in the

ſoul of every one, and the organ by which every one learns, and being in
place being itſelf the lord of all things, producing intellect and truth." For, if it generaies the
ſun, it muﬅ by a much greater priority be the cauſe of thoſe things which originate from 'he ſun;
and iſ it is the cauſe of cſſence to intelligibles, it muﬅ be celebrated as in a greater degree the
cauſe of things oſ which 'theſe 'are the eauﬅs.
h
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the ſame condition as the eye, if it were unable otherwiſe, than with the
whole body, to turn from darkneſs to light, muſt, in like manner, with

the whole ſoul, be turned from generation, till it be able to endure the

contemplation of being itſelf, and the moﬅ ſplendid of-being; and this
we call t/ze good.

Do we not?

We do.

This then, ſaid I, would ap

pear to be the art of his converſion, in what manner he ſhall, with

greateﬅ eaſe and advantage, be turned.

Not to implant in him the power

of ſeeing, but conſidering him as poſſeſſed of it, only improperly ſituated,
and not looking at what he ought, to contrive ſome method by which

this may be aCCOmpliſhed. It ſeems ſo, replied he. The other virtues now
then of the ſoul, as they are called, ſeem to be ſomewhat reſembling thoſe
of the body (for when, in reality, they Were not in it formerly, they are
afterwards produced in it by habits and exerciſhsﬁ but that of' wiſdom,

as it ſeems, happens to be of a nature ſomewhat more divine than any
other ; as it never loſes its power, but, according as it is turned, is uſeful

and advantageous, or uſeleſs and hurtful. Or have you not obſerved of
thoſe who are ſaid to be wicked, yet wiſe, how ſharply the little ſoul ſees,
and how acutely it comprehends every thing to which it is turned, as hav'

ing no contemptible ſight, but compelled to be ſubſervient to wickedneſs:
ſo that the more acutely it ſees, ſo much the more productive is it of
wickedneſs? Entirely ſo, replied he. But however, ſaid I, with reference
to this part of ſuch a genius; if, immediately from childhood, it ſhould
be ﬅripped of every thing allied to generation, as leaden weights, and of

all thoſe pleaſures and luﬅs which relate to feaﬅings and ſuch like, which
turn the ſight of the ſoul ctto things downwards; from all theſe, if the ſoul,
being freed, ſhould turn itſelf towards truth, the very ſame principle in

the ſame men would moﬅ acutely ſee thoſe things as it now does theſe
'to which it is turned. It is likely, replied he. But what? is not this
likely, ſaid I, and neceſſarily deduced from what has been mentioned?
that neither thoſe who are uninﬅructed and unacquainted with truth can

ever ſuﬃciently take care of the city; nor yet thoſe who allow themſelves
to ſpend the whole of their time in learning. The former, becauſe they
have no one ſ00pe in life, aiming at which they ought to do whatever
they do, both in private and in public; and the latter, becauſe they are
not willing to manage civil aﬀairs, thinkingthat whilﬅ they are yet alive,
3 A 2
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they inhabit the iſlands of the bleſſed.

True, ſaid he.

lt is our buſineſa

then, ſaid I, to oblige thoſe of the inhabitants who have the beﬅ geniuses,
to apply to that learning which we formerly ſaid was the greateﬅ, both to
view tlze good, and to aſcend that aſcent; and when they have aſcended,
and ſuﬃciently viewed it, we are not to allow them what is now allowed

them. What is that? To continue there, ſaid I, and be unwilling to
deſcend again to thoſe fettered men, or ſhare with them in their toils- and

honours, whether more triﬁing or more important.

Shall we then, ſaid

he, act unjuﬅly towards them, and make them live a worſe life when they
have it in their power to live a better? You have again forgot, friend',
ſaid I, that this is not the legiſiator's concern, in what manner any one
tribe in the city ſhall live remarkahly happy; but this he endeavours to
eﬀectuate in the whole city, connecting the citizens together; and by

neceſſity, and by perſuaſion, making them ſhare the advantage with one
another with which they are ſeverally able to beneﬁt the community: and
the legiſiator, when he makes ſuch men in the city, does it not that he

may permit them to go where each may incline, but that- himſelf may
employ them for connecting the city together. True, ſaid he, I forgot,
indeed. Conſider then, ſaid I, Glauco,. that we ſhall no way injure the
philoſophers who ariſe among us, but tell. them what is juﬅ, when we
oblige them to take care of others, and to be guardians. We will; allow,
indeed, that thoſe who in other Cities become philoſophers, withreaſon do

not participate of the toils of public oﬃces in the ﬅate (for they ſpring
up of themſelves, the policy of each City oppoſing. them, and it isjuﬅ,
that what ſprings ofitſelſ, owing its growth to none, ſhould not be
ſorward to pay for its nurture to any 0ne); but you have we generated'
both for yourſelves, and for the reſl: Of the ﬅate, as the leaders and kings
in a hive, and have educated you better, and in a more perfect manner

than they, and made you more capable of ſharing both in- the rewards and
labours attending public oﬃces.

Every one then muﬅ, in part, deſcend

to the dwelling of the others, and accuﬅom himſelf to behold obſcure
objects: for, when you are aceuﬅomed to them, you will inſinitely better
perceive things there, and will fully know the ſeveral images what they
are, and of what, from your having perceived the truth concerning things
beautiful, and'juﬅ, and good. And thus, as a real viſion, both to us and

4
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you, ſhall the city be inhabited, and not as a dream, as moﬅ cities are at
preſent inhabited by ſuch as both ﬁght with one another about ſhadows,

and rai-ſe ſedition about governiug, as if it were ſome mighty good. But
the truth. is as follows: I-n whatever city thoſe who are to govern, are the
moſt averſc to undertake government, that city, of neceſiity, will be the

beﬅ eﬅabliſhed, and the moﬅ free from ſedition ;- and that city, whoſe
governors iare of a contrary character, will be in a contrary condition.
Entirely ſo, replied he. Do you think then that our pupils will diſobey
us, when they hear theſe injunctions, and be unwilling to labour jointly in
the city, each bearing a part, but ſpend the moﬅ of their time with one
another, free from public aﬀairs? Impoſſible, ſaid he. For we preſcribe

juﬅ things to juﬅ men.

And each- of them enters on magiﬅracy from

this conſideration beyond all others, that they are under a neceſſity of
governing after a manner contrary to all the preſent governors of all other
citics. For thus it is, my companion, ſaid I,. if you diſcover a life for

thoſe who are to be our governors, better thanv that of governing, then it
will be poſſible for you to have the city well eﬅabliſhed; for in it alone
ſhall thoſe govern who are truly rich, not- in gold, but in that in which a

happy man ought to be rich, in a good. and prudent life. But if, whilﬅ>
they are poor, and deﬅitute of goods of their- own, they come to the pub
lic, thinking they ought thence to pillage good, it is not poſſible to

have the city right-ly eﬅabliſhed, For the conteﬅ being who ſhall govern,
ſuch a war being domeﬅic, and within them, it. deﬅroys both themſelves,
and the reﬅ of the city.

Moﬅ true, ſaid he.

Have you then,. ſaid I,

any other kind of life which deſpiſes public magiﬅracies, but that of true
philoſophy? No, by Jupiter !. ſaid he. But, however, they ought at.leaﬅ
not to be fond of governing who enter on itr otherwiſe the rivals will
ﬁght about it. How can it be otherwiſe? Whom elſe then will you

oblige to enter. on. the guardianſhip of the city, but ſuch as are moﬅ intel
ligent in thoſe things by which the city is beﬅ eﬅabliſhed, and who 'have
other honours, and a life better than the political one?

No others, ſaid

he. Are you willing then, that we now conſider this, by what means
ſuch men ſhall be produced, and how one ſhall bring them into the light,
as ſome are ſhid, from Hades, to have aſcended to the Gods ? Why ſhould

1 not be willing? replied he. This now, as it ſeems, is not the turning
'of
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of a ſhell ' ; but the converſion of the ſoul coming from ſome benighted
day, to the true re-aſcent to real being, which we ſay is true philoſophy.

Entirely ſo.

Ought We not then to conſider which of the diſciplines poſ

ſeſſes ſuch a power?

Why not?

What now, Glauco, may that diſci

pline of the ſoul be, which draws her from that which is generated to
wards being itſelf? But this Iconſider whilﬅ I am ſpeaking. Did not
we indeed ſay, that it was neceſſary for them, whilﬅ young, to be wreﬅ

lers in war? We ſaid ſo. It is proper then, that this diſcipline likewiſe
be added to that which is now the object of our inquiry. Which? Not
to be uſeleſs to military men.

It muﬅ indeed, ſaid he, be added if poﬃ

ble. They were ſomewhere in our former diſcourſe inﬅructed by us in
gymnaﬅic and muſic. They were, replied he. Gymnaﬅic indeed ſome
how reſpects what is generated and deﬅroyed, for it preſides over the in
creaſe and corruption of body. It ſeems ſo. This then cannot be the diſ
cipline which we inveﬅigate. It cannot. Is it muſic then, ſuch as we
formerly deſcribed? But it was, ſaid he, as a 'ctcountcrpart of gymnaﬅic,
if you remember, by habits inﬅructing our guardians, imparting no
ſcience, but only with reſpect to harmony, a certain propriety, and with

regard to rhythm, a certain propriety of rhythm, and in diſcourſes, certain
other habits the ſiﬅers of theſe, both in ſuch diſcourſes as are fabulous, and

in ſuch as are nearer to truth.

But as to a diſcipline reſpecting ſuch a

good as you now inveſtigate, there was nothing of this in that muſic. You
baye, moﬅ accurately, ſaid I, reminded me; for it treated, in reality, of no

ſuch thing. But, divine Glauco,
the arts have ſomehow appeared
ſhould they not? And what other
gymnaﬅic, and the arts? Come,

what may this diſcipline be? For all
to be mechanical and illiberaL How
diſcipline remains diﬅinct from muſic,
ſaid l, iſ we have nothing yet further

beſides theſe to take, let us take ſomething in theſe which extends over
them all.

What is that?

Such as this general thing, which all arts, and

diano'e'tic powers, and ſciences employ, and which every one ought, in the
ﬁrﬅ place, neceſſarily to learn. What is that? ſaid he. This trilling
thing, ſaid l, to know completely one, and two, and three: I call this
l The Greek Scholia inform us that this is a proverb, ſaid of thoſe who do any thing quickly,

It is alſo the name of a ſport. It is likewiſe applied to thoſe wha rapidly betake themſelves to
ﬂight, or to thoſe who are eaſily changed.
_
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ſummarily number, and computation. Or is it not thus with reference
to theſe, that every art, and likewiſe every ſcience, muﬅ of neceſſity par
ticipate of theſe? They muﬅ of neceſſity, replied he. And muﬅ not the
art of war likewiſe participate of them? Of neceſſity, ſaid he. Pala
medes then, in the tragedies, ſhows every where Agamemnon to have

been at leaﬅ a moſt ridiculous general; or have you not obſerved how he

ſays, that having invented numeration, headjuﬅed the ranks in the camp at
Troy, and numbered up both the ſhips, and all the other forces which were
not numbered before; and Agamemnon, as it ſeems, did not even know
how many foot he had, as he underﬅood not how to number them: but

what kind of general do you imagine him to be? Some abſurd one, for my
part, replied he, if this were true. Is there any other diſcipline then, ſaid
I, which we ſhall eﬅabliſh as more neceſſary to a military man, than to be
able to compute and to number? This moﬅ of all, ſaid he, if he would any

way underﬅand how to range his troops, and ﬅill more if he is to be a
man. Do you perceive then, ſaid I, with regard to this diſcipline the ſame

thing as l do? What is that? It ſeems to belong to thoſe things which we
are inveﬅigating, which naturally lead to intelligence, but that no one uſes

it aright, being entirely a conductor towards real being.

How do you ſay?

replied he. I ſhall endeavour, ſaid I, to explain at leaﬅ my own opinion.

With reference to thoſe things which I diﬅinguiſh with myſelf into ſuch
as lead towards intelligence, and ſuch as do not, do you conſider them
along with me, and either agree or diſſent, in order that we may more

diſtinctly ſee, whether this be ſuch as l conjecture reſpecting it.--Show
me, ſaid he. I ſhow you then, ſaid I, if you perceive ſome things with
relation to the ſenſes, which call not intelligence to the inquiry, as they

are ſuﬃciently determined by ſenſe, but other things which by all means
call upon it to inquire, as ſenſe does nothing ſane.

You plainly mean, ſaid

he, ſuch things as appear at a diﬅance, and ſuch as are painted.
not altogether, ſaid I, apprehended my meaning.

You have

Which then, ſaid he,

. do you mean? Thoſe things, ſaid I, call not upon intelligence, which do
not iſſue in a contrary ſenſation at one and the ſame time; but ſuch as iſſue
in this manner, l eﬅabliſh to be thoſe which call upon intelligence: ſince
here ſenſe manifeſis the one ſenſation no more than its contrary, whether

it meet with it near, or at a diﬅance.

But you will underﬅand my mean
*
ing
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ing rrore plain'y' in this' manner.

Theſe, we ſay, are three fingers, the

little ﬁngzr, the next to it, and the middle ﬁnger. Plainly ſo, replied he.
Conſider me then as ſpeaking of them when ſeen near, and take notice of

this
and
the
elſe

concerning them. What? Each of them alike appears to be a ﬁnger,
in this there is no diﬀerence, whether it be ſeen in the middle or in
end; whether it be white or black, thick or ſlender, or any thing
of this kind; for in all theſe, the ſoul of the multitude is under no

neceſſity to queﬅion their intellect what is a ﬁnger; for never does ſight
itſelf at the ſame time intimate ﬁnger to be ﬁnger, and its contrary. It
does not, replied he. Is it not likely then, ſaid l, that ſuch a caſe as this at

leaﬅ ſhall neither call upon nor excite intelligence? It is likely. . But
what? with reference to their being great and ſmall, does the ſight
ſuﬃciently perceive this, and makes it no diﬀerence to it, that one of them
is ſituated in the middle, or at the end; and in like manner with reference
to their thickneſsſi and ﬁenderneſs, their ſoftneſs and hardneſs, does the
touch ſuﬃciently perceive theſe things; and in like 'manner the other

ſenſes, do they no way deſectively maniſeﬅ ſuch things? Or does each of
them act in this manner? Firﬅ of all, muﬅ not that ſenſe which relates to
hard, of neceſſity relate likewiſe to ſoft; and feeling theſe, it reports to

the foul, as if both hard and ſoft were one and the ſame? It does. And
muﬅ not then the ſoul again, ſaid I, in ſuch caſes, of neceſſity be in doubt,
what the ſenſe points out to it as hard, ſince it calls the ſame thing ſoft
likewiſe; and ſo with reference to the ſenſe relating to light and heavy;

the ſoul muﬅ be in doubt what is light and what is heavy; if the ſenſe
intimates that heavy is light, and that light is heavy? Theſe at leaﬅ, ſaid
he, are truly abſurd reports to the ſoul, and ſtand in need of examination.

vIt is likely then, ſaid I, that ﬁrﬅ of all, in ſuch caſes as theſe, the ſoul,
calling in reaſon and intelligence, endeavours to diſcover, whether the

things reported be one, or whether they be two.

Why not? And if they

appear to be two, each of them appears to be one, and diﬅinct from the
other.

It does.

And iſ each of them be one, and both of them two, he

will by intelligence perceive two diﬅinct; for, if they were not diﬅinct, he

could not perceive two, but only one.

Right.

The ſight in like manner,

we ſay, perceives great and ſmall, but not as diﬅinct from each other, but

as ſomething confuſed,

Does it not? It does.

In order to obtain per

ſpicuity
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ſpicuity in this aﬀair, intelligence is obliged again to conſider great and
ſmall, not as confuſed, but diﬅinct, after a manner contrary to the ſenſe

oſſlght. True. And is it not from hence, ſomehow, that it begins to
queﬅion us, \1Vhat then is great, and what is ſmall? By all means. And
ſo we have called the one intelligible, and the other viſible. Very right,
ſaid he. This then is what I was juﬅ now endeavouring to expreſs, when
I ſaid, that ſome things call on the diano'e'tic part, and others do not: and
ſuch as fall on the ſenſe at the ſame time with their contraries, I deſine to

be ſuch as require intelligence, but ſuch as do not, do not excite intelli
gence. I underﬅand now, ſaid he, and it appears ſo to me. What now?
with reference to number and unity, to which of the two claſſes do you
think they belong? I do not underﬅand, replied he. But reaſon by
analogy, ſaid l, from what we have already ſaid: for, if ﬁnity be of itſelf
ſuﬃciently ſeen, or be apprehendcd by any other ſenſe, it will not lead
towards real being, as we ſaid concerning ﬁnger. But if there be always

ſeen at the ſame time ſomething contrary to it, ſo as that it ſhall no more
appear unity than the contrary, it would then require ſome one to judge of
it: and the ſoul would be under a neceſſity to doubt within itſelf, and to

inquire, exciting the conception within itſelf, and to interrogate it what
this unity is. And thus the diſcipline which relates to unity would be of
the claſs of thoſe which lead, and turn the ſoul to the contemplation of
real being. But indeed this at leaﬅ, ſaid he, is what the very ﬁght of it
effects in no ſmall degree: for we behold the ſame thing, at one and the
ſame time, as one and as an infinite multitude. And iſ this be the caſe
with reference to unity, ſaid I, will not every number be aﬀected in the

ſame manner? Why not? But ſurely both computation and arithmetic
wholly relate to number. Very much ſo. Theſe then ſeem to lead to

truth. Tranſcendently ſo. They belong then, as it ſeems, to thoſe
diſciplines which we are inveﬅigating. For the ſoldier muﬅ neceſſarily
learn theſe things, for the diſpoſmg oſ his ranks; and the philoſopher for
the attaining to real being, emerging from generation, or he can never

become a reaſoner.

It is ſo, replied he.

But our guardian at leaﬅ hap

pens to be both a ſoldier and a philoſopher. Undoubtedly. It were proper
then, Glauco, to eﬅabliſh by law this diſcipline, and to perſuade thoſe who

are to manage the greateﬅ aﬀairs of the city to apply to computation, and
v0L. 1.
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ﬅudy it, not in a common way, but till by intelligence itſelf they arrive
at the contemplation of the nature of numbers, not for the ſake of buying,
nor of ſelling, as merchants and retailers, but both for war, and for facility
in the energies of the ſoul itſelf, and its converſion from generation to
truth and eſſence. Moﬅ beautifully ſaid, replied he. And ſurely now,

1 perceive likewiſe, ſaid I, at preſent whilﬅ this diſcipline rcſpecting com
putations is mentioned, how elegant it is, and every way advantageous

towards our purpoſe, if one applies to it for the ſiike of knowledge, and
not with a view to traﬃc! Which way? replied he. This very thing
which we now mentioned, how vehemently does it ſomehow lead up
the ſoul, and compel it to reaſon about numbers themſelves, by no means
admitting, ifa man in reaſoning with it ſhall produce numbers which have

viſible and tangible bodies! For you know of ſome who are ſkilled in
theſe things, and who, if a man in reaſoning ſhould attempt to divide
unity itſelf, would both ridicule him, and not admit it; but if you divide it
into parts, they multiply them, afraid leﬅ anyhow unity ſhould appear

not to be unity, but many parts.

You ſay, replied he, moﬅ true.

What

think you now, Glauco, if one ſhould aſk them: O admirable men I about

what kind of numbers are you reaſoning? in which there is unity, ſuch as
you think ﬁt to approve, each whole equal to each whole, and not diﬀer

ing in the ſmalleﬅ degree, having no part in itſelf, what do you thinkithey
would anſwer? This, as I ſuppoſe; that they mean ſuch numbers as can

be Conceived by the dianoEtic part alone, but cannot be comprehended in
any other way.

You ſee then, my friend, ſaid I, that in reality this

diſcipline appears to be neceſſary for us, ſince it ſeems to compel the ſoul
to employ intelligence itſelf in the perception of truth itſelf. And ſurely
now, ſaid he it eﬀects this in a very powerful degree. But what? have
you hitherto conſidered this P that thoſe who are naturally ſkilled in com
putation appear to be acute in all diſciplines; and ſuch as are naturally
ﬂow, if they be inﬅructed and exerciſed in this, though they derive no
other advantage, yet at the ſame time all of them proceed ſo far as to
become more acute than they were before. lt is ſo, replied he. And
ſurely, as l think, you will not eaſily ﬁnd any thing, and not at all many,
which occaſion greater labour to the learner and ﬅudent than this. No,
indeed. On all theſe accounts, then, this diſcipline is not to be omitted,
9
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I agree, ſaid he.

Let this

one thing then, ſaid I, be eﬅabliſhed among us; and, in the next place,

let us conſider if that which is conſequent to this in any reſpect pertains
to us. What is it? lhid he: or, do you mean geometry P That very thing,
ſaid I.

As far, ſaid he, as itrelates to warlike aﬀairs, it is plain that it

belongs to us; for, as to encampments, and the occupying of ground, con
tracting and extending an army, and all thoſe ﬁgures into which they form
armies, both in battles and in marches, the ſame man would diﬀer from
himſelf when he is a geometrician, and when he is not. But ſurely now,
ſaid I, for ſuch purpoſes as theſe, ſome little geometry and ſome portion
of computation might ſuﬃce: but we muﬅ inquire, whether much of it,

and great advances in it, would contribute any thing to this great end, to
make us more eaſily perceive the idea of the good. And we ſay that every
thing contributes to this, that obliges the ſoul to turn itſelf towards that
region in which is the moﬅ divine of being, which it muﬅ by all means
perceive. You ſay right, replied he. If therefore it compel the ſoul to
contemplatc eſſence, it belongs to us; but if it oblige it to contemplate

generation, it does not belong to us. We ſay ſo indeed. Thoſe then
who are but a little Converſaut in geometry, ſaid I, will not diſpute with
us this point at leaﬅ, that this ſcience is perfectly contrary to the common

modes of ſpeech, employed in it by thoſe who practiſe it.

How ? ſaid he.

They ſpeak ſomehow very ridiculouſly, and through neceſſity: for all the
diſcourſe they employ in it appears to be with a view to operation, and to
practice.

Thus theyſpeak of making a ſquare, of prolonging, ofadjoining,

and the like. But yet the whole of this diſcipline is ſomehow ﬅudied
for the lake of knowledge. By all means indeed, ſaid he. Muﬅ not this

further be aſſented to? What? That it is the knowledge of that which
always is, and not of that which is ſometimes generated and deﬅroyed.
This, ſaid he, muﬅ be granted; for geometricalknowledge is of that which
always is.

lt would ſeem then, generous Glauco, to draw the ſoul towards

truth, and to be produﬀve ofa dianoe'tic energy adapted to a philoſopher,
ſo as to raiſe this power of the foul to things above, inﬅead of cauſing it
improperly, as at preſent, to contemplate things below.
poſſible, replied he.

As much as

As much as pellible then, ſaid l, muﬅ we give orders,

that thoſe in this moﬅ beautiful city of yours by no means omit geometry;
3 13 2
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for even its by-works are not iuCOnſiderablc.

NVhat by-works? ſiiid he.

Thoſe, ſaid I, which you mentioned relating to war; and indeed with

reference to all diſciplines, as to the underﬅanding of them more hand

ſornely, we know ſomehow, that the having learned geometry or not,
makes every way an entire diﬀerence. Every way, by Jupiter! ſaid he.
Let us then eﬅabliſh this ſecond diſcipline for the youth. Let us eﬅabliſh
it, replied he.

But what P ſhall we, in the third place, eﬅabliſh aﬅronomy?

or are you ofa diﬀerent opinion? l am, ſaid he, of the ſame: for to be
well ſkilled in the ſeaſons of mouths and years, belongs not only to agri
culture and navigation, but equally to the military art. You are pleaſant.

ſaid I, as you ſeem to be afraid of the multitude, leﬅ you ſhould appear to
enjoin uſeleſs diſciplines: but this is not altogether a contemptible thing,
though it is diﬃcnlt to perſuade them, that by each of theſe diſciplines a

certain organ of the ſoul is both puriﬁed and exſuſcitatcd, which is blinded
and buried by ﬅudies of another kind; an organ better worth ſaving than

ten thouſand eyes, ſince truth is perceived by this alone.

To ſuch there

fore as are of the ſame opinion, you will very readily appear to reaſon

admirably well: but ſuch as have never obſerved this will probably think
you ſay nothing at all: for they perceive no other advantage in theſe things
worthy oſ attention. Conſider now from this point, with which of theſe
two you will reaſon; or carry on the reaſonings with neither of them, but

principally for your own ſake, yet envy not another, if any one ſhall be
able to be beneﬁted by them. In this manner, replied he, I chooſe, on my
own account principally both to reaſon, and to queﬅion and anſwer. Come
then, ſaid I, let us go back again: for we have not rightly taken that which

is conſequent to geometry.

How have we taken? replied he.

After a

plain ſurface, ſaid I, we have taken a ſolid, moving in a circle, before we

conſidered it by itſelf: but if we had proceeded rightly we ſhould have
taken the third argument immediately after the ſecond, and that is ſome
how the argument of cubes, and what participates of depth. lt is ſo,
replied he. But theſe things, Socrates, ſeem not yet to be diſcovered.
The reaſon of it, ſaid I, is twofold. Becauſe there is no city which
ſuﬃciently honours them, they are ſlightly inveﬅigated, being diﬃcult ; and

beſides, thoſe uho do inveﬅigate them want a leader, without which they
cannot diſcover them. And this leader is in the firﬅ place hard to be
obtained ;
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obtained; and when he is obtained, as things are at preſent, thoſe who
inveﬅigate theſe particulars, as they conceive magniﬁcently of themſelves,

will not obey him.

But if the whole city preſided over theſe things, and

held them in eﬅeem, ſuch as inquired into them would be obedient, and
their inquiries, being carried on with aſſiduity and vigour, would diſcover

themſelves what they were: ſince even now, whilﬅ they are on the one
hand deſpiſed and mutilated by the multitude, and on the other by thoſe
who ﬅudy them without being able to give any account of their utility,
they yet forcibly, under all theſe diſadvantages, increaſe through their
native grace: nor is it wonderful that they do ſo. Becauſe truly, ſaid he,
this grace is very remarkable. But tell me more plainly what you were

juﬅ now ſaying; for ſomehow that ﬅudy which reſpects a plain ſurface
you called geometry. I did, ſaid I. And then, ſaid he, you mentioned
aﬅronomy in the ſirﬅ place after it.

But afterwards you drew back.

Becauſe, whilﬅ l am haſtening, ſaid l, to diſcuſs all things rapidly, I advance
more ſlowly.

For that augment by depth which was next according to

method we paſſed over, becauſe the inveﬅigation of it is ridiculous; and

after geometry we mentioned aﬅronomy, which is the circular motion of

a ſiilid.

You ſay right, replied he.

We eﬅabliſh then, ſaid I, aﬅronomy

as the fourth diſcipline, ſuppoſing that to ſubſiﬅ which we have now
omitted, if the city ſhall enter upon it. It is reaſonable, ſaid he. And
now that you agree with me, Socrates, I proceed in my commendation

of aﬅronomy, which you formerly reproved as unſeaſonable.

For it is

evident, I conceive, to every one, that this diſcipline compels the ſoul to
look to that which is above, and from the things here conducts it thither.

It is probable, ſaid I, that it is evident to every one but to me. For to
me it does not appear ſo. How then do you think of it? replied he. ln
the way it is now purſued by thoſe who introduce it into philoſophy, it
entirely makes the ſoul to look downwards. How do you ſay? replied he.
You ſeem to me, ſaid I, to have formed with yourſelf no ignoble opinion

of the diſcipline reſpccting things above, what it is : for you ſeem to think,
that if any one contemplates the various bodies in the ſirmament, and, by
earneﬅly looking up, apprehends every thing, you think that he has in
telligence of theſe things; and does not merely ſee them with his eyes;
and perhaps you judge right, and l fooliſhly. For I, on the other hand,

3
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am not able to conceive, that any other diſcipline can make the ſoul look
upwards, but that which reſpects being, and that which is inviſible; and

iſ a man undertakes to learn any thing oſ ſenſible objects, whether he gape
upwards, or bellow downwards, never ſhall I ſay that he learns; for I avcr

he has no ſcience oſ theſe things, nor ſhall l ſay that his ſoul looks upwards,
but downwards, even though he ſhould learn lying on his back, either at
land or at ſea. l am puniſhed, ſaid he; for you havejuﬅly reproved me.

But

which was the proper way, ſaid you, of learning aﬅronomy diﬀerent from
the methods adopted at preſent, if they mean to learn it with advantage
for the purpoſes we ſpeak oſ? In this manner, ſaid I, that theſe varie
gated bodies in the heavens, as they are varied in a viſible ſubject, be
deemed the moﬅ beautiſul and the moﬅ accurate oſ the kind, but far in
ferior to real beings, according to thoſe orbits in which real velocity, and
real ilowneſs, in true number, and in all true ﬁgures, are carried with

reſpect to one another, and carry all things that are within them. Which
things truly are to be comprehended by reaſon and the dianoEtic power, but

not by ſight; or do you think they can?

By no means, replied he.

Is

not then, ſaid I, that variety in the heavens to be made uſe of as a para
digm for learning thoſe real things, in the ſame manner as iſ one ſhould
meet with geometrical ﬁgures, drawn remarkably well and elaborately by

Dedalus, or ſome other artiﬅ or painter?

For a 'man who was (killed

in geometry, on ſeeing theſe, would truly think the workmanſhip moﬅ

excellent, yet would eﬅeem it ridiculous to conſider theſe things ſeriouſly,
as iſ from thence he were to learii the truth, as to what were in equal,

in duplicate, or in any other proportion. YVhy would it not be ridicu
lous? replied he. And do not you then think, that he who is truly an
aﬅronomer is aﬀected in the ſame manner, when he looks up to the
orbits oſ the planets? And that he reckons that the heavens and all in
them are indeed eﬅabliſhed by the demiurgus of the heavens, in the moﬅ
beautiful manner poſſible for ſuch works to be eﬅabliſhed; but would not

he deem him abſurd, who ſhould imagine that this proportion oſ night
with day, and of both theſe to a month, and of a month to a year, and
of other ﬅars to ſuch like things, and towards one another, exiﬅed always
in the ſame manner, and in no way ſaﬀered anychange, though they have

a body, and are viſible; and. ſearch by every method to apprehend the

truth
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So it appears to me, replied he, whilﬅ I am hear

Let us then make uſe of problems, ſaid I, in the ﬅudy oſ aﬅro

nomy, as in geometry.

And let us diſmiſs the heavenly bodies, if we

intend truly to apprehend aﬅronomy, and render proﬁtable inﬅead of un
proﬁtable that part of the ſoul which is naturally wiſe. You truly enjoin

a much harder talk on aﬅronomers, ſaid he, than is enjoined them at pre
ſent. And I think, replied l, that we muﬅ likewiſe enjoin other things,
in the ſame manner, iſ we are to be of any ſervice as law-giVers. But
can you ſuggeﬅ any of the proper diſciplines? Ican ſuggeﬅ none, re
plied he, at preſent at leaﬅ. Lation, ſaid I, as it appears to me, aﬀords
us not one indeed, but many ſpecies of diſcipline. All of which any wiſe
man can probably tell; but thoſe which occur to me are two. What are

they?

Together with this, ſaid I, there is its counter-part.

\Vhicli?

As the eyes, ſaid I, ſeem to be ﬁtted to aﬅronomy, ſo the ears ſeem to be
ﬁtted to harmonious lation. And theſe ſeem to be ſiﬅer ſciences to one
another, both as the Pythagoreans ſay, and we, Glauco, agree with them,

or how ſhall we do? Juﬅ ſo, replied he. Shall we not, ſaid I, ſince
this is their great work, inquire how they ſpeak concerning them-and, iſ

there be any other thing beſides theſe, inquire into it likewiſe? But above
all theſe things, we will ﬅill guard that which is our own.

What is that?

That thoſe we educate never attempt at any time to learn any of thoſe'

things in an imperfect manner, and not pointing always at that mark to
which all ought to be directed: as we now mentioned with reference to
aﬅronomy. Or do not you know that they do the ſinne thing with re
gard to harmony, as in aﬅronomy?

For, whilﬅ they meaſure one with

another the ſymphonies and ſounds which are heard, they labour like the
aﬅronomers unproﬁtably.

Nay, by the gods, ſaid he, and ridiculouſly

too, whilﬅ they frequently repent certain notes, and'liﬅen with their ears
to catch the ſound as from a neighbouring place ; and ſome oſ them ſay

they hear ſome middle note, but that the interval which meaſures them
is the ſmalleﬅ ; and others again doubt this, and ſay that the notes are the
ſame as were ſounded before ; and both parties ſubject the intellect to the
ears.

But you ſpeak, ſaid I, oſ the lucrative muſicians, who perpetually

haraſs and torment their ﬅrings, and turn them on the pegs. But that
the compariſon may not be too tedious, l ſhall ſay nothing of their com
'
plaints
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plaints of the ﬅrings, their l'eſuſals and ﬅubbornneſs, but bring the image
to an end. But I ſay we ought not to chooſe theſe to ſpeak oſ harmony,
but thoſe true muſicians whom we mentioned. For theſe do the ſame
things here as the others did in aﬅronomy ; for in theſe ſymphonies which
are heard, they ſearch for numbers, but they paſs not thence to the pro
blems, to inquire what numbers are ſymphonions, and what are not, and

the reaſon why they are either the one or the other.

You ſpeak, ſaid he,

of a divine work. It is then indeed proﬁtable, ſaid I, in the ſearch of the
beautiful and good, but if purſued in another manner it is unproſitable.
It is likely, ſaid he. But lthink, ſaid I, that the proper method of in
quiry into all theſe things, if it reach their communion and alliance with
each other, and reaſon in what reſpects they are akin to one another, will
contribute ſomething to what we want, and our labour will not be unpro

ﬁtable; otherwiſe it will. l likewiſe, ſaid he, propheſy the ſame thing.
But you ſpeak, Socrates, of a very mighty work. Do you mean the in
troduction, or what elſe ? ſaid I. Or do we not know that all theſe things
are introductory to the law itſelf? which we ought to learn; for even thoſe

that are ſkilled in dialectie do not appear expert as to theſe things.
by Jupiter, ſaid he, unleſs a very few of all l have met with.

No,

But whilﬅ

they are not able, ſaid l, to impart and receive reaſon, will they ever be
able to know any thing of what we ſay is neceſſary to be known ? Never
will they be able to do this, replied he.

ſaid I, the law?

Is not this itſelf then, Glauco,

To give perfection to dialectic ; which being intelligible,

may be ſaid to be imitated by the power of ſight; which power endea
vours, as we obſerved, ﬁrﬅ to look at animals, then at the ﬅars, and laﬅ of

all at the ſun himſelf. So when any one attempts to diſcuſs a ſubject
without any of the ſenſes, by reaſoning he is impelled to that which each
particular is; and if he does not deſiﬅ till he apprehends by intelligence
what is the good itſelf, he then arrives at the end of the intelligible, as
the other does at the end of the viſible. Entirely ſo, ſaid he. that
now P Do not you call this progreſſion dialectic? What elſe? And now,
ſaid I, as in our former compariſon you had the liberation from chains,

and turning from ſhadows towards images, and the light, and an aſcent
from the cavern to the ſun; and when there, the looking at images in

water, from an inability at ﬁrﬅ to behold animals and plants, and the
light
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light oſ the ſun; ſo here you have the coutcmplation of divine phantaſms,
and the ſhadows oſ real beings, and not the ſhadou-'s oſ images ſhadowed
out by another light oſ a ſimilar kind, as by the ſun. And all thisbuſinels
reſpecting the arts which we have diſcuſſed, has this power, to lead back
again that which is beﬅ in the ſoul, to the contemplation oſ that which is

[zeﬅ in beings; as in the former caſe, that which is brighteﬅ in the body
is led to that which is moﬅ ſplendid in the corporeal and viſible place. l
admit, ſaid he, of theſe things; though truly it appears to me extremely
diﬃcult to admit oſ them, and in another reſpect it is diﬃcult not to admit

oſ them.

But however (for we ſhall hear theſe things not only now at

preſent, but often again diſcuſs them), eﬅabliſhing theſe things as now
expreſſed, let us go to the law itſelf, and diſcuſs it as we have ﬁniſhed the
introduction. Say then what is the mode oſ the power of dialectic ', and
into what ſpecies is it divided, and what are the pziths leading to it? For
theſe, it is likely, conduct us to that place, at which when we are arrived,

we ſhall ﬁnd a teﬅing-place, and the end of the journey.
not as yet, friend Glauco, ſaid I, be able to follow;
zeal ſhould be wanting on my part; nor ſhould you
ſee the image of that of which we are ſpeaking, but the
this is what to me at leaﬅ it appears; whether it be ſo

You will

for otherwiſe no
any longer only
truth itſelf. But
in reality or not,

this it is not proper ﬅrenuouſly to aﬃrm ; but that indeed it is ſomewhat

oſ this kind may be ﬅrenuouſly aﬃrmed. May it not? \Vhy not? And
further that it is the power of dialectic alone, which can diſcover this to
one who is ſkilled in the things we have diſcuſſed, and that by no other
power it is poſſible. This alſo, ſaid he, we may ﬅrenuouſly aﬃrm. This
at leaﬅ no one, ſaid I, will diſpute with us: That no other method can
attempt to comprehend, in any orderly way, what each particular being

is ; for all the other arts reſpect either the opinions and deſires of men, or
generations, and Compoſitions, or are all employed in the culture of things
generated and compounded. Thoſe others, which we ſaid participated
ſomewhat of being, geometry, and ſuch as are connected with her, we i

ſee as dreaming indeed about being; but it is impoſſible for them to have a,
' For a copious account of the dialcctic of Plato, which is the ſame with the metaphyſics of
Ariﬅotle, ſee the introduction and Notes to the Parmenides.
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true viſion, ſo long as employing liypotheſes they preſerve ' theſe immovc
able, without being able to aſſign a reaſon for their ſubſiﬅence. For where the
principle is that which is unknown, and the concluſion and intermediate

ﬅeps arc connected with that'unknown principle, by what Contrivance
can an aſſent of ſuch a kind ever become ſcience? By none, replied he.
Does not then, ſaid l, the dialectic method proceed in this way alonc, to
the principle itſelf, removing all hypotheſes, that it may ﬁrmly eﬅabliſh

it, and gradually drawing and leading upwards the eye of the ſoul, which
was truly buried in a certain barbarie mire, uſing as aﬃﬅants and circular
leaders thoſe arts we have mentioned, which through cuﬅom we fre

quently call ſciences, but which require another appellation more clear
than opinion, but more obſcure than ſcience? We have ſomewhere in the

former part of our diſcourſe termed it the diano'e'tic power.

But the con

troverſy is not, as it appears to me, about a name, with thoſe who inquire

into things of ſuch great importance as thoſe now before us. It is not,
ſaid he. Do you agree then, ſaid I, as formerly, to call the ﬁrﬅ part
ſcience, the ſecond the diano'c'tic power, the third faith, and the fourth
aſſimilation? and both theſe laﬅ opinion? and the two former intelli
gence? And that opinion is employed about generation, and intelligence
about eſſence ? Likewiſe, that as eſſence is to generation, ſo is intelligence

to opinion, ſcience to faith, and the diano'e'tic power to aſſnnilation?

But

as for the analogy of the things which theſe powers reſpect, and the twofold
diviſion of each, viz. of the object of opinion, and of intellect, theſe we omit,
Glauco, that u'e may not be more prolix here than in our former reaſon
ings.

As for me, laid he, with reference to thoſe other things, as far as

I am able to follow, l am of the ſame opinion.
ſkilled

But do not you call him

it: dialectie, who apprehends the reaſon of the eſſence of each

particular? And as ſor the man who is not able to give a reaſon to himſelf,
and to another, ſo far as he is not able, ſo far will you not ſay he wants

intelligence of the thing? \Vh_v ſhould I not ſay ſo? replied he.
not the caſe the ſame with reference to t/ze good?

And is.

VVhoſoever cannot

dcſine it by reaſon, ſeparating the idea of l/ze good from all others, and

as ina battle piercing through all arguments, eagerly ﬅriving to confute,
' lnﬅead of cunhere, I read 'afar/m.
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not accmding to opinion, but according to eſſence, and in all theſe march
iizg forward with undoiiating reaſon,--ſuch. un one knows nothing of t/w

good' it/Z'l/Q nor oſany good whatever: but if he has attamed to any image
of tl'c good, we muﬅ ſay he has attaiucd to it by opinion, not by ſcience;

that in the preſent life he is ſleeping, and converſint with dreams; and

that before he is rouſed he will deſcend to Hazles, and there be profoundly
and perſectly laid aſleep.

By Jupiter, ſaid he, l will ﬅrongly aver all

theſe things. But ſurely you will not, l ﬅink, allow your own children
at leaﬅ whom you nouriſhed and educatcd in realbntng, if ever in reality
you educatc them, to have the ſupreme government oſ the moﬅ import
ant aﬀairs in the ﬅate, whilﬅ they are void of reaſon, as letters or' the

alphabet. By no means, replied he. You will their izzy down this to
them as a law: That in a moﬅ eſpecial manner they attain to that part
oſ education, by which they may become able to queſtion and anſwer in
the moﬅ ſcientiſic manner. I will ſettle it by law, ſaid he, with your
aſſiﬅance at leaﬅ. Does it then appear to you, ſaid I, that dialcctic is to
be placed on high as a bulwark to diſciplines? and that no other diſcipline
can with propriety be raiſed higher than this ; but that every thing reſpect
ing diſciplines is now ﬁniſhed? I agree, ſaid he. There now remains for
you, ſaid I, the diﬅribntion: To whom ſhall we aſſign theſe diſciplines, and
aſter what manner? That is evident, ſaid he. Do you remember then
our former election of rulers, what kind we choſe?

ſaid he.

How ſhould I not?

As to other things then, conceive, ſaid I, that ſuch geniuses as

theſe ought to be ſelected.

For the moﬅ ﬁrm and brave are to be pre

ferred, and, as far as poﬃble, the moﬅ graceful; and beſides, we muﬅ

not only ſeek for thoſe whoſe manners are generous and ﬅern, but they
muﬅ be poſſeſſed of evary other natural diſpoſition conducive to this edu

cation. \Vhich diſpoſitions do you recommend? They muﬅ have, ſaid I,
O bleſſed man! acuteneſs with reſpect to diſciplincs, that they may not
learn with diﬃculty. For ſouls are much more intimidated in robuﬅ diſ
ciplincs, than in ﬅrenuous exerciſes of the body ; for their proper labour,

and which is not in common with the body, is more domeﬅic to them.
True, ſaid he.

And we muﬅ ſeek for'one of good memory, untainted,

and every way laborious : or how elſe do you think any one will be willing
to endure the ſatigue of the body, and to accompliſh at the ſame time ſuch
_,a c 2
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No one, ſaid he, unleſs he be in all reſpects of a

naturally good diſpoſition.

The miﬅake then about philoſophy, and the

contempt of it, have been occaſioned through theſe things, becauſe, as I
formerly laid, it is not applied to in a manner ſuitable to its dignity: for
it ought not to be applied to by the baﬅardly, but the legitimate.

ſaid he.

How?

In the firﬅ place, he who is to apply to philoſophy Ought not,

ſaid I, to be lame as to his love of labour, being laborious in ſome things,

and averſe to labour in others. But this takes place when a man loves
wreﬅling and hunting, and all exerciſes of the body, but is not a lover of
learning, and loves neither to hear nor to inquire, but in all theſe reſpects
has an averſion to labour.

He likewiſe is lame, in a diﬀerent manner

from this man, who diﬂikes all bodily exerciſe. You ſhy moﬅ true, re
plied he. And ſhall we not, ſaid l, in like manner account that ſoul lame
as to truth, which hates indeed a voluntary ſalſehood, and bears it ill in itſelf,
and is beyond meaſure enragcd when others tell a lie; but eaſily admits the
involuntary lie; and, though at any time it be ſound ignorant, is not

diſpleaſed, but like a ſavage ſow willingly wallows in ignorance?

By all

means, tſaid he. And in like manner, ſaid I, as to temperance and' forti
tude, and magnanimity, and all the parts of virtue, we muﬅ no leſs care-.

fully attend to what is baﬅardly, and what is legitimate; for when either
any private perſon or city underﬅands not how to attend to all theſe
things, they unawarcs employ the lame and the baﬅardly for whatever
they have occaſion; private perſons employ them as friends, and cities as
governors. The caſe is entirely ſo, ſaid he. But wc, ſaid I, muſt be
ware oſ all ſuch things ;, ſor, iſ we take ſuch as are entire in body and in
mind for ſuch exteniive learning, and exerciſe and inﬅruct them, juﬅice
herſelf will not blame us, and we ſhall preſcrve both the city and its con-

ﬅitution : but if we introduce perſons of a diﬀerent deſcription into cheſſ;

aﬀairs, we ſhall do every thing the reverſe, and bring philoſophy under
ſiill greater ridicule.. That indeed 'were ſhameful, ſaid he. Certainly,
ſaid ].. But I myſelf ſeem at preſent to be ſomewhat ridiculous. How
ſhe ſaid he. I forgot, ſaid l, that we were amuſing ourlclves, and ſpoke
with too great keenneſs; for, whilſtl was ſpeaking, I looked towards phi

loſophy ; and ſeeing her moﬅ unworthily abuſed, I teem to have been ﬁlled

with indignation, and, as being cnraged at thoſe who arc the cauſe of it,
[O
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No truly, ſaid he, not to me

Kut for me, ſaid I, the lþealter.

But let us not forget

this, that in our former election we made choice of old men; but in this

election it will not be allowed us.

For we muﬅ not believe Solon, that

one who is old is able to learn many things ; but he is leſs ablc to eﬀect this

than to run. All mighty and numerous labours belong to the young. Of
neceſſity, ſaid he. Every thing then relating to arithmetic and geometry,
and all that previous inﬅruction which they ſhould be taught before they
learn dialcctic,

ought to be ſet before them whilﬅ they are children,

and that method of teaching obſerved, which will make them learn without
compulſion.

Why ſo? Becauſe, ſaid I, a free man ought to learn no

diſcipline with ſlavery : for the labours oſ the body when endured through
compulſion render the body nothing worſe: but no compelled diſcipline is
laﬅing in the ſoul. True, ſaid he. Do not then, ſaid l, O beﬅ ofmen!"
compel hoys in their learning; but train them up, amuſing themſelves,
that you may be better able to diſcern to what the genius oſ each naturally
tends. What you ſay, replied he, is reaſonable. Do not you remember
then, ſaid l,*that wc ſaid the boys are even to be carried to war, as ſpecta

tors, on horſeback, and that they are to be brought nearer, if they can
with ſafety, and like young hounds taﬅe the blood P

I remember, ſaid her

\Vhoever then, ſaid I, ſhall appear the moﬅ forward in all theſe labours,
diſciplines, and terrors, are to be ſelected into a certain number. At what
age? ſaid he. \Vhen they have, ſaid I, ﬁniſhed their neceſſary cxerciſes;
For during this time, whilﬅ it continue-3, ſor two or three years, it is im

poﬃble to accomplilh anything elte; ſor fdtigue and ſleep are enemies to
learning; and this too is none of the leaﬅ of their trials,,what each of.
them appears to be in his exerciſes. Certainly, ſaid he. And after this
period, ſaid I, let ſuch as formerly have been ſelected of the age oſ twenty
receive greater honours than others, and let thoſe diſciplines which in.
their youth they learned ſeparately, be brought before them in one view,
that they may ſee the alliance oſthe diſciplines with each other, and with.

the nature oſ real being.

This diſcipline indeed will alone, ſaid he, remain

ſirm in thoſe in whom it is ingenerated.

And this, laid I, is the greateﬅ

trial ſor diliinguiſhing between thoſe geniuse; which are naturally ﬁtted for

diulectic, and thoſe which are not.

Hewhoperceives. this alliance is,
ikilledl
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ſkilled in dialectic; he who does not, is not.

I am of the ſame opinion,

ſaid he. lt will then be neceſſary for you, ſaid I, after you have obſerved
theſe things, and ſeen who are moﬅ approved in theſe, being ſtable in
diſciplines, and ﬅable in war, and in the other things eﬅabliſhed by law, to

make choice of ſuch after they exceed thirty years, ſelecting from thoſe
choſen formerly, and advance them to greater honours. You muﬅ like
wiſe obſerve them, trying them by the power of dialectic ſo as to aſcertain
whic." of them without the aﬃﬅance of his eyes, or any other ſenſe, is able

to proceed with truth to being itſelf. And here, my companion, is a Work
ofgreat caution. In what principally ? ſaid he. Do not you perceive; ſaid
I, the evil which at preſent attends dialeclie, how great it is? \Vhat is it,
ſaid he, you mean ? How it is ſomchOW, ſaid I, ſull Of what is contrary to

law. - Greatly ſo, replied he.

Doyou think then, ſaid l, they ſuﬀer ſome

wonderful thing, and will you not forgive them? How do you mean? laid
he. Juﬅ as iſ, ſaid I, a certain ſuppoſititious child were educated in great
opulence in a rich and noble family, and amidﬅ many ﬂatterers, and
ſhaﬄlcl prre ive, when grown up to manhood, that he is not deſcended of
thoſe who are ſaid to be his parents, but yet ſhould not diſcover his real
parents ; can you divine how ſuch an one would be aﬀected both towards
his ﬂatterers, and towards his ſuppoſed parents, both at the time when

he knew n thing of the cheat, and at that time again when he came
to perceive it? Or are you willing to hear me while I preſhge it?

I am uiiling, ſaid he.

I propheſy then, ſaid I, that he will pay more

honour to this father and mother, and his other ſuppoſed relations,
than to the flatterers, and that he will leſs neglect them when they are in
any want, and he leſs apt to do or ſay anything amiſs to them, andin
matters oſ conſequence be leſs diſobcdient to them than to thoſe ﬂatterers,
during that period in which he knows not the truth. lt is likely, ſaid he.

But when he perceives the real ﬅate of the aﬀair, [again propheſv, he
will then ﬂackenvin his honour and reſpect for them, and attend to the
ﬂatterers, and be remarkably more perſuaded by them now than formerly,
and truly live according to their manner, converſing with them openly.

But for that father, and thoſe ſuppoſed relations, if he be not of an entirely
good natural diſpoſition, he will have no regard. You ſay every thing, ſaid
he, as it Would happen. But in what manner does this compariſon reſpect
3
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We have certain dog

mas from our childhood concerning things juﬅ and beautiful, in which we

have been nouriſhed as by parents, obey-ing and honouring them.

have, ſaid he.

\Ve

Are there not likewiſe other purſuits oppoſite to theſe,

with pleaſures ﬂattering our ſouls, and drawing them towards theſie?
They do not however perſuadc thoſe who are in any degree moderate, but

they honour thoſe their relations, and obey them.

Theſe things are

ſo. What now, ſaid I, when to one who is thus aﬀected the queſtion is
propoſed, What is the beautiful? and when he, anﬁvering what he has heard
from the lawgiver, is reſuted by reaſon; and reaſon frequently and every
way convincing him, reduces him to the opinion, that this is no more

beautiful than it is deformed ; and in the ſame manner, as to what is juﬅ
and good, and whatever elſe he held in higheﬅ eſteem, what do you think
ſuch an one will after this do, with regard to theſe things, as to honouring

and obeyiug them? Of neceſſity, ſaid he, he will neither honour nor obey

them any longer in the ſame manner as formerly.

When then he no

longer deems, ſaid I, theſe things honourable, and allied to him as formerly,
and cannot diſcover thoſe which really are ſo, is it poſſible he can readily join
himſelf to any other life than the ﬂattering one? It is not poſſible, ſaid he,

And from being an obſervcr of the law, he ſhall, I think, appear to be a
tranſgreſſor, Of neceſſity. Is it not likely then, ſaid I, that thoſe ſhall
be thus aﬀected who in this ſituation apply to reaſoning, and that they
ſhould deſerve, as I was juﬅ now ſaying, great forgiveneſs? And pity too,
ſaid he. Whilﬅ you take care then, leﬅ this compaſſionable caſe befall
theſe of the age of thirty, ought they not by every method to apply them-

ſelvcs to reaſoning? Certainly, ſaid he. And is not this one prudent
caution? that they taﬅe not reaſonings, whilﬅ they are young: for you,
have not forgot, l ſuppoſe, that the youth, when they ﬁrﬅ taſte of reaſon

ings, abuſe them in the way of amuſement, whilﬅ they employ them
always for the purpoſe of contradiction.

And imitating thoſe who are

rcſuters, they themſelves reſute others, delighting like Whelps in dragging;
and tearing to pieces, in their reaſonings, thoſe always who are near them.
Extremcly ſo,ſi=1id he. And after they have confuted many, and becm

themſelves confuted by many, do they not vehemently and ſpeedily lay aſide

all the opinions they formerly poſſeſſed? And by theſe means they them
"
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ſelves, and the whole oſ philoſhph), are CſllUlTlllithCd by others. Moﬅ true,
ſaid he.

But he who is or a riper age, tilid I, will not be diſpoſed to ſhare

in ſuch a madneſs, but will rather imitate him who inclines to reaſon and
inquire after truth, than one who, ſor the ſake oſ diverlion, amuſes him
' ſelſ, and contradicts. He will likewiſe be more modeﬅ himſelf, and render
the practice oſ diſputing more honourable inﬅead oſ being more diſhonour
able. Right, ſaid he. Were not then all our former remarks rightly made,
in the way or' precaution, as to this point, that thoſe geniuses ought to be
decent and ﬅable, to whom dialectic is to be imparted, and not as at pre

ſent, when every common genius, and ſuch as is not at_all proper, is
admitted to it? Certainly, ſaid he. \Vill not then the double of the
former period ſuﬃce a man to remain in acquiring the art oſdialectic with
perſeverance and application, and doing nothing elſe but in way ofcounter

part exerciſing himſelf in all bodily exerciſes? Do you mean ſix years, ſaid
he, or four? 'Tis of no conſequence, ſaid I, make it ﬁve. Aſter this you
muﬅ eompel them to deſcend to that cave again, and oblige them to govern

both in things relating to war, and ſuch other magiﬅracies as require youth,
that the, may not fall ſhort of others in experience. And they muﬅ be

ﬅill further tried among theſe, whether, being drawn to every diﬀerent
quarter, they will continue ſirm, or whether they will in any meaſure he

drawn aſide. And for how longa time, ſaid he, do you appoint this?
For ﬁfteen years, ſaid I. And when they are of the age of ﬁfty, ſuch of
them as are preſerved, and as have excelled in all theſe things, in actions,
and in the ſciences, are now to be led to the end, and are to be obliged,

inclining the ray of their ſoul, to look towards that which imparts light to
all things, and, when they have viewcd tlzc good itſelf, to uſe it as a para
digm, each of them, in their turn, in adorning both the city and private
perſons, and themſelves, during the remainder oſ their liſe. For the moﬅ part
indeed they muﬅ be occupied in philoſi'phy ; and when it is their turn, they
muﬅ toil in political aﬀairs, and take the government, each ſor the good of
the city, performing this oﬃce, not as any thing honourable, but as a thing

neceſſary. And after they have educated others in the ſame manner ﬅill,
and leſt ſuch as reſcmble themſelves to be the guardians of the city,
they depart to inhabit the iſlands of the bleﬅ. But the city will publicly
erect for them monuments, and oﬀer ſacriﬁces, iſ the oracle aſſent, as to

ſuperior
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ſuperior beings ; and if it do not, as to happy and divine men.

You have,

Socrates, ſaid he, like a ﬅatuary, made our governors all-beautiful.

And

our governeſſes likewiſe, Glauco, ſaid ſ. ' For do not ſuppoſe that I have

ſpoken what I have ſaid any more concerning the men than concerning
the women,-ſuch of them as are ofa ſuﬃcient genius.

Right,ctſaid he, if

at leaﬅ they are to ſhare in all things equally withthe men, as we related.
\Vliat then, ſaid I, do you agree, that with reference to the city and re
public, we have not altogether ſpoken what can only be Conſidered as
wiſhes; but ſuch things as are indeed diﬃcult, yet poſiible in a certain
reſpect, and in no other way than what has been mentioned, viz. when

thoſe who are truly philoſophers, whether more of them or a ſingle one,
becoming govcruors in a city, ſhall deſpiſe thoſe preſent honours, conſideri
ing them as illiberal and of no value; but eﬅeeming rectitude and the
honours which are derived from it above all things; accounting the juﬅ
as a thing of all others the greateﬅ, and moﬅ abſolutely neceſſary; and
miniﬅering to it, and, increaſing it, thoroughly regulate the conﬅitution of
their otvn city? How? ſaid he. As many, ſaid I, of the more advanced

in life as have lived ten years in the city they will ſend into the country,
and, removing their children away from thoſe habits which the domeﬅics
poſſeſs at preſent, they will educate them in their own manners and laws,
which are what we formerly mentioned: and the city and republic we

have deſcribed being thus eﬅabliſhed in the ſpeedieﬅ and eaſieﬅ manner, it
will both be happy itſelf, and be of the greateﬅ advantage to that people
among whom it is eﬅabliſhed. Very much ſo indeed, ſaid he. And you v
ſeem to me, Socrates, to have told very well how this city ſhall ariſe, if it
ariſeat all.

Arc not now then, ſaid I, our diſcourſes ſuﬃcient both cou

cerning ſuch a city as this, and concerning a man ſimilar to it? For it is
alſo now evident what kind of a man we ſhall ſay he ought to be. It is
evident, replied he; and your inquiry ſeems to me to be at an end.

THE END OF THE SEVENTH BOOK.
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Theſe things, Glauco, we have now aſſented to; that in this

city, which is to be eﬅabliſhed in a perfect manner, the women are to be
common, the children common, and likewiſe the whole of education.

In

like manner, their employments both in peace and war are to be common;

i and their kings are to be ſuch as exeel all others both in philoſophy and
in the arts of war. Theſe things, ſaid he, have been aſſented to. And
ſurely we likewiſe granted, that when the governors are marching with
the ſoldiers, and ſettle themſelves, they ſhall dwell in ſuch habitations as

we formerly mentioned, which have nothing peculiar to any one, but are
Common to all: and beſides theſe houſes, we likewiſe, if you remember,
agreed what ſort of poſſeſſions they ſhall have. lremember, ſaid he, that
we were of opinion, none of them ought to poſſeſs any thing as others do

at preſent ; but, as wreﬅlers in war and guardians, they were to receive a
reward for their guardianſhip from others, or a yearly maintenance on
theſe accounts, and were to take care of themſelves and the reﬅ of the
city. You ſay right, ſaid I. But ſince we have ﬁniſhed this, let us re
collect whence we made this digreﬃon ; that we may now proceed again
in the ſame way. That is not diﬃcult, ſaid he: forv you were mention
ing much the ſame things of the city with thoſe you have done at preſent;

ſaying that you conſidered ſuch a city to be good, as it was at that time
deſcribed, and the man to be good who reſembles it; whilﬅ yet it ſeems
you are able to deſcribe a better city, and a better man.

moreover, that all the others were wrong. if this was right.

And you ſaid

Of the other

republics, you ſaid, as I remember, there were four ſpecies, which de
ſerved to be conſidered, and to have the errors in them, and the lawleſs
people in them, obſerved; in order that when we have beheld the whole
3
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of them, and when wc have agreed which is tne beﬅ, and which is the

worﬅ man, wc may inquire whether the beﬅ man he the liglppieﬅ, am]
the worﬅ the moﬅ miſerablc, or otherwiſe. And when l aſked you, which
you call the four rcpublics, Polemarchus and Adimantus hereupon inter
rupted ; and you, in this manner having reſumed the ſubject, are come to
this part oſ the reaſoning. You have recollectcd, ſaid I, moﬅ accurately.
Again therefore aﬀord me the ſame opportunity, and, whilﬅ I aſk you the

ſame queﬅion, endeavour to ſay what you then intended to aſſert. lſ in
deed I am able, ſaid I. And I am truly deſirous, ſaid he, for my part, to
hear which you call the four republics. You ſhall hear that, ſaid l, with.
out diﬃculty. For they are theſe I mention, and they have names too.
There is that which is commended by many, the Cretan and the Spartan.

There is, ſecondly, that which has a lccondary praiſe, called Oligarchy, a
republic full of many evils; that which is diﬀerent from this, and follows
next in order, a Democracy; and then genuine Tyranny, diﬀerent from all
theſe, the fourth and laﬅ diſeaſe of a city. Or have you any other form
of a rcpublic belonging to any diﬅinct ſpecies? For your little principali
ties and veual kingdoms, and ſuch like republics, are ſomehow oſ a mid
dle kind between theſe, and one may ﬁnd oſ them as many among the
barbarians as among the Greeks. They are indeed, ſaid he, ſaid to be

very many, and very ﬅrange ones. Do you know now, ſaid I, that there
is ſomehow a neceſſity that there be as many ſpecies of men as of repub
lies? Or do you imagine that republics are generated ſomehow of an
oak ', or a rock, and not of the manners of thoſe who are in the City, to
which, as into a current, every thing elſe likewiſe is drawn? By no
means do I imagine, ſaid he, they are generated from any thing but from

hence. If then there be ﬁve ſpecies oſ cities, the ſpecies of ſouls in indi
viduals ſhall be likewiſe ﬁve. \Vhy not? We have already diſcuſſed
that which reſembles an Ariﬅocracy, which wc have rightly pronounced

to be both good and juﬅ.

We have ſo.

Are we now, in the next place,

to go over the worſe ſpecies, the contentious and the ambitious man, who
* The Greek Sclioliaﬅ on this paſſage obſerves, that the antients apprehended their anceﬅors
were generated from oaks and rocks, becauſe mothers uſed to place their inſants in cavcrns and
the trunks of trees. For men, in times of remote antiquity, were accuﬅomcd to have con

nexion with women near ouks or rocks.

'
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is formed according to the Spartan republic; then him reſembling an
Oligarchy; and then the Demoerutic and the Tyrannic, that we may

contemplate the moﬅ unjuﬅ. and oppoſe him to the moﬅ juﬅ, that our
inquiry may be completed? viz. how the moﬅ ﬁniſhed juﬅice is in com
pariſon oſ the moﬅ ﬁniſhed injuﬅice, as to the happineſs or miſery of

the poſſeſſor? that ſo we may either follow injuﬅice, being periiladcd by
Thraſymachus, orjuﬅice, yielding to the preſent reaſoning? By all means,
ſaid he. we muﬅ do ſo.

Shall we then, in the ſame manner as we began,

conſider the manners in republics, before we conſider them in private per
ſons, as being there more conſpicuous? And according to this method

the ambitious republic is ﬁrﬅ to be conſidered (for I have no other name
to call it by, but it may be denominated either a Timocracy ', or a Timar
chy), and together with it we ſhall conſider a man reſembling it; after.

wards we ſhall conſider an Oligarchy, and a man reſembling Oligarchy;
then again, wheiſwe have viewed a Democracy, we ſhall contemplate a
Democratic man; and then in the fourth place, when we come to Ty

ranny, and contemplate it, and likewiſe a tyrannic ſoul, we ſhall endea
vour to become competent judges oſ what wehpropoſed. Both our con
templation and judgment, ſaid he, would in this manner at leaﬅ be agree
able to reaſon.

Come then, (aid I, let us endeavour to relate in what

manner a Timocracy ariſcs out of an Ariﬅocracy. Or is not this plain,
that every republie changes, by means of that part which poſſeſſes the
magiﬅracies, when in this itſelf there ariſcs ſedition;

but whilﬅ this

agrees with itſelf', though the ﬅate be extremely ſmall, it is impoſſible to
be changed? It is ſo, indeed. How then, Glauco, ſhall our City be
changed? Or in what ſhape ſhall our allies and rulers fall into ſcdition

with one another, and among themſelves i Or are _\ou willing, that, like
Homer, we invoke the Muſes to tell us, '5 How ſirﬅ ſcdition roſe?"And ſhall we ſay, that whilﬅ they tall-2 tragieally, playing with us, and
rallying us no children, they yet talk ſeriouſly and ſublimely? In what
manner F Somehow thus. It is indeed diﬃcult ſor a city thus conﬅituted
' Agcvernment in which honours ſubſiﬅ With a view to poſſeſſmns was called by the
nnticnts a Timocraey. It was oppoſed tu a Democracy, becauſe the moﬅ wenlthy and not the
poor were the Lulers in this government. Juﬅ as an Oligarchy was oppoſed to an Ariﬅoelacy,

becauſe iu the former not the beſt, but a ſcw onlv, and thoſe the worﬅ, governed the city.
(A
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But as every thing which is generated is obnoxious to

corruption, neither will ſuch a conﬅitution as this remain for ever, but be
diſſolved. And its diſſolution is this. Not only with reſpect to terreﬅrial

plants, but likewiſe in terreﬅrial animals, a fertilityl and ﬅerility of ſoul
as well as of body takes place, when the revolutions of the heavenly

bodies 'complete the periphery of their reſpective orbits; which are
ſhorter to the ſhorter lived, and contrariwiſe to ſuch as are the contrary:

and with reference to the fertility and ﬅerility of our race, although thoſe
are wiſc that you have educated to be governors of Cities, yet will they
never, by reaſon in conjunction with ſenſe, obſerve the proper ſeaſons, but
overlook them, and ſometimes generate children when they ought not. But
the period to that which is divinely generated ' is that which the perfect
number
' All the parts of the univerſe are unable to participate of the providence of divinity in a

ſimilar manner, but ſome of its parts enjoy this eternally, and others temporallyz ſome in a
primary and others in a ſecondary degree. For the univerſe, being a perfect whole, mutl have
a ﬁrﬅ, a middle, and a laﬅ part. But its ﬁrﬅ parts, as having the moﬅ excellent ſubſiſtence,
muﬅ always exiﬅ according to nature; and its [all parts muﬅ ſometimes ſubſiﬅ according to,
and ſometimes contrary to, nature. Hence the celeﬅial bodies, which are the ﬁrﬅ parts of the
univerſe, perpetually ſubſiﬅ according to nature, both the whole ſpheres and the multitude co
ordinate to theſe wholcs; (ſee the Introduflion to tllc Timmus) and the only alteration which
they experience is a mutation of ﬁgure, and variation of light at diſſcreut periods: but in the

ſublunaty region, while the ſpheres of the elements remain on accuunt of their ſubſiſlence as
wholes, always according to nature; the parts of theſe wholes have ſometimes a natural and

ſometimes an unnatural ſubſiﬅence : for thus alone can the circle of generation unfold all the
variety which it contains.
The diﬀerent periods in vahich theſe mutations happen, are called by Plato, with great pro
priety, periods ofﬁrti/ity andﬅuri/iiy: for in theſe periotls a fertility or ﬅerility oſ men, ani
mals, and plants takes place -, ſo that in fertile periods mankind will be both more numerous, ,

and upon the whole ſuperior in mental and bodily endowments to the men of a barren period.
And a ſimilar reaſoning muﬅ be extended to animals and plants. The ſo much celebrated heroic

age was the reſult of one oſ theſe ſertile periods, in which men tranſcending the herd of man
kind both in practical and intellcctual virtue abounded on the earth.

'

3 The Greek Scholiaﬅ on this place well obſerves, that Plato, by that which is divinely ge
nerated, does not mean either the whole world, though the epithet is primarily applicable to
this, not the'celeﬅial regions only, nor-'the ſublunary world, but 'very 11;ng whirl: i: perpetually

and circularly moved, whether-in the heavens or under the moon ; ſo far as it is corporeal, calling
it generated; (for no body is ſelf-ſhbſiﬅent) but ſo far as it is perpetually moved, a'im'ne .- for it
imitates the moﬅ divine of things, which poſſeſs an evenvigilant life. But with reſpect to the'
perfect:
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number comprehends; and to that which is generated by man, that in
which the augmentations ſurpaſſing and ſurpaſſed, when they ſhall have
received three reﬅitutions and ſour boundaries of things aﬃmilating and
diﬃmilating, increaſing and decreaſing, ſhall render all things correſpondent

and eﬀable; oſ which the ſeſquitertiau progeny, when conjoined with the
pentad, and thrice increaſed, aﬀords tvro harmonies. One of theſe, the
equally equal, a hundred times a hundred ; but the other, of equal length

indeed, but more oblong, is oſ a hundred numbers from eﬀable diameters
of pentads, each being deﬁcient by unity, and from two numbers that are
ineﬀable; and from a hundred cubes of the tried. But the whole geome

tric number oſ this kind is the author oſ better and worſe generations '.
Of
perfect number mentioned here by Plato, we muﬅ not only direct our attention to a perfect
number in yulgar arithmetic, for this is rather numbered lhan number, tcnds to perfection, and

is never perfect, as being always in generation 5 but we muﬅ ſurvcy the cauſe of this number,
which is indeed intellectual, butcomprehends the deſinite boundary of every period ofthe world.
Ostov vevmrov an rov '3on Pmrt Mayor, si nal Wpawaumm; Tourav, ov'r: 'my ev oupavg: never, oure To into 'Am/ny,
aMa Way 'To aewnmov 'at Wtytprpoutvov, ﬁr' zv oupavq', nd' into arm/m' th; utv awnan'mov 'ysvvnrav Hammer-at'

wdsy 'rup dame: auOvzoarzz-rov' 52; 3' aeixnm-rov, Setov' NULEITCZ' 'my 'm Setorawv (lege Jew-ran' va) own'
a-ypvmov txov'm grow' rov ram' 3' aptOpav ou par/01' xpn votrv am Fain-Man' 'nﬂrv'rag' Sarra; 1ap inn' apiﬂptnrc'
mmv, 'iapﬄpog 'tal 'Quartan/ay, 'an ende-'rare 'reMtag as' 'YIYWHSVOQ' am 'rm/ amav 'rot/rot' '105sz my
OIIUZV, TiFIEXOI/Tﬂll 35 TOV 'XET'EPaſlctfl/OY &FOV Tﬂſ TU'J KOJ/LOU ſſaa'n; TZF'OJGU.

' The obſcurity of theſe numbers, which is ſo great as to have become proverbial among the
antients, is not clucidqted in any of thoſe invaluable remains oſ Grecian philoſophy which hate
ſurvivcd to the preſent time. And yet it may be fairly concluded that this myﬅerious paſſage
was moﬅ ſatisfactorily unſoldcd by the commentaries of ſuch men as Jamblichus, Syrianus and

Proclus, on this part of the Republic, though they have unſortunately periſhed in the wreck of
ages. The following attempt, however, may perhaps ſhow that it is not impoſſible to penetrate
this myﬅery, though deprived of ſuch mighty aid. ſince it is only to be ſolvcd by the aſliﬅancc
of Mathcſis, who at all times willingly acts miniﬅrant to inſpiration.
ln the ﬁrﬅ place then, let 'us conſider what Plato means by augmentations ſurpaſſing and ſur
paſſed; things aﬃmiluting and diſlimilating, increaſing and decreaſing, correſpondcnt and eſſable.
Augmentations ſurpaſſing, are ratios of greater inequality, viz. when the greater is com
pared to the leﬀcr, and are multiples T, ſupcrparticulars, ſuperpartients, multiplc-ſuperpar
* Multiplex ta'io is when a greater quantity contains a leſſe' many times. Supe'particular ratio is
When the greater contains the liſſer quantity once, and ſome part of it beſides 3 and ſuperparlient ratio,
is when the greater contains the leſſe' quantity ence, and certain parts of it likewiſe. Again, multiple
ſnperparticular ratio is when the greater contains the lcſſtr many times and ſome patt of it beſides; and
multiple ſuperpattient ratio is when the greater contains the leſſer many times, and alſo ſome of its parts.
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Oſ which when out governors being ignorant, join our couples toge
ther unſcttſonably, the children ſhall neither be oſ a good gettius, nor ſor
tunate.
ticulars and multiple-ſuperpartients.

But augmentatiom ſurpaſſed are, ratios oſ leſſer in

equality, viz. when the leſſer is compared with the greater quantity, as for inﬅance, ſub
multiples, ſubſnperpartieulars, ſubſuperpartients, and thoſe which are compoſed from theſe three.

Thoſe numbers are called by Plato qﬃmi/utiﬂg and dſſmi/uting, which are denominated by
arithmeticiamſimi/nr * and diſſimilar: but he calls thoſe [arreſt/ing and decrezﬃng, which they
denominate a-"Olﬂldſﬂg 1- and diminiſhed, or more 'ban perfect and imperfect. Things correſpondent
and eﬀable, are boundaries which correſpond in ratio with each other, and can be expreſſed in
numbers either integral or ſractional, ſuch as are theſe four terms or boundaries, 27, 18, 12, 8,
which are in ſeſquialter and ſubſeſquialter ratios ; ſince theſe mutually correſpond in ratio, and
are eſſable. For eﬂ'ablc quantities are thoſe which can be expreſſed in whole numbers, or
ſtactions; and, in like manner, ineſſable quantities are ſuch as cannot be expreſſed in either of
theſe, and are called by modern mathematicians ſurds.
In the next place, let us conſider what we are to underﬅand by the ﬅſquirertian pragmy when

enjoined will) the pentad and thrice irlcrmſi'll, aﬄrt/ing two harm/mia. By theﬅſquittrtian pragmy
then Plato means the number 95 : for this number is compoſed from the addition oſ the ſquare:
of the numbers 4 and 3, which ſorm the ſirﬅ ſcſquitcrtian ratio, (viz. 25) and the number 70,
which is compoſed from 43 and 39, and therefore conſiﬅs of two numbers in a ſeſquitcrtian ratio.

Hence, as 95 is compoſed ſrom 25 and 70, it may with great propriety be called a ſeſquitertian
progeny. This number conjoined with 5 and thrice increaſed produces ten thouſand and a
million: for '00 X 100 = 10000, and roooo X too = toooooo. But it muﬅ hete be

obſerved that theſe two numbers, as will ſhortly be ſeen, appear to be conſidered by Plato as
analogous to two parallelopipedons, the former, viz. ten thouſand, being formed from to X

13 X IOO, and the latter from 'coo X '0 x [00. Theſe two numbers are called by Plato
two harmonies, for the following reaſon r Simpliciue, in his Commentary on Ariﬅotle's books
De Ccclo, informs us that a cube Was denominated by the Pythagorzcans harmony', becauſe it
conſiﬅs oſ 12 bounding lines, 8 angles, and 6 ſi(l('$ ; and 12, 8, 6, are in harmonic proportion :
for the diﬀerence between r: and 8 is to the diﬀerence between 8 and 6, i. e. 4 is to 2 as the
ﬁrﬅ term to the third, i. e. as '2 to 6, which, as is well known, is the law oſ harmonic pro

portion. As a parallelopipedon therefore has the ſame number oſ ſides, angles, and bounding
lines as a cube, the reaſon is obvious why the numbers 'oooo and roooooo are called by Plato
harmonies.

Hence alſo it is evident why he ſays U that the other oſ theſe harmonies, viz. a.

* Similar numbers are thoſe whoſe ſides are proportional, i. e, which have the ſame ratio; but diſſimi

ler numbers thoſe whoſe ſides are not proportional.

r

+ As perfect numbers are thoſe which are equal to their parts collected into one, ſuch as 6 and 28,
(for the parts oſ the ſorrner are 1, 2, 3, which are equal to 6, and the parts oſ the latter are l4, 7, 4, 2, I,

the aggregate oſ which is 28) ſo a diminiſhcd number is that which is greater than the ſum of its
parts, aa 8, whoſe parts are 4., z, 1, the agg-'egate oſ which is 7; and an abounding number is that which

is exceeded by the ſum oſ its parts, as 12, whoſe parts are ſ, 4, 3, z, I, the ſum ofwhich is 16.

'
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And though the former governors ſhall. inﬅall the beﬅ of them

in the oﬃce, they nevertheleſs being unworthy of it, and coming to have
the
million, is ofcqnal length indeed, but more oblong;" for,iſ we call reo the breadth and to the depth
both often thouſand and'a million, it is evident that the latter number, when conſidered as pro
duced by ICOO >< Io X loo,will be analogous to a moreoblong parallelopipedon than the former.
Again, when he ſays "that the number Icoaooo conſills of a hundred numbers from eﬀablc
diamctcrs of pentads, each being deficient by unity, and from two that are ineſlltblc, and front a
hundred cubcs of the triad," his meaning is as follows: The number toooooo conſiﬅs ofa hundred
numbers, i. c. of a hundred ſuch numbers as 10300, each of which is compoſed from cﬃtble
diameters of pentads, &e. But in order to underﬅand the truth of this aſſertion, it is neceſſary
to obſerve that there are certain numbers which are called by nrithmcticians cſſablc diamcters.
Theſe alſo are twofold; for ſome are the diameters oſ even ſquarcs, and others of odd ſquares.
And the diameters of eﬀable even ſthares, when multiplied into themſelves, produce ſquare
numbers double of the ſquarcs of which they are the diameters, with an exceſs of unity : Thus,
for inﬅance, the number 3 multiplied into itſelf produces 9, which is double oſ the ſquare num
, ber, 4, with an exceſs oſ unity; and therefore 3 wiil be the diamcter of the even ſquarc 4. But

the diameters of eſſable odd ſquare numbers are in power double of the ſquarcs of which they
are the diameters, by a deﬁciency of unity.

Thus, the number 7 multiplied into itſelf produces

49, which is double of the odd ſquare number 25 by a deﬁciency of nnity.

This being pra

miſed, it follows that the number [OOOO will conſiﬅ ofa certain number of hcptads; for 7 is

the eﬀable diametcr of the ſquare number 25 : and from what follows it will be found that this
number is 1386.
But the number [OOOO not only conſiﬅs of 1386 heptads, but Plato alſo adds, " from two
numbers that are ineﬀable*,*' viz. from two numbers the roots of which cannot be exactly ob

tained, nor expreſſed either in whole numbers or fractions, ſuch as the roots of the numbers 2
and 3. The numbers 15 and 13 are alſo oſ this kind', and, as we ſhall ſee, appear to be the
numbers ſigniﬁed by Plato. In the laﬅ place he adds, "and from a hundred cubes of the
triad," viz. from the number 270; for this is equal to a hundred times 27, the cube of 3. 'lihc

numbers therefore that form toooo are as below :
1386

I OOOO

viz. 1386 heptads, two ineﬀablc numbers 15 and 13, and a hundred times the cubc of 3, i. e. 270:

and the whole geometric number is a million,
* As every number may be meaſured by unity, no number is properly ſpeaking ineﬂ'ablez but the
truly ineﬀable belongs to continued quantity.
On
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the power their fathers had, will begin to be negligent of us in their

guardianſhip, in the ﬁrﬅ place eﬅeeming muſic leſs than they ought, and
in the next place the gymnic exerciles. Hence our youth will become
leſs acquainted with muſic. And the guardians which ſhall be appointed
from among theſe will not be altogether expert guardians, to diﬅinguiſh,

according to Heſiod and us, the ſeveral ſpecies of geuiuses, the golden,
the ſilver, the brazen, and the iron: but whilﬅ iron is mixed with ſilver
and braſs with gold, diſiimilitnde ariſes, and unharmonious inequality.

And when theſe ariſe, wherever they prevail, they perpetually generate
war and enmity. To ſuch a race of men as this, we muﬅ ſuppoſe them
to ſay, that ſcdition belongs whenever it happens to riſe. And we ſhall

thy that they have anſwered juﬅly, replied he.

And oſ neceſſity, ſaid I,

for they are Muſes. \Vhat then, ſaid he, do the Muſes ſay next ? \Vhen
ſedition is riſen, ſaid I, two of the ſpecies oſ geniuses, the iron and the
brazen, will be drawn to gain, and the acquiſition of lands and houſes,

of gold and ſilver.

But the golden and the ſilver geuiuses, as they are not

in want, but naturally rich, will lead ſouls towards virtue and the original
conﬅitution; yet as they live in a violent manner, and

raw contrary'

to one another, they will make an agreement to divide their lands
and houſes between them, and to dwell apart from one another:
and then enſlaving thoſe who were formerly kept by them as ſree

men, as friends, and tutors, they will keep them as domeﬅics and
ſlaves, for ſervice in war and for their own protection.

This revolu

tion, ſaid he, ſkems to me thus to ariſe. Shall not then this republic,
ſaid l, be ſomewhat in the middle between an Ariﬅocracy and Oligarchy?

Certainly.

And the change ſhall happen in this manner, and on this

change what ſort oſ life ſhall it lead? Or is it not plain, that in ſome
things it ſhall imitate the former republic, and in others Oligarchy, as
beingin the middle of the two, and ſhall likewiſe have ſomewhat peculiar
to itſelf? Juﬅ ſo, replied he. Shall they not then, in honouring their
One Maſſey, who publiſhed a Greek and Latin edition oſ the Republic, at Cambridge, in the
year 17'3, obſerves reſpecting this moﬅ obſcure paſſage, "that what Plato diﬅinctly means by
it, he neither knows nor cares; ſince it appears to him that what aſſords ſo much diﬃculty has

but little weight." "quid in hoc loco diſtinCtZ- velit Plato profecto neſcio,nec curo. Quod
cnim tantum diﬃcultatis przebet minimum ponderis habere ſuſpicor." This is in the true ſpirit
or" a verbal critic: and the reaſon which he aſſigns for this carelcſſneſs is admirable; ſince on
the ſame account the higher parts of the mathematics ought to be rejected.
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tulers, and in this that their military abﬅain from agriculture, from

mechanical and other gainful employments, in their eﬅablithing common.
meals, and in ﬅudying both gymnaﬅic exerciſes and Conteﬅs of war, in
all theſe things ſhall they not imitate the former republic? Yes. But in

this, that they are afraid to bring wiſe men into the magiﬅracy, as having
no longer any ſuch as are truly ſimple and inﬂexible, but ſuch as are of
a mixed kind; and in that they incline for thoſe who are more forward and
rough, whoſe natural genius is rather ﬁtted for war than peace, and in

that they eﬅeem tricks and ﬅratagems, and ſpend the whole of their time
in continual war, in all theſe reſpects ſhall it not have many things pecu
liar to itſelf? Yes. And ſuch as theſe, ſaid l, ſhall be deſirous of wealth,
as thoſe who l'rve in Oligarchies, and in an illiberal manner, value gold

and ſilver concealed in darkneſs, as having repoﬁtories of their own, and
domeﬅic treaſuries, where they hoard and hide them, and have their houſes

circularly encloſed, where, as in neﬅs altogether peculiar, they ſquander
every
their not
wives
and ſuch
others of
as their
they
fancy. thing
Moﬅprofuſely,
true, i ſaid together
he. And with
will they
likewiſe
be ſparing
ſubﬅance, as valuing it highly, and acquiring it not in an open manner,
but love to ſquander the ſubﬅance of Others, through their diſſoluteneſs,

and ſecretly indulging their pleaſures?

They will likewiſe ﬂy from the

law, as children from their father, who have been educated not by per
ſuaſion but by force, having neglected the true muſe, which is accompa

nied with reaſon and philoſophy, and honoured gymnaﬅic more than
muſic. You deſcribe entirely, ſaid he, a mixed republic, compounded of
good and ill. It is indeed mixed, ſaid I. One thing is moﬅ remarkable
in it, from the prevalence ofthe iraſcible temper, contention, and ambi

tion. Exceedingly, ſaid he. Docs not then, ſaid l, this republic ariſe in
this manner ? And is it not of ſuch a kind as this, as far as the form ofa
republic can be deſcribed in words where there is not perfect accuracy; as

it ſuﬃces us to contemplate in deſcription likewiſe the moﬅ juﬅ and the
moﬅ unjuﬅ man ; and it were a work of prodigious length to diſcuſs all
republics, and all the various manners of men, without omitting any
thing ? Very right, ſaid he. What now will the man be who correſponds
to this republic? how ſhall he be formed, and ofwhat kind? I think, ſiiid
Adimantus, he will be ſomewhat like Glauco here, at leaﬅ in a love of

contention.

Perhaps, ſaid I, as to this particular.
9

But in other reſpects
he
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he does not ſeem to me to have a natural reſemblance of him.

In what?

He muﬅ neceſſarily, ſaid l, be more arrogant, and unapt to muſic, but.
ſond oſit: and fond of hearing, but by no means a rhetorician: and ſuch
an one will be rough towards certain ſlaves, without deſpiſing them, as he

does who is ſuﬃciently educated. He will be mild towards ſuch as are
free, and extremely ſubmiſſive to governors; a lover oſ dominion, and a
lover oſ honour, not thinking it proper to govern by eloquence, nor any

thing oſ the kind, but by political management and military perſormances,
being a lover of gymnaﬅic and hunting. This indeed, ſaid he, is the
temper of that republic. And ſhall not ſuch an one, ſaid l, deſpiſe money,
whilﬅ he is young? But the older he grows, the more he will always value

it, becauſe he partakes of the covetous genius, and is not ſincerely aﬀected
towards virtue, becauſe deﬅitute oſ the beﬅ guardian. Of what guardian?
ſaid Adimantus.

Reaſon, ſaid I, accompanied with muſic, which being

the only inbred preſervative of virtue, dwells with the poſſeſſor through
the whole of life.

You ſay Well, replied he.

And ſurely at leaﬅ ſuch

a timocratic youth, ſaid I, reſembles ſuch a city.

Certainly.

ſuch an one, ſaid l, is formed ſomehow in this manner.

And

He happens

ſometimes to be the young ſon of a worthy father, who dwells in an ill
regulated city, and who ſhuns honours and magiﬅracies, and law-ſuits,

and all ſuch public buſineſs, and is willing to live neglected in obſcurity,
that he may have no trouble. In what manner then, ſaid he, is he
formed? When firﬅ of all, ſaid I, he hears his mother venting her indig

nation, becauſe her huſband is not in the magiﬅracy, and complaining that
'ſhe is on this account neglected among other women, and that ſhe obſerves
'him not extremely attentive to the acquiſitlon of wealth, not ﬁghting and

reviling privately and publicly in courts of juﬅice ; but behaving on all theſe
occaſions indolcntly, and perceiving him always attentive to himſelf', and

treating her neither with extreme reſpect nor contempt; on all theſe
accounts, being ﬁlled with indignation, ſhe tells her ſon that his father is
unmanly, and extremely remiſs, and ſuch other things as wives are

wont to cant over concerning ſuch huſbands.

They are very many, truly,

ſaid Adimantus, and very much in their ſpirit.

And you know, ſaid l, that

the domeﬅics likewiſe oſ ſuch ſamilies, ſuch of them as appear good-natured,
ſometimes privately ſay the ſame things to the ſons; and if they ſee any one
either owing money whom the father does not ſue at law, or in any other
3 81

way
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way doing injuﬅice, they exhort him to puniſh all ſuch perſons when he
comes to be a man, and to be more of a man than his father.

when he goes abroad, he hears other ſuch like things.

And

And he ſees that

ſuch in the city as attend to their own aﬀairs are called ſimple, and held in
little eﬅeem, and that ſuch as do not attend to their aﬀairs are both honoured

and commended.

The young man now hearing and ſeeing all theſe

things, and then again hearing the ſpeeches of his father, and obſerving

his purſuits in a near view, in compariſon with thoſe of others; being
drawn by both theſe, his father watering and increaſing the rational part in
his ſoul, and theſe others the concupiſcible and iraſcible ; and being natu

rally no bad man. but ſpoiled by the bad converſations oſ others, he is
brought to a mean between the two, and delivers up the government
within himſelf to a middle power, that which is ſond oſ contention and
iraſcible, and ſo he becomes a haughty and ambitious man. You ſeem,
ſaid he, to have accurately explained the ſormation of ſuch an one. \Vc
have now then, ſaid I, the ſecond republic and the ſecond man. We have,

ſaid he.

Shall we not after this ſay with Eſchylus?
" With diﬀ'rent cities diﬀ'rent men accord."

Or, rather, according to our plan, ſhall we ﬁrﬅ eﬅabliſh the Cities? By
all means ſo, replied he. It would be an Oligarchy then, l think, which

ſncceeds this republic.
Oligarchy?

But what conﬅitution, ſaid he, is it you call an

That republic, ſaid I, which is founded on men's valuations,

in which the rich bear rule, and the poor have no ſhare in the govern
ment. I underﬅand, ſaid he. Muﬅ we not relate, ﬁrﬅ, how the change
is made from a Timocracy to an Oligarchy? \Ve muﬅ. And ſurely at
leaﬅ how this change is made, ſaid I, is maniſeﬅ even to the blind. How P

That treaſury, ſaid I, which every one has filled with gold deﬅroys ſuch a
republic; ſor, ﬁrﬅ oſ all, they lind out for-themſelves methods oſ expenſe,

and to this purpoſe ﬅrain the laws, both they and their wives diſobeying
them. That is likely, ﬂiid he. i And afterwards, Ithink, one obſerving
another, and coming to riva] one another, the multitude of them are ren
dered oſ this kind. It is likely. And from hence then, ſaid l, pro
ceeding ﬂill to a greater deſire of acquiring wealth, the more honour
able they account this to be, the more will virtue be thought diſhonour
able:
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able: or is not virtue ſo diﬀerent from wealth, that, if each of them be

placed in the oppoſite arm of a balance, they always weigh oppoſite to
each other? Entirely ſo, replied he.

But whilﬅ wealth and the wealthy

are honoured in the city, both virtue and the good muſt be more diſho
noured. It is plain. And what is honoured is always purſued, and what is

diſhonoured is neglected.

Juﬅ ſo.

Inﬅead then of contentious and am

bitious men, they will at laﬅ become lovers of gain and of wealth: and
they will praiſe and admire the rich, and bring them into the magiﬅracy,
but the poor man they will deſpiſe. Certainly. And do they not then
make laws, marking out the boundary oſ the Oligarchic conﬅitution, and

regulating the quantity of Oligarchic power according to the quantity oſ
wealth, more to the more wealthy, and leſs to the leſs, intimating that he
who has not the valuation ſettled by law is to have no ſhare in the

government?

And do they not tranſact theſe things violently, by force

of arms, or eﬅabliſh ſuch a republic after they have previouſly terriﬁed
them? ls it not thus? Thus indeed. This then in ſhort is the conﬅitu

tion.

It is, replied he.

But what now is the nature of the republie,

and what are the faults we aſcribed to it?

Firﬅ of all, ſaid I, this very

thing, the conﬅitution itſelf, what think you of this?

For conſider, if a

man ſhould in this manner appoint pilots of ſhips, according to their
valuations, but never intruﬅ one with a poor man, though better (killed
in piloting, what would be the conſequence ? They would, ſaid he, make
very bad navigation. And is it not in the lame manner with reference to
any other thing, or any government whatever? I think ſo. Is it ſo in

all caſes but in a city? ſaid l, or is it ſo with reference to a city likewiſe?"
There moﬅ eſpecially, ſaid he, in as much as it is the moﬅ diﬃcult, and
the greateﬅ government.

Oligarchy then would ſeem to have this, which

is ſo great a fault. It appears ſo. But what? Is this fault any thing
leſs? What? ctThat ſuch a city is not one, but oſ neceſſity two; one
ponſiﬅing of the poor, and the other of the rich, dwelling in one place,

and always plotting againﬅ one another. By Jupiter, ſaid he, it is i-n no
reſpect leſs. But ſurely neither is this a handſome thing, to be incapable
to wage any war, becauſe of the neeeﬃty they are under, either of em- ſi

ploying the armed multitude, and of dreading them more than the enemy

themſelves; or not employing them, to appear in battle itſelf truly Oli
garchic,
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garehic, and at the ſame time to be unwilling to advance money for the

public ſervice, through a natural diſpoſition of covetouſneſs. This is not
handſome. But what? with reference to what we long ago condemned,
the engaging in a multiplicity of diﬀerent things, the ſame perſons, at the
ſame time, attending in ſuch a republic to agriculture, lucrative employ'

ments, and military aﬀairs, does this appear to be right?
degree.

Not in any

But ſee now whether this form of republic be the ﬁrﬅ which

introduces this greateﬅ ofall evils. W'hat is that? That one ſhall be allowed

to diſpoſe of the whole of his effects, and another to purchaſe them from

him, and the ſeller be allowed to dwell in the city, whilﬅ he belongs to
no one claſs in the city, and is neither called a maker of money, nor me
ehanic, nor horſe-man, nor foot-ſoldier, but poor and deﬅitute. lt is the

ﬁrﬅ, ſaid he.

But yet ſuch an one ſhall not be prohibited in Oligarchic

governments; for otherwiſe ſome of them would not be over-rich, and

others altogether poor.

Right.

But conſider this likewiſe.

When ſuch

a rich man as this is ſpends of his ſubﬅance, was it of any more advan

tage to the city with reference to the purpoſes we now mentioned? or did
he appear to be indeed one of the magiﬅrates, but was in truth neither
magiﬅrate of the city, nor ſervant to it, but a waﬅer of ſubﬅance? So
he appeared. replied he.

He was nothing but a waﬅer.

Are you willing

then, ſaid I, that we ſay of him, that as when a drone is in a bee-hive, it

is the diſeaſe of the ſwarm; in like manner ſuch an one, when a drone in

his houſe, is the diſeaſe of the city?

Entirely ſo, Socrates, replied he.

And has not God, Adimantus, made all the Winged drones without any
ﬅing; but theſe with feet, ſome of them without ﬅings, and ſome of
them with dreadful ﬅings? And of thoſe who are without ﬅings, are
they who continue poor to old age; and oſ thoſe who have ﬅings, are all

theſe who are called miſchievous.

Moﬅ true, ſaid he.

It is plain then,

ſaid l, that in a city where you obſerve there are poor, there are ſome

where in that place concealed thieves and purſe-cutters, and ſacrile.
gious perſons, and workers of all other ſuch evils.

lt is plain, ſaid he.

'What then P Do not you perceive poor people in cities under Oligarchic
government? They are almoﬅ all ſo, ſaid he, except the governors.
And do we not think, ſaid I, that there are many miſchievous per

ſons in them with ﬂings, whom the magiﬅracy by diligence and by
'
force
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force reﬅrains? We think ſo indeed, ſaid he. And ſhall we not ſay, that
through want of education, through bad nurture, and a corrupt conſti
tution of ﬅate, ſuch ſort of pcrſons are there produced? We ſhall ſay ſo.
Is not then the city which is under Oligarchy of ſuch a kind as this, and

hath it not ſuch evils as theſe, and probably more too? It is nearly ſo, ſaid
he.

We have now ﬁniſhed, ſaid I, this republic likewiſe, which they call

Oligarchy, having its governors according to valuation.

And let us now

conſider the man who reſembles it, in what manner he ariſes, and what
ſort oſman he is. By all means, ſaid he. And is not the change from
the Timocratic to the Oligarchic chieﬂy in this manner? How ? When
ſuch a one has a ſon, ſirﬅ oſ all, he both emulates his father, and follows
his ﬅeps; afterwards he ſees him, on a ſudden, daſhed on the city, as on a
rock, and waﬅing both his ſubﬅance and himſelf, either in the oﬃce of a
general, or ſome other principal magiﬅracy; then falling into courts of

juﬅice, deﬅroyed by ſycophants, and either put to death, or ﬅripped of his
dignities, diſgraced, and loſing all his ſubﬅance. It is likely, ſaid he.
When he has ſeen and ſuﬀered thoſe things, friend, and has loﬅ his ſub
ﬅance, he inﬅantly in a terror puſhes headlong from the throne oſ his ſoul
that ambitious and animated diſpoſition, and, being humbled by his poverty,

turns his attention to gain, lives meanly and ſparingly, and, applying to
work, collects wealth. Or do you not think that ſuch a man will then ſieat

in that throne the covetous and avaricious diſpoſition, and make it a mighty
king within himſelf, begirt with tiaras', and braceiets, and ſceptres? I
think ſo, ſaid he. But he, l imagine, having placed both the rational and

the ambitious diſpoſition low on the ground on either ſide, and having
enſlaved them under it, the one he allows to reaſon on nothing, nor ever

to inquire, but in what way leſſer ſubﬅance ſhall be made greater; and
the other again he permits to admire and honour nothing but riches and
the rich, and to receive honour on no other account but the acquiſition oſ

money, or whatever contributes towards it.

There is no other change,

ſaid he, oſ an ambitious youth to a covetous one ſo ſudden and ſo powerful
1 The tiara, ſays the Greek Scholiaﬅ on this place, is that which is called lurbtﬃa.

lt is an

ornament for the head, which the Perſian kings alone wore in an upright, but the commandere
of the army in an inclined poſition. Some alſo call it him-ii, as 'lſiheophraﬅus in his treatiſe

concerning the kingdom oſ the Cypriamsz
as
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as this. Is not this, then, ſaid l, the Oligarchie man? And the change
into ſuch an one is from a man reſembling that republic from which the
Olignrchic republic ariſes,

Let us conſider, now, if he any way reſembles

it. Let us conſider. Does he not, in the ﬁrﬅ place, reſemble it in valu
ing money above all things? \Vhy does he not? And ſurely at leaﬅ in
being ſparing and laborious, ſatisſying only 'his neceſſary deſires, and not

allowing of any other eXpenſes, but ſubduing the other deſires as fooliſh.
Certain'ly. And being, ſaid I, an emaciated man, and making gain of
every thing, a man intent on hoarding, ſuch as the multitude extols-will

not this be the man who reſembles ſuch a republic? It appears ſo to me,
replied he. Riches then muﬅ be moﬅ valued both by the city and by
ſuch a man. For I do not think, ſaid I, that ſuch a man has attended to
education. l do not think he has, ſaid he; for he would not have taken a
blind one * to be the leader of his life. But further ﬅill, conſider this

attentively, ſaid I,ſi Shall we not ſay that there are in him, from the want of
cducation, the deſires of the drone, ſome of them beggarly, and ſome of

them miibhievous, forcibly kept in by ſome other purſuit?

ſaid he.

Entircly ſo,

Do you know then, ſaid I, where you will beﬅ obſ'eſve their

wickedneſs? \Vhere? ſaid he.

In their tutelages of orphazn, or in what

ever elſe of this kind comes in their way, where they have it much in
their power to do injuﬅice. True. And is not this now manifeﬅ, that in
every other commerce of life, wherever ſuch an one acts ſo as to be ap

proved, appear-ing to be juﬅ, and, by a certain moderate behaviour,
reﬅrains the other wrong deſires within him, he does ſo, not from any

perſuaſion 3 that it is not better to indulge them, nor from ſober reaſon,
but from neceſſity and fear, trembling for the reﬅ of his ſubﬅance. En
tirely ſo, ſaid he. And truly, ſaid I, friend, you ſhall ﬁnd in moﬅ of them
deſires partaking of the nature of the drone, where there is occaſion to

ſpend the property of others.

Very much ſo, ſaid he.

Such a one as this,

then, will not be without ſedition within himſelf; nor be one, but a kind'
of double man *, he will, however, have for the moﬅ part deſires governing

other deſires, the better governing the worſe.

lt is ſo.

And on theſe

' Viz. wealth.
9 Viz. as the Greek Scholiaft well obſerves, not petſuading himſelf, nor giving an orderly
meiion to the parts oſ his ſoul, and lludying virtue on account oſ that which is more excellcnt_
accounts
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accounts ſuch a' one, as I imagine, will be more decent than many others,

but the true virtue of a harmonized and conſiﬅent ſoul would far eſcape
him.

It appears ſo to me.

And the parſimonious man will, in private

life, be hut a poor rival for any victory, or in any conteﬅ oſ the honour
able kind. And being unwilling, for the ſake of good reputation, or for
any ſuch conteﬅs, to ſpend his ſubﬅance, being afraid to waken up ex

.penſive deſires, or any alliance or conteﬅ of this kind, ﬁghting with a
ſmall part of his forces in an Oligarchic manner, he is generally defeated,

and increaſes his wealth. Very true, ſaid he. Do we then yet heſitate,
ſaid I, to rank the covetous and parſimonious man as moﬅ of all
reſembling the city under Oligarchic government ?

By no means, ſaid he.

Democraey now, as ſeems, is next to be Conſidered, in what manner it

ariſes, and what kind of man it produces when ariſen; that, underﬅand
ing the nature of ſuch a man, we may bring him to a trial.

in this method, ſaid he, proceed conſiﬅently with ourſelves.

We ſhall

Is not, ſaid

I, the change from Oligarchy to Democracy produced in ſome ſuch way
as this, through the inſatiable deſire of the propoſed good, viz. the deſire

of becoming as rich as poſſible ?

How?

As thoſe who are its governors

govern on account of their poſſeſſing great riches; they will be unwilling,
I think, to reﬅrain by law ſuch of the youth as are diſſolute from having

the liberty of ſquandering and waﬅing their ſubﬅance; that ſo, by pur
chaſing the ſubﬅance of ſuch perſons, and lending them on uſury, they
may ﬅill become both richer, and be held in greater honour. They will
be more unwilling than any other. And is not this already manifeﬅ in the

city, that it is impoſſible for the citizens to eﬅeem riches, and at the
ſame time ſuﬃciently poſſeſs temperance, but either the one or the other
muﬅ of neceſſity be neglected? It is abundantly plain, ſaid he. But
whilﬅ in Oligarchies they neglect education, and ſuﬀer the youth to grow
licentious, they are ſometimes under a neceſſity of becoming poor, and

theſe ſuch as are of no ungenerous diſpoſition.

Very much ſo.

And

theſe, limagine, ſit in the city, ﬁtted both with ﬂings and with armour,
ſome of them in debt, others in contempt, others in both, hating and

conſpiringr againﬅ thoſe who poſſeſs their ſubﬅance, and others likewiſe,
being deſirous of a change. Theſe things are ſo. But the money-catehers
ﬅill brooding over it, and not ſeeming to obſerve theſe; wherever they
von. r.

a F
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ſee any of the reﬅ giving way, they wound them by thr0wing money
into their hands, and, drawing to themſelves exorbitant uſury, fill the city
with drones, and the poor. How is it poﬂible they ſhould not? ſaid he.
Nor yet, ſaid I, when ſo great an evil is burning in the city, are they
willing to extinguiſh it, not even by that method, reﬅraining any one
from ſpending his ſubﬅance at pleaſure ; nor yet to take that method, by
which, according to the ſecond law, ſuch diſorder might be removed.

According to which? According to that, which after the other. is ſecon
dary, obliging the citizens to pay attention to virtue; for, if one ſhould
enjoin them to traﬃc much in the way of voluntary commerce, and upon

their own hazard, they would in a leſs ſhameful way make money in the
city, and likewiſe leſs of thoſe evils we have now mentioned would ariſe
in it.

Much leſs, ſaid he.

But at preſent, ſaid I, by means of all theſe

things, the governors render the governed of this kind. And do they
not render both themſelves and all belonging to them, and the youth
likewiſe, luxurious and idle with reſpect to all the exereiſes of body and
of mind, and eﬀeminate in bearing both pleaſures and pains, and likewiſe
indolent?

NVhat elſe?

As

to themſelves, they neglect every thing

but the acquiſition of wealth, and pay no more attention to virtue than

the poor do. They do not indeed. After they are trained up in this
manner, when theſe governors and their ſubjects meet together either on
the road in their journeying, or in any other' meetings, either at public
ſpectacles ', or military marches, either.when fellow-ſailors or fellow
ſoldiers, or when they ſee one another in common dangers, by no means
are the poor in theſe caſes contemned by the rich ; but very often a robuﬅ
fellow poor and ſumburnt, when he has his rank in battle beſide a rich

man bred up in the ſhade, and ſwoln with a great deal of adventitious
ﬂeſh, and ſees him panting for breath and in agony, do not you-imagine
that he thinks it is through their own fault that ſuch fellows grow rich,
and that they lay to one another, when they meet in private, that our
rich, men are good for nothing, at all? l know very well, ſaid he,
' By public ſpectacle: here, Plato means ſolemn feﬂi'als, which, as the Greek Scholiaﬅ on
this place informs us, were calledſhrctacln, from the concourſe of thoſe that came to [who/r] the
celebration of them. For the tranſaction' on theſe occaſions were entirely diﬀerent from thoſe
at any other period of life.

that
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For, as a diſeaſed body needs but the ſmallcﬅ ihock

from without to render it ſickly, and ſometimes without any im
preﬃon from without is in ſedition with itſelf', will not in like
manner a city reſembling it in theſe things, on the ſmalleﬅ occaſion

from without, when either the one party forms an alliance With the
Oligarchic, or the other with the Democratic, be ſickly, and ﬁght with it
itſelf, and, ſometimes without theſe things from abroad, be in ſedition?
And extremely ſo.

A Democracy then, I think, ariſes when the poor

prevailing over the rich kill ſome. and baniſh others, and (hare the places

in the republic, and the magiﬅracies equally among the remainder, and for
the moﬅ part the magiﬅracies are diſpoſed in it by lot. This truly, laid
he, is the eﬅabliſhment oſ a Democracy, whether it ariſe by force of arms,
or from others withdrawing themſelves through fear.

In what manner

now, ſaid I, do theſe live, and what ſort of a republic is this? for it is plain
that a man oſ this kind will appear ſome Democratic man. It is plain,
ſaid he. Is not then the city, in the ﬁrﬅ place, full of all freedom oſ action,

and of ſpeech, and of liberty, to do in it what any one inclines? So truly
it is ſaid at leaﬅ, replied he. And wherever there is liberty, it is plain' that
every one will regulate his own method of liſe in whatever way he pleaſes.
It is plain. And I think that in ſuch a republic moﬅ eſpecially there
would ariſe men 'of all kinds.

How can it be otherwiſe? This, ſaid I,

ſeems to be the fineﬅ oſ all republics. As a variegated robe diverſiﬁed with
all kinds of ﬂowers, ſo this republic, variegated with all ſorts of manners,

appears the ﬁneﬅ. What elſe? ſaid he. And it is likely, ſaid I, that the
multitude judge this republic to be the beﬅ, like children and women
gazing at variegated things. Very likely, ſaid he. And it is very proper
at leaﬅ, 0 bleſſed man! ſaid I, to ſearch for a republic in ſuch a ﬅate as

this. How now ? Becauſe it contains all kinds oſ republics on account oſ
liberty; and it appears neceſſary for any one who wants to conﬅitutc a
city, as we do at preſent, to come to a Democratic city, as to a general

fair of republics, and chooſe that form which he ſancies.
deed, ſaid he, hc would not be in want of models.

It is likely in

But what now, ſaid I,

is not this a divine and ſweet manner of' liſe for the preſent: To be under
no neceﬃty in ſuch a city to govern, not though you were able to govern,
nor yet to be ſubject unleſs you incline, nor to be engaged in war when
3 F 2
others
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others are, nor to li\e in peace when others do ſo unleſs you be deſirous of

peace; and though there be a law reﬅraining you from governing or ad
miniﬅeringjuﬅice, to govern nevertheleſs, and adminiﬅer juﬅice, iſ you

incline? It is likely, ſaid he; it is pleaſant for the preſent at leaﬅ.

But

what now, is not the meekneſs oſ ſome of thoſe who are condemned very
curious? Or have you not as yet obſerved, in ſuch a republic, men con
demned to death or baniſhment, yet nevertheleſs continuing ﬅill, and walk
ing up and down openly; and as iſ no one attended to or obſerved him,

the condemned man returns like a hero? I have obſerved very many, ſaid
he. But is not this indulgence oſ the city very generous, not to mention
the ſmall regard, and even contempt, it ſhows for all thoſe things we cele
brated ſo much when we ſettled our city, as that unleſs a man had an extra
ordinary genius, he never would become a good man, unleſs when a child

he were inﬅantly educated in things handſome, and ſhould diligently apply
to all theſe thingst how magnanimouﬁy does it deſpiſe
and not regard from what kind of purſuits a man comes
aﬀairs, but honours him iſ he only ſays he is well aﬀected
titude? This contempt, ſaid he, is very generous indeed.

all theſe things,
to act in political
towards the mul
Theſe now, ſaid

I, and ſuch things as are akin to theſe, are to be found in a Democracy;

and it will be, as it appears, a pleaſant ſort of republic, anarchical, and

variegated, diﬅributing a certain equality to all alike without diﬅinction.
What you ſay, replied he, is perfectly maniſeﬅ.

Conſider now, ſaid I,

what kind of man ſuch an one is in private; or, ﬁrﬅ, muﬅ we not conſider,
as we did with reſpect to the republic, in what manner he ariſes? Yes, ſaid
he. And does he not in this manner ariſe, viz. from that parſimonious
one, who was under the Oligarchy as a ſon, I think, trained up by his

father in his manners? Why not? Such a one by force governs his own
pleaſures, thoſe oſ them which are expcnſive, and tend not to the acquiſition
of wealth, and which are called unneceſſary. lt is plain, ſaid he. Are
you willing then, ſaid l, that we may not reaſon in the dark, ﬁrﬅ to deteru
mine what deſires are neceſſary, and what are not? I am willing, iiiid he.
May not ſuch be juﬅly called neceſſary, which we arc not able to remove,'a nd

ſuch as when gratiﬁed are oſ advantage to us? For both theſe kinds our
nature is under a ncceﬃty to purſue; is it not? Very ﬅrongly. This then
we ſhall juﬅly ſay makes the neceſſary part in our deſires. Juﬅly. But
what
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what now P Such deſires as a man may baniſh, if he ﬅudy it from his youth,

and ſuch as whilﬅ they remain do no good, iſ wc ſay of theſe that they are
not neceſſary, ſhall wc not ſay-right? Right indeed. Let us ſelect a
paradigm oſ each oſ them, that we may underﬅand by an example what

they are.

It is proper.

Is not the deſire of eating, ſo far as is conducive

to health
and akind?
good habit
of body;
and the
deſire
food
of
'the
neceſſary
il think
ſo. The
deſire
of of
food
at and
leaﬅvictuals,
is indeed
neceſſary on both accounts, as meat is advantageous, and as the want of it

muſt bring life to an end altogether.

lt is.

And the deſire of victuals

is likewiſe neceſſary, if it anyhow contribute anything towards the good
habit of the body.

Certainly.

But what? Such deſire even of theſe

things as goes beyond theſe purpoſes, or ſuch deſire as reſpects other meats
than theſe, and yet is capable of being curbed in youth, and, by being diſ

ciplined, to be removed from many things, and which is hurtful both to
the body, and hurtful to the ſoul with reference to her attaining wiſdom

and temperance, may not ſuch deſire be rightly called unneceſſary? Moﬅ
lightly, indeed.

And may we not call theſe expenſive likewiſe, and the

others ſrugal, as they are conducive towards the actions of life? Why not?
In the ſame manner, ſurely, ſhall we ſay of Venereal deſires, and the others.
In the ſame manner. And did we not, by him whom we juﬅ now denomi
nated the drene, mean one who was full of ſuch deſires and pleaſures, and was

governed by ſuch as are unneceſſary? but that he who was under the
neceſſary ones was the parſimonious and Oligarchic? Without doubt.
Let us again mention, ſaid I, how the Democratic ariſes from the Oligar

chic; and to me he appears to ariſe in great meaſure thus. How? \Vhen
a young man nurtured, as we now mentioned, without proper inﬅruction,
and in a parſimonious manner, comes to taﬅe the honey of the drones, and

aſſociates with thoſe vehement and terrible creatures who are able to pro
cure all ſorts of pleaſures, and every way diverſiﬁed, and from every quar_
ter ;-thence conceive there is ſomehow the beginning of a change in him
from the Oligarchic to the Democratic. There is great neceſſity for it,
ſaid he. And as the city was changed by the aſiiﬅance of an alliance from

without with one party of it with which it was akin, will not the youth
be changed in the ſame manner, by the aſſiﬅance of one ſpecies of deſires

from without, to another within him which reſembles it, and is allied to

>

it?
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it? By all means.

And I imagine at leaﬅ, iſ by any alliance there be

given counter-aſiiſtancc to the Oligarchic party within him, either any

how by his father, or by others of the ſmily, both admoniſhing and up
braiding him, then truly ariſes ſedition, and oppreſiion, and a ﬁght within
him' with himſelf. Undoubtedly. And ſometimes indeed, l think, the

Democratic party yields to the Oligarchic, and ſome oſ the deſires are
deﬅroyed, but others retire, on a certain modeﬅy being ingenerated in the
ſoul oſ the youth, and he again becomes cultivated. This ſometimes takes
place, ſaid he. And again, I conceive, that when ſome deſires retire, there

are others allied to them which grow up, and, through inattention to the
father's inﬅruction, become both many and powerful. This is uſually the
caſe, ſaid he. And do they not draw towards intimacies among them
ſelves, and, meeting privately together, generate a multitude? What elſe i
And at length, I think, they ſeize the citadel of the ſoul oſ the youth,
ﬁnding it evacuated both oſbeautiſul diſciplines and purſuits. and oſ true rea
ſoning, which are the beﬅ guardians and preſervers in the dianoEtic part oſ

men beloved oſ the Gods.

Very much ſo, ſaid he.

And then indeed ſalſe

and arrogant reaſonings and opinions, ruſhing up, in their ﬅead, poſſeſs the
ſame place in ſuch a one. Vehemently ſo, ſaid he. And does he not
now again, on coming among thoſe Lotophagi ', dwell vi ith them openly?

And iſ any aﬃﬅance comes from his friends to the parﬁmonious part of his
ſoul, thoſe arrogant reaſonings, ſhutting the gates of the royal wall againﬅ
it, neither give entrance to this alliance, nor to the ambaſſadorial admo

nitions of private old men; but, ﬁghting againﬅ theſe, hold the govern

ment thcmſelves.

And denominating modeﬅy ﬅupidity, they thruﬅ it out

diſgraceſully as a ſugirive, and temperance they call unmanlineſs, and,

abuſing it moſt ſhamefully, expel it.

Perſuading themſelves likewiſe that

moderation, and decent cxpenſe, are no other than ruﬅicity and illiberality,
they baniſh them from their territories, with many other and unproﬁtable

deſires.

Vehemently ſo.

Having emptied and puriﬁed from all theſe

deſires the ſoul that is detained by them, and is initiated in the great my

ﬅories, they next lead in, with encomiums and applauſes, inſolence and
anarchy, luxury and impudence, ſhining with a great retinue, and crowned.
' By the Lotophagi we muﬅ underﬅand, ſays the Greek Scholiaﬅ, that falſe and arrogant
reaſons and opinions are allegorically ſigniﬁed.
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And inſolence, indeed, they denominate education ; anarchy they call
liberty; luxury, magniﬁcence; and impudence, manhood. ls it not, ſaid

I, ſomehow in this manner, that a youth changes from one bred up with
the neceſſary deſires into the licentiouſiieſs and remiſſneſs of the unne
ceſſary and unproﬁtable pleaſures? And very plainly ſo, replied he. And
ſuch a one, I think, after this leads his life, expending his ſubﬅance, his
labour, and his time, no more on the neceſſary than the unneceſſary plea
ſures: and if he be fortunate, and not exceﬃvely debauched, when he is.
ſomewhat more advanced in years, and when the great crowd of deſires is
over, he admits a part oſ thoſe which Were expelled, and does not deliver
himſelf wholly up to ſuch as had intruded, but regulates his pleaſures by
a ſort of equality, and ſo lives delivering up the government of himſelf to

every incidental deſire as it may happen, till it be ſatisﬁed, and then t'o
another, undervaluing none of them, but indulging them all alike. En
tirely ſo. And ſuch a one, ſaid I, does not liﬅen to true reaſoning, nor
admit it into the citadel, if any ſhould tell him that there are ſome plea
ſures of the worthy and the good deſires, and others of the depraved,

and that he ought to purſue and honour thoſe, but to chaﬅiſe and enﬂave
theſe. But, in all theſe caſes, he diſſents, and ſays that they are all alike,
and ought to be held in equal honour. Whoever is thus aﬀected, ſaid he,
vehemently acts in this manner. And does he not live, ſaid I, from day
to day, gratifying after this manner every incidental deſire, ſometimes

indulging himſelf in intoxication, and in muſic, ſometimes drinking water,
and extenuating himſelf by abﬅinence; and then again attending to the
gymnic exerciſes? Sometimes too he is quite indolent and careleſs about
every thing; then again he applies as it were to philoſophy; many times

he acts the part ofa politician, and in a deſultory manner ſays and does
whatever happens. If at any time he aﬀects to imitate any of the military
tribe, thither he is carried; or oſ the mercantile, then again hither; nor
is his life regulated by any order, or any neceſſity, but, deeming this kind
of life pleaſant, and free, and bleſſed, he follows it throughout. You
have entirely, ſaid he, diſcuſſed the life of one who places all laws what
ever on a levelp I imagine at leaﬅ, ſaid I, that he is multiform, and full

of very diﬀerent manners; and that, like the city, he is ﬁne, and variegated,
and that very many men and women would deſire to imitate his life, as he
'
contains
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contains in himſelſa great many patterns of republics and of manners.
does, ſaid he.

\Vhat now P

He

Shall ſuch a man as this be arranged as reſem

bling a Democracy, as he may truly be called Democratic ? Let him be ſo
arranged, ſaid he. But it yet remains that we diſcuſs, ſaid I, the moﬅ ex
cellent republic, and the moſt excellent man, viz. Tyranny, and the Tyrant.
It does, ſaid he. Come then, my dear companion I in 'what manner does
Tyranny ariſe? for it is almoﬅ plain that the change is from Democracy.

It is plain.

Does not Tyranny ariſe in the ſame manner from Democracy,

as Democracy does from Oligarchy? How? VVhat'did Oligarchy, ſaid
I, propoſe as its good, and according to what was it conﬅituted? It was

with a view to become extremely rich, was it not P

Yes.

An inſatiable

deſire then of riches, and a neglect of other things, through attention to

the acquiſltion of wealth,

eﬅroys it.

True, ſaid he. And with reference

to that which Democracy denominates good, an inſatiable thirﬅ of it de

ﬅroys it likewiſe ii But what is it you ſay it denominates good? Liberty,
ſaid I. For this you are told is moﬅ beautiful in a city which is under a
Democracy, and that for the ſake of liberty any one who is naturally free
chooſes to live in it alone.

mentioned.

This word Liberty, ſaid he, is indeed often

Does not then, ſaid I, as Iwas going to ſay, the inſatiable

deſire of this, and the neglect of other things, change even this republic,
and prepare it to ﬅand in need of a tyrant?

How? ſaid he.

When a

city, ſaid I, is under a Democracy, and is thirﬅing after liberty, and
happens to, have had cup-bearers appointed it, and becomes intoxrcated
with an unmixed draught of it beyond what is neceſſary, it puniſhes even
the governors if they will not be entirely tame, and aﬀord abundant li
bertv, accuſmg them as corrupted, and Oligarchic. They do this, ſaid he.

But' ſuch as are obedient to magiﬅrates they abuſe, ſaid I, as willing
ﬂaves, and good for nothing, and, bOth in private and in public, cemmend
and honour magiﬅrates who reſemble ſubjects, and ſubjects who reſemble
magiﬅrates; muﬅ they not therefore neceſſarily in ſuch a city arrive at the
ſummit of liberty? How is it poſſible they ſhould not? And muﬅ not this
inbred anarchy, my friend,deſcend into private families, andin the end reach

even the brutes?

How, ſaid he, do we aſſert ſuch a thing as this?

Juﬅ as

if, ſaid I, a father ſhould accuﬅom himſelf to reſemble a child, and to be

afraid of his ſons, and the ſon accuﬅom himſelf to reſemble his father, and
3
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neither to revere nor to ﬅand in awe of his parents, that ſo indeed he may
be free, as if a ﬅranger were to be equalled with a citizen, and a citizen
witha ﬅranger, and, in like manner, a foreigner. It is juﬅ ſo, ſaid he.

Theſe things, ſaid I, and other little things ofa like nature happen. The
teacher in ſuch a city fears and ﬂatters the ſcholars, and the ſcholars
deſpiſe their teachers and their tutors in like manner: and in general

the youth reſemble the more advanced in years, and contend with them
both in words and deeds: and the old men, ſitting down with the young,

are full of meriiment and pleaſantry, mimicking the youth, that they may
not appear to be moroſe and deſpotic. It is entirely ſo, replied he. But
that extreme liberty of the multitude, ſaid I, how great it is in ſuch a city
as this, when the men and women ſlaves are no leſs free than thoſe who

purchaſe them, and how great an equality and liberty the wives have with
their huſbands, and huſbands with their wives, we have almoﬅ forgotten
to mention. Shall we not then, according to Eſchylus, laid he, ſay
whatever now comes into our mouth ? By all means, ſaid I; and accord

ingly I do ſpeak thus: With reference even to brutes, ſuch of them as are
under the care of men, how much more free they are in ſuch a city, he
who has not experienced it will not eaſily believe: for indeed even the
puppics, according to the proverb, reſemble their miﬅreſſes;

and the

horſes and aſſes are accuﬅomed to go freely and gracefully, marching up
againﬅ any one they meet on the road, unleſs he give way; and many other

ſuch things thus happen full of liberty.

You tell me, ſaid he, my dream;

for l have often met with this when going into the country. But do you
obſerve, ſaid I, what is the ſum of all theſe things collected together? how
delicate it makes the ſoul of the citizens, ſo that, if any one bring near to
them any thing pertaining to ſlavery, they are ſilled with indignation, and
cannot endure it. And do you know, that at length they regard not even
the laws, written or unwritten, that no one by any means whatever may
become their maﬅers? lknow it well, ſaid he. This now, friend, ſaid I,
is that government ſo beautiful and youthful, whence Tyranny ſprings, as
it appears to me.

Youthful truly, replied he; but what follows this? The

ſame thing, ſaid l, which, ſpringing up as a diſeaſe in an Oligarchy, de.
ﬅroyed it; the ſame ariſmg here in a greater and more powerful manner,

through its licentiouſiiels, enſlaves the Democracy: and in reality, the
VOL. I.
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doing any thing to exceſs uſually occaſions a mighty change to the reverſe:
for thus it is in ſeaſons, in vegetable and in animal bodies, and in re
publics as much as in any thing. It is probable, ſaid he. And exceſſive
liberty ſeems to change into nothing elſe but exceſſive ſlavery, both with
a private perſon and a city. [t is probable, indeed. It is probable then,

ſaid l, that out of no other republic is Tyranny conﬅituted than a Demo
cracy ; out of the moﬅ exceſſive liberty I conceive the greateﬅ and moﬅ
ſavage ſlavery.

It is reaſonable, ſaid he, to think ſo.

But this I think,

ſaid I, was not what you was aſking; but what that diſeaſe is which
enſlaves Democracy, reſembling that which deﬅroys Oligarehy? You ſay
true, replied he. That then, ſaid I, I called the race of idle and profuſe
men, one part of which was more brave, and were leaders, the other more
cowardly, and followed. And we compared them to drones; ſome to
ſuch as have ﬂings, others to ſuch as have none. And rightly, ſaid he.

Theſe two now, ſaid I, ſpringing up in any republic, raiſe diﬅurbance, as
phlegm and bile in a natural body. And it behoves a wiſe phyſician and
law-giver of a city, no leſs than a wiſe bee-maﬅer, to be afraid of theſe, at

a great diﬅance principally, that they never get in; but, if they have entered,
that they be in the ſpeedieﬅ manner poﬃble cut oﬀ, together with their
Very cells.

Yes, by Jupiter, ſaid he, by all means.

Let us take it then,

ſaid I, in this manner, that we may ſee more diﬅinctly what we want. In
what manner? Let us divide in our reaſoning a Democratic city into
three parts, as it really is; for one ſuch ſpecies as the above grows
through ſi'licentiouſneſs in it no leſs than in the Oligarchic.

But it is much more ﬁerce at leaﬅ in this than in that.

It does ſo.

How?

In an

Oligarchy, becauſe it is not in places of honour, but is debarred from the
magiﬅracies, it is unexerciſed, and does not become ﬅrong.

But in a

Democracy this, excepting a few, is ſomehow the preſiding party, and
now it ſays and does the moﬅ outrageous things, and then again approach
ing courts of juﬅice, it makes a humming noiſe, and cannot endure any
other to ſpeak diﬀerent from it; ſo that all things, ſome few excepted, in

ſuch a republic, are adminiﬅerecl by ſuch a party. Extremely ſo, ſaid he..
Some other party now, ſuch as this, is always ſeparated from the multi
tude. Which? Whilﬅ the whole are ſomehow engaged'in the purſuit
of gain, ſuch as are naturally the moﬅ temperate become for the moﬅ
3
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part the wealthieﬅ. I't is likely. And hence, I think, the greateﬅ quan
tity of honey, and what comes with the greateﬅ eaſe, is preſſed out of
theſe by the drones. For how, ſaid he, can any one preſs out of thoſe

who have but little?
of the drones.

Such wealthy people, I think, are called the paﬅure

Nearly ſo, replied he.

And the people will be a ſort of

third ſpecies, ſuch of them as mind their own aﬀairs, and meddle not with
any others, who have not much ſubﬅance, but yet are the moﬅ numerous,
and the moﬅ prevalent in a Democracy, whenever it is fully aſſembled.

It is ſo; but this it will not wiſh to do often, if it does not obtain ſome

ſhare of the honey.

Does it not always obtain a ſhare, ſaid l, as far as

their leaders are able, robbing thoſe that have property, and giving to the

people that they may have the moﬅ themſelves? They are indeed, ſaid
he, ſharers in this manner. Theſd then who are thus deſpoiled are
obliged to defend themſelves, ſaying and doing all they can among the
people. Why not? Others then give them occaſion to form deſigns

againﬅ the people, though they ſhould have no inclination to introduce a
change of government, and ſo they are Oligarchic. Why not? But at
length, after they ſee that the people, not of their own accord, but being
ignorant and impoſed on by thoſe ſlanderers, attempt to injure them,-do
they not then indeed, whether they will or not, become truly Oligarchic?

yet not ſpontaneouﬁy, but this miſchief likewiſe is generated by that drone
ﬅinging them. Extremely ſo, indeed. And ſo they have accuſations,
law-ſuits, and conteﬅs one with another. Very much ſo. And are not
the people accuﬅomed always to place ſome one, in a conſpicuous manner,
over themſelves, and to cheriſh him, and greatly increaſe his power?
They are. And this, ſaid I, is plain, that Whenever a tyrant ariſes it is .
from this preſiding root, and from nothing elſe, that he bloſſoms. This is

extremely manifeﬅ.

WVhat is the beginning then of the change from a

preſident into a tyrant? Or is it'plain, that it is after the preſident begins
to do the ſame thing with that in the fable, which is told in relation to
the temple of Lycaean Jupiter, to whom was dedicated the wolf in Arcadia?

What is that? ſaid he. That whoever taﬅed human entrails which were
mixed with thoſe of other ſacriﬁces, neceſſarily became a wolf. Have you
not heard the ﬅory?

I have.

And muﬅ not he in the ſame manner,

who being preſident of the people, and receiving an extremely ſub
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miſſive multitude, abﬅains not from kindred blood,

but

unjuﬅly ac

cuſing them, (of ſuch things as they are wont) and bringing them
into courts of juﬅice, ﬅains himſelf with bloodſhed, taking away the
life ofa man, and, with unhallowcd tongue and mouth, taﬅing kindred

blood, and beſides this, baniſhes and ſlays, and propoſes the abolition of
debts, and diviſion of lands,-muﬅ not ſuch an one, of neceſſity, and as
it is deﬅined, be either deﬅroyed by his enemies, or exerciſe tyranny, and,

from being a man, become a wolf? Of great neceſiity, ſaid he. This is
he now, ſaid l, who becomes ſeditious towards thoſe who have property,
and, when he fails, he goes againﬅ his enemies with open force, and

becomes an accompliſhed tyrant. It is plainſ And if they be unable to
expel him, or to put him to death, 0_n an accuſation before the city, they

truly conſpire to cut him oﬀ privately by a violent death.

It is wont in

deed, ſaid he, to happen ſo. And, on this aCCount, all thoſe who mount
up to tyranny invent this celebrated tyrannical demand', to demand of the
people certain guards for their perſon, that the aſſiﬅance of the people may
be ſecured to them.

Of this, ſaid he, they take ſpecial care.

And they

grant them, I imagine, being afraid of his ſafety, but ſecure as to their
own.

Extremely ſo.

And when a man who has property, and who along

With his property has the crime of hating the people, obſerves this,-he

then, my friend, according to the anſwer of the oracle to Croeſus,
. . . . To craggy Hermus ﬂies,
Nor ﬅays, nor fears to be a coward deemed . . . .

Becauſe he would not, ſaid he, be in fear again a ſecond time. But he at
leaﬅ, Iimagine, ſaid l, who is caught, is put to death. Of neceſſity. It

is plain, then, that this preſident ofthe city does not himſelfbehave ſike a
truly great man, in a manner truly great, but, hurling down many others,

ſits in his chair a conſummate tyrant of the city, inﬅead ofa preſident.
Why is he not? ſaid he.

Shall ne conſider now, ſaid I, the happineſs of

lThis, ſays the Greek Scholiaﬅ, is ſaid of l'iſiﬅrams, who, inſidionﬂy endeavouring to

tyrannize over the citizens, gave himſelf many and dangerous wounds, and then preſented
himſelf to the Greeks as if he had been thus wounded by his enemies. He alſo requeﬅed guards
for his body, and received three hundred ſpearmen from the city 3 which introducing into his
houſe, and rendcring ſubſervient to his purpoſe, he tyrannized over the Athenians.
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theman, and of the city in which ſuch a mortal ariſes? By all means,
ſaid he, let us conſider it. Does he not then, ſaid I, in the firﬅ days, and
for the ﬁrﬅ ſeaſon, ſmile, and ſalute every one he m'eets; ſays he is no tyrant,
and promiſes many things,both in private and in public;and frees from debts,

and diﬅributes land both to the people in general, and to thoſe about him,

and aﬀects to be mild and patriotic towards all? Of neceſſity, ſaid he. But
when, I think, he has reconciled to himſelf ſome of his foreign enemies,
and deﬅroyed others, and there is tranquillity with reference to theſe, he in
the ﬁrﬅ place always raiſes ſome wars, in order that the people may be in

need of a leader. It is likely. And is it not likewiſe with this view, that,
being rendered poor by payment of taxes, they may be under a neCeſſity of
becoming intent on daily ſuﬅenance, and may be leſs ready to conſpire
againﬅ him? It is plain. And, I think, if he ſuſpects that any Of thoſe
who are of a free ſpirit will not allow him to govern,-in order to have ſome
pretext for deﬅroying them, he expoſes them to the enemy; on all theſe

accounts a tyrant is always under a neceſſity of raiſing war.

Of neceſſity.

And, whilﬅ he is doing theſe things, he muﬅ readily become more hateful
to his citizens. Why not? And muﬅ not ſome of thoſe who have been
promoted along with him, and who are in power, ſpeak out freely both
towards him, and among themſelves, ﬁnding fault with the tranſactions,

ſuch of them as are ofa more manly ſpirit? It is likely. lt behoves the
tyrant, then, to cut oﬀ all theſe, if he means to govern, till he leave no
one, either of friends or foes, worth any thing.

It is plain.

He muﬅ

then carefully obſerve who is courageous, who is magnanimous, who wiſe,
who rich; and in this manner is he happy, that willing, or not willing, he is

under a neceſſity oſ being an enemy to all ſuch as theſe; and to lay ſnares
till he purify the city. A beautiful puriﬁcation, ſaid he. Yes, ſaid l, the
reverſe of what-phyſicians do with reſpect to animal bodies; for they,
taking away what is worﬅ, leave the beﬅ ; but he does the contrary.
Becauſeſiit ſeems, ſaid he, he muﬅ of neceſſity do ſo, if he is to govern.
In a bleſſed neceſſity, then, truly, is he bound, ſaid I, which obliges him
either to livc with many depraved people, and to be hated too by them, or
not to live at all. In ſuch neceſſity he is, replied he. And the more he is

hated by his citizens whilﬅ he does theſe things, ſhall he not ſo much the
more want a greater number of guards, and more faithful ones? How is
it poſſible he ſhould not? Who then are the faithful, and from whence
ſhall
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Yon ſeem, by the dog, ſaid I, again to

mention certain drones foreign and multiform.
plied he.

guards?

You imagine right, re

But thoſe at home, would he not incline to have them alſo as

How ?

After he has taken away the citizens, to give the ſlaves

their liberty, and make of them gnards about his perſon.

ſaid he; for theſe are the moﬅ faithful to him.

By all means,

\Vhat a bleſſed poſſeſſion,

ſaid I, is this which you mention belonging to the tyrant, if he employ

ſuch friends and faithful men, after having deﬅroyed thoſe former ones!
But ſurely ſuch at leaﬅ, ſaid he, he does employ. And ſuch companions,
ſaid I, admire him, and the new citizens accompany him: but the worthy
men both hate and ﬂy from him.

Why ſhould they not ?

It is not with

out reaſon, ſaid I, that tragedy in the general is thought a wiſe thing, and
that Euripides is thought to excel in it. For what? Becauſe he uttered
this, which is the *mark of a condenſed conception, " That tyrants are
wiſe, by the converſation of the wiſe '," and he plainly ſaid thoſe were wiſe

with whom they hold converſe. And he commends too, ſaid he, Tyranny as
a divine thing, and ſays a great many other things of it, as do likewiſe the
other poets. Thoſe compoſcrs then of tragedy, ſaid I, as they are wiſe,
will forgive us, and ſuch as eﬅabliſh the government of cities in a man
ner nearly reſembling ours, in not admitting them into our republic as

being panegyriﬅs of Tyranny. I think, ſaid he, ſuch of them at leaﬅ as
are more polite will forgive us. But going about among other cities,
I think, and drawing together the crowds, and putting to ſale their ſine,

magniﬁcent and perſuaſive words, they will draw over the republics to
Tyrannies and Democracies. Extremely ſo. And do they not further re
ceive rewards, and are they not honoured chieﬂy by Tyrants, as is natural,
and in the next place by Democracy? But the further on they advance
towards the republics, the reverſe of theſe, their honour forſakes them the
more, as if it were diſabled by an aﬅhma to advance. Entirely ſo. Thus

far, ſaid I, we have digreſſed: but now again let us mention in what
manner that army of the Tyrant, which is ſo beautiful, ſo numerous and
multiform, and no way the ſame, ſhall be maintained.

It is plain, ſaid

' This, ſays the Greek Scholiaﬅ, is from the Ajax of Sophocles, but here it is ſaid to be an

iambic of Euripides. He adds, there is nothing wonderful in poets according with each other.
This iambic is in the Antigone of Euripides.
h
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he, that if at any time there be any ſacred things in the city, theſe they

will ſpend, that ſo what they ſell for may ﬅill anſwer their demands, and
the people be obliged to pay in the lighter taxes. But what will they do
when theſe fail them? It is plain, ſaid he, that he and his intoxicated
companions, and his aſſociates, male and female, will be maintained out
of the patcrnal inheritance. Iunderﬅand, ſaid I, that the people who
have made the Tyrant will nouriſh him and his companions. They are
under great neceſſity, ſaid he. How do you ſay? replied I. YVhat if the

people be enraged, and ſay that it is not juﬅ, that the ſon who is arrived
at maturity be maintained by the father, but contrariwiſe' that the father
be maintained by the ſon; and that they did not make and eﬅabliſh him

for this purpoſe, to be a ſlave to his ſlaves when he ſhould begrown up,
and to maintain him and his ﬅaves with their other turbulent attendants ;
but in order that they might be ſet at liberty from the rich in the city,
who are alſo called the good and worthy, by having placed him over
them? And now they order him and his companions to leave the city, as
a father drives out of the houſe his ſon with his turbulent drunken com
panions. Then, by Jupiter, ſhall the people, ſaid he, know What a beaﬅ
they are themſelves, and what a beaﬅ they have generated, and embraced,

and nurtured, and that whilﬅ they are the weaker they attempt to drive
out the ﬅronger. How do you ſay? replied l. \V_ill the Tyrant dare to
oﬀer violence to his father, and, if he cannot perſuade him, will he ﬅrike
him ? Yes, ſaid he, even ﬅripping him of his armour. You call, ſaid I,
the Tyrant a parricide and a miſerable nouriſher of old age : and yet, as it is

probable, Tyranny would really ſeem to be of this kind; and according.
to the ſaying, the people defending themſelves againﬅ the ſmoke of ſlavery
amid free men, have fallen into the ſlaviſh ﬁre of deſpotiſm; inﬅead of

that exceſſive and unſeaſonable liberty, embracing the moﬅ rigorous and
the moﬅ wretched ſlavery of bond-men. Theſe things, ſaid he, happen
very much ſo. \Vhat then, ſaid I, ſhall we not ſpeak modeﬅly, if we
ſay that we have ſuﬃciently ſhown how Tyranny ariſes out of Democracy,
and what it is when it does ariſe? Very ſuﬃciently, replied he.

THE END OF THE ElGllTH BOOK.
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IX.

THE tyrannical man himſelf, ſaid I, remains yet to be' conſidered, in
what manner he ariſes out of the Democratic, and, when he does ariſe,
what kind of man he is, and whatv kind of life he leads, whether miſer

able or bleſſed.

He indeed yet remains, ſaid he.

what I ﬅill want ?_ What is it?

Do you know, ſaid I,

We do not appear to me to have ſuﬃ

ciently diﬅinguiſhed with reſpect to the deſires; of what kind they are,
and how many; and whilﬅ this is defective, the inquiry we make will be

leſs evident.

May it not be done opportunely yet? ſaid he.

Certainly.

And conſider what it is I wiſh to know about them; for it is this: Of

thoſe pleaſures and deſires which are not neceſſary, ſome appear to me to be
repugnant to law : theſe indeed ſeem to be ingenerated in every one ; but

being puniſhed by the laWs, and the better deſires, in conjunction with
reaſon, they either forſake ſome men altogether, or are leſs numerous
and feeble; in others they are more powerful, and more numerons.
Will you inform me what theſe are? ſaid he. Such, ſaid I, as arc'

excited in ſleep; when the other part of the ſoul, ſuch as is rational and
mild, and which governs in it, is aſleep, and the part which is ſavage and
ruﬅic, being filled with meats or intoxication, friſks about, and, driving

away ſleep, ſeeks to go and accompliſh its practices.

In ſuch a one you

know it dares to do every thing, as being looſed, and diſengagcd from all
modeﬅy and prudence: for it ſcruplcs not the embraces, as it imagines, of
a mother, or of any one elſe, whether of Gods, ot men, or of beaﬅs;

nor to kill any one, nor to abﬅain from any ſort of meat,-and, in one
word, is wanting in no folly nor impudence. You ſay moﬅ true, replied
he. But I imagine, when a man is in health, and lives tempcratcly, and
goes to ﬅeep, having excited the rational part, and ſcalled it with worthy
realonings
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coming to an unanimi'ty with himſelf;

and

allowing that part of the ſoul which is deſiderative neither to'be ﬅarved
nor glutted, that it may lie quiet, and give no diﬅurbance to the part
which is beﬅ, either by its joy or grief, but ſuﬀer it 'by itſelf alone and

pure to inquire, and deſire to apprehend what it knows not, either ſome
thing of what has exiﬅed, or of what now exiﬅs, or what will exiﬅ here

after; and having likewiſe ſoothed the iraſcible part, not ſuﬀering it to
be hurried by any thing, to tranſports of anger, and to fall aſleep with

agitated paſſion: but having quieted theſe two parts of the ſoul, and ex
cited the third part, in which wiſdom reſrdes, ſhall in this manner take
reﬅ ';-by ſuch an one you know the truth is chieﬂy apprehended, and the

viſions of his dreams are then leaﬅ of all repugnant to law. I am alto
gether, ſaid he, of this opinion. \Ve have, indeed, been carried a little too
far in mentioning theſe things. But what we want to be known is this,
that there is in every one a certain ſpecies of deſires which is terrible, ſaſi

vage, and irregular, even in ſome who entirely ſeem to us to be mode
rate. And this ſpecies becomes indeed manifeﬅ in ſleep. But conſider if
there appear to be any thing in what I ſay, and if you agree with me.
But I agree. Recollect now what kind of man we ſaid the Democratic

one was: for he was ſomehow educated from his inſancy under a paſſi
monious father, who valued the avaricious deſires alone; but ſuch as were
not neceſſary, but roſe only through a love of amuſement and finery, he
deſpiſed.

Was he not?

Yes.

But, being converſant with thoſe who

are more refined, and ſuch as are full of thoſe deſires we now mentioned,
running into their manner, and all ſort of inſolence, from a deteﬅation
oſ his father's parſtmony ;--however, having a better natural temper than
thoſe who corrupt him, and being drawn oppoſite ways, he ſettles into a

manner which is ſituated in the middle of both; and participating mode
rately, as he imagines, of each of them, he leads a life neither illiberal nor

licentious, becoming a Democratic from an Oligarchic man.

This was,

ſaid he, and is our opinion of ſuch an one. Suppoſe now again, that when

ſuch a one is become old, his young ſon is educated in his manners.
ſuppoſe it.

I

And ſuppoſe, too, the ſame things happening to him as to his

father; that he is drawn into all kinds of licentiouſneſs, which is termed

however by ſuch as draw him oﬀ the moﬅ complete liberty; and, that his
VOL. I.
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father and all the domeﬅics are aiding to thoſe deſires which are in the
middle, and others alſo lend their aſſiﬅance. But when thoſe dire ma
gicians and tyrant-makers have no hopes of retaining the youth in their
power any other way, they contrive to excite in him a certain love which
preſidcs over the indolent deſires, and ſuch as miniﬅer readily to their
pleaſures, which love is a certain winged and large drone; or do you
think that the love of theſe things is any thing elſe? I think, ſaid he, it
is no other than this. And when other deſires make a humming noiſe
about him, full of their odours and Perfumes, and crowns, and wines, and
thoſe pleaſures of the moﬅ diſſolute kind which belong to ſuch copartner
ſhips; and, being increaſed and cheriſhed, add a ﬅing of deſire to the drone,
then truly he is ſurrounded with madneſs as a life-guard, and that preſident

of the ſoul rages with phrenſy; and if he ﬁnd in himſelfany opinions or
deſires which ſeem to be good, and which yet retain modeﬅy, he kills them,
and puſhes them from him, till he be cleanſed of temperance, and is ﬁlled
with additional madneſs. You deſcribe perfectly, ſaid he, the formation of
a tyrannical man. ls it not, ſaid I, on ſuch an account as this, that, of old,

Love is ſaid to be a tyrant ? lt appears ſo, replied he.

And, my friend, ſaid

I, has not a drunken man likewiſe ſomewhat of a tyraunical ſpirit? He
has indeed. And ſurely at leaﬅ he who is mad, and is diﬅurbed in his
mind, undertakes and hopes to be able to govern not only men, but like

wiſe the Gods. Entirely ſo, ſaid he. The tyrannical character then, O
divine man! becomes ſo in perfection, when either by temper, or by his pur
ſuits, or by both, he becomes intoxicated, and in love, and melancholy. Per
fectly ſo, indeed.

Such a one, it ſeems, then, ariſes in this manner.

But in

what manner does he live? As they ſay in their plays, replied he, that you
will tell me likewiſe. l tell then, ſaid l. For I think that after this there are
feaﬅings among them, and revellings, and banquetings, and miﬅreſſes, and all

ſuch things as may be expected among thoſe where Love the tyrant dwelling
within governs all in the ſoul.

Of neceſſity, ſaid he.

Every day and night,

therefore, do there not bloſſom forth many and dreadful deſires, indigent of
many things? Many indeed. And if they have any ſupplies, they are ſoon
ſpent. What elſe? And after this there is borrowing and pillaging of ſub
ﬅance. What elſe ? And when every thing fails them, is there not a neceſſity

that the deſires, on the one hand, neﬅling in_the mind, ſhall give frequent
and
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and powerful cries; and the men, on the other hand, being driven as by
ﬂings, both by the other deſires, and more eſpecially by love 1 itſelf, com
manding all the others as its. life-guards', ſhall rage with phrenſy, and

ſearch what any one poſicſſes which they are able, by deceit or violence, to.
carry away? Extremcly ſo, ſaid he. They muﬅ of neceﬃty therefore be

plundering from every quarter, or be tormented with great agonies and'
pains.

Of neceſſity.

And as with ſuch a man his new pleaſures poſſeſs

more than his antient ones, and take away what belonged to them, ſhall
not he deem it proper in the ſame manner, that himſelf, bring young, ſhould

have more than his father and mother, and take away from them, and, if
he has ſpent his own portion, enCroach on that of his parents?

Why will

he not? ſaid he. And if they do not allow him. will he not ﬁrﬅ endeavour
to pilfer from and beguile his parents? By all means. And where he is
not able to do this, will he not in the next place uſe rapine and Violence?
I think ſo, replied he. But, O wonderful man! when the old man and
the old woman oppoſe and ﬁght, will he not revere them, and beware of'

doing any thing tyrannical? I, for my part, am not quite ſecure, ſaid he,
with reference to the ſafety of the parents of ſuch an one. But by Jupiter,
Adimantus,do you think that, for the ſake ofa newly beloved and unneceſiary
miﬅreſs, ſuch a one would give up his antiently beloved and neceſſary
mother; or, for the ſake ofa blooming youth newly beloved, and not neceſ
ſary, give up his decayed, his neceſſary and aged father, the moﬅ antient
of all his friends, to ﬅripes, and ſuﬀer theſe to be enſlaved by thoſe others,

if he ſhould bring them into the ſame houſe? Yes, by Jupiter, I do, ſaid

he.
ſon.

It ſceins, ſaid I," to be an extremely bleſſed thing to beget a tyrannical
Not altogether ſo, ſaid he.

But what, when the ſubﬅance of his

father and mother fails ſuch an one, and when now there is the greateﬅ
ſwarm of pleaſures aſſembled in him, ſhall he not ﬁrﬅ break into ſome
houſe, or late at night ﬅrip ſome one of his coat, and after this ſhall he
not riﬂe ſome temple; and in all theſe actions, thoſe deſires newly looſed
from ſlavery, and become as the guards of love, ſhall along with him i'ule

over thoſe antient opinions'he had from his infancy, the eﬅabliſhed deciſions
l Viz. the law oſ evil, when it faſhions evil images in the phantaſy. Schol. Graec. p, '89
' Viz. evil deſires, acting as life-guards to love, vanquiſh the good opinions which ſuch men

formerly poſſeſſed.
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concerning good and evil; theſe deſires which heretofore were only looſe
from their ſlavery in ſleep, when he Was as yet under the laws, and his

father when under Democratic government, now when he is tyrannized

over by love, ſuch as he rare'ly was when aſleep, ſuch ſhall hc he always
when awake; and from no horrid ſlaughter, or food, or deed of any kind,
ſhall he abﬅain. But that tyrannical love within him, living without any
reﬅraint of law or government, as being ſole monarch itſelf, will lead on

the man it poſſeſſes, as a city, to every mad attempt, whence he may ſupport
himſelf, and the crowd about him; which partly enters from without,
from ill company, and, partly through their manners and his own, is be
come unreﬅrained and licentious. Or is not this the life of ſuch a one?
It is this truly, ſaid he. And if there be, ſaid I, but a few ſuch in the
city, and the reﬅ of the multitude be ſober, they go out and ſerve as guards
to ſome other tyrant, or aﬃﬅ him for hire, if there be any war; but if they
rhmain in peace and quiet, they commit at home in the city a great many
ſmall miſchiefs. Which do you mean? Such as theſe: they ﬅeal, break
open houſes, cut purſes, ﬅrip people of their clothes, riﬂe temples, make

people ﬅaves; and where they can ſpeak they ſometimes turn falſe in
formers, and give falſe teﬅimony, and take gifts.

You call theſe, ſaid he,"

ſmall miſchiefs, if there be but a few ſuch perſons. What is ſmall, ſaid l,
is ſmall in compariſon of great. And all thoſe things, with regard to the

tyrant, when compared with the wickedneſs and miſery of the city, do not,
as the ſaying is, come near the mark; for when there are-many ſuch in
the city, and others accompanying them, and when they perceive their
own number, then theſe are they who, through the ſooliſhneſs of the

people, eﬅabliſh as tyrant the man who among them has himſelf moﬅ of

the tyrant, and in the greateﬅ ﬅrength, within his ſoul.

It is probable

indeed, ſaid he; for he will be moﬅ tyraunical. Will he not be ſo, if they
voluntarily ſubmit to him ? But if the city will not allow him, in the ſame
manner as he formerly uſed violence to his father and mother, ſo now
again will'he chaﬅiſe his country if he be able; and bringing in other young

people, he will keep and nouriſh under ſubjection to theſe, his formerly
beloved mother- and father-country, as the Cretans ſay? And this will be
the iſſue of ſuch a man's deſire. It will bc entirely this, ſaid he. But do
not theſe, ſaid I, become ſuch as this, ﬁrﬅ in private, and before they
govern Z
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govern? In the ﬁrﬅ place, by the company they keep, either converſing
with their own ﬂatterers, and ſuch as are ready to miniﬅer to them in

every thing; or, if they need any thing themſelves, falling down to thoſe
they converſe with, they dare to aſſume every appearance as friends; but,
after they have gained their purpoſe, they act as enemies. Extremely ſo.
Thus they paſs the whole oſ their life, neVer friends to any one, but always
either domineering, or enſlaved to another.

the tyrannic diſpoſition never taﬅes.

But liberty and true friendſhip

Entirely ſo.

May we not then

rightly call theſe men faithleſs? Why not? And ſurely we may call them

moﬅ oſ all unjuﬅ, if we have rightly agreed about juﬅice, in our former
reaſonings, what it is. But we did rightly agree, ſaid he. Let us ﬁniſh
then, ſaid I, our worﬅ man. He would then ſeem ſuch a one awake, as

we deſcribed as aſleep. Entirely ſo. And does not that man become ſuch
a one, who being moﬅ tyrannical by natural temper, is in poſſeﬂion of
ſupreme power, and the longer time he lives in tyranny, the more he

becomes ſuch a one 2 Oſ neceﬃty, replied Glauco, taking up the diſcourſe.
And will not the man, ſaid I, who appears the moﬅ wicked, appear like

wiſe the moﬅ wretched ; and he who ſhall tyrannize for the longeﬅ time,
and in the greateﬅ meaſure, ſhall he not in reality, in the greateﬅ meaſure,
and ſor the longeﬅ time, be ſuch a one? But as many men as many minds.
Of neceﬃty, ſaid he, theſe things at leaﬅ muﬅ be ſo. And would this
Tyrannic man diﬀer any thing, ſaid I, as to ſimilitude, when compared with

the city under tyranny, and the Democratic man when compared with the
city under democracy, and after the ſame manner with reſpect to others?
How ſhould they? As city then is to city, as to virtue and happineſs, will
not man be to man in the ſame way? Why not? What then? How is
the city which is tyrannized over, in reſpect of that under kingly govern
ment, ſuch as we at the ﬁrﬅ deſcribed?

Quite the reverſe, ſaid he; for the

one is the beﬅ, and the other is the worﬅ.

I will not aſk, ſaid I, which

you mean, for it is plain; but do you judge in the ſame way, or otherwiſe,
as to their happineſs and miſery? And let us not be ﬅruck with admira
tion, whilﬅ we regard the tyrant alone, or ſome few about him; but let us,
as we ought to do, enter into the whole of the city, and conſider it; and

going through every part, and viewing it, let us declare our opinion.

propoſe rightly, ſaid he.

You.

And it is evident to every one that there is no.
c'ty
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city more wretched than that which is under Tyr'anny,'nor any more
happy than that under regal power.

lf now, ſaid l, I ſhould propoſe'thc

ſame things with reſpect to the men, ſhould Irightly propoſe, whilﬅl
account him worthy to judge auont them, who is able, by his diano'e'tic

power, to enter within, and ſee through the temper of the man, and who
may not, as a child beholding the outſide, be ﬅruck with admiration of

tyrannical pomp, which he makes a ſhow of to thoſe without, but may
ſuﬃciently ſee through him? If then I ſhould be of opinion, that all of us
ought to hear ſuch a one, who, having dwelt with the man in the ſame

houſe, and having been along with him in his actions in his family, is able
to judge in what manner he bchavcs to each of his domeﬅics, (in which
moﬅ eſpecially a man appears ﬅripped of theatrical ſhows,) and likewiſe inv
public dangers; after he has obſerved all theſe things, we ſhall bid him

declare, how the Tyrant _is as to happineſs and miſery, in compariſon
of' others.

You *would adviſe to theſe things, ſitid he,

moﬅproperly.

Are you willing then, ſaid I, that we pretend to be ourſelves of the num

ber of thoſe who are thus able to judge, and that we have already met
with ſuch men, that we may have one who ſhall anſwer our queﬅions?
By all means:
Come then, ſaid l, conſider in this manner. Recollect
the reſemblance of the city, and the man, to one another, and, thus con

ſidering each of them apart, relate the paſſions of each.

\Vhich ipaſlions?

ſaid he. To begin ﬁrﬅ, ſaid I, with the city. Do you call the one
under Tyranny, either free or enſlaved? Slaviſh, ſaid he, in the greateﬅ
degree poſſible.

men.

And yet, ſurely, at leaﬅ, you ſee in it maﬅers and free

I ſee, ſaid he, ſome ſmall part ſo.

But the whole in it, in the

general, and the moﬅ excellent part, is diſgraceſully and miſer-ably ſlaviſh.
If then the man, ſaid I, reſembles the city, is it not neceſſary that there
be the ſame regulation in him likewiſe; and that his ſoul be full of the
greateﬅ ſlavery and illiberality; and that theſe parts of his ſoul, which are

the nobleﬅ, be enſlaved, and that ſome ſmall part, which is moﬅ wicked
and frantic, is maﬅer? Of neceﬃty, ſaid he. NVhat now? will you ſay
that ſuch a ſoul is ſlaviſh, or free? Slaviſh ſomehow, lſay. But does
not then the city which is ſlaviſh, and tyrannized over, leaﬅ of all do
what it inclines? Very much ſo. And will not the ſoul too, which is
tyrannized over, leaﬅ of all do what it ſhall incline, to ſpeak of the whole
ſoul;
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ſoul ' ; but, hurried violently by ſome ﬅinging paſſion, be full of tumult
and inconﬅancy? How ſhould not it be ſo? But whether will the city
which is tyrannized over be neceſſarily rich or poor? Poor. And the
ſoul under Tyranny be ofneceſiity likewiſe indigent and inſatiable ? Juﬅ
ſo, ſaid he. But what? Muﬅ not ſuch a city, and ſuch a man, of ne
ceſſity be full of fear? Very much ſo. Do you think you will ﬁnd more
lamentations, and groans, and weepings, and torments, in any other city?

By no means. But with reference to a man, do you think that theſe things
are greater in any other than in this tyrannical one, who madly rages by
his deſires and luﬅs? How can they? ſaid he. It is then on conſidera

tion of all theſe things, and other ſuch as theſe, I think, that you have
deemed this city the moﬅ wretched of cities? And have I not deemed
right? ſaid he. Extremely ſo, ſaid I. But what ſay you again with
reference to the tyrannical manſi, when you conſider theſe things? That
he is by far, ſaid he, the moﬅ wretched of all others.

You do not as yet

ſay this rightly, replied I. How ? ſaid he. I do not as yet think, ſaid I,
that he is ſuch in the greateﬅ degree. But' who then is ſo? The follow
ing will probably appear to you to be yet more miſerable than the other.
XVhich? He, ſaid I, who, being naturally tyrannical, leads not a private
life, but is unfortunate, and through ſome misfortune is led to become a
Tyrant. l conjecture, ſaid he, from what was formerly mentioned, that

you ſay true. lt is ſo, ſaid I. But we ought not merely to conjecture _
about matters of ſuch importance as theſe, but moﬅ thoroughly to inquire
into them by reaſoning of this kind: for the inquiry is concerning a thing
of the greateﬅ conſequence, a good life and a bad. Moﬅ right, ſaid he.
Conſider then whether there be any thing in what ] ſay; for, in conſidering

this queﬅion, I am of opinion that we ought to perceive it from theſe
things. From what? From every individual of private men, viz. ſuch

of them as are rich, and poſſeſs many ſlaves; for thoſe have this reſem
blance at leaﬅ of Tyrants, that they rule over many, with this difference,

that the Tyrant has agreat multitude.

There is this difference.

You

' The reaſoning power of the foul of a tyrant, ſays the Greek Scholiaﬅ, p. 190, being van
quiſhed by anger and deſire, the ſoul does not accompliſh that which it wiſhes; but not acting
according to its better part, it is ſaid, as ſpeaking of the whole foul, to do what it Wiſhes in

the ſmalleſt degree: for the whole ſoul does not then act.

'

know
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know then that theſe live ſecurely, and are not afraid of their domeﬅics.
What ſhould they be afraid of?

Nothing, ſaid I; but do you conſider the

reaſon? Yes. It is becauſe the whole city gives aﬃﬅance to each parti
cular private man. You ſay right, replied I. But what now ? If ſome
God ſhould liſt a man who had ﬁfty ſlaves or upwards out of the city, both
him, and his wife and children, and let him down in a deſert, with his
other ſubﬅance, and his domeﬅics, where no freeman was to give him

aﬃﬅancg-in what kind of fear, and in how great, do you imagine he
would be about himſelf, his children and wife, leﬅ they ſhould be de
ﬅroyed by the domeﬅies? In the greateﬅ poſſible, ſaid he, Iimagine.
Would he not be obliged even to ﬂatter ſome of the very ﬅaves, and pro
miſe them many things, to ſet them at liberty when there was no occaſion

for it; and appear to be himſelf a Hatterer of ſervants ?

He is under great

mceﬃty, ſaid he, to do ſo, or be deﬅroyed. But what, ſaid I, if the
God ſhould ſealed-ound him many other neighbours, who'conld not endure

if any one ſhould pretend to lord it over another; but, if they any where
found ſuch a one, ſhould puniſh him with the cxtremeﬅ rigour? I ima
gine, ſaid he, that he would be ﬅill more diﬅreſſed, thus beſet by every
kind of enemies. And in ſuch a priſon-houſe is not the Tyrant bound,
being ſuch, by diſpoſition, as we have mentioned, full of many and moﬅ

various fears and loves of a-ll kinds? And wh-ilﬅ he has in his ſoul the
greateﬅ deſire, he alone of all in the city is neither allowed toſi go any
where abroad, nor to ſee ſuch things as other men are deſirous of; but,

creeping into his houſe, lives moﬅly as a woman, envying the other citi.
zens if any of them go abroad, and ſee any good. It is entirely ſo, ſaid
he.

And beſides ſuch evils as theſe, does not the man reap ﬅill more of

them, who, being under ill policy within himſelf, (which you juﬅ now
deemed to be the moﬅ wretched Tyranny,) lives not asa private perſon,
but through ſome fortune is obliged to act the tyrant, and, without holding

the government of himſelf, attempts to govern others, as if one with a
body diſeated, and unable to ſupport itſelf, were obliged to live not
in a private way, but in wreﬅling and ﬁghting againﬅ other bodies?
Youſay, Socrates, replied he, what is altogether moﬅ likely and true.
Is not then, friend Glauco, ſaid I, this condition altogether miſerable?

and does not the Tyrant live more miſerably ﬅill, than the man deemed by
you
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Very much ſo, laid he.

True' it is them'

though one may fancy otherwiſe, that the truly tyrannical man is truly
ſlaviſh With reſpect to the greateﬅ Betteri'es and Il'averies, and is a ﬂatterer
of the moﬅ abandoned men; not' 'does he ever in the ſmalleﬅ degree obtain
the gratiﬁcation of his deſires, but is of all the moﬅ indigent of moﬅ things,
and appears poor indeed, if a 'then knoWs how to Contemplate his whole
ſoul; and full of fear through the whole of life, being ﬁlled with anxieties

and griefs, if indeed he' reſembles the conﬅitution of that city which he
governs. But he does reſemble it; Does he not? Extremely, ſaid.he.
And ſhall We not, beſides theſe things, liltewiſe aſcribe to this man what'

We formerly mentioned, that he muﬅ neceſſarily be, and, by governin'g
ﬅill, become more than formerly enviOUS, faithleſs, unjdﬅ, dnfriendly,
unhply, and a general recipient and nouriſherbf all wickedneſs; and from
all theſe things be moﬅ eſpecially unhappy himſelf, and then render all

about him unhappy likeWiſe ? No one, ſaid he, Who hath underﬅan'ding
will contradict You. Come now, ſaid' I, as ajudge who pronounces, after
conſidering all, ſo do you tell me, who, aceording td your opinion,- is the

ﬁrﬅ as to happineſs, and who ſecond, and the reﬅ in drdet, they being'
ſive in all? The Regal, the Timocratic, the' Oligarchic, the Democratic,
and the Tyrannic. But the judgment, ſaid he,'is eaſy; for, as if I had
entered among them, I judge of them as of public perforrrieſſrs, by their
virtue and vice, and by their happineſs, and its contrary. Shall we then
A hire a Heral'd? ſaid I. Or ſhall I myſelf declare that the ſon of Ariﬅon
hath judged the beﬅ and jUﬅeﬅ man to be the happieﬅ-; (and that this is
the man who hath moﬅ of the regal ſpirit,- and rules himſelf with a kingly
power;) and that the worﬅ and the moﬅ-unjuﬅ is the moﬅ wretched; and:
that he again happens to be the man who is moﬅ tyrannical, who in the
greateﬅ degree tyrannizes o'ver himſelf, and the city? Let it'bcpubliſhed
by you, ſaid he. Shall l add, ſaid I, whether they be unknown to be ſuch'
or not both to all men and Gods ? Add it, ſaid he. Be it ſo, ſaid I: thiS'

would ſeem to be one proof of ours'.
opinion, muﬅ be the ſecond.

And this, iſ you are of the ſame'

Which is it?

Since the ſoul, ſaid I, of

every individual is divided into three parts, in the ſame manner as the city
Was divided, itwill, in my opinion,- afforda ſecond Pronf. What is that?
It' is this. Of the three parts of the ſoul, there appear to r'ne' to be three
VOL. 1.
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pleaſures, one peculiar to each.
the ſame manner.

And the deſires 'and governments are in

How do you ſay? replied he.

There is one part, we

ſaid, by which a man learns, and another by which he is iraſcible; the
third is ſo multiform, we are unable to expreſs it by one word peculiar to

itſelf, but w_e denominated it from that which is greateﬅ and moﬅ impe
tuous in it; for we called it the deſiderative, on account of the impetu
oſity of the deſires relative to meat, drink, and venereal pleaſures, and

whatever others belong to theſe; and we called it avaricious likewiſe, be

cauſe it is by means of wealth moﬅ eſpecially that ſuch deſires are ac
compliſhed. And we ſaid rightly, replied he. If then we ſay that its
pleaſure and delight are in gain, ſhall we not beﬅ of all' reduce it under
one head in our diſcourſe, ſo as to expreſs ſomething to ourſelves, when
we make mention of this part of the ſoul? and, calling it the covetous,
and the deſirous of gain, ſhall we not term it properly?

me, ſaid he.

Buſit what?

So it appears to

Do not we ſay that the iraſcible ought to be;

wholly impelled to ſuperiority, victory, and applauſe? Extremely ſo. If'
then we term it the contentious and ambitious, will it not be accurately

expreſſed P

Moﬅ accurately.

But it is evident to every one, that the part

of the ſoul, by which we learn, is wholly intent always to know the truth ;

and as to wealth and glory, it cares for theſe leaﬅ of all.

Extremely ſo.

When we call it then the deſirous of learning, and'the philoſophic, we ſhall

call it according to propriety.

How ſhould we not? And do not theſe,

ſaid I, govern in ſouls, one of them in ſome, and in_others another, as it
happens? Juﬅ ſo, ſaid he. On this account then, we ſaid there were

three original ſpecies of men; the philoſophic, the ambitious, and the

avaricious.

Entirely ſo.

And that there werevlikewiſe three ſpecies of

pleaſures, one ſubject to each of theſe.

Certainly.

You know then, ſaid

I, that iſ you were to aſk theſe three men, each of them apart, which of
theſe lives is the moﬅ pleaſant, each would moﬅ of all commend his own.

And-theravaricious willſay, that in compariſon with the pleaſure of ac
quiring wealth, that ariſing from honour, or from learning, is of no value,
unleſs -one make money, by them. True,_ſaid he. And what ſays the
ambitious? ſiiid I. Does not he deem the pleaſure ariſing from making
money a ſort of burthen ? And likewiſe that ariſing from learning, unleſs

learning bring him honour, does he not deem it ſmoke and triﬂing?
is
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And we ſhall ſuppoſe the philoſopher, ſaid I. to deem the

other pleaſures as nothing in compariſon oſ that oſ knowing the truth, how
it is, and that whilﬅ he is always employed in learning ſomething of this
kind, he is not very remote from pleaſure; but that he calls the other

pleaſures truly neceſſary, as wanting nothing of the others, but where
there is a neceſſity for it. This, ſaid he, we muﬅ well underﬅand. Wh'erſ
therefore, ſaid I, theſe ſeveral lives, and the reſpective pleaſure of each,
diſpute among themſelves, not with reference to living more worthily _0r
more baſely, or worſe or better; but merely with reference to this of liv

iiig more pleaſantly, or on the contrary more painfully,--how can we know'
which of them ſpeaks moﬅ conſormably to truth? Iam not quite able,

ſaid he, to tell. But conſider it thus. By what ought we to judge of
whatever is to be rightly judged of? Is it not by experience,ſſby' pro.
dence, and by reaſon?

Or has anyone a better criterion than theſe?

How can he? ſaid he.

Conſider now; of the three men, who is thcte

moﬅ experienced in all the pleaſures? Whether does it appear to you that
the avaricious man, in learning truth itſelf, what it is, is more experi

encad in the pleaſure ariſing from knowledge, than the philoſopheris in
that ariſing from the acquiſition_of wealth? There is, ſaid he, a great
diﬀerence: for the philoſopher, beginning from his childhood, muﬅ, of
neceſſity, taﬅe the other pleaſures; but what it is to know real beings,
and how ſweet this pleaſure is, the lucrative man has no neceﬃty of taﬅe
ing, or oſ becoming experienced in ; but rather, when he earneﬅly endea

vours to eﬀect this, it is no eaſy matter.

The philoſopher then, ſaid I,

far ſurpaſſes the lucrative man, at leaﬅ in experience of both the pleaſures.
Far indeed. But what with reference to the ambitious man? Is he more.
exct-perienccd in the pleaſure ariſmg from honour, than the philoſopher is
in that ariſing from intellectual energy? Honour, ſaid he, attends all of
them, if they obtain each of them what theyaim at : for the rich man is
honoured by many, and ſo is the brave, and the wiſe; ſo, as to that of
honour, what ſort of pleaſure it is, all of them have the experience.

But'

in the contemplation of being itſelf, what pleaſure there is, it is impoſſible
for any other than the philoſopher to have taﬅed. 'On account of 'expe
rience then, ſaid I, he oſ all men'judges the beﬅ.

Byſi far. 'And ſurely,

along with prudence at'leaﬅ, he alone becomes experienced. *Why ſhould
3 1 3
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But even the organ by which theſe pleaſures muﬅ be judged is

not the Organ of the l'ucrative, nor of the ambitious, but of the philo-'

ſopher.

\Vvhich is it P

by reaſon, did we not?

We ſaid ſomewhere, that they muﬅ be judged of
Yes.

But reaſoning is chieﬂy thelorgan oſ the

philoſopher. How ſhould it not? If then the thingsto be determined
were beﬅ determined by riches and gain, what the lucrative man com-.
mended, or deſpiſed,* would of neceﬃty be moﬅ agreeable t_o truth. En-.
tirely. And iſ by honour, and victory and bravery, muﬅ it not be as the
ambitious and contentious man determined? It is evident. But ſince it is,
by experience, and. prudence, and reaſon,-oſ neceſiity, ſaid he, what the;
philoſopher and the lover of reaſon commends muﬅ be the moﬅ true,

Of the three pleaſures, then, that is the moﬅ pleaſant which belongs to-_
that part oſ thev ſoul by which we learn moﬅ, and he among us in,

whom this part governs, lives the moſt pleaſant life.

How can it, ſaid

he, be otherwiſe? For the wiſe man, being the ſovereign commender,
commends his own life. But which life, ſaid I, does our judge pronounce

the ſecond, and which the ſecond pleaſure?

It is plain, that of the ware,

like and ambitious man; for this is, nearer to his own than that oſ the
lucijative. And that of the covetous, as it appears, is laﬅ of all. Why
not? ſaid he.

Theſe things now have 'thus ſucceeded one another

order. -And the juﬅ man has twice now overcome the unjuﬅ.

The third

victory now, avslat the Olympic games, is ſacred to Olympic Jupiter, the
ſaviour; for conſider, that the pleaſure of the others is not every way

genuine, butlthat of the wiſe man: is: nor are they pure, but ſomehow
thadqmed, o_v,e_r,_ as I appear to, myſelf to have. heard from one of the
wiſe men. And this truly would be the greateﬅ and moﬅ complete
dowpfall of the unjuﬅ. Extremely ſo. But how do you mean? I ſhall
thus trace itlout, ſaid I, whilﬅ in ſearehing you anſwer my queﬅions. Aſk
then, ſaid he. Tell me then, replied l, do we not ſay that pain is oppo
ſite to pleaſure? Entirely ſo. And do we not ſay likewiſe, that to feel
neither pleaſure nor pain is ſomeWhat ? We ſay it is. That being in the
middle of bothxtheſe, it is a certain tranquillity of the ſoul with reference
tQ,them. Do y'ou not thus underﬅand it? Thus, replied he. Do you not
remember, ſaid I, the ſpeeches of the diſeaſed, which they utter in their

ſickneſs? _Which? How that nothing is more pleaſant than health, Zut
3
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that it eſcaped their notice before they became ſick, that it was the moﬅ
pleaſant. I remember it, ſaid he. And are you not wont to hear thoſe
who are under any acute pain ſay, that there is nothing more pleaſant

than a ceſſation from pain? I am wont to hear them. And you mayl
perceive in men, I imagine, the ſame thing, when they are in- many other
ſuch like circumﬅances, where, when in pain, they extol a freedom from
pain, and the tranquil-lity Of ſuch a-ﬅate, as being the moﬅ pleaſant, and

do not extol that of feeling joy. Becauſe this, it is likely, ſaid he, be
comes at that time pleaſant and deſirable tranquillity. And when any one

ceaſeth, ſaid. I, to feel joy, this tranquillity from pleaſure will be painful.
It is likely, ſaid he. This tranquillity, then, which we juﬅ now ſaid was
betWeen the two, will' at times become each of theſe, pain andpleaſurez

It appears ſo. But is it truly poſſible, that what is neither of the two
ſhould become both? It does not appear to me that it is. And'ſurely-at
leaﬅ, when any thing pleaſant or any thing painful is in the ſoul, both
ſenſations are a certain motion; are they not?

Yes.

But did not that

which is neither painful nor pleaſant appear juſt now to he tranquillity,

and in the middle of theſe two?

It appears ſo, indeed. - How is it right,

then, to deem it pleaſant not to be in pain, or painful not to enjoy plea
ſure?

It is by no means right.

In theſe caſes, then, tranquillity is- not'

really ſo, ſaid I, but it appears pleaſant in reſpect of the painful, and
painful in reſpect of the pleaſant. And there is nothing. genuine in theſe
appearances as to the truth of pleaſure, but a certain magical deluſion. As

our reaſoning ſhows, ſaid he.

Conſider then, ſaid I, the pleaſures which

do not ariſe from the ceſſation of pains, that you may not frequently in
the preſent 'diſcourſe ſuppoſe that theſe two naturally thus ſubſiﬅ, viz.

that pleaſure is the ceſſation of pain, and pain the ceſſation of pleaſhre.
How, ſaid he, and which pleaſures do you mean? There are manys
others, ſaid I, but chieﬂy if you wiſh to conſider the pleaſures from
ſmells ; for theſe, without any preceding pain, are oncta ſudden immenſely.

great, and, when they Ceaſe, they leave no pain behind them.
ſaid he.

Moﬅ true;

Let us not then be perſuaded that pure pleaſure is the removal

of pain, or pain the removal of pleaſure.

Let us not.

But yet, ſaid I,

thoſe which extend through the body to the ſoul. and which are called
pleaſures, 'the greateﬅ part of them almoﬅ, andv the moﬅ conſiderable, are
of
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of this ſpecies, certain ceſiations of pain.

They are ſo.

And are not the

preconceptions of pleaſure and pain, which ariſe in the mind from the

expectation of theſe things, of the ſame kind? Of the ſame. Do you'
know then, ſaid I, what kind they are of, and what they chieﬂy reſem
ble? What? ſaid he. Do you reckon, ſaid l, there is any ſuch thing in
nature as this, the above, the below, and the middle? l do. Do you
think then that any one, when he is brought from the below to the mid

dle, imagines any thing elſe than that he is brought to the above? and when
he ﬅands in the middle, and looks down whence he was brought, will he
imagine he is any where elſe than above, whilﬅ yet he has not ſeen the true

above? By Jupiter, ſaid he, Ido not think that ſuch an one will imagine
otherwiſe.

But if he ſhould again, ſaid I, be carried to the below, he would

conjecture he was carried to the below, and would conjecture according to
truth. How ſhould-he not? Would he not be aﬀected in all theſe reſpects,
from his not having experience in what is really above, and in the middle,
and below ? It is plain. Would you wonder then, that whilﬅ men are inex-'

perienced in the truth, they have unſonnd opinions about many other things,
-> and that as to pleaſure and pain,and what is between theſe,they are likewiſe
aﬀected in this ſame manner? So that, even when they are brought to what
is painful, they imagine truly, and are truly pained; but when from pain

they are brought to the middle, they ﬅrongly imagine that they are arrived
at fulneſs of pleaſure. ln the ſame manner as thoſe who along with the
black colour look at the gray, through inexperience of the white, are de
ceived; ſo thoſe who conſider pain along with a freedom from pain, are

deceived through inexperience of pleaſure.

By Jupiter, ſaid he, I ſhould

not wonder, but much rather if it were not ſo.
in this manner.

But conſider it, ſaid I,

Are not hunger and thirﬅ, and ſuch like, certain empti

neſſes in the bodily habit?

W'hat elſe ? And are not ignorance and folly

an emptineſs in the habit of the ſoul?

Extremely ſo.

And is not the.

one ﬁlled 'when it receives food, and the other when it poſſeſſcs intellect?
Why not? But which is the more real repletion, that of the leſs, 01' that
of the more real being? It is plain, that oſ the more real. Which ſpe

cies, then, do you think, participates moﬅ of a more pure eſlence ; whether
theſe which participate of bread and drink, and meat, and all ſuch ſort of

nouriſhment; or that ſpecies which participates of true opinion and ſcience,
and
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and intellect, and', in ſhort, of all virtue? But judge oFit in this manner.
That which adheres to what is always ſimilar, and immortal, and true, and

is ſo itſelf, and ariſes in what is ſuch, does it appear to you to have more
of the reality of being, than that which adheres to what is never ſimilar,

and is mortal, which is ſo itſelf, and is generated in a thing of this kind?

This, ſaid he, diﬀers much from that which is always ſimilar. Does then
the eſſence of that which is always ſimilar participate more of eſſence than
of ſcience? By no means. But what with relation to truth? Nor of this
neither.

lfit participate leſs of truth, does it not likewiſe do ſo of eſſence?

Of neceſſity.

ln ſhort, then, do not. the genera relating to the care of the

body participate leſs of truth and oﬀence, than thoſe relating to the care of

the ſoul? By far.
1 do.

And the body leſs than the ſoul; do you not think ſo?

Is not that which is ﬁlled with more real beings, and is itſelf a more

real being, in reality more truly ﬁlled than that which is ﬁlled with leſs
real beings, and is itſelf a leſs real being? How ſhould it not? If then it
be pleaſant to be ﬁlled with what is ſuitable to nature, that which is in

reality ﬁlled, and with more real being, muﬅ be made both more really
and more trulyto enjoy true pleaſure; but that which participates of leſs
real being, muﬅ be leſs truly and ﬁrmly ﬁlled, and participates of armore
uncertain and leſs genuine pleaſure. Moﬅ neceſſarily, ſaid he. Such then
as are unacquainted with wiſdom and virtue, and are always converſant

in feaﬅings and ſuch like, are carried as it appears to the below, and back
again to the middle, and there they wander for life.

But never, paſſing

beyond this, do they look towards the true above, nor are carried to it; nor

are they ever really ﬁlled with real being; nor have they ever taﬅed ſolid and
pure pleaſure; but,after the manner ofbrutes looking always downwards,and
bowed towards earth and their tables, they live feeding and coupling; and

from a luﬅ of theſe things, kicking and puſhing at one another with iron
horns and hoofs, they periſh through their unſatiableneſs, as thoſe who are
ﬁlling with unreal being that which is no real being, nor friendly to them!

ſelves. You pronounce moﬅ perfectly, Socrates, as from an oracle, ſaid
Glauco, the life of the multitude. Muﬅ they not then, of neceſſity, be
converſant with pleaſures mixed with pains, images of the true pleaſure,
ſhadowed over, and coloured by their poſition beſide each other? ſo that
both their pleaſures and pains will appear vehement, and engender their
mad
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mad Paſſions in the fooliſh.

Hence alſo they muﬅ ﬁght about theſe things,

as Steſichorus ſays thoſe at Troy fought about the image oſ Helen, through
ignorance of the true one,

muﬅ take place.

Of neceſſity, ſaid he, ſomething of this kind

And what as to the iraſcible part of the ſoul? Muﬅ

not other ſuch like things happen, wherever any one gratiſies it, either in
the way oſ envy, through ambition, or in the way oſ violence, through
contentiouſiieſs, or in the way of anger, through moroſeneſs, purſuing a
glut oſ honour, of conqueﬅ, and of anger, both without reaſon, and with

out intelligence? Such things as theſe, ſaid he, muﬅ neceſſarily happen
with reference to this part oſ the ſoul.

\Vha-t then, ſaid I,vſhall we boldly

ſay concerning all the pleaſures, both reſpecting the avaricious and the
ambitious part, that ſuch oſ them as are obedient to ſcience and reaſon,

and, in conjunction with theſe, purſue and obtain the pleaſures of which the.
prudent part of the ſoul is the leader, ſhall obtain the trueﬅ pleaſures, as
far as it is poſſible for them to attain true pleaſure, and in as much as they
follow truth, pleaſures which are properly their own; if indeed what is

beﬅ for every one be moﬅ properly his own ? But ſurely it is moﬅ properly,
ſaid he, his own. When then the whole ſoul is obedient to the philoſo
phic part, and there is no ſedition in it, then every part in other reſpects
perſorrns its proper buſineſs, and is juﬅ, and alſo reaps its own pleaſures,
and ſuch as are the beﬅ, and as far as is poſſible the moﬅ true. Certainly,
indeed. But when any of the others governs, it happens that it neither
attains its own pleaſures, and it oompels the other parts to purſue a plea
ſure foreign to them, and not_at all true.

It does ſo, ſaid he.

Do not then

the parts which are the moﬅ remote from philoſophy and reaſon moﬅ
eſpecially eﬀectuate ſuch things? Very much ſo. And is not that which
is moﬅ remote from law and order, likewiſe moﬅ remote from reaſon?
It plainly is. And 'have not the amorous and the tyrannical deſires ap_

peared to be moﬅ remote from law and order? Extremely "ſo, And the
royal and the moderate ones, the leaﬅ remote? Yes. The tyrant then, I'
think, ſhall be the moﬅ remote from true pleaſure, and'ſuch as is moﬅ
properly his own, and the other ſhall be the leaﬅſ Of neceſſity. And
the tyrant, ſaid I, ſhall lead a life the moﬅ unplcaſant, and the king the

moﬅ pleaſant. Of great neceſſity. Do you know then, ſaid I', how much
more unpleaſant a life the'tyrant leads than the king? lf you tell me, ſaid
'
he.
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As there are three pleaſures, as it appears, One genuine, and two

illegitimate; the Tyrant in carrying the illegitimatc to extremity, and

ﬂying from law and reaſon, dwells with ilaviſh pleaſures as his life-guards,
and how far he is inferior is not eaſily to be told, unleſs it may be done in
this manner.

How? ſaid he.

The Tyrant is ſomehow the third ' remote

from the Oligarchic character; for the Democratic was in the middle
betWeen them. Yes. Does he not then dWell with the third image of
pleaſure, diﬅant from him with reference to truth, if our former reaſon

ings be true? Juﬅ ſo'. But the Oligarchic is the third again from the
Royal, if we ſuppoſe the Ariﬅocratic and the Royal the ſame. He is the
third.

The Tyrant then, ſaid I, is remote from true' pleaſure, the third

from the third. It appears ſo. A plain ſurface then, ſaid I, may be the
image of tyrannical pleaſure, as to the computation of length. Certainly.
But as to power, and the third augment, it is miſhlſCﬅ by how great a
diﬅance it is remote.

It is manifeﬅ, ſaid he, to the computer at leaﬅ.

If

now, converſely, any one ſhall ſay the King is diﬅant from the Tyrant as
to truth of pleaſure, as much as is'- the diﬅance of 9', and zo, and 700, ſhall
he not, on completing the multiplication, ﬁnd him leading the more
pleaſant life, and the Tyrant the more Wretehed one, by this ſame diﬅance?
You have' heaped up,- ſaid he, a prodigious' account Of the diﬀerence be.
vtween theſe two men, the juﬅ and the unjuﬅ, with reference to pleaſure

and pain. Yet the numbers are true, ſaid I, and'correſponding to their
lives, if indeed days, and nights, and months, and years, correſpond to them.
Bat theſe, ſaid he, do correſpond to them.

If then the good and juﬅ

man ſurpaſſes ſo far the evil and unjuﬅ man in pleaſure, in what a pro-_
digious degree further ſhall he ſurpaſs him in decorum of life, in beauty
1 The following numbers are employed by Plato in this place. He conſider' the Royal cha
racter as analogous to unity, the Oligarchic to the number 3, and the Tyrannic to the number
9. As 3 therefore is triple of unity, the Olig'arc'hic is the third from the Royal character 3 and
in a ſimilar manner the 'l'yrant is diﬅant from the Oligarchiﬅ by the triple in number; ſo:

9 is the triple of 3, juﬅ as 3' is the triple of I. But 9 is a plane number, the length of which
is 3, and alſo its breadth. And a tyrannic, ſays Plato, is the laﬅ image of a royal life. He
alſo calls 3 a power, becauſe unity being multiplied by it, and itſelf by itſelf, and 9 by it, there
will be produced 3, 9, 27. But he calls the third augment 27, ariſmg from the multipliation
of the power 3. and producing depth or a ſolid number. Laﬅly, 27 multiplied into itſelf/pro.
duccs 729, which may be conſidered as a perfect multiplication, this number being the 6th
power of 3;-anrl 6 as is well known is a perfect number. Hence, as the King is analogout to

r, he is ſaid, by Plato, to be 729 times diﬅant from the Tyrant.
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and in virtue!
ſaid I.

In a prodigious degree, by Jupiter, ſaid he.

Be it ſo,

Since now we are come to this part of our argument, let us reca

pitulate what we ﬁrﬅ ſaid, on account of which We have come hither: and
it was ſomewhere ſaid, that it was advantageous to do injuﬅicc, iſ one

-were completely unjuﬅ, but were reputed juﬅ.
was indeed.

Was it not ſo ſaid?

It

Now then, ſaid I, let us ſettle this point, ſince we have now

ſettled the other, with reference to acting juﬅly and unjuﬅly, what power

each of theſe poſſeſſes in itſelf.

How? ſaid he.

Let us in our reaſoning

faſhion an image oſ the ſoul, that the man who ſaid thoſe things may know

what he ſaid.

What kind of image? ſaid he.

One of thoſe creatures,

ſaid I, which are fabled to have been of old, as that of Chimaera, of Scylla,
of Cerberus; and many others are ſpoken of, where many particular na

tures exiﬅed together in one. They are ſpoken of indeed, ſaid he. Form
novv one ﬁgure of a©creature, vadous, and rnany-headed ', having an
around heads of tame creatures, and of wild, and having power in itſelf
ofchanging all theſe heads, and of breeding them out of itſelf.

This is the

work, ſaid he, oſa ſkilful former: however, as the formation is eaſier in
reaſoning, than in wax and ſuch like, let it be formed.

.Let there be now

one other ﬁgure of a lion * and one Oſ aman; butlet the ﬁrﬅ be by far the
"greateﬅ, and the ſecond be the ſecond in bulk. Theſe are eaſy, ſaid he,

and they are formed.

Conjoin now theſe three in one, ſo as to exiﬅ ſome

how with one another. They are conjoined, ſaid he. Form now around
them the external appearance oſ one of them, that of the man; ſo that to
one who is not able to ſee what is within, but who perceives only the ex

ternal covering, the man may appear one creature.

This is formed around,

ſaid he. ' Let us now tell him, who aſlbrts that it is proﬁtable to this man
to do injuﬅice, but to do juﬅice is un'proﬁtablc, that he aſſerts nothing
elſe, than that it is proﬁtable ſor him to feaﬅ the multiform creature, and

'to make it ﬅrong ; and likewiſe the lion, and what reſpects the lion,
whilﬅ the man he kills with famine, and renders weak, ſo as to be dragged

whichever way either of thoſe drag him; and that he will alſo ﬁnd it advan
tage00s never to accuﬅom the one to live in harmony with the other, nor

Jto make them friends, but ſuﬀer them to be biting one another, and to
' By this many-headed beaﬅ, deſire is ſigniﬁed.
3 The lion ſigniﬁes anger, and the ﬁgure of a man rtqſin .- ſor the whole ſoul is divided into
reaſon, anger, and deſire.

ſight
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ſight and devour each other. He, ſaid he, who commendeth the doing
injuﬅice, undoubtedly aſſerts theſe things. And does not he again, who
ſays it is proﬁtable to do juﬅice, ſay that he ought to do and to ſay ſuch

things by which the inner man ſhall come to have the moﬅ entire com
mand of the man, and, as a tiller of the ground, ſhall take care of the

many-headed creature, cheriſhing the 'mild ones, and' nouriſhing them,
and hindering the wild ones from growing up, taking the nature of the
lion as his ally, and, having a common care for all, make them friendly
to one another, and to himſelf, and ſo nouriſh them ? He who commends
juﬅice undoubtedly ſays ſuch things as theſe. In all reſpects, then, he who
commends juﬅice would ſeem to ſpeak the truth, but he who commends i
injuﬅice, to ſpeak what is falſe; for, with regard to pleaſure, and ap

plauſe, and proﬁt, he who commends juﬅice ſpeaks the truth, and he who
diſcommends it ſpeaks nothing genuine.
underﬅanding what he diſcommends.

me at leaﬅ.

Nor does he diſcommend with

Not at all,_ſaid he, as appears to

Let us then in a mild manner perſuade him (for it is not wil

lingly he errs), aſking him, O bleſſed man! do not we ſay that the
maxims of things beautiful and baſe become ſo, upon ſuch accounts as

theſe? Thoſe are good which ſubject the brutal part of our nature moﬅ
to the man, or rather perhaps to that which is divine: but thoſe are evil
which enſlave the mild part of our nature to the brutah Will he agree
with us? or how? He will, if he be adviſed by me, ſaid he. Is there
then any one, ſaid l, whom it avails, from this reaſoning, to take gold

unjuﬅly, if ſomething of this kind happens, if, whilﬅ he takes the money,
he at the ſame time ſubjects the beﬅ part of himſelf to the worﬅ? Or, if;
taking gold, he ſhould enſlave a ſon or daughter, and that even to ſavage and

wicked men, ſhall we not ſay this would not avail him, not though he ſhould
receive for it a prodigious ſum? But if he enſlaves the moﬅ divine part oſ
himſelf to the moﬅ impious and moﬅ polluted part, without any pity, is he

not wretched P and does he not take a gift of gold to his far more dreadful

ruin, than Euriphyle did when ſhe received the necklace for her huſband's,
life?

By far, ſaid Glauco; ſorI will anſwer you for the man.

And do

you not think that to be intemperate, has of old been diſcommended on
ſuch accomits as theſe, becauſe that in ſuch a one that terrible, great and
multiform beaﬅ was indulged more than was meet? lt is plain, ſaid he.
And are not arrogance and moroſeneſs blamed, when the lion and the
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ſerpentine diſpoſition increaſes and ﬅretches beyond meaſure? Entirely ſo.
And are not luxury and eﬀemiuacy blamed becauſe of the remiſſneſs and
looſeneſs of this diſpoſition, when it engenders in the man cowardice?
What elſe? Are not ﬂattery and illiber-ality blamed, when any one makes
this iraſcible part itſelf ſubject to the brutal crew, and, for the ſake of
wealth and its inſatiable luﬅ, accuﬅoms the iraſcible to be aﬀronted from

its youth, and inﬅead of a lion to become an ape? Entirely ſo, ſaid he.
But why is it, do you think, that mec-hanical arts and handicraſts are de
ſpicable? Shall we ſay it is on any other account than this, that when a man
has the form of that which is beﬅ in his ſoul naturally weak, lb as not to
be able to govern the creatures within himſelf, but to miniﬅer to them,
he is able only to learn what ﬂatters them? It is likely, ſaid he. In order

then that ſuch a one may be governed in the ſame manner as the beﬅ man.
is, do we not ſay that he muﬅ be the ſin-vant oſ one who is the beﬅ, and

who has within him the divine governor ?- not at all conceiving that he
ſhould be governed to the hurt oſ the ſubject (as Thraſymachus imagined),
but, as it is beﬅ ſor every one to be governed, by one divine and wiſe, moﬅ'

eſpecially poſſeſſing it as his own within him, iſ not ſubjecting himſelf to
it externally; that as far as poſſible we may all reſemble one another and
be friends, governed by one and the ſame? Rightly, indeed, laid he. And
law at leaﬅ, ſaid I, plainly ſhows it intends ſuch a thing, being an ally to
all in the city; as does likewiſe the government oſ children, in not allow

ing them to be free till we eﬅabliſh in them a proper government, as in
a city; and having cultivated that in them which is beﬅ, by that which

is beﬅ in ourſelves, we eﬅabliſh a ſimilar guardian and governor for
youth, and then truly we ſet it free. It ſhows indeed, ſaid he. In what
way then ſhall we ſay, Glauco, and according to what reaſoning, that it is

proﬁtable to do injuﬅice, to be intempcrate, or to do any thing baſe, by
which a man ſhall indeed become' more wicked, but yet ſhall acquire
more wealth, or any kind of' power? In no way, ſaid he. But how ſhall

we ſay it is proﬁtable for the unjnﬅ to be concealed, and not to ſuﬀer
puniſhment? or does he not indeed, who is concealed, ﬅill become more

Wicked? but he who is not Concealed, and is puniſhed, has the brutal
part quieted, and made mild, and the mild part ſet at liberty.

And the

whole ſoul being ſettled in the beﬅ temper, in poſſeﬁing temperance and
juﬅice, with wiſdom, acquires a more valuable habit than the body does,
3.
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in acquiring vigour and beauty, with a ſound conﬅitution; in as far as the
ſoul is more valuable than the body. Entircly ſo, ſaid he. Shall not every
one then, who poſſeſſes intellect, regulate his life in extending the whole
of his powers hither, in the firﬅ place, honouring thoſe diſciplines which

will render his ſoul of this kind, and deſpiſing all other things? Itis plain,
ſaid he. And next, ſaid l, with reference to a good habit of body and its
nouriſhment, he will ſpend his liſe in attention to- theſe, not that he may

indulge the brutal and irrational pleaſure; nor yet with a view to health,
nor, principally regarding this, to become ﬅrong and healthy, and beauti

ful, unleſs by means of theſe he is to become temperate likewiſe: but he
always appears to adjuﬅ the harmony of the body for the ſake of the
phony which is in the ſoul. By all means, ſaid he, if' indeed he is do be'
truly muſical. That arrangement then, ſaid I, and ſymphony ariſing from
the poſſcﬃon of wealth, and that vulgar magniﬁcence, he will not, in con<

ſequence of being aﬅoniſhed with the felicity of the multitude, increaſe
to inﬁnity, and bring on himſelf inﬁnite evils. l do not ohiilk it, ſaid he.
But looking, ſaid I, to that polity. within himſelf, and taking care that

nothing there be moved out of its place, through the greatneſs or finall
neſs of his property, governing in this manner as ſat as he is able, he
will add to his ſubﬅance, and ſpend out of it.

Entirely ſo,

ſaid he.

He will regard honours likewiſe in the ſame manner; ſome he will
willingly partake of, and taﬅe, which he judges will render him a
better man, but thoſe which he thinks would diſſolve that habit oſ ſoul

which ſubſiﬅs within him, he will ﬂy from both 'in private and in public.
He will not then, ſaid he, be willing to act in polities, if he takes care

of this.

Yes truly, ſaid I, in his own city, and greatly too.

probably in his country, unleſs ſome divine fortune befall him.

ﬅand, ſaid he.

But not'
I under

You mean in the city we have now eﬅabliſhed, which

exiﬅs in our reaſoning, ſince it is nowhere on earth, at leaﬅ, as I imagine.

But in heaven, probably, there is a model of it, ſaid l, for any one who
inclincs to contemplate it, and on contemplating to regulate himſelf accord; '

ingly ; and it is of no conſequence to him, whether it does exiﬅ any. where,
or
ſhall ever
here. ſaid
He does
and of no
other.
It is exiﬅ
reaſonable,
he. the duties of this city alone,
A
THE END OF THE NINTH BOOK..
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I OBSERVE, ſaid I, with reference to many other things, that we have
eﬅabliſhed a city in a right manner, beyond what all others have done, and
among theſe eﬅabliſhments, I mean that reſpecting poetry ' as none of the
leaﬅ.
* The following admirable account of poetry, from the Explanation of the more diﬃcult
queﬅions in the Republic, by Proclus, will I doubt not be highly acceptable to the reader, as
it both contains a moﬅ accurate and ſcientiﬁc diviſion of poetry, and perfectly reconciles the

prince of philoſophers with the ﬁrﬅ of poets.
" There are three lives in the ſoul, of which the beﬅ and moﬅ perfect is that according to
which it is conjoined with the Gods, and lives a life moﬅ allied, and through the higheﬅ ſimili
tude united to them; no longer ſubſiﬅing from itſelf but from them, running under its own
intellect, exciting the ineﬀable impreſſion of 'be one which it contains, and connecting like with

like, its own light with that of the Gods, and that which is moﬅ uniform in its own elſence and
life, with ib: on' which is above all eſſence and life. That which is ſecond to this in dignity
and power, has a middle arrangement in the middle of theſoul, according to which indeed it is

converted to itſelf, deſcending from a divinely inſpired life; and placing intellect and ſcience as
the principles of its energy, it evolves the multitude of its reaſons, ſurveys the all-various muta
tions of forms, collects into ſameneſs intellect, and that which is the object of intellect, and

expreſſes in images an intellectual and intelligibleeſſence.

The third life of the ſoul is that

which accords with its inferior powers, and energizes together with them, employing phantaſies

and irrational ſenſes, and being entirely filled with things of a ſubordinatc nature.
" As there are therefore theſe three forms of life in ſouls, the poetic diviſion alſo fupcrnally
proceeds together with the multiform lives oſ the ſoul, and is diverſiﬁcd into ﬁrﬅ, middle, and

laﬅ genera of energy. For, of poetry alſo, one kind has the higheﬅ ſubſiﬅence, is full of divine
goods, and eﬅabliſhes the ſoul in the cauſes themſelves of things, according to a certain incﬀable
union, leading that which is ﬁlled, into ſameneſs with its repleniſhing ſource; the former im
materially ſubjecting itſelf to illumination, but the latter being incited to a communication of
light; thus according to the Oraclc 'perfecting works, by mingling the rivers oſ incorruptible
ﬁre.' It alſo produces one divine bond and a unifying mixture of that which is participated
and the participant, eﬅabliſhing the whole of that which is ſubordinate in that which is more
excellent,
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That no part of it which is imitative be by any

For it appears, now moﬅ of all, and with greateﬅ per
ſpicuity,

excellent, and preparing that which is more divine alone to energize, the inferior nature being
withdrawn, and concealing its own idiom in that which is ſuperior.

This then, in ſhort, is a

mania better than temperance, and is diﬅinguiſhed by a divine characteriﬅic. lAnd as every
diﬀerent kind of poetry ſubliﬅs according to a diﬀerent hvparxis, or ſummit of divine eſſence, ſo
this ﬁlls the ſoul energizing from divine inſpiration, with ſymmetry; and hence it adorns it

laﬅ energies with meaſures and rhythms. As therefore we ſaiy that prophetic fury ſubſiﬅ'
according to truth, and the amatory according to beauty, in like manner we ſay, that the
poetic mania is deﬁned according to divine ſymmctry.
" The ſecond kind of poetry which is ſubordinate to this ﬁrﬅ and divinely inſpired ſpecies, an
which has a middle ſubliﬅ nce in the ſoul, is allotted its eſſence, according to a ſcientiſic and
intellcctunl habit. Hence it knows the eſſence of things, and loves to contemplate beautiful
works and reaſonings, and leads ſorth cvery thing into a meaſurcd and rhythmical interpretation.
For you will ﬁr'id many progeny of good poets to be of this kind, emulous of thoſe that are truly
wiſe, full of admonition, the beﬅ counſels, and intellcctual ſymmetry. lt likewiſe extends the
communication of prudence and every other virtue to thoſe oſ a naturally good diſpoſition, and'
aﬀords a reminiſccnce of the periods oſ the ſoul, of its eternal reaſons, and various powers.
"The third ſpecies of poetry ſubſequent to thoſe, is mingled with opinions and phantaſies,
receives its completion through imitation, and is ſaid to be, and is nothing elſe than imitative

poetry. At one time, it alone uſes aſlimilation, and at another time defends apparent and not
real aſlimilation. It conſiderably raiſcs very moderate paſſions, aﬅoniſhes the hearcrs; together
with appropriate appellations and words, mutations of harmonies and varieties of rhythms, changes

the diſpoſitions of ſouls; and indicatcs the nature of things not ſuch as they are, but ſuch as
they appear to the many; being a certain adnmbration, and not an accurate knowledge of things.
It alſo eﬅabliſhes as its end the delight of the hearers; and particularly looks to the pallive part

of the ſoul, which is naturally adapted to rejoice and be aﬄicted.

But of this ſpecies of poet-ry,

as we have ſaid, one diviſion is tzﬃmilaii-ve, which is extended to rectitude of imitation, but the'
other isþ/zantaﬅic, and aﬀords apparent imitation alone.

** Such then in ſhort are the geſſncra of po'etry. lt now remains to ſhow that theſe are alſo men*

tioned by Plato, and to relnte ſuch particulars as are conſormable to his dogmas reſpecting each.
And in the ﬁrﬅ place we ſhall diſcuſs thoſe wonderful conceptions reſpecting divine poetry
which may be collected by him who does not negligently peruſe his writings. For, theſe things
being pretiouﬂy determined, it will l think he eaſy to aſſign apt reaſons refpecting the ſubſequent
ſpecies. ln the thcdrus, then, he denominates this divine poetry, 'a poﬀcſſron from the
Muſes, and a mania, and ſays, that it is ſupemally impartcd to a tender and 'ſolitary ſoul; but:
that its employment is to excite and inſpire with Bacchic fury, according to Odes, and the reﬅ;
of poetry, and its end, to inﬅruct poﬅerity in celebrating the inﬁnite' tranſactions of the antients."

From theſe words, it is perfectly evident that he calls the original and ﬁrﬅ-operating cauſe' of'
poetry, the gift of the Muſes.

For, as they ſill all the other ſabrications of the father of the

univerſa, both the apparent and unapparent, with harmony and rhythmical motion, in like '
'

manner;
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ſpieuity, that it is not to be admitted, ſince the ſeveral forms of the ſoul
have been diﬅinguiſhed'apart from one another.

How do you mean?

That
manner in the ſouls which are poſſeſſed by them they produce a veﬅigc of divine ſymmetry
which illuminates divinely inſpired poetry. But ſince the whole energy of the illuminating
power is in divine advents, and that which is illuminated gives itſclf up to the motions pro
ceeding from thence, and, abandoning its own habits, ſpreads itſelf under the energies of that
which is divine and uniform; on this account, Ithink. he denominates ſuch an illumination

a paﬃﬃm and mzmia.

He calls it a paﬃ-ﬃan, becauſe the whole illuminated ſoul gives itſelf up

to the preſent eﬀect of illuminating deity; and a mam'a, becauſe ſuch a ſoul abandons its own
proper energies for the idioms of the illuminating powers.
a In the next place, he deſcribes the habit of the ſoul poſſeſſed by the Muſes; and ſays it
ought to be tender and ſhlitary.

For a ſoul hard and reſiﬅing, and inobedient to divine illumi

nation, is diſpoſed contrary to the energy oſ divinely inſpired poſſeſſion; ſince it thus rather
ſubſiﬅs from itſelf than from that which illuminates, and is incapable of being properly im
preſſed with its gifts. But a ſoul which is poſſeſſed by other all-various opinions, and is ﬁlled,
with reaſonings foreign from a divine nature, obſcures divine inſpiration, mingling with the

motions thence derived its own lives and energies. lt is requiſite therefore that the foul
which is to be poſſeſſed by the Muſes ſhould be tender and ſolitary, that it may be properly
paſſive to, and perfectly ſympathize with, divinity, and that it may be impaﬃve, unreceptive,
and unmingled with reſpect to other things.

** In the third place, therefore, he adds the common employment of ſuch an aptitude, and of
poſikﬂion and mania from the Muſes. For to excite and inſpire with Bacchic fury, is the pro
vince both of that which illuminates and that which is illuminated, and which gives completion
to the ſame thing; the former moving ſupernally, and the latter ſpreading itſelf under the
moving cauſe. Excitation is indeed a reſurrection and unperverted energy of the ſoul, and a

converﬁon' to divinity from a lapſe into generation.

But Bacchic fury is a divinely inſpired

motion, and an unwearied dance, as it were, towards a divine nature, giving perfection to the
poſſeſſed. But again, both theſe are requiſite, that the poſſeſſed may not incline to that which
is worſe, but may be eaſily moved to a more excellent nature.

U In the fourth place he adds, that the end of this divine poetry is lo inﬅruct pollerity in
celebrating the inﬁnite deeds of the antients. Hence, he evidently teﬅiſies that human aﬀairs
become more perfect and ſplendid when they are delivered from a divine mouth, and that true
erudition is produced in the autlitors of ſuch poetry. Not that it is adapted to juvcnilc tuition,

but pertains to thoſe that are already perfect in politic diſcipline, and require a more myﬅic
'tradition reſpecting divine concerns. Such poetry, therefore, inﬅructs the hearers more than
any other, when it is divine, and when its divine nature becomes manifeﬅ to its auditors.
Hence Plato very properly prefers this poetry which ſubſiﬅs from the Muſes in tender and ſoli
tary ſouls, to every other human art. 'For the poet, ſays he, who approachcs to the poetic

gates without ſuch a mania, will be imperfect, and his poetry, ſo far as it is dictated by pru.
dence, will vaniſh before that which is the progeny of fury."

ln this manner, therefore, dres

Socrates in the Phaedrus inﬅruct us in the peculiarities of divine poetry, which diﬀers
bOth
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That I may tell it as to you, (for you will not accuſe me to the compoſers
of tragedy, and the reﬅ of the imitative kind) all ſuch things as theſe ſeem
tO'
both from divine prophecy, and the teleﬅic art, and reſer its ﬁrﬅ unſolding into light, to
the Gods.

" With theſe things alſo, what he ſays in the Io accords, when he is diſconrſmg with du:
rhapfodiﬅ about this ſpecies of poetry; for here he moﬅ clearly evinees that the poetry of
Homer is divine, and, to others that are converſant with it, is the cauſe of enthuſiaſiic energy.
For when the rhapſodiﬅ ſays, that he can ſpeak copiouſly on the poems of Homer, but by no
means on the Writings of Other poets, Socrates aſſigning the reaſon of this ſays, 'It is not
from art, that you ſpeak well concerning Homer, but' becauſe you are moved by a divine

power) And that this is true is indeed perfectly evident. For thoſe who do any thing by art,
are able to produce the ſame eﬀect in all ſimilars ; but thoſe that operate by a certain divine
power about any thing which ſubſiﬅs with ſymmetry, can no Jonger thus operate with reſpect
to other things which neceſſarily have the fame power. Whence then a power of this kind is
derived to the rhapſodiﬅ, which particularly connects him with Homer, but no longer with
other poets, Socrates afterwards teaches us, uſing the ﬅone which is vulgarly called Hercu

lazan, as a moﬅ perſpicuous example of the moﬅ perfect poſſeſſmn from the Muſes. 'This
ﬂone then: ſays he, ' not only draws to itſelf iron rings, but inſerts in them a power attractive
of things ſimilar, ſo as to enable them to draw other rings, and form a chain of rings, or pieces
of iron, depending one from another.'

U Let us in the next place hear what Socrates adds ſimilar to theſe things, reſpecting divine
poetry. ' Thus then] ſays he, ' the Muſe makes men divine ; and from theſe men thus inſpired,
others catching the ſacred power form a chain of divine enthuſiaﬅs! Here, in the ﬁrﬅ place,
he ſpeaks of the divine cauſe in the ſingular number, calling it the Muſe, and not, as in the

Phiedrus, a poﬀeﬃon from the Muſes, and a mania pertaining to their whole multitude, that
he may refer all the number of thoſe that are moved enthuſiaﬅically to one monad, as 'it were,

the primary principle of poetry.

For poetry ſubſiﬅs uniformly and oceultly in the ﬁrﬅ mover;

but ſecondarily, and in a revolved manner, in poets moved by that monad; and laﬅly, and in a

miniﬅrant degree, in the rhapſodiſls, who are led back to this cauſe through poets as the medio.
In the next place, by extending divine inſpiration ſupernally, as ſar as to the laﬅ mixtures, he

evidently, at the ſame time, celebrates the fecundity of the ﬁrﬅ moving principle, and moﬅ
clearly evinccs the participation of the ﬁrﬅ participants. For that poets ſhould be able to
excite others by their poems to a divinely inſpired energy, indicates that there is a moﬅ conſpi
cuous preſence in them oſ a divine nature.

Conſcquent to theſe things, therefore, he alſo adds

what follows rcſpecting the poſſeſſion of poets.

" The beﬅ epic poets,' ſays he, t and all ſuch as

excel in compoſing any kind of verſes to be recited, frame not thoſe their admirable poem'

from the rules oſ art, but, poſſeſſed by the Muſe, they write from divine inſpiration. Nor is it
otherwiſe with the beﬅ lyric poets, and all other ﬁne writers of verſes to be ſung' And
again, afterwards, he ſays, * For a poet is a thing light and volatile, and ſacred, nor is he able
to write poetry till he becomes divine, and has nolonger the command of his intellect) And

laﬅly, he adds: * Hence it is that the poets indeed ſay many ﬁne things, whatever their ſub
voi. 1.
3 I.
ject
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to be the ruin of the diano'c'tic part of the hearers, viz. of ſuch of them

as have not a medicine to enable them to diſcern their peculiar nature.
From
ject be, juﬅ as you do concerning Homer; but, not doing it through any rules of art, each of
them is able to ſucceed from a divine deﬅiny in that ſpecies of poetry only to which he is im

pellcd by the Muſe.'
*' In all theſe citations, therefore, Plato evidently eﬅabliſhcs divine poetry in a divine cauſe,
which he calls a Muſe z in this emularing Homer, who at one time looks to the multitude, and
at another to the union of the ſeries of the Muſes; as when he ſays, ' O Muſes, ſing,' and

' Sing me the man, O Muſe.' In the middle of this principle of enthuſiaﬅic motions, and of
the laﬅ cchoes' of inſpiration, beheld in rhapſodiﬅs according to ſympathy, Plato eﬅabliſhes
poetic mania, moving and being moved, ſupernally ﬁlled, and transferring to others the illu
mination which originates from thence, and which imparts one conjunction to the laﬅ partici
pants with the participated monad.
4' With theſe things alſo we may coharmonize what is ſaid by the Athenian gueﬅ in the third
book ofthe Laws concerning poetry, and what Timveus ſays reſpecting poets. For the former ſays,
' That the poetic geniis is divinely inſpired, that it compoſes ſacred hymns, and, with certain
Craces and Muſes, relates many things that have been truly tranſacted;' and the latter ex
horts us to follow poets inſpired by Phoebus, as 'being the ſons of Gods, and knowing the con
cerns of their progenitors, though their aſſertions are not probable, and are unaccompanicd
with dcmonﬅrations) From all which it is eaſy to underﬅand what the opinion of Plato was
concerning divine poetry, and the poets characterized according to it -, and that theſe are eſpe
cially meſſengers ofdivine names, and are in an eminent manner acquainted with the aﬀairs of

their fathers. When, therefore, he takes notice of mythical ſictions, and corrects the more
ſerious part of the writings of poets, ſuch as thoſe reſpecting bonds, caﬅrations, loves, venereal

eonnections, tears and laughter, we muﬅ ſay that he alſo eſpecially teﬅifies that theſe things
are properly introduced, according to the theory, which is concealed in theſe ſymhols, as under
veils. For he who thinks that poets are particularly worthy of belief in aﬀairs refpecting the

Gods,th,ough they ſpeak withoutdemonﬅration from divine information, muﬅ certainly admire
divine fables +, through which they deliver the truth concerning divine natures. And he who
calls the poetic genus divine, cannot alſo aſcribe to it an impious and gigantlc opinion reſpect

ing divine concerns.

He likewiſe who evinces that the aſſertions of poets are attended with

certain graces and Muſes, muﬅ entirely conſider an inelcgant, unharmonious, and ungraceful
phantaſy, as very remote from the theory _of divine poets. When therefore in his Republic he
cltabliſhes by law, that poetry, and the indication through fables, are not adapted to the ears of
youth, he is very far from deſpiſing poetry itſelf, but removes the juvcnile habit, as unexerciſed
in the hearing of ſuch things; from ﬁction of this kind. For, as he ſays in the Second Alci
biades, ' The whole of poetry is naturally enigmatical, and is not obvious to the under

ſtanding of every one!

And hence, in the Republic, he clearly ſaye, * That a youth is not

* For amxwat-rwv in the original read o-ſſnzwanw.
1- lnﬂead of reading m; sy for; mﬂm after &moan-sun l rcad rou; erſsovr yvioug.
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are

From what conſideration, ſaid he, do you ſay ſo?

It muﬅ he ſpoken,

ſaid I, although a certain friendſhip, at leaﬅ, and reverence for I-loner,
which
able to diﬅinguiſh what is allegory, and what is not)

W'e muﬅ ſay, therefore, that he en

tirely admits inſpired poetry, which he calls divine, and thinks it proper that thoſe by whom it
is poſſeſſed ſhould be venerated in ſilence. And thus much concerning the ﬁrﬅ kind oſ poetry,
which ſubſiﬅs, from a divine origin, in tender and ſolitary ſouls.
" In the next place, let us contemplate that ſpecies of poetry, which has a ſcientiſic knowledge
of things, and which energizcs according to intellect and prudence; which unfolds to men

many names concerning an incorporeal nature, and leads ſorth into light many probable
dogmas reſpecting acorporcal ſubſiﬅence ; inveﬅigates the moﬅ beautiful ſymmetry in manners,
and the diſpoſition contrary to this; and adorns all theſe with proper meaſures and rhythm'.
The Athenian gueﬅ ſays, that the poetry of Theognis is of this kind, which he praiſes beyond

that of Tyrteeus, becauſe Theognis is a teacher of the whole of virtue, and which extends to
the whole political life.

For the one admits a ﬁdelity which receives its completion from all

the virtues, expels from politics that moﬅ true vice ſedition, and leads into conſent the lives

of thoſe that are perſuaded. But the other praiſes the habit of fortitude by itſelf alone, and
exhorts to this thoſe that neglect the other virtues. It will however be better to hear the
words themſelves of Plato*: * We have, too, the poet Theognis a witneſs in out favour, who

was a citizen of the Megarenſians in Sicily. For he ſays,

'

Who faithful in inſane ſedition keeps,
With ſilver and with ruddy gold may vie.
We ſay therefore that ſuch a one will conduct himſelf in the moſt diﬃcult war, in a manner

nearly as much ſuperior to the other, as juﬅice, temperance, and prudence, when conjoined
with fortitude, are ſuperior to fortitude alone.

For no one can be ſound faithful and ſound

in ſeditions without the whole of virtue) Here, therefore, he admits Theognis as partaking
of political ſcience, and all the virtues.
_
*' But in the Second Alcibiades, deﬁning the moﬅ right and ſafe mode oſ prayer, he reſers it
to a certain wiſe poet : ' To me,' ſays he, ' Alcibiades, it ſeems probable that ſome wiſe man
or other, happening to be connected with certain perſons void of underſtanding, and obſerving
them, to purſue and pray for things which it were better ſor them ﬅill to be without, but which

appeared to them good, compoſed for their uſe a common prayer; the words oſ which are
nearly theſe: King Jupiter, grant us what is good, be it or not the ſubject of our prayers,
and avert from us what is evil, though we ſhould pray for it.' For the ſcientiſic man alone
knows how to diﬅinguiſh the ſeparation of good and evil, and a converſe with a divine nature

adapted to the middle habits oſ men. And on this account Socrates calls the poet that com
poſed this prayer a wiſe man, as forming a judgment of the natures oſ thoſe that prayed, nei
ther through divine inſpiration, nor right opinion, but through ſcience alone, as regarding
their habits, and preſerving that which becomes the beneﬁcent powers oſ the Gods. For, to
convert all of them through prayer to the one royal providence of Jupiter, to ſuſpeml the ſub
See the Iﬅ book oſ the Laws.
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which Ihave had from my childhood, reﬅraius me from telling it; for he

ſeems truly both to have been the ﬁrﬅ teacher and leader of all \theſe good
.
'
compoſers
ﬁﬅence of good ſrom the power of divinity, to obliterate the generation of true evils through
the benevolence of a more excellent nature, and, in ſhort, to aﬀert that theſe things are unknown

vto thoſe that pray, but are ſeparated by divinity according to proper boundaries, is the work
of wiſdom and ſcience, and not of any thing caſual. Very properly therefore do we fay that
ſuch poetry is wiſe and ſcientiſic. For the poetry which is able to aſſign right opinions to mid'
dle habits, muﬅ itſelf ſubſiſt according to perfect ſcience.
** In the third place, therefore, let us ſpeak concerning imitative poetry, which, we have already
ſaid, at one time aﬃmilates things, and at another expreſſes them according to appearance.

The Athenian gueﬅ clearly delivers to us the aflimilative part of this poetry; but Socrates, in
the Republic, deſcribes its phantaﬅic part: and how theſe diﬀer from each other, I mean the.
aſſtmilative and phantaﬅic ſpecies of imitation ; the Eleatean gueﬅ ſuﬃciently informs us: ' For
I appearf ſays he, ' to perceive two ſpecies of imitation, one, the conjectural or aﬃmilative art,
which then eſpecially takes place when ſome one gives birth to imitation by imparting to every
particular ſuch things as are ﬁt, in length, breadth, and depth, according to the ſymmetries of
its exemplar, and beſides theſe things colours alſ0.-THEB- Do not all imitators endeavour to

eﬀect this Z-Curzs'r. Not thoſe who perform or paint any great work. For, if they were to im
part to them the true ſymmetry of things beautiful, you know that the parts above would appear

ſmaller, and thoſe below larger than is ſit; through the one being ſeen by us afar oſi', and the other
neat-T HEE. Entircly ſo. Artiﬅs therefore, bidding farewell to truth, do not produce in
images truly beautiful ſymmetries, but thoſe which appear to be ſ0.' Very properly there

fore, Iihink, does the Eleatean gueﬅ at the end oſ the dialogue, wiſhing to bind the ſophiſt by
the deﬁnitive method, eﬅabliſh one part of the art eﬀective of images to be nſſimilative, and the

other phantaſlic; the one fabricating the image ſuch as is the exemplar; the other preparing
that which it produces to appear like that which it imitates. However, of aſſimilative poetry)
the Athenian gueﬅ ſpeaks ſeparately in the ſecond book oſ the Laws, where he treats of muſic
which does not make pleaſure its end, but a true and ſimilar imitation of its exemplar, to which

place we refer the reader.
U But Socrates ſpeaking in this book of phantaﬅic poetry, and having ſhown that a poet of
this kind is the third from truth, and imitative, compares ſuch poetry to a picture, which repre
ſents not the works of nature but of artiﬁcers, and theſe not ſuch as they are, but ſuch as they

appear. Hence, he clearly evinces that the phantaﬅic ſpecies of poetry regards pleaſure
a'one, and the delight of thoſe that hear it. For, of imitative poetry, the phantaﬅic falls ſhort
of the aſſimilative, ſo far as the latter regards rectitude of imitation, but the former theplea
ſure produced in the multitude from the energies of the phantafy. Such then are the gencra oſ
poetry which are thought worthy of diﬅinction by Plato; one, as better than ſcience, an

other as ſcientiﬁc, a third as convErſant with, and a fourth as falling oﬀ from, right opinion.
U Theſe things then being determined, let us return to the poetry of llomer, and contem
plate reſplendent in it every poetic habit, and particularly thoſe which regard rectitude and
beauty. For when he energizes enthuſiaﬅically, is poſſeﬂizd by the Muſes, and narrates myſtic
*
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compoſers oſ tragedy: but the man muﬅ not be honoured preferably to the
truth. But what I mean muﬅ be ſpoken. By all means, ſaid he. Hear

me
conceptions about the Gods themſelves, then he energizes according to the ﬁrﬅ and divinely
inſpired ſpecies of poetry.

But when he relates the life of the ſoul, the diverſities in its nature,

and ſuch political concerns as pertain to it, then he eſpecially ſpeaks ſcientiﬁcally. Again,
when he preſents us with forms ot' imitation adapted to things and perſons themſelves, then he
employs aſſnnilativc imitation. But when he directs his attention to that which appears to the
multitude, and not to the truth of things, and thus ſcduces the ſouls of his hearers, then he is a
poet according to the phantaſlic ſpecies.

To illuﬅrate what I mean, that I may begin from the

laﬅ imitation of the poet, he ſometimes deſcribes the riſing and ſetting of the ſun, not as each
of theſe is, nor as each is eﬀected, nor imitating this in his verſes, but as it appears to us through
diﬅance. This then, and every thing of this kind may be called the phantaﬂic part of his
poetry. But when he imitatee hcroes warring, or conſulting, or ſpeaking according to the forms
of life, ſome as prudent, others as brave, and others as ambitious, then I ſhould ſay that this is
the work of aſſimilative poetry Again, when in conſequence oſ knowing either the diverſity of
ſubſiﬅence in the parts of the ſoul, he unfolds and teaches it, or the diﬀerence between the
image and the ſoul by which it is uſed, or the order oſ the elements in the univetſh, viz. of
earth, water, rather, heaven, or any thing elſe oſ this kind, then I ſhould conﬁdently aſſert that

this originated from the ſcientiﬁc power of poetry.

And after all theſe, when he teaches us

concerning the dcmiurgic monad, and the triple diﬅribution oſ wholes, or concerning the
bonds of Vulcan, or the connection of the paternal intellection of Jupiter with the prolii'ic

divinity of Juno, then l ſhould ſay that he is clearly enthuſiaſlic, and that ſuch like fables are
deviſed by him, in conſequence of his beinctg poſſeſſed by the Muſes. But Homer himſelf alſo
manifeﬅs in the bard Demodocus, an energy originating from the Gods, when Ulyſſes ſays of

his ſong, that he began it impelled by a God, that he was divinely inſpired, and that the Muſt
loved him, or the God that is the leader of the Muſes:
The Muſe, Jove's daughter, or Apollo, taught

Thee aptly thus the ſate of Greece to ſing,
And all the Grecians, hardy deeds and toils*.

And that Homer by Demodocus intended after a manner to repreſent himſelf, and introduced'
him as a pattern of his own calamities, is an opinion ſuﬃciently celebrated.

And the verſes,

NVith clouds of darkneſs quench'd his viſuaJ ray,
But gave him (kill to raiſe the lofty lay,

\

appear directly to refer to the ſabled blindneſs of Homer. He therefore clearly contends, that _
Demodocus ſays what he does ſay from divine inſpiration. But it is well that we have men'
tioned Demodocus, and his divinely inſpired ſong.

For it appears to me that the muſician'

who are theught worthy of being mentioned by Homer, unfold the abovementioned genera
of poetry. For Dcmodocus, as we have ſaid, was divinely inſpired, both in namting divine
* Odyſſ. lib. viii. ver. 488..
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me then, or rather anſwer me. Aſk. Can you tell me perfectly, what
at all imitation is? for I do not myſelf altogether underﬅand what it
'

means.

and human concerns, and is ſaid to have ſuſpended his muſic from divinity.

But Phemius, the

Ithacenſian bard, is principally characterized according to a mere knowledge of divine and
human aﬀairs. For Penelope ſays to him,
Alluring arts thou know'ﬅ, and what of old
Of Gods and Heroes ſacred bards have told '.

The third is the lyriſt oſ Clytemneﬅra, _who was as_it ſeems an imitative poet, employed right
opinion, and extended the melodies of temperance to that female.

Hence, as long as he

remained with her, ſhe perpetrated no unholy deed, in conſequence of her irrational life being
charmed to temperance by diſciplinative ſong. The fourth muſician may be placed as ana
logous to the phantaﬅic ſpecies of poetry, and this is that Thamyris with whoſe ſong the

Muſes being indignant, are ſaid to have cauſed it to ceaſe. For he was converſant with a muſic
much more diverſiſied and ſenſible, and calculated to pleaſe the vulgar. Hencehe is ſaid tohave
contended with the Muſes, as preferring a more various muſic to that which is more ſimple and
more adapted to thoſe divinities, and as falling from the benevolence of the Goddeſſes. For
the anger of the Muſes does not refer any paſſion to them, but indicates the inaptitude of

Thamyris to their participation.

This then is the ſong which is moﬅ remote from truth, which

K calls forth the paſſions of the foul, and is phantaﬅic, and neither poſſeſſes with reſpect to imita
tion, right opinion, or ſcience. We may therefore behold all the kinds of poetry in Homer,
but particularly the enthuſiaſlic, according to which, we have ſaid, he is principally'characte
riſed. Nor are we ſingular in this opinion; but, as we have before obſerved, Plato himſelf,
in many places, calls him a divine poet, the moſt divine of poets, and in the higheﬅ de
gree worthy of imitation. But the imitative and at the ſame time phantaﬅic poetry
has a moﬅ obfcure ſubſiﬅence in Homer; ſince he never uſes it but for the purpoſe of
procuring eredibility from the vulgar, and when it is perfectly unavoidable. As there
fore, if a man entering into a well regulated city, and beholding intoxication there em

ployed for a certain uſeful purpoſe, ſhould neither imitate the prudence in the city, nor its
whole order, but intoxicarion itſelf alone,-as in this caſe the city is not to be blamed as the
cauſe of his conduct, but the peculiar imbecility of his judgment; in like manner, l think, tra
gic poets, being emulous of the laﬅ ſpecies of Homeric poetry, ſhould refer the principle of their
error not to Homer, but to their own impotency. Homer therefore may be called the leader

of tragedy, ſo far as tragic poets cmulate him in other reſpects, and diﬅribute the diﬀerent
parts of his poetry; imitating pliantaﬂiM/Iſiy what he aſſerts qﬃmilatiwly, and adapting to the
ears of the vulgar what he compoſes ſcientiſically.

Homer, however, is not only the teacher

of tragedy (for he is this according to the laﬅ ſpecies of his poetry), but likewiſe of the whole
of that which is imitative in Plato, and of the whole theory of that philoſopher."
Proclus concludes his apology for Homer with obſerving as follows: U The reaſon," ſays he,
aas it appears to me, that impelled Plato to write with ſuch ſeverity againﬅ Homer, and the

* Odyſſ,1ib. i.
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And ſhall I then any how underﬅand it? ſaid he.
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That would

be no way ﬅrange, ſaid I; ſince thoſe who are dim-ſighted perceive many
things ſooner than thoſe who ſee more clearly. The caſe is ſo, ſaid he;
but whilﬅ you are preſent, I ſhould not be able to adventure to tell, even
though ſomething did appear to me. But conſider it yourſelf. Are you
willing then, that we hence begin our inquiry in our uſual method? for
we were wont to ſuppoſe a certain ſpecies with reſpect to many individuals,
to which we give the ſame name; or do you not underﬅand me? I un
derﬅand. Let us ſuppoſe now ſuch among the many, as you pleaſe ; as,
for example, there are many beds and tables, if you pleaſe.

there not?

Why are

But the ideas ', at leaﬅ reſpecting theſe pieces of_furniture,
are

imitative ſpecies oſ poetry, was the corruption oſ the times in which he lived: for philoſophy'
wasthen deſpiſed, being accuſed by ſome as uſeleſs, and by others entirely condemned. On the
contrary, poetry was then held in immoderate admiration; its imitative power was the ſubject
oſ emulation ; it was conſidered as adequate alone to diſciplinative purpoſes; and poets, becauſe

they imitated every thing, perſuaded themſelves that they knew all things, as is evident from.
what Socrates ſays in this dinlogue. Hence Plato, indignant at the prevalence of ſuch an
opinion, ſhows that the poetic and imitative genus wanders far from the truth, which philoſo
phy, the ſaviour of ſouls, imparts. For, from the ſame benevolent wiſh through which he accuſes
the ſophiſls and popular orators, as unable to contribute any thing to virtue, he alſo blames the
poets, and particularly the compoſers of tragedy, and ſuch imitators as deviſe that which may
charm their hearcrs, and not that which may promote virtue; and who inchant, but do not
inﬅruct, the multitude. But he conſiders Ilomer as deſerving a ſimilar reprehenſion, becauſe
he is the leader of this ſpecies of poetry, and aſſords to tragedians the ſceds of imitation. For
thus it was requiſite to recall the men oſ his age from aſtoniſhment reſpecting poetry, through;
an immoderate attachment to which, they neglected true diſcipline. With a view therefore to
the inſtruction oſ the multitude, to correct an abſurd phantaſy, and exhort to a philoſophic life,

he reprobates the tragedians, who were then called public preceptors, as directing their attention
to nothing ſane; and, at the ſame time, remits his reverence for Homer, and, ranking him in'
the ſame claſs with tragic poets, blames him as an imitator.
*' Nor is it wonderful, that the ſame poet ſhould be called by him, both divine, and the third
from the truth. For, ſo ſar as he is poſſeſſed by the Muſes, he is divine; but, ſo ſar as he is

an imitator, he is the third from the truth."
' We muſl not ſuppoſe that Plato, in ſpeaking oſ the idea. of a bed and table, mean to ſignify;
that there is an idea of each of theſe izi the intellect oſ the demiurgus oſ the univerſa; or, in>

ſhort, that there are idcas or' things artiﬁcial; but he calls by the name oſ idea, the reaſon or

productive principle which ſubſiſls in the dianoe'tic power of the artiﬁcer: and this reaſon, he
ſays, is thc oﬀspring of deity, becauſe he is of opinion, that this very artiﬁcial principle itſelf
*
lb
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are two; one of' bed, and one of table,

Yes.

And are we not wont to

ſay, that the workmen of each of theſe ſpecies of furniture, looking to
wards the idea, make in this manner, the one the beds, and the other

the tables which we uſe?

and all other things after the ſame manner.

For no one oſ the artiﬅs makes, at leaﬅ, the idea itſelf; ſor how can he?

By no means.

But ſee now whet-her you call ſuch a one as this an artiﬅ?

Which? One who does all ſuch things, as each manual artiſicer does.
You men-tion ſome ſkilful and wonderful man. Not yet, at leaﬅ; but

you will much more ſay ſo preſently ; for this ſame mechauic is not only

able to make all ſorts of utenﬁls, but he makes alſo every thing which
ſprings from the earth, and he makes all ſorts oſanimals, himſelf as well as

others: and beſides theſe things, he makes the earth, and heaven, and the
Gods, and all things in heaven, and in Hades under the earth. You mention,
ſaid he, a perfectly wonderful ſophiﬅ. You do not believe me; but tell

me, does it appear to you that there is not any ſuch artiﬅ? or that, in
one reſpect, he is the maker of all theſe things, and in another he is not?
or do you not perceive that even you yourſelf might be able to make all
theſe things, in a certain manner at leaﬅ? And what, ſaid he, is this
manner? It is not diﬃcult, ſaid l, but is performed in many ways, and
quickly; but in the quickeﬅ manner of all, if you chooſe to take a mirror,

and carry it round every where; for then you will quickly make the ſun,
and the things in the heavens, quickly the earth, quickly yourſelf, and
the other animals, and utenſils, and vegetables, and all that was now
mentioned,
Yes, ſaid he, the appearances, but not however the real
things. You Come Well, ſaid I, and ſeaſonably, with your remark; for
I imagine that the painter too is one of theſe artiﬅs. Is he not? How is
it poſſible he ſhould not? 'But you will ſiiy, I think, that he does not
make what he makes, true, although the painter too, in a certain man

ner, at leaﬅ,'makes a bed, does he not?

Yes, ſaid he, he too makes only

is imparted to ſouls from divinity. Proclus, on the Parmenides, well obſerves, that an argument
oſ the truth of this may be derived from henee,-that Plato calls a poet the third from, or with
reſpect to, the truth, placing him analogous to a painter, who does not make a bed, but the
image ofit. The form of bed, therefore, in the diano'e'tic part oſ the artiſicer, ranks as ﬁrﬅ
with reſpect to truth 5 the bed which he makes as ſecond; and that which is painted as the third.

But iſ there was an idea of bed in the intellect of divinity, the painter would be the fourth and
not the third from the truth

6
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But what with reference to the bed-maker?

Did you

not indeed ſay, juﬅ now, that he does not make the form which we ſay'
cxiſrs, which is bed, but a particular bed? I ſaid ſo indeed. If then he
does not make that which is, he does not make real being, but ſome ſuch
thing as being, but not being itſelf: but if any one ſhould ſay, that the
work of a bed-maker, or of any other handicraft, were real being, he would

ſeem not to ſay true. He would, ſaid he, as it muﬅ appear to thoſe who
arc converſant in ſuch kind of reaſonings. Let us not then at all wonder
if this likewiſe happen to be ſomewhat obſcure with reference to the truth.
Let us not. Ate you willing then, ſaid I, that, with reference to theſe
very things, we inquire concerning the imitator, who he really is? If you are

willing, ſaid he. Are there not then theſe three ſorts of beds? One which
exiﬅs in nature, and which we may ſay, as l imagine, God made, or who
elſe? None, I think. And one which the joincr makes. Yes, ſaid he.

And one which the painter makes.

Is it not ſo?

Be it ſo.

Now the

painter, the' bed-maker, God, theſe three preſide over three ſpecies of beds.
They are three, indeed.

But God, whether it were that he was not willing',

or whether there was ſomeneceſſzty ſor it,
one bed in nature, made this one only,
ſuch, or more, have never been produced
duced. How ſo? ſaid he. Becauſe, ſaid I,

that he ſhould not make but
which is really bed; but two
by God, nor ever will be pro
if he had made but two, again

one would have appeared, the form of which both theſe tw<> would have
poſſeſſed', and that form would be, that which is bed, and not thoſe two.
Right, ſaid he.

God then, I think, knowing theſe things, and willing to

be the maker of bed, really, and really exiſting, but not of any particular
bed, nor to be any particular bed-maker, produced but one in nature. It
appears ſo. Are you willing, then, that we call him the planter of this, or
ſomething oſ this kind? lt is juﬅ, ſaid he, ſince he has, in their nature,
made both this, and all other things. But what as to the joiner? Is not
he the workman ofa bed? Yes. And is the painter, too, the workman
and maker of ſuch a work? By no means. But what will you ſay he is
with relation to bed? This, ſaid he, as it appears to me, we may moﬅ
reaſonably call him, the imitator of what theſe are the workman of. Be it

ſo, ſaidl; you call him then the imitator who makes what is generated
the third from nature? Entirely ſo, ſaid he. And this the compoſer of
VOL. I.
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tragedy ſhall be likewiſe, ſince he is an imitator, riſing as a ſort of third
from the King and the truth; and in like manner all other imitators.

lt

ſeems ſo. We have agreed then as to the imitator; but tell me this con
cerning the painter, whether do you think he undertakes to imitate each
particular thing in nature, or the works of artiﬅs? The works of artiﬅs,
ſaid he. Whether, ſuch as they really are, or ſuch as they appear? Deter
mine this further. How do you ſay? replied he. Thus. Docs abed
diﬀer any thing from itſelf, whether he view it obliquely, or directly
oppoſite, or in any particular poſition?

or, does it diﬀer nothing, but

only appears diﬀerent, and in the ſame way as to other things?
ſaid he, it appears, but diﬀers nothing.

Thus,

Conſider this too, with reference

to which of the two does painting work, in each particular work; whether
with reference to real being, to imitate it as it really is, or with re

ference to what is apparent, as it appears; and whether is it the imi
tation of appearance, or of truth?
Oſ appearance, ſaid he. The
imitative art, then, is far from the truth: and on this account, it ſeems,
he is able to make theſe things, becauſe he is able to attain but to
ſome ſmall part of each particular, and that but an image.
Thus
we ſay that a painter will paint us a ſhoemaker, a joiner, and other
artiﬅs, though he be ſkilled in none of thoſe arts; yet he will be able to
deceive children and ignorant people, iſ he be a good painter, when he
paints a joiner, and ſhows him at a diﬅance, ſo far as to make them ima
gine he is a real joiner. Why not? But this, I think, my friend, we
muﬅ conſider with reference to all theſe things; that when any one tells

us of ſuch a painter, that he has met with a man who is ſkilled in all
manner oſ workmanſhip, and every thing elſe which every ſeveral artiﬅ
underſtands, and that there is nothing which he does not know more accus
rately than any other perſon, We ought to reply to ſuch an one, that he is
a ſimple man, and that it ſeems, having met with ſome magician, and

mimic, he has been deceived; ſo that he has appeared to him to know
every thing, from his own incapacity to diﬅinguiſh between ſcience, and

ignoranCe, and imitation.

Moﬅ true, ſaid he.

Ought we not then, ſaid

I, in the next place, to conſider tragedy, and its leader, Homer? ſince we

hear from ſome, that theſe poets underſtand all arts, and all human aﬀairs,
reſpecting virtue and vice, and likewiſe all divine things; for a good poet

muﬅ
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muﬅ neceſſarily compoſe with knowledge, if he means to compoſi: well
what he compoſes, elſe he is not able to compoſe. It behoves us then
to conſider whether theſe who have met with thoſe imitators have been
deceived, and on viewing their works have not perceived that they are the
third diﬅant from real being, and that their works are ſuch as can eaſily

be made by one who knows not the truth (for they make phantaſms, and
not real beings) ; or whether they do ſay ſomething to the purpoſe, and that

the good poets in reality have knowledge in thoſe things which they ſeem
to the multitude to expreſs with elegauce. By all means, ſaid he, this is
to be inquired into. Do you think then, that if any one were able to
make both of theſe, that which is imitated, and likewiſe the image, he

would allow himſelf ſeriouſly to apply to the workmanſhip of the images,
and propoſe this to himſelf as the beﬅ thing in life? I do not. But if he
were in reality intelligent in theſe things which he imitates, he would far

rather, Ithink, ſeriouſly apply himſelf to the things than to the imita
tions, and would endeavour to leaVe behind him many and beautiful
actions, as monuments of himſelf, and would ﬅudy rather to be himſelf
the perſon commended than the encomiaﬅ.

I think ſo, ſaid he ; for nei< _

ther is the honour nor the proﬁt equal. As to other things, then, let us not
call them to account, aſking Homer or any other of the poetsjwhether
any of them were any way ſkilled in medicine, and not an imitator only
of medical diſcourſes, for which of the antient or latter poets is ſaid to

have reﬅored any to health, as jEſculapius did? or what ﬅudents in medi
cine has any left behind him, as he did his deſcendants? Nor let us aſk
them concerning the other arts, but diſmiſs them: but with reference to
thoſe greateﬅ and moﬅ beautiful things which Homer attempts to ſpeak
of, concerning wars and armies, and conﬅitutions of cities, and the edu

cation belonging to men, it is juﬅ, ſomehow, to queﬅion him, whilﬅ
we demand oſ him: Friend Homer, if you be not the third from the
truth with regard to virtue, being the workman of an image (which we
have deſined an imitator to be), but the ſecond, and are able to diſcern

what purſuits render men better or worſe, both in private and public, tell
us which of the cities has been by you better conﬅituted, as Lacedaemon

was by Lycurgus, and many other both great and ſmall cities by many
others, but what city acknowledges you to have been a good lawgiver,
3M 2
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and to have been of advantage to them. Italy and Sicily acknowledge
Charondas, and we Solon ; but will any one acknowledge you as the be
neſactor of any city? I think not, ſaid Glauco, It is not then pretended
even by the Homerics themſelves. But what war in Homer's days is
recorded to have been well conducted by him as leader, or counſellor?

Not one. But what are his diſcoveries? as among the works of a wiſe
man there are many diſcoveries and inventions ſpoken of, reſpecting the
arts, andv other aﬀairs; as oſ Thalcs the Milcſian, and of Anacharſis the
Scythian. By no means is there any ſuch thing. But iſ not in a public

manner, is Homer ſaid to have lived as a private tutor to any who de
lighted in his converſation, and have delivered down to poﬅerity a certain
Homeric manner oſ life? in like manner as Pythagoras was remark
ably beloved on this account, and, even to this day, ſuch as denomia
nate themſelves ſrom the Pythagoraean manner oſ liſe appear to be

ſomehow eminent beyond others. Neither is there, ſaid he, any thing of
this kind related of Homer. For Creophilus 1, Socrates, the companion
of Homer, may probably appear more ridiculous ﬅill in his education, than

in his name, iſ what is ſaid of Homer be true.

For it is ſaid that he was

greatly neglected when he lived under Homer's tuition. It is ſaid indeed,
replied I. But do you think, Glauco, that iſ Homer had been able to edu

cate men, and to render them better, as being capable not only to imitate
with reſpect to theſe things, but to underﬅand them, would he not then

have procured himſelf many companions, and have been honoured and
beloved by them? But Protagoras the Abderite, and Prodicus the Chian,
and many others, are able to perſuade the men oſ their times, converﬁng
with them privately, that they will neither be able to govern their ſamily,
nor yet their city, - unleſs they themſelves preſide over their education ; and

for this wiſdom oſ theirs, they are ſo exceedingly beloved, that their corn
panions almoﬅ carry them about on their heads. Would then the men
oſ Homer's time have leſt him or Heſiod to go about ſinging their ſongs, if
he had been able 'to proﬁt men in the way of virtue ; and not rather have
' According to the Greek Scholiaﬅ on this place, Creophilus was an epic poct oſ Chios.
Some relate of him that Homer married his daughter, and that Homer dwelling in his houſe, he
had from him the poem of the Iliad.

His name, to which Socrates alludes, ſigniﬁes a lover

of ﬂeſh.
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retained him with gold, and obliged him to ﬅay with them? or, if they
could not perſuadc him, would they not as ſcholars have followed him every
where, till they had obtained ſuﬃcient education P

he, Socrates, to ſay what is in every reſpect true.

You ſeem to me, ſaid

Shall we not then

eﬅabliſh this point,-That all the poetical men, beginning' with Homer,
are imitators of the images of virtue, and of other things about which

they compoſe, but that they do not attain to the truth: but as we juﬅ
now ſaid, a painter who himſelf knows nothing about the making ofſhoes,
will draw a ihoemakcr, who ſhall appear to be real to ſuch as are no: in
telligent, but who view according to the colour and ﬁgures? Entirely ſo.
In the ſame manner, I think, we ſhall ſay that the poet colours over with
his names and _words certain colours of the ſeveral arts, whilﬅ he under

ﬅands nothing himſelf, but merely imitates, ſo as to others ſuch as himſelf
who view things in his compoſitions, he appears to have knowledge : and
if he ſays any thing about ihoemaking in meaſure, rhythm and harmony,

he ſeems to ſpeak perfectly well, and in like manner if of an expedition,
or of any thing elſe : ſo great an inchantment have theſe things naturally,
ſince you know, Ithink, in what manner poetical things appear when

ﬅript of muſical colouring, and expreſſed apart by themſelves, for you
have ſomewhere beheld it. I have, ſaid he. Do they not, ſaid I, re
ſemble the faces of people who are in their prime, but who are not beau-4

tiful, ſuch as they appear when their bloom forſakes them?
ſaid he.

Come now, and conſider this.

Entirely,

The maker of the image, whom

We call the imitator, knows nothing of real being, but only of that which

is apparent.

Is it not ſo?

Yes.

Let us not then leave it expreſſed by

halves, but let us ſuﬃciently perceive it.

we ſay, will paint reins, and a bridle.

the ſmith, will make them.

Say on, replied he.

Yes.

Certainly.

A painter,

And the leather-cutter, and

Does then the painter under

ſtand what kind Of reins and bridle there ought to be? or not even he who
makes them, the ſmith, nor the leather-cutter, but he who knows how to'
uſe them, the horſeman alone? Moﬅ true. Shall we not ſay it is ſo in
every thing elſe? How? That with reference to each particular thing,
there are theſe three arts.

That which is to uſe it, that which is to make

it, and that which is to imitate it. ch. Are then the virtue, and the
beauty, and the rectitude of every utenſil, and animal, and action, for
nothing'
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nothing elſe but for the uſe for which each particular was made, or gene

rated P Juﬅ ſo. By a great neceﬃty, then, he who uſes each particular
muﬅ be the moﬅ ſkilful, and be able to tell the maker what he makes good
or bad, with reference to the uſe for which he uſes it: thus, for exam

ple, a player on the pipe tells the pipe-maker concerning pipes, what
things are of ſervice towards the playing on the pipe, and he will give
orders how he ought to make them, but the workman does not ſo. How
ſhould it be otherwiſe? Docs not the one then, being intelligent, pronounce

concerning good and bad pipes, and the other, believing him, make ac
cordingly? Yes. With reference then to one and the ſame inﬅrument,
the maker ſhall have right opinion concerning its beauty or deformity,
whilﬂ he is converſant with one who is intelligent, and is obliged to hear
from the intelligent; but he who uſes it ſhall have ſcience. Entirely ſo.

But whether ſhall the imitator have ſcience from uﬁng the things he paints,
whether they be liandſome and right, or otherwiſe? or ſhall he have right
opinion from his being neceſſarily converſant with the intelligent, and from
being enjoined in what manner he ought to paint? Neither of the two.
The imitator then ſhall have neither knowledge, nor right opinion about

what he imitates with reference to beauty or deformity.

It appears not.

The imitator then ſhould be very agreeable in his imitation, with regard

to wiſdom, concerning what he paints.

Not entirely.

But however he

will imitate at leaſt, without knowing concerning each particular in what
reſpect it is ill or good; but it is likely that he will imitate ſuch as aph
pears to be beautiful to the multitude, and thoſe who know nothing. What
elſe? We have now, indeed, ſuﬃciently, as it appears, at leaﬅ, ſettled

theſe things:

That the imitator knows nothing worth mentioning in

thoſe things which he imitates, but that imitation is a ſort of amuſement,

and not a ſerious aﬀair.

And likewiſe that thoſe who apply to tragic

poetry in iambics and heroics, are all imitators in the higheﬅ degree.
Entirely ſo.

But, by Jupiter, ſaid I, this of imitation is ſomehow

in the third degree from the truth. Is it not? Yes. To what part then
of man does it belong, having the power it poſſeſſes? What part do you
ſpeak of? Of ſuch as this. The ſame magnitude perceived by ſight, does
not appear in the ſame manner, near, and at a diﬅance. lt does not.
And the ſame things appear crooked and ﬅraight, when we look at them
In
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in water, and out of water, and concave and convex, through the error
of the ſight, as to colours. All this diﬅurbance is manifeﬅ in the ſoul;

and this infirmity of our nature painting attacks, and leaves nothing of
magical ſeduction unattempted, together with the wonder-working art,
and many other ſuch-like devices. True. And have not the arts oſmea

ſuring, numbering, and weighing, appeared to be moﬅ ingenious helps in
theſe things, that ſo the apparent greater or leſs, the apparent more or
heavier, may not govern us, but the numbered, the meaſured, and the
weighed? How ſhould it be otherwiſe? But this again is, at leaﬅ, the

work of the rational part in the ſoul.

It is ſo, indeed.

But whilﬅ reaſon

often meaſures and declares ſome things to be greater or leſs than other
things, or equal, the contrary appears at the ſame time with reference to

theſe things.

Yes.

But did not we ſay that it was impoſiible for the ſame

perſon to have contrary opinions about the ſame things at the ſame time?
And thus far we ſaid rightly. That part of the ſoul, then, which judges

contrary to the meaſure, would ſeem not to be the ſame with that which
judges according to the meaſure. It would not. But ſurely, at leaﬅ, that
which truﬅs to meaſure and computation would ſeem to be the beﬅ part
of the ſoul. Why not? That then which oppoſes itſelf to this will be
ſome one of the depraved parts of us. Of neceſſity. It was this then I
Wiſhed ſhould be agreed upon, when I ſaid that painting, and in ſhort imi
tation, being far from the truth, delight in their own work, converſing
with that part in us which is far from wiſdom, and are its companion and
friend, to no ſound nor genuine purpoſe. Entirely ſo, ſaid he. Imitation
then, being depraved in itſelf, and joining with that which is depraved,
generates depraved things. It ſeems ſo. Whether, ſaid l, is the caſe
thus, with reference to the imitation which is by the ſight only, or is it
likewiſe ſo with reference to that by hearing, which we call poetry? Likely
as to this alſo, ſaid he.

We ſhall not therefore, ſaid I, truﬅ to the appear

ance in painting, but we ſhall proceed to the conſideration of the dianoe'tic

part with which the imitation through poetry is converſant, and ſee whether
it is depraved or worthy. It muﬅ be done. Let us proceed then thus:
Poetic imitation, we ſay, imitates men acting either voluntarily or invo
luntarily; and imagining that in their acting they have done-either well

or ill, and in all theſe caſes receiving either pain or pleaſure; Does it
6
'
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any more than this? No more. ln all theſe, now, does the man agree
with himſelf? or, as he diſagreed with reﬅrcncc to light, and had con
trary opinions in himſelf or" the ſame things at one and the ſinne time,
docshe, in the ſame manner, diſagrce likewiſe in his actions, and light
with himſelf?

But l- recollect that there is no occaſion for us to ſettlc

this at leaﬅ; for, in our reaſonings above, we ſuﬃciently determined all
theſe things, that our ibul is full of a thouſand ſuch contrarieties exiﬅing
in it.

Right, ſaid he.

Right indeed, ſaid I ; but it appears to me neceſ

ſary to diſcuſs now, what was then omitted. As what ? ſaid he. 'We ſaid
ſomewhere formerly, ſaid I, that a good man, when he meets with ſuch a
fortune as the loſs of a ſon, or of any thing elſe which he values the
moﬅ, will bear it of all men the eaſieﬅ. Certainly. But let us now
conſider this further,-whether will he not grieve at all, or is this indeed
impoſſible, but he will, however, moderate his grief? The truth, ſaid
he, is rather this laﬅ. But tell me this now concerning him, whether do
you think that he will ﬅruggle more with grief and oppoſe it, when he is

obſerved by his equals, or when he is in ſolitudc, alone by himſelf? Much
more, ſaid he, When he is Obſerved. But. when alone, he will venture, I
think, to utter many things, which, if any one heard him, llC would be
aſhamed of, and he will do many things which he would not wiſh any one
ſaw him doina. It is ſo, ſaid he. Is it not then reaſon and law which
command him, to reﬅrain his grief,-but what drags him to grief is tlze
paſſion itſelf? True. As then there is in the man an oppoſite conduct,
with regard to the ſame thing, at one and the ſame time, we muﬅ neceſſa

rily ſay that he has 'two conductors. What elſe? And ſhall we not ſay
that one of them is ready to obey the law wherever law leads him? How?
Law in a- manner ſays that it is beﬅ in misſortunes to have the greateﬅ
tranquillity poſſible, and not to bear them ill; ſince the good and evil of

ſuch things as theſe is not maniſeﬅ, and ſince no advantage follows the
bearing theſe things ill; and as nothing of human aﬀairs is worthy of great
concern; and, beſides, their grief provesa hinderance to that in them which
we ought to have moﬅ at hand. What is it, ſaid he, you ſpeak of? To

deliberate, ſaid l, on the event; -a11d,,as on a throw of the dice, to regulate
his aﬀairs according to what caﬅs up, in whatever way reaſon ſhall declare

to be beﬅ: and not as children when they fall, to lie ﬅill, and waﬅe the
-

time
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time in crying; but always to accuﬅom the ſoul to apply in the ſpeedieﬅ
manner to heal and rectify what was fallen and ſick, diſmiﬃng lamenta

tion. One would thus, ſaid he, behave in the beﬅ manner in every con
dition. And did not we ſay that the beﬅ part is willing to follow this
which is rational?

It is plain.

And ſhall not we ſay that the part which

leads to the remembrance of the aﬄiction, and to wailings, and is inſa

tiably given to theſe, is irrational, and idle, and a friend to cowardice?

We ſhall ſay ſo truly.

Is not then the grieving part that which admits of

much and of various imitation? But the prudent and tranquil part, which
is always uniform with itſelf, is neither eaſily imitated, nor, when imitated,

eaſily underﬅood, eſpecially by a popular aſſembly, where all ſorts of men
are aſſembled together in a theatre. For it is the imitation of a diſpoſition
which is foreign to them.

Entirely ſo.

It is plain, then, that the imitao

tive poet is not made for ſuch a part of the ſoul as this. Nor is his ſkill
ﬁtted to pleaſe it, if he means to gain the applauſe of the multitude. But
he applies to the paﬃonate and the multiform part, as it is eaſily imitated.
It is plain. May we not then, withjuﬅice, lay hold of the imitative poet,
and place him as correſpondent to the painter? for he reſembles him, both
becauſe, as to truth, he eﬀects but depraved things, and in this too he
reſembles him, in being converſant with a diﬀerent part of the ſoul
from that which is beﬅ.

And thus we may, with juﬅice, not admit

him into our city which is to be well regulated, becauſe he excites and
nouriſhes this part of the ſoul, and, ﬅrengthening it, deﬅroys the rational.

And as he who in a city makes the wicked powerful, betrays the city, and
deﬅroys the beﬅ men, in the ſame manner we ſhall ſay that the imitative

poet eﬅabliſhes a bad republic in the ſoul oſ each individual, gratifying the
fooliſh part of it, which neither diſeerns what is great, nor what is little,
but deems the ſame things ſometimes great, and ſometimes ſmall, forming

little images in its own imagination, altogether remote from the truth.
Entirely ſo. But we have not however as yet brought the greateﬅ accuſa
tion againﬅ it: for that is, ſomehow, a very dreadful one, that it is able

to corrupt even the good, if it be not a very few excepted.
it not, ſince it acts, in this manner?

How ſhould

But hear now, and conſider; for

ſomehow, the beﬅ of us, when we hear Homer, or any of the'ttagic

writers, imitating ſome of the heroes when in grief, pouring forth long
voL. 1.
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ſpeeches in their ſorrow, bewailing and beating their breaﬅs, you know
we are delighted; and, yielding ourſelves, we follow along, and, ſympathiz
ing
withithem, ſeriouſly commend him as 'an able poet whoever moﬅ

aﬀects us in this manner. I know it.

But when any domeﬅic grief befalls

any of us, you perceive, on the other hand, that we value ourſelves on
the oppoſite behaviour, if we can be quiet, and endure, this being the
part of a man, but that of a woman, which in the bther caſe we com
mended. I perceive it, ſaid he. Is this commendation then, ſaid I, a
handſome one, when we ſee ſuch a man as one would not deign to be
oneſelf, but would be aſhamed of, not to abominate but to delight in
him, and commend him P No, by Jupiter, ſaid he ; it appears unreaſon
able. Certainly, ſaid l, if you conſider it, in this manner. How? If

you conſider that the part of us, which in our private misfortunes is forci
bly reﬅrained, and is kept from weeping and bewailing to the full, being
by nature of ſuch a kind as is deſirous of theſe, is the very part which is
by the poets ﬁlled and gratiﬁed : but that part in us, which is naturally the
beﬅ, being not ſuﬃciently inﬅructed, either by reaſon or habit, grows

remiſs in its guardianſhip over the bewailing part, by attending to the
ſuﬀerings of others, and deems it no way diſgraceful to itſelf, to commend
and pity one who grieves immoderately, whilﬅ he profeſſes to be a good
man. But this it thinks it gains, even pleaſure, which it would not chooſe
to be deprived of, by deſpiſing the whole of the poem.

For, I think, it

falls to the ſhare of few to be able to conſider, that what we feel with
reſpect to the fortunes of others, muﬅ neceſſarily be felt with reſpect to

our own. Since it is not eaſy for a man to bear up under his own misfor
tunes, who ﬅrongly cheriſhes the bewailing diſpoſition over thoſe of others.
Moﬅ true, ſaid he,

And is not the reaſoning the ſame with reference to

the ridiculous? For when you hear, in imitation by comedy, or in private
converſation, what you would be aſhamed to do yourſelf to excite laughter,

and are delighted with it, and imitate it, you do the ſame thing here as in
the tragic : for that part, which, when it wanted to excite laughter, was for
merly reﬅrained by reaſon from a fear of incurring the character of ſcurrility,

by now letting looſe, and allowing there to grow vigorous, you are often
impirceptibly brought to be in your own behaviour a buﬀoon. Extremely
ſo, ſaid he. And the caſe is the ſame as to venereal pleaſures, and anger, and
3
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the whole of the paﬃons, as well the ſorrowful as the joyful, which truly, we
have ſaid, attend us in every action; that the poetical imitation of theſe has
the ſame eﬀect upon us; for it nouriſhes and waters thoſe things which
ought to be parched, and conﬅitutes as our governor, thoſe which ought

to be governed, in order to our becoming better and happier, inﬅead of

being worſe and more miſerable.

I can ſay no otherwiſe, ſaidshe.

When

therefore, Glauco, ſaid I, you meet with the encomiaﬅs of Homer, who
tell how this poet inﬅructed Greece, and that he deſerves to be taken as a
maﬅer to teach a man both the management and the knowledge of human
aﬀairs, and that a man ſhould regulate the whole of His life according to

this poet, we ſhould indeed love and embrace ſuch people, as being the
beﬅ they are able; and agree with them that Homer is moﬅ poetical, and

the ﬁrﬅ of tragic writers: but they muﬅ know, that hymns to the Godd,
and the praiſes of worthy actions, are alone to be admitted into the city.
But if it ſhould admit the pleaſurable muſe likewiſe, in ſongs, or verſes,

you would have pleaſure and pain reigning in the city, inﬅead of law, and
that reaſon which alway appears beﬅ to the community, Moﬅ true, ſaid
he.

Let theſe things now, ſaid I, be our apology, when we recollect what

we have ſaid with reference to poetry, that we then very properly diſmiſſed
it from our republic, ſince it is ſuch as is now deſcribed: for reaſon obliged
us.

And let us tell it further, leﬅ it accuſe us ofa certain roughneſs, and

ruﬅicity, that there is an antient variance between philoſophy and poetry;
for ſuch verſes as theſe,
That bawling bitch, which at her miﬅreſs barks,

And'
He 's great in empty eloquence of ſools,

And
On triﬂes ﬅill they plod, becauſe they'rc poor;

and a thouſand ſuch like, are marks of an antient oppoſition betWeen them.

But nevertheleſs let it be ſaid, that if any one can aﬃgn a reaſon why the
poetry and the imitation which are calculated for pleaſure ought to be in
a well regulated city, we, for our part, ſhall gladly admit them, as we are

at leaﬅ conſcious to ourſelves that we are charmed by them. But to betray
what appears to be truth, were an unholy thing. For are not you yourſelf,
3N 2
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my friend, charmed by this imitation, and moﬅ eſpecially when you ſhe it

performed by Homer? Very much ſo. Is it not juﬅ, then, that we intro
dUCe
it apologizing
itſelf,
in ſong,
or in any'other
By
all
means.
Andſſweformay
at either
leaﬅ grant,
ſomehow,
even to meaſure?
its deſenders,
ſuch asand
are ſhow
not poets,
of poetry,
to ſpeak
in its behalſ,
without
verſe,
that but
it islovers
not only
pleaſant,
vbut proﬁtable
for republics,
and for human life; and we ſhall hear with pleaſure, for we ſhall gain ſome

what iſ it ſhall appear not only pleaſant but alſo proﬁtable.
poſſible we ſhould not gain? ſaid he.

How 'is it.

And if it happen otherwiſe, my friend,

We ſhall do as thoſe who have been in love when they deem their love
unproﬁtable,-'-they deſiﬅ, though with violence: ſo we in like manner,

through this inborn love of ſuch poetry that prevails in our beﬅ republics,
ſhall be well pleaſed to ſee it appear to be the beﬅ and trueﬅ: and we

ſhall hear it till it is able to make no further apology.

But we ſhall take

along with us this diſcourſe which we have held, as a counter-charm, and

incantation, being afraid to fall back again into a childiſh and vulgar love.
We may perceive then that we are not to be much in earneﬅ about ſuch
poetry as this, as if it were a ſerious aﬀair, and approached to the truth ;
but the hearer is to beware of it, and to be afraid ſor the republic within

himſelf, and to entertain thoſe Opinions of poetry which we mentioned? I
entirely agree, ſaid he. For great, friend Glauco, ſaid I, mighty is the con
teﬅ, and not ſuch as it appears, to become a good or a bad man: ſo as not
to be moved, either through honour, or riches, or any magiﬅracy, or poetic
imitation, ever to neglect juﬅice, and the other virtues. I agree with you,

from what we have diſcuſſed, and ſo I think will any other.

But we have

not yet, ſaid I, diſcuſſed the greateﬅ prize of virtue, and the rewards laid

up for her.

You ſpeak of ſome prodigious greatneſs, ſaid he, iſ there be

other greater than thoſe mentioned.

But what is there, ſaid 1, can be

great in a little time? for all this period from infancy to old age is but
little in reſpect of the whole.

Nothing at all indeed, ſaid he.

What then?

Do you think an immortal being ought to be much concerned about ſuch
a period, and not about the whole of time? 1 think, ſaid he, about the

whole.

But why do you mention this? Have you not perceived, ſaid I,

that our ſoul is immortal, and never periſhes? On which he, looking at

me, and wondering, ſaid, By Jupiter, not I indeed.

But are you able to
ſhow
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ſhow this? I ſhould otherwiſe act unjuﬅly, ſaid I.
lielf can ſhow it, for it is in no reſpect diﬃcult.

And I think you your
To me at leaﬅ, ſaid he,

it is diﬃcult; but I would willingly hear from you this which is not diﬃcult.
You ſhall hear then, ſaid I. Only ſpeak, replied he. Is there not ſome
thing, ſaid I, which you call good, and ſomething which you call evil? I
own it. Do you then conceive of them in the ſame manner as Ido?
How? That which deﬅroys and corrupts every thing is the evil, and
what preſerves and proﬁts it is the good. I do, ſaid he. But what? Do

you not ſay, there is ſomething which is good, and ſomething which is
bad, to each particular? as blindneſs to the eyes, and diſeaſe to every
animal body, blaﬅing to corns, rottenneſs to wood, ruﬅ to braſs and iron,
and, as I am ſaying, almoﬅ every thing has its connate evil, and diſeaſe?
I think ſo, replied he. And when any thing oſ this kind befalls any thing,
does it not render that which it befalls baſe, and in the end diſſolves and

deﬅroys it? How ſhonld it not? Its own connate evil then and baſeneſs
deﬅroys each particular; or, if this does not deﬅroy it, nothing elſe can ever
deﬅroy it. For that which is good can never deﬅroy any thing, nor yet
that which is neither good nor evil.

How can they? ſaid he. If then we

ſhall be able to ﬁnd, among beings, any one which has indeed ſome evil

which renders it baſe, but is not however able to diſſolve and deﬅroy it,

ſhall we not then know that a being thus conﬅituted cannot be deﬅroyed
at all? So, replied he, it appears. What then? ſaid I. Is there not
ſomething which renders the ſoul evil? Certainly, replied he; all theſe
things which we have now mentioned, injuﬅice, intemperance, cowardice,
ignorance. But does then any of theſe diſſolve and deﬅroy it ? And'

attend now, that we may not be impoſed on, in thinking that an unjuﬅ and
fooliſh man, when he is detected acting unjuﬅly, is then deﬅroyed through
his injuﬅice, which is the baſeneſs of his ſoul: but conſider it thus. As
diſeaſe, which is the baſeneſs of animal body, diſſolves and deﬅroys body,
and reduces it to be no longer that body; ſo all thoſe things we mentioned,

being deﬅroyed by their own proper evil adhering to them and poſlieﬂing
them, are reduced to a non-exiﬅence.

Is it not ſo?

Yes.

Conſider now

the ſoul in the ſame manner. Does injuﬅice, or other vice, poſſeſſing it, by
poſſcﬃng, and adhering to it, corrupt and deface it, till, bringing it to death,

it ſeparates it from the body? By no means, ſaid he. But it Were abſurd,
6
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ſaid I, that any thing ſhould be deﬅroyed by the baſcricſs of another, but
not by its own. Abſurd. For conſider, Glauco, ſaid l, that neither. by the
baſeneſs oſ victuals, whether it be their mouldineſs, or rottenneſs, or what

ever elſe, do we imagine our body can be deﬅroyed; but if this baſeneſs
in them create in the body a depravity of the body, we will ſay-that,
through their means, the body is deﬅroyed by its own evil, which is diſeaſe.
But we will never allow that by the baiencſs of food, which is one thing,
the body, which is another thing, can ever by this foreign evil, without
creating in it its own peculiar evil, beat any time deﬅroyed. You ſay moﬅ
right, replied he. According to the ſame reaſoning, then, ſaid I, unleſs the
baſeneſs of the body create a baſeneſs of the ſoul, let us never allow that

the ſoul can be deﬅroyed by an evil which is foreign, without its own
peculiar evil, one thing by the evil of another. i There is reaſon for it, ſaid
he.

Let us then either refute theſe things as not good reaſoning; or, ſo

long as they are uſinrefuted, let us at no time ſay, that the ſoul ſhall be ever
in any degree the more deﬅroyed, either by burning fever, or by any

other diſeaſe, or by ſlaughter, not even though a man ſhould cut the whole
body into*the ſmalleﬅ parts poſſible, till ſome one ſhow that, through theſe
ſuﬀerings of the body, the ſoul herſelf becomes more unjuﬅ and unholy.
But we will never allow it to be ſaid, that when a ſoreign evil befalls any

thing, whilﬅ its own proper evil is not within it, either the ſoul or any
thing elſe is deﬅroyed.

But this at leaſt, ſaid he, no one can ever ſhow,

that the ſouls of thoſe who die are by death rendered more unjuﬅ.

But if

any one, replied I, ſhall dare to contend with us in reaſoning; and, in

order that he may not be obliged to own that ſonls are immortal, ſhould
ſay, that when a man dies he becomes more wicked and unjuſi, we ſhall
ſomehow juﬅly demand of him to ſhow, if, he ſays true in telling us this,

that injuﬅice is deadly to the poſſeſſor, as a diſeaſe; and that thoſe who
embrace it are deﬅroyed by it as by a diſeaſe deﬅructivc in its own nature
-thoſe moﬅ ſpeedily who embrace it moſt, and thoſe more ſlowly who
embrace it_leſs. And not as at preſent, where the unjuﬅ die having this

puniſhment inﬂicted on them by others.

By Jupiter, ſaid he, injuﬅice

would not appear perfectly dreadful, if it were deadly to him who practiſes

it (for that were a deliverance from evil) ; but I rather think it will appear
to be altogether the reverſe, deﬅroying others as far as it can, but render
ll'lg
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ing 'the unjuﬅ extremely alive, and, in conjunction with being alive, wake
ful likewiſe; ſo far, as it ſeems, does it dwell from being deadly.

You

ſay well, replied I; for, when a man's own wickedneſs and peculiar evil is
inſuﬃcient to kill and deﬅroy the ſoul, hardly can that evil, which aims at
the deﬅruction of another, deﬅroy a ſoul, or any thing elſe but what it
is aimed againﬅ. Hardly indeed, ſaid he, as appears to me at leaﬅ. Since
therefore it is deﬅroyed by no one evil, neither peculiar nor foreign, is
it not plain that, of neceſſity, it always is? and, iſ it always is, it is

immortal? or neceſſity, replied he. Let this then, ſaid I, be ﬁxed
in this manner. And if it be, you will perceive that the ſame ſouls
will always remain, for their number will never become leſs, none being
deﬅroyed, nor will it become greater;

for if, anyhow,

the number'

of immortals was made greater, you know it would take from the mor-'
tal, and in the end all would be immortal.
You ſay true. But let
us not, ſaid I, think that this will be the caſe, (for reaſon will not al
low of it) nor yet that the ſoul in its trueﬅ nature is oſ ſuch a kind as
to be full of much variety, diﬃmilitude, and diﬀerence, conſidered in itſelf.

How do you ſay? replied he. That cannot eaſily, ſaid I, be eternal which
is compounded of many things, and which has not the moﬅ beautiful com
poſition, as hath now appeared to us to be the caſe with reference to the
ſoul. It is not likely. That the ſoul then is ſomething immortal, both
our preſent reaſonings, and others too, may Oblige us to own 1 but in orderv
to know what kind of being the ſoul is, in truth, one ought not to con-'

templatc it as it is damaged both by its conjunction with the body, and by
other evils, as we now behold it, but ſuch as it is when become pure, ſuch

it muﬅ by reaſoning be fully contemplated; and he (who does this) will i
ﬁnd it far more beautiful at leaﬅ, and will more plainly ſee Ehrongh juﬅice,
and injuﬅice, and every thing which we have now diſcuſſed. We are
now telling the truth concerning it, ſuch as it appears at preſent. We
have ſeen it, indeed, in the ſame condition in which they ſee the marine
Glaucus ' , where they cannot eaſily perceive his antient nature, becauſe
' According to the Greek Scholiuﬅ, Glaucus is ſaid to have been the ſon of Siſyphus and
Merope, and to have become a marinc dzemon. For, meeting with an immortal fountain, and
deſcending into it, he became immortal. Not being able however to point out this fountain to

certain perſons, he threw himſelf into the ſea 3 and oncc every year courſcd round all there;
and iﬂands in conjunction with whales.

the
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the antient members of his body are partly broken oﬀ, and others are worn
away; and he is altogether damaged by the waves: and, beſides this, other
things are grown to him, ſuch as ſhell ﬁſh, ſea weed, and ﬅones: ſo that
he in every reſpect reſembles a beaﬅ, rather than what he naturally was.

ln ſuch a condition do we behold the ſoul under a thouſand evils. But we
ought, Glauco, to behold it there. Where? ſaid he. In its philoſophy;
and to obſerve to what it applies, and what intimacies it aﬀects, as being
allied to that which is divine, immortal, and eternal; and what it would

become, if it purſued wholly a thing oſ this kind, and were by this purſuit
brought out of that ſea in which it now is, and had the ﬅones and ſhell ﬁſh
ſhaken oﬀ from it, which, at preſent, as it is fed on earth, render its na-.

ture, in a great meaſure, earthy, ﬅony, and ſavage, through thoſe aliments,

which are ſaid to procure felicity.

And then might one behold its true

nature, whether multiſorm, or uniform, and every thing concerning it.

But we have, lſithink, ſuﬃciently diſcuſſed its paſſions, and forms in

human life. Entirely ſo, replied he. Have we not now, ſaid l, diſ
cuſſed every thing elſe in our reaſonings, though we have not produced
thoſe rewards and honours of juﬅice (as you ſay Heﬁod and Homer do) ?
but we ﬁnd juﬅice itſelf to be the beﬅ reward to the ſoul; and that it
ought'to do what is juﬅ, whether it have or have not Gyges' ring, and,

together with ſuch a ring, the helmet ' likewiſe oſ Pluto.

You ſay moﬅ

true, ſaid he. Will it not now then, Glauco, ſaid I, be attended with
no envy, iſ, beſides theſe, we add thoſe rewards to juﬅice and the other vir
tues, which are beﬅowed on the ſoul by men and Gods, both whilﬅ the
man is alive, and after he is dead P

By all means, ſaid he.

Will you then

reﬅore me what you borrowed in the reaſoning? What, chieﬂy? I
granted you, that the juﬅ man ſhould be deemed unjuﬅ, and the unjuﬅ he
deemed to be juﬅ. For you were oſ opinion, that though it were not
poſſible that theſe things ſhould be concealed from Gods and men, it ſhould
however be granted, ſor the ſake oſ the argument, that juﬅice in itſelf

might be compared with injuﬅice in itſelf; or do you not remember it?
' The helmet of Pluto is ſaid to be an immortal and inviſible cloud, with which the Gods are
'inveﬅed when they wiſh not to be known to each other. And it is applied as a proverb to thoſe

that do any thing ſecretly.-Schol. Grzc. in Plat. p. '97._
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Now after the judgment

is over, Idemand again, i_n behalſ of juﬅice, that as you allow it to be

indeed eﬅeemed both by Gods and men, you likewiſe allow it to have the
ſame good reputation, that- it may alſi) receive thoſe prizes of victor),
which it acquires from the reputation ofjuﬅice, and beﬅows on thoſe who

poſſeſs it; ſince it has already appeared to beﬅow thoſe good things which
ariſe from really being juﬅ, and that it does not deceive thoſe who truly
embrace it.

You demand what is juﬅ, ſaid he.

Will you not then, ſaid

I, in the ﬁrﬅ place, reﬅore me this ? That it is not concealed from the
Gods, what kind of man each of the two is. We will grant it, ſaid he.
And if they be not concealed, one of them will be beloved ofthe Gods,

and one of them hated ' , as we agreed in the beginning.

We did ſo.

And ſhall we not aſſgree, that as to the man who is beloved of the Gods,

whatever
comes
to himillfrom
Gods miſcarriage.
will all be theEntirely
beﬅ poſſible,
unleſs
he
has ſome
neceſſary
fromthe
former
ſo. We
dare

then to think in this manner of the juﬅ man, That if he happen to be in
poverty, or in diſcaſes, or in anyother of thoſe ſeeming evils, theſe things
to him iſſue in ſomething good, either whilﬅ alive, or dead. For never
at any time is he neglected by the Gods who inclines earneﬅly to endeavour
to become juﬅ, and practiſes virtue as far as it is poſſible for man to reſem

ble God. It is reaſonable, replied he, that ſuch an one ſhould not be neg
lected by him whom he reſembles. And are we not to think the reverſe
of theſe things concerning the unjuﬅ man P

Entirely.

Such, then, would

ſeem to be the prizes which the juﬅ man receives from the Gods.
they are indeed in my opinion, ſaid he.

from men?

Such

But what, ſaid I, do they receive

Is not the caſe thus? (if we are to ſuppoſe the truth) Do

not cunning and unjuﬅ men do the ſame thing as thoſe racers, who run well

at the beginning, but not ſo at the end? for at the ﬁrﬅ they briſkly leap
forward, but in the end they become ridiculous, and, with their ears on
their neck, they run oﬀ without any reward.

But ſuch 'as are true racers,

arriving at the end, both receive the prizes, and are crowned.

Does it

not happen thus for the moﬅ part as to juﬅ men ? that at the end oſ every'
action and intercourſe of life they are both held in eﬅeem, and receive
1 That is to ſay, one of theſe through aptitude will receive the illuminations of divinity, and;

the other through inaptitude will ſubject himſelf to the power of avenging damons.
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rewards from men. Entirely ſo. You will then ſuﬀer me to ſay of theſe
what you yourſelf ſaid of the unjuﬅ. For I will aver now, that the juﬅ,
when they are grown up, ſhall arrive at power if they deſire magiﬅra
cies, they ſhall marry where they incline, and ſhall ſettle their chil
dren in marriage agreeably to their wiſhes; and every thing elſe you men
tioned concerning the others, I now ſay concerning theſe. And on
the other hand Iwill ſhy of the unjuﬅ, that the moﬅ of them, though
they may be Concealed whilﬅ they are young, yet being caught at
the end of the race, are ridiculous, and, when they become old, are

wretched and ridiculed, and ſhall be ſcourged both by foreigners and citi
Zens, and they ſhall afterwards be tortured, and burnt; which you ſaid
were terrible things, and you ſpoke the truth. Imagine you hear from
me that they ſuﬀer all theſe things. But ſee if you will admit of what I
ſay. Entirely, ſaid he, for you ſay what is juﬅ. Such as theſe now, ſaid
I, are the prizes, ſithe rewards and gifts, which a juﬅ man receives in his

life-time, ſſboth from Gods and men; beſides thoſe good things which juſſi
tice contains in itſelf.

And they are extremely beautiful, ſaid he, and

likewiſe permanent. But theſe now, ſaid l, are nothing in number or
magnitude, when compared with thoſe which await each of the two at

death. And theſe things muﬅ likewiſe be heard, that each of them may
completely have what is their due in the reaſoning. You may ſay on, re
plied he, not as to a hearer who has heard much, but as to one who hears

with pleaſure.

But, however, I will not, ſaid I, tell you the apologuc oſ

Alcinus; but that, indeed, of a brave man, Erus the ſon of Armenius,

by deſcent a Pamphylian ; who happening on a time to die in battle, when
the dead were on the tenth day carried oﬀ, already corrupted, he was
taken up ſound; and being carried home, as he was about to be buried on
the twelfth day, when laid on the funeral pile, he revived * ; and being re
'

vived,

' In the manuſcript Commentary of Proclus on thi' book of the Republic, ﬁve examples are
given of perſon' that have revived after they have been for many days dead. That part of the
Commentary containing theſe examples is preſerved by Aluander Morus, in his " Note' ad
quazdam Loca Novi Fnederis," which, as the book is ſcarce, I ſhall preſent to the public, for
the ſake both of the learned and unlearned Engliſh reader.
Proclus then, after having obſerved that ſome in his time have been ſeen ſitting or ﬅanding

on the ſepulchre: in which they had been buried, which, ſays he, is alſo related by the antients
of
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vived, he told what he ſaw in the other ﬅate, and ſaid: That after his ſoul

left the body, it went with many others, and that they came to a certain
daemoniacal
of Ariſteas, Her-modern', and Epimenides, ſubjoins the following example, taken from the
Hiﬅory of Clearchus, the diſciple of Ariﬅotle: " Cleonymus, the Athenian, who was a man

fond of hearing philoſophic diſcaurſes, on the death of one of his aſſociates, becoming very
ſorrowful, and giving himſelf up to deſpair, apparently died, and was laid out according to'
cuﬅom. His mother, as ſhe was folding him in her embraces, taking oﬀ his garment, and'
killing him, perceived in him a gentle breathing, and, being extremely joyful on the occaſion,

delayed his burial. Cleonymus in a ſhort time after was reﬅored to life, and told all that'he
ſaw and heard when he was in a ſeparate ﬅate. He ſaid that his ſoul appeared, as if liberated
from certain bonds, to ſoar from its body, and that, having aſcended above the earth, he ſaw in.
it places all-various, both for their ﬁgure and colour, and (treams of rivers unknown to men.

And that at laﬅ he came to a certain region ſacred to Veﬅa, which was under the direction of
dzmoniacal powers in indeſcribable female forms."

Kamwm 5 Aﬂnram, pin-no; my 'un r'
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now/m loEag, rpm'; inspire aunt, 'ram To' vain' rrpo'ntﬂu' mpCaAMmm 3' auro' 'i [nt-rup, 'at 'awe-rare'
ywafaymi rou 'pennon Humane' achurz, 'at uraþrmwa 'row rape', yede-r' Epaxria; ammmn; my
two; wren/runſ. I'lFlXaP'l 3' ell/m 'ſtroprm emerxenr To' mour To' 31' KMMWPU' maPrpovra 'am [unpn
rit/Dura', nal si'm Him 're um?" xwpi; m' 'at rim rou 'NMTOQ iFar 'ar MOUUEIEV. 'rnr [my ow au'rw J-uxn'

par/a' trap' re' Ham-raw &io' rn dream duEzn 'man apair-ev'r, 'rw WMTO; wapaﬂmag tas-'ram apdmai, m
aﬃrm" i'nrrp 7'; 'Few ram; t' my' FaW"a'ſGUſ, 'at ral; 'minae-r, m rai; NNW', na: jeu/Lard 'rerum
mrpoa'arrra avﬁpmmc' 'at 'not apwtdm 'iſ rim xupav lrpov nt; Her-nag, ii' 'il-spun" Hammer dvvapnſ r'
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The ſecond example is from the hiﬅorian Naumachius, ** who ﬂouriſhed (ſays Proelus) in
the time of our anceﬅors, and is of one Polycritus, who was an illuﬅrious and principal man
among the Etolians. This Polycritus died, and returned to life in the ninth month after his
death 3 came to the general aſſembly of the Italians, and joined with them in their conſul

tations about what meaſures were beﬅ to he adopted. Hiero the Epheſian, and other hiﬅo
rians, teﬅiſy the truth of this, in that accaunt of tranſactions which they ſent to king
Antigonus, and their other abſent friends." To' impaire-runs Aierr um A'thapx'af ruxav-ra,
'ral izrroﬂavuv, um anew-'du writ in' yern 'ror Dura-row marry, 'at acute'Oai U; UMNWUZY num" 'rnv AirnMv,

m 'man/num' rz apnr-rat my: in rCnuMumo' xai 'ſol'TOll mar paprupagſſltpwm To' Rome', m my;
Art-opium, Am-[o'g' 'rr 'ry BaſlM', 'cat am'; &run-m pint; n'am 14 o-yFCav-m wail-arm.

The third is as follows: '* In Nicopolis alſo (ſays Proclus), not long ſince, the ſame thing
happened to one Eurynous. This man, who was buried before the city, revived ﬁfteen day'
after, and ſaid that he ſaw and heard many wonderful things under the earth, which he was
ordered not to relate. He lived ſome time after this, and his conduct was more juﬅ after his

revivnl than before." Kar a' ran-'a m, am 'm r' 'rp NMth, raw w rrpa 'anon yrwm-rm,
Eupwaw 'to n'am 'raw-re' raſh', um 'mon-m 'ſo 'my ſum: into r" wpanurrm, cruel-war tum mvr'

run dun-m' i'uuFa' 'niz 'la-puſ, 'at Air-m' 51' 'ram in' 'For xau axw'nrv imo 'aſ Sawen-4' xtMuDuvau E
'
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daemoniacal place, where there were two chaſms in the earth, near to

each other, and two other openings in the heavens oppoſite to them, and
*
that
uppwra Priam-rew, um emCqu xpoyoy oux oxe-m, 'an opdnvat
dinamrspov am 'm avaCmmv
'i'ram
aporrpor.
A
ſ The fourth is of Ruſus, a prieﬅ of the Theſſalonians, who lived near the time of the hiﬅo
rian Naumachius- This man was reﬅored to life the third day after his death, for the purpoſe
of performing certain ſacred ceremonies, which he had promiſed to perform, and, having ful
ﬁlled his promiſe, again died.

Xax, 51; owl, 'ſnow-m Pox/par, 'm ex Ommmv my en Maxsﬂbwq, m

as rv Orcvawmxp per-wern; appaspwſuvn; aEmGtha' 'tower 'yap avroamov-ra TFlTalW araﬂ'mral, na' avanrm
mmv 61' into 'raw xﬂovmv &mare/WZ" Irn-w, 'va Ta; Sin; much 'tip dung: a; 'imaxoptvos E'ruyxars, 'cat my'
'nu unwr- 'umnnpna'mg thIm-ra man; amOavtw.

The ſiſth and laﬅ is of one Philonaea, who lived under the reign of Philip. V She was the
daughter (ſays Proclus) of Demoﬅratus and Charite, who lived in Amphipolis, and died ſoon
after her marriage to one Craterus. She revived, however, in the ſixth month after her death,
and, through her love of a youth named Maehates, who came to Demoﬅratus from his own coun
try Pelle, had connection with him privately for many nights ſucceſſively. This amour, how
ever, being at length detected, ſhe again died ; previous to which ſhe declared, that ſhe acted

in this manner according to the will of terreﬅrial daemons. Her dead body was ſcen by every
one, lying in her father's houſe; and on digging the place, which prior to this had contained
her body, it was ſeen to be empty, by thoſe of her kindred who came thither, through unbe
lief of what had happened to her. The truth of this relation is teﬅiſied both by the epiſlles of
Hipparchus and thoſe of Arridzus, to Philip, in which they give an account of the affairs of
Amphipolisz" Kal 'rov xozopmva 'ral/'ſay i/zapxm (Pleaiov 'am 'row Ommrov Hammer/trance mewg'
Ell/a' ds arrm/ ZUYZTZPZ Armſ-'parent na' Xaprrou; wv AppwroN-mv ways/My TEMurnaMav, ryr'yazm-ra ds
Kpa'rtp-p' raw-'ny 3: swim 'um tum Tav Savarav ama-za', nal 'ry Having: Maxa-rp, wrapa 'my AHHOTTPETG'
apmontvq' or ntMﬂ; In; Taſptdog, maye our/um' did 'lar 7I'Fo; auro' 'your WOAM; Writ; wxrag' m popadzt

va' MBA; arraﬁamv, 'ſpou'zoua'av xara BOUM'UW 'my tmxﬂovwv duty-arm 11qu 'ran-raſſ-zrwrpaxﬂal, ma' apaaazt
'ram vexpav tv 'p 'rarppa arpoanmmv owe', 'cat 'my 'tyme/or Friar-Lever air-m; 'm cum 'romv avapuxﬂerm 'mov

octpctnuu rox; auctor; m' army rAPomn J'aa 'r'n' amnxav my yryawrm- my ran-m Show tma'TaM; m; my
waſ 'Inwapxou, rot; 3: wrap' Apprdamu ygaprtaag, Too; 7' 'manus-m 'rng aMmaMu; r-yxezrlpwytvau; aſpe;
&txmſſov.

Proclus then with his uſual ſagaciry obſerves, concerning the cauſe of this phznomenon, as

ſollows : U Many other of the antients have collected a hiﬅory of thoſe that have apparently
died, and afterwards revived', and among theſe are, the natural philoſopher Democritus, in
his writings concerning Hades, and that wonderful Conotes, the familiar of Plato. * * ' For
the death was not, as it ſeemed, an entire deſertion of the whole life of the body, but a ceſſa*
tion, cauſed by ſome blow, or perhaps a wound. But the bonds of the ſoul yet remained rooted
about the marrow, and the heart contained in its proſundity the empyrcuma of life; and this
remaining, it again acquired the life which had been cxtinguiſhed, becaming adapted to anima
tion." Tm' mv my' 'ruv Mtaﬂavm &aim-raw, num; avanuwr-rr, ir-roplav and; 7: woman 'My arahzw'
remedy, xan Anyonprro; 6 cum; cv 'rats my 'm- qidou Hammer', nal ſi'or Say/many urn'or Kovarrnv, 'ran
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that the judges ſat between theſe. iThat when they gave judgment, they
Commanded the juﬅ to go to the right hand, and upwards through the
heaven, ﬁxing before them the accOunts of the judgment pronounced:
but the unjuﬅ they commanded to the left, and downwards, and theſe

likewiſe had behind them the accounts of all they had done.

But on his

coming before the judges, they ſaid, it behoved him to be a meſſenger to
men concerning things there, and they commanded him to hear, and to'
Contemplate every thing in the place. And that he ſaw here, through'
two openings, one of the heaven, and one of the earth, the ſouls depart
ing, after they were there judged ; and through the other two openings he
ſaw, riſing through the one out of the earth, ſouls full of ſqualidneſs and

duﬅ; and through the other, he ſaw other ſouls deſcending pure from
heaven; and that always on their arrival they ſeemed as if they came
from a long journey, and that they gladly went to reﬅ-themſelves in the
meadow, as in a public aſſembly, and ſaluted one another, ſuch as were
acquainted, and that thoſe who roſe out oſ the earth aſked the others
concerning the things' ab'ove, and thoſe from heaven aſked them concern-'
rim-row; H'MFO', '* * * *-[- and 'ſup 5 Sava'ro; m aſſuranrwu, ii; soul', 'his rim-ran; (out ran 'and-rog,
m' rim nsv gnaw; Trvog, war; 'ſon rpavparag, mapn-ro' Tn; ds than; cii my; 'my num" 'never err &tap-in
m-rrpptguptrn, 'ral 7', xapaga 'to tnruﬁtupa 'nig (one I'xrv nuing-va T,- Boren' xai, 'rou'ro' Ftrorrog, Mr;"
metrum-re rnv wrie/Canon' (any rm'mdtta' 'ſpot 'rm Mix-in' ynon'm.

'

Laﬅly, Proclus adds: a That it is- poſſible for the ſoul to depart from, and enter intodte
body, is evident from him, who, according to Clearchus, uſed a ſoul-attracting wand,on a ſleeping

lad, and who perſuaded the daemoniacal Ariﬅotlc, as Clearchus relates in his Treatiſe on Sleep;
that the ſoul may be ſeparated from the body, and that it enters into the body, and uſes it as aſi
lodging.

'For, ﬅriking the lad with the waud, he drew out, and as it were led his ſoul, for the

purpoſe of evincing that the body was immovcable when the ſoul was at a diﬅance from it, and
that it was preſerved uninjured. The ſoul being again led into the body, by means of the
wand, after its entrance related every particular.

From this circumﬅance, therefore, both

other ſpectators, and 'Ariﬅotle, were perſuaded that the foul is ſeparate from the body."-'
On 32 xai them; 'my uþuxnv, 'at tra-mar Palm-ran m 'to man, Fina- uat 6 m'pa my Kzeapxp 'rzi ill/mount?
pated-3: maw/rew; am For prtpamo'u 'my itaOEuTov-ror, 'at 'um-ac; torctdatnowo' AptſTM'ENl, 'do-'tip '3 Kuapxogg
rv 'rats my' ilvrvou p'mvrru'rn; dagon, his avazwpigtrm 'ran crowing, nal 51; rinmv at; 'ro dom, m A;
xpn-rm act/13' omv xa-ra-ynyrzu' 'ry 'yap pacdgu maid; 70" made, 'rn' d-uxm ſEZMmelEV, 'at owl' aynv, or'
auTW; vroppw 'ran wit-arot, amvnrav ertdrtfs To could, na' aCMCn vogouevov.-Aums aye/amor arm' 7'1; pagdour
HETQ T," EfDYO' aſſd'YYEAElV U'a'ſ'l'd' Tatyap OW, Uſ 'ſin/TO" T'anl/ſﬂl Tail; TE anon; TUZ TOlMTn; ſſTDPla; SEGTZFL

'at rov Are-curve' xwpw'rnv man To' VUMTO; rnv duxnv.
1 There is an unfortunate chaſm here in the manuſcript, of two or three line'.
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ing the things below, and that they told one another; thoſe wailing and
weeping whilﬅ they called to mind, what and how many things they ſuf

fered and ſaw in their journey under the earth; (for it was a journey oſ
a thouſand years) and that theſe again from heaven explained their en
joyments, and ſpectacles of immenſe beauty. To narrate many of them,
Glauco, would take much time; but this, he ſaid, was the ſum, that

whatever unjuﬅ actions any had committed, and how many ſoevet any.
one had injured, they were puniſhed for all theſe ſeparately tenſold, and,

that it was in each, according to the rate of an hundred years, the life of
man being conſidered as ſo long, that they might ſuﬀer tenfold puniſhment

for the injuﬅice they had done. So that iſ any had been the cauſe of many
deaths, either by betraying cities or armies, or bringing men into ſlavery,
Qr being conſederates in any other wickedneſs, for each of all theſe they

reaped tenfold ſuﬀerings; and if, again, they had beneﬁted any by good
deeds, and had bee'n juﬅ and holy, they were rewarded according to their
deſerts. Of thoſe who died very young, and lived but a little time, he told
what was not worth relating in reſpect of other things. But of impiety
and piety towards the Gods and parents, and of ſuicide, he told the more

remarkable retributions.

For he ſaid he was prekntwhen one was aſked

by another,rwhere the great Aridaeus was? This Aridaeus had been ty
rant in a certain city of Pamphylia a. thouſandyears before that time, and
had killed his aged father, and his elder brother, and had done many
other unhallowed deeds, as it was reported : and he ſaid, the one who was
aſked, replied : He neither comes, ſaid he, nor ever will come hither. For

we then ſurely ſaw, this likewiſe among other dreadful ſpectacles : When
we were near the mouth of the opening, and were about to aſcend after
having ſuﬀered every thing elſe, we beheld both him on a ſudden, and

others likewiſe, moﬅ of whom were tyrants, and ſome private per
ſons who had committed great iniquity, whom, when they imagined they
were to aſcend, the mouth of the opening did not admit, but bellowed

when any of thoſe who were ſo polluted with wickedneſs, or who had
not been ſuﬃciently puniſhed, attempted to aſcend. And then, ſaid he,
ﬁerce men, and ﬁery. to the view', ﬅanding by, and underﬅanding the
' By theſe, dzmons of a puniſhing characteriﬅic are ſigniﬁed.
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bellowing, took them and led them apart, Aridveu's and the reﬅ, binding

their hands and their feet, and, thruﬅing down 'their head, and pulling oﬀ
their ſkin, dragged them to an outer road, tearing them on thorns; de
claring always to thoſe who paſſed by, on what accounts they ſuﬀered
theſe things, and that they were carrying them to be thrown into Tar
tarus.

And hence, he ſaid, that amidﬅ all their various terrors, this terror

ſurpaſſed, leﬅ the mouth ſhould bellow, and that when it was ſilent
every one moﬅ gladly aſcended. And that the puniſhments and torments
were ſuch as theſe, and their rewards were the reverſe of theſe.

He alſo

added, that every one, after they had been ſeven days in the meaw,
ariſing thence, it was requiſite for them to depart on the eighth day, and
arrive at another place on the fourth day after, whence they perceived from
above through the whole heaven and earth, a light extended as a pillar,
moﬅly reſembling the rainbow, but more ſplendid and pure; at which
they arrived in one day's journey ; and thence they perceived, through the
middle of the light from heaven, the extremities of its ligatures extended :

as this light was the belt of' heaven, like the tranſverſe beams of ſhips
keeping the whole Circumference united. That from the extremities the
diﬅaﬀ of neceſſity is extended, by which all the revolutions were turned
round, whoſe ſpindle and point were both of adamant, but its whirl
mixed of this and of other things ; and that the nature of the whirl was oſ
ſuch a kind, as to its ﬁgure, as is any one we fee here. But you muﬅ
conceive it, from what he ſaid, to be oſ ſuch a kind as this : as if in (hive
great hollow whirl, carved throughout, there was ſuch another, but leſſer,
within it, adapted to it, like caſks ﬁtted one within another; and in the

ſame manner a third, and a fourth, and four others, for that the whirls

were eight ' in all, as circles one within another, having their lips ap
pearing upwards, and forming round the ſpindle one united convexity of
one whirl; that the ſpindle was driven through the middle of the eight;

and that the ﬁrﬅ and outmoﬅ whirl had the wideﬅ Circumference in the
lip, that the ſixth had the ſecond wide, and that of the fourth is the third
wide, and the fourth_wide that of the eighth, and the ﬁfth wide that of the
* By the eight whirl', we muﬅ underſtand the eight ﬂat', ſphere', viz. the ſphere of the

ﬁnd ſtars, and the ſpheres oſ the ſeven planeta

ſeventh,
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ſeventh, the ſixth wide that of 'the ﬁfth, and the ſeventh wide that oſ the

third, and the eighth wide that of the ſecond.

Likewiſethat the circle of

the largeﬅ is variegated, that oſ the ſeventh is the brighteﬅ, and that oſ the

eighth hath its colour from the ſhining of the ſeventh ; that of the ſecond
andv ﬁfth reſemble each other, but are more yellow than the reﬅ. But the
third hath the whiteﬅ colour, the fourth is reddiſh; the ſecond in whitez
neſs ſurpaſſes the ſixth; and that the diﬅaﬀ muﬅ turn round ina circle

with the vwhole it carries ; and whilﬅ the whole is turning round, the ſeven
inner circles are gently turned round in a contrary motion to the whole.
Again, that oſ theſe, the eighth moves the ſwifteﬅ; and next to it, and
equal to one another, the ſeventh, the ſixth, and the ſiſth; and that the
third went in a motion which as appeared to them completed its circle in

the ſame way as the fourth. The ſourth in ſwiftneſs was the third, and
the ﬁfth was the ſecond, and it was turned round on the knees oſneCeſiity.
And that on 'eachoſ its circles there was ſeated a Syren on the upper ſide,
carried round, and uttering one voice variegated by diverſe modulations.

But that the whole oſ them, being eight, compoſed one harmony.

That

there were other three ſitting round at equal diﬅance one from another,
each on a throne, the daughters of Neceſſity, the Fates', in white veﬅ,

ments,
' In order to underﬅand what is here delivered by Plato reſpecting the Fates, it is neceſſary
to obſerve that there is an order of Gods immediately above thoſe of a mundane characteriﬅic,

which was denominated by anticnt theologiﬅs liberated, and ſuperceleﬅial. The peculiarity of
this order is repreſented to us by Plato, in what he now ſays concerning the Fates. " ln this
place, therefore (ſays Proclus), Plato inﬅructing us in the order oſ the univerſe, which ſuper
nnlly pervades through the whole of mundane natures, from the inerratic ſphere, and in that
order which govern: human life, at diﬀerent times propoſing elections of diﬀerent lives, and
varying the meaſure of juﬅice adapted to them, he refers the primary cauſe oſ this order to a
mouad and triad exempt from mundane whoics. And to the monad he aſcribcs an inſpcctivc
government, extending its dominion at the ſame time to all heaven, and repreſents it as being

impartibly preſent with all things, as governing all things indiviſibly, and according 'to one
energy, and as moving wholcs with its moﬅ ſubordinate powers. But to the triad he aﬃgns a
progrcﬃon from the monad, an energy proceeding into the univerſa, and a diviſible fabrication.

For that which i' ſimple and united in the exempt providence of the monad is produced into
multitude, through the ſecondary inſpection oſ thc triad.
v
U The one cauſe, therefore, (i. e. the monad) poſſeſſes more authority than the triadic multi
tude. For all the variety of powers in the world, the infinity of motions, and the multiſorm
diﬀerence of reaſons, is convolved by the triad of the Fates; and this triad is again extended to
one
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ments, and having crowns on their heads; Lacheſis, and Clotho, and

Atropos, ſinging to the harmony of the Sirens; Lacheſis ſinging the paﬅ,
Clotho the preſent, and Atropos the future. And that Clotho, at cer
tain
one monad prior to the three, which Socrates calls neceſſity, not as governing wholcs by vio
lence, nor as obliterating the ſelf-motive nature of our life, nor as deprived of intellect and ihe
moﬅ excellent knowledge, but as comprehending all things intellectually, and introducing bound

to things indeﬁnite, and order to things diſordered. It is likewiſe ſo called by Socrates, as
cauſing all things to be obedient to its government, and extending them to the good, as ſub
jecting them to demiurgie laws, and guarding all things within the world, and as circularly

comprehending every thing in the univerſe, and leaving nothing void of the juﬅice Which per
tains to it, nor ſuﬀering it to eſcape the divine law.
'* With reſpect to the order in which the Fates are arranged, it appears from Plato in the Laws,
that the ﬁrﬅ is Lacheſis, the ſecond Clotho, and the third Atropos. And here it muſt be di

ligently obſerved, that Socrates uſes the parts of time as ſymbols oſ eomprehenſion according to
cauſe.

For that which war, was once future and the preſent, and that which now it, was once

future; but the future is not yet the paﬅ, but has the whole of its eſſence in becoming the fu
ture. Theſe three cauſes, therefore, or the three Fates, are analogous to theſe three portions
of time: and of theſe, the moſt perfect, and which comprehend: the others, is that which

ſings the paﬅ 5 for the paﬅ, having once been both the preſent and the future, may be conſidered
as comprehending theſe. The next to this in perfection is the preſent, which partly compre
hends, and is partly comprehended; for it comprehends the future, and is comprehended in
the paſt. But the third is the future, which i' comprehended both in the paﬅ and the preſent ;

the latter unfolding, and the former bounding, its progreﬂion. Hence Lacheſis is the primary
cauſe, comprehending in herſelf the others', and Clotho is allotted a ſuperior, but Atropos an
inferior order. And on this account Lacheſis moves with both her hands, as in a greater and
more total degree, giving completion to the more partial energies of the other two. But Clotho
turns the ſpindle with her right hand, and Atropos with her leſt, ſo far as the former precede'

with reſpect to energy, but the latter follows, and, in conjunction with the former, governs all
things.

For in mortal animals the right hand is the principle of motion 3 and in the whole: of

the univerſe the motion to the right hand comprehend: that to the leſt.
" Obſerve too, that as it was before ſaid that the whole ſpindle is turned on the kneesof Ne
ceſſity, ſo the fable ſuſpends the providence about partial ſouls from the ltnees of Lacheſis, who,
with her hands, as with her more elevated powers, perpetually moves the univerſe, but poſſeſſes

with ſubjection in her knees the cauſes of the periods of ſouls.
uIn the next place, let us conſider the ſymbols with which the fable celebrates their dominion.
Their walking then in the celeﬅial circles ſigniﬁes their exempt and ſeparate government. But
their being ſeated on thrones, and not in the circles themſelves, like the Sirens, indicates that

the receptacles which are ﬁrﬅ illuminated by them are eﬅabliſhed above the celeﬅial orbs. For
a throne is the vchiclc and receptacle of thoſe that are ſeated on it : and this perſpicuouſly ﬁg
niﬁes that theſe divinities are proximately placed above the mundane Gods. Their being ſeated
at equal diﬅances maniſeﬅs their orderly ſeparation, their ſubjection proceeding according lo
'on 1.
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tain intervals, with her right hand laid hold of the ſpindle, and along
with her mother turned about the outer circle. And Atropos, in like manner,

turned the inner ones with her left hand. And that Lacheſis touched
both oſ theſe, ſeverally, with either hand. After they arrive here, it is
neceſſary for them to go directly to Lacheſis. That then a certain pro
phet ﬁrﬅ of all ranges them in order, and afterwards taking the lots, and

the models oſ lives, from the knees of Lacheſis, and aſcending a lofty
tribunal, he ſays z-The ſpeech of the Virgin Lacheſis, the daughter oſ Ne

ceﬃty : Souls of a day l The beginning of another period of men oſ mor
tal race. The dazmon ſhall not receive you as his lot, but you ſhall chooſe
the demon: He who draws the ﬁrﬅ, let him ﬁrﬅ make choice oſ a life,
to which he muﬅ of neceﬂity adhere z Virtue is independent, which every

one ſhall partake of, more or leſs, according as he honours or diſhonours
her: the cauſe is in him who makes the choice, and God is blameleſs.

That when he hadſaid theſe things, he threw on all of' them the lots, and that
each took up the one which ſell beſide him, and that he was allowed to take
no other.

had drawn.

And that when he had taken it, he knew what number he

That after this he placed on the ground before themthe

models of lives, many more than thoſe we ſee at preſent.

were all-various.

And that they

For there were liyes of all ſorts of animals, and human

lives of every kind.

And that among theſe there were tyrannies alſo,

ſome of them perpetual, and others deﬅroyed in the midﬅ of their great
analogy, and their diﬂribution ſupemally derived from their mother : for that which is orderly
in progrellion, and acCOrding to dignity in energies, is thence imparted to the Fates. The
crowns on their heads indicate the purity * of their intellectual ſummits. Their white garments
ſignify that the eſſences which participate of theſe divinities are intellectual, luciſorm, and full

of divine ſplendour. And as it is ſaid that one of theſe ſings the paﬅ, the ſecond the preſent,
and the third the future, this indicates that all their externally proceeding energie' are elegant,
intellectual, and full of harmony.
"Lallly, the Sirens ſignify the divine ſoul' of the celeﬅial ſpheres, who incline all thing'
through harmonic motion to their ruling Gods.

The ſong oſ theſe, and the well-meaſured mo

tion of the heavens, are perfected by the Fates, who call forth the fabricative energy of Neceﬂity
into the univerſe through intellectual hymn', and convert all things to themſelves through the
harmonious and elegant motion of wholes.
* For crown' are oſ gold; and gold, from it' incorr'ptibility', and ne'er admitting ruﬅ, is an image aſ

intent-ﬁnal and divine purity.
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That there were

alſo lives of' renowned men, ſome for their appearance as to beauty,
ﬅrength, and agility; and others for their deſcent, and the virtues of their

anceﬅors. There were the lives oſ renowned women in the ſame man
ner. But that there was no diſpoſition oſ ſoul among theſe models, be

cauſe of neceſſity, on chooſing a diﬀerent life, it becomes diﬀerent itſelf.
As to other things, riches and poverty, ſickneſs and health, they were
mixed with one another, and ſome were in a middle ﬅation between theſe.

There then, as appears, friend Glauco, is the whole danger of man.
And hence this of all things is moﬅ to be ﬅudied, in what manner
every one of us, omitting other diſciplines, ſhall become an inquirer and

learner in this ﬅudy, iſ, by any means, he be able to learn and ſind out

who will make him expert and intelligent to diſcern a good life, and a
bad; and to chooſe every'where, and at all times, the beﬅ of what is

poſſible, conſidering all the things now mentioned, both compounded and
ſeparated from one another, what they are with reſpect to the virtue of
life. And to underﬅand what good or evil beauty operates when mixed
with poverty, or riches, and with this or the other habit of ſoul; and what
is eﬀected by noble and ignoble deſcent, by privacy, and by public ﬅation,
by ﬅrength and weakneſs, docility and indocility, and every thing elſe oſ
the kind which naturally pertains to the ſoul, and likewiſe of what is acquir
ed, when blended one with another; ſo as to be able from all theſe things

to compute, and, having an eye to the nature of the ſoul, to comprehend
both the worſe and the better life, pronouncing that to be the worſe which
ſhall lead the ſoul to become more unjuﬅ, and that to be the 'better life
which ſhall lead it to become more juﬅ, and to diſmiſs every other
conſideration. For we have ſeen, that in life, and in death, this is the
beﬅ choice. 'But it is neceſſary that a man ſhould have this opinion
ﬁrm as an adamant in him, when he departs to Hades, that there alſo
he may be unmoved by riches, or any ſuch evils, and may not, falling
into tyrannies, and other ſuch practices, do many and incurable miſchiefs, and
himſelf ſuﬀer ﬅill greater : but may know how to chooſe always the middle
life, as to theſe things, and to ſhun the extremes on either hand, both in.

this life as ſar as is poſſible, and in the whole oſ hereafter. For thus man
becomes moﬅ happy.-That then the meſſenger from the other world
further told, how that the prophet ſpoke thus: Even to him who comes
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laﬅ, chooſing with judgment, and living conſiﬅently, there is prepared a
deſirable life; not bad.

Let neither him who is ﬁrﬅ be negligent in his

choice, nor let him who is laﬅ deſpair.

He ſaid, that when the prophet

had ſpoken theſe things, the ﬁrﬅ who drew a lot ran inﬅantly and
choſe the greateﬅ tyranny, but through folly and inſatiableneſs had not
ſuﬃciently examined all things on making his choice, but was ignorant

that in this liſe there was this deﬅiny, the devouring of his own children,
and other evils ; and that afterwards, when he had conſidered it at leiſure
he wailed and lamented his choice, not having obſerved the admonitions
of the prophet above mentioned. For that he did not accuſe himſelf,
as the author of his misfortunes, but fortune and the deemen-s, and every
thing inﬅead of himſelf. He added, that he was one of thoſe who came

from heaven, who had in his former life lived in a regulated republic,
and had been virtuous by cuﬅom without philoſophy.

And that, in

ſhort, among thEſe there were not a few who came from heaven, as
being unexerciſed in trials.

But that the moﬅ of thoſe who came from

earth, as they had endured hardſhips themſelves, and had ſeen others in
hardſhips, did not precipitantly make their choice. And hence, and through
the fortune of the lot, to moﬅ ſouls there was an exchange of good and
evil things. Since, if one ſhould always, whenever he cornes into this life,

ſoundly philoſophize, and the lot of election ſhould not fall on him the
very l'aﬅ, it would ſeem, from what has been told us from thence, that he

ſhall be happy not only here, but when he goes hence, and his journey
hither back again ſhall not be earthy, and rugged, but ſmooth and heavenly.
,This ſpectacle, he ſaid, was worthy to behold, in what manner the ſeveral

. ſouls made-choice of their lives. For it 'was pitiful and ridiculous and
wonderful to behold, as each for the moﬅ part choſe according to the
habit of their former life. For he told, that he ſaw the ſoul which was
formerly the ſoul of Orpheus making Choice of the life ofa ſwan, through
hatred of woman-kind, being unwilling to be born ofwoman on account
of the death he ſuﬀered from them.

He ſaw likewiſe the ſoul of Tha

myris making choice of the life of a nightingale. And he ſaw alſoa
ſwan turning to the choice of human life; and other muſical animals in a
'ſimilar manner, as is likely, And that he ſaw one ſoul, in making its choice,
chooſing the life ofa lion; and that it was the ſon] ofTelamonian Ajax, ſhun

ning to become a man, remembering thejudgment given with reference tothe
armour.
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That after this he ſaw the ſoul of Agamemnon, which, in hatreﬂ

alſo of the human kind, on account of his misfortunes, exchanged it for
the liſe of an eagle. And that he ſaw the ſoul of Atalante chooſing her

lot amidﬅ the reﬅ, and, having attentively obſerved the great honours paid
an athlctic man, was unable to paſs by this lot, but took it.

Next to this,

he ſaw the ſoul of Epaeus the Panopean going into the nature of a ſkilful
workwoman.

And that far oﬀ, amOng the laﬅ, he ſaw the ſoul of the

buﬀoon Therſites aſſuming' the ape.

And that by chance he ſaw the

ſoul of Ulyſſes, who had drawn its lot laﬅ of all, going to make its choice:
that in remembrance of its former toils, and tired of ambition, it went about

a long time ſeeking the life of a private man of no buſineſs, and with
diﬃculty ſound it lying ſomewhere, neglected by the reﬅ. And that on
ſeeing this life, it ſaid, that it would have made the ſame choice even if it,
had obtained the ﬁrﬅ lot,-and joyfully choſe it. That in like manner the'
ſouls oſ wild beaﬅs went into men, and men again into beaﬅs: the unjuﬅ

changing into wild beaﬅs, and the juﬅ into tame; and that they were
blended by all ſorts of mixtures.

After therefore all the ſouls had choſen

their lives according as they drew their lots, they all went in order to

Lacheſis, and that ſhe gave to every one the dwmon' he choſe, and ſent

him along with him to be the guardian of his life, and the accompliſher oſ
what ne had choſen.--That firﬅ oſ all he conducts the ſoul to Clotho, to
ratiſy under her hand, and by the whirl of the vortex of her ſpindle, the
deﬅiny it had choſen by lot: and after being with her, he leads it back
again to the ſpinning of Atropos, who makes the deﬅinies-irreverﬁble.
And that from hence they proceed directly under the throne of Neceſiity ;

and that after he had paſſed by it, as all the others paſſed, they all of them
marched into the plain of Lethe 3 amidﬅ dreadful heat and ſcorching, fEr

e
' The ſoul of a man never becomes the ſoul of a brute, though it may be bound to it, and

as it were carried in it by way oſ puniſhment. Hence Plato ſays, that the ſoul of Thcrſites
(ſſlmed the ape; ſignifying that it entered into the body of an ape when it was animated, and
not before.

* See the note concerning claemons at the beginning oſ the Firﬅ Alcibiades.
l By Let/at we muﬅ underﬅand the whole oſ a viſible nature, or, in other words, the realms '
of generation, which contain, according to Empedocles, oblivion and the meadow of Ate 3 and,
according to the Chaldaean Oracles, the light-heating world, and the winding ﬅreams, under

which many are drawn. lly 'be dreadful but andſcortbing, Plato appears to ſignify the' ſphere
of ﬁre, through which deſcending ſouls paſs. And as, through an anxious attention to mortal
concerns,
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he ſaid that it is Void of trees and every thing that the earth produces.
That when night came on, they encamped beſide the river Amelete, whoſe
water no veſſel contains. Of this water all of them muﬅ neceſſarily drink
a certain meaſure, and ſuch of them as are not preſerved by prudence

drink more than the meaſure, and that he who drinks always forgets
every thing. But after they were laid aſleep, and it became midnight,
there was thunder, and an earthquake, and they were thence on a ſudden
carried upwards, ſome one way, and ſome another, approaching to genera
'tion like ﬅars. But that he himſelf was forbidden to drink of the water.
Where, however, and in what manner, he came into his body, he was

entirely ignorant; but ſuddenly looking up in the morning, he ſaw himſelf
already laid on the funeral pile."

And this fable, Glauco, hath been pre

forved, and is not loﬅ, and it may preſerve us, if we are perſuaded by it;
for thus we ſhall happily paſs over the river Lethe, and ſhall not contami
nate the ſoul.
*
But if the company will be perſuaded by me ; conſidering the ſoul to be

immortal, and able to bear all evil, and all good, we ſhall always per
ſevere in the road which leads above; and ſhall by all means purſue juſtice
in conjunction with prudence, in order that we may be friends both to our
ſelves, and to the Gods, both whilﬅ we remain here, and _when we receive
its rewards, like Victors aſſembled together; and we ſhall, both here, and

in that journey of a thouſand years which we have deſcribed, enjoy a
happy life.
concerns, things eternal are neglected, henCe he ſays that ſouls deſcending into the plain of

Lethe encamp beſide the river Amelete, i. e. through a connection with body they paſs into
extreme negligence; and there fall aſleep; ſignifying by this their being merged in a corporeal

nature, no longer poſſeſſing vigilant energies, and being alone converſant will' things analogous
to the deluſions of dreams. But when he ſays that no veſſel contains the water of Amelete,
this ſigniﬁes that nothing can reﬅrain the ever-ﬂowing nature oſ body. This, however, it muﬅ
be obſerved, is the condition of the ſoul while connected with a groſs a'e'rial body, and before its

perfect deſcent to the earth: for the deſcent from celeﬅial bodies to ſuch as are terrene is
eﬀected through an airial body. Souls therefore being laid aſleep in this body, at midnight fall
to the earth , i. e. when they enter into a terrene body they become involved in proſound night.

vTHE END QF THE TENTH AND LAST BOOK OF THE REPUBLIC.
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